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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

REPORT ON PALESTINIAN TEXTBOOKS –
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Report encompasses an analysis of a sample of 156
textbooks and 16 teacher guides published between 2017 and
2019 by the Palestinian Ministry of Education (MoE) for use
in general education schools in the subjects: Arabic language,
social studies and social upbringing, history and geography,
religious education, mathematics, natural sciences and life
sciences.
The curriculum reform initiated by the Palestinian Authority
in the 2016/2017 academic year remains an ongoing process
with textbook revisions being carried out frequently. After
the initial completion of this Report therefore 18 textbooks
released in 2020 by the Palestinian Ministry of Education have
been additionally reviewed.
Palestinian textbooks are produced and located within an
environment saturated with ongoing occupation, conflict,
and violence, which they in turn reflect. The analysis
revealed a complex picture: 1) the textbooks adhere to
UNESCO standards and adopt criteria that are prominent in
international education discourse, including a strong focus on
human rights, 2) they express a narrative of resistance within
the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and 3) they
display an antagonism towards Israel.
Compliance with the principles of global citizenship
education
The textbooks extensively address central issues of global
citizenship education. In numerous instances the textbooks
call for tolerance, mercy, forgiveness and justice. They
convey the concept of civil rights and the relationship
between citizens and the state. Textbooks for social
studies, in particular, also confirm pluralism as a feature
of the Palestinian political system and promote political
participation in the context of citizenship education. The 2019
editions contain several additional chapters that discuss the
meaning of active citizenship and the relationship between
the citizen and public spaces, as well as that between
the citizen and government. Issues of citizenship are thus
allocated more space and further content is dedicated to

them. In all subject areas, the textbooks provide images
of society that encompass respectful representations of
different social, cultural and religious groups including
diversity of skin colour, gender and physical abilities.
The textbooks emphasise the primary objective of equal
access to facilities and services and equal opportunities for
participation in public life, as well as cultural, social and
religious values that support various forms of coexistence
and dialogue. Religious coexistence between Christians and
Muslims is the dominant form presented in the textbooks;
other religions are rarely addressed. (For 2020 textbook
versions see below.)
Awareness of human rights
The analysis of human rights representations in Palestinian
textbooks published between 2017 and 2019 shows an
increased focus on the topic and a process of reframing
national issues within a global political context. The textbooks
affirm the importance of human rights in general and in
several places explicitly highlight a universal notion of these
rights: emphasising their interdependence and inalienability
and referring repeatedly to international documents on
human rights. This universal notion is, however, not carried
through to a discussion of the rights of Israelis. Group-specific
rights, in particular the rights of women, children and persons
with disabilities are also discussed extensively. The diversityembracing approach indicates an increased awareness of
and response to international agreements and commitments
regarding human rights.
Addressing conflict in human rights discourse
References to human rights serve as a framework through
which the textbooks address the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
from the perspective of human rights violations in the
context of international law. When the textbooks mention
human rights violations, in most cases these are carried out
by Israeli protagonists and affect the rights of Palestinians.
The textbooks support these assertions by reference to
international conventions.
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Antagonistic narratives and one-sided representations of the
Israeli ‘other’
While the analysis identifies an increased focus on Global
Citizenship Education and human rights discourse, it also finds
antagonistic narratives and one-sided representations of the
Israeli ‘other’ in textbook portrayals of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. This primarily applies to the terminology used to refer
to the adversary. The term ‘Israel’ occurs relatively seldom,
while the term ‘(Zionist) occupation’ dominates in the books.
The cartographic representations of All-Palestine, as a political
entity, a geographical region or an imagined homeland,
generally do not include the State of Israel or cities founded
by Jewish immigrants. A few maps show the borders of the
West Bank and the settlements within it, thus visualising the
disconnected territorial space administered by the Palestinian
Authority.
Recognition of Israel and renunciation of terror in source
material
The peace process in the Middle East is discussed in a history
textbook for year 10, which quotes the speech given by the
Egyptian president Anwar El-Sadat in front of the Israeli
parliament in 1977 and the letters of mutual recognition
between Israel and the PLO from September 1993. These
sources document different steps taken towards the
recognition of Israel and the renunciation of violence and
terrorism by the PLO. The recognition of Israel’s right to exist
in peace and security documented in the letters by Yasser
Arafat to Yitzhak Rabin stands in contrast to the questioning
of the legitimacy of the State of Israel expressed in other
passages and textbooks.
Ambivalent representation of Jews in religious education
textbooks
When representing Jews collectively as an ethnic and religious
group, Palestinian Christian education textbooks acknowledge
them as representatives of a further monotheistic faith and
largely refrain from reproducing prejudices from the New
Testament. Three Islamic education textbooks address Jews
and Judaism mainly in the context of early Islam. While two of
them deal ambivalently with the motifs of loyalty and treason
in reference to some Jewish tribes, one textbook provides a
learning context that displays anti-Semitic motifs and links

characteristics and actions attributed to Jews at the dawn
of Islam to the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict. [For 2020
textbook versions see below.]
The use of the terms jihād and shahīd
Christian and Islamic religious education textbooks introduce
the concept of jihād as a spiritual struggle and process of
self-reform, but also as engagement in combat. Islamic
religious education textbooks explain the rules and conditions
of jihād and the laws forbidding bloodshed and the killing of
innocent people. Especially when taken up in subjects other
than religious education, the combat-infused meaning of
jihād tends to prevail. The term is rarely connected to the
current conflict; however, in the few cases where such links
are drawn the passages tend to harbour escalatory potential.
The term shahīd is a key term that is almost exclusively used
in the context of the conflict and refers both to individuals
killed while committing violent attacks against Israel and to
Palestinian victims of violence who were themselves not
actively involved.
Representations of violence differ according to subjects
Across the school subjects, the analysis reveals significant
differences in the nature and quantity of portrayals of
violence. Textbooks for Arabic language contain emotionally
laden depictions of Israeli violence that tend to dehumanise
the Israeli adversary, occasionally accusing the latter of malice
and deceitful behaviour. They depict past acts of violence
committed by Palestinians against Jewish paramilitary groups
during the British Mandate and subsequently against Israel as
part of a heroic struggle against a colonizing oppressor.
Textbooks for history, geography and social studies take a
more conceptual approach, consistently placing the facts
within the narrative of national resistance. The Israeli
opponent is portrayed as aggressive and hostile. The
language is however, for the most part, objective in tone and
avoids inflammatory expressions. Violence perpetrated by
Palestinians, including violence against civilians, is presented
as a legitimate means of resistance in certain periods of
Palestinian history, alongside peaceful and diplomatic ways of
confronting Israel. Especially in higher school years, students
are asked to reflect on the use of different means of resistance
and to evaluate them.
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References to violence in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict can also be found in Real Life Connections (RLC) in
mathematics and natural science textbooks. Of all the RLC in
the textbooks, only a small minority (5 %) are directly related
to the conflict. The conflict-related Real Life Connections carry
non-escalatory and escalatory potential. (For 2020 textbook
versions see below.)
Textbooks for the academic year 2020/2021 reduce
escalatory potential
An overview conducted after the initial completion of this
Report compared 18 textbooks released online in 2020 by
the Palestinian Ministry of Education with earlier versions,
and found significant differences. In addition to the increased
representation of female and Christian positions there is
a reduction in the text and images that have escalatory
potential: including the alteration of a specific teaching unit
that included anti-Semitic content by several significant
changes of the narrative. Some references to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict in mathematics and natural science
textbooks have been erased completely. References to
protagonists of armed Palestinian resistance have in some
places been altered or removed.

Palestinian textbooks amended by Israeli authorities
As Israel has annexed East Jerusalem and controls the
education sector in this part of the city, Israeli authorities
approve and amend textbooks for use in East-Jerusalem
schools. A review of 7 amended textbooks has shown, that in
spite of significant changes being made to their content, these
textbooks do not contain any reference to the amendments
made by Israeli authorities nor to the authors of the changed
texts. Changes occur on two levels and predominantly
concern material that refers to conflict and occupation: the
first is the removal of depictions of violence by Palestinians
or Israelis, the charting of Israel in maps and the removal of
symbolic maps of All-Palestine; on the second level there is an
idealisation of the coexistence of Israelis and Palestinians in
the amended passages, with no mention of existing tensions.
References to Palestinian identity or national symbols are
removed, as are passages detailing cultural commemorations
and remembrance. The removal of entire chapters on regional
and Palestinian history fundamentally changes the national
narrative.
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INTRODUCTION

School textbooks play a crucial role as transmitters and
indicators of the hegemonic knowledge that a society deems
appropriate for teaching to the next generation, particularly
when it comes to topics relating to peace and conflict.1
Textbooks also constitute the dominant media in many school
classrooms.2 They enjoy wide circulation, young people have
unimpeded access to them during their political socialisation,3
and ‘for millions of people they [are] the first, and often the
only, books that they […] read’.4 Research on school textbooks
has therefore shown considerable interest in the role these
media can play in fostering hatred and even violence or, on
the other hand, promoting peace and tolerance. While hatred
and violence are certainly not the same, the two phenomena
cannot always be categorically disentangled given that
inspiring acrimony paves the way for the use of (but by no
means deterministically leads to) violence.5
School textbooks are particularly relevant in conflict and
post-conflict contexts where discourses (as reproduced
in educational settings) have considerable potential to
contribute to violent escalation or conflict transformation.6
Conversely, the content of school textbooks can also be
influenced by conflict. Conflict-relevant facts and knowledge
presented in textbooks can increase and intensify during
periods of hostility and war. Finally, school textbooks
themselves – and/or their contents – can become the subjects
of controversy within a society or between actors from
different states,7 as is particularly the case in relation to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.8 The ubiquity of the conflict and of

1

the Israeli occupation9 in the everyday lives of Palestinians in
the occupied territories must therefore be addressed in the
textbook analysis.
In 2017, the Palestinian Ministry of Education (hereafter MoE)10
under the Palestinian Authority began to pilot a new school
curriculum covering textbooks for school years 1–12.11
As stated above, textbooks play a role in the ongoing IsraeliPalestinian conflict both as crucial instruments for the political
socialisation of the next generation and as controversial objects
themselves. Recently, serious allegations have been raised
that the new Palestinian textbooks incite hatred rather than
promoting tolerance. These allegations are still contested and
research is needed to produce robust evidence on the matter.
To address this knowledge gap, the Georg Eckert Institute
for International Textbook Research developed a conceptual
and methodological framework for an academic review of
recent Palestinian textbooks and teacher guides. This Report
examines how textbooks address central issues of Global
Citizenship Education, whether and how peace and tolerance
are incorporated into Palestinian textbooks, to what extent
they contain incitement to violence and hatred, and, if so,
in what ways. It also seeks to provide a factual basis for a
constructive discussion between the relevant stakeholders
concerning the content of current textbooks and teacher
guides, as well as their further improvement. This seems
especially pertinent since the curriculum reform initiated by
the Palestinian Authority in the 2016/2017 academic year was

Naseem, Muhammad Ayaz and Georg Stöber: ‘Introduction: Textbooks, Identity Politics, and Lines of Conflict in South Asia’, Journal of Educational Media,
Memory, and Society 6 (2), 2014: p. 1–9; Standish, Katerina: ‘Looking for Peace in National Curriculum: The PECA Project in New Zealand’, Journal of Peace
Education 13 (1), 2016: p. 18–40.

2
3

Fuchs, Eckhardt: ‘Current Trends in History and Social Studies Textbook Research’, Journal of International Cooperation in Education 14 (2), 2011: p. 17–34.
Ingrao, Charles: ‘Weapons of Mass Instruction: Schoolbooks and Democratization in Multiethnic Central Europe’, Journal of Educational Media, Memory, and
Society 1 (1), 2009: p. 180–189.

4

Lässig, Simone: ‘Textbooks and Beyond: Educational Media in Context(s)’, Journal of Educational Media, Memory, and Society 1 (1), 2009: p. 1–20; here: p. 2.

5

Jabri, Vivienne: Discourses on Violence: Conflict Analysis Reconsidered. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996.

6

Davies, Lynn: ‘The Different Faces of Education in Conflict’, Development Outreach 53 (4), 2010: p. 491–497; Paulson, Julia: ‘‘‘Whether and How?“ History
Education About Recent Conflict: A Review of Research’, Journal of Education in Emergencies 1 (1), 2015: p. 7–37.

7

Bentrovato, Denise, Karina V. Korostelina and Martina Schulze (eds): History Can Bite: History Education in Divided and Postwar Societies. Eckert. Die
Schriftenreihe 141. Göttingen: V&R unipress, 2016.

8

Alayan, Samira: ‘Zionism as the Other in Curricula and Textbooks of the Palestinian National Authority’, in: Podeh, Elie and Samira Alayan (eds): Multiple Alterities.
Views of Others in Textbooks of the Middle East. Palgrave Studies in Educational Media. London, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018, p. 77–97; here p. 79.

9

For more details see Chapter 3 on conflict in textbooks.

10

Until March 2019 the Ministry was called Ministry of Education and Higher Education. For the sake of consistency this Report refers to it by its current name

11

Throughout this Report school years are given as year 1, year 2, etc., meaning the first, second, etc. year of schooling in the region of the textbook’s origin.

throughout.
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1.1 REVIEW OF RELEVANT ACADEMIC LITERATURE

not concluded with the publication of revised textbooks in
2017 but remains an ongoing process with textbook revisions
being carried out every school year.
This Report begins with a review of the relevant academic
literature on the study of contentious textbook content,
followed by contextual considerations and the data basis. The
methodology is based on an overarching approach that includes
criteria with which to study how the content of Palestinian
textbooks may lean towards promoting tolerance and
understanding or, on the contrary, fuelling hatred and prejudice.
This includes a multi-method research design using quantitative
and qualitative approaches and a work plan (Chapter 1).

1.1

Chapters 2 to 4 present the findings from the qualitative
analysis of the textbooks for the main subjects taught in
years 1–12 of general public schools and published between
2017 and 2019. These findings are presented in the three
chapters on global citizenship education, conflict and real-life
connections. Further, following completion of the Report,
the European Union provided the Georg Eckert Institute
with 18 textbooks of the MoE published in the year 2020.
Chapter 5 examines these books with regard to relevant
changes. Chapter 6 addresses Palestinian textbooks that
have been edited by the Israeli authorities for use in schools
in East Jerusalem. The Report’s conclusion summarises the
findings.

REVIEW OF RELEVANT ACADEMIC LITERATURE

1.1.1 EDUCATION AND CONFLICT
Inter-state conflicts have frequently been at the focus of the
search for conflict prevention measures within the field of
education. International textbook revision activities have often
responded to the need for such measures.13 For some decades
now, education research has studied the complex relations
between societal transformation and conflict from a wider
perspective, expanding its focus to include internal tensions.14

12

As conflict and education are interlinked in many ways and
on different levels,15 the ways in which education might
contribute to ‘post-conflict’ reconciliation and reconstruction
in the affected society often remain a key question, one
that also involves foreign intervention.16 Here especially,
history education is regarded as having enormous capacity
to exacerbate or reconcile conflicts, a significant topic in the

12

The sections 1.1 and 1.3.1 are modified versions of: Georg Eckert Institute for International Textbook Research: ‘Inception Report for a Study on Palestinian

13

Fuchs, Eckhardt: ‘The Creation of New International Networks in Education – The League of Nations and Educational Organisations in the 1920s’, Paedagogica

Textbooks’. Inception Report, http://www.uklfi.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Inception_report.pdf, 2019, accessed 30 September 2020.
Historica 43, 2007: p. 199–209; Korostelina, Karina V. and Simone Lässig (eds): History Education and Post-Conflict Reconciliation: Reconsidering Joint Textbook
Projects. London, New York: Routledge, 2013.
14

Cole, Elisabeth A. and Judy Barsalou: ‘Unite or Divide? The Challenges of Teaching History in Societies Emerging from Violent Conflict’, in: USIP Special
Report 163, June 2006, https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/resources/sr163.pdf, accessed 25 September 2020; Tawil, Sobhi and Alexandra Harley (eds):
Education, Conflict and Social Cohesion. Geneva: UNESCO, 2004; Seitz, Klaus: Education and Conflict. The Role of Education in the Creation, Prevention and
Resolution of Societal Crises – Consequences for Development Cooperation. Eschborn: GTZ, 2004; Leach, Fiona and Máiréad Dunne (eds): Education, Conflict
and Reconciliation: International Perspectives. Oxford, etc.: Lang, 2007; UNESCO: The Hidden Crisis: Armed Conflict and Education. Education for All Global
Monitoring Report 2011. Paris: UNESCO, 2011.

15

Brown, Graham K.: ‘The Influence of Education on Violent Conflict and Peace: Inequality, Opportunity and the Management of Diversity’, Prospects 41 (2) 2011:

16

Dimou, Augusta (ed.): ‘Transition’ and the Politics of History Education in Southeast Europe. Eckert. Die Schriftenreihe 124. Göttingen: V&R unipress, 2009;

p. 191–204.
Howlett, Charles F. and Ian M. Harris: Books, Not Bombs: Teaching Peace since the Dawn of the Republic. Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing Inc., 2010.
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research area of ‘Education and Conflict’.17 However, the
focus rarely lies on apparently ‘peaceful’ societies or those
grappling with serious but less violent conflicts and the best
ways to prevent outbreaks of mass violence in such situations.18
Rather, in post-conflict situations in particular it remains a
controversial issue whether – and especially how – to teach
about conflicts or whether these topics are best avoided.
Different schools of thought advocate varying approaches to
handling conflicts and highly controversial issues in schools.
Avoidance of such issues is referred to as ‘negative
peacemaking’.19 The exclusion or omission of sensitive topics
and issues from the curricula, or giving them the ‘silent
treatment’20 in classrooms, is considered a type of avoidance
which might lead students to hide their true feelings or censor
their own viewpoints. Further, avoidance of conflict distances
the curriculum from real life, running the risk of making it
appear meaningless.21 These arguments also hold true when
dealing with conflicts in general, including in ‘more peaceful’
settings. In the discourse on education and conflict the latter
mostly refers to violent activities on a large scale, such as
wars and civil wars, and is thus understood as a ubiquitous

social phenomenon. It is therefore not conceived of as the
opposite of ‘peace’; rather, peace is a state of society in which
conflicts are resolved by non-violent means. ‘Peace Education’
is dedicated to developing and implementing methods which
serve these ends on an international and intra-societal level
in terms of the relationship and behaviour of groups of social
actors, both in the classroom and beyond.22
Peace education scholars investigate how societal narratives
shape the understanding of a particular conflict, of
representations of the ‘other’, and of how attitudes towards
the ‘opponent’ are justified.23 They examine how narratives
disseminated through schools, media and social networks
shape the collective memories and values of citizens today.24
While peace education now also covers contexts of nonviolent inter-group tensions or relative tranquillity, it still
focuses on education for peace in belligerent settings, either
in a ‘hot’ phase, where the conflict cannot be addressed
directly, or after ‘cooling down’, when it can be made the topic
of discussion.25 In a non-violent context, the research focus is
more weighted towards conflict and conflict resolution within
the school system itself, as well as teaching about human

17

McCully, Alan: ‘The Contribution of History Teaching to Peace Building’, in: Salomon, Gavriel and Edward Cairns (eds): Handbook on Peace Education. New York:

18

Cole, Elisabeth A. (ed.): Teaching the Violent Past: History Education and Reconciliation. Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2007; Tawil and Harley (eds):

19

Curle, Adam and Maire A. Dugan: ‘Peace Making: Stages and Sequence’, Peace and Change 8 (2/3), 1982: p. 19–28; Bettman, Ellen H. and Pamela Moore:

Psychology Press, 2010: p. 213–222.
Education, Conflict and Social Cohesion.
‘Conflict Resolution Programs and Social Justice’, Educational and Urban Society 27 (1), 1994: p. 11–21; Fennimore, Beatrice S.: ‘When Mediation and Equity
are at Odds: Potential Lessons in Democracy’, Theory into Practice 36 (1), 1997: p. 59–64, Lynch, Kathleen: ‘Research and Theory on Equality and Education’,
in: Hallinan, Maureen T. (ed.): Handbook of the Sociology of Education. New York: Kluwer Academics/Plenum Publishers, 2000: p. 85–105; Bickmore, Kathy:
‘Teaching Conflict and Conflict Resolution in School: (Extra-)Curricular Considerations’, in: Raviv, Amiram, Louis Oppenheimer and Daniel Bar-Tal (eds): How
Children Understand War and Peace. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1999: p. 233–259.
20

Bhattacharya, Neeladri: ‘Preface’, in: Kumar, Krishna: Learning from Conflict. Tracts for the Times 10. New Delhi: Orient Longman, 1996: p. ix–x.

21

Britzman, Deborah: ‘Decentering Discourses in Teacher Education: Or the Unleashing of Unpopular Things’, in: Weiler, Kathleen and Candance Mitchell (eds):
What Schools Can Do: Critical Pedagogy and Practice. Albany, New York: State University of New York Press, 1992: p. 151–75; Graff, Gerald: Beyond the Culture
Wars: How Teaching the Conflicts Can Revitalise American Education. New York: WW Norton, 1992; hooks, bell: Teaching to Transgress: Education as the
Practice of Freedom. New York: Routledge, 1994.

22

Brown, Lorraine: ‘International Education: A Force for Peace and Cross-cultural Understanding?’ Journal of Peace Education 6 (2), 2009: p. 209–224.

23

Hilker, Lyndsay McLean: ‘The Role of Education in Driving Conflict and Building Peace: The Case of Rwanda’, Prospects 41 (2), 2011: p. 267–282; Wenden, Anita
L.: ‘Educating for a Critically Literate Civil Society: Incorporating the Linguistic Perspective into Peace Education’, Journal of Peace Education 4 (2), 2007: p.
163–180; Salomon, Gavriel and Edward Cairns (eds): Handbook on Peace Education. New York: Psychology Press, 2010.

24

Bar-Tal, Daniel, Yigal Rosen and Rafi Nets-Zengut: ‘Peace Education in Societies Involved in Intractable Conflicts: Goals, Conditions, and Directions’, in: Salomon
and Cairns (eds): Handbook on Peace Education; Hakvoort, Ilse: ‘Peace Education in Regions of Tranquillity’, in: Salomon and Cairns (eds), Handbook on Peace
Education, p. 287–301.

25

[Adwan, Sami, Daniel Bar-Tal and Bruce Wexler]: ‘Victims of Our Own Narratives?’ Portrayal of the “Other” in Israeli and Palestinian School Books’, Study Report,
4 February 2013, https://israelipalestinianschoolbooks.blogspot.com/, accessed 15 December 2020.
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rights, including children’s rights, and related aspects.26 The
treatment of conflicts within such societies seems to receive
less attention than in societies experiencing strong tensions.
Academic literature has approached school textbooks,
education and educational intervention as the contexts,
framework and dimensions of conflicts. Particularly influential
in the context of research on conflict and peace is a model
published by Johan Galtung in the mid-1990s that offers
an entry point for those interested in intervention for the
purpose of conflict resolution. Galtung draws a ‘conflict’
triangle that connects three dimensions: attitudes, behaviour
and contradiction. Attitudes are the inner convictions of
the protagonists, behaviour their observable actions, and
‘contradiction’ the subject matter of the conflict. The change
potential inherent in the model lies in the possibility that,
by changing attitudes, behaviour might change – including
the use of violence – and vice versa. Points of contradiction
can also be modified. The activities of many organisations
interested in conflict resolution seek to transform a conflict by
inducing change into one or other of the dimensions with the
aim of simultaneously influencing the others.
The model refers to the parties directly involved in the conflict
and is relevant for those working on or studying it. However,
the conflict not only involves the belligerent parties with their
military and/or political wings, but often affects society as a
whole. Conflict transformation must result in a wider process
of peace-building. Åkerlund27 therefore introduces an outer
circle to the model with analogous dimensions: norms and
knowledge correspond to attitudes while the capacity to
handle conflicts corresponds to behaviour. Additionally, there
may be ‘structural risk factors’ which are not yet the subject of
contradictions but nevertheless pose a danger to the society.
Both circles are open to peace process interventions.

Åkerlund categorises types of contributions made by
Swedish civil society organisations in the field of conflict
transformation and peace-building by associating them with
the six dimensions.28 Twenty per cent of the contributions
focus on ‘norms and knowledge’, while only four of them,
five per cent, engage with the educational field. Education in
the context of conflict and peace-building therefore seems
to be located in this area, albeit only one of several relevant
aspects. Seen from this angle, education is important because
it shapes the attitudes of those involved in the peace process,
thereby potentially preventing further violence; just as in the
past, some aspects of education may have contributed to the
attitudes that led to the existing conflict, possibly promoting
group antagonisms and hatred.
With the concept of (possible) change, a temporal perspective
is inherent in the conflict triangle, even if not explicitly
modelled.29 A time axis is included in another model, published
by Tawil and Harley,30 which correlates stages of conflict with
distinct types of educational initiatives. Conflict, the authors
explain, arises from a stage of non-conflict and relative
peace. In a ‘pre-conflict’ stage – i.e. pre-violence – internal
trouble begins and social unrest develops. Once the conflict
has become violent, the stage of conflict transformation and
the transition out of violence follows, in turn evolving into
a ‘post-conflict’ stage. Tawil and Harley correlate different
forms of educational initiatives and interventions with this
process, which, however, covers more than one conflict stage
and ‘encroaches’ into neighbouring phases. ‘Education for
prevention (development)’ consists of educational measures
intended to avoid a conflict or at least the outbreak of
violence. The approach taken by traditional textbook revision
in the international field can be attributed to this aim, as can
the introduction of peace education, for example, in societies
not in a ‘post-conflict’ situation. ‘Education in emergencies’

26

Hakvoort: ‘Peace Education in Regions of Tranquillity’.

27

Åkerlund, Anna: Transforming Conflicts and Building Peace. Experience and Ideas of Swedish Civil Society Organisations. Sida Studies 13, Stockholm: Sida, 2005:

28

Åkerlund: Transforming Conflicts and Building Peace, p. 122–127.

29

Johan Galtung added aspects of conflict development to the triangle model. He outlined the needs, values and interests from which goals arise. Goals of

p. 53.

different actors will sometimes be disharmonious, incompatible or contradictory, and define a conflict. If the pursuit of goals is blocked by others, this leads
to frustration and sometimes polarisation, possibly developing into the dehumanisation of the ‘other’. Aggression may follow in several steps of escalation,
resulting in traumatisation. Victims may begin to dream of vengeance; the victors may celebrate their glory. This will produce a feedback cycle if the conflict
is not transformed. See Galtung, Johan: ‘Introduction: Peace by Peaceful Conflict Transformation – The TRANSCEND approach’, in: Webel, Charles and Johan
Galtung (eds): Handbook of Peace and Conflict Studies. London, New York: Routledge, 2007: p. 14–32.
30

Tawil and Harley (eds): Education, Conflict and Social Cohesion, p. 11.
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programmes seek to safeguard schooling during and after
armed conflict or (natural) disasters. And ‘education for social
and civic reconstruction’ programmes include measures to
facilitate the rebuilding of society, reconciliation and so forth.
Tawil and Harley are to be commended for the introduction of
the time axis as well as the acknowledgement that not every
approach is suited to all situations and that at different stages
of conflict development different measures may be required.
However, as with all models, this one too presents a simplified
picture and has its limitations, such as the equation of
conflict with violence. This not only runs counter to a broader
definition, it also means that non-violent conflicts tend to
be neglected and thus overlooked in terms of ‘best practice’
models, for example. The model also focuses on internal
conflicts and simplifies conflict development, which is often
not strictly linear. Further, it is debatable whether educational
activities can and should always be adapted according to the
stage of the conflict.

Education has been advocated for many years as a positive
means towards societal development and modernisation.
‘Education for all’ was therefore the promise of a brighter
future. In the context of the internal strife and violence
present in civil-war societies, however, the negative
impact of education became obvious for many observers
and practitioners in this field. As Bush and Saltarelli have
put it: ‘In many conflicts around the world, education is
part of the problem, not the solution, because it serves
to divide and antagonize groups both intentionally and
unintentionally.’31
The process of restructuring and reconciliation takes time.
As Cole and Barsalou observe, ‘educational systems often
are among the slowest public institutions to make significant
changes’ and ‘[s]econdary-school history textbooks rarely, if
ever, play a pioneering role in tackling highly sensitive issues
or changing historical narratives that are not widely accepted
in society.’32

1.1.2 SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS AND CONFLICT
Academic literature has approached school textbooks
in conflict settings, with an interest in textbooks both as
themselves the subjects of a conflict as well as media in
which it is addressed, negotiated or reflected.33 Until recently,
content analysis has been the dominant methodology in
textbook research, with new approaches increasingly gaining
in recognition, such as ‘framing’ analysis, proposed by
Elizabeth Kind for the study of textbooks in conflict settings.
Drawing on a study of Rwandan textbooks before and after
violent conflict she argues that frame analysis is a useful tool

for shedding light ‘on the way in which history education is a
form of strategic communication and can reflect, amplify and
motivate in contexts of intergroup conflict.’34
The impact of school textbooks on students’ opinions and
worldviews has been studied with a special focus on issues
related to peace, conflict and violence. In a review of 42
quantitative studies published between 1996 and 2016 (with
few studies available prior to 2005), Østby et al. found that
higher rates of primary, secondary and tertiary education

31

Bush, Kenneth D. and Diana Saltarelli: The Two Faces of Education in Ethnic Conflict. Florence: UNICEF, 2000: p. 33.

32

Cole and Barsalou: ‘Unite or Divide?’, p. 5 and 9.

33

Summaries of these studies can be found in: Bentrovato, Denise, Karina V. Korostelina and Martina Schulze (eds): History Can Bite: History Education in Divided
and Postwar Societies; Cajani, Luigi, Simone Lässig and Maria Repoussi (eds): The Palgrave Handbook of Conflict and History Education in the Post-Cold War Era.
Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019; Ide, Tobias, Jakob Kirchheimer and Denise Bentrovato: ‘School Textbooks, Peace and Conflict: An Introduction’. Global Change,
Peace and Security 30 (3), 2018: p. 287–294 and Podeh and Alayan (eds): Multiple Alterities. Views of Others in Textbooks of the Middle East.

34

King, Elisabeth: ‘What Framing Analysis Can Teach Us About History Textbooks, Peace, and Conflict: The Case of Rwanda’, in: Bellino, Michelle J. and James H.
Williams: (Re)Constructing Memory: Education, Identity, and Conflict. Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2017: p. 23–48; here: p. 24.
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decreased the intensity and likelihood of armed conflict.35
Secondary education for males is a particularly important
predictor. While the causal mechanisms underlying this
correlation are not yet understood, plausible links appear to
be higher opportunity costs for participating in armed violence
(vis-à-vis using the qualifications gained for economic benefits)
and less discrimination regarding access to formal education.
Higher exposure to peace pedagogy and reflection training as
provided by school textbooks might also have an impact, but
this link is merely speculative given that textbooks can also
promote hatred and uncritical acceptance of authority.36 There
are five reasons why it is generally difficult to establish a link
between school textbook content and students’ opinions and
worldviews: Firstly, access to school textbooks might be very
limited, especially in peripheral and conflict-ridden areas.37
Secondly, even if textbooks are available, teachers might
re-contextualise their content, provide additional material,
or simply decide not to use them at all. Such practices are
well documented for countries as diverse as Argentina, India,
Mexico, Peru, the UK and the USA.38 Thirdly, students might face
difficulties understanding textbook content, especially if it is not
directly related to their everyday lives and if the pedagogical
design of the textbooks is deficient.39 The fourth reason is

35

that young people have the capacity to critically reflect upon,
question and challenge the views presented to them by all
media, including school textbooks. Fukuoka finds that Japanese
students are well able to identify and criticise biases in texts,
hence concluding that ‘history textbooks play a much smaller
role than often assumed’.40 Ahlrichs et al. also ascertain that
school textbook content is selectively received, negotiated
and re-contextualised by students in German classrooms.41
Finally, school textbooks are only one source of information
for young people. Their relative impact as compared with
other factors has not been comprehensively accessed to
date, but is often considered to be limited. Bird, for example,
concludes that gossip, traditional storytelling and radio are
far more important in conveying knowledge relevant to peace
and conflict in Rwanda than formal educational media.42
A study in Israel finds that, even when confronted with a
liberal interpretation of past Arab-Israeli conflict events, such
narratives are quickly replaced by or subsumed under the
dominant discourses in their social milieu.43 On a more general
level, Staeheli and Hammett claim that the social realities,
actions and discourses of schools, communities, families and
peers are more important in shaping students’ worldviews

Østby, Gudrun, Henrik Urdal and Kendra Dupuy: ‘Does Education Lead to Pacification? A Systematic Review of Statistical Studies on Education and Political
Violence’, Review of Educational Research 89 (1), 2019: p. 46–92, doi:10.3102/0034654318800236.

36

Davies: ‘The Different Faces of Education in Conflict’; Rohde, Achim and Samira Alayan: ‘Introduction’, in: Alayan, Samira, Achim Rohde and Sarhan Dhouib

37

Bentrovato, Denise: Learning to Live Together in Africa through History Education: An Analysis of School Curricula and Stakeholders’ Perspectives. Eckert.

38

Benwell, Matthew C.: ‘From the Banal to the Blatant: Expressions of Nationalism in Secondary Schools in Argentina and the Falkland Islands’, in: Geoforum 52

(eds): The Politics of Education Reform in the Middle East: Self and Other in Textbook and Curricula. New York: Berghahn, 2012: p. 1–14.
Expertise 8. Göttingen: V&R unipress, 2017.
(1), 2014: p. 51–60; Bhattacharya, Neeladri: ‘Teaching History in Schools: The Politics of Textbooks in India’, History Workshop Journal 67 (1), 2009: p. 99–110;
Colston, Nicole M. and Jacqueline M. Vadjunec: ‘A Critical Political Ecology of Consensus: On “Teaching Both Sides” of Climate Change Controversies’, Geopolitics
65 (1), 2015: p. 255–265; Quartermaine, Angela: ‘Discussing Terrorism: A Pupil-Inspired Guide to UK Counter-Terrorism Policy Implementation in Religious
Education Classrooms in England’, British Journal of Religious Education 38 (1), 2016: p. 13–29; vom Hau, Matthias: ‘Unpacking the School: Textbooks, Teachers,
and the Construction of Nationhood in Mexico, Argentina, and Peru’, Latin American Research Review 44 (3), 2009: p. 127–154.
39

Pepin, Birgit and Linda Haggarty: ‘Mathematics Textbooks and their Use in English, French and German Classrooms: A Way to Understanding Teaching and

40

Fukuoka, Kazuya: ‘School History Textbooks and Historical Memory in Japan: A Study of Reception’, International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 23

41

Ahlrichs, Johanna, Katharina Baier, Barbara Christophe, Felicitias Macgilchrist, Patrick Mielke and Roman Richtera: ‘Memory Practices in the Classroom: On

Learning Cultures’, Mathematics Education 33 (5), 2001: p. 158–175.
(3–4), 2011: p. 83–103; here: p. 98.
Reproducing, Destabilizing and Interrupting Majority Memories’, Journal of Educational Media, Memory, and Society 7 (2), 2015: p. 89–109.
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Bird, Lindsay: ‘Learning About War and Peace in the Great Lakes Region of Africa’, Research in Comparative and International Education 2 (3), 2007: p. 176–189.
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American Educational Research Journal 41 (4), 2004: p. 963–996.
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than educational media.44 Nor should the influence of other
traditional and social media be ignored in this regard.45
This is not to say that school textbooks have no influence on
the knowledge gained by young people. They are available to
and often compulsory reading for a huge number during an
important phase of their lives and thus ‘remain the dominant
media for knowledge conveyance’ in schools.46 According to
Obura, hatred promoted by the formal education system was
a key factor in the 1994 Rwandan genocide47, and Emerson
also shows how negative descriptions of the ‘other’ resonate
deeply in Pakistani classrooms.48 Voigtländer and Voth find
that education had an important and long-term effect on

the promotion of anti-Semitism in Nazi Germany, although
this link is not directly established but rather assumed after
a process of eliminating other plausible explanations.49
And Ide et al. detect a weak yet significant impact, in the
short term, on the importance attached by young people
to environmental problems as a result of textbooks linking
climate change to conflict.50
In summary, although school textbooks certainly play
an important role in political socialisation, their impact
on students’ opinions and worldviews is insufficiently
understood, limited by a number of factors, and should
therefore not be overestimated.

1.1.3 STUDIES ON PALESTINIAN TEXTBOOKS
As discussed above, political conflicts are often also played
out in controversies around the textbooks themselves,51 as
has been reflected in studies and reports written for political
stakeholders. Such politically inclined reports have evaluated
the contents of teaching materials approved by the Palestinian
Authority (PA), and Palestinian textbooks have also been the
subject of a number of scholarly analyses.
As Nathan J. Brown has stated, ‘The Palestinian curriculum has
been the subject of a tremendous international controversy,
which centres on a political reading of (or failure to read)
isolated passages in the textbooks used in Palestinian schools.’52
One of the most active and publicly visible institutions
with regard to politically inclined reports on textbooks in

the Middle East is the Institute for Monitoring Peace and
Cultural Tolerance in School Education (IMPACT-se), an
NGO based in Israel that was founded in 1998 as the Center
for Monitoring the Impact of Peace (CMIP). It focuses on
studies that examine the depiction of Jews, Judaism and of
the State of Israel in textbooks of the Palestinian Authority
areas and of Arab countries or those with a Muslim majority
population. IMPACT-se describes itself as a ‘research, policy
and advocacy organisation’.53 IMPACT-se has published
numerous studies investigating the depiction of Israel and
Jews in Palestinian textbooks. These reports compile several
alarming examples demonstrating a hostile attitude towards
Israel and which indicate that Palestinian textbooks cannot be
considered politically harmless nor acknowledged to contain

44

Staeheli, Lynn A. and Daniel Hammett: ‘“For the Future of the Nation”: Citizenship, Nation, and Education in South Africa’, Political Geography 32 (1), 2013: p. 32–41.
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Kahne, Joseph and Benjamin Bowyer: ‘The Political Significance of Social Media Activity and Social Networks’, Political Communication 35 (3), 2018: p. 470–493.
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Fuchs: ‘Current Trends in History and Social Studies Textbook Research’, p. 22.

47

Obura, Anna: Never Again: Educational Reconstruction in Rwanda. Paris: International Institute of Educational Planning, 2003.
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Emerson, Ann: ‘The Making of the (Il)Legitimate Citizen: The Case of the Pakistan Studies Textbook’, Global Change, Peace & Security 30 (3), 2018: p. 295–311.
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Voigtländer, Nico and Hans-Joachim Voth: ‘Nazi Indoctrination and Anti-Semitic Beliefs in Germany’, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the
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Ide, Tobias, Adrien Detges and Timo Leimeister: ‘Securitization through the Schoolbook? On Facilitating Conditions for and Audience Dispositions Towards the

United States of America 112 (26), 2015: p. 7931–7936.
Securitization of Climate Change’, Journal of International Relations and Development 22 (3), 2019: p. 532–559.
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Brown, Nathan J.: ‘Palestine: The Unseen Conflict over the Hidden Curriculum’, in: Podeh and Alayan (eds): Multiple Alterities, p. 55–75; here: p. 55.
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comprehensive peace-building educational objectives. The
reports’ characterisation of Palestinian textbooks is, however,
marked by generalising and exaggerated conclusions based
on methodological shortcomings. These require further
investigation based on an overarching and comprehensive
examination of the textbooks, contextualising the specific
passages mentioned as well as elements with the potential
to promote tolerance and peaceful coexistence.
IMPACT-se directs its studies predominantly at an Englishspeaking audience outside of Israel, aiming to influence
political decision-makers. The Israeli public are, however,
undeniably aware of the studies, which are discussed in
the press. Israeli politicians also attach great importance to
the content of textbooks used in the Palestinian Authority
areas which might influence the relationship between
Israelis and Palestinians. An overview report produced for
the Knesset Committee for Education, Culture and Sport
in 2010 by the Knesset Research and Information Centre
listed the findings from existing studies on the subject that
had been conducted by research institutes, think tanks and
by state and international organisations. It concluded that,
while no unequivocal point of view could be garnered from
the different reports, it was beyond dispute that Palestinian
textbooks were imbued with negative depictions with regard
to Israel, the Jewish people and the peace process.54
Another study on Palestinian textbooks was published at
the end of 2017 by the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic
Studies (BESA) at Bar Ilan University.55 This work follows an
approach and methodology similar to that employed by the
IMPACT-se studies. Based on a sample of 201 textbooks in all
subjects for years 1–12 that were used in schools at the time

54

of the study, the BESA study reached an almost identical
conclusion: the content of textbooks approved by the
Palestinian Authority attempted to delegitimise Israel
by denying that the Jewish people had a national claim to
a state in Palestine and by describing the presence of the
Jews as an occupation. The demonisation of the Jews
was viewed as being expressed through their portrayal as
enemies of the Prophet and also as currently and historically
embodying an existential threat to Palestinians. This
tendency was further exacerbated, so the study claimed,
by the fact that the Jewish people were always referred
to collectively and never as individuals, and the textbooks
were also said to lack objective information about the Jews
and Israel which might otherwise counteract this trend.
Furthermore, the study stated that the textbooks mentally
and ideologically prepare students for the violent struggle
to eliminate Israel and that the books lacked support for a
peaceful solution with Israel.56
In addition to these unilateral studies, several bilateral
textbook projects have been carried out since the end of
the 1990s by Israeli-Palestinian research groups and NGOs
examining portrayals of self and ‘other’ in textbooks. Of these,
the Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information
(IPCRI) has contributed widely to textbook analysis in the
context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The IPCRI’s report
of 2004 is especially noteworthy in this context, stating
that, while the textbooks of the then new curriculum were
replete with references to the principles of reconciliation and
tolerance, they failed to extend these principles and concepts
to include the State of Israel and the Jews. Nor did, however,
the same textbooks openly promote violence and hatred
towards Israel and the Jews.57

The report (in Hebrew) by the Knesset Research and Information Centre of 30 June 2010 is available online as a PDF file from the following address: https://
fs.knesset.gov.il/globaldocs/MMM/535b6b58-e9f7-e411-80c8-00155d010977/2_535b6b58-e9f7-e411-80c8-00155d010977_11_7890.pdf, accessed 31
October 2020. A supplementary report from 5 May 2013 referenced the 2010 study and reached a similar conclusion: https://fs.knesset.gov.il/globaldocs/
MMM/335c6b58-e9f7-e411-80c8-00155d010977/2_335c6b58-e9f7-e411-80c8-00155d010977_11_7424.pdf, accessed 31 October 2020. A similar overview of
research positions regarding the content of Palestinian textbooks was carried out by the U.S. Congressional Research Service in 2005 and updated in 2006: Pina,
Aaron D.: ‘Palestinian Education and the Debate over Textbooks’. CRS Report for Congress. Washington D.C.: Congressional Research Service, https://digital.
library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metacrs9379/, accessed 19 April 2019.
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Numerous academic studies of Palestinian textbooks have
been carried out over the past two decades. Firer and Adwan,
for example, examined Egyptian and Jordanian textbooks used
at the time (2004) in the Palestinian Authority areas as well as
new textbooks released by the Palestinian Authority in 2000
and 2001 for use in years 1-6. These textbooks addressed
(Palestinian) locations, images, behaviour, culture, norms and
values in much more detail than their predecessors. They
placed a clear emphasis on Palestinian identity, of which a
laboured sense of victimisation under Israeli occupation was
a key element. The authors did not, however, note openly
negative stereotypes of Jews and Israelis; in fact, non-violent
resistance was the focus of the fight against the occupation
and there was a recognisable attempt at education for peace,
albeit, as they pointed out, with room for improvement.58
Parallel to Adwan and Firer’s study, an edited volume
compiled by Falk Pingel investigated lesson and curricular
development in Israel and the Palestinian Authority areas.59
The chapter by Götz Nordbruch examined the concept of the
Palestinian nation in the textbooks in use at the time in the
Palestinian Authority areas. It established that ‘Palestine’ was
projected back to the third century and the Palestinians were
portrayed to be the descendants of the ‘Arabian Canaanites’,
while the Israelites and the Jewish population were omitted
from the national history. The curriculum outlined the
importance of Palestine for the Islamic, Christian and Jewish
religions, although the Muslim rulers were depicted as
tolerant while the Jewish people were portrayed as ungrateful

and disloyal. The history of the country between 1882 and
1948 is restricted to selected periods of ‘Zionist’ activity and
various uprisings of the Arab population against European and
Jewish immigration. ‘The West’ is presented as an unreserved
supporter of Zionism.60
Both the study by Adwan and Firer and Pingel’s edited volume
resulted from an extensive research project exploring peace
education approaches in history, civics and geography lessons
in Israel and Palestine, conducted between 2002 and 2010
by the Georg Eckert Institute in cooperation with regional
partners. Several Israeli and Palestinian textbooks were
reviewed in the context of the project and numerous scholarly
articles and reports were published.61
Another significant bilateral study of Israeli and Palestinian
textbooks was published in 2013 as a result of a collaborative
project between Sami Adwan, Daniel Bar-Tal (Tel Aviv
University) and Bruce Wexler (Yale).62 The study, instigated by
the inter-religious Council of Religious Institutions of the Holy
Land and financed by the US State Department, was based
on a broad sample and a sound research design employing
recognised methods of textbook analysis.
It ‘aimed to document the ways Palestinians and Israelis and
the conflict between them are portrayed in each other‘s
school textbooks’63 and looked at the role of the latter ‘in
preserving the negative and inappropriate representation of
the other and the conflict’.64
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After a lengthy selection process the textbooks underwent a
two-phase process of analysis. The first phase was to identify
the units of analysis65 relevant to the themes of the study. The
six adopted themes were: the characterisation of the ‘other’
group, the ‘self’ group, religion, peace, conflict, and values.
In the second phase these units underwent a standardised
content analysis based on ‘highly specific sets of evaluation
questions related to each study theme and an accompanying
implementation manual [that] were used to structure and
standardize evaluations of the’66 books. The study was carried
out by a joint Israeli/Palestinian research team who developed
and applied a standard manual and feedback system that
maximised objectivity.
The study’s four principal findings were: 1. The dehumanisation
and demonisation of the ‘other’ occurred infrequently in
the textbooks. 2. There was a unilateral national narrative
evident on both sides which portrayed the ‘other’ as the
enemy while positively portraying the actions of one’s
own society in conflict situations and attempts at peace. In
Palestinian textbooks the ‘other’ was generally the Jewish
people, who had taken possession of the land, either with
the help of international powers or via the Israeli state. The
message conveyed was that they wanted not to destroy the
Palestinian people but to dominate them. Historical events
were selectively chosen (by both sides) and incorporated into
their own narratives. 3. Neither side’s textbooks included
information about the religion, culture, economy or everyday

lives of the ‘other’. Maps even partially negated the existence
of the latter, thus questioning the legitimacy of their presence.
4. While these observations applied to textbooks in all types
of schools examined by the study, a quantitative comparison
revealed that they featured predominantly in textbooks that
were either Palestinian or ultra-orthodox Jewish.67
More recent publications have discussed the results of this
study and its perception within the conflict context, thus
shedding light on the relevance of both textbooks and textbook
research as locations of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.68 Mazawi
situates the debates about Palestinian textbooks within largescale geopolitical dynamics and intra-Palestinian social and
political struggles. He thus gives insight into internal debates
quoting Ali Al-Jarbawi, who was involved in the evaluation of
social studies and citizenship curricula, asking which Palestine
should be taught and how Israel should be presented.69 Internal
debates on the content of Palestinian textbooks are also the
focus of an article by Nathan Brown.70 Elie Podeh contrasts the
depiction of the Palestinian claim to the right of return with
the representation of the Israeli Law of Return in a binational
textbook analysis.71 And Samira Alayan has devoted much
of her scholarly work to the study of Palestinian textbooks,
for example on their representations of the Holocaust72 and
their depictions of Zionism73 as well as on their censorship by
Israeli Authorities for use in schools in East Jerusalem.74 All
of the scholarly studies mentioned here focused on earlier
generations of textbooks published before 2017.
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1.1.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS ON TEXTBOOKS
As institutionalised educational media, textbooks convey
relatively solidified or settled representations of the world
and its divisions that prefigure social lines of conflict. By
transporting canonised, predominantly state-sanctioned
‘knowledge’, they describe and set social norms, defining
what is to be regarded as ‘normality’ or ‘deviation’. School
textbooks exemplify norm-compliant actions and thus shape
corresponding patterns of perception and human behaviour.
They introduce protagonists who (supposedly) function as
‘heroes’ or role models, and describe how they deal with
conflicts in specific situations. They define identities, usually
condensing plurality into a narrower concept and giving
special weight to specific – typically ‘national’, ‘ethnic’ or
‘religious’ – identities. Drawing boundaries along these lines
becomes relevant for mobilisation processes in many cases
of conflict. They assign specific images of ‘self’ and ‘other’ to
the ‘them/us’ distinctions made through identity formation,
often involving a process of de-individualisation. Often shaped
by prejudices, stereotypes and images of the enemy, these
can influence the perception of ‘self’ and ‘other’ in conflict
situations. Textbooks typically contain territorial allocations
and convey territorial claims of the (national) we-group, which
can stand in contrast to claims of ‘others’. They convey an
image – a vision or self-image – of their own society, of the
nature and function of the society in general, and at the same
time, at least implicitly, devalue other forms of socialisation.
Conceptions of consensus and conflict are associated with
a certain understanding of society. Throughout the world
textbooks portray specific conflicts, often wars, providing
explanations for them, ‘privileging’ conflicts that are
presented as key, and ‘de-conflicting’ others by either not
addressing them at all or by placing them in a non-conflict
context (e.g. crusades depicted as cultural transfer or
colonialism as a ‘civilising mission’). Due to the institutionally
conditioned discursive ‘inertia’ of textbooks, the explicit
presentation of certain conflicts suggests that these are
regarded as socially relevant due to their particular durability
and intensity.
It is conceivable that textbooks influence perception and
convey an understanding of conflicts, that they guide the
assessment of possible adversaries, train antagonistic or
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sympathetic patterns of perception and suggest behavioural
patterns for dealing with conflict. This may foster a willingness
to adopt violent strategies in the sense that ‘wars begin in the
minds of men’ (UNESCO), or it may inspire less antagonistic
approaches and a preference for non-violent problem-solving.
Peace pedagogy strives to deliver education oriented towards
non-violent solution strategies. Textbook revision attempts to
influence the perception of learners in the sense of teaching
about peace by revising textbook contents and presentation
methods. The different forms of (violent) conflict in the
context in which textbook revision is undertaken must be
taken into account.
Textbooks not only themselves influence conflict definitions,
mobilisation and resolution methods; they themselves
are also influenced by conflicts, especially when these are
long-term and violent. The intensification of images of
the ‘enemy’ and the focus on facts relating to the conflict,
including historical legitimisation, specific perpetrator-victim
perspectives, and an emphasis on ‘heroism’, for example, are
probably the most common patterns in which states of war
are reflected in textbooks.
The debate on ‘education and conflict’ deals more broadly
with the textbook-conflict nexus. Teaching materials are
needed to secure education in war and post-war situations.
‘Education in emergencies’ is to a large extent about securing
such a basic supply. The evaluation of existing books as
‘contaminated’ becomes a problem and leads to very specific
measures such as the blacking-out of text passages before a
reform of the education system and the publication of new
textbooks can be undertaken at a later stage. In the course
of such reform processes, but also independently of them,
conflicts can arise within society or between actors from
different states regarding the content and presentation of
textbooks. In other words, the textbook itself becomes the
bone of contention. Often, but not always, the point at issue
is one of the examples listed above: a different view of a
conflictual relationship history, for example, or the inclusion or
exclusion of certain population groups. Such textbook conflicts
are usually part of another conflict and can only be fully
understood in that specific context.

1.2 BACKGROUND TO CURRICULUM REFORM

1.2

BACKGROUND TO CURRICULUM REFORM

The textbooks analysed in this Report are contextualised within
the process of curricular and textbook reform and development
carried out by the Palestinian Authority since 1993. The
demand for Palestinians to establish their own education
system has been a component of bilateral negotiations since
the Oslo talks. Whereas before the Oslo I Accord predominantly
textbooks from Jordan and Egypt – approved by Israel – were
available for use in Palestinian schools, in 1994 the Palestinian
Authority was given the right to produce its own teaching
materials.75 The Palestinians thus found themselves faced with
a dilemma, as Khoury has noted: ‘Should the new textbooks
narrate a negotiated history that mirrored the territorial
compromise the PLO had struck with the Israelis? Or should
the textbooks reproduce the traditional Palestinian narrative
that claimed all of historical Palestine?’76 This section of the
Report provides an overview of this policy framework, based
on documents published by the Palestinian Authority.

curriculum. Ten years later, in 2004, the pilot version was
finalised. According to the position paper the curriculum was
drafted on the basis of a variety of international documents
‘that support Palestinians’ right and access to quality education
that respects rights and ensures freedom’77, such as Article 26
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The National Committee for Education Reform, part of the
Palestinian MoE, has issued a position paper titled ‘Curriculum
& Incitement’ that contextualises the development of the
Palestinian curriculum, the debates surrounding it and alleged
incitement to violence. It gives relevant insights into the
self-ascribed principles and trends, and the philosophy and
strategy, that led to the Palestinian curriculum reform and
development that commenced in 2015.

The position paper also addresses the political discussion and
controversy surrounding its development. It states that, since
the first Palestinian textbook was released in 2000, the curricula
has been subject to accusations of incitements to hatred and
violence through ‘systematic defamation campaigns’ which
have a negative impact on education funding partners and the
ongoing development of the educational system.79

The curriculum reform originates more broadly with the
founding of the Palestinian National Authority institutions in
1993 as a result of the ratification of the Oslo Accord of the
same year between the Palestinian Liberation Organization
(PLO) and Israel. These institutions include the Ministry
of Education (MoE) as well as the Palestinian Center for
Curriculum Development. A year later in 1994, the signing
of an agreement between the MoE and UNESCO marked
the beginning of the development of the first Palestinian

75

Ten years after the launch of the pilot version, the curriculum
was amended by including international standards according
to the Universal Declaration on Sustainable Development,
adopted by the United Nations General Assembly No. 70/1
and the Incheon Declaration of 2015. This process formulated
the overall vision for Palestinian education reform, which,
as stated in the position paper, strove for ‘[a] Palestinian
society possessing values, scientific knowledge, culture
and technology necessary for the production and use of
knowledge for development and liberation.’78

The position paper states that both the development of the
first Palestinian curriculum in 2004 and the reform process of
2016 were guided by the following principles, resolutions and
references:
1. The UN resolution that gave Palestinians the right to live in
Palestine and establish their independent state, including
the United Nations General Assembly Resolution No. 67/19
voted at its sixty-seventh session on November 29, 2012,
granting Palestine the status of observer non-member state
at the United Nations.

Cf. Khoury, Nadim: ‘National Narratives and the Oslo Peace Process: How Peacebuilding Paradigms Address Conflicts over History’, in: Nations and Nationalism
22 (3), 2016: p. 415–446; here p. 423; Moughrabi, Fouad: ‘The Politics of Palestinian Textbooks’, in: Journal of Palestine Studies 31 (1), 2001: p. 5–19; here: p. 6
and Brown, Nathan J.: ‘Contesting National Identity in Palestinian Education’, in: Rotberg, Robert I. (ed.): History‘s Double Helix. Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 2006, p. 225–243; here: 227.
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Cf. Khoury: ‘National Narratives and the Oslo Peace Process’, p. 423 and Mazawi: ‘Which Palestine should we teach?’. For further discussion see Brown:
‘Palestine: The Unseen Conflict over the Hidden Curriculum’.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’.
Position Paper. n.d., p. 1.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’.
Position Paper. n.d., p. 1.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’, p. 1–2.
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2. The Declaration of Independence of the State of Palestine
adopted on November 15, 1988 in Algeria by the Palestine
National Council. The declaration was based on the UN
General Assembly resolution No. 181 dated November 29,
1947, which stated the termination of the British Mandate,
the partition of Palestine into two states, the assignment
of Jerusalem under the aegis of the United Nations
trusteeship and the right of refugees to return to their
towns and villages from which they were exiled, the UN
Security Council resolution No. 242, which provided for the
withdrawal of Israeli forces from territories occupied during
the June 1967 war, and the need to bring firm and just
peace in the Middle East, as well as UN Security Council
resolutions relating to the city of Jerusalem, including
resolution No. 446, resolution No. 476 and resolution No.
478 dated 20/08/1980 which confirms the invalidity of all
actions carried out by the occupation authority to change
the character of the city of Jerusalem and its legal status.
3. Oslo Accords that resulted in the establishment of the
Palestinian National Authority as a first step towards
ending the occupation and establishing an independent
Palestinian state on the 1967 borders.
4. The Amended Palestinian Basic Law of 2003, which is the
legislative and legal reference in the Palestinian territories,
and whatever it included in terms of intellectual, national,
social and cultural principles.80
According to the recently released Position Paper II titled
‘Ongoing Incitement against the Palestinian Curricula’, the
curriculum development process was ﬂexible and dynamic
from the beginning: ‘It took into account feedback from the
Palestinian educational community and experts in this arena.
The process adhered to international standards in order to
achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and consolidate
the values of justice, democracy, tolerance, and peace.’81
According to the position paper ‘Curriculum & Incitement’
the Palestinian curriculum seeks to empower Palestinian
citizens with knowledge and the moral values of tolerance,
love, democracy, acceptance of others, and pluralism.82
Furthermore, its vision stresses the importance of teaching
students to communicate internationally and further promote
international understanding and cooperation:

• To raise politically and socially aware youth with values of
tolerance, acceptance, dialogue and respect of others, who
are aware of the Palestinian national cause, to equip them
with all the necessary skills to become active participants in
building a Palestinian state on land occupied in 1967 with
East Jerusalem as its capital. To raise individuals who are
aware and can advocate and implement United Nations
resolutions related to a just solution for Palestinians a
roadmap for a two-solution state.
• To raise a youth whose values and actions stem from
their deeply rooted understanding of the Palestinian
cause and who understand that resisting the occupation
is a right granted to us by international conventions
and UN resolutions including Article 51 of the United
Nations Charter, which affirms the legitimacy of the
right of resistance to peoples under colonization, and
resolution No. (1514) of 1960 on granting independence
to colonialized countries and peoples. In 1974, the UN
General Assembly adopted the Resolution No. 3314 on the
right of peoples to struggle in all forms in order to achieve
freedom, independence and self-determination.
• The Palestinian curriculum prepares individuals who are
inquisitive, principled, tolerant, risk taking, national and
internationally minded, critical and creative individuals
who possess the knowledge and skill sets necessary
for them to keep up with the global pace of knowledge
production. It produces individuals who are engaged and
open minded towards their own society and others. […]
• The Palestinian curriculum does not identify any political
borders of the state of Israel because these borders
have yet to be determined within the framework of
an agreement for a just, comprehensive and final
settlement. The Palestinian curriculum cannot suggest
any assumptions for such borders, that are not even
identified in the Israeli curriculum, especially in light
of the continued settlement activities in the occupied
Palestinian territories and the denial of the Palestinian
people’s right to return and establish their independent
state on the 1967 borders since the border demarcation
was classified within the final status issues that have not
been settled yet.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’, p. 2–3.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education: ‘Position Paper II: Ongoing Incitement against the Palestinian Curricula’, Position Paper, March 2020, p. 2.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’, p. 3–4.
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• The Palestinian historical narrative remains unchanged and
must take into account the destruction of the Palestinian
society in 1948, and the establishment of the State of
Israel as well as the subsequent Israeli occupation of
the rest of the Palestinian territories in 1967 along with
the peace agreement and the subsequent violations.
Historical narrative of any nation depends highly on the
political events and developments that affected its people.
Palestinians are no different, their stories of loss, pain and
suffering largely make up their discourse and that should
not be compromised to appease anyone.
• Educating Palestinians about their legitimate rights
in resisting all forms of occupation as guaranteed by
international conventions and United National resolutions
is a necessary function of the Palestinian curriculum. This
is coupled by promoting peace, tolerance and love with
others once a just solution that ensures the liberation and
establishment of a sovereign Palestinian state is achieved.83
The ‘Education Sector Strategic Plan’ published in 2017 also
highlights the importance for the Palestinian education
system of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.84
Within the ‘Education Sector Strategic Plan’ issued by the
MoE, education development is contextualised within the
Ministry’s view of the historic and political background of
Palestine.
It considers that
historically, Palestine lies south west of Asia on the
southeastern part of the Mediterranean Sea, Eastern
Coast, extending to the Jordan River. Thus, it lies in the
heart of the world, namely Asia and Africa, which makes it
a land bridge linking both continents. It has a large number
of historically and religiously important cities. These cities,
with Jerusalem at the top, are of high importance for the
three monotheistic religions.85
With regard to the political situation, it considers that

Palestine is a State under occupation according to the
United Nations General Assembly Resolution No. 19\67 of
the year 2012. It has the most unstable security situation
in the world due to the Israeli occupation violations of
Palestinian citizens’ rights in addition to the physical
presence of the colonial settlements that are built on
expropriated Palestinian land; a breach of all international
conventions and laws. What makes the situation worse,
as most international human rights organizations view, is
the apartheid wall which Israel built on Palestinian lands
in the West Bank, in addition to the violations committed
against the Gaza Strip epitomized by the siege. These
Israeli policies and measures, which it has accelerated
since the inception of the Palestinian National Authority
in 1993, worsened and tensed the security situation.86
Furthermore, Position Paper II states that the curriculum
should be of ‘factual’ content and reflect the current living
situation of the Palestinians:87
The curriculum cannot be based on an imaginary history
or be used to promote lies. It must reﬂect today’s reality
and international law, and aim to educate a generation that
believes in justice and democracy. The Palestinian curriculum
should serve as a tool to help in building a free, independent
Palestinian state where all its citizens are treated with
dignity and respect. It is the right of the Palestinian people
to teach their history to successive generations with
transparency, credibility and justice, just like other nations.
This includes Palestinian national ﬁgures and historical
symbols who resist foreign occupation. This right is granted
by international law such as Article 51 of the UN Charter.
Several United Nations resolutions recognize the legitimacy
of the struggle of peoples for independence, territorial
integrity, national unity and liberation from colonial and
foreign domination and foreign occupation by all available
means, including armed struggle; these include UN General
Assembly Resolutions 37/43(1982), 2787 (1971), as well as
Resolution 1514 (1960) which recognizes the granting of
independence to colonialized countries and nations.
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1.3

METHODOLOGY

Textbook research conducted at the Georg Eckert Institute
focuses on discourse-analytical questions, above all with
regard to descriptions of ‘self’ and ‘other’ as well as historical
symbols and changing constructions of society resulting from
these. Textbook knowledge; that is, that which appears in
textbooks as the central guiding media of school teaching, is
widely regarded as both symbolic and discursively contested.
On the basis of this canonically condensed knowledge,
influenced and sanctioned by the state and social authorities
in one way or another, it is possible to identify and examine
prevailing social discourses as well as their respective carriers
and protagonists. From this research perspective, textbook
contents can be analysed as both indicators and factors of
societal discourses.
As textbooks are usually compiled of very different types
of texts written by different authors and/or obtained from
different sources, it is crucial to analyse a sample of several
textbooks as a whole rather than looking at individual volumes
or selected pages. A systematic, scholarly textbook analysis
approaches textbooks and other educational media with a
clearly defined set of terms and methods. The basis for this
Report is a qualitative content analysis targeting the different
subject groups and topic areas addressed in textbooks with
specific methods. The analysis of key terms such as ‘incitement
to violence and hatred’ or ‘promotion of peace and tolerance’
require criteria with which to identify corresponding textbook
content. The definition of terms and criteria is therefore
derived from secondary literature on peace education
research, with a focus on textbook content in conflict settings.
The overarching research method is a qualitative content
analysis, complemented by methods from the fields of narrative
analysis and quantitative analysis. The classification of the
many text passages into appropriate categories is part of the
qualitative content analysis, as is establishing their significance.
Textbook extracts that refer to issues such as historical, political,
social, religio-cultural and economic implications; initiatives
for peace, tolerance or dialogue; human rights, and real-life
connections were selected for further analysis.88

88

All passages identified as containing relevant text and/or
images for this Report were documented and subsequently
coded in a digital programme (MaxQDA) with a deductive
and inductive coding scheme that translated the research
objectives and questions into codes. This coding procedure
enabled the documentation, contrast and comparison of interand intra-subject text passages.
As textbooks are produced and received within different
societal discourses and can therefore only be fully interpreted
and classified in their relevant contexts, it is essential to
employ methods of discourse analysis in addition to content
analysis. Discourse analysis unveils ‘hidden’ messages by
examining the semiotic structure of a certain text (e.g.
presuppositions, ruptures, contradictions, impasses, etc.).
Special attention has been paid to the pedagogic and didactic
specificities of each discipline and its textbooks: How,
generally speaking, are textbooks designed and structured
within a certain subject area? How do authored texts, source
materials and illustrations work together, and what exercises
and tasks are assigned in the context of each lesson? How
are the tasks put together – are they designed merely to
reproduce content or rather to stimulate discussion? The
context of the specific subject must also be taken into
account: What learning objectives are prescribed for the
subject, what are the principal didactic methods, and what
kind of source material plays a significant role? Which specific
discourses affect each subject? And what differences in terms
of these analytical categories and discourses are apparent
between textbooks for different subjects?
As both discourse analysis and qualitative text analysis require
substantial interpretation,89 this Report additionally applies
a modified approach from quantitative content analysis to
ensure the validity of its results.90 While the idea of intercoder
reliability is not directly applicable to qualitative research,91
each piece of text in the sample has been analysed by at least
two (and wherever the textbook content was particularly
context-dependent or ambiguous, up to five) scholars.

This methodological approach has been applied to textbooks for religion in the post-conflict setting of Bosnia and Herzegovina. See: Štimac, Zrinka: ‘Ignore the
War; Concentrate on Peace. Textbook Analysis of Strategies in Post-Conflict Societies: A Praxeological Approach’, in: Andreassen, Bengt-Ove, James R. Lewis and
Suzanna A. Throbo (eds): Textbook Violence. Sheffield: Equinox, 2017: p. 55–73.
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Keller, Reiner: Doing discourse research: an introduction for social scientists. London: SAGE, 2013.
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Krippendorff, Klaus: Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology. 2nd ed. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE, 2004.
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Hardy, Cynthia, Nelson Phillips and Bill Harley: ‘Discourse analysis and content analysis: two solitudes?’ Qualitative & Multi-method Research 2 (1), 2004: p. 19–22.
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1.3.1 DEFINITION OF CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS
This Report is based on the analysis of 172 textbooks and teacher guides published from 2017 to 2019 for all main subjects
of the Palestinian Authority curriculum for general education, years 1–12. Additionally, following the initial conclusion of the
Report, 18 textbooks published in the year 2020 were analysed with a view to identifying changes (see Chapter 5).

(I) GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION (GCED):
Civic education, Education for Sustainable Development (ESD),
intercultural understanding and human rights are the key
areas of the UNESCO guidelines of 2014 on textbooks and
learning resources. The Report focuses on the following six
core criteria chosen from two of the three UNESCO Principles,
namely ‘Promote Values, Attitudes and Skills for Learning to
Live Together’ (Principle 2), and ‘Enable Learners to Reflect,
Think and Build Peace Internationally’ (Principle 3), taking
into account that the textbooks analysed are located within
a long-term armed conflict. The guidelines state that
textbooks and learning resources should:
• present a realistic, balanced and respectful representation
of different social, cultural and religious groups […]
[UNESCO guidelines criterion 2.3];
• draw on positive examples of how diverse social, ethnic and
cultural groups manage (and have managed) to live together
harmoniously in mutually beneficial ways [criterion 2.4];
• focus on cultural, social and religious values that support
peaceful coexistence […] [criterion 2.5];
• increase awareness of and response to international
agreements and commitments to human rights […]
[criterion 3.1];
• encourage a comparative approach to the teaching of
religions […] [criterion 3.6];
• incorporate plans for activities that explore the causes
and consequences of conflict or war in ways that promote
attitudes and skills for conflict prevention, peace building
and global citizenship […] [criterion 3.7].92

The chapter on GCED investigates the ways in which
textbooks address forms of political participation,
environmental issues and intercultural understanding.
Civic education is understood as a concept that teaches
all aspects of citizenship and aims to enable young
people to participate actively in democratic processes
in the current global society. The main questions
asked are whether the textbooks present realistic and
respectful representations of different social, cultural and
religious groups, how these groups live together, which
cultural, social and religious values presented represent
peaceful coexistence between these groups, and how
they increase awareness of (and to what extent they
are a response to) international agreements on gender
equality, cultural diversity and the protection of the
environment.93
The promotion of human rights is explicitly mentioned
in criterion 3.1. Human rights are broadly considered to
reflect a set of values supportive of peaceful coexistence
(criterion 2.5); further, a respectful presentation of other
groups (criterion 2.3) involves acknowledging them as
owners – rather than as violators – of human rights. The
research team drew on an approach developed by a
group of specialists at Stanford University that is widely
accepted in the relevant literature.94 This approach
notes for all textbooks how many explicit references to
human rights are dedicated to the subject matter and
which human rights are discussed (civil, economic, social,
cultural), and whether and how human rights violations
are mentioned.
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UNESCO: Textbooks and Learning Resources: Guidelines for Developers and Users, ED-2013/WS/37, Paris: UNESCO, 2014, p. 16–17.
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Bromley, Patricia: ‘Cosmopolitanism in Civic Education: Exploring Cross-National Trends, 1970–2008’. Current Issues in Comparative Education 12 (1), 2009:
p. 33–44; Ramirez, Francisco O., Patricia Bromley and Susan Garnett Russell: ‘The Valorization of Humanity and Diversity’. Multicultural Education Review 1 (1),
2009: p. 29–54.
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Specifically, the following questions were applied to
textbooks:
1. Are human rights explicitly discussed in the textbook?
2. To what degree are human rights discussed in the
textbook (one or more sentences, a paragraph, or
sub-chapter, an entire chapter or more)?
3. How many pages are devoted to the discussion of
human rights?
4. Are any international, regional or national human
rights documents mentioned?
5. Which human rights are discussed (civil, economic,
social, cultural)?
6. Are group-specific rights (e.g., of women, children,
ethnic groups) discussed (without explicit reference
to human rights), and if so, which rights and to what
extent?

While the discussion of human rights per se is a good
indicator of the promotion of tolerance and understanding
in a textbook, the specific framing of the topic is equally
significant. If, for example, a textbook mentions only the
national in-group (Palestinians) or related groups as holders
or receivers of human rights, the promotion of understanding
in a conflict context might be limited. Discussing the rights of
humanity in general or of Israelis specifically is considered a
contribution to more peaceful relations. Similarly, portraying
other groups or individuals (especially Israelis in this case)
as perpetrators of human rights violations (re-)produces a
conflict discourse while (critical) reflection of the human
rights record of one’s own group serves to question binary
stereotypes and to reflect upon one’s own role in
perpetuating the conflict.95

This Report therefore extends the Stanford group’s approach
by including the following items:
7. Who is discussed as the subject/receiver of human
rights in the relevant textbook pages (humanity in
general, Palestinian groups, Israeli groups, other
groups)?
8. Which perpetrators of human rights violations are
mentioned (none, Israeli actors, Palestinian actors,
other actors)?

This approach will locate Palestinian textbooks within the
synchronic and diachronic overview generated by the Stanford
group and compare them in terms of the human rights
discourse with textbooks from various regions, (post-)conflict
settings and times.96

(II) INCITEMENT OF VIOLENCE AND HATRED OR
PROMOTION OF PEACE AND TOLERANCE:
The above mentioned UNESCO guidelines on promoting
values, attitudes and skills for learning to live together and for
enabling learners to reflect, think and engage in international
peace-building also form the basis of the criteria chosen to
identify textbook passages that promote hatred or tolerance.
As some aspects of these guidelines are too general to be
applied in a scholarly analysis within this specific context,
characterised as it is by contested nation-building and
persistent conflict, additional criteria were also employed.
Delineating the incitement of hatred and violence in a text
is a complex undertaking, and indeed it has yet to be proven
that certain texts lead to sustained changes in the beliefs or
actions of individuals. Similar issues apply to the identification
of content that promotes tolerance and peace. For the
purpose of this Report, the following (heuristic) distinctions
are used: a text is considered to foster tolerance if human
rights are acknowledged, tolerance and respect are promoted
as desirable goals, or the relevant others are portrayed in
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Jackson, Richard and Helen Dexter: ‘The Social Construction of Organized Political Violence: An Analytical Framework’. Civil Wars 16 (1), 2014: p. 1–23;
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Korf, Benedikt: ‘Who is the Rogue? Discourse, Power and Spatial Politics in Post-war Sri Lanka’. Political Geography 25 (3), 2006: p. 279–297.
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positive ways. A text passage or visualisation is considered
prone to promote violence if it either explicitly calls for
violent activities or presents violent activities as legitimate
action in light of the current conflict situation.
A text is considered to potentially ignite hatred if it denies
the human rights of specific groups or portrays these groups
according to the criteria listed below. The Report thus reflects
the broad academic consensus that the incitement of hatred
is intrinsically tied to the portrayal of a respective ‘other’/outgroup.97
The analysis investigates relevant passages in history, civics,
geography, religion and language textbooks that explicitly
refer to (i) direct, physical violence, (ii) Israel/Israelis, Zionism/
Zionists or Judaism/Jews, and (iii) the Israeli-Palestinian or
the Israeli-Arab conflict. These categories are particularly
important for identifying indirect legitimisation or delegitimisation strategies for violence.98 Since violence and
hatred always require an entity to turn against, this Report
analyses how the relevant ‘other’ ― in this case Israel/
Israelis, Zionism/Zionists or Judaism/Jews ― is portrayed in
the textbooks with regard to all textbook elements that refer
directly to or discuss the Israeli-Palestinian/Arab conflict, thus
operationalising UNESCO guidelines criteria 2.3 and 3.7.
In this context, the analysis of the depiction of the ‘other’ is
crucial in order to investigate incitement of hatred or violence.
Should a text passage or visualisation present one of the
following categories, the analysis then considers in further
detail whether it promotes hatred:99

97

• Inferiority: The religion, culture or political system of the
other group is represented negatively, or its positions and
claims are considered unjustified, egoistic or ridiculous.100
• Competition: The ‘other’ group is presented as in
competition with the ‘us’ group. As a consequence, the
‘other’ group is depicted as responsible for the deprivation
and injustices the ‘us’ group experiences, or even as an
essential threat to the ‘us’ group.101
• Aggression: The other group is portrayed as aggressive,
for instance due to increasing and unacceptable demands
in the context of the conflict, carrying out violent acts,
repressing democracy and the well-being of the ‘us’
group, or refusing to negotiate or engage in other forms of
peaceful conflict resolution.102
• Homogeneity: The other group is portrayed as
homogenous; internal differences and conflicts are not
discussed.103
• Dehumanisation: The other group is portrayed as lacking
human characteristics, such as emotional responsiveness
or interpersonal warmth, is associated with uncivilised or
even animalistic or demonic attributes, or is discussed with
reference to disease and illness.104
• Deception: The other group is portrayed as lying about its
motives and actions, or as having betrayed the ‘us’ group
and/or ‘other’ groups.
• Negation: The existence of the other group is denied, for
instance on maps, or when historical settlement patterns
are introduced. 105

Tajfel, Henri and John Turner: ‘The Social Identity Theory of Intergroup Behavior’, in: Worchel, Stephen and William Austin (eds): The Social Psychology of
Intergroup Relations. Chicago: Nelson-Hall Publishers, 1986: p. 7–24; and Kaufman, Stuart: Modern Hatreds: The Symbolic Politics of Ethnic War. Ithaca,
London: Cornell University Press, 2001.
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Social Identity, Intergroup Conflict, and Conflict Reduction. Oxford: OUP, 2001: p. 3–14; Tajfel and Turner: ‘The Social Identity Theory of Intergroup Behavior’.
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Given that the work for this Report was undertaken in the
context of an active conflict in which episodes of armed
violence have occurred for almost a century, descriptions
of the ‘other’ group in an antagonistic way, as, for instance,
a competitor, aggressor or as violent need not necessarily
aim at igniting hatred. For this specific context, therefore,
the application of the categories specified above considered
particularly how often, how intensively and extensively,
in which contexts, and with which motivation or emotive
elements they occurred and whether they involved escalatory
semantic or pedagogic elements. These characterisations
of the ‘other’ group are considered particularly prone to
igniting hatred if they serve as ‘diacritica’106; that is, if they
serve as identity markers that distinguish the other group
negatively from the ‘us’ group. In cases where the abovementioned criteria are specifically presented in a way that
connects the current conflict with narratives about Jews as a
collective107, the Report looked into whether such narratives
reflect anti-Jewish prejudices.108 Thus, a textbook portrayal is
characterised as drawing upon anti-Semitic motifs or feeding
into specifically anti-Semitic narratives if a) Jews as a collective
are assigned negative characteristics such as greed, deception,
cowardice, aggression, hatred towards other groups, etc.;
b) Jews are alleged to be plotting a conspiracy against the
‘in-group’ or its representatives109; c) the portrayal promotes
enmity towards Jews; and/or d) explicitly or implicitly calls
upon the reader to engage in violence against Jews.

In this Report, statements are interpreted within their
specific contexts, and the analysis considers whether negative
depictions are counterbalanced with neutral or positive
depictions, such as everyday references110, explanations111,
commonalities112, heterogeneity113 or self-reflection.114 It is
important to acknowledge, however, that such indicators are
generally very rare in contexts of intense conflict, particularly
with regard to the respective other party.115
In order to determine more precisely whether a text passage
or visualisation of controversial conflict-related issues might
ignite hatred, the Report differentiates between escalatory
and non-escalatory representations:
• Escalatory passages and images foster conflict escalation
with a strong focus on the side perceived to have caused
the grievance in question, with an assessment – explicit
or implicit – of that side’s actions. Escalation is fostered
particularly via the use of certain linguistic and/or didactic
devices (also referred to as didactic and/or semantic
escalation).
• Non-escalatory representations depict a conflict situation
or grievance resulting from the conflict, with or without
naming the group responsible for the negative state of
affairs and without further emphasis on the group’s actions
or the consequences of such.
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Neumann, Iver B.: Uses of the Other: ‘The East’ in European Identity Formation. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999, p. 5.
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Cf. Nirenberg, David: Anti-Judaism. The History of a Way of Thinking. London: Head of Zeus, 2013, p. 48–182.
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On the different definitions of historical and current anti-Semitism and on the difficulties of reaching a universal definition cf. Porat, Dina: ‘The Road to an
Internationally Accepted Definition of Antisemitism’, in: Small, Charles A. (ed.): The Yale Papers: Antisemitism in Comparative Perspective. New York: Institute
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Bodo Kahmann (eds): Antisemitismus im 21. Jahrhundert. Virulenz einer alten Feindschaft in Zeiten von Islamismus und Terror, Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter Oldenbourg,
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In a didactic escalation, the reference to the conflict-related
grievance and its perpetrators is repeated and intensified as a
result of didactically drawn connections (e.g. image analysis,
text reading, exercise, task, required research on a certain
topic). Here the analysis distinguishes between tasks that
call for unquestioned reproduction and tasks that encourage
the students to critically engage with the presented content.
Passages were examined regarding the I) diagnostic frames
(merely descriptions and explanations of issues or problems),
II) prognostic frames (suggesting solutions to or strategies
for those problems) and III) motivational frames (including a
call for action).116 A semantic escalation, on the other hand,
occurs in the language – or in the imagery – , for instance
when referring to the perpetrator of the grievance using
derogatory, villainising or demonising terminology, or by
using language or imagery to portray the group responsible
as particularly violent, aggressive and lacking in human
characteristics. The qualitative approach contextualises such
depictions with regard to the specific textbook, the overall
narrative(s) of the textbook, and the (at times contested)
historical knowledge of certain events.117

help students to comprehend the more abstract teaching
content and are therefore a common element of teaching
and textbook cultures worldwide. Sometimes examples
from the life-worlds of the students are intentionally used
in order to advance a certain kind of thinking or behaviour
in compliance with socially or politically aspired objectives.
In 2017, the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for
Peace and Sustainable Development (UNESCO) published a
guide to embedding education for sustainable development
in textbooks for mathematics, science, geography and
languages. By using relevant practical and life-world related
examples, the authors of this guidebook promote ‘doublepurpose learning’: simultaneously learning a certain
discipline with its own categories and questions and learning
the principles of sustainable development.119

(III) REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS AND
EXPERIENCE-RELATED CONTENT:

The analysis of science, mathematics and language
textbooks examines the use of real-life connections and
experience-related examples in textbooks of the Palestinian
Authority. Recent reports have highlighted a certain
number of examples connected to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict in Palestinian textbooks for the sciences and Arabic
language that offer escalatory messages while referring
to the realities of the students’ everyday lives under
occupation.120

Experience-related examples are often used in textbooks for
the natural sciences and technology, but also in language
textbooks.118 They are intended to give students a concrete
and practical example taken from their life-worlds and
everyday experience in order to convey a natural law, a
mathematical or grammatical principle, or to demonstrate
the practical applicability of such. These examples can
be visual representations, short textual references, or
longer explanations with or without illustrations. They

Experience-related examples tend to be fragmented and appear
in isolation in science or language textbooks and have therefore
largely remained unconsidered in cultural studies.121 Further, the
field lacks an established methodological approach with which to
investigate the relevance of ideologically or politically connoted
content in textbooks for the sciences, technology and language.
This Report therefore draws on quantitative data and combines
them with a qualitative, context-sensitive analysis to investigate
real-life connections and experience-related content.
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A) Quantitative analysis:
1. Collection and documentation of all everyday examples
in the textbooks, categorising of the text in question
(authored text, exercise, heading, etc.) or illustration
(photograph, drawing, chart, etc.)
2. Marking of conflict-related examples
3. Measurement of the quantitative relationship between
examples that are conflict-related and those which are
not (number of examples)
B) Qualitative analysis of conflict-related examples:
4. Analysis of contexts: What different facets of real-life
connections are present in the books?

5. Analysis of content-related and semantic structures
(which allows for classification to a certain extent, from
descriptive experience-related to more prescriptive or
even hatred-fostering examples):
a) Are the conflict-related examples isolated in the
text or are they part of the didactic context
(e.g. illustration – authored text – exercise)?
b) Are there ideological/political connotations beyond
the experience-related connection?
c) Are additional attributes used in a certain example
in order to mark a potential adversary, and, if this
is the case, which attributes are used? Do they
contain any messages that could have delegitimising/
dehumanising effects or be prone to igniting hatred?

1.3.2 DATA BASIS
TEXTBOOK SAMPLE
The analysis presented in this Report provides an overview
of the textbooks for the main subjects taught in Palestinian
schools, which include: Arabic language, social studies and
social upbringing, history and geography, religious education,
mathematics and natural sciences as well as life sciences. This
Report encompasses a sample of 156 textbooks and 16 teacher
guides for years 1–12 in these subjects for use in schools
providing a general education, in the versions published mainly
between 2017 and 2019. This sample of 172 books was selected
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from a larger corpus with a total of 309 textbook versions
and teacher guides, with the aim of including the most recent
editions and allowing comparisons between different versions.
Additionally, 18 textbooks updated for the start of the school
year 2020/2021 by the MoE were checked for changes;
whenever considerable or extensive changes were identified
a qualitative evaluation of these amendments followed
(see Chapter 5). Further, 7 textbooks amended by the Israeli
authorities for use in East Jerusalem schools were also
included in the Report (see Chapter 6).
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Subjects of textbooks122 Textbooks
in the sample

Number of
teacher guides
in the sample

Palestinian textbooks
and teacher guides
analysed

Textbooks amended
by Israeli authorities
analysed

Textbooks
published by
MoE in 2020

1

35

1

7

Arabic Language

34

Social Studies

22

4

26

2

1

History and Geography

15

1

16

1

2

Religion

31

3

34

1

3

Islamic Education

25

3

28

1

3

Christian Education

6

0

6

0

0

Mathematics and
Natural Sciences

54

7

61

2

5

Life Sciences

19

4

23

1

2

Mathematics

32

3

35

1

3

Physics

1

0

1

0

0

Chemistry

2

0

2

0

0

Total number

156

16

172

7

18

The MoE alters textbooks within a process that implements edits and changes from year to year. This is reflected in the different
versions of textbooks bearing one and the same title.
Sample of 172 textbooks and teacher guides selected for this Report:
2 were published in 2016.
34 were published in 2017.
59 were published in 2018.
77 were published in 2019.

STRUCTURE OF TEXTBOOKS
Arabic Language
A total of 34 textbooks for Arabic language teaching and one
teacher guide were analysed in this study, all published by
the MoE in Ramallah.
All textbooks consist of two parts for the same year, of
which the latest versions were analysed. For the 2017/2018
academic year and years 6 to 12, print and PDF versions were
analysed and compared to the latest available versions.

122

For a detailed list of textbooks see Annex.

123

These versions are identical.

124

Printed and electronic versions:
Printed versions: 23
PDF-format/printed versions: 14 123
Electronic downloads in PDF-format: 135

For years 1 to 4 the textbooks are titled Our Beautiful Language
(لغتنا الجميلة, lughatunā al-jamīla).124 For years 5 to 12 the textbooks
are titled: The Arabic Language (اللغة العربية, al-lugha al-ʿarabīa).
Each textbook contains a preface in which the authors state
the main objectives of the textbook, for example to raise a
Palestinian society with values, knowledge and education;
to help students understand the cultural value of the Arabic
language; to enhance their belonging to Palestine and the
nation; and to hone their sense of national identity by
developing their feeling of belonging to Palestine and by
learning and reflecting the particularity of Palestinian life.

In this Report, when quoting terminology used in the textbooks the English translation is given, followed by the Arabic and a transliteration. Textbook excerpts
are shown in their original textbook presentation and followed by an English translation. For the transliteration standards used in this Report see ‘8. Notes on
the Transliteration’.
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Each textbook contains prose texts which vary between Sayings
of the Prophet and other texts selected from Palestinian and
Arabic literature. Some texts have been written specifically to
address the needs of Palestinian students while others are poems
by modern poets from Palestine and the Arab world. Poems
and prose alike aim to boost students’ analytical and discussion
skills, enhancing their linguistic and grammatical competencies.
The tasks and exercises alternate between comprehension
questions about the texts or exercises on the grammatical rules
learned. One section is dedicated to handwriting and calligraphy,
teaching students to write clearly and correctly. A section on the
art of writing and written expression concludes each chapter.
Analysis and discussion questions aim to raise the student from
the level of receiving knowledge to that of comprehending
and reformulating, and being able to develop an opinion
based upon that knowledge.
Social Studies
The sample consisted of 22 social studies textbooks and four
teacher guides. The textbooks are designed for social studies
classes taught in schools from years 1 to 7 and year 9.
In the Palestinian curriculum the subject of social studies is a
hybrid of different subjects, depending on the year. In years
1 and 2, the textbook is titled National and Life Education
(الرتبية الوطنية والحياتية, at-tarbīa al-waṭanīa wal hayatīa). These
textbooks include material that covers both nationally
oriented social studies such as civics, as well as scientific
topics such as natural resources (air, water, soil).
The textbooks for years 3 and 4 are titled National and Social
Upbringing (التنشئة الوطنية واالجتامعية, at-tanshi’a al-waṭanīa
wal-ijtimāʿeya). These books, unlike years 1 and 2 where
science was included, focus only on civics and geography.
For years 5, 6, 7 and 9, the textbooks are titled Social Studies
(الدراسات االجتامعية, ad-dirāsāt al-ijtimāʿeya). In these years
the subject encompasses civics, history and geography. The
individual chapters therefore cover a wide range of topics.
The objectives of the social studies textbooks, as stated by
the authors, are to provide students with knowledge, skills
and values that allow them to interact and participate in
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the learning process; to participate by exploring the topic
and relating it to their own reality and lived experience; to
develop an ability to discuss and be solution-oriented; and
to become active citizens who are proud of their nation and
knowledgeable about the Palestinian cause.
These objectives are reflected in the structure of the units
and chapters. They are introduced at the beginning of each
unit and repeated at the beginning of each chapter, followed
by a series of activities and exercises. Each chapter ends with
a section of questions assessing what was learned during the
chapter and a suggested task.
Each activity addresses one topic from the chapter and
begins with an illustration and/or a quote. This is followed by
an implementation section which includes instructions and
questions relating to the illustration and/or the quote, where
the students are expected to engage in an open discussion that
allows them to reflect and share their impressions and thoughts.
Finally, the activity ends with the section called ‘I have learnt’,
which includes a summarising text by the authors. Although
the authored texts are a significant fount of information for
the students, the topics are structured so as to allow students
to interact with several sources of information and knowledge.
Geography and History
For this subject area 15 textbooks for years 10 to 12 were
analysed as was one teacher guide. In year 10, geography
and history are taught together from one textbook, divided
into two parts: Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and
Contemporary History ( ُجغرافية فلِ َسطني وتاريخُها الحديثُ واملعارص,
jughrāfīat filisṭin wa tārīkhuhā al-ḥadīth wa al-muʿāṣer). The
first edition was produced in two parts in 2018 and both the
print and PDF versions were included in the sample. A second
edition of the second part of the book was released in 2019.
Both parts include a preface written by the authors, stating
the importance of education in general and the purpose of
the lessons in the books. They also mention educational goals
and the aim of developing a more conscious way of learning
and reflecting upon the particularities of Palestinian life. The
books contain two to four units, each consisting of three to
five chapters. All chapters begin with an illustration and/or a
quote and end with exercises and a section titled ‘What I have
learnt’. The books progress through topics chronologically (e.g.
the war of 1948 is followed by a chapter on 1967, and so on).
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The combined history and geography textbook for year 10
follows the historical developments of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict with accounts of the Nakba (النكبة, an-nakba) in
1948 125 and the Naksa (النكسة, an-naksa) in 1967,126 Palestinian
resistance and peace initiatives, and by providing an overview
of the Palestinian population and their economic activities.

not divided into different parts for each semester; rather, one
textbook includes all units for both first and second semesters.
Each textbook for years 1 to 12 has a specific theme. For
example, the book for year 8 is titled ‘Our Church’ (كنيستنا,
Kanīsatunā) and explores the history of the Church with an
emphasis on the first six centuries.

In years 11 and 12, history and geography are no longer
taught together. The geography books focus on technical and
environmental aspects of international, regional and local
geography. In the history books for year 11, the narrative
follows a postcolonial depiction of colonialism in general,
and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in particular. The topic
encompasses two major units, each containing six chapters,
which start by introducing concepts, forms and motives of
colonialism before proceeding to concrete examples and
finishing with its consequences. The second part of the book
for year 11 follows a similar pattern, presenting independence
movements in India, Cuba, Vietnam, China and the Arab
region, especially Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt in the first unit
(divided into six chapters) and dealing with the main political
systems that have appeared over human history in the second
unit (consisting of five chapters). History textbooks for year 12
cover a longer period of world history, from Islamic conquests
and the Crusades to the formation of the European Union, the
revolutions in the Arab region, and the fall of the USSR.

Each textbook for Islamic education in years 1 to 3 consists
of 4 units, and each textbook for the remaining years, from
4 to 12, consists of 6 units. For years 1 to 11, each textbook
has two parts: part 1 for the first semester and part 2 for the
second, while year 12 has one textbook for both semesters.

Religious Education
The sample for religious education comprised 31 textbooks
and three teacher guides on the subjects of Christian
education (الرتبية املسيحية, at-tarbīa al-masīḥīa) and Islamic
education (الرتبية اإلسالمية, at-tarbīa al-Islāmīa). It includes six
textbooks for Christian education for years 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and
12, and 28 books for Islamic education (25 textbooks from
years 1 to 12 and three Islamic education teacher guides for
years 4, 6 and 11).
Christian education textbooks are written with the
participation of representatives from the Orthodox, Catholic,
Eastern Orthodox and Evangelical Churches. The textbooks are
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Each unit discusses a different theme. From years 4 to 12, the
themes comprise: The Holy Qur‘ān and its sciences; Islamic
faith; noble sayings (حديث رشيف, hadīth sharīf; the biography
of the Prophet and his companions; Islamic jurisprudence
(فقه إسالمي, Fiqh Islāmī); Islamic thought, ethics and behaviour.
Mathematics and Natural Sciences
The curriculum of the Palestinian Authority includes
mathematics (الرياضيات, ar-riyāḍiyāt) textbooks for all years,
1-12. Textbooks for the life sciences begin in year 3 and
continue until year 12. The life sciences textbook, Science and
Life (العلوم والحياة, al-ʿulūm wa al-ḥayāt), is for years 3 and 9,
and Life Sciences (العلوم الحياتية, al-ʿulūm al-ḥayātīa) for years
10 to 12. Chemistry (الكيمياء, al-kīmiāʾ) and physics (الفيزياء,
al-fīziāʾ) are included in the life sciences and are also taught
as separate subjects in secondary schools. The total sample
for the Report comprised 32 mathematics textbooks and 22
science textbooks as well as 7 teacher guides.
Mathematics, life sciences, chemistry and physics textbooks
are structured in a similar manner. They are divided into units
(e.g. chemical reactions in our lives, light and life, and so on).
Every unit contains several chapters (ranging from three to
nine chapters, e.g. the modern periodic table, reduction and
oxidation, etc.). Each unit starts with an introductory page
that includes an illustration (a photograph, a chart, a drawing,
etc.) and a brief thought-provoking question or short authored

Literally: ‘catastrophe’, referring to the events of 1948 in which some 700,000 Palestinians fled or were expelled from their homeland, and to their resulting
refugee situation. See Gelvin, James L.: The Israel-Palestine Conflict. One Hundred Years of War. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014, p. 127–144;
Manna, Adel and Motti Golani: Two Sides of the Coin: Independence and Nakba 1948. Two Narratives of the 1948 War and Its Outcome, English-Hebrew
Edition, Dordrecht: Republic of Letters Publishing, 2011.
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Literally: ‘setback’, referring to the events in the context of the ‘Six-Day War’ in June 1967 that led to Israel taking control of parts of the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip.
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text. The learning objectives for the unit are listed on a
separate page following the introduction. The chapter consists
of diverse tasks, some of which ask the students to explain
or carry out what has been described. Authored texts define,
explain, pose questions and/or introduce tasks and practical
exercises. Illustrations are integrated into many working tasks.
Some teaching units are followed by a text box headed ‘I have
learnt’, ‘I conclude’, ‘I recognise’ or ‘I realise’. Every unit ends
with a ‘project for the unit’ to be carried out by the students.
The unit on geometry, for instance, asks the students to draw
a football pitch using a ruler and a compass and calculate the
dimensions it should have in order to make use of a certain
plot with a given area.127 Similarly, at the end of the ‘Cells and
Life’ unit in the life sciences textbook for year 8, the students
are tasked with writing and performing a play about cells
with classmates, with every student representing a cellular
component.128
Teacher Guides
The teacher guides aim to elaborate and expand on the
activities in the textbooks. They advise the teacher on how
to perform an activity or anchor the theme or concept within
a targeted objective. They provide a minimum expectation
of what the students are to gain from the lesson. Analysing
teacher guides thus gives deeper insight into the topics and
unveils disparities between these and the limited information
in the textbooks. The teacher guides correspond with the
textbooks, following the same structure, but elaborate on
the topics in order to help the teacher achieve the chapter’s
objectives. Every teacher guide also includes guidelines for
teaching students with disabilities, explanations of assessment
techniques, and tips on conducting an interactive lesson.
Changes between Textbook Versions
The textbooks published between 2017 and 2019 underwent
a process that implements edits and changes from year to
year. For 38 textbooks an analysis of two consecutive versions
was undertaken. These 19 comparisons document an
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Mathematics 10/II (2019), p. 82.

128

Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 22.
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increase in the total number of pages. Fourteen books gained
between four and 21 pages between 2017 and 2019. The
social studies book for year 8/II published in 2017 contained
79 pages while the 2019 version of the same book had been
augmented to 100 pages: an increase of 21 pages. In only
two cases had the number of pages decreased: an Arabic
textbook for year 8, of which part I was published in 2017,
had 11 pages fewer in 2019; similarly, part I of a mathematics
book for year 9 had 8 pages fewer in 2019 as compared
to the 2017 version. Four textbooks maintained the same
number of pages.
Changes in content occur when material is either removed
from or added to the textbooks, or both. In some cases such
changes are already visible in the table of contents and in
the overall number of pages. However, content additions are
not necessarily reflected in an increased number of textbook
pages. Some 2019 textbooks, for instance, include content
additions but have a lower number of pages as compared
with the 2018 editions. Changes to existing content take on
different forms; the learning objectives of units and chapters
are rewritten, existing topics are expanded upon, and such
shifts can affect different sections of the textbooks. Some
changes reflect an editing process aiming to correct linguistic
errors and reshape the structure of the chapters in order to
facilitate communication, or to update the units’ cover pages.
New content introduced tends to aim towards more
elaborative and considerate teaching by providing more
detailed instructions on how to carry out activities and
assignments, or how to enhance student participation in the
learning process.
Content-related changes relevant for the overall framework of
the analysis are discussed in the following chapters presenting
the findings of the Report.
Further changes in textbooks published by the MoE in 2020
after the finalisation of the textbook analysis for this Report
are dealt with in Chapter 5.

2 GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

2

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

Global Citizenship Education (GCED) has increasingly come to
the attention of educators, policy-makers and researchers in
recent years. This heightened interest is primarily due to the
Global Education First Initiative, introduced in 2012 by the
General Secretary of the UN, which set out three priorities for
education: ‘Put Every Child in School’, ‘Improve the Quality
of Learning’ and ‘Foster Global Citizenship Education’.129 In
addition to examining aspects such as access to and quality
of education, which draw on demands made at previous
EFA global conferences, the new framing paradigm of GCED
now raises the question of relevant content for education.
GCED promotes fundamental values in education such as
non-discrimination, respect for diversity and solidarity for
humanity.130
This educational approach draws on the methods and ideas
behind existing and well-established educational concepts,
such as human rights education, education for sustainable
development, education for international/intercultural
understanding and education for peace.131 Ultimately
students, according to UNESCO, should be equipped to act
effectively and responsibly, at a local, national and global
level, for the benefit of a more sustainable and more peaceful
world.132

129
130

In conflict and post-conflict contexts, that is to say in regions
affected by crisis or armed violence, by a lack of infrastructure
or security, by human rights abuses or precarious living
situations, education in general faces enormous challenges.
These challenges make it considerably more difficult to
satisfactorily convey GCED principles or to develop non-violent
conflict management strategies.133 This chapter focuses on two
pillars of GCED: Civic Education and Human Rights Education
(HRE), which cover aspects such as education for sustainable
development and education for intercultural understanding.
The UNESCO guidelines explicitly mention human rights
in several of their criteria, considering their promotion in
textbooks as supportive of peaceful coexistence. Their emphasis
on interconnectedness and the incorporation of a human rights
discourse into textbooks reflects changes that have occurred
during the recent era of globalisation, when the notion of
territorially bound and politically constituted citizenship evolved
into the idea of a ‘postnational’ or ‘cosmopolitan’ citizenship.134
Particularly after the Second World War, the conceptualisation
of rights shifted from individual rights to a more universal
notion of human rights135 conceived of as inherent rights
to which people are entitled simply by virtue of their being
human, rather than as members of a national community.
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This shift is reflected in the literature of the field of
educational media research. While, historically, schools were
key players in the process of incorporating the masses to
form a homogenous national citizenry,136 more recent studies
describe human rights education as a central component of
global citizenship education.137 As noted by Elizabeth Buckner
and Susan Garnett Russell, global citizenship is ‘predicted
by the textbook content’s reflection of the external world,
including international events and mentions of human
rights’.138 At the same time, references to global citizenship
can be considered ‘manifestations of a world culture that
increasingly emphasises interconnectedness in post-national
societies’.139 Studies on recent curricular reforms in several
countries around the world show a growing incorporation of

2.1

137

Textbook research shows an increased emphasis on
universalism and diversity in civic education curricula
worldwide since 1970.142 The analysis of recent changes
in South Korean civic education by Rennie J. Moon and
Jeong-Woo Koo, for instance, highlights that while national
citizenship themes remain core elements, the emphasis on
them has weakened and the trend towards the inclusion of
global citizenship has dramatically increased, especially in
the 1990s and 2000s.143 Findings also indicate an increase in
attention paid to environmental issues in textbooks around
the world as a result of a post-national approach.144

CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic education is understood to teach all aspects of citizenship
and aims to enable young people to participate actively
in democratic processes in the current global society. This
section investigates the ways in which Palestinian textbooks
address forms of political participation, environmental issues
and intercultural understanding. The main questions asked
in this section are whether the textbooks present realistic

136

global citizenship education140 and human rights education141
into school curricula.

and respectful representations of different social, cultural
and religious groups, how these groups live together, which
cultural, social and religious values are portrayed that
represent peaceful coexistence between these groups, and
how they increase awareness of (and to what extent they are
a response to) international agreements on gender equality,
cultural diversity and the protection of the environment.145
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Based on UNESCO criteria 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 as well as 3.1 and 3.6.

2.1 CIVIC EDUCATION

2.1.1 POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
Issues of civic engagement are represented in texts and images
in textbooks for different subjects, especially those for social
studies and history, where these issues are intensified in
the
Ȧ˴͌
ͽк ԟ̈Џđ
upper years. Social Studies, year 5/II contains
a
chapter
titled
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the obligations of citizens to abide by the state’s laws. Quoting
articles from the Palestinian constitution, the text describes
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some of the civil rights enjoyed by Palestinian citizens, such
as
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Social Studies 6 (2019) addresses citizenship in both parts I
and II. In part I, the unit titled ‘Law and Order Protects our
Rights and Responsibilities’ (القانون والنظام يحمي حقوقنا وواجباتنا,
al-qānūn wa an-niẓām yaḥmī ḥuqūqanā wa wājibātinā)
includes the chapter ‘The Constitution and the Powers of
the Government’ (الدستور والسلطات السياسية يف الدولة, ad-dustūr
wa as-suluṭāt as-siyāsīa fi ad-dawla), which specifies that
Palestine adopts a democratic system of governance, and that
a constitution includes not only the rights of citizens but also
the laws by which they must abide. The chapter also explains
the three powers of a democratic government, the legislature,
the executive and the judiciary, with examples of each from
Palestine. Part II, containing the chapter ‘The Active Citizen’
(املواطن الفاعل, al muwāṭen al-fāʿel), explores ways in which
students may become positive and productive participants of
their community.

ƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫāƢǇͲΑāɼʉ̵āǍ̵ɬʉ˶̈́āǍ˳ͫāȽʉ˳ʤ͎˔ΉΥȌ̇κđęę˜˴ͽϝđȔЏđǈȔ͙λ 
ҙҏćζŰĢΑҙҏāɷƼƼ̣ćȅƼƼˬ͇ƦǇƼƼʶ͵Βāɡє ͛ǇƼƼ́̑ȽƼƼΎʓ˳ʓ̈ΏƦΑāȇƼƼʤ̈ǇƼƼͲǽƼƼ˜ȇȇϝđȔЏđǈȔȇȇ͙λ  Continuing the topic of engagement in active citizenship,
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Social Studies 7/I (2019) presents a unit on ‘Civil Society’
ǇƼƼǨʉ͈ćζƴāćǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāɎƼƼ̤ćζɨƼƼєˬˈʓͫāɎΎ Ƽ ̤ćζƛǇƼƼˏ̈́Α ҨҞͫȇƼƼˈˬͫā
(املجتمع املدين, al-mujtamaʿ al-madanī), which includes two
ɡƼƼʔͲζȽƼƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāćɼƼƼͫćǚˬͫĔǨƼƼˏͫāȅƼƼˬ͇ǽƼƼʓѓͫāłǇƼƼͲāǩʓͫҙҏāǽƼƼ˜ȇȇϝđȔЏđŶȌȇȇ̇κđę  chapters: ‘Civil Society Organisations’ (مؤسسات املجتمع املدين,
Figure 1: Social Studies 5/II (2019), p. 43
mū’assasāt al-mujtamaʿ al-madanī) and ‘The Values of
ɬƼƼʉ͵āǍ˙ͫǇ̑ƢāǩƼƼʓͫҙҏāćɷƼƼ˶͇ŷǇƼƼ͎ǚͫāćζɬƼƼ̈́ǍˬͫůҨҞƼƼ̥ ΒҙҏāćζɼƼƼʉʥˁʓͫā
Civil Society’ (قيم املجتمع املدين, qiyam al-mujtamaʿ al-madanī).
ΒҙҏāɼƼƼearth;
ȇƼCitizens’
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The chapters define civil society organisations and describe
rights:
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human
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their potential for development and reform in Palestine
no one can nullify or diminish them, suchɷƼas
the
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children’s right to play, theй right
to  
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education, the right to equality, and others.

Citizenship rights, and civil and political rights, are presented
inϗϖseveral chapters of this textbook, as are the functions and
different branches of government and the right to participate
in political processes. In the 2019 edition, several additional
chapters discuss the meaning of active citizenship and the
relationship between the citizen and public spaces, as well as
that between the citizen and government. Citizenship is thus
allocated more content and space.

in particular, underlining the importance of a functioning
democratic system for civil society to thrive. Examples are
provided of the different civil society organisations working
in Palestine, such as the Palestinian Red Crescent Society, the
Syndicate of Printing and Publishing Workers, the Independent
Commission for Human Rights, Al-ḥaq Defending Human
Rights, Inash Al-Usra Association (جمعية إنعاش األرسة, jamʿiyat
inʿāsh al-usra), the General Union for Palestinian Women, the
General Union of Palestinian Students, and many others. Both
chapters focus on the diverse issues linked to civil society,
while embracing different national, political, social, economic,
cultural and religious values based on freedom and justice.

Exploring the relationship between citizens and government,
the chapters focus on the entitlement of citizens to certain
rights, and on the different opportunities available to them that
allow them to engage with their society as active citizens. In
the textbook for year 5/I (2019) the unit ‘The Society in which
We Live’ (املجتمع الذي نعيش فيه, al-mujtamaʿ al-ladhī naʿīshu fīh)
includes a chapter on ‘The State’ (الدولة, ad-dawla) that outlines
the state’s characteristics and functions. It also discusses the
relationship between the citizen and the government, describing
it as one that should be based on dialogue and respect.

Active political participation is addressed in a newly added
unit in the 2019 edition of Social Studies 9/I (2019) titled
‘Participation in Building a Civil Society’ (املشاركة يف بناء املجتمع املدين,
al-mushāraka fī binā’ al-mujtamaʿ al madanī). The unit
comprises 2 chapters: ‘Political Participation’ (املشاركة السياسية,
al-mushāraka as-siyāsīa) and ‘Elections and Nominations’
(االنتخاب والرتشح, al-intikhāb wa at-tarashuḥ). The chapter on
political participation examines closely the role played by
Palestinian women through active political participation,
including a discussion on quotas for female representation
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"ҮүҰұ
that continue to expand due to the active mobilisation of
the different institutions working on women’s issues. The
chapter on elections and nominations distinguishes between
candidacy itself and the processes through which candidates
are nominated, allocating such importance to these
procedures that the textbook suggests election days should
become official holidays in order to encourage maximum
participation in the democratic process.
The concept of political participation and pluralism is developed
within the civics textbooks to include more information
relevant to the Palestinian citizen, most apparent in year
9/I/Unit 3, which includes two chapters: ‘Political Participation’
(املشاركة السياسية, al-mushāraka as-siyāsīa) and ‘Election and
Nomination’ (االنتخاب والرتشح, al-intikhāb wa at-tarashuḥ). The
chapters introduce different methods of political participation
for citizens, with a focus on the importance of elections.
Mathematics textbooks for years 8 and 9 address different
aspects of political life in connection with arithmetical and
similar tasks. For instance, they demonstrate the political
character of the country by portraying Palestinian civilians
as voters146 and as participating in public affairs to establish
a better supply of infrastructure.147
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Figure 2: Illustration of voters in an arithmetical
task. Mathematics 2/II
(2019), p. 14

4) In a Palestinian village, three lists ran for the local
council elections and they received the following numbers
of votes :
The Independence: The Freedom: The national-building:
485
365
272
[Calculation]

2.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Issues concerning the environment are addressed in textbooks
for different subjects or crossover subjects and are extended
in new editions, and thus reflect the rising awareness of this
topic. In a lesson on the forms and causes of environmental
pollution, a heading was added to the 2019 edition to
introduce the subject, along with illustrations demonstrating
different forms of environmental pollution including waste
being pumped into water resources.
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Forms of environmental pollution and its causes:
Activity (2): the first task: observe, compare and conclude:
[Images]
Figure 3: Social Studies 5/I (2019), p. 36
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Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 102.
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Across the school years, Arabic language textbooks intertwine
units that aim to enhance language skills, such as reading,
writing and listening, with environmental issues. A reading
text in Our Beautiful Language 3/I (2019) titled ‘Our Village
is Clean’ (قريتنا نظيفة, qaryatunā naẓīfa) motivates students to
keep their home villages tidy. At the end of the text students
are asked to answer questions on human practices that harm
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Ό ʒѓ Ƽ ʶ ʓ ͵
of solar power (الطاقة الشمسيّة, aṭ- ṭāqa ash-shamsīa).

The Arabic Language 6/I (2019) includes a five-page lesson
with a listening text, reading text and connected questions
that address the topics of water rationing and noise pollution
( التل ّوث الصويت/ترشيد استهالك املياه, tarshīd istihlāk al-miyāh/ attalwūth aṣ-ṣawtī).
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 ǚƼ ʥͫāΌ
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ƴ Ǩ  ǇΎˆͫāǽ͎ƹ Ǉ˳ˬˈΌ ͫāķΌ ΏΑāĢ Όɼʔ ͫǇΎʔͫāΌƴǨΏ ˙ˏ ͫā
ƴ Ǩ  ǇΎˆͫāɬ Ͳ ɼ ̈ Ǉ͘ǍͫāΌɼʉѓ ˏʉΏ ͛ Όɼˈ ̑āǨΎ ͫāΌƴǨΏ ˙ˏ ͫā

Figure 5: The Arabic Language 6/I (2019), p. 51

ƹ Ǉ˳ˬˈΌ ͫāƹ āĢΐ ҙҏȵʉʦ
 ɼ˳ ̒ǇʦͫāΌɼʶ Ͳ ǇʦͫāΌƴǨΏ ˙ˏ ͫā
Ή ˬΏ ̒ Ǉ́ʉ͎ćζΌ
Figure 4: The Arabic Language 9/I (2018), p. 102

ҫҪҬ

When we analyse the article, we notice the following:
First paragraph: An introduction to the global warming
phenomenon and its dangerous consequences.
Second paragraph: Definition of ‘Global Warming’.
Third paragraph: Scientists‘ views on global warming.
Fourth paragraph: Ways of preventing global warming.
Fifth paragraph: Conclusion and summary of the scientists’
views.
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Our Beautiful Language 3/I (2019), p. 38–39.

149

Our Beautiful Language 4/II (2019), p. 17.

ȵ
ѕ ˶ѓ ͫāķǚ̈ ɬ ʉΏ ̑

үҫ

Noise Pollution
[Image]
About the text: This article tackles the phenomenon
of noise pollution, what it is, its causes, effects and the
damage it causes, and ways to reduce it.

At the end, the lesson positions the topic of pollution within
the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In the final exercise,
which concerns a rule of grammar, both ‘occupation practices
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and the practices of some Palestinians’ are blamed. The
ɣЏȌй̉Џđǡđȓ̯Џđ
й
exercise suggests solutions to raise ‘environmental awareness’
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among Palestinians
and to ‘unveil the
crimes
ɼʉΎ ʥͫāǨʉ͈łǇ͵
ǍΎ ˜˳ͫāɬͲ
the media’.150 While both factors are mentioned
as responsible
for pollution, it is noteworthy that only the Israeli practice is
labelled a crime.
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Figure 7: Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 18
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(1-5) The Foundations [of mathematics] and their laws
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Figure 6: Science and Life 4/II (2019), p. 64 151
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Ǉ́˶ͲΈǇ̓ҨҞ̓Ǩ͛ĕіāζǇ˶̒Ǉʉ̤ǽ͎ΉƴǨʉʒ͛ǚ̇āǍ͎ķǍʉΎ ʥͫāŷ ǍΎ ˶ʓˬͫƝĪȌ̯Џđǡđȓ
̯Џđ
й
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Question 5: The following two pictures show two
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCϖCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCϕCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCϔ
methods of transportation used in the cities.
[Images]
Which method of transportation is better for the
environment? State the reasons for your answer.
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The Arabic Language 6/I (2019), p. 56: Exercises: ‘Read the paragraph below and extract the verbs in present tense!’

 ومامرسات فئة من أبناء شعبنا؛ لذا يجب علينا أن نقف سدًّا مني ًعا أمام مامرسات، بفعل مامرسات االحتالل، وهذه امل ُعضلة تتفاقم يو ًما بعد يوم،البيئي بهذا الحجم كام اليوم
مل تواجه فلسطني مشكلة التل ّوث
ّ
.كل م ّنا يف املحافظة عىل بيئته املحيطة؛ إذا أردنا أن نعيش عىل هذه األرض املباركة بسالم
ّ  ول ُيسهم،الفلسطيني
جتمعنا
م
فئات
مختلف
بني
البيئي
الوعي
ننرش
أن
كذلك
وعلينا
، ونكشف جرامئه إعالم ًيا،املحتل
ّ
ُ
ّ
ّ
Science and Life 4/II (2019), p. 64.
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Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 18.

153

Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 23.

154

Life and Science 8/I (2019), p. 89.
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ϙϗ

Another exercise features the efforts of the government in
dealing with ecological challenges, saving energy and seeking
efficient and clean energy alternatives,152 and the efforts
of the Ministry of Health in raising awareness of bacterial
infections.153 War is mentioned as a threat to the earth
through global warming.154

2.1 CIVIC EDUCATION

2.1.3 DIVERSITY AND INTERCULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
The textbooks provide representations of different social,
cultural and religious groups in images and by thematically
engaging with questions of diversity. Numerous illustrations
highlight the diversity of skin colour, gender and physical
abilities, often without explicitly mentioning these features.

How do I behave with others?
Consider and discuss:
We may differ, but that does not mean that we hate each
other, as the diversity of flowers and their differences add
to their beauty.

Figure 8: National and Life Education 1/I (2019), Lesson 4, p. 40

In contrast to the 2017 edition of National and Social
Upbringing 3/I, the introductory pages to each unit in the
2019 edition were modified to include images and quotes,
some of them illustrating diversity and problem-solving skills.

ˬ˴г зКȌй̉Џđǿд гȥ кλȔг Џк đ

˜Αȴμг оԽԲđʞг Жг ƺд ȴԟ ̺г Υг Ԥđʦг ˴к Ϻг 

Figure 10: National and Life Education 1/I (2019), Lesson 4, p. 46

Ȭ
Ό ͘ Ǉ˶͵ćɡΌ ͲΎ ΑǇʓ͵

B) Connect the aid in column (a) with the person who
uses it in column (b)
Column (a) 			
Column (b)

҇ȌЮ ̻̈́ΤȌͽ̻̈́ΤǼд ȴ͝КȌͽКđп Ɏͽ̈́ΑԽԲđȦЦę҇ʦͲ̟̈Кȥ϶
ЮԽԲȌκȌЦȥΑȵΑȌΉϩՏՄ̈μđęňȔЦȵЏđƲȔй ͽ̈ϩ
Figure 9: National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 57

ϘϚ
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The textbooks assign significant weight to teaching students
about people with disabilities and to activities and simulations
that foster empathy towards them. This is a continuous
process that starts in year 1 by introducing an understanding
and recognition of disabilities and continues throughout the
textbooks via examples included in different topics or by
a designated chapter. A teaching unit on chromosomes in
Life and Science 8/I portrays Hiba al-Shurafa, a Palestinian
teacher with Down syndrome.155 The textbooks promote
social responsibility in the face of global challenges, such as in
mathematical exercises referring to infrastructure for better
accessibility.156
ζƛǇˏ̈́ΑҙҏāȶƼƼƼˈ̑ǚͫǍ̈ɬƼƼƼ˜ͫćζΈǇͲǍƼƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛
ɡ͛ķǍƼƼƼʓʥʓ͎ƢǍƼƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛ƴĔǇƼƼƼ̈ģɨƼƼƼǚ˶͇ć
 ϗϚ ȅƼƼƼˬ͇ɨƼƼƼʶʤͫāǇƼƼƼ̈ҨҞ̥ɬƼƼƼͲɼƼƼƼʉˬ̥
ƦćāĔɼͲģҨҞʓͲɨƼƼƼ́ʉˬ͇Ɏˬ˅̈Ό ćζΈǇͲǍƼƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛
ǰęđĪˬȇȇЖŉՏՄ̈ΤŵȌȇȇ̺ЏđɛȇȇͲϡȴȇȇΉ́Υ
ˬȇȇ˴ΥоԽԲđˬȇȇйΑȴΉ́ЏđŶȌȇȇ̺͌Џđʕȇȇ̈́Τ
ζɬʉˈͫāɬƼƼˏ̣ǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼʉΎ ͎Ǉ̀ΒāɼƼƼʉ˶̓ĔǍƼƼ̣ćϔ
ΊƢāǚƼƼ͘ΑāćǚΊ ƼƼ̈ΑāććĕζɨƼƼʤʥͫāǨƼƼʉʒ͛ɨ́͵ǇƼƼʶͫζƴģĢǇƼƼ̑ɨƼƼ́ʓ́ʒ̣ζɼ˅ƼƼʶʒ˶Ͳɨ́ƼƼ̵ćĆĢζɼƼƼͲǇ˙ͫāǨƼƼˀΌ͘
Ί Ƽ̑Ǎˈ̿ɬƼƼͲɨƼƼ́˳ˆˈͲǽƼƼ͵Ǉˈ̈ζƴǨƼƼʉˀ͘
ɨƼƼΎˬˈʓͫāǽƼƼ͎łǇƼ
τƦćāĔɼͲģҨҞʓ˳̑ΈǇ̑ǇˀͲΈǇˀʦ̶Ȉʉ˙ʓͫāɡϕ
τȽ˳ʓʤ˳ͫā ǽ͎ œǇͲǚ͵ҙҏā ǽ͎ ɨ́Ό̒ǚ͇ǇʶͲ ɑ˶Ό ˜˳̈ Ʉʉ͛ ϖ
Figure 11: Life and Science 8/I (2019), p. 29

of a disabled child who dreamed of becoming a traffic officer;
his persistence and efforts to educate himself enabled him to
fulfil his dream despite having being bullied by other children.157
The textbooks also address the subject of gender equality,
either in exercises that motivate students to reflect on gender
representations or in authored texts stating that both males
and females should share equal responsibilities and rights.
National and Life Education 1/I introduces the topic with a
story of family cooperation. The chapter ‘Me and My Family’
(أنا وأرسيت, ana wa usratī) contains a passage about a girl called
Marah who invites her friend Reema over after school. To
make the visit a success, each family member (male and
female) contributes and cooperates.

ǿȌ˴̞ЏȌΤ˔йͲ̈́̈Џđ ұ ƮȌ̰К

Ƚ˳ʓʤ˳ͫā ǽ͎ ǽ̑Ǉʤ̈Β
ё ā ĢΉ ćĔ Ǉ́ͫ ǽʓͫā ζƦćāĔ ɼͲģҨҞʓͲ łҙҏǇ̤ ȶˈ̑ ɬ͇ ŃΎΏ ǚʥ̒ ϔ
Ώ ϕ
Ί born
ɷ͵Ǉ˜Ͳć
ζžҨҞʓ̥ҙҏā
ȇʒ̵
șʓ˶ʓ̵ā
ƦćāĔ ɼͲģҨҞʓ˳̑are
ŁǇˀͲ
ȵ
łǇͲǍ̵ǍͲćǨ˜ͫā
ɼ˅̈Ǩ̥ Ȼ̤ҙҏ
Ί ʦʷͫwith
Ώ
[…] However, some children
an extra
œćǩƼƼͫābody
ƦΎ Αā ĢćǇƼƼʤ˳ͫā
ɡ˜ƼƼʷͫā ɬƼƼͲ (47)
ȈƼ
 Ƽˆ̤ҙҏ ɑƼƼˬˈͫ
chromosome, so each cell of the
contains
ɷƼƼʉͫΒ
ā
ɄƼƼʉ̀ї
ϕϔ ǽ˳ƼƼʶʤͫā
ǽͲǍƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ˜ͫā
chromosomes. This disorder is called āDown
syndrome.
 Ƽ̤ āǛƼƼ ȇʒΎ Ƽ ̵ć ζȉƼƼͫǇ̓ ƢǍƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛
ΊɡƼƼˬ̥ ŃćǚƼ
Patients that suffer from Down
syndrome
have
the
ɼʉƼƼʶ˶ʤͫā
ǇƼƼ̈ҨҞʦͫā ǽƼƼ͎ ɄƼƼ
ˀ˶˳ͫā
ƢǇƼƼʶ˙͵ҙҏā ƹǇƼƼ˶̓Αā
Ύ
following physical features: ȅƼƼˬ͇ ķǍƼƼʓʥ̈ ȈƼƼʉͲǇ͈ șƼƼʓ˶ʉ͎ ζƹǇƼƼ̑ΐ ҙҏā ǚƼƼ̤Αā ǚƼƼ˶͇
ˀʦ
ǇƼƼͲǚ˶͇ć ζΈǇͲǍƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛
ѓ ̈Ό comes
Ό that
1- They have an additional skinȈƼƼʉͲǇˉ̑
foldȇƼƼ
out ϕϗ
șƼƼʓ˶̈ ζΈǇͲǍƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛ ϕϖ ǽƼƼˈʉʒ˅ͫā ĔǚƼƼˈͫā ķǍƼƼʓʥ̈
from the upper eyelid. They are
short in stature, have
ΈǇͲǍƼƼ̵ǍͲćǨ͛ ϗϚ ȅƼƼˬ͇ ƱǇƼƼ̈ҨҞ̥ ķǍƼƼʓʥ̒ ĔΉ ǨƼƼ͎
a flattened face, prominent forehead,
ɬƼƼͲ ζƢϔϛϙϙ ƢǇƼlarge
Ƽ͇ ɼΊ Ƽ ͫǇ̤ tongues,
ƛѕ ćΑā ΌžǇƼƼʷʓ͛ā ɨΎ Ƽ ̒ ǚƼƼ͘ć
ƦćāĔ ƦćǚƼƼˉ͵ҙҏ
ɨƼƼͫǇˈͫā ɡƼƼʒ ͘
short hands and feet, and most of themhave
learning
difficulties.
2- Have you ever met anyone who suffers from Down
٢٩
syndrome?
3- How could you help them to be socially integrated?

The integration of disabled people is also reflected in text
passages. A passage in The Arabic Language 7/II tells the story
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Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 28–29.
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Mathematics 8/II (2019), p. 73 and Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 18 and 62.

157

The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 28.
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Figure 12: National and Life Education 1/I (2019), p. 28

Activity 6: Work together
After listening to the story (visiting my friend) and
discussing it in class, put the events of the story in order
by numbering them from 1 to 4.
[top left] Reema helps my mother prepare the pastries.
[top right] My father helps my mother set the table.
[bottom left] Majed buys the necessities.
[bottom right] My mother serves the pastries and desserts.

2.1 CIVIC EDUCATION

 ˶̒ ǽ͎ΈǇˈʉ˳̣Ό
ρȈ ʉΏ ʒ ΏͫāɄʉˆΏ
 ƦćǇˈ
 ʓ ˶ ̵
 ˬ˳ ͇ ѓƦΒāɄˆѕ ˶ Ό͵Ǉ˳˜Ό Ό̒ǚ ͫāććǇ͵і
ɡ ̥āĔǇ˶
 āćζƦǇʒѕ
 ̒ǨΌ ̒Ǉ˳ʓΌ Ώ͵іǇ͎
Ȉ ʉΏ ʒ ΏͫāΌɼ͎ Ǉˆ˶ ͎ ζȅʔΏ͵їāćіāΊǨ͛ Ǜ ̑Ήɼ͘ ҨҞ͇ ɷΌ ͫȫ
 ʉΏ ͫȈ ʉΏ ʒ Ώͫā
 ͫΈ ҨҞ˳ ͇ ȈΏ ʶ ʉΏ ͫ
Ƚʉ˳ʤ ΏͫāΌɼʉѓ ͫćǌʶΏ Ͳ Ώɡ̑ ζṳ̈̌āǍ

ˬ̞̺͌Џđ
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National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 75.

159

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 42.

160

The Arabic Language, 8/I (2019), p. 4.





 ŶȌΑȔ̞̈Џđ


ϗϚ ɼˬʉ˳̣ǽ˶̈́ćɼʈʉ̑ȫͲǇʦͫāťĢǚͫā

ϘϚ˜ΑȴμоԽԲđʞЖƺȴ̺Υпđʦ˴Ϻˬ˴КȌ̉ЏđǿȥλȔЏđ
ϘϜ ĢćǇʥʓ͵ƛćΑҙҏāťĢǚͫā
ϙϜ ƹǇ͘ǚ̿Αāȅ˙ʒ͵ćķΑāǨͫāǽ͎Ʉˬʓʦ͵ǽ͵ǇʔͫāťĢǚͫā
ϚϘ Ǉ˶ʓʉ͵Ǉʶ͵Βāǽˉˬ̈ҙҏǇ˶͎ҨҞʓ̥āȉͫǇʔͫāťĢǚͫā
ϛϕ ȚͲǇʶʓ͵Ƚ̑āǨͫāťĢǚͫā
Ϝϓ ŁǍˈʷͫāƢǨʓʥ͵ȫͲǇʦͫāťĢǚͫā
Figure 14: National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), extract from the
contents page

Figure 13: National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 76

Exercises in history textbooks for the upper years frequently
ask students to reflect on the role of women or on female
personalities in historical events. These exercises serve to
highlight the fact that historical narratives tend to focus on
elites rather than including a wider spectrum of society.



Freedom
of expression, dialogue,
respectful conversation and
ϔϙ 
ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǽ˶̈́Ǎͫāǚʉʷ˶ͫāǽ͵ǇʔͫāťĢǚͫā
forgiveness
are
addressed
in
National
and Social Upbringing 3/I.
Ϙϕ ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ǽ˶̈́ćɼ˳̿Ǉ͇ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲȉͫǇʔͫāťĢǚͫā
The second unit contains five different chapters that focus on
ϖϛɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ƛҨҞ˙ʓ̵āƦҨҞ͇ΒāĿǨ͛ĕȽ̑āǨͫāťĢǚͫā
forgiveness and the acceptance of diversity.

ɢк Ͳԟ ̈́г Υг ȌКԤđ
ŃǇ͵ҙΒ ҏΏ āćĢΌ Ǎ͛ǛΎ ͫāǇ́ʉ͎ƴΊ Ǩ ̵їΏ āǽ͎Ȭʉˈ
Ό ͵ 
 ʥΌ Ώͫāǽ͎ĿćǇʶʓ ͵ 
 ̣āǍ
 ΏͫāćƈǍ˙
Ǉ˶̒Ǩ ̵їΏ āǽ͎ΈǇ̓Ǉ͵ΒāćΈ āĢǍ͛ΌĕłǇʒ

 ʉΏ ʒ ΏͫāƢѕ ǇƼƼ́Ͳ ǽƼƼ͎ΈǇƼƼˈʉ˳̣Ό
ΈƴǨƼƼ ̵їΏ ā ƦǍƼƼ˜˶ ͫρȈƼƼ
 ƦćǇƼƼˈ
 ʓ ͵ 
ƴ ǚ ʉˈƼƼ̵

Representations of women appear to have been systematically
inserted into textbooks for different subjects in order to
counter the hitherto male-centric content. Gender equality
is addressed in mathematics textbooks, for instance, where
a feminist organisation is mentioned that specialises in
embroidery and helps Palestinian women to be economically
independent,159 and also by representing male and female
protagonists in texts and illustrations.



ϕ  ˜˴̯̀ͲϩɎͽϝęɡλпđɛЏęпԽԲđǿȥλȔЏđ
 ̈́ ć ɨΌ ˬ ͇ ƛćΑҙҏāťĢǚͫā
ϗ  ɬʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ͎ǽ˶

These values continue to be present and are most clear in Unit
2 of National and Social Upbringing 3/I, Chapter 3, titled ‘Our
Differences Do Not Nullify Our Humanity’ (اختالفنا ال يلغي انسانيتنا,
ikhtilāfunā lā yulghī insāniyatunā).158

I have learnt:
- We live in a family that consists of males and females.
- In the family, we are equal in rights and responsibilities
whether male or female.
- We all work together on the household chores in order
to be a happy family.

 


Ϛϙ

Unit two: How I behave with others
Chapter one: We converse
Chapter two: We may disagree but we can remain friends
Chapter three: Our differences do not nullify our humanity
Chapter four: We forgive
Chapter five: We respect all peoples

Several passages and stories in Arabic language textbooks also
call on students to respect others: those who hold different
or opposing views and have different interests. Such passages
teach that differences of opinion, or more general differences,
need not lead to conflict but can rather serve to develop
a healthy relationship with the other person. For instance,
a listening text in The Arabic Language 8/I addresses the
significance of unity and plurality in a society, focusing on the
negative consequences of disharmony and conflict between
people and on the importance of accepting and respecting
others’ points of view.160
Arabic language textbooks discuss tolerance and forgiveness,
for example, in the passage below from year 5. The text
shows how Islam emphasises the importance of tolerance
and forgiveness towards an oppressor even when revenge
is possible, and that this behaviour can prevent feelings of
hatred from developing.
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 ˙̑āǍˬ ѓˁˏ̒ ć
Ǩ̈ǚΏ˙ʓѓ ͫāć ƢāǨʓ ̤ҙҏā

Ώ ƛǍʒ

Ǩ˜Ώ єʷͫāɡΌ ̈ḳ̌ǽΎ
 ˶Ͳ ɨ˜Ό ͫć
 
Ǩ̈ǚΏ˙ʓѓ ͫāć ɼ ʉѓ ʥ ʓѓ ͫāȽ Ͳ 
An activity to foster tolerance in The Arabic Language
9/II
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 ɬ˳ ̈Ώ ҙҏāȬƼͲǇ́ͫāǽ͎ΌƦǍƼƼ˜̒ć
Ή Ƽ˙͎ǨΏ ͲΌ  Ϝ
Ό ƼʒʔΏ Ό̒ćζ
 ƴĔ Ģ āǍƼƼͫāłǇƼƼͲǍˬˈΏ ˳ ͫāɼƼʥѓ ̿ȈƼ
 ȇƼƼˬ˅ͫāƢ ǚѕ Ƽ˙ ͲΌ ɨΌ Ƽ͇ ǚ̒ łǇƼ
Muhammed.
 ƹ Ǉ͇Ώǚʓ ̵ҙҏā
Ί ʒΏ ̥ ć łāĔǇ́
Ί
łāǨ
̶ć Ɏ ̇Ǉ̓ć ɬΏ ͇ ΊĢǍ ̿
ѓ ͫ
Ό ɡ ʔΏ Ͳζ
 ɼ ʥΏ ˏˀˬ
Ώ ɬΏʓͲ ɬΏ Ͳ Ǩ ˉ̿іΏ āȺђ ʦ̑ȇΌ ʓ ˜Ώ Ό̒ćζ
 ѓʷͫāȉ̈ǚ
 ʥͫā
Ț ͲΌ Ǉʶʓѓ ͫāȅ˶ˈΏ Ͳ ɡΌ ˳ ʥΏ ̒ȉ̈ĔǇ̤і
 āɼ̓ ҨҞ̓ɷΌ ˶Ώ Ͳ œΌ Ǩ Ώʦʓ ʶΏ ͵ćζ
 ȇʓΌ Ό͛ǚ ̤і āȅͫΒāȽΌ ̣ ǨΏ ͵
 Ʉ̈Ǩ

ƮȌ̰К

Figure 17: The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p. 21
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Figure 15:The
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Activity: Go back to one of the noble ḥādīth books
ϔ
ΉŷǍ͎ǨΏ Ͳ ɨΉ ̵āΏ  ΉǚʉˏͲΌ 
[books of sayings of the Prophet] and extract from it three
ǇˁͲΌ ɡΉ ˈΏ ͎ the

Ģ ǩΏ ˳ͫā
āі ΉĔǇ̈ģ fill out ϕ
ΉŷǍ͎ǨΏ Ͳ  ΉŷĢ Read
 ƛǇ˳ Ώ͇āі ǽ͎ΌƱǇ̑and
Second:
followingɼ ͇paragraph
Aḥādīth that convey the meaning of tolerance.
șΌ ʓ˶Ώ ̈Ό ϖ
ΉŷǍ͎ǨΏ Ͳ ɨΉ ̵āΏ Ģ ǇΏģҙі ҏāɎʉ̤
the table:
 Ģ ɬΏ Ͳɡ ʶ ˈ ͫā
Forgiveness
noble feeling that results
ťΉ Ģ in
Ǉ͘tolerance,ϗ
ΉŷǍ͎ǨΏ Ͳ ɨis
Ή ̵āΏ a
Ԡ ǨŵȔ̈́
Ԡ Ǩд ȴз ̈г ̞к Кг is also depicted with reference to
ŵṴ̏̈́Џđ
ȴз ̈г ̞к Кг ̰Џđ
even
is able to harm
oppressor.
Interculturalд understanding
Ϙ
Ƚʉ̑
ˀΏ ͎ ǽ͎
ĢΌ ǇΏģҙі ҏā
ΉŷǍ͎ǨifΏ Ͳ the
ΉŷĢ ǇˁͲvictim
Ό ɡΉ ˈΏ ͎ 
 Ǩѓ ͫāɡthe
Forgiveness in this sense is a noble moral characteristic
ethnic and religious diversity. The textbooks state that human
ɢк Ͳԟ ̈́г
ҫҪ
indicating good social behaviour, and our tolerant religion
relationships shouldз beз based
upon
and acceptance
з ʞдзКԟ϶гȥкȔг ̈́̈г Αд Τг respect
ɛͲгϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝Α
ɛͲгкǰԤϡđ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝Α
зƝňк ȥԟ ЏđˬΑг ȌΉК гȥккǰԤ̈́đΤг зƝ
ˬз ̇Ͳ̀Џđ
ňк ȥԟ Џđ˜ˬз г Αг ЖȌΉ
ˬз ̇Ͳ̀Џđ˜г Жз ʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд ȚͲҨҞ
 Ͳ ćζɨ


Ώ


Ώ̶і
і
́
ͫǇ˜Ƽ
Ƽ
ā
ćζɨ
́
͵
āǍ
ͫ
ā

ǽƼ
Ƽ
͎
Ʀ
ǍƼ
Ƽ
ˏ
ˬ ʓ ΏʦͲΌ ť

Ό
encourages forgiving in order to prevent hatred.
ofę҇˔з
difference,
regardless
of зКskin
colour
or features, culture
orɢ к Ͳԟ ̈́г Υг ȌКԤđ
Ԥđ Ɏϩ
҇˔зΉзΥȌͅЏд ę҇˔
˴ЏȌ͙Υг ҇˔з
Џд ę҇˔
˴ЏȌ͙ύԤΥг к ę҇˔з
ΉзКđȔę҇˔з
ΉзЏȌ͝гǰȔ͌
ύԤк đͲзę҇˔з
ǰԤđ ˬз гǰȔ͌
ϩȴ̈́Ж
Ͳз ̈г ̟гк Α ƝȌй
г Цз ȥз Ҭҫ
г ΉΉзΥȌͅзΥđĪȌϡ
г ę҇˔з
г Цз Ήȥз зЏȌ͝
г đę҇˔з
г ΉзΥđĪȌϡ
г Џк Ԥđ Ɏϩ
г ̈г ̟гк Α ΉƝȌй
г đȔͽЏк Џđԟ
г ͽЏđԟǰԤđ ˬз ϩȴ̈́Ж
Ǎ

ɨ
́

з
зΥȌКȌΑĪз ęlanguage



Ώ
˔зΉor
ȌКȌΑ
Ī
ę
Ώ̶і
і
Ώʦ
Ț ˔з
Ͳ ҨҞΉͲ зΥćζɨ
́
ͫ
Ǉ˜Ƽ
Ƽ
ā
ćζɨ
́
͵
āǍ
ͫ
ā

ǽƼ
Ƽ
͎
Ʀ
ǍƼ
Ƽ
ˏ
ˬ
ʓ
Ͳ

ťǇƼ
Ƽ
˶
ͫā


[Grammar activity: sorting nouns and verbs into the table]
traditions, religion, nationality
spoken.
National
г
г
Ύ
 Ό Ό


 ćΌ ʓ Ώ̥āɨ ͈Ώ Ģ ťǇ
к ˔г 3/I
к Ǩз đȴ̈λđ
˔зΉзϩՏՄ̈з μđ
Ϣк ňг зƝincludes
Ȍй˔з
ͽЏđΉʞ˴
̈з г μđ
˔г Ϣк ňг зthe
ƝȌйͽЏđʞ˴
г Ǩз đȴ̈λđ ‘learning
ɡ˜Ώ ѓʷͫāć Ʀ ǍΏ ѓˬͫāǽ͎ɨ
́ ͎ҨҞ
з зϩՏՄκ
з κ
ɨ́ Ạ̌
and Social Upbringing
sentence:
 ˶ѓ ͫāƢΌ Ǩ



Ώ
Ώ
ѓ
˜ ѓʷͫāć ƦǍΏ ˬͫāǽ͎ɨ͎́ҨҞʓ Ώ̥ā
ɨ ͈Ģ ťǇ
more than one language facilitates our ɡ
communication
and
 ˶ѓ ͫāƢΌ Ǩ ʓ ʥΏ ͵ 
Another example of forgiveness and mercy is reflected in the
interactions with different nations’.161
text below taken from a chapter for year 6. The short story
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
г ȥЦз Ȍ̰дК Ҭ Ʈ
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
Цз Ȍ̰
̈з ͽк ̈г дК̯к Кг ę҇д
Цз Ȍ̰дК ҫ ƮȌ̰К
г ȥɷ
г ҫ ȥƮȌ̰К
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
г ȥЦз Ȍ̰дК Ҭ ƮȌ̰К
about two friends emphasises the importance of tolerance in
order to forget another’s offence. Students are encouraged to
 ˀͫā
Ȉ
ɷ ́ ̣Ώ ć ȅˬ͇ to
Ł Ǩforgive.
Ώ ˙ˬ ͇ how
Ό̀ ķǛѓͫāɡ ̣Ό Ǩѓ ͫāɬѓ ˜ ͫζǇ˳Ύ ʥ ʓ ʶΏ ̈ ΏƦіā āĢǨѓ ˙ ͎ ζΈɼ̤āć
ѓ Ǩѓ ˳ʓ ̵āΏ
 āụ̈̌ ćΏ ƦΑā ȅͫΒā ρǇ˳ Ǩ ʉ̵ ǽ͎ƦǇ˙̈ǚ
learn
 





ү

ү

ƱΌ Ǜ ˙ Ώ͵іāćζ
 ɬѓ ˜ͫζƋҨҞ́ͫā
 ȅˬ͇  ɑ ̶ćіΏ ā ȅΎʓ̤ Ǉ́ʉ͎ůǍˉ
 ɷ̑ ɑʶ ͲΏ іāɷΌ ˙ ̈ǚ̿
 ɼ͛ Ǩѕ ʥ ʓ ˳Ό ͫāƛǇͲǨѕ ͫā ǽ͎ƴǨѓ ˳ ͫāƱǛɷΌ ͲΌ ǚ ͘
Ό ̈ іāǚ ̑ ćζ
ł ǍΏ ˳ ͫāɬ Ͳ ǽ̇Ǉ͘ǚ Ώ̿іāǩє ͇ іā ǽ͵Ǜ ˙ Ώ͵іāƢ ǍΏ ʉͫā
ѓ ɬ Ͳ ɼΊ ˈ ˅Ώ ͘ ȅˬ͇ ȇ ʓ ͛ ćζ
 Ƣ Ǉ͘ ΊɎѓ˙ʥ ͲΌ łΊ ǍΏ Ͳ ɬΏ Ͳ Ǉʤ͵ΏƦіāǚˈΏ ̑ ć
 Ǩ Ώʦˀͫā

 Ʀΐҙҏāćζȅͫć
 ƛǇͲ
 Ǩѕ ͫā ȅˬ͇ Ȉ ʒΏ ʓ ͛ āĕǇ˳ͫɷΌ ˙Ό ̈ǚ̿
Α ҙҏāƴ Ǩѓ ˳ ͫā ǽ͎ ɑʓΌ ̑Ώ Ǩ ̀ ǇͲǚ˶Ώ ͇
τƴ Ǩ Ώʦˀͫā

ѓ ȅˬ͇ Ȉ ʒΏ ʓ ͛  ɑΌ̒Ǜ˙Ώ͵іā ǇͲǚ˶Ώ ͇
 ɷΌ ͫΑǇ̵

 ćζ
 ɷΌ ̑ Ǉ̣іā
 Ǩѕ ͫā ȅˬ͇ ɷΌ ˬ ˈ ͎ ǇͲȇ ʓΌ ˜Ώ ͵ΏƦіā Ǉ˶ʉΏ ˬ͇ ρΉṳ̈̌і ā Ǉ˶̈ĕΏǌ̈Ό ǇͲǚ˶Ώ ͇
ɬΏ ˜ͫ
Ό ĢȉΌ ʉΏ ̤ζ
 ƛǇͲ
 ƱΌ Ǉ˶ʒΏ ʓ ͛ ǇͲǍ ʥΌ ˳Ώ ̒ ΏƦіā Ǉ́ͫɬΌ ˜ ˳Ώ ̈Ό Ț ͲΌ ǇʶѓʓͫāŔǇ̈
ǇǍ ʥΌ ˳Ώ ̒ ΏƦіāŔǇ̈
ѓ ȅˬ͇ ɡ ˈ ͎ ǇͲȇ ʓΌ ˜Ώ ͵ΏƦіā Ǉ˶ʉΏ ˬ ͇ ΈǇ͎ćǨˈΏ Ͳ Ǉ˶ˈ Ͳ Ήṳ̈̌і āȽΌ ˶ Ώˀ̈ ǇͲǚ˶Ώ ͇
 ǨΎ ˬͫɬΌ ˜ ˳Ώ ̈Ό ҙҏȉΌ ʉΏ ̤ζ
 Ǩʦˀͫā

(ϕ

(ϕ
ɢк Ͳԟ ̈́г Υг ȌКԤđ

 Ǩѕ ͫā ȅˬ͇ ƴƹǇ̵
Β ȇ ʓΌ ˜Ώ ͵ΏƦіāɨΏ ѓˬˈʓ ˶ ˬΏ ͎
Ǩ Ώʦˀͫā
ѓ ȅˬ͇  žćǨˈΏ ˳ ͫāȬΌ
 ƛǇͲ
 ҙҏā
 ˙˶Ώ ͵ΏƦіāćζ

 Ͳ ćζɨ
Ț ͲҨҞ
 ́ͫǇ˜ƼƼ Ώ̶іāćζɨ
 ́͵āǍΏͫіāǽƼƼ͎ƦǍƼƼˏˬ ʓ ΏʦͲΌ ťǇƼ
Ό ƼΎ˶ͫā 

ʉЖȌ̟Џđ
Ɲňԟ
ȥ
Џđ
5
д
ɨ́ Ạ̌ćΌ
д
Figure 16: The Arabic Language Teacher Guide 6, p. 266.
з кΉ̈з όđ
г ɡ˴̝
˨з ˴ͲΥг Ɏ̈ԟЏđˬз Ͳг ˳з όк пԽԲđ з˜гϡЮȌΑй Ȕз ͌г ύ

ɡ˜Ώ ѓʷͫāć Ʀ ǍΏ ѓˬͫāǽ͎ɨ͎́ ҨҞʓ Ώ̥āɨ ͈Ώ Ģ ťǇ
к ȥд ˴ύȴк Υг зǰđȔͽ̈́д Τз ɎΥоԽԲđʔԟ
г Ǽз Ȍ˴ЏđǌՏՄ
ԣ ͽЏđɛЏзđр ʞд з ̈г к̯Кг 
д дКę҇
 ˶ѓ ͫāƢΌ Ǩ ʓ ʥΏ ͵ 
з кΉ̈з όđwrite
His friend asked him: ‘Why did
that
Ǽз Ȍ˴г з Џđyou
ǌՏՄ
ȥд ˴ύз ȴк Υг  in the
 sand



I slapped
you
and
then
when
I
rescued
you,
you
wrote
Ǉ˳Ύ Ͳ ρɡ̇Ǉ́ͫāǽѕ ͇ Ǉ˶ˀͫā
ѕ Ƣǚє ˙ ʓѓ ͫāćζ
 ƦǇ ˜Ύ ʶͫā
є Ĕ āǚΏ͇іā ǽ͎ɼ ˬ ̇Ǉ́ͫāƴ Ĕ Ǉ̈ǩѕ ͫāȇ ʒ ʶ ̑ ρΊƢǍΏ ̈ ɡѓ Ό͛ɨΌ ͘ Ǉˏʓ ̒ ƱΊ ǇʉͲ ɼ Ͳ ģΏ іāɬΏ Ͳ ɨΌ ͫǇˈͫā ǽ͵Ǉˈ ̈Ό
that
someone
us,
 hurts
:Ǉ́ʉΏ ˬ ˜Ώ ʷ̑on
ƱΌ Ǉʉ˳ ͫārock?’
Ǉ́Ώ˶Ͳ ćζǇ́
ɼ ʉѓ ˈ ʉʒ˅ѓ ͫāɼ ʈ ʉʒͫāĢĔ ‘When
ǇˀͲ Ń Ǎє ˬ ̒ ćζ
ĢΏ і ҙҏāȚ ˅Ώ ̵ ȅˬ͇ žǇˏ
ʤͫā
ŷ Ǉʶѕ̒we
ā ǽ͎ȇ ʒѓ ʶ ̒
Ώ̀ҙҏāΒ ć replied:
 ɼ ˈ ͘Ώ ĢΌ 
 ̑ ĢāǨHe
 Ű
ǽѕ ͎Ǎ ʤͫāćζ
ǽѕ ʥ ˅Ώ ʶͫā
 erase
ѓ
should write it in sand so the winds of tolerancecan
it.
However,
when
someone
does
us
a
favour,
we
should








ɡѓ Ό͛ƹǇ˳ͫāɬ Ͳ Ǉ˶ˬΏ ˈ ̣ ćȅͫǇˈ
̒ΌƛǍ˙̈ ĕΏ Βā ρǇ́Ώ˶͇ ƹǇ˶Ώ

Ώ ɬΌ ˜˳Ώ ̈Ό ҨҞ͎ ρŰĢΏ і ҙҏā ȅˬ͇ ƴǇʉʥ ˬΏ ͫķѓ Ǩ ˙Ώ ˏͫāĔ Ǎ˳ˈ ͫāƱΌ Ǉʉ˳ͫāєǚˈ Ό̒
Ό ˉʓ̵ҙҏā
Ǉ́͛ remove
ҨҞ́Ώ ʓ ̵āΏ ǽ͎Όǚʉ̶ǨΏ ʓѓ it.’
ͫā Ǉ˶ʉΏ ˬ ͇ ǽˉʒΏ ˶̈ āǛͫ ρǽђ ̤
 ƹΊ ǽΏ ̶
write that on rock so no winds can
We
should learn
how
(ϕ
̇Ǉˏͫā Ɏʉ˙ʥΏ to
 ́Ώ ʓ and
Ώʦʓ ̵āΏ ɬͲ ƴ ǚ how
Ώʦʓ ̵ҙҏā
ɡѕ ͘ іǇ̑ćζ
̒ ȅͫΒā forget
ķѕĔǌ ̈Ό ķǛѓͫāζothers’
Ʊ Ǉʉ˳ ˬͫɡ ʔ ͲΏ і ҙҏāƢ āǚoffences
̵ҙҏāΌ
 ɼΊ ʉѓ ˳ѕ ͛ ɡѕ ͘ іǇ̑ Ǉ́Ͳāǚ
Ώ ǽ˶ˈΏ ̈ ƋҨҞ
Ώ ǚʉ̶ǨΏ ̒ ć
 і ҙҏāĔ ǨΏ ˏ ͫāɼ ̣Ǉʥ
ɷ ˬͫāΌremember
ƛǍ̵Ģ ƛǇ͘Ώǚ˙ ͎ ζ ɑͫĕ their
ȅˬ͇ Ʉʉ˶
Ǉ˶˶Ό ̈Ĕǚѓ͛іādeeds.
Ώǚ͘ ćζǇ́Ώ
̒
to
 good
 ̑ťǇʶ˳ ͫāƦćĔζɼΊ ˶ ˜ ˳Ώ ͲΌ ɼΊ ʉѓ ͫǇͲɄʉͫǇ˜
 ˶Ͳ ɼ ʉѓ ̵Ǉ̵
Ό ʥͫā

ΊĢǇ̣ΊǨ́Ώ ͵ ȅˬ͇ ȈΏ ˶Ό͛ǍΏ ͫć ƹ Ǉ˳ͫā ǽ͎ ΏžǨʶΌΏ ̒ ҙҏɨ ѓˬ̵ ć ɷ ʉΏ ˬ ͇ ɷΌ ˬͫā ȅΎˬ̿

 ́Ώ ʓ ̵ā
 ǨΉ ͲΏ іāƱ Ǉʉ˳ ͫāƋҨҞ
Ǩ Ώʷ͵ ȅˬ͇ ɡ ˳ ˈ ͫǇ̑ ҙΎҏΒā ɑͫĕɎΌ ˙ѓ ʥʓ ̈ ҙҏćζ
 Ƚ ˳ ʓ ʤΏ ˳Ό ͫāć ƴ Ǩ ̵Ώ ї ҙҏā ǽ͎ĔΊ ǨΏ ͎ ɡѕ Ό͛ ȅˬ͇ ȇΉ ̣āć
Ώ ǚʉ̶ǨΏ ̒ ѓƦΒā
ǽ͛ ρƹ Ǉ˳ͫāƴǨ ˅Ώ ͘ ɼ Ͳ Ĕ Ǉ˙ͫā Ǉ˶ͫǇʉ̣Ώ і ҙҏɬΌ ˳ Ώˁ̈ ķǛѓͫāǨΌ ͲΏ і ҙҏā ρΈɼѓ͎Ǉ͛ƴ Ǉʉʥͫā
 ǽ̤Ǉ˶Ͳ ǽ͎ƴ Ĕ ǚѕ ˈ ʓ ˳Ό ͫāǚ ʉ̶ǨΏ ʓѓ ͫā ɡʒΌ ̵Ό ćζ
 Ʊ Ǉʉ˳ ͫāɼ ʉѓ ˳ѕ  іǇ̑ ǽΏ ͇Ǎ ͫā
ƴ ǇʉʥͫāΌ
 ɼˬ ʤ ͇ Ǩѓ ˳ ʓ ʶΏ ̒
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(ϖ
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
г ȥЦз Ȍ̰дК Ү ƮȌ̰К

ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
г ȥЦз Ȍ̰дК Ҭ ƮȌ̰К

Ϝϔ

Ϝϔ

Ϝϓ

Ϝϓ

(ϔ
Figure 18: National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 90-95

(ϖ

Ϝϔ
National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 96: .تعلّم أكرث من لغة يُس ّهل علينا التواصل والتعامل مع الشعوب املختلفة

ϕϙϙ

42

(ϔ

(ϔ

ɢк Ͳԟ ̈́г Υг ȌКԤđ
ƴĔ Ǉʒˈ Ώͫā ɬ͛ ǇͲіāćζǇ́
 ̒Ǉ͵Ǉ̈Ĕ ǽ͎ŁǍˈ
Ό ˬ ʓ Ώʦ̒ 
Ό єʷͫāɄ




Ώ

Ǉ́̒Ǉ͵Ǉ̈ĔžҨҞʓ Ώ̥āɨ ͈Ǩ ̑ŁǍˈ
 єʷͫāƢΌ Ǩ ʓ ̤іΏ ā 

(ϖ

2.1 CIVIC EDUCATION

This statement correlates with the teacher guide for The
Arabic Language, year 7, which notes that Palestine is the land
of the three monotheistic religions.

ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇д
г ȥЦз Ȍ̰дК ү ƮȌ̰К
+SSHQSVRMRK

ǰȔ̻ЏđȌЮ ˴КȌΦ

ɨ˜ʉˬ͇ƢҨҞʶͫā
ɷˬͫāɼ˳̤Ģć

ț̈ĢǇʓͫāĢćỤ̈̀ǽ͎ɼ̑ĢǇˁͫāǇ́ʓ͘āǨ͇ćɼʉ͎āǨˉʤͫāćɼʉ̤ćǨͫāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ɼ͵Ǉ˜ͲˬЖȌ̈́Џđǿȴ͌͝Џđ

ȌΉͽЖęˬ˴ΐȵ̝ЏđňȌ͝ϩпԽԲđ

ɼʉ̑ǨˈͫāćɼʉͲҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɼͲΑҙҏāȇˬ͘ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎
ɼ̓ҨҞʔͫāɼ̈ćǇ˳ʶͫāłҙҏǇ̵ǨͫāŰĢΑāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎
ɬʉʉʥʉʶ˳ͫāćɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāťǍˏ͵ǽ͎ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲɼ͵Ǉ˜Ͳ
Figure 21: The Arabic Language, Teacher’s Guide 7, p. 88
Ǩ̀Ǉʥͫāǽ͎ǚ̈Ǎ́̒ɬͲɷʉͫΒāŰǨˈʓ̒ǇͲćǽ̀Ǉ˳ͫāǽ͎ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚ˳̑ŴǇ̤ΑāķǛͫāǨ˅ʦͫā
Ǉǚ͇́Ɏ̑Ǉ̵ȅͫΒāťǚ˙ͫāƴĔǍˈ̑ɬʉ˙ʉͫāćɡͲΑҙҏā

Main idea: the spiritual and geographical importance of

ǨƼƼ̈ǚ˙̒ζǇƼƼǚ͇́Ɏ̑ǇƼƼ̵ȅƼƼͫΒāťǚƼƼ˙ͫāƴĔǍƼƼˈ̑ɡƼƼͲΑҙҏāζťǚƼƼ˙ͫāɼƼƼ͘āǨˈ̑ģāǩƼƼʓ͇ҙҏāζɷƼƼ˶͇ŷǇƼƼ͎ǚͫāćζɬƼƼ̈́ǍͫǇ̑ɑƼƼʶ˳ʓͫāŶȌȇȇЦȌ̝ΥԽԲđę˔ȇȇ˴͙Џđ
Palestine and its historical origins.
Ǉ͵Ώǚ Ǉ̶ΏƦіāǚˈΏ ̑
ɷƼƼ̑ɑƼƼʶ˳ʓͫāćǽ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫāŃĢ Βҙҏā

 ϖ ɨ ̵Ώ Ǩѓ ͫāćζ
 ϕ ɨ ̵Ώ Ǩѓ ͫāćζ
 ϔ ɨ ̵Ώ Ǩѓ ͫāǽ͎Ǉ˳Ύ ͇ ǨΌ ʒѕ ˈ Ό͵
 єˬͫāƹǇ˳
ɼ̑ Ǎʓ˜Ώ ˳ ΏͫāłǇˉ
 ̵Ώ іāǨΌΌ ͛ǛΏ ͵

Secondary ideas:
Ǉ͎Ǉ̈ǿȥ˴̺͙Џđ
- Palestine is the heart of the Islamic and Arabic nation.
ˍ̰͝ЏđԽԲęпđ
- Palestine is the land of the three monotheistic religions.
ˬΑȔͅͲЏđɡ˴ЏȌόпԽԲđ




Figure 19: National and Social Upbringing 3/I (2019), p. 96

ṳ̈̌ΑāȅͫΒāǍ˜̶Αāҙҏǽˏ˶ͫā

Textbooks for religious educationȈͫģǇͲǽ˶˶˜ͫƋāĢǚʓ̵ҙҏā
call for tolerance and
г
ԟ
Ԥ
ɢ

Ͳ
̈́
Υ
ȌК
đ
Activity (5): Observe and conclude:
coexistence
in
several
instances
and
to enhance
г Ƽ̀Ǩ͈ƹāǚƼƼ͵ǇƼƼ͎Ǉ̈ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫāƦǚƼƼ˳ͫāȅƼƼˬ͇ƴǨƼƼʶʥͫāĢǇƼƼ́ͅΒāćɼƼƼ̑ǚ˶ͫāɷƼƼ̀Ǩ͈ƹāǚƼaim
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 āȅʓͲƢǇ́ˏʓ̵ҙҏā
 Ό 
Ό ѓ Ώ  Ό ѕ  Ό (2) and
Ώ  image
ƴĔǍˈˬͫǽ˶˳ʓͫāɷ̀Ǩ͈ćτƋāĢΑ
- Explain what you see in image (1), image
(3).
(اإلنسان خليقة الله, al-insān khaliqat Allah), with a paragraph

Ώ

ɼˏˬʓ Ώʦ˳Ό ͫāŁǍˈƼƼ єʷͫāȽ ƼͲ
- Name the languages used.
headed ‘Expressing my Faith’:
ǰȔ̻ЏđȌ˴КȌΦ
ƱĔҨҞʒ̑ɡ̤ǇͲȅˬ͇ɷ͵ǩ̤ćζǨ͇Ǉʷͫāɼ̑Ǩ͈ɬ͇ƴǚͫǍʓ˳ͫāɬʉ˶ʥͫāćƈǍʷͫāǨ͇ǇʷͲĢǇ́ͅΒāˬЖȌ̈́Џđǿȴ͌͝Џđ

Ϝϙ
Textbooks for several subjects engage with the topic of
religious coexistence, especially those for Arabic language and
religious education. National and Social Upbringing 4/I states
that Palestine is an Arab country and part of the Arab world
and that the Palestinian people are part of the Arab nation.
It also states that ‘Islam is the official religion of Palestine but
extends respect and sanctity to all monotheistic religions’.

ˬ̯˴ΐȴЏđňȌ͝ϩ
Բđ ̇й ϡпđ
ɎКȌΑрđпԽ˜ϡȴ

Ǉ́ˬΑāćǇ͎Ǉ̈ƈāǨ͎ȅˬ͇ΈǇͲĔƱĆǇ˜̑ćζɼ̑Ǩˉͫāǽ͎Ǩ͇ǇʷͫāƴǇ͵ǇˈͲ
ɑΎ ͵Βā ȚʉʶˏͫāƦǍ˜ͫāǽ͎Ǩʉˉ̿ȇ͛Ǎ͛ɬͲǨʔ͛Α
ā ȈʶʉͫǇ˶̀ĢΑ
ɷˬ̣ΑāƹǇˁ˙͵āɡʒ͘Ǉ͎Ǉ̈ȅͫΒāƴĔǍˈͫǇ̑Ǩ͇Ǉʷͫāɼʉ˶ͲΑ
ā ā ΎƦΒā ζŁΎ ǨΎ ͫāǇ́Ύ̈Αā
ɬͲƦǍ͵Ǉˈ̈ҙҏćζŁćǨʥͫāłҨҞ̈ćɬͲɷΌ
͵ǇΎ˜̵ɨѓͫΑǇʓ̈ҙҏǇʒ͛Ǎ͛Ǉ́
ˬˈʤ͵ƦΑāȅͫΒāǇ͵Ǎ͇ǚ̒
Α ҙҏāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāƦǚ˳ͫāƛǇ̤Ʉ̿ć
Έ
ɼʒ˜˶ͫāŃćṳ̈̌ǚˈ̑ĿǨ̥
ζɼ͇ǇʤʷͫāǇ˶˅͇ΑāȇǛ˳ͫāćƦǍˬͫāžҨҞʓ̥āćΑ
ā
ζȫ˶ʤͫāłǇͲǇʶ˙͵āɨ́͘Ǩˏ̒ҙҏćζȬ˅ˈͫāćŷǍʤͫāŁāǛ͇
ɬʉ˳ͫǇˈͫāŁĢɷˬͫāȅͫΒāɑͫĕĿǍ˜̶ćζɬ̈́ǍͫāƈāǨ͎ɼʤʉʓ͵ȇˈʓͫā
ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏāɨ̵āāǍˬ˳ʥ̈ƦΑǇ̑Ƚʉ˳ʤͫāǨʦˏ̈ǽ˜ͫρƢǍʉͫāǛ˶Ͳɡ˳ˈͫāāǛΑāǚʒ͵ǽ˜ͫρǨˆ˶ͫāǚˈ̑Ό ć
ɷ̑Ɏˬˈʓͫāćɬ̈́Ǎͫāȅͫāɬʉ˶ʥͫā:ŶȌЦȌ̝ΥԽԲđę˔˴͙Џđ
ɼ͎Ǩˈ˳ͫāćƴǨ˜˶ͫāˬΑȔͅͲЏđȥϡđȔ͙Џđ
Ȍ̇˴Ϣʛ̞͌ͲЏ

Ю

Figure 22: Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 40
ɼ͎Ǩˈ˳ͫāćζƴǨ˜˶ͫāɄ̈Ǩˈ̒

ɨ́Ό ˙ ˬ ̥ȅʔ͵їāćāǨΈ ͛ĕ ζǨ ʷʒͫāɎ ˬ ̥ɷ ˬͫāƴ ĢǍ̿ȅˬ͇ζɷ̒Ģ Ǎ̿ȅˬ͇ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāɷΌ ˬͫāɎ ˬ ʦ͎
 ϕϚϔɬ̈Ǎ˜̒ 





 ҲҲ


Figure 20: National and Social Upbringing 4/I (2019), p. 9.

Palestine is an Arab country and part of the Arab world,
and the Palestinian people are part of the Arab nation.
Islam is the official religion of Palestine but extends
respect and sanctity to all monotheistic religions.

Expressing My Faith:
Lord, our earth is nothing more than a small planet in
ǿз Ȍ˴̞г whose
Ͳк зЏ
the vast universe. You invite us to make it a planet
inhabitants do not sufferˬ͙˴Ͳ̟ЏđǡȌ͌̈λđ
from the scourge of war, do
not suffer the torment of hunger and thirst, and are not
Ƚʉ˳̣Ȉˈ˳ʓ̣Ǉ͎ζɼ˙ʉˬʦˬͫǨʉʒ͛ƛǇˏʓ̤āćǚʉ͇ƢǍ̈ƦǍ˜ʉ̵Ƚ̑ǇʶͫāƢǍʉͫāΎƦΑāɬˬ͇ΑāζɨͫǇˈͫāɷˬͫāɎˬ̥ƦΑāǚˈ̑
divided by sex or differencesɷʓ
in ȇʶ̤
colour
creed.
Give
us
ɷʓ͘Ǉ̈́
ɡё ͛ and
ζɷˬͫ ɼ̈ǚ
Ƣǚ˙̒ ǽ͛
ρɎ̇ҨҞʦͫā
the courage, the foresight, to
start
thisɡˁ͎Α
work
today,
Α ҙҏā Ȉˬ˳ʥ͎
Ȉ
Ȉˬ˳̤ć
ζǇĢǇ˳̓
ā ĢǇʤ̶from
ζɷʒāǍͲć
so that everyone can be proud
to bear the name of
ζɎ
ζɎͫǇʦͫāŦǨ͇ƛǍ̤ɼ˜̇ҨҞ˳ͫāȈˏ͘ććζǇ
ʒʉˬ̤ǽ̶āǍ˳ͫā
Έ man.
ɼ˙ʉˬʦͫāɨ̵Ǉ̑ɷˬͫāȚʒΎ ʶ̒ćζǚʷ˶̒ɼ˙ˬ̤ȈˬΎ˜̶ć
Ʀ
ƦΑā ƱǇʶ͇Ǉ˳ʉ͎Ǩ˜ѕ ˏ̈ćζƱĢćĔǨˆʓ˶̈ǇΈˏ͘āćƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƦǇ͛
Ʀ
ƦǇ͛ćζҨΈҞʶ͇ɡʥ˶ͫāćζāǨ˅͇Ȉˬ˳̤ĢǍǩͫǇ͎ζɷˬͫ
Ƣ ǚѕ ˙̈
Έ
ƢΌ ǚѕ˙̈āĕǇͲɨˬˈ̈ҙҏƛāǩ̈ǇͲǍćζŁǨʓ˙̈ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāĢćĔ
ΒҙҏāƢǇ͘ζṳ̈̌ΑāɷͲǇͲΑāɎ ʒ̈ɨͫǇͲǚ˶͇ćζɷˬͫ
ɷ ͎ ɷ ͈ ǚ ΑāǨ˜ѕ ˏˏ̈ɨͫͫ ɡΊɡ˳ˈ̑ĢǍˈ̶ƦćĔƦǇʶ͵
̶Ʀ
ǇǇǇ͇͇Έ ǨʶͲɷ̣Ǎʓ͎ζɷ̑ƱǨʉ͈ṳ̈̌Α
ΎƦΑāɎ̇ҨҞʦͫāǽ͘Ǉ̑Ȉ˳͎́ćζǇ̤Ǩ͎ɷˬͫāɷ̣ć
ȽΎ ̶ζǛ̇ǚ˶͇ɑʒ̤ΑāɷͫƛǇ͘ćζɷ˙͵Ǉ͇ćζɎͫǇʦͫāɷˬͫāǍʥ͵
Έ
ɼ̈ǚɡ˳̣ΑāɷˬͫƢΎǚ͘ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏā
ҮҪ
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This prayer refers to important values such as spreading peace
in the world and coexistence among all human beings despite
different ethnicities and religions, and working to serve
humanity.
Lesson 22 of Christian Education 12 also addresses the theme
of Justice and Peace. According to the introduction to the
textbook, after the lesson students should be able to define
the concept of peace and differentiate between ‘universal
peace’ and ‘peace with others’, to explain the foundations of
peace as well as to show the attitude of the Church towards
justice and peace.

ǨՏՄ̯Џđęǡȥ̈́Џđ
й

Christian Education 12 addresses the topic of interreligious
dialogue under the title: ‘Pluralism and dialogue in Palestinian
society’ (التعددية والحوار يف املجتمع الفلسطيني, at-taʿadududīa
wa al-ḥiwār fī al-mujtamaʿ al-filisṭīnī). According to the
introduction, students are expected to be able to define the
concept of dialogue and to describe the features of ChristianMuslim dialogue in Palestine. This dialogue is described in
the textbook as being based on the harmonious coexistence
of Palestinian people sharing a common language, culture
and heritage, social habits and history, on knowledge and
understanding, and aimed at building a life in harmony
together and a nation with sound foundations.

Ɏͽ˴̯̀
Ͳг ͌з Џđʞ̝̈ЏđɎϩňđȔ̞ЏđęˬйΑĪԠȥ̈́й̈Џđ
й

ҬҬƝ
д ňк ȥԟ Џđ

ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ

ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ

ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝Α кǰԤđзƝňк ȥԟ Џđ˜г Жз Ȅз ȌΉ̈з Кк ԽԲđ гȥк̈́Τг ˬ̇Ͳ̀й Џđ˜г Жз ʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд
ĢāǍʥͫāłҙҏǇʤͲĔāǚˈ̒ ϔ
ĢāǍʥͫāƢǍ́ˏͲǚ̈ǚʥ̒ ϕ
ϖ
ǽ˙ʉ˙ʥͫāĢāǍʥͫāŴćǨ̶ƦǇʉ̑
Ύ
ϗ
Βҙҏā
ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ǽ͎ǽͲҨҞ̵
ǽʥʉʶ˳ͫāĢāǍʥͫāłǇˏ̿ŴǇʒ˶ʓ̵ā
Ύ
Ύ
"ģǇʉʓͲǇ̑ĢāǍʥͫāŰĢΑāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ Ǉ͵ĔҨҞ̑"ɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāƴĢǇʒˈͫāǽ͎ķΑāǨΎ ͫāƹāǚ̑Βā Ϙ

ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝Α кǰԤđзƝňк ȥԟ Џđ˜г Жз Ȅз ȌΉ̈з Кк ԽԲđ гȥк̈́Τг ˬ̇Ͳ̀й Џđ˜г Жз ʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд
ƢҨҞʶͫāƢǍ́ˏͲɄ̈Ǩˈ̒
ϔ
Ύ
ϕ
ɬ̈Ǩ̥ҙΐ ҏāȽͲƢҨҞʶͫāćζ
ǽˬ̥ā
Ύ
Ύ
Ύ ΎǚͫāƢҨҞʶͫāɬʉ̑ɼ͵ģāǍ˳ͫā
ϖ
ƢҨҞʶͫāłāǩ˜̒ǨͲŔǨ̶
Ύ
ƢҨҞʶͫāćƛǚˈͫāƱǇʤ̒ɼʶʉ˶˜ͫāĢćĔĢǇ́ͅΒ
ā ϗ
Ύ

˔гͲ̈́к Υг ˍк гЦ
ȔЦǨՏՄ̯Џđ
й
˨Ͳй ЏđȄȌόđп ˜Ж
Ɲȥԟ ͙г ЏđŵȌ̈͝ЏđɎϩ
д

:ŶđĪȴ͌Ж

:ŶđĪȴ͌Ж

Ǉ˳ʉ͎Ǩʔ͛āΑ ɨǇˏ̒ɡ̣āΑ ɬͲρƦǇʓʈ͎ćāΑ ζƦǇ͎Ǩ̈́ćāΑ ζƦǇ˶̓āȅ͘ҨҞʓ̈ǇǇˁʓ˙˳̑ǽʓͫΎ āɼˬʉ̵ǍͫāǍ:ňđȔ̞Џđ

١١٦

The lesson discusses the Church‘s role in justice and peace
by addressing the Church’s calls for justice, peace, freedom
and human rights for all human beings in all human societies.
It addresses education for peace and the Church’s role in
raising its children according to these values. It also mentions
cooperation on the part of the Church with all people of
goodwill in order to establish the rules of justice and peace
among the peoples of the world.
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˔гͲ̈́к Υг ˍк гЦ
ǨȔ˴Џđˬ̯˴ͽ͝Џđ ԟǰđп
қňđȔ̞Џđˬ̯˴ͽϺɎЦ

Figure 24: Christian Education 12 (2018), p. 106

й
҇ˬ̇й ̞Џđęǡȥ̈́Џđʉόđп ɛͲϡŢȴ̰̇Џđʞ̝̈ЏđɎϩʴЏȌ̟Џđ˨̈́Ϙę҇ǨȌ́КǿȴΦȔЦ:ǨՏՄ
̯Џđ
й
ȴ̰̇ЏđɛЏđр ˨͙˴͙̞ΥȴЖđп ˍϺęđп ę

Figure 23: Christian Education 12 (2018), p. 116

ҬҪƝ
д ňк ȥԟ Џđ

Lesson 20: Pluralism and
ɨ́˶ʉ̑Dialogue
ƋǨʓʷ˳ͫā Ȭʉˈͫāin
ɬʉͲPalestinian
ǇΑ ̒ ɡ̣āΑ ɬͲć ζɨ́˶ʉ̑ Society
Objectives:
١٠٦
By the end of the lesson, students are expected to be able
to:
1) List the types of dialogue.
2) Define the concept of dialogue.
3) Describe the conditions for real dialogue.
4) Describe the features of Christian-Muslim dialogue in
Palestine.
5) Give an opinion on the following statement: ‘Palestine
is the land of dialogue’
Did you know that the Church today is the Church of
dialogue? [Image]

2.1 CIVIC EDUCATION

The textbooks for Islamic education also deal with various
topics related to tolerance and dialogue such as: ‘Moderation
in Islam and avoidance of extremism’162, ‘Dialogue in Islam’163,
‘Religious freedom’ or ‘No compulsion in Islam’.164 Various
themes are also mentioned in this context, such as Muslims’
contributions to civilisation and tolerance in Islam.165
The textbook for Islamic Education for year 10/I published
in 2018 includes a lesson on moderation in Islam and
avoidance of extremism. The 5 pages of this lesson aim to
enable the students to define the terms ‘moderation’ (الوسطيّة,
al-wasṭīa) and ‘extremism’ (التط ّرف, at-taṭarruf), to identify
the different aspects of moderation in Islam and the most
important ways to tackle extremism in faith, behaviour and
thought.166 The textbook for Islamic Education for year 10/
II (2017) dedicates a whole lesson over 6 pages to ‘Dialogue
in Islam’ (الحوار يف اإلسالم, al-ḥiwār fī al-Islām). The introduction
emphasises that students should learn the importance of the
‘dialogue between Muslims and others’ and ‘the importance
of dialogue for individuals and peoples’. On the first page an
illustration shows four hands joining the letters of the Arabic
word for ‘dialogue’ (الحوار, al-ḥiwār). The Prophet Muhammad
is presented as the role model for dialogue and examples from
his own life are given.

ǨՏՄό рԽԲđɎϩňđȔ̞Џđȴ̰ϡʞόȌ̈ЏđƝňйȥЏđ
ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ
ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝ΑǰпđƝňȥЏđˬΑȌΉКȥ̈́Τˬ̇Ͳ̀Џđ˜Жʞԟ϶Ȕ̈дΑ
ĢāǍʥͫāƢǍ́ˏͲȅͫΒāžǨˈʓͫā C
ŁǍˈʷͫāćĔāǨ͎ΑҙҏāƴǇʉ̤ǽ͎ĢāǍʥͫāɼʉ˳ΑāƦǇʉ̑ C
ĢāǍʥͫāɼʉ͇ćǨʷͲȅˬ͇ƛҙҏǚʓ̵ҙҏā C
ɨǨʉ͈ćɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāɬʉ̑ĢāǍʥͫāŷāǍ͵ΑāɨΑāƦǇʉ̑ C
ĢāǍʥͫāŁāĔΐāœǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā C
ΈǇʉ͛Ǎˬ̵ĢāǍʥͫāɼ˳ʉ͘ƛǇʔʓͲā C
ɨƼƼ͇́Ǉ˶͘ ΒҙҏɼƼƼΎͫĔΑҙҏāɨƼƼ́ͫƦǍƼƼͲΎǚ˙̈ćɨƼƼ́͵ćĢćǇʥ̈āǍƼƼ͵Ǉ˜͎ζɎƼƼʥͫāȅƼƼͫΒāťǇƼƼΎ˶ͫāɼƼƼ̈āǚ́ͫɡƼƼ̵Ǩͫāvɷ͵ǇʥʒƼƼ̵vɷƼƼˬͫāȉƼƼˈ̑
łāĢǇƼƼʶˏʓ̵ҙҏāćłǇ́ʒƼƼʷͫāȅˬ͇ƦćΎĔǨƼƼ̈ťǇƼƼ˶ͫāɨƼƼ́̒Ǎ͇ĔǽƼƼ͎vƢҨҞƼƼʶͫāɨƼƼ́ʉˬ͇vƹǇƼƼʉʒ͵ΑҙҏāƦǇ͛ćƦǇƼƼ˳̈ ΒҙҏāɎƼƼ̇Ǉ˙ʥ̑
ƴǍ͇ǚͫāǽƼƼ͎ƹǇʉʒ͵ΑҙҏāǇƼƼ́ˈʒ̒āǽƼƼʓͫāȅƼƼͫćΑҙҏāɼˬʉƼƼ̵ǍͫāƦǇ͛ĢāǍƼƼʥͫǇ͎ƦǇƼƼǨʒͫāćɡƼƼʉͫǚͫāćɼƼƼʤʥͫǇ̑Ǉ́͵ǍƼƼʷ͘Ǉ˶̈ćζĢǇƼƼʔ̒ǽƼƼʓͫā
ҨҞƼƼ͇ćɡΎ Ƽ̣ɷƼƼˬͫāȅƼƼͫΒā

ϔϓϜ

Figure 25: Islamic Education 10/II (2018), p. 109

Lesson 19: Dialogue in Islam
Objectives: By the end of the lesson, students are
expected to be able to:
- Define the concept of dialogue.
- Explain the importance of dialogue in the lives of
individuals and peoples.
- Determine the legitimacy of dialogue.
- Clarify the most important types of dialogue between
Muslims and non-Muslims.
- Explain the different types of dialogue.
- Adapt their behaviour to comply with the concept of
dialogue. […]

In general there has been a noticeable and systematic increase
in content addressing the concept of dialogue throughout
textbooks for different subjects since 2017.

162

Islamic Education 10/I (2018), p. 85.

163

Islamic Education 10/II (2018), p. 109.

164

Islamic Education 9/I (2018), p. 97.

165

Islamic Education 9/I (2018), p. 91.

166

Islamic Education 10/I (2018), p. 85.
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2.2

HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

Providing empirical evidence based on the content analysis
of 1,008 social studies textbooks from 100 countries, Patricia
Bromley and Julia Lerch understand the expansion of human
rights education (HRE) (from 1990 to 2013) as a cultural
phenomenon that initially emerged after the Second World
War and rapidly spread during the 1990s as a result of
increased global cooperation after the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the Decade for Human Rights Education promoted
by the UN between 1995 and 2004.167
The Palestinian MoE has positioned itself within this global
framework, defining the function of the human rights
curriculum as establishing ‘human rights as a key tool that
enables everyone, especially marginalized groups in different
areas, of advancing [sic] themselves toward welfare, without
excluding anyone or any group. This is based on equality
between males and females, sensitivity to gender, justice,
and religious tolerance’.168

The findings presented in this section of the Report are based
on a methodology which draws from an approach developed
by a group of specialists at Stanford University and widely
accepted in the relevant literature.169 Specifically, it applies the
following questions to the textbooks:

1. Are human rights explicitly discussed in the textbook?
2. To what degree are human rights discussed in the
textbook?
3. Are any international, regional or national human
rights documents mentioned?
4. Which human rights are discussed?
5. How are human rights depicted in the context of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict?

2.2.1 SCOPE OF HUMAN RIGHTS REPRESENTATIONS
The quantitative analysis shows that the issue of human
rights occurs both explicitly and implicitly in the textbooks,
albeit with varying scope. Human rights are mentioned in all
subjects except life sciences, chemistry and physics. A total of
151 explicit references to human rights were found in 47 of
the 104 most recent textbooks investigated, in the subjects of
social studies (50), history/geography (31), Arabic language
(32), Islamic education (10), Christian education (5) and
mathematics (23).170

Figure 26: Of the 104 textbooks analysed, 47 contained explicit references to
human rights. This pie chart depicts them according to subject.
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Bromley, Patricia and Julia Lerch: ‘Human Rights as Cultural Globalisation. The Rise of Human Rights in Textbooks, 1890-2013’, in Fuchs, Eckhardt and
Annekatrin Bock (eds): The Palgrave Handbook of Textbook Studies. London, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018, p. 345–356.
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State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education/National Committee for Education Reform: ‘“Position Paper”: Curriculum & Incitement’, p. 5.
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Bromley, Patricia: ‘Cosmopolitanism in Civic Education’; Ramirez, Bromley and Garnett Russell: ‘The Valorization of Humanity and Diversity’.
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This total number refers to the latest editions of the textbooks in the sample. Where two or more versions of a textbook were included in the sample in order
to compare changes between 2017 and 2019, only one version has been included here. ‘References’ mean specific structural elements of the textbooks, such
as authored texts, sources, illustrations, exercises and so on.
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The terms that occur in addressing human rights are ‘human
rights’ (حقوق اإلنسان, ḥuqūq al-insān), ‘rights of individuals’
(حقوق األفراد, ḥuqūq al-afrād), ‘essential rights’ (الحقوق األساس ّية,
al-ḥuqūq al-asāsīa) or ‘right/s’ (حقوق/حق
ّ , ḥaq/ḥuqūq). The
references vary from addressing general aspects (such as
human dignity, the right to liberty or the right to health care)
to human rights in conflict-related contexts (such as the
right to self-determination or civilians’ right to protection) to
other group-specific rights (children’s rights, refugees’ rights,
women’s rights, etc.). The references identified address a
variety of civil, economic, social, cultural and political human
rights.
The length and depth of the discussion in each case depend
on the subject’s structure and the learning objectives. While
human rights are only briefly mentioned in mathematics
textbooks (1-2 sentences) as part of a real-life connection
or storytelling, with no further discussion or reference
to human rights documents, social studies and history/
geography textbooks offer in most cases a longer discussion
of the specific human right addressed. This may extend to
several pages or even a whole unit with reference to regional/
national and international human rights documents (such as
the UDHR of 1948, International Humanitarian Law, Public
International Law, Geneva Conventions, etc.).171 Textbooks
for Arabic language also contain explicit references to human
rights throughout different lessons, in both a general and in a
conflict-related context. However, apart from a few complete
teaching units dedicated specifically to human rights, these
references tend to be shorter and less detailed than in the
subjects of social studies, history and geography.

171

‘My Rights and my Responsibilities’, in: Social Studies 4/I (2019), p. 57–95.

172

See Chapter 4.

The textbooks for religious education analysed for this Report
place current human rights discussions such as the right to
freedom, right to life and right to equality within the context
of religious traditions.
Human rights are addressed in nine of the 15 mathematics
textbooks with a total of 23 references. In all these examples
they are mentioned briefly (1-2 sentences) since they appear
as real-life-connections.172 There are no references at all
to human rights in the chemistry, physics or life sciences
textbooks analysed.
The frequency analysis of the references identified shows
a remarkable increase in discussions of human rights in
the 2019 versions of the textbooks for mathematics, social
studies, and to a far lesser degree for Islamic education.

Figure 27: Human Rights Representations: Comparison between 2018 and 2019
textbook versions. Numbers above bars refer to number of identified references.
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2.2.2 REPRESENTATIONS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
The different subjects present general and specific human
rights in different contexts, linking them in many cases to
international human rights and other relevant documents.
Human Rights Mentioned in Textbooks173
Basic Human Rights
Right to liberty
Right to equality
Right to freedom of expression
Right to freedom of religion
Right to nationality
Right to protection against forced migration
Right to self-determination
Rights according to Geneva Conventions
Right to protection of civilians in times of war
Right to protection of property in the event of
armed conflict
Other rights formulated in different international
declarations
Right to protection
Right to food and nutrition
Right to energy, right to a safe environment
Right to water and sanitation
Additional terms attributed to rights
Right to social justice
Right to resist
Right to self-defence
Right to return

173

48

List based on codings of textbooks.

HUMAN RIGHTS IN GENERAL
Social Studies
The social studies textbooks discuss human rights both
explicitly and implicitly in textbooks for different agegroups, including a general introduction to the concept and
development of human rights as well as a wide range of rights,
including children’s rights, rights of persons with disabilities,
and human rights in times of conflict. The comparison of
social studies textbook versions published in 2017, 2018 and
2019 further revealed that textbooks have systematically
increased their number of references to human rights over
this timeframe. Social studies textbooks emphasise different
human rights at different stages.
Textbooks introduce the concept of human rights in the first
year of schooling, where chapters focus on the basic rights
to which all children are entitled. In the chapters ‘Me and
My Family’ (أنا وأرسيت, ana wa usratī) and ‘Me and My School’
(أنا ومدرستي, ana wa madrasatī), the children’s relationships
within the nuclear family and at school are addressed with an
emphasis on their different rights at that young age, especially
the right to health, the right to play, the right to food and
nutrition, the right to freedom of expression, the right to
equality, the right to education, and the right to protection.
As children progress through school, the same human rights
are explained in more detail and further rights are introduced.
Unit 2 of Social Studies 4/I elaborates on the previously
mentioned rights by dedicating an entire chapter to each and
adding a chapter on the right to live safely.

2.2 HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

This is reiterated in later school years with a chapter on
children’s rights in year 5 (textbook part II),174 a chapter on
human rights generally in year 6, (textbook part I),175 and
two chapters in the textbook for year 7 (part II) dedicated to
ԟ of persons
ɎКȌ̉й ЏđƝд ňк ȥЏđ
human rights in times of conflict, and to the rights
with disabilities.176
д
з

ǰȌ̯К рԽԲđǈȔ͙λ

Figure 28: National and Social Upbringing 4/I (2019), p. 1

Unit two: My Rights and my Responsibilities
Chapter 1: My right to live safely
Chapter 2: My right to food and nutrition
Chapter 3: My right to healthcare
Chapter 4: My right to education
Chapter 5: My right to play
Chapter 6: My right to freedom of expression

The chapter on human rights also includes the responsibilities
that derive from these rights for the students. For instance,
the right to freedom of expression includes the obligation to
respect others’ freedom of expression, for example to openly
state their opinion (p. 96), and offers means of free expression
that include speech, writing, drawing, marches and protests.

Social Studies 6/I
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Figure 30: Social Studies 6/I (2019), p. 90

Figure 29: National and Social Upbringing 4/I (2019), p. 60

I have learnt:
It is my right to be provided with physical and mental
protection under all circumstances, including in times of
war; to live in a cohesive family; to live in a proper house;
to eat healthy food; and to attend school. It is also my right
to receive full health care and treatment; to express myself
and my ideas through dialogue, drawing and playing.

174

Social Studies 5/II (2019), Unit 5, Lesson 2, p. 88.

175

Social Studies 6/I (2019), Unit 3, Lesson 2, p. 90.

176

Social Studies 7/II (2019), Unit 6, Lesson 1, p. 58 and Lesson 2, p. 65.

٩٠

We have learnt:
- Human rights are inherent rights that every human being
should enjoy.
- Treaties and conventions aiming to protect individual and
group rights from being violated include: The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, the Convention on the Elimination
of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, and the
International Convention on Civil and Political Rights.
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Figure 31: Social Studies 6/I (2019), p. 91

Human rights are:
- International: They are rights equally applicable to
everyone regardless of religion, colour, sex or status.
- Interdependent and interrelated: This means that all
ϔϔ ɼ̈ΐāłāǨʤʥͫā
Ό ((
human rights are equal in
importance and none can
be fully enjoyed without the others. For instance,
Ί
ΒҙҏāɼͲāǨ˜ͫāŔǨʤ̒
Ǉ́ʒ˶є ʤ̒ȅˬ͇ůǨʥ͵ζ
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Ό to łǇ͛Ǎˬ̵ȅˬ͇ĿǨ̥Α
Ό forɼʉΎ a
it is unacceptable
enjoy
the right
to͵ u
education on the one hand and to be deprived of the
right to security on the other.
- Inalienable: These rights are inherent to all human
beings; they should not be taken away, except in
accordance with the law and in specific situations.
٩١

The definition is in line with the international discourse on
HRE where it emphasises that humans cannot lose (or be
stripped of) their rights, and where it establishes relevance to
the children’s lives.177
Social studies textbooks for different school years present
notions of rights and responsibilities that regulate the
relationship between authorities and the people as not
restricted to the Palestinian context and constitution but
as a universal natural structure of human society founded

177

historically in the Code of Hammurabi,178 the Constitution
of Medina,179 the commandments of Abu-Bakr to Usama
bin Zaid’s army, and in recent history by the Fourth Geneva
Convention,180 Universal Declaration of Human Rights,181
the 1954 Hague Convention,182 and the Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW).183 The inclusion of regional documents suggests
that regional and Islamic history has played a key role in
establishing an international historical commitment to human
rights. The textbooks thus embed the protection of human
rights within the students’ own historico-cultural context.
History and Geography
History and geography textbooks contain the second largest
share of explicit references to human rights. They discuss
them both explicitly and implicitly from year 10 to year 12,
including a wide range of political, social and civil rights
depending on the topic of the teaching unit. They display
a notable focus on international human rights documents
signed by the Palestinian Authority.
The history textbook for year 11 portrays human rights
(حقوق اإلنسان, ḥuqūq al-insān) as an essential foundation of the
civil state (الدولة املدنية, ad-dawla al-madanīa) alongside three
other political concepts: the rule of law (سيادة القانون, siyādat alqānūn), democracy (الدميوقراطية, ad-dīmūqrāṭiya) and citizenship
(املواطنة, al-muwāṭana). Human rights are defined there as ‘our
inherent rights or the standards without which we cannot live
as human beings and the rights that allow us to develop and use
our qualities, intelligence, awareness and talent, and to fulfil
our needs’. The teaching unit focusing on the political terms
and values introduces a practical task asking students to ‘design
a poster to present the rights of individuals in the civil state as
introduced in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’.184

Harmat, Gal. Intersectional Pedagogy: Creative Education Practices for Gender and Peace Work. London: Routledge, 2020; Osler, Audrey and Chalank Yahya:
‘Challenges and Complexity in Human Rights Education’. Education Inquiry 4 (1), 2013: p. 189–210.
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Social Studies 6/I (2019), p. 66.
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Social Studies 6/II (2019), p. 44–45.
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Social Studies 6/II (2019), p. 78 / Social Studies 7/II (2019), p. 33.

181

Social Studies 6/I (2019), p. 23.
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Social Studies 7/I (2019), p. 46.
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Social Studies 6/I (2019), p. 90.

184

History 11/II (2019), p. 62.
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Figure 32: History 11/II (2019), p. 62

The civil state takes diversity into consideration and
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under the rule of law, the protection of human rights
and the fundamental freedoms is guaranteed. A civil ɽɹ
state also respects pluralism and the peaceful transition
of power. This power shall derive its legitimacy from the
people’s choice and leaders shall be held accountable
by the people or by their representatives. Choose the
appropriate definition for the foundations of the civil
state in the following, and then answer the questions:
Human Rights The Rule of Law Democracy Citizenship
- The relationship of the individual to the state as defined
by law, including rights and responsibilities in this state.
- Our inherent rights or the standards without which we
cannot live as human beings and the rights that allow us
to develop and use our qualities, intelligence, awareness
and talents, and to fulfil our needs.
- A principle of governance in which all persons and
institutions are accountable to laws that are publicly
promulgated, equally enforced, independently
adjudicated, and which are consistent with international
human rights norms and standards.
- A form of government in which the citizens have the
right to participate in the implementation of power, to
choose their ruler, monitor his actions and disempower
him when necessary.

Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary
History for year 10 includes a remarkable teaching unit titled
‘Historical Events after the Passing of President Arafat’. Three
illustrations summarise three stages: of holding ‘presidential
elections in 2015’ (illustration of a person voting), the
‘unilateral disengagement of the occupation from Gaza in
2005’ (illustration of soldiers and bulldozer) and ‘Palestine
represented in international bodies’ (illustration of the
Palestinian and UN flags in front of the UN headquarters in New
York). The text depicts the unilateral withdrawal of the Israeli
army and the evacuation of settlements from the Gaza Strip as
a positive development without, however, mentioning Israel.
The following tasks ask questions about elections, the meaning
of the term ‘unilateral disengagement’, and the importance of
Palestine joining international United Nations organisations.
The unit thus depicts an autonomous state that has established
democracy and the rule of law with international support.
ŶȌϩȴϡʉ˴ΐȴЏđˍ˴λňȥ̈́Τˬ˴̟ΑňȌΥŶȌ̞̀Ж
ɷ̈ͽ̯̈К˔й Φ҇ʛλՏՄК ҭ ƮȌ̰К

ɼʉͫćǚͫāɡ͎Ǉʥ˳ͫāǽ͎ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎

ƢϕϓϓϘƢǇ͇ƴǩ͈ɬͲȇ͵ǇʤͫāķĔǇ̤ΑāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāŁǇʥʶ͵ā

ƢϕϓϓϘƢǇ͇ɼ̵Ǉ̇ǨͫāłǇ̑Ǉʦʓ͵ā

ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāłǇ̑Ǉʦʓ͵ҙҏāƹāḲ̌ΒāɼͫҙҏĔ v

Figure 33: Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History
ȇ͵ǇʤͫāķĔǇ̤ΑāŁǇʥʶ͵ҙҏāȅ˶ˈͲ v
10/II, p. 85

ƢϕϓϓϘƢǇ͇ƴǩ͈ŷǇ˅͘ɬͲłǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāƹҨҞ̥ΒāćζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāŁǇʥʶ͵ā v
ɼʉͫćǚͫāǇ́̒Ǉ˳ˆ˶Ͳćƴǚʥʓ˳ͫāɨͲΑ ҨҞͫɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ƢǇ˳ˁ͵āɼʉ˳Αā v

Historical Events after the Passing of Arafat
Activity 3: Look at the images below and conclude:
й
[Image 1] The presidential elections in 2015. ɢͲ̈́ΥȌКпđ
ζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫāɼ˅ˬʶˬͫΈǇʶʉ̇ĢťǇʒ͇ĔǍ˳ʥͲǚʉʶͫāȚʒ̿ΑāćζƢϕϓϓϘƢǇ͇ǽ͎ɼʉ̵Ǉ̇ĢłǇ̑Ǉʦʓ͵āȈ̈Ḳ̌Αā
[Image 2] Unilateral disengagement of the occupation
Ĕǚ͇ȅˬ͇ɷʉ͎Ύǚ͛ΑāķǛͫāćζłǇ̑Ǉʦʓ͵ҙҏāɡʒ͘ɷͲǚ͘ķǛͫāǽ˶̈́Ǎͫāɡ˳ˈͫāșͲǇ͵Ǩʒ̑žćǨˈ˳ͫā
ǽ̑Ǉʦʓ͵ҙҏāɷʤͲǇ͵Ǩ̑ȅˬ͇
ƹǇ˶̑
Έ
Ύ
from Gaza in 2005.Ύ
ƢҨҞʶΎ ͫāĢǇʉʦ̑ɑʶ˳Ύ
є ʓͫāćζƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫāɼͫćĔƹǇ˶̑ćζɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫāƴṳ̈̌Ǎ ͫāǩ̈ǩˈ̒ćζɼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāȈ̑āǍʔͫǇ̑ɑʶ˳Ύ
є ʓͫāǇ́˶ͲζǇ̈Ǉˁ˙ͫāɬͲ
[Image 3] ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
Palestine
in international
ȅˬ͇ƛǍˀʥͫāǽ͎
ˬˏ ͫāȇˈ ΎʷͫāłǇ͘Ǉ̈́ŰǇ́˶ʓ̵āćζɼ
ʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫāɼorganisations.
ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāłǇ͘ҨҞˈͫāțʉ̵Ǩ̒ćζǽʤʉ̒āǨʓ̵ҙҏā

Ύ
Ύ
ζĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏāǨ̈Ǎ˅ʓͫȺ˅̥Ƚ̀ććζĿǨ̵Αҙҏāɼʉˁ͘ɼˈ̑ǇʓͲćζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͫćǚͫāɼ˳̿Ǉ͇ťǚ˙ͫāɬ͇ŷǇ͎ΎǚͫāćζƛҨҞ˙ʓ̵ҙҏā
ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāƈǍ˙̤ɼ̈Ǉ˳̤ćȚͲǇʶʓͫāćƴāćǇʶ˳ͫāĶĔǇʒͲȅˬ͇ǚʉ͛ΑǇʓͫāćζɼʉΎ ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏāɼ̈Ǉ͇ǨͫāćζɼʥΎ ˀͫāćζɨʉˬˈΎ
ʓͫāć
ѕ
ȅˬ̥Α
ā
ćζƴ
ǩ
͈ŷǇ˅͘ɬͲȇ͵Ǉʤͫā
ķ
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́
є
Ύ ĔǇ̤Αā ŁǇʥʶ͵ҙҏǇ̑
On the Ύ next
page, a text
titled ‘Palestine
in international
Ύ ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāƢǇ͘ζɷʶˏ͵ƢǇˈͫāǽ͎ć
ƴΎǚ͇ɷʉˬ͇ɬΎ highlights
ʷ͎ζƴǩΎ ͈ŷǇ˅͘ȅˬ͇
ˀͫāƦāćǚˈͫā
ǨΎ ˳ʓ̵āζɑͫĕɬͲɨ͈Ǩͫāȅˬ͇ćζǇ́ͲǚćζłǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫā
є
Ύ inclusion
bodies’
theǽ͵Ǎʉ́
of Palestine as ‘a non-member
ƢϕϓϓϛƢǇ͇Ǜ˶Ͳɷʉˬ͇ĢǇˀʥͫāŰǨ͎ćζŁćǨ̤
observer state’ of the United Nations
General Assembly
ζƴǩ͈ŷǇ˅͘ǽ͎Ǉ˳āṳ̈̌Βāɬʉʓ˅ˬ̵ƹǍʷ͵ȅͫΒāĿĔΑāΈǇʉˬ̥āĔΈǇͲǇʶ˙͵āƢϕϓϓϚƢǇ͇ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāɼ̤Ǉʶͫāłǚ̶́ć
and a full member of UNESCO and Interpol. The text also
łḲ̌ćɼʉ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏāćζɼ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏāćζɼʉ̵ǇʉʶͫāŷǇ̀ćΑҙҏāȅˬ͇ΈǇʉʒˬ̵ȫ˜ˈ͵āǇͲζɼʉ̑Ǩˉͫāɼˏˁͫāǽ͎ĿǨ̥Αāć
stresses
the commitments made by Palestine to international
ƴǩ͈ŷǇ˅͘ȅͫΒāƈǇ͎ǍͫāɼͲǍ˜̤ƴĢǇ̈ǩ̑œǍΎ ̒ćζƢϕϓϔϚƢǇ͇ǇǨ̥ΐāƦǇ͛ćƢǇʶ˙͵ҙҏāāǛƹǇ́͵ ΒҙҏłҙҏćǇʥͲƴǚ͇

human rights and international law by signing documents and
Ҳү
conventions such as the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court, the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention
on the Rights of the Child, and the United Nations Convention
against Corruption.
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ȴ̯͌Кę҇ʊ϶ȌͽК
й
ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāȈ̑āǍʔͫāĿṳ̈̌ΒāĿǨ̵Αҙҏāɼʉˁ͘ťǇʒ͇ĔǍ˳ʥͲǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāȫʉ̇ǨͫāǨʒʓ͇ā
Ɏ͙˴̇̀ΥƮȌ̰К
ɨ́˙ʥ̑łǇ͛Ǉ́ʓ͵ҙҏāćζɨĔāǚ͇Αāɬ͇ΈāǨ̈Ǩ˙̒Ύǚˈ Ό͵ćζĿǨ̵Αҙҏāɼʉˁ͘ɬ͇ɼ͎Ǩˈ˳ͫāĢĔǇˀͲƛҨҞ̥ɬͲȉʥʒ͵

ˬ˴й ЏęԟȥЏđˍϩȌ̞ЏđɎϩ˜˴̯̀гͲзϩ
Ύ
Α
ɼʉ̑Ǩʓˬͫƴǚʥʓ˳ͫāɨͲҙҏāɼ˳ˆ˶Ͳǽ͎Έ ҨҞͲǇ͛ΈāǍˁ͇Ȉʥʒ̿Αāǚ˙͎ζɼʉΎ ͵Ǎ͵Ǉ˙ͫāćɼʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɼ͵Ǉ˜Ͳǩ̈ǩˈʓͫć
ɨͲΑ ҨҞͫɼͲǇˈͫāɼʉˈ˳ʤͫāǽ͎Ǎˁ͇Ǩʉ͈ρȇ͘āǨͲɼͫćĔćζƢϕϓϔϔϔϓϖϔț̈ĢǇʓ̑ Ǎ˜ʶ͵Ǎʉͫā ɼ͎Ǉ˙ʔͫāćƢǍˬˈͫāć
ƢϕϓϔϕƢǇ͇ƴǚʥʓ˳ͫā
ƦǍ͵Ǉ˙̑ɎΎˬˈʓ̒ζɼʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫāłāǚǇˈ˳ͫāćłǇʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāɬͲɼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲȅˬ͇ƢϕϓϔϗƢǇ͇ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɼͫćĔȈˈΎ͘ćć
Βҙҏāǽͫćѓ
ɼʉʈʉ̑łǇʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āćζΎƢǇˈͫāǽͫćѓ
ǽ͵Ǉʶ͵
Ύ ǚͫāƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫāćζǽͫćѓ
Ύ ǚͫāǽ̇Ǉ˶ʤͫāƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫāćζ
Ύ
Ύ
Ύ ǚͫāƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫāćζƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙̤
ȅˬ͇ƹǇˁ˙ˬͫɼʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫāɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāćζɼʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫāɼʉ̇Ǉ˶ʤͫāɼ˳˜ʥ˳ˬͫǇͲćĢƴǚǇˈͲćζȚˬʶΎʓͫāćζɼʉΎ ˈʉʒΎ˅ͫāĔĢāǍ˳ͫāȵʦ̒
Ύ
ɨΎ ̒Ǉ˳͛ζĔǇʶˏͫāɼʥ͎Ǉ˜˳ͫƴǚʥʓ˳ͫāɨͲΑҙҏāɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āćζɡˏ˅ͫāƈǍ˙̤ɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āćζƴΑāǨ˳ͫāǚ̀ǩʉʉ˳ΎʓͫāƛǇ˜̶ΑāȽʉ˳̣
ƢϕϓϔϚƢǇ͇ ƛǍ̑Ǩʓ͵ Βҙҏā ɼʉͫćǚͫāɼ̈́Ǩʷͫāǽ͎ΈāǍˁ͇ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɼͫćǚ̑žāǨʓ͇ҙҏā
Figure 34: Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History
ʊ϶ȌͽК
10/II (2019), p. 86


ƴǚʥʓ˳ͫāɨͲΑ ҨҞͫɼͲǇˈͫāɼʉˈ˳ʤͫāǽ͎ǍˁˈͫāǨʉ͈ɼʒ͘āǨ˳ͫāɼͫćǚͫāćζɼͫćΎ
ǚˬͫɼˬͲǇ˜ͫāɼ̈Ǎˁˈͫāɬʉ̑ƈǨˏͫā

Palestine in International Organisations:
In order to enhance Palestine‘s international and legal
status, it became a full member of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
on 31/10/2011 and a non-member observer state of the
ҲҰ
United Nations General Assembly in 2012.
In 2014, the State of Palestine signed a set of international
conventions and treaties related to human rights law,
international humanitarian law, international criminal law,
and public international law. It also signed environmental
agreements related to natural resources and armaments,
the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, the
International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms
of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, and the United Nations Convention
against Corruption. The State of Palestine was also
recognised as a member of Interpol in 2017.

The textbook thus elucidates that Palestine as a nation is
now – at least in part – a recognised participant in a universal,
international discourse on human rights.
Religious Education
Human rights are also addressed in textbooks for religious
education, where they are located within the framework of
religious texts rather than international, regional or national
agreements and charters. Among the human rights addressed,
respect for life, women’s rights and equality between all
human beings stand out as the main topics in textbooks for
both Islamic and Christian religious education.

185

Christian Education 9 (2018), p. 121 and 78.

186

Islamic Education 9/II (2019), p. 96.
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Textbooks for Christian education mention human rights
in years 9, 10 and 12, quoting passages from the Bible that
highlight the principle of equality between men and women.185
Christian Education 12 (2019) contains a unit entitled ‘Human
Dignity and the Sanctity of Life’ (البرشي وقدسيّة حياته
كرامة الشّ خص,
ّ
karāmat ash-shakhṣ al-basharī wa qudsīyyat hayātihi),
comprising five pages that discuss human dignity in general,
respect for women‘s dignity, equality between all people, the
dignity of the child, and the sanctity of and respect for life
in Christian teaching. The lesson emphasises the prohibition
of killing and manslaughter and that Christianity rejects all
psychological, physical and moral abuse.

й
˨ΥȌ˴λˬ˴й όȥ϶ęŢȴ̰̇Џđʔ̟
̰ЏđˬЖđȴϺ
й

ҫүƝ
д ňк ȥԟ Џđ
ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ

ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝Α кǰԤđзƝňк ȥԟ Џđ˜г Жз Ȅз ȌΉ̈з Кк ԽԲđ гȥк̈́Τг ˬ̇Ͳ̀й Џđ˜г Жз ʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд
ɼʉΎ ʥʉʶ˳ͫāǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ҙΒ ҏāɼͲāǨ͛ȫ̵āΑ ůҨҞʦʓ̵ā ϔ
ɼʉΎ ͵Ǉʶ͵ҙΒ ҏāɼͲāǨ˜ͫǇ̑ĔǍˀ˙˳ͫāǨʉʶˏ̒ ϕ
ɼʉΎ ʥʉʶ˳ͫāǽ͎ƴāΑ Ǩ˳ͫāɼͲāǨ͛Ǉ́ʉˬ͇ǚ˳ʓˈ̒ǽʓͫΎ āȫ̵ҙΑ ҏāŴǇʒ˶ʓ̵ā ϖ
ƛǇˏ̈́ҨΑ ҞͫŷǍʶ̈ƢāǨ͛ΒāɼʉΎ ˏʉ͛ĢǇ́ͅΒā ϗ
ƴǇʉʥͫāɼʉΎ ̵ǚ͘ɑ́ʓ˶̒ǽʓͫΎ āĢǍͲҙΑ ҏāɬͲȶˈ̑Ĕāǚˈ̒ Ϙ
Figure 35: Christian Education 12 (2018), p. 78

˔гͲ̈́к Υг ˍк гЦ
Lesson 15: Human Dignity and theɸ˴̯Џđȥ
Sanctity˴й ̯Џđ
ǰԟ đп
й of Life
Objectives:
п
ǿňȔϗȄȌΉΤĪȌϡđ Ǽȥ̯̝̈Τ
й
By the end of the lesson, students are
expected
be able
ɢЦй
Ṵ̏Υ Ɏ̈Џй đtoǰȌ̯К
Խр Բđ to:
1. Identify the foundations of human dignity in Christianity.
ˬ˳˴̟̀ЏȌΤ
2. Define human dignity.
3. Define the founding principles on which women’s
:ŶđĪȴ͌Ж
dignity rests in Christianity.
Ύ
ɡ͛ɷ̣ćǽ͎ƴǇʉʥͫāƢāǨʓ̤Ǉ̑ķĔǇ˶̒ɼ
ʉΎ ʥʉʶ˳ͫāćζƦǇʶ͵children.
ҙΒ ҏāĿǚͫǇͲȅˬ͈āΑ ƴǇʉʥͫā:ǿȌ˴̞ЏđǨđȴ̈λđ
4. Describe
how Jesus cherished
ҙҏ ɼʉΎ ̿Ǎ̑ Țʉʶ˳ͫā
ǚʉΎ ʶͫā
ҙҏ ǇǨʉ͈ćthat
ζɄ˶ˈͫāćviolate
ζɨ̇āǨʤͫāć the
ζŁćǨʥͫǇ͛
ζłǍ˳ͫā ǨǇˆͲ
Ύ ǽˏʓ˜̈
5. Identify
actions
or deeds
sanctity
of life.
ϕϕ- ϕϔ Ϙ ȅΎʓͲ Ƚ̣āĢ ĢǇ˙ʓ̤ҙҏāć ɨʓ Ύʷͫāć ȇˁˉͫā ȅΎʓ̤ ɡʓ˙ͫā ȅͫΒā žǇ̀āΑ ɡ̑ ζɡΌΏ ʓ˙̒
ɷͫǇʔͲć ɷˬΎ ͫā ƴĢǍ̿ ȅˬ͇ ƈǍˬʦͲ ɷ͵Ǎ͛ ɬͲ ƦǇʶ͵ҙΒ ҏā ɼͲāǨ͛ Ƚʒ˶̒:ǰȌ̯КԽр ԲđˬЖđȴϺ

The textbook Islamic Religious Education 9/II published in
٧٨
2019 refers to human rights with an entire lesson dedicated
to the concept of human rights in Islam. As it explains, Islam
defines human rights as the rights given by God to every
human being, regardless of nationality, religion or race, and
presents the concept of human rights in Islam as being built
on the religious foundations of the Qur‘ān and Sunnah.186

2.2 HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

The teacher guide for year 4, (2018) refers to a well-known
saying of the Prophet Muhammad that God created humans
and made them into peoples and tribes so that they might get
to know one another,187 and states that Islam stands for the
fight against all forms of discrimination and differentiation on
the basis of sex, colour or clan.188

ťĢǚͫā

ǨՏՄό рԽԲđɎϩǰȌ̯К рԽԲđǈȔ͙λ Ǩʷ͇ɬͲǇʔͫā
ɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāžāǚΑҙҏāɎʉ˙ʥ̒ťĢΎǚͫāɼ̈Ǉ́͵ǚˈ̑ɼʒˬΎ˅ͫāɬͲȽѓ͘Ǎʓ ̈Ό 
ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙̤ɬͲΊȶˈ̑Ĕāǚˈ̒ ϗ
ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ɷ͘Ǎ˙̤ćƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāłǇʒ̣āćɬʉ̑ɼ͵ģāǍ˳ͫā Ϙ
ɼ˳ͅǇΎ˶ͫāɼʉˈ̀Ǎͫāɬʉ͵āǍ˙ͫāɬ͇Ʊǩʉє ˳̒ćƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɎʒΏ ̵ƦǇʉ̑
 ϙ

ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙ʥͫ

ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙̤ƢǍ́ˏͲɄ̈Ǩˈ̒ ϔ
ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏāɼ͵Ǉ˜Ͳȅˬ͇žǨˈʓͫā ϕ
ǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙̤ȅˬ͇ɼΎ˶ʶΎ ͫāćŁǇʓ˜ͫāɬͲɡʉͫǚʓͫā ϖ
ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏā

Ί
ƈǍˬʦͲɬͲȈʶʉͫǽ͎́ζɷ˙ˬʦͫɷˬͫāǇ́ʥ˶ͲΉ
ɼˀͫǇ̥Ήɼʉ́ͫΒā ΉɼʒƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙̤ƦΒā
Ί
ɬ˅̑ǽ͎ɬΉ ʉ˶̣ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāćƈǍ˙ʥͫāƱǛȈʒΏʔ̒ ćζƦǇʶ͵ ΒҨҞͫȅͫǇˈ̒ɷˬͫāǇĢǨΎ ͘ƈǍ˙̤ǽɡ̑ζɷˬʔͲƈǍˬʦ˳ͫ
ǚͫǍ̈ƦΑāɡʒ͘ɷͲΎ їā

ǨՏՄό рԽԲđɎϩǰȌ̯К рԽԲđǈȔ͙λǨȔΉ͌Ж
ɷ̒Ǩʷ̑ƦǍͫćΑāɷ˶̈ĔćΑāɷʓʉʶ˶̣ɬ͇ǨˆΎ˶ͫāȶˉ̑ζƦǇʶ͵Βāɡ˜ͫɷˬͫāǇ́ʒćǽʓͫāƈǍ˙ʥͫāɬͲɼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲ
ɨΏ Ό͛Ǉ̑ іāѓƦΒāćζΉ
 ṳ̈̌ā ć ɨΏ ˜Ό ̑ѓ Ģ ѓƦΒāζťǇ
Ό ˶ѓ ͫāǇ́ ̈є іāǇ̈ HƛǇ͘ǨʷʒͫāȽʉ˳ʤͫȅͫǇˈ̒ɷˬͫāɬͲΉɼˀͫǇ̥Ήɼʥ˶Ͳǽ͎́
ȅˬ͇ Ĕ Ǎ ̵іΏ āҙҏ ćζ
Ĕ
Ǎ
̵і
ā
ȅ
ˬ
͇

Ǩ
˳
̤
   Ώ    Ώ і ҙҏҙҏ ćζ
 ǽђ ̑Ǩ ͇ ȅˬ͇ ǽђ ˳ ʤ ˈ ͫҙҏ ćζ
 ǽђ ˳ ʤ ͇ ȅˬ͇ ǽђ ̑Ǩ ˈ ͫɡ Ώˁ͎ҙҏ ҙҏ іāζΉṳ̈̌ā ć
ϔ_ɨΏ Ό͛Ǉ˙̒Ώ іāɷ ˬͫāǚ˶Ώ ͇ ɨΏ ˜Ό Ͳ Ǩ ͛Ώ іāѓƦΒāaζĿǍ ˙Ώ ʓѓ ͫǇ̑ҙҏѓ ΒāζǨ ˳ ̤іΏ ā
ǨՏՄό рԽԲđɎϩǰȌ̯К рԽԲđˬКȌ͝Ж
Ǩ̇Ǉ̵ȅˬ͇ɷʓͫǩ˶ͲȅˬΏ͇ΑǇ͎ζɼ͵Ǉ˜Ͳɨˆ͇ΑāƦǇʶ͵ ΒҨҞͫƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɡˈ̣
ȴϺȦΥпđ
ɷʉ͎țˏ͵ćζƴĢǍ̿ɬʶ̤Αāǽ͎Dɷˬͫāɷ˙ˬ̥ȉʉ̤ζłǇ͘Ǎˬʦ˳ͫā
ɼ˶̈ǚ˳ͫāǽ͎ɼ̈Ǎʒ˶ͫāɼ˙ʉ̓ǍͫāĔǍ˶̑ɨΑā
ǇͲćłāćǇ˳ʶͫāǽ͎ǇͲɷͫǨ Ύʦ̵ćζɷʓ˜̇ҨҞͲɷͫǚʤ̵Αāćζɷ̤ćĢɬͲ
ƴĢǍ˶˳ͫā
Ǉ˳͛ζҨΈҞʉˁˏ̒Ɏˬ̥ɬ˳ͲΊǨʉʔ͛ȅˬ͇ɷˬ Ύˁ͎ćζǇˈΈ ʉ˳̣ŰĢΑҙҏāǽ͎
ǽ͵ǇʒͫΑҙҏāɷʥʥ̿ćǚ˳̤ΑāƱāćĢϔ

Ϝϙ

Figure 36: Islamic Education 9/II (2019), p. 96

Lesson 18: Human Rights in Islam
By the end of the lesson, students are expected to be able to:
1- Define the concept of human rights in Islam
2- Identify the status of human beings in Islam
3- Verify how human rights are considered in Islam by
looking at the Qur‘ān and the Sunnah
4- Enumerate some of the human rights upheld in Islam
5- Describe the balance between human rights and
human responsibilities in Islam
6- Clarify how Islam is distinguished from the statutory
laws regulating human rights

Human rights in Islam are a pure divine gift that God has
given to every human being. Human rights are not given
by earthly beings, but rather granted by God the Almighty
to humans before they were even born.
The Concept of Human Rights in Islam
A variety of human rights given by God to every human
being, regardless of nationality, religion or race. A pure
gift from Almighty God to every human being. He, the
Almighty, said: ‘O people, your Lord is one and your father
is one. There is no favour of an Arab over a foreigner,
nor a foreigner over an Arab, and neither white skin
over black skin, nor black skin over white skin, except by
righteousness. Indeed, the most noble of you in the sight
of God is the most righteous of you.’
The Status of Human Beings in Islam
Islam identifies human beings as the best and the most
important creatures.
Allah, the Creator, made the human being in the best way
and shape; he breathed his spirit into man, and made
angels bow to humanity.
Allah subjected all things in the heavens and on earth to
the human being, preferring him over all other creatures.

Mathematics
In mathematics textbooks, 15 of the 23 references to rights
encompass the right to water, the right to a healthy and safe
environment, the right to a family, the right to participate in
public affairs, the right to free education, the right to access to
energy, the right to health care, the right to food, the right to
freedom of speech and expression, the right to social justice,
and labour rights. The remaining 8 real-life connections
address liberty (against arbitrary detention), freedom of
movement, protection against forced migration, the right to
hold a nationality, and the right to live in dignity in the context
of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Here, reference is made to a
variety of civil, economic, social, cultural and political rights.
The following example contains a reference to the right to live
in a safe environment. The first sentences address a problem
that students are sometimes exposed to: the danger of being
hit by fast-moving vehicles. The students are encouraged to
actively find a solution to speed-related road accidents in
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Qur‘ān, Surah Al-Hujurat: 13, quoted in Islamic Education Teacher Guide 4 (2018), p. 57.
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Islamic Education Teacher Guide 4 (2018), p. 103.
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REPORT ON PALESTINIAN TEXTBOOKS 2017-2019
ɨΎ Ƽ̓ζƦȈƼƼ̑ǇʔͫāɼƼƼ˳ʉ͘ǚƼƼ̣ΑāζǨƼƼˏ̿!ƦťϘvϕťɼƼƼͫĔǇˈ˳ͫāķΎ ĢǛƼƼ̣ǚƼ̤ΑāϕĔǚƼƼˈͫāƦǇ͛āĕΒā ϖ
ǽƼƼ͵ǇʔͫāĢ ǛƼƼʤͫāΌǚƼ̣Αā
Ί Ƽ̈́ƈǨƼƼʓˏͲɬƼƼͲƦǇ̒ĢǇʉΎ Ƽ̵ȈƼƼ˙ˬ˅͵ā ϗ
ζƛǇ˳ƼƼʷͫāǍƼƼʥ͵ǇƼƼ˳āṳ̈̌ΒāȈƼƼ̣́Ύ Ǎ̒ȉƼƼʉ̤ζɷƼƼʶˏ͵ȈƼƼ͘ǍͫāǽƼƼ͎ƈǨƼ
Ƣϕϓɼ͎ǇƼƼʶͲƛǇ˳ƼƼʷͫāǍƼƼʥ͵ɼƼƼ̣́Ύ Ǎʓ˳ͫāƴĢǇʉΎ Ƽ ʶͫāȈƼƼˈ˅͘āĕΒǇƼ ͎ζŁǨƼƼˉͫāǍƼƼʥ͵ĿǨƼƼ̥ΑҙҏāȈƼƼ̣́Ύ Ǎ̒ǇƼƼ˳ʉ͎
ɡё ͛ǇƼƼ́ʓˈ˅͘ǽƼƼʓͫāɼ͎ǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāΌǚƼ ̣ΑāζŁǨƼƼˉͫāǍƼƼʥ͵ɼƼƼ̣́Ǎʓ˳ͫāƴĢǇ
ʉΎ Ƽ ʶͫāǇƼƼ́ʓˈ˅͘ǽƼƼʓͫāɼ͎ǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāɬƼƼ͇ΈƴĔǇƼƼ̈ģ
Ύ
Ƣϔϓϓɬʉ̒ĢǇʉΎ Ƽ ʶͫāɬƼƼʉ̑ ž ɼ͎ǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāƦǍƼƼ˜̒ǇƼƼͲǚ˶͇ζƈǨƼƼʓˏ˳ͫāɬƼƼͲǇƼƼ˳́͘ҨҞ˅͵āǛƼƼ˶ͲζɬʉΏ ̒ĢǇʉΎ Ƽ ʶͫāɬƼƼͲ
ɼʉΎ ͫćΎ Α ҙҏāǇ́ˬͲāǍ͇ȅͫΒāɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāǨ̈ĔǇ˙˳ͫāɡΎˬ̤Αā Ϙ
ϕϚ vϖ Αā ϔ  Αā
ťϕv ťϘϗ Ƽ̣  ůϘ ťϗϓ Ł
ϖů ϙϗ
ϔϕϘ
three
tasks:
are
toƼ͵їidentify
proper
road
signs,
measure
ζƼƼƼ̣ŁƴǚƼ
Ƽ͇Ǉ˙ͫāȅƼthey
Ƽˬ͇ĔΑāĔǍƼ
Ƽ˳ˈͫāƛǩƼ
āζɨƼƼ̵ϛɷƼƼˈˬ̀ƛǍƼ
Ƽ̈́ζŷҨҞƼ
Ƽ̀ΑҙҏāķćǇƼ
ƼʶʓͲȉƼ
ƼˬʔͲƼƼƼ̣ŁΑā ϙ
τĔǍƼƼ˳ˈͫāɑƼƼͫĕƛǍƼto
Ƽ̈́ǇƼƼͲ
the distance between the signs and the school according
traffic law, and use a mathematical equation to determine

ɎΥđī˔˴϶пđ
maximum speed.
ϗ

ϖ

ϖ

Ǩ˅̵āɼ̓ҨҞ̓ɬ͇ǚ̈ǩ̈ҙҏǇ˳̑Ǉ́˶Ͳɷʓ˳ˬˈ̒ķǛͫāǇͲȇʓ͛āζƴṳ̈̌ǍͫāƱǛ́ͫǽʓ̵āĢĔǚˈ̑

ǿȥλȔЏđƲęȴ̰Ж

ȶˈ̑ǽ͎ťĢāǚ˳ͫāɼʒˬ̈́ŰǨˈʓ̈ζĔāǨ͎Α ҨҞͫɼʉ̵Ǉ̵ΑҙҏāƈǍ˙ʥͫāɬͲɼ˶Ͳΐāɼʈʉ̑ȅˬ͇ƛǍˀʥͫāǽ͎ɎʥͫāǨʒʓˈ̈
Ǩ̈́Ǉʦ˳ͫāƱǛɬͲɡʉˬ˙ʓˬͫǽʓ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲĔāǨ͎ΑāćƦćǇˈ̒Αā ƴǚ̇āǩͫāɼ͇Ǩʶˬͫɼʤʉʓ͵ζȫǚͫāǨ̈́Ǉʦ˳ͫƦǇʉ̤Αҙҏā
ɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāłāƹāḲ̌ ΒҙҏǇ̑ƢǇʉ˙ͫāƛҨҞ̥ɬͲ
ɼ̵Ģǚ˳ͫāɎ̈Ǩ̈́ȅˬ͇ɬʉ˙̇ǇʶˬͫǇ́ˈ̀ćƢǩˬ̈ǽʓͫāɼΎ̈Ǩ̈ǛʥʓͫāłāĢǇ̶ ΒҙҏāǇͲĔṳ̈̌Αā ϔ
Ǩʉʶͫāɬʉ͵āǍ˙ͫΈǇ˙͎ćłāĢǇ̶ ΒҙҏāƱǛǇǚ˶͇Ƚ̀Ǎ̒ƦΑāȇʤ̈ǽʓͫāłǇ͎Ǉʶ˳ͫāɬ͇ȉʥ̑Αā ϕ
ǇƼƼ́̑ǨʉƼƼʶ̈ƦΑāȇƼƼʤ̈ǽƼƼʓͫāɼ͇ǨƼƼʶͫāǚƼƼ̈ǚʥʓͫζŷϔϔϕŷϓϗϗ!žɄƼƼ͘ǍʓͫāɼƼƼͫĔǇˈͲƢǚʦʓƼƼ̵Αā ϖ
łāĢǇƼƼ̶ ΒҙҏāƱǛƼƼĔǍƼƼ̣ćƛǇƼƼ̤ƦǍ˙̇ǇƼƼʶͫā
http://www.mathwarehouse.com/quadratic/quadratic-formula-calculator.php
Figure
37: Mathematics 8/II (2019), p. 34
http://www.math.com/students/calculators/source/quadratic.htm

ɼʉ͵ćǨʓ˜ͫāȺ̑āćĢ

٣٤
Unit project:
The right to live in a safe environment is considered one
of the essential rights of individuals (ḥuqūq alafrād).
Students are sometimes exposed to the danger of being
hit by vehicles moving at high speed.
Collaborate with your team members to find a way to
minimise this risk by:
1) Identifying which official traffic signs should be placed
on roads leading to the school to warn motorists.
2) Measuring the distance that should be maintained
between these signs and the school according to
traffic law.
3) Use the mathematical equation […] to determine the
maximum speed that motorists should respect in
accordance with these signs.

In the 2019 version of the mathematics textbooks 20
references to real life that were already included in the earlier
versions from 2017 and 2018 were supplemented with an
introduction that pointed to the relevance of the problem
discussed by highlighting its connection to a human rights
issue. In the 2017 version the example mentioned above, for
instance, merely refers to the dangers to students posed by
fast-moving vehicles, while the 2019 version includes a brief
introductory sentence about the basic human right to live in a
safe environment.

189

GROUP-SPECIFIC RIGHTS
The textbooks elaborate further on the rights of specific
groups such as the rights of women and children and people
with disabilities. The newer textbook editions expand upon
the content and scope of earlier editions by restructuring and
adding new content.
Children’s Rights
The 2019 edition of Social Studies 5/II includes a new chapter
on ‘Children’s Rights’ (حقوق األطفال, ḥuqūq al-aṭfāl). This chapter
emphasises that children have their own needs and rights
regardless of gender, language, skin colour, religion, abilities or
disabilities, and discusses the right to life, right to food, right
to health, right to identity, right to liberty, and the right to
protection.
Similarly, the textbook The Arabic Language 6/II dedicates
a lesson to a discussion of children’s rights, their education
and obligations towards their parents, the role of parents,
violence practiced by some parents against children, and how
children’s rights should be respected based on international
agreements, specifically the Convention on the Rights of the
Child.189
Women’s Rights
Women’s rights (حقوق املرأة, ḥuqūq al-mar‘ā) and the principle
of equality are repeatedly and extensively discussed in
textbooks for both Islamic and Christian religious education.
Their emphatic message is that God created males and
females as equal partners who help each other, that a woman
is equal to a man, and that both genders complement one
another.190
Lesson 16 of the textbook Christian Education 9 is entitled
‘Male and Female Created’. It depicts God’s creation of man
and woman, each with his/her own physical and mental skills,
ways of thinking, and behaviour. The relationship between
men and women is presented as a relationship of integration,
dialogue and understanding, based not on competition but on
integration, dialogue and constructive cooperation.191

The Arabic Language 6/II (2019), p. 16–27.

190

For example: Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 38 and Islamic Education 10/II (2018), p. 100.

191

Christian Education 9 (2018), p. 121.
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2.2 HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

ƝňȥЏđ
ǿпđȴЏđęǨՏՄό рԽԲđǰęȴ̰̈́Џđę˜ЖȌ̉Џđ
ȅˬ͇ɬ̈ĢĔǇ͘āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ƦΑāťĢΎǚͫāɼ̈Ǉ́͵ǽ͎ɼʒˬ˅ͫāɬͲȽΎ͘Ǎʓ̈ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ

ƴΑāǨ˳ˬͫƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāƴǨˆ͵Țʉ̀Ǎ̒
ƴΑāǨ˳ˬͫƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɨ̈Ǩ˜̒ǨǇˆͲǨ͛ĕ
ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɬ͇āǚʉˈ̑ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāƛǇ̤Ʉ̿ć
ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāɨ̈Ǩ˜̒ǨǇˆͲȅˬ͇ɼˏ̈Ǩʷͫāɼ̈Ǎʒ˶ͫāɼ˶ʶͫāćζɨ̈Ǩ˜ͫāƦΐāǨ˙ͫāůǍˀ˶̑ƛҙҏǚʓ̵ҙҏā
ɨˬʶ˳ͫāȽ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāǽ͎ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāǇ́̑ȈͲǇ͘ǽʓͫāĢāćĔΑ ҨҞͫɡʉʔ˳ʓͫā
ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāɨ̈Ǩ˜̒ǽ͎ƴǨ̿Ǉˈ˳ͫāɼʉͫćǚͫāłǇ˳ˆ˶˳ˬͫƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɎʒ̵œǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā
Ǉ́˳̈Ǩ˜̒ćζƴΑāǨ˳ͫāĢćĔǨ̈ǚ˙̒

τƛǍ˙ͫāāǛ́̑Ǩ̥ΐ ҙҏāȽ˶˙̒Ʉʉ͛ζƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɡΎʔ˳̈ҙҏζǇ́͘Ǎ˙̤ɬͲƴΑāǨ˳ˬͫƦǇͲǨ̤ɬͲƦǍ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāȶˈ̑ƱĔǇʓ͇āǇͲ

ϔ
ϕ
ϖ
ϗ
Ϙ
ϙ
Ϛ

ƮȌ̰К

ǽƼƼ͎ɷʓ͛ĢǇƼƼ̶ζƢҨҞƼƼʶͫāɷƼƼʉˬ͇vƢĔΐāœćģǨƼ
Ό ƼʷʒͫāƢΑāƹāǍΎ Ƽ̤ǽƼƼƢҨҞƼƼ̵ ΒҙҏāǽƼƼ͎ƴΑāǨƼƼ˳ͫā
Ǉ́ʉ̒ΑǇ̈Ǉ́˶͇ɷƼƼˬͫāǽ̀Ģvɼʤ̈ǚ̥ǽƼƼƢҨҞƼƼ̵ ΒҙҏāǽƼƼ͎ƴΑāǨƼƼ˳ͫāćζɄƼƼʉˬ˜ʓͫāćɨƼƼ̈Ǩ˜ʓͫā
ɷƼƼˬͫāɑƼƼ̈ǩʦ̈ҙҏɷ ƼˬͫāǍ͎ǨƼƼʷ̑ΑāƛǍƼƼ˙ʓ͎ζǽƼƼ͵ǍˬͲѕ ģ ƛǍƼƼ˙̈ǇƼƼˏʤ̒ǨͲHƛǍƼƼ̵Ǩͫā
ζĢǇ˳Ύ ͇ΎƢΑāɼʉΎ ˳ƼƼ̵ƢҨҞƼƼ̵ Βҙҏāǽ͎ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāćζɬʉ˳ˬƼƼʶ˳ͫāƛćΑāƦǍ˜̒ćζ ɨˬƼƼʶͲƱāćĢ āǚ̑Αā
ƹāǚ́ƼƼʷͫāƛćΑāƦǍƼƼ˜̒ƦΑāҙҏΒāȅƼƼ̑ΑǇʓ͎ζǇƼƼ́˶̈ĔɬƼƼ͇ȽƼƼ̣ǨʓͫŁǛѓ Ƽˈ Ό̒
τǇ́˶Ͳɷˏ͘ǍͲǇͲćτƴΑāǨ˳ͫāȅͫΒāƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāǨˆ͵Ʉʉ˜͎



ǿпđȴͲЏǨՏՄό рԽԲđǿȴ́К

ǽƼƼ͎ ɡƼƼ̣Ǩͫā ɬƼƼʉ̑ć ǇƼƼ́˶ʉ̑ ƴāćǇƼƼʶ˳ͫā ĢǨΎ Ƽ͘ć ζɨƼƼˬͅ ɬƼƼͲ ǇƼƼ́ʉˬ͇ ȽƼƼ͘ć ǇƼƼ˳Ͳ ƴΑāǨƼƼ˳ͫā ɄƼƼˀ͵Αā ɡƼƼ̑ ζɡƼƼ̣Ǩͫāć ƴΑāǨƼƼ˳ͫā ɬƼƼʉ̑ ƢҨҞƼƼ̵ Βҙҏā ǩƼƼʉΎ ˳̈ ɨƼƼͫ
ķǛͫā ǽƼƼ˙ʉ˙ʥͫā ǇƼƼĢćǚͫ ǇǚƼƼ̶ĢΑāć ζƴǇƼƼʉʥͫā łҙҏǇƼƼʤͲ ȽƼƼʉ˳̣ ǽƼƼ͎ ɼ͛ĢǇƼƼʷ˳ͫā ɎƼƼ̤ ǇƼƼ́ʥ˶Ͳć ζɼʉͫćǌƼƼʶ˳ͫāć ζƈǍƼƼ˙ʥͫāć ζɼʉ͵ǇƼƼʶ͵ Βҙҏā
ζɷˬͫ ɼƼƼ̈ĔǍʒˈͫā ɎƼƼʉ˙ʥ̒ć ζȽƼƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫā ŔҨҞƼƼ̿Βā ǽƼƼ͎ ɡƼƼ̣Ǩˬͫ ɼ˙ʉ˙ƼƼ̶ć ɼ˜̈ǨƼƼʷ͛ ζǇ́˙ʥʓƼƼʶ̒ ǽƼƼʓͫā ɼƼƼ͵Ǉ˜˳ͫā ƛǇƼƼ˶ʓͫ ζɷƼƼˬ̣Αā ɬƼƼͲ ȈƼƼ˙ˬ̥
Ϛϔɼ̑Ǎʓͫā ϏŗƢŗơŗƠŗƟŗƞŗƝƜŗƛŗ ƚŗƙŗƘϐ ȅƼƼͫǇˈ̒ ƛǇƼƼ͘
ϔϕϘ

Figure 38: Islamic Education 12 (2018), p. 125

Activity: How could you convince someone that denying
women rights as some Muslims do does not represent
Islam?
The woman in Islam is Eve, the mother of mankind and
the wife of Âdam (peace be upon him). Like him, she is
highly esteemed and shares his obligations.
The woman in Islam is Khadijah (may Allah be pleased
with her) who was the first person to embrace Islam.
Allah‘s Messenger (peace be upon him) went to Khadija
trembling and said: ‘Cover me’, Khadija replied: ‘But
receive the good tidings! By Allah, Allah will never
disgrace you.’ (narrated by Muslim [the collector/author]).
The woman in Islam is also Sumayya Um Ammar, who was
tortured to abandon Islam, but she refused and became
the first shahīd.
How are women regarded within Islam?
Islam does not differentiate between woman and man.
It treats women with greater fairness than the injustice
they have endured and equates her with men in terms
of humanity, rights and responsibilities, granting her the
right to take part in all areas of life and guiding her to the
role she was born to take on, as a partner of the man in
reforming society and in servitude to Almighty God. Allah
says: ‘The believers, men and women, are allies of one
another. They enjoin what is just and forbid what is evil.’
(Surat At-Tawba, 71)

192

While textbooks for both Christian and Islamic religious
education portray women and men as equal in the respective
religions in many instances, they do not, however, declare
that men and women are fully equal nor do they dissolve
binary notions of gender or address different sexual
orientations.
The textbooks and teacher guides for Islamic education
explicitly address misconceptions about Islam concerning
women’s rights and articulate specific rights of women.192
ˬλȴ͙̈ЏđƋՏՄ̈́ЏđŶȌ˴Џоđ

˔ͲԠ ̈́й̈ЏđŶȌΤȔ̈́ϗęˬ̈́ΐȌ̰ЏđȄȌ̀μпԽԲđ

ƝňȥЏđǿȥλȔЏđ

ƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāΎƦΒāĕΒāρɑͫĕɬͲȫ˜ˈͫāȅˬ͇ŁāǍˀͫā ůǇ̥ɷ˳ʉͫǇˈ̒Ǩʔ͛Αāǽ͎ƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāΎƦΑāȶˈʒͫāɬˆ̈
ɡͲǇ͛ ǇǇ˅͇Αāć ζƴΑāǨ˳ͫā ɼ͵Ǉ˜Ͳ Ƚ͎Ģ ķǛͫā Ǎ ɼͲćǨʥͲ Ȉʉʒͫā ɼʶʉʒ̤ ƴΑāǨ˳ͫā ƦΑāć ζƛǇ̣ǨͫǇ̑
Үǿȥλę
ǽ͎ɡ̣ǨͫāȽͲɼ͛ĢǇʷ˳ͫǇ̑Ǉ́ͫȚ˳̵ćζǇ́͘Ǎ˙̤
ƈǍ˙ʥͫā ɎКȌ̉ЏđƝňȥЏđ
Ǩʉ̥ǽͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāț̈ĢǇʓͫāćζƴǇʉʥͫāłҙҏǇʤͲȽʉ˳̣
ȴ̰ϡ
ɑͫĕȅˬ͇ǚǇ̶
Α ҙҏǇ͎œĢǚʓͲƈҨҞ˅ͫā
ƈҨҞ˅ͫā ǚˈ̈
ȅͫćΑҙEducation
ҏā ɼ˙ˬ˅ͫā ƦΑā ȚTeacher
ƦΎ Αā182
ȶˈʒͫāɬˆ̈
Ύ̀Ǎ̈ ζǽˈ̣Ģƛć
Figure
39:ɼʉ͵Ǉʔͫāć
Islamic
Guide
11 (2018), p.

ɡ˙ʓ˶̈ćζƴǚˈͫāǽ͎ƴΑāǨ˳ͫāȈͲāĔǇͲǇʉѐ ˈ̣ĢǇ˳́ʉ͎ ɼ͵Ǎ˶ʉ̑ɬ̇Ǉ̑ȉͫǇʔͫāćζĿǨˉ̿ɼ͵Ǎ˶ʉ̑ɬ̇Ǉ̑ǽ͵Ǉʔͫāć
Үǿȥλę
ƦćĔƴǚˈͫāȈˁ˙͵āāĕΒā ĿǨˉ̿ɼ͵Ǎ˶ʉ̑ɬ̇Ǉ̑ȅͫΒā
ĿǨʒ͛ ʞΤđȴЏđƝňȥЏđ
Ǉ́ʉ͎ƴΑ
āǨ˳ͫāɡ̥ǚʓ͎ɼʔͫǇʔͫāɼ˙ˬ˅ͫāǇͲΑ
ā Ǉ́ʓˈ̣āǨͲ
Unit
4/ Lesson 12:
ȴ̰ϡ
ɼʉ̣ćǩͫāĿǨ͇Ǉ́̑ɡʥ˶̒ćζĿǨʒ˜ͫāɼ͵Ǎ˶ʉʒͫāǽ͎
Common mistakes and difficulties

Some believe that Islam addresses most of its teachings
to men, and that women are confined to the house and
deprived of their rights.
Proposed remedial mechanisms
The contrary is the case: Islam has elevated the status of
women, given them their full rights and allowed them
to participate with men in all areas of Islamic life, as
witnessed by Islamic history.

In the textbook Islamic Education 12, a lesson titled ‘Islam
and Women’ (اإلسالم واملرأة, al-Islām wa al-mar’ā) presents
women as having been deprived of their rights in the
pre-Islamic Arab world, in modern Jewish ultra-Orthodox
communities, and in the West. Here, women were previously
deprived of some rights (such as property and financial
rights) and were only permittedϔϛϕto act with their husbands’
permission up until the late eighteenth century, when laws
were finally amended to give them more rights in Britain and
France, for example. The lesson stresses that women have
suffered injustice in different contexts, have had to struggle
for equal rights, and that some Muslims deprive women of

Islamic Education 10/I (2018), p. 81.
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their rights, contrary to the teachings of Islam. The paragraph
ends with a note on the Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW).193 In this
section, the students are given the task of convincing others
that denying women rights, as some Muslims do, does not
represent Islam.194
Rights of People with Disabilities
In social studies, human rights as a topic area focuses
distinctively on the rights and needs of specific groups such
as persons with disabilities. The chapter ‘Human Rights of
Persons with Disabilities’ (حقوق االشخاص ذوي االعاقة, ḥuqūq
al-ashkhāṣ dhawī al-iʿāqa) in Social Science 7/II (2019)
explains the difference between adapting facilities to care
and serve the needs of persons with disabilities on the one
hand and integrating them into society by providing them
with equal opportunities on the other. The chapter refers to
both the Palestinian law regarding persons with disabilities
and to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities of 2006 that – as the text explains – Palestine
signed in 2014.

193
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ɢͲ̈́ΥȌКпđ
ƢāǨƼʓ̤āćζɼƼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҙҏāķćĕůǇʦƼ̶ΑҙҏāƈǍƼ˙̤ȅƼˬ͇ɼƼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāłǇˈ̈ǨƼʷΎʓͫāćζɼƼʉΎ ͫćΎǚͫāłǇƼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāłΎǚƼ͛Αā
ǌ͎Ǉ˜̒ćζȽƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāǽ͎ɼƼˬ͇ǇˏͫāćɼƼˬͲǇ˜ͫāɼ͛ĢǇƼʷ˳ͫāćζɨƼ́̒āĢāǨ͘ĢǇƼʉʓ̥āǽƼ͎ɨƼ́ʓΎ̈ǨΎ ̤ćζɨ́ͫҨҞ˙ʓƼ̵āćζɨƼ́ʓͲāǨ͛
łǇʒ̣āǍͫāćζƈǍ˙ʥͫāǽ͎ɨ́̒āćǇʶͲćζɼΎ̈ǨʷʒͫāɼˈʉʒΎ˅ͫāćζķΎ ǨʷʒͫāŷǍє ˶ΎʓͫāɬͲΈāƹḳ̌ɨĢǇʒʓ͇Ǉ̑ζɨ́ͫǍʒ͘ćζůǨˏͫā
ƛǇƼˏ̈́Α ҨҞͫƴĢǍƼ˅ʓ˳ͫāłāĢǚƼ˙ͫāƢāǨƼʓ̤āćζƴΑāǨƼ˳ͫāćɡƼ̣ǨΎ ͫāɬƼʉ̑ƴāćǇƼʶ˳ͫāćζƹǇƼʥ̿Ύ Α ҙҏāůǇʦƼ̶ΑҙҏāɬƼͲɨƼǨʉˉ͛
ζɑͫĕɬͲɨ́˶Ύ˜˳̒ǽʓΎͫāɼƼΎ̈ĔΎ Ǉ˳ͫāɼʈʉʒͫāǨʉ͎Ǎ̒ćζƴǇƼʉʥͫāłҙҏǇƼʤͲȽƼʉ˳̣ȅƼͫΒāɨƼ́ͫǍ̿ćɼƼʉΎ ͵Ǉ˜ͲΒāćζɼƼ͘Ǉ͇ Βҙҏāķćĕ
Ύ˅ͫāćζǽƼ͵Ǉʒ˳ͫǇ͛
Ǩ̇ǇƼ̵ćζłҙҏǇƼˀΎ̒ҙҏāćζłǇƼͲǍˬˈ˳ͫāćζɨƼʉˬˈΎʓͫǇ̑ƈǇƼʥʓͫҙҏāćζɡƼ˙Ύ˶ͫāȺ̇ǇƼ̵ććζɬ˜ƼʶͫāćζłǇƼ͘Ǩ
Ύ
ůǇʦƼ̶ΑҙҏāƈǍƼ˙ʥͫɼƼʉΎ ͫćΎǚͫāɼƼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāłǇƼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāƱǛƼɬƼͲćζǇƼ́ʉ˶̈́āǍͲȅƼͫΒāɼƼͫćΎǚͫāǇƼ́ͲΎǚ˙̒ǽƼʓΎͫāłǇƼͲǚʦͫā
 ćΏ Ĕ ȈƼ˳Ύ ˁ͵āǚƼ͘ćζƢϕϓϓϙƢǇƼ͇ɬƼͲƛćΎ Α ҙҏāƦǍƼ͵Ǉ͛ǽƼ͎ǽƼͫćΎǚͫāȽƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāǇƼǨΎ ͘ΑāǽƼʓΎͫāɼƼ͘Ǉ͇ Βҙҏāķćĕ
ɬʉ˅Ƽʶˬ͎ɼͫ
Ύ
ƢϕϓϓϜƢǇƼ͇ĢǚƼ̿ɼƼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҨҞͫΈǇʉΎ ˶ʉ˅Ƽʶˬ͎ ΈǇƼ͵Ǎ͵Ǉ͘ƋǇƼ˶ΎƦΑāΈǇƼ˳ˬ͇ƢϕϓϔϗƢǇƼ͇ƦǇƼʶʉ͵ǽƼ͎ɼƼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒ҙҏāƱǛƼȅƼͫΒā
Figure 40: Social Studies 7/II (2019), p. 68

ɷЖйȥЏđę҇ˬЖȄđȔЏđ

ȌΉ˴ͲΥɎ̈йЏđˬͲ˳όпԽԲđ˜ϡɡ˴̝дК˔й Φ҇ȌΉͽЖɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ňȔг Ԡ̺ЏđʛλՏՄдК ҭ ƮȌ̰К

I have learnt:
International treaties and national legislation have
confirmed the rights of persons with disabilities; respecting
their dignity, independence and freedom in making
decisions; their full and active participation in society;
providing them with equal opportunities, accepting them,
and considering them part of human diversity and human
nature; providing them
with rights
șͲΎǚͫāćζɼͲƹāǍ˳ͫā
ϕ ɡ˜ Ύʷͫāand responsibilities
٦٨
equal to those without disabilities, as well as gender
equality; respecting the evolving capacities of children with
disabilities and their capacity to participate in all spheres of
life; providing the proper environment that enables them to
do so through buildings, roads, residences, transportation,
access to education, information, communication, and
all services that a state offers its citizens. Among these
international treaties is the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities adopted by the international
community in 2006. The state of Palestine signed this
convention in April 2014, taking into consideration the
Palestinian law that had already been enacted in 2009.

The signing of this Convention by the Palestinian Authority is mentioned in Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p.86
(see above).
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τǇ˶ˈ˳ʓʤͲǽ͎ɼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҙҏāķćĕůǇʦ̶Αҙҏāɼʈ͎ȽͲɡͲǇˈʓͫāɨΎ ʓ̈Ʉʉ͛ϔ
ζɨƼƼʉˬˈΎʓͫāƛǇƼƼʤͲǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҙҏāķćĕůǇʦƼƼ̶ΑҙҏāƈǍƼƼ˙̤ȬƼƼ͘Ǉ˶͵ćζɡƼƼ˳͇łǇƼƼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲȅƼƼͫΒāɨƼƼʶ˙˶͵ϕ
ɄƼƼ̇ǇͅǍͫāǽƼƼΎͫǍ̒ćζɼƼƼʉΎ ˈ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāɼ͛ĢǇƼƼʷ˳ͫāć
ǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼʉΎ ͛ǨʥͫāɼƼƼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҙҏāķćĕɬƼƼͲȵʦƼƼ̶ɬƼƼʉʉˈ̒ɬʉͫćǌƼƼʶ˳ͫāǚƼƼ̤ΑāȶƼƼ͎ĢǽƼƼ̒ΐ ҙҏāǽƼƼ͎ǇƼƼ˶̈ΑāĢķǚƼƼʒΌ͵ϖ
ɼƼƼʉΎ ʒʓ˜ͲɼƼƼˏʉͅǍͫāΎƦΑāɬƼƼͲɨƼƼ͈ǨΎ ͫāȅƼƼˬ͇ζǇƼƼ́ʉˬ͇žǨƼƼʷ̈Ό ćζǇƼƼǨ̈ǚ̈Ό ǽƼƼʓΎͫāɼƼƼʶ̵Ύ ǌ˳ͫā

Islamic Education 12 (2018), p. 125.
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2.2.3 HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AND THE CONFLICT
CONTEXT
The textbook analysis reveals that both human rights in general
and the rights of specific groups are frequently depicted with
reference to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. As shown in the
graph below, this is the case for half the references on human
rights identified in the Report. The rights discussed encompass
the right of Palestinians to move freely (freedom of movement,
mobility rights), the rights of children to safety and protection,
the right to education, and the rights of prisoners.195

Figure 41: Contexts in which human rights are addressed. The figures refer
to the total number of references identified, where one reference could be
allocated to more than one context. N = 104 textbooks

While in many cases the perpetrator or cause of a human
rights violation is not mentioned, when there is an explicit
naming of the responsible entity the most frequent epithets
used are ‘the occupation’ or ‘the Zionist occupation’. Others
mentioned are colonial powers such as Italy in Libya or male
Arabs failing to recognise women’s rights in pre-Islamic times.
Social Studies 7/II (2019) dedicates a newly introduced
chapter to ‘Human Rights in Wars’ (حقوق االنسان يف الحروب, ḥuqūq
al-insān fī al- ḥurūb), focusing on international humanitarian
law and its significance for human rights, with a focus
on prisoners’ rights in particular. The chapter refers to
international conventions and protocols, including the Geneva
Convention of 1949: the first Geneva Convention for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in
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Armed Forces in the Field, the Second Geneva Convention
for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and
Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, the Third
Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War,
and the Fourth Geneva Convention on the Protection of
Civilian Persons in Time of War; and the two protocols of 1977
relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed
Conflicts and the Protection of Victims of Non-international
Armed Conflicts.
Human rights are also addressed in Social Studies 9/I when
the history of the early twentieth century and the process of
decolonisation across the Arab world is depicted, with a focus
on the right to self-determination. The chapters present the
different forms and policies of colonialism in the Arab world
(Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Palestine)
and the forms of resistance that emerged, expressing the
right to self-determination. Moreover, the chapters consider
not only Palestine but also other Arab countries who have
shared similar historical experiences and journeys towards
independence. As a result, the textbooks assign significant
weight to the different forms of human rights with their
varying applications in different nations and diverse historical
contexts.
Textbooks for Arabic language, social studies and history
and geography repeatedly propose seeking protection from
humanitarian organisations as one peaceful option in order to
end human rights violations on the part of the State of Israel.
Another option suggested in the textbooks is to appeal to the
international community to impose international pressure
on Israel and to take legal steps towards preventing Israeli
violations of human rights.
One of many examples concerns two paragraphs that quote
extensively from a statement by the UN Security Council
on settlements in the occupied territories in History 11/I,
2018 and in Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/II. The exercises require students
to engage intensively with the texts and their meanings.

Our Beautiful Language 2/II (2019), p. 47.
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ɎКȔ˴Ή
Ԡ̺ЏđǰȌ̀˴̈όԽԲđ˜ЖɎЏęԟ
й
й ȥЏđʦ϶ȔЏđ
ɎΥȌп ΑȌΤǨȔ͙К˔й Φ҇ǡՏՄ̈λԽԲȌΤˬ͙Ͳ̈́̈Џđˬ˴ΥоԽԲđˬ˴ЏęȥЏđˬ˴КȔКȌ͙ЏđйĪđȔЏđпđȴ͙К đп Ү ƮȌ̰К
 ϗϜƴĔǇͲϙƴǨ˙ˏͫāɼˈ̑āǨͫāɄʉ˶̣ɼʉ͘Ǉˏ̒āɬͲ  u
Ǉ́ˬʓʥ̒ǽʓͫāǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāȅͫΒāɬʉʉ͵ǚ˳ͫāǇ́͵Ǉ˜̵ɬͲΈāƹḳ̌ɡ˙˶̒ćΑāζɡ̤Ύ ǨΌ ̒ƦΑāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɼͫćǚͫģǍʤ̈ҙҏ
ȌЮ Жй ȌΥЮđȴ́λɡͲк ̯Џđȴ
ƢϔϜϓϚɼ˶ʶͫķǇҙҏɼʥ̇ҙҏɬͲϗϚƴĔǇ˳ͫā  u
й ́г к̞дΑȅˬ͇ȵ˶̒
Ύ
ǽΎ ͫćѓΏ ǚͫāƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ˬͫɼˏͫǇʦͲΎǚˈ Ό̒ćζƦǇ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏāȽͲƢģҨҞʓ̒ǽʓͫāłǇ͛Ǉ́ʓ͵ҙҏāȅˬ͇ɼˬʔͲΑāșʓ˶ʓʶ͵ v
ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāƴǇ̀Ǉ˙Ͳǽ͎ɼ˙̑ǇʶͫāĔāǍ˳ͫāɬͲƴĔǇˏʓ̵ҙҏāɬʉʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏˬͫɬ˜˳̈Ʉʉ͛ v
ɎКȔ˴Ή
Ԡ̺ЏđǰȌ̀˴̈όԽԲđ˜Ж˨͌϶ȔЖęɎЏęԟ
й
й ȥЏđ˜ЖпԽԲđʉͲ̝Ж

ɎΥȌп ΑȌΤǨȔ͙К˔й Φ҇ʔй
й ͽЏđпđȴ͙К ŵҮ ƮȌ̰К
ȅˬ͇ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƦǇ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏāΎǚ̀ϕϓϔϙƢǇ͇ĢĔǇˀͫā ϕϖϖϗ ɨ͘ĢɬͲΑҙҏāȫˬʤͲĢāǨ͘ȵ͵
Ύ
Ƚʉ˳̣ɡͲǇ͛Ǎʥ͵ȅˬ͇ćζΈāĢǍ͎Ʉ
 ͘ Ǎ̒ƦΑǇ̑ɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāɼʒͫǇ˅Ͳ
ɼˬʓʥ˳ͫāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāŰĢΑҙҏāǽ͎ɼʉ͵Ǉ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏāɼ˅ʷ͵Αҙҏā
ƹǇʷ͵Βā ΎƦΑā ǚ̈ụ̈̌ɬͲǚ͛Αāćζɼʉ͘Ǩʷͫāťǚ˙ͫāǇ́ʉ͎Ǉ˳̑
ɼˬʓʥ˳ͫāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāŰĢΑҙҏāǽ͎łǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ˬͫɡʉ̇āǨ̵Βā
ɷͫȫʉͫζɼʉ͘Ǩʷͫāťǚ˙ͫāǇ́ʉ͎Ǉ˳̑ζƢϔϜϙϚƢǇ͇Ǜ˶Ͳ
 ΈǇ̥ĢǇ̿ΈǇ͛Ǉ́ʓ͵āɡΎ˜ʷ̈ćζɼʉ͵Ǎ͵Ǉ͘ɼʉ͇Ǩ̶ķΎ Αā
ẹ̑Ǎ˳̑
ζɬʉʓͫćΎǚͫāɡΎ ̤Ɏʉ˙ʥ̒ƢǇͲΑāĿǨʒ͛ɼʒ˙͇ćζǽͫćǚͫāƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ͫā
ɡͲǇ Ύʷͫāćζɨ̇āǚͫāćζƛĔǇˈͫāƢҨҞʶΎ ͫāƛҨҞ̤Βāć
ƦǇ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏǇ̑Ɏˬˈʓ˳ͫāƢϕϓϔϙƢǇ͇ɬͲΑҙҏāȫˬʤͲɬ͇ ϕϖϖϗ ɨ͘ĢĢāǨ͘Ģćǚ̿ɼʉ˳Αāșʓ˶ʓʶ͵ v
Figure 42: UN Security Council Preamble of the Resolution 2334 (2016),
quoted in: History 11/I (2018), p. 85. Back translation from Arabic.

In the Preamble of the Resolution 2334: The Security
Council affirms the applicability of the Geneva Convention
relating to the protection of civilians in the time of the
1949 war on Palestinian lands, including East Jerusalem,
and other Arab lands occupied since 1967, recalling an
advisory opinion issued in July 2004 by the International
Court of Justice. This confirms that all settlement
activities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including
East Jerusalem, are illegal under international law,
expressing grave concern that if the Israeli settlement
activities continue these will constitute a major obstacle
to achieving peace on the basis of the two-state solution
of the 1967 borders and condemns all other measures
aimed at changing the demographic composition and
the character and status of the Palestinian land occupied
since 1967, including East Jerusalem, including, inter
alia, building and expanding settlements, the transfer of
Israeli settlers, confiscation of land, de facto annexation,
demolition of homes, and the forcible transfer of
Palestinian civilians, in violation of international
humanitarian law and relevant decisions.

Figure 43: Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History
10/II (2019), p. 50

үҪ

The Position of the United Nations Security Council
concerning the Zionist Settlement
Activity (4-b): Read the text and do the following:
The United Nations Security Council Resolution 2334
issued in 2016 against the Israeli settlements states that:
Israel should immediately and completely cease all
settlement activities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory,
including East Jerusalem, and reaffirms that Israel’s
establishment of settlements in Palestinian territory
occupied since 1967, including East Jerusalem, has
no legal validity, constituting a flagrant violation
under international law and a major obstacle to the
achievement of two States living side-by-side in peace
and security.
[Image]
- Figure out the importance of the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 2334 concerning settlements.

However, reliance on international organisations is not
presented as a recipe for sure success. According to The
Arabic Language Teacher Guide for year 7, ‘the position of the
international community is considered unfair because it sides
with the Zionist occupier by keeping silent about its crimes
and neglects the Palestinian cause’.
In addition, according to the same teacher guide, the
‘international community has failed to apply its decisions
related to the rights of Palestinian people, which is considered
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unfair and contrary to human rights and UN resolutions’.196
Both the teacher guides and the textbooks explicitly criticise
the role of the international community, in some instances
calling upon it to increase pressure on Israel and take
legal steps towards putting an end to ‘Israeli violations’
(االنتهاكات اإلرسائيلية, al-intihākāt al-Isrā’īlīa).197
Another listening text that refers to Israel as a violator of
human rights narrates the story of two children who struggle
every day to receive an education because the ‘occupier’
destroys any newly built school in their region.198
In the example in Figure 44 about Children’s Day, celebrated
each year on 5th April in Palestine, a reading text addresses
children‘s rights, including the right to health, education,
ȴд ˴̇̈́ԟ̈Џđ
access to health care and healthy food, family life,
and the
 their
right to live
 safely
̑ǽ̒ΏΑǇ̈ Ǉ˳ʉ͎Ÿ199
ƛǇˏ
̈́Ώ і ҙҏāɡ˳ ͇ and
ƛ ǍΏ ̤
ҙҏāɬ Ͳ ɬʉΏ ˶ ̓Ώ āɬ ʉΏ ̑ Έāin
ĢāǍ̤
ɡΌ ˜ѕ ʷ̈Ό Ǉ˳country.
āǨˏͫāї ҨҞ ˳Ώ ͵
 ƹ Ǉ̑ΐpeacefully
 Ǜѓ ͫāǽ͎ķǚͫć Ǩ ѓ̥ΑǇ̒Ώǚ˙ ͫ дǡęԟ Ԥ ԽԲđ 
ǽѕ ̇Ǉʶ˳ ͫāɷ ˬ ˳ ͇ ȅͫΒāŁǇ

In the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the same
 τɎКȌй̉Џđ 
lesson addresses in a listening text the rights of Palestinian
 ˳ ͫāǚ ̤і āǽ͎ǽ͵āćіҙҏāɄ
ɨ ͇Ǉ˅
Ό ˆѕ ˶ ̈Ό  дǡęԟ Ԥ ԽԲđ 

children (1 page) titled ‘Childhood in
Palestine’.
The text




ɷΌ ̵ćĢ
ĔΌ Ƚ ̣āǨ̈Ό ɨѓ Ό̓ζΈ ҨҞʉˬ͘ɼ̤ā ǨΎ ͫāȅͫΒāǚΌˬ Ώʦ̈ ΏƦіāɷ˙ѕ ̤
Ͳȫ
 ɬΏ Nations
 rights
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̶
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ˈ
ͫāѓ
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children’s
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Ώ
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world. According to the text, children constitute
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ɎКȌhalf
the Palestinian
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 ΎҏΒāthus
Ԥ
Ί ̤
Ί ̶ҙ
і
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ťĢ āǚ˳ ͫāǽ͎Ǉ́
͵ćǨ ΌʷΏ˶̈ łāĢǇˈ
ȈΏ ʶ ʉΏ ͫƱthe
Ǜτoccupation
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ɬ
͇

ę
Խ
Ό ѕ Ώ  ԟ Բđ 
violates
children’s
rights.
At
the
end
of
the
lesson,
students
 ȈΏ ʶ ʉΏ ͫ Ʊ ǛɎКȌ
Ί ̶
й̉Џđ 
Όɼ̈ѓ Ǎ ̑ ǨΏ ʓѓ ͫāłǇʶ
Ό ̵ѓ ǌ ˳Ό ͫāů
 ɼ͵ǇΎ ͵Ģ łāĢǇˈ
Ό ǨʥΏ ̒  ΌĶĔ ǇʒͲ ǽ  ɡΏ ̑ ζΈɼ͵ǇΎ˶̈́ ҙҏćζΈ
are asked in an exercise to ‘monitor and list the
Zionist
Ǉ́̑Ƣāǩʓ Ώͫҙҏāȅˬ͇
violations
against children in Palestine by following the news
 дǡęԟ Ԥ ԽԲđ 
pages or social media‘:

Figure 44: Our Beautiful Language 2/II (2019), Children’s Day in Palestine,
Lesson 8, p. 76

ɎКȌй̉Џđ 

ƮȌ̰К



 ɬΏ Ͳζ
 ɬʉ˅
 ƛǇˏ
 ɼ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ Όǚ̿Ό ǨΏ ͵
 ť

 ̥
 ̈́Ώ і ҙҏāѓǚ̀
ƛҨҞ
ʓ ͵ҙҏāɬ ͲΈ
Ύ łǇ͛Ǉ́
 ʶΏ ˬ͎ǽ͎
Ό Ģ Ǉ˳Ό̒ǽʓѓͫāɼʉѓ ͵Ǎʉ́Ώ ˀͫā



 ʷ˶ ͫǇ˶ʓ ˈ ̑ ǇʓͲΌ
Ǉ˶̇ҨҞͲģΌ Ƣ ǇͲіāǇїāǨΏ ˙͵ćǇ́Ό
Ώ ɡ ̿āǍ
Ό ʓѓ ͫāłǇʥˏ̿
 ćіΏ āζĢǇʒ Ώ̥іҙҏāłāǨ
 ͵ćѕ ǚΌ͵ćζ
 ǽ͇Ǉ˳
Ύ ʓ̣ҙҏā

Activity:
Monitor and list some of the Zionist violations against
children in Palestine by following news or social media
pages and read them to your classmates.

Ҭұ
Figure 45: The Arabic Language 6/II (2019), p. 27
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199

The Arabic Language, Teacher Guide 7/II (2018), p. 241: Listening text, suggested answer to ‘Question 9: State your opinion on the international stand towards
the Palestinian cause’ : واملكيال الثاين، بل ودعمه، املكيال األول هو االنحياز لالحتالل الصهيوين من خالل السكوت عن جرامئه: ألنه يتعامل مبكيالني،يُع ّد املوقف الدويل تجاه القضية الفلسطينية غري منصف
. ولقرارات األمم املتحدّة، ومناقض لحقوق اإلنسان، وهذا موقف متقلّب ال خري فيه، وعدم تطبيق القرارات التي تتعلّق بالشعب الفلسطيني،إهامل القضية الفلسطينية
The Arabic Language 10/II, (2019), p. 115: .يل عىل االحتالل اإلرسائييل
ّ  وضغط دو، إرادة فلسطينية حديديّة-] هذا ما يلزمه – بالدرجة األوىل...[ .اتخاذ الوسائل القانونية من أجل إيقاف االنتهاكات اإلرسائيلية
Our Beautiful Language 2/II (2019), p. 75.

Our Beautiful Language 2/II (2019), p. 76, 77.
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˷ ˶ Ϡϟ˶ϖ
Ϋ·˶ ˭˶Δϴ͉ Θ˶ ˴ϔϟ˶ΕΎόϤ˴ ˴ Θ ˸ΠϤ˵ ϟ ˴Ϧ ˶ϣ˶ϲ˶˷ Ϩϴτ˸δϠ˴ ϔ˶ ϟϊ˵ Ϥ˴ ˴ Θ ˸ΠϤ˵ ϟ͉Ϊ˵ϋ˸ΪϘ˴ ϓ˴ ˬϞ˶ ϔ˸ τ
˷ ϟϒϳή˸
˶ ό͉Θϟ ˴Ϧ ˶ϣ˱Ύϗϼ ˶τϧ˸ ϭ˴ 
˶ Α˶ Ύδ
˵ ϴΣ˴ ˬ˶ ϲ˶
˶Δ˴Ό ˶Ϥϟϲϓ ˴ϦϴδϤ˸ Χ˴ ϭ
˷ Ϩϴτ˸δ˴Ϡ˶ϔϟϊ˶ Ϥ˴ ˴ Θ ˸ΠϤ˵ ϟϒ˸
˴ ˵ϳ
˸ ˶ϧ ˸Ζ˴ϐ˴Ϡ˴ΑΚ˸
˶ μ˶ϧ ˸Ϧ ˶ϣή˴ ˴ Μϛ˸ ˴ ˵ϝΎϔρ˸ ˴ Ϸ˵ϞϜ˷ ˶ θ
˴ Ϧ˸˶ ϴ˴Ϩ˸ΛϢ˸ Ϭ˵ ˵ Θ˴Βδ
˶ΩϼϴϤϠ˸ ϟ˶ ˳Δ˴Λϼ˴Λϭ
͊ ϟ˶ωϮϤ ˸Πϣ˴  ˸Ϧ ˶ϣ
˴ Ϧ˸˶ ϴ˴ϔϟ˸ ˴ ϡΎ˶ ϋϰ˷ ΘΣ˴ ϥΎϜ
˶ δ
˴ 
ϡ˴ Ϊ˴ ϗ˸ ˴ ΄˴ϓˬ˴ϕϮϘ˵Τϟ˶ϩά˶ ϫ˴ΡΎΒ˴ Θγ
˸ ϱά͉ϟϝ˶ ϼ˶Θ ˸Σϻήϴϧ
˶ ˴Ζ ˸Τ˴Η˵Ρί˴ ή˴˸ ϳϲ˶͉ Ϩϴτ˸δ˴Ϡ˶ϔϟϊ˴ Ϥ˴ ˴ Θ ˸ΠϤ˵ ϟ ͉ϥ˴ή˸˴ ϴϏ
˴
͊ ϟϰϠ˴ϋΰ˴ ΟϮ˴
˸
˴Ϧ
˳
˴ϝΎϔρ˸ ˴ ϡ˴ ή˴˴ Τ˴ϓˬΎϬ˸ϴ˴ϟ˶·ϱΩ˷ Ά˴ ˵ ΗϲΘ͉ϟ˶ΕΎϗή˵ τ
Τ
ϟ
ϡ
Ύϗ

ϭ

ˬ

α
έΪ
Ϥ
ϟ
Ω
Ϊ
˴
ϋ
˴

ϕϼ
Ϗ
˶ϣ
˴
˶
˴
˶·ϰϠ˴ϋ
˴
˶
˶
˶
˸ ϻϭ˴
ˬϢ˸ Ϭ˵ ˴ Θ˴ϟϮϔ˵ρ˱ ΎϨϴϬϣ˵ ˬϢ˸ Ϭ˶˶ ˷ϘΤ˴ ˶Α˴ϝΎϘ˶Θϋ
˸ ˴Ϡ˶ϓ
˴ Ϟ˸Θ˴Ϙϟϭ
˴ Ϟ˶ ϴϜϨ˸ ͉ Θϟϭ
˴ ζ
˵ ˴Ϧ ˶ϣ ˴Ϧϴτδ
˴ ϭ˴ ˬΎϬ˸ϴ˴ϟ˶·ϝ˶ ϮλϮϟ
˴ τ˸ ˴Βϟα
˴ έΎϣ
˴
Ϣ˸ Ϭ˶˶ Θ͉ϴ˶ϧΎδϧ˸ Έ˶ Α˶ ˳ϪΑ˶ ή˸˴ ϴϏ
˷ ϟ ͉ϦϜϟ
˳ΕϮ˵τΨ˵ Α˶ ϲπϤ˴˸ ϳˬϊϤ˴ ˸Ο˴Ϣ˶ ˴ϟΎόϟϲϓ˵Ϫ˵ϧήϗ˸ ˴ ˶ϪΑ˶ ϊ˴ ˴ ΘϤ˴˸ Θγ
˸ ΎϤ ˶ϣϡ˴ ή˵˶ Σϱά͉ϟϲ˶͉ Ϩϴτ˸δ˴Ϡ˶ϔϟ˴Ϟϔ˸ τ
Figure 46: The
Arabic Language, listening texts
document 6/II (2019),˶ p. 2˶
˴ ˬΔ˳ ˴ ΜϴΜ˴Σ
ϲϓΓ˶ έΪ͉
ϒ˸
˸ ϣ˵ Ϯ˴ ˸Τ˴ϧϞ˳ Ο˶ ϭϻ
˴
˴ ϴϛ˴ ϭ˴ ˬή˶˳ ϫίϞ˳ ˴ΒϘ˸ ˴ Θδ
˴ ϭ
˴ Ώ
˳ Ύ˷ϴϫ˴ ή˸˴ ϴϏ
˴ μϟΰ˶˴ ϛήϣ˴ ˵Ϯ˴͉ Β˴Θ˴ϳϮ˵˴ ϫϭˮϻ
˴
˱
͉
Ύϫ˵ΩϮδ˴ Η˳ΓΎϴ˴ΤΑ˶ ˶ϪΗ˶ έΪ˴
Ο
ϰϠ˴
ϋ

ϼ
ϴϟ˴
Ω

ϡ
Ϯ˴
ϳ
͉
Ϟ
˵
ϛ

ϒϴπ˴
ϴ
ϓ

ˬ

Δ
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ϟ
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Ϊ
ϟ
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Δ
ϴ
Α
ή
ό
ϟ
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ϓ
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ΰ͊
ϴ
Ϥ
Θ
ϟ
˶ ͉˶ ˸ ˴ ͉˶ ˴˴ ˶ ˶ ˴
˳˸
˴ ωΪ˸
˴
˵
˶ ˴ ϭ
˶
˶ ΑϹ
ϡ˴ ϼδ
ϭ˵
͉ ϟoccupation
[…] However, Palestinian society suffers fromthe
˴ ϝΪ˸ ˴όϟϭ
˴ ˵Δ͉ϳή˵˷ ˶ Τϟ

that has violated these rights by closing a number of schools
and by setting up roadblocks preventing Palestinian children
from attending school, as well as practicing oppression, 
torture, murder and detention against them, humiliating 
their childhood and ignoring their humanity.



The concept of human dignity:
Human dignity means: God honouring the human being and
preferring him over all creatures by providing him with the
abilities to understand and speak and by creating him in the
best form and making what is in the universe available to
be used by him, God says: ‘We have honoured the children
of Adam and carried them on both land and sea. We have
provided them with good things and greatly preferred them
above much of Our creation.’ (Sura 17: AL-ISRA 70)
[Image]
Useful to know: thousands of Palestinians who defend
their homeland, Palestine, and their right to freedom and
human dignity, are detained in Israeli prisons.



Here and elsewhere human rights violations are presented
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Ε
˶ year
ΎΑΎμό˶ ϟ5/1
Ε
˶ ˯(2019),
Ϊ˶ Θϋ
˸ ˶ϻ ˵Ζο
˸ ήlesson
˴ΒϜ˸ ͉Ϩϟ
˵ό ϟ Δ˶ ϣ˴ ϭΎϘ
͉ ˴ό˴ Η Ϊ˸ ˴Ϙ ˴ϓ  ˬΔ˶20,
conflict,

ȅˬ͇ɬ̈ĢĔǇ͘āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ΏƦΑāťĢΏ ǚѓ ͫāāǛɼ ̈Ǉ́͵ǚˈ̑ɼʒˬΎ˅ͫāɬͲ Ƚѓ͘Ǎʓ ̈

 Ό Ό
under the heading ‘Islam and Human Dignity’. Here,
a photograph
ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҨҞͫƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɨ ̈Ǩ˜̒ǨǇˆͲȶˈ̑Ĕāǚˈ̒ ϖ
ɼʉΎ ͵Ǉʶ͵ Βҙҏāɼ ͲāǨ˜ͫāƢǍ́ˏͲȅͫΒāžǨˈʓͫā ϔ
shows a number of young people
wearing
handcuffs,
including
ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҨҞͫƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɨ ̈Ǩ˜̒ɼʉΎ ͫǍ˳̶œǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā ϗ ɼ ˆ͎ǇʥͲȅˬ͇ɼˏ̈Ǩʷͫāɼ˶ʶͫāćɨ̈Ǩ˜ͫāƦΐāǨ˙ͫāɬͲɡʉͫǚʓͫā ϕ
200
201
a young Ʊman
wearing
a
Palestinian
keffiyeh
(
كوفية
,
Kūfīa).
 ΒҨҞͫƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɨ ̈Ǩ˜ʓ̑ģāǩʓ͇ҙҏā Ϙ
ĢǚΏ ͘ Ƚ͎Ģćζ
ƦǇʶ͵
ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏāɼ ͲāǨ͛ȅˬ͇ƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏā


ˬ˴й КȌ̯К рԽԲđˬз Жđȴ͝ЏđǨд ȔΉ͌Ж

ȅͫǇˈ̒ɷ ˬͫāɄ̈Ǩʷ̒ǽ˶ˈ̒Ό
ɼʉΎ ͵Ǉʶ͵ ΒҙҏāΌɼͲāǨ˜ͫā


ɡ˙ˈͫǇ̑łǇ͘Ǎˬʦ˳ͫā
Ǩ̇Ǉ̵ȅˬ͇ɷΌ ˬ ʉˁˏ̒ćζƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏā
ǇͲǨʉʦʶ̒ćζƴĢǍ̿
ɬʶ̤Αā ǽ͎ɷ ˙ ˬ̥ćζɎ˅˶ͫāć

ûŉŪh hůbh ϐȅͫǇˈ̒ćɷ͵Ǉʥʒ̵ƛǍ˙̈ζɷͫƦǍ˜ͫāǽ͎
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û i h h h h h h h m hķ ĵŶh Ųû ŋğ Ŭ
jŋŅû hhȊbh h ǚ
j ɉ Ǎj űŹɰŰƧh b _IA; k ƴ
ğ Ŵjh Ųűj Źi ɰh ũû Lh Kh bh
h ĺ
 h űû Źi ɰh Űû Řğ hŦb
Ǟj
Ŀ
Ŭ
ȇ
j ɭjžk śů
p
q ûh hûh h û ğ k
 ϚϓƹāǨ̵ Βҙҏā Ϗ͇ƆžŘ
j ŧȩĵŶŪŰŇŴųjɊ

Units exploring the history of certain cities refer to violations
of human rights committed by ‘the Zionist occupation’
against the Palestinian people during the Nakba of 1948,
and they mention war crimes, the destruction of historical
and archaeological sites, the displacement of Palestinians,
attempts to erase the Palestinian identity of these cities and
villages by replacing Arabic names with Hebrew ones, and
attempts to ‘Judaise’ Palestine. These portrayals emphasise
the Arab and Islamic origins of these cities and depict Israel as
violating international conventions.202
In many cases, texts addressing these rights refer to
international agreements or emphasise the role of the United
Nations in helping Palestinians to live in peace, explicitly
naming the cause for the violation of human rights. If the
perpetrator is mentioned, the textbooks usually denote
this the ‘Zionist occupation’ or ‘the enemy’, portraying the
violations as the product of a repressive power rather than as
the result of deliberate human action.
One example is the text below: an exercise in identifying
prepositions from a year 9 textbook for Arabic language:

 ɬ̈Ǜͫāɬʉʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāĿǨ̵Αҙҏāžҙҏΐāǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāƦǍʤ̵ǽ͎Ƚʒ˙̈ǿȥΐȌϩ
ɼʉ͵Ǉʶ͵ ΒҙҏāɼͲāǨ˜ͫāćɼ̈Ǩʥͫāǽ͎ɨ́Ύ˙̤ɬ͇ćɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ɨ́˶̈́ćɬ͇ƦǍˈ͎āǚ̈
Figure 47: Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 111
ҫҫҫ
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The Palestinian keffiyeh is a chequered black and white scarf usually worn around the neck or head.

201

Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 111.

202

The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 18.
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2.2 HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

 Ƽ̤
ζȅƼƼͫΒāζɬƼΏ ƼͲ ɼ Ƽʉ ̒ΐҙҏāǨѕ Ƽʤͫā
 žćǨƼ
Ό ǚ Ƽ̤ іǇ̑ɎΌ ʒƼ ƼʶΏ ̈Ό ɨΊ Ƽ̵ā
 ž ǨΏ Ƽʥ ̑ĢΌ ćǨƼƼʤΏ ˳ ͫāɨΌ Ƽ̵ҙҏāҫ
Ώ ɡє Ό͛Ǎ ƼΌ Ǩѕ Ƽʤͫā
Ώ
 Ƽͫāζƹ ǇƼƼʒͫāζǽƼƼ͎ζȅƼƼˬ͇ ζɬƼΏ Ƽ͇
ɨΏ Ƽ ͫ ɑƼƼͫŕіΊ āŁѓ ĢΌ ɡ Ƽ ʔΏ Ͳ  Łѓ ĢΌ ζɨ Ƽ ʶ ˙ͫāƹ ǇƼƼ̒ζɨ Ƽ ʶ ˙ͫāćāćζƢҨΎҞƼ ͫāζžǇ˜Ƽ
 ɑƼƼͲє āї ƱΌ ǚΏ Ƽˬ ̒
Ǩє ƼʤΌ ̒ǽƼƼʓѓͫāƹ Ǉ˳ƼƼ̵Ώ і ҙҏāƹ Ǉ˶Ώʔʓ Ƽ̵ǇΏ ̑ζǨƼʤΏ ˏͫāƹ ǍΏ Ƽ ̀ɬƼΏ ƼͲ ȅƼƼ˙Ώ͵іāǨƼΌ Ƽ˳ ͇Ό ɡ ƼʔΏ Ͳ ƴ ǨƼ ƼʶΏ ˜ ͫǇ̑ΌɼƼ̑ Ǩ ˈΏ ˳Ό ͫāƹǇ˳Ƽ
Ό Ƽ̵Ώ і ҙҏāǨє ƼʤΌ ̒Ҭ







Ί ƼͲҨҞˈ ̑
і


і
 ɑͫĕɼƼˬʔͲΏ āɬƼΏ ƼͲćζ
 ɼƼʶ ˳Ώ ʦͫāƹǇ˳ƼƼ̵Ώ ҙҏāćζ
 ɨ ͫǇƼƼʶΎ ͫāǨƼѓ͛Ǜ˳Ό ͫāȽƼ Ƽ˳Ώ ̣ ćζȅƼ
 ƼΎ˶ʔ ˳Ό ͫāɡ ƼʔΏ Ͳ ζɼΊ Ƽʉѓ ͇ ǨΏ ͎ łǇƼ
 ɬʉΏ ̒ ǩ ̇ǇʤͫǇ̑ȇΌ ͇ ҨΎҞͫāŔ Ǩ͎ Αā

ķĔāǍˈ ̑āǍˏʓ ͛Ώ āǍͫɬʉˬ
 ɼ ̈ Ĕ Ǉˈ̑ȅˏ͛ć
 Ł
 ͎ ǇˉˬͫΈāĢǛ ˶Ώ ͲΌ Ń Ĕ āǍʥͫā
ɷʉ̑іҙҏɼʶ ̵ѓ ǌ ˳Ό ͫāѓƦіǇ͛ œ
ǽƼƼ͎ΈǇƼʉѓ ˶ ʒΏ Ͳ ΈǇ˳ƼƼ̵ā
 Ƽˬ͇ ΈǇƼʉΎ ˶ ʒΏ Ͳ ȅƼƼ˙ʒΏ ̈ ɷΌ Ƽѓ͵ǇΒ ͎ ρǨƼђ Ƽ̣
 ž ǨΏ Ƽʥ ̑ǽƼє Ƽ˶ ʒΏ ˳ ͫāɨΌ Ƽ̵ҙҏā
Ώ ɷΌ Ƽ̑Ό Ǩ ˈΏ ˶Ό ͎ ζɷ Ƽʓ ͛ Ǩ ̤ȅƼ
Ώ Ɏ ʒ Ƽ̵āĕ
Ό Βāҭ
ɼ ˳ ́Ώ ʓє ͫāɷΌ ͫ āǍ˙ѓˏͫ  ɑͫĕΌƛǇʔͲ ćζ
 ž ǨΏ ʥ ̑Ǩђ ̣
 ɡѕ ʥ Ͳ
 Ǩѕ ʤͫā
ķΎ ĔćĢǇʒͫā

кȥΥг 
ŶȌ̇Αň
Я
 дǡęԟ Ԥ ԽԲđɡΑň
д кȥԟ̈Џđ


і

ΐ
Ǩѕ ʤͫā
 ɼͲ ҨҞ͇ ɬʉ˶
 žǨΏ ʥ ̑ƴĢ ćǨʤΏ ˳ ͫāƹǇ˳
 ǽ ̒ҙҏāȵ
 ʉѕ ʒ ͲΌ ζǨѕ ʤͫā
 ̵Ώ ҙҏāœΌ Ǩ Ώʦʓ ʶΏ ͵ćζ
ѓ ˶ѓ ͫāїāǨΏ ˙͵
 ƴ ǚ ʥ ʓѓ ˳Ό ͫāɨ Ͳ ї ҙҏāΌɼ˳ ˆѓ ˶ ͲΌ Ȉ
ǽ͎ɼ ʉѓ ͫćѓΏ ǚͫā Ɏʉ˙ʥѓʓͫāɼ ˶ ʤͫťĆє Ǩ ʓ ̑ ƦǍʓ̵ǚ ͫǍ͈ĔĢǇʷʓ̈Ģ ǽѓ ˳ Ͳ ї ҙҏāǽ ̀Ǉ˙ͫā
Ώ ˏѓˬ͛ 

 ƛҨҞ
 ʓ ̤ҙҏāĢģ ǇʤͲ
ŷ Ǉ˅˙ ͫāȅˬ͇ƢϕϓϓϛƢǇˈͫāŁǨ̤ǚˈ̑ ƴǩѓ ͈ ŷ Ǉ˅͘ǽ͎Ǉ˶
ʒˈ ̶ƹ Ǉ˶̑іāѓǚ̀
ͫŕ ĢǇˀͫā

 Ǉ́ʓ ͵āȅͫΒāĢ Ǉ̶іāćζ






Ύ

Β
ζǽͫ
ćѓ
ǚ
ͫā

ǽ
͵
ǇʶΏ
͵
ҙҏā

ƦǍ͵Ǉ˙ˬ

ɷ
͛
ćΌ
ǚ
ˈ
ˬ
ͫ

ǽ
˙
ʉ˙
ʥͫā

ɷ
̣
Ǎ
ͫā

͇

ɼ
˶
ʤ
ˬ
ͫā

Ǩ̈Ǩ˙
̒

ɬ
Ύ


Ώ
Ώ
Ώ

ѕ
  ѕ

 ʷ͛ǚ͘ć
Ό Ʉ
ѕ
ѕ
ɡ ̑Ǉ˶͘ Έɼ̿Ǉ̥ζ
ɼ Ͳ Ǩѓ ʥ ˳Ό ͫāɼ ʥ ˬ ̵і ҨҞͫ ćΌѕ ǚˈ ͫāƢ āǚ Ώʦʓ ̵ā
ˈΌ ͫā ɑͫĕǽ͎ŁΊ ǨΏ ̤
ѓ
 ɨ ̇āḲ̌
 ɷ ̑Ǉ˜̒Ģāć

Ώ Ǩ̈Ǩ˙
Ό ʓѓ ͫāȈ ʒ̓і āćζƦāćǚ
 ɼ ʈ ˳ ˈ ̑ ĢΏ āі ć ɄΊ ΏͫіāǽͫāǍ̤
 Ǉ́ʷʓ ̵āȅͫΒāĿΎĔіāǇͲρɼ̈ѓ Ģ Ǉ˳ʶΏ ˳ ͫāɄ
̇āǛ˙ͫāćζ
і
Ƣāǚʦʓ ̵āćζǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬ
͎
Ĕ
ȶ
ʉ̑
ҙ
ҏāĢǍˏʶˏ ͫā




ђ

 ʉΎ ̵ ćζ
 ˏʷʓ ʶ˳Ό ͫāć ť
ΒҙҏāłāĢǇ
ǽ ͵Ǉʒ˳ ͫāć žǇˈ̵
 łǇʉ
 ɼ̈ѓ Ǩ ʷ̑ ΈǇ͇ćĢĔΌ ɬʉ
 ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɬʉ
 ʉΎ ͵ǚ ˳ͫāćΌѕ ǚˈ ͫā
 Ģāǚ˳ ͫāɷ ͎ āǚ́ʓ ̵āćζΈ
 ʥͫā
 ˈ ͫāćζ
Β Ƚ ͵ǇˀͲ ć ĢǍʶʤͫā
Ʊ Ǉʉ˳ ͫāłΐ Ǉ ʷ˶ͲΌ ćζ
Ό ǨʉͲΏǚ̒ ćζ
Ό
 ͵ҙҏā
 ǽ̇āǛ
 ɼʉѓ ʓ ʥʓѓ ͫāȅ˶ʒͫāΌ ćζ
 ɼʉѓ ˶ ˜ ʶͫā
 ɼʉѓ ͲǍ˜
ѓ łāĢǇ˳
ѕ ˉ ͫāœǇʓΏ





Ǩʥʒͫā
ѕ ɼʤ ͫǇˈ˳Ό ͫāć
 ƱǇʉ˳ͫɼʉѓ ʥѕ ˀͫā

ҳҮ

Three real-life connections in mathematics textbooks refer to
the ‘occupation’ as human rights violators. A reference to forced
migration identifies ‘the conditions under the occupation’ as
a cause for historical and current displacement.206 An exercise
in a statistics lesson about the visualisation of frequency
requires students to complete the missing parts of a prewritten text with numbers using data provided in a pie chart.
The four slices of the chart illustrate the numerical proportion
of Palestinians living in different locations in 2015: in ‘foreign
countries, Arab countries, Palestinian regions occupied in
1948, Palestinian regions occupied in 1967’ (see Figure 49).

Figure 48: The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p.94

ŶȌ˳͌ЏđŶđīˬйΑňđȴ͝ԟ̈Џđǡęđȥ̝ͲЏɎКȌ˴̇Џđˍ˴̉ԟ
̈Џđ
й

ҭҳҰ

ҰҲү
Ұ
ҫҮұҫ

ҬҪҫ

үҮүҳҰұҲ

ɼˬʓʥ˳ͫāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫā
ƢϔϜϗϛƢǇ͇

ɼʉ̑Ǩˈͫāƛ

ćǚͫā

ҳҮҲ

Ɏ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫā
ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā
ɼˬʓʥ˳ͫā
ƢǇ͇
ƢϔϜϙϚ

203
204
205
206



ǨҬҪҫүˬΑȌΉКˬЖȌ϶ рԽԲđǰȌ͝Жɡ̯λ˜˴˴й ͽ˴̯̀Ͳ͌ЏđĪȥ̈́ЏɎКȌй
й ̯͝ЏđʞΑŉȔй̈Џđ
ɼʉʒ˶̣Αҙҏā
ȅ
˳
ʶ
Ύ  ̈Ό łǇ͵ǇʉʒˬͫĢćǇʤ˳ͫāɡʉʔ˳ʓѓ ͫā
ƛćǚͫā

ǽʓΎͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫāǽ͎ɬʉ
 ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǇΎ˜ʶͫāĔǚ͇
є
ϗϚϗϜϗϛϙǍϔϜϙϚƢǇ͇ȈΏ ΎˬʓΌ ̤ā
ǽʓͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫāǽ͎ɬʉ
 ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǇΎ˜ʶͫāĔǚ͇
є
ǍƢϔϜϗϛƢǇ͇Ȉˬʓ̤ā
Ɏ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫāȽʉ˳̣ǽ͎ɬʉ
 ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǇΎ˜ʶͫāŷǍ˳ʤͲ
є
Ǎ

ζķΎ ĢāǨ˜ʓѓ ͫāȅ˶ʥ˶˳Ό ͫāćζłǇˈѓˬ Ύˁ˳Ό ͫāćζɼ̈Ǩ̇āΎǚͫāłǇ͇Ǉ˅˙ͫāǇ́˶ͲζƈǨ̈́ƴΎǚˈ̑łǇ͵Ǉʉʒͫāɡʉʔ˳̒ȅͫΒāǇ˶͎ǨΎ ˈ̒
łǇʈ͎ķĕķΎ ĢāǨ˜̒ƛćụ̈̌ǽ͎ɼ̑Ǎʓ˜˳ͫāłǇ͵ǇʉʒͫāŰǨˈͫĿǨ̥їāƈǨ̈́ƋǇ˶ć
Figure 49: Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 89

In mathematics textbooks, the eight references to human
rights that allude to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict discuss
violations in the course of past and current developments in
the region. In the 2017 and 2018 editions of Mathematics,
five of these eight conflict-related real-life connections
address arbitrary detention, forced migration and
statelessness, without linking these issues to human rights.
Brief references to human rights have been added to the
2019 editions, however: protection against arbitrary
detention,203 protection against forced migration204 and
the right to hold a nationality.205

(Ҭ-Ү)

ɬͲǨʉʔ͛Ḳ̌ǇζĔāǨ͎Α ҨҞͫɼʉ̵Ǉ̵ΑҙҏāƈǍ˙ʥͫāŰĢΑҙҏāɬ͇Ǩʉʤ́ʓͫāȶ͘Ǉ˶̈  ҫ ƮȌ̰К
ζɨ́͘ģĢĢĔǇˀͲɬ͇ΈǇʔʥ̑ŰĢΑҙҏāŷǇ˙̑ȅΎʓ̶ȅͫΒā ζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāžćǨͅȇʒʶ̑ζɬʉ
 ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫā

ΒҨҞͫ
ƦǇ˜Ͳȇ ʶ ̤ζɬʉ
ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǇΎ˜ʶͫāĔǚ͇Ǩ̈ǚ˙ʓ̑
ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬ
ˏ
ͫāƹǇˀ̤
ķ
ǩ͛Ǩ˳ͫāģǇ́ʤͫāƢǇ͘ć
Ύ

є
Ύ
ǽ̒ΐ ҙҏāɡ˜Ώ ѓʷͫāǽ͎Ǉ˳͛ζƢϕϓϔϘɼ̈Ǉ́͵ɼͲǇ͘ Βҙҏā

ҮұҮ

Exercises:
First exercise:
Read the following text and identify the prepositions:
The United Nations appointed a judge (Richard
Goldstone) to head an international investigation into
the massacres committed by the occupation against our
people on the Gaza Strip after the 2008 war.
The report revealed the real face of the enemy,
indicating that it has violated international human rights
law and committed war crimes. The report proved
that the enemy used illegal weapons, namely white
phosphorus munition and nail bombs, causing the deaths
of around 1,400 people. The enemy used Palestinian
civilians as human shields and targeted schools, hospitals,
ambulances, government buildings […].

Ţňđȴ͝ԟ
̈ЏđƋňԟ ȥЏđЮԽԲęй đп
й

ɨʓ̈ćζɼ˙̿ҨҞʓͲłҨҞʉ˅ʓʶͲɼ̈́Ǉ̵Ǎ̑ɼΎ̈ĢāǨ˜ʓѓ ͫāƛćāǚʤͫāɡʉʔ˳̒ɬ͇ƴĢǇʒ͇ǍŢňđȴ͝ԟ
̈ЏđƋňԟ ȥЏđ
й

ĔǍ˳ˈͫāĢǍʥ˳ͫāȅˬ͇łāĢāǨ˜
ʓѓ ͫāćǽ˙͎
ҏāĢǍʥ˳ͫāȅˬ͇ɼʉˬˈˏͫāĔćǚʥͫāɬʉʉˈ̒
(4-2)ķΎ Graphic
visualisation
frequency
Ύ Α ҙof
Activity 1: Forced displacement of people from their
ϓϘvȅ͵ĔΑҙҏāǚʥͫā!ȅ͵ĔΑҙҏāǽˬˈˏͫāΎ
ǚʥͫā:
Ύ
land contradicts the essential rights of individuals.
Due
ϓϘȅˬ͇Αҙҏāǚʥͫā!ȅˬ͇ΑҙҏāǽˬˈˏͫāΎǚʥͫā

to the occupation, many Palestinians have emigrated to
various places in the world searching
for a livelihood.
٨٩
The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics estimated the
number of Palestinians living in different locations in 2015
as illustrated in the pie chart below. […]
Chart slices: foreign countries, Arab countries, Palestinian
regions occupied in 1948, Palestinian regions occupied in
1967 […]

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 74: .من الحقوق األساسية لألفراد عدم سجنهم تعسف ًيا

Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 89: .يناقض التهجري عىل األرض الحقوق األساسية لألفراد

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 12: .من الحقوق األساسية لألفراد عدم حرمانهم من جنسيتهم
Mathematics 9/I (2019), p. 89, Mathematics 6/II (2019), p. 31, Mathematics 6/II (2019), p. 101.
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Another real-life connection relates to the separation barrier
and the issue of freedom of movement.207 An authored
text introducing a trigonometry exercise emphasises the
level of international participation in a ‘national Palestinian
marathon’ and how the barrier violates international charters
on human rights by hindering freedom of movement. While
a different textbook associates the separation barrier with
racial segregation or apartheid policy208, this exercise refers
to it as a ‘wall of annexation and expansion’ (والتوسع
جدار الض ّم,
ّ
jidār aḍ-ḍamm wa at-tawassoʿ), focusing on the humanitarian
situation exacerbated by the barrier without attributing its
presence to a specific group. The illustration shows the barrier
sporting colourful graffiti that demands the recognition of
Palestine in Danish, ‘#Anerkendt Palæstina’, and a marathon
taking place along its course as a form of protest. The task
requires students to measure the angle at which an athlete
moves around a running track.
Ү
ŶȌКđȴ̈϶ԽԲđ

ˬ˴й ̉Ͳ̉ЏđŶԽԲĪȌ̈́ЏđęŶȌ͙ΤȌ̀̈Џđ
(9WNLTSTRJYWNH.IJSYNYNJXFSI*VZFYNTSX

(үҮ

 Ƽ̵ǽƼƼ͎ƋĢǇƼƼ̶ ҫ
ȉƼƼʉ̤ρΈɼƼ Ύ ͎Ǉ͛ɨƼƼͫǇˈͫāƛćĔɬƼƼͲζ ΊɎ̑ǇƼƼʶʓͲϙϓϓϓǽƼƼͫāǍ̤ǽƼΎ Ƽ˶̈́Ǎͫāɬʉ˅Ƽ
 Ƽʶˬ͎ƈǇʒƼ
ƮȌ̰К
ɼ ƼΎ̈Ǩ̤ȽƼƼ˶˳̑ǽ˶ʉ˅Ƽ
Ύ ƼʶˬˏͫāȽƼƼ͘āǍͫāȅƼƼˬ͇ǩƼƼʉ͛ǨʓͫāǇƼƼ́˳Ύ ΑāζƴΎǚƼ͇ɼƼƼʉΎ ˶̈́ćɡ̇ǇƼƼ̵ĢȅƼƼˬ͇ƈǇʒƼƼʶͫāɡ˳ʓƼƼ̶ā
ƴǚƼƼ̈ǚ͇łǇƼ
Ƽ
̵ĢǇ˳ͲɷƼ
Ƽ
ˈʒ̒ķǛƼ
Ƽ
ͫāζɬƼ
Ƽ
̈́ǍͫāłǇƼ
Ƽ
ˆ͎ǇʥͲɬƼ
Ƽ
ʉ̑ȽƼ
Ƽ
̵ǍʓͫāćɨƼ
Ƽ
ˁͫāĢāǚƼ
Ƽ
̣ɼƼ
Ƽ
ͲǇ͘Β
ā
ćζɼƼ
Ƽ
͛Ǩʥͫā
Ή
ƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāƈǍ˙ʥͫɼʉΎ ͫćΎΏ ǚͫāɎʉ̓āǍ˳ͫāǽ͎Ǉ˶̒
ɼ̈ćāǩ̑ɡʉ˳ͫǇ̑ɑͫĕćζɷ͵āǩΎ̒āȅˬ͇Ȼ͎Ǉʥ̈ΏƦΑāɷʉˬ͇ Ίɬʥ˶ͲΌ ΊĢǇʶͲɬ˳̀
ɎΌ ̑Ǉʶʓ˳ͫāƦǍ˜̈ǇͲǚ˶͇

ϕ
ť
ζɼƼƼˆʥˬͫāɑƼƼˬ̒Ɏ̑ǇƼƼʶʓ˳ͫāɼ͇ǨƼƼ̵ťȉƼƼʉ̤ζ ĢƼ̣ !ƼƼƼǇƼƼͅɼƼƼ͘ҨҞˈͫāƦǍƼƼ˜̒ȉƼƼʉʥ̑ρƼƼƼ!Ǉ́ƼƼ̵Ǉʉ͘
ķǨƼƼ̇āǚͫāĢǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāǨƼƼ˅͘ɄƼƼˀ͵ĢζϕŃƢϜ,ϛ!ɼƼƼʉΎ ̀ĢΑҙҏāɼƼƼʉΎ ̑ĕǇʤͫāŷĢΌ ǇƼƼʶ̒ƼƼƼ̣

ϕ
ť
ƼǇʓ̣ ĢƼ̣ !ƼǇ̣ƴĢǍˀͫǇ̑ɼ͘ҨҞˈͫāɑˬ̒Ό
ɼ̑Ǉʓ͛ɬ˜˳̈ć
Ύ
Α
Ǉ́ͫɼʉ͵ǇʔͫāƴĢǍˀͫāǼ͎Ǉ˜̒ɼ͘ҨҞˈˬͫȅͫćҙҏāƴĢǍˀͫāΎƦΑāɬΌ ʉΎ ̑Αā u

ǽζƢϗϓ!ƱǨ˅͘Ʉˀ͵ķǨ̇āĔĢǇʶͲǽ͎ŃƢϕϓɼ͇Ǩʶ̑ķǨʤ̈ȇ͇ҙҏɡʉͲɼ̈ćāģ u
Figure 50: Mathematics 10/II (2019), p. 38
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Mathematics 10/II (2019), p. 38.
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Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 55.
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The Arabic Language, academic track 12 (2019), p. 80.
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(4-5) Trigonometric Identities and Equations
Activity 1: 6,000 runners from all over the world took part
in the Palestinian national marathon. The event involved
several patriotic messages, such as the hindrance of
freedom of movement reflecting reality in Palestine, the
establishment of the wall of annexation and expansion
between the country’s different provinces, together
with a number of practices that contradict international
agreements on human rights […]

The real-life connections referring to human rights in the
mathematics textbooks show the intensive involvement of
the textbook editors in framing these issues within a global
political context.
A further trope in the textbooks refers to the rights of
detainees in Israeli prisons, here for instance presented in an
Arabic language textbook for year 12 (see Figure 51). The text,
titled ‘Pleas before an Absent Conscience’ (مرافعات أمام ضمري غائب,
murāfaʿāt amām ḍamīr ghā’eb) refers to the injustice of the
administrative detention of Palestinians. A textbook section
introducing the biographical account of a prisoner explains
that some Palestinians are being detained by Israel without
trial or charge, based on a ‘secret file’ (رسي
ّ ملف, malaf sirrī).
As the protagonist of the story states, Israel holds sham
trials (الصوريّة
ّ محاكمهم, maḥākimahum aṣ-ṣūrīa) in violation of
international conventions.209

2.2 HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION

ɡзΐȌϢȴб ˴ϘǨȌЖđп ŶȌ̈́
Я ϩг đȴЖд

ǿд ȥλȔг Џđ

ɬ̈ΎǚͫāǽʉʥͲɡ̇āć

Ҳ

ʔ
ԣ ԟͽЏđŢ гȥгΑ˜˴к Τг 
ƴΎǚ͇łāǨΎ ͲƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɷˬ˙ʓ͇āζɬʉ˶̣ɬͲǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ͎
ȇ̈ĔΑ

Ή āɬ̈ΎǚͫāǽʉʥͲɡ̇āć
Ύ
ƦćĔǽ˶ʉ˅Ƽ

Ύ ƼΎ˶ͫāāǛƼƼĢćǚƼƼ̈
Ύ ƼʶˬˏͫāǨʉƼ Ƽ̵ΑҙҏāƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāǩƼƼʤʓʥ̈ȉƼƼʉ̤ζķΎ ĢāĔ ΒҙҏāƛǇƼƼ˙ʓ͇ҙҏāɼƼƼ˶ʥͲƛǍƼƼ̤ȵƼ
ɷƼƼΎ͵ΑāƛǇƼƼ˙ʓ͇ҙҏāāǛƼƼƴĢāǨƼƼͲɄƼƼ͇Ǉˁ̈ǇƼƼ˳Ύ Ͳć ķΎ ǨΎ Ƽʶͫā
Ύ Ƽˬ˳ͫā ɷʉ˳Ύ Ƽʶ̈ǇƼƼ˳̑ΈǇƼ͇ĢΎ Ǜ ʓͲΌ ζɷƼƼ˙Ύ ʥ̑ƢǇƼƼ́Ύ̒āɼƼƼʥ̇ҙҏɷƼƼʉ̣Ǎ̒
ѕ ɄƼ
Ί ǨΎ Ƽ ͲĔѓǚƼ ˳ ̈Ό
ȇʒƼ Ƽ̵ƦćĔΈ
ɼƼ ʉͫǇʓʓͲΌ łā


ϚϜ

Figure 51: The Arabic Language, academic track 12 (2019), p. 79

Unit 8:
Pleas before an Absent Conscience (Wael Muhyiddin)
[Explanation: a person with absent conscience is a person
who is remorseless]
About the text:
Wael Muhyiddin is a Palestinian author from Jenin. He
was detained many times by the occupation.
This text tackles the distress of administrative detention
that was experienced fifteen times by the author.
Administrative detention is when the occupier detains
Palestinians without any indictment, alleging that the
detainee has a ‘secret file’.
Extension of detention, many times and without any
reason, makes this experience even worse.

210
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While the majority of the references to human rights
identified in history textbooks focus on or allude to the
Palestinian context, some texts and exercises refer to human
rights in unspecified contexts or in other countries, in some
cases without establishing a connection to the Palestinian
situation. For instance, the 1859 battle of Solferino between
France and Austria is mentioned as ‘the beginning of
European attempts to establish martial law in modern
times’.210 The introductory page of this chapter on war
states that ‘war is the biggest failure of human beings and
the defeat of mankind’. On occasion the chapter establishes
a connection to the Palestinian situation. Following the
explanations of human rights, martial and conflict-related
law, one exercise asks students to discuss ‘the situation
of Palestinian detainees in Zionist prisons and detention’
without the lesson previously having mentioned Palestinian
detainees.211
The unit on ‘Campaigns and Liberation Movements’
(مرافعات أمام ضمري غائب, murāfaʿāt amām ḍamīr ghā’eb) in the
history textbook for year 11 is about the resistance of peoples
in a global context, for instance in Vietnam, Algeria, India and
Cuba. In a lesson about ‘The International Position regarding
National Liberation Movements’, resistance is described
as a ‘right held by the people’ (حق الشعوب, ḥaq ash-shuʿūb)
according to international conventions. Although a ‘right to
resist’ as such is not explicitely confirmed in internationally
recognised human rights documents, it is introduced as
a quasi-legal term in some of the textbooks. Stating that
Palestinians constitute a colonised people under occupation,
some of the textbooks analysed draw on this status as
justification for a ‘right to resist’ occupation forces or
colonialism. The following extract from History 11/II (2019)
elaborates on the debate about the ‘right to resist’ and to
self-determination and that many states do not acknowledge
such a right. Nevertheless, this textbook passage extrapolates
from the conventions that such a right exists.

History 12 (2019), p. 8:  فكانت، وتبلورت مجموعة من اإلتفاقيات والقوانني الدولية، بني فرنسا والنمسا بداية املحاوالت األوروبية لوضع قوانني الحرب يف العرص الحديث١٨٥٩ تعد معركة (سولفرينو) عام
. أطلق عليها القانون اإلنساين الدويل،محصلة التاريخ اإلنساين لتنظيم سلوك املتحاربني
History 12 (2019), p. 2: . الحرب أكرب فشل لإلنسان وهي هزمية لإلنسانيةand  أوضاع األرسى الفلسطينيني يف السجون واملعتقالت الصهيونية:جلسة حوارية
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The international position regarding national liberation
movements:
The right to self-defence, to resist occupation and to
struggle for liberation from colonialism is a legitimate right.
This [right] is acknowledged by religions and confirmed by
international humanitarian law and its principles. It is also
one of the main purposes of the United Nations and a basis
for maintaining international peace and security.
Exercise (6): Read the following texts, draw a conclusion
and then respond:
The international conventions are in agreement about
people’s right to self-determination and about asserting
this right by peaceful and non-peaceful means, and
whatever seems suitable, including the implementation
of armed forces to achieve liberation in accordance with
Article 51 of the charter of the United Nations. It [the UN]
established the legitimate right to self-defence. The first of
the two articles [of the UN charter] relating to political,
civil, economic, social and cultural rights states that ‘all
peoples have the right to self-determination’ and that it
is an international right. The United Nations called upon
countries to assert and respect this right.
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The Fourth Geneva Convention (1949) named four
conditions for a resistance movement: It must have a
leadership responsible for its actions and operations;
it must bear a distinctive and recognisable symbol; its members must carry
arms openly; and it must uphold in its actions the laws and regulations
of war. The additional two protocols of the year 1977 supplementing the
Geneva Conventions stress that armed conflicts resulting from struggles for
self-determination are to be considered international armed conflicts. [The
additional protocols] regard members of organised resistance movements as
armed forces. In case of detention, they are to be considered detainees of war.
Some countries and their media tend to consider actions carried out by national
liberation movements to be acts of terrorism. In the Palestinian case, the
Zionist occupation and some countries supporting it regard the struggle of the
Palestinian people to free their homeland as an act of terrorism that should be
resisted and suppressed by all available means. Several other countries, on the
other hand, consider the resistance of the Palestinian people legitimate and a
lawful right acknowledged by the international community and international law.
> Compare the United Nations resolutions with the law regarding armed conflicts
around the legitimisation of national liberation movements.
A topic for discussion: Some interpret the acts of resistance accomplished by
liberation movements as acts of terrorism. How can we respond to this?’
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Figure 52: History 11/II (2019), p. 12
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In conclusion, references to human
rights are invoked by several of the
Palestinian textbooks in this Report
as a vehicle via which to address the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Some of
the passages addressing the conflict
convey minority opinions on the
interpretation of international law
(e.g. the right to resist) or give
a homogenous presentation of
Israelis in a perpetrator role (see
also Chapter 3). Above all, the
textbooks fail to engage with the
question of whether violence
carried out by Palestinian actors
might equally constitute a violation
of human rights.

2.3 CONCLUSION

2.3

CONCLUSION

The textbooks for the different subjects analysed for this
Report extensively address central issues of global citizenship
education with the aim of encouraging ‘the vision of an
interconnected society and culture that is unbound by the
political territory of the nation-state’.212 In numerous instances
the textbooks call for tolerance, mercy, forgiveness and justice
and encourage students to help others, fight corruption and
respect human values. But these notions are not then applied
to Israel and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
By addressing political concepts such as state functions,
elections and other democratic practices, the textbooks
teach the concept of civil rights and the relationship between
citizens and the state, including the right of citizens to be
protected by the state and the obligations of citizens to follow
the state’s laws. They also confirm pluralism as a feature of the
Palestinian political system and promote political participation
in the context of citizenship education. These topics are mainly
represented in social studies and history textbooks, but are
also taken up in those for Arabic language and mathematics.
The 2019 editions contain several additional chapters that
discuss the meaning of active citizenship and the relationship
between the citizen and public spaces, as well as that between
the citizen and government. Issues of citizenship are thus
allocated more space and more content is dedicated to them.
Social studies, mathematics and Arabic language textbooks
engage with regional and global environmental issues, such
as pollution and climate change. At primary school level they
inform students about gas emissions from factories, solar
power and cars that pollute the air. At secondary level, new
elements are added – explaining what causes pollution, with
an emphasis on the human responsibility to address the
environmental crisis and calls to limit the escalation of violent
conflicts that wreak devastating environmental damage, both
with and without reference to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The analysed textbooks for all subjects provide images of
society encompassing respectful representations of different
social, cultural and religious groups including the diversity
of skin colour, gender and physical abilities. They emphasise
the primary objective of equal access for these different
groups to facilities and services, and equal opportunities to

212

participate in the public sphere. Textbooks especially address
gender equality by portraying male and female protagonists
side by side and in different societal realms. However, these
representations neither dissolve binary notions of gender nor
do they address different sexual orientations.
Cultural, social and religious values that support various forms
of coexistence are emphasised in the textbooks. In particular,
the textbooks for Christian and Islamic education encourage
a dialogical and comparative approach to the teaching of
religions. The dominant representation of coexistence in the
textbooks is religious coexistence between Christians and
Muslims; other religions are rarely addressed.
Textbooks for the different subjects explore the causes and
consequences of conflict between individuals in ways that
promote respectful attitudes and develop skills for conflict
prevention and the resolution of disagreements. Humanity’s
responsibility to address the environmental crisis, including
reference to the impact of violent conflict on the climate, is
also emphasised in many text passages and images across all
subjects and levels.
Human rights are explicitly discussed in textbooks for subjects
as diverse as Arabic language, social studies, history and
geography, mathematics, and Christian and Islamic religion.
The references may comprise one or more sentences,
a paragraph, a sub-chapter or an entire chapter. These
representations increase in number in the 2018 and 2019
editions of the textbooks, with additional chapters, passages
and sentences, and whole chapters on human rights that have
been added to social studies textbooks.
The analysis of human rights representations in Palestinian
textbooks shows an increased focus on human rights and a
process of reframing national issues within a global political
context. The textbooks affirm the importance of human rights
in general and in several places explicitly highlight a universal
notion of these rights, emphasising their interdependence and
inalienability. On the whole, the textbooks analysed largely
adhere to the UNESCO guidelines on Human Rights Education
(HRE), and appear to follow the principles set out in those
guidelines.

Bromley: ‘Cosmopolitanism in Civic Education’, p. 34.
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Textbooks for the subjects of history, geography and social
studies refer extensively and repeatedly to international
documents on human rights while religious education
textbooks locate this theme within the context of religious
texts, arguing that Christianity and Islam provide the
fundamental pillars for an acknowledgement of human
rights with their concept of human dignity and the sanctity
of human life. As a rule, a number of human rights are
portrayed in a variety of civic, political, social and cultural
contexts across all subjects analysed. Furthermore, groupspecific rights, in particular the rights of women, children,
persons with disabilities and prisoners are also discussed
extensively. This diversity-embracing approach implicitly
indicates an increased awareness of and response to
international agreements and commitments to human
rights.
References to human rights are also used by the textbooks
when addressing the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, thus
providing a framework with which to address human rights
violations in the context of international law. Although the

66

textbooks, in general, portray a universal notion of human
rights, this is not carried through to a discussion of the rights
of Israelis. Most human rights violations specified concern
Palestinian victims. When a perpetrator is mentioned, the
violations in most cases are carried out by Israeli protagonists
and affect the rights of Palestinians. The textbooks support
these narratives by reference to international conventions.
The textbooks thus directly connect the human rights
discourse (frequently) and environmental issues (infrequently)
to the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Yet when the topics
of political participation, coexistence and tolerance are raised
no link is established to the current conflict.
The framework of reference for political participation and
human rights in Palestinian textbooks is that of the Palestinian
nation and the aspiration to Palestinian statehood. It is
notable that the aspiration of ‘postnational’ or ‘cosmopolitan’
citizenship as suggested in the very recent strand of critical
Global Citizenship Education literature cited above is not to be
found in the textbooks.

3 CONFLICT IN TEXTBOOKS

3

CONFLICT IN TEXTBOOKS

Palestinian textbooks are produced and located within an
environment saturated with conflict and ongoing violence.
The conflict is a ubiquitous element of everyday Palestinian
life with a deeply restrictive impact, not least due to the Israeli
occupation of Palestinian territory on the West Bank and the
closure of Gaza. The occupation leads not only to constraints
in the everyday lives of civilians as a result of checkpoints,
controls, the separation barrier, infrastructure only accessible
to Israeli settlers, and similar problems; it also gives rise to
documented violations of human rights on the part of the
Israeli security forces and settlers.213
The ever-present Israeli occupation and the restrictions and
human rights violations engendered by it are reflected in
the textbooks. The analysis therefore takes the conflict into
account as a factor of reality, examining the terminologies
with which it is depicted. This is not to cast doubt on the fact
of the Israeli occupation and its impacts; these are simply
not the subject of the analysis. Rather, the Report seeks to
unveil how the conflict and the actors involved are portrayed
in the textbooks. The term ‘occupation’ and its derivatives are
quoted and placed in inverted commas when they occur in
textbook passages as grammatical subjects or objects.
In light of the complexity of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
and the opposing perspectives surrounding it, it is difficult
to place the fine line between the portrayal – justified on
the basis of factual evidence – of an actual status quo on the
one hand and an exaggerated or even distorted presentation
on the other. In order to locate this fine line in depictions of
the conflict in the textbooks the criteria introduced in the
‘Methodology’ section above were used, supported by the
relevant research literature.
The categories ‘inferiority’, ‘competition’, ‘aggression’,
‘homogeneity’, ‘dehumanisation’, ‘deception’ and ‘negation’
serve to identify text passages or visualisation strategies to
be investigated regarding their potential to incite hatred. The
two further categories, ‘escalatory’ and ‘non-escalatory’, allow
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the analysis to determine the potential of a certain portrayal
to bring about conflict escalation. While the criterion ‘nonescalatory’ primarily refers to the illustrative function of a
textbook portrayal that is for the most part free of emotional
elements, the category ‘escalatory’ refers to a method of
portrayal that uses language, presentation style and didactic
methods, moving beyond a merely illustrative function. Such
methods can have an emotional effect, possibly calling the
students to respond or act in a certain way.
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict repeatedly appears in
Palestinian textbooks in a plethora of contexts and school
subjects. The previous chapter has shown that textbooks
frame the Israeli-Palestinian conflict recurrently within human
rights discourse, thus promoting human rights in order to
address violations specific to the conflict before the backdrop
of international law.
This chapter examines textbook portrayals specifically relating
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in other contexts than
human rights discourse. The analysis includes coherent texts
with a narrative structure, interplays of texts and images,
maps, and didactic elements such as exercises or tasks. Such
depictions are particularly frequent in textbooks for history,
geography and social studies, for teaching Arabic language
and literature, and for religious education. Mathematics and
science textbooks, however, also establish connections to the
conflict, albeit in generally shorter passages or visualisations
with direct links to the lifeworlds of the students.214
As many of the conflict-related passages in the textbooks
contain portrayals of violence, a significant portion of this
chapter will be dedicated to analysing such examples. When
considering these representations of violence, the analysis
examines closely who is depicted as committing violence
against whom, as well as how the respective perpetrators and
victims are characterised and what tasks and appelations are
connected with these representations. The analysis identified
descriptions of Israeli violence against either collective or

For more information on the current status, see: United Nations, General Assembly: ‘Situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since
1967: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967’, A/74/507, 21 October 2019,
https://undocs.org/A/74/507, accessed 15 September 2020. See also: United Nations, Human Rights Council: ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the
Situation of Human Rights in the Palestinian Territories occupied since 1967’, A/HCR/44/60, Advance Unedited Version, 15 July 2020, https://www.ohchr.org/
EN/HRBodies/HRC/RegularSessions/Session44/Documents/A_HRC_44_60.pdf, accessed 15 December 2020.
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See Chapter 4 on real-life connections in mathematics and natural sciences textbooks.
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individual Palestinians, and indeed a key question inquires
as to how the side perpetrating the violence is depicted. In
the case of portrayals of Palestinian violence, an important
question is whether and, if so, how the textbooks might seek
to justify the use of violence, and which forms of violence are
approved of or rejected.

After analysing the use of key terms and their semantic
contents as well as the symbolic modes of representation in
cartographic material this chapter investigates the portrayal of
Jews and the depiction of violence in the context of the IsraelPalestinian conflict. It ends with the analysis of portrayals of
the peace process.

3.1 TERMINOLOGICAL PRACTICES AND SYMBOLIC
REPRESENTATIONS
3.1.1 ISRAEL, ZIONISTS, JEWS
When examining the textbook excerpts relating to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, its history and the present situation,
it is striking that the State of Israel is rarely mentioned by
name. Most often, the texts refer to the ‘Zionist occupation’
(االحتالل الصهيوين, al- iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī) or simply ‘the occupation’
(االحتالل, al- iḥtilāl). Israel’s institutions, army and organs of state
are generally described using the adjective ‘Zionist’ (صهيوين,
ṣuhyūnī) and occasionally ‘Israeli’. When ‘Israel’ and ‘Israeli’
(إرسائيل, isrāʾīl; إرسائييل, isrāʾīlī) are used (215 times215 in the
textbooks and teacher guides for history and geography, Arabic
language, Islamic education, social studies, mathematics and
life sciences) they occur mostly in the context of conflict and are
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usually paired with conflict-related terms such as ‘occupation’,
‘forces’ or ‘soldiers’. The noun ‘Israel’ as the name of the state
occurs mostly in textbooks for history and geography and
Arabic language (77 times). In 18 cases it is parenthesised216
or placed in inverted commas,217 in 59 cases it is not.218 The
adjective ‘Israeli’, however, is never subjected to this authorial
distance. Parenthesised references to Israel mainly occur in
quotations from official documents and exercises pertaining
to them. Especially in chapters depicting the peace process in
the Middle East (i.e. Camp David Accords, Oslo negotiations,
Rogers plan219) some sources and tasks refer to Israel without
inverted commas or parentheses (see Chapter 3.5).

Most references occur in textbooks for geography and history; ‘Israeli’ occurs once in a social studies textbook. 60 other instances referring to the Israelites
(بنو إرسائيل, banū ʾisrāʾīl) or to the State of Israel in the bibliographies of the textbooks are not included in this number.
In the Arabic language parentheses have the value-neutral function of designating proper nouns, as a capital letter would in English, for instance. However,
parentheses in Arabic also have the function of inverted commas as they are used in Indo-European languages to indicate distance, reservations, or scepticism.
Which of these two functions is intended with the parentheses is not always clear, and appears to be inconsistent, but in the above mentioned cases the context
suggests reservations towards Israel, as for example in an authored text about the ‘wall of expansion and annexation’: ‘[…] when the occupation declared in
1948 the establishment of what is called the State of (Israel)’ ( عن قيام ما يسمى دولة (إرسائيل١٩٤٨ حني أعلن االحتالل عام. Here, parentheses are added and the phrase ‘what
is called’ indicates further distance (The Arabic Language 10/II [2019)], p. 112). Another example of parentheses, however, seems to merely indicate – neutrally –
the names of places: the Jewish settlement Psagot and the names of a number of Arab locations near Ramallah (The Arabic Language 9/I [2019], p. 61).
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For instance in: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History Teacher Guide 10 (2018), p. 211: ‘Because America considers “Israel”
as a main ally.’ .ألن أمريكا تع ّد „إرسائيل“ الحليف الرئييس لها

An example is Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 51: ‘In the year 2004, the International Court of Justice

gave an Advisory Opinion concerning “the separation wall” in accordance with the request of the United Nations General Assembly that Israel infringes
international law by building the wall in the occupied Palestinian territories.’ ،والتوسع
م رأيها االستشاري بشأن جدار الض ّم2004 أصدرت محكمة العدل الدولية عام
ّ
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. وقضت املحكمة بأ ّن إرسائيل تنتهك القانون الدويل ببنائها للجدار يف األرايض الفلسطينيّة املحتلّة،بناء عىل طلب الجمعية العامة لألمم املتحدة

For instance in: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 79–82.

3.1 TERMINOLOGICAL PRACTICES AND SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS

While the analysis identified 138 occurrences of the adjective
‘Israeli’ in textbooks and teacher guides, the term ‘Zionist’
was far more prevalent with some 1,203 occurrences. Several
passages in Geography of Palestine and its Modern and
Contemporary History for year 10 discuss Zionism as a historical
phenomenon, and in these cases there is no distancing or
qualifying in the use of the term. The term ‘Zionist’ does,
however, arise in many authored texts and exercises relating
to current contexts as a designation for Israel. In a few cases,
the terms ‘Israeli’ and ‘Zionist’ occur in the same paragraph
and seem to be employed interchangeably.
The use of terms such as ‘Zionist occupation’ to refer to the
State of Israel can be interpreted in two ways. First, the term
‘Zionist occupation’ can be interpreted as referring to the
effects of Israel’s occupation policy in the occupied territories
when emphasis is placed on occupation practices.
Secondly, it can be understood as a device with which to avoid
naming the adversary or ‘other’ by name. While the term
by itself is not defamatory it conveys negative connotations.
Given this reading, using the term ‘Zionist occupation’ in place
of the name of the state could be interpreted as questioning
the legitimacy of the State of Israel, its political existence as an
international legal entity thus being symbolically negated.
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The questioning of the legitimacy of Israel as a state is
especially evident in cases when the terms ‘Zionist
occupation’ and ‘occupation’ do not only refer to the
regime of occupation in the Palestinian territories by Israel
since 1967, but also to the territories of the State of Israel
established in 1948. An exercise in Mathematics 7/II refers
to the ‘occupation’ as it addresses fatal incidents in which
protestors were shot during the 1976 demonstrations
against land confiscations in the north of Israel.220
The term ‘Zionist occupation’ has a long history and is not
an ‘invention’ of the textbook authors.221 The negative
connotation of the term ‘Zionist occupation’ derives not
only from the nature of the word ‘occupation‘ but also
from the use of the term ‘Zionist’ in the Arab-Palestinian
context.222
History 11/I adopts this understanding when referring
to the ‘racist philosophy of the Zionist ideology’
(فلسفة الفكر الصهيوين العنرصية, falsafat al-fikr aṣ-ṣuhyūnī
al-ʿunṣurīa)223 in a chapter on ‘Zionist settler colonialism
in Palestine’ (االستعامر االستيطاين الصهيوين يف فلسطني, al-isteʿmār
al-istīṭānī aṣ-ṣuhyūnī fī filisṭīn).224 Quoting a source, History
11/I presents the Zionist movement as being based on
three ‘false assumptions’.

Mathematics 7/II (2019), p. 105: ‘Six Palestinians were killed on the 30th March 1976 as they were defending the land which the occupation tried to confiscate.
Since that time, this day has been known as the Eternal Land Day, and it is commemorated every year.’  خالل دفاعهم عن،1976 استُشهد ستة فلسطين ّيني يف الثالثني من آذار عام
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[...] .كل عام
ّ  ويت ّم احياؤه، ومن يومها ُعرف بيوم األرض الخالد،األرايض التي حاول االحتالل مصادرتها

The Palestinian National Charter uses the term ‘Zionist occupation’, for instance, in Article 4 of the 1698 version; other articles of the Charter refer to the

‘Zionist invasion’ (Art. 6), or to ‘Zionist and imperialist aggression’ (Art. 15). The State of Israel is mentioned by name twice: in Article 19 in the context of the
statement that the separation of Palestine in 1947 and the creation of the State of Israel was ‘entirely illegal’, and in Article 22 in the statement that ‘Israel
is a constant source of threat vis-a-vis peace in the Middle East and the whole world’ and ‘the liberation of Palestine will destroy the Zionist and imperialist
presence’. ‘The Palestinian National Charter: Resolutions of the Palestine National Council July 1-17, 1968’, The Avalon Project. Documents in Law, History and
Diplomacy, https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/plocov.asp, accessed 22 October 2020. The two explicit references to Israel in the Charter are thus both
clearly negative. The deletion of these and other passages hostile to Israel from the Palestinian National Charter was, as even stated in one of the textbooks
(Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II [2019]), p. 77, an assurance made by Yasser Arafat to Yitzhak Rabin in his letter of
9 September 1993.
222

Article 22 of the Palestinian National Charter lists attributes associated with the term ‘Zionism’: ‘Zionism is a political movement organically associated
with international imperialism and antagonistic to all action for liberation and to progressive movements in the world. It is racist and fanatic in its nature,
aggressive, expansionist, and colonial in its aims, and fascist in its methods. Israel is the instrument of the Zionist movement, and geographical base for
world imperialism placed strategically in the midst of the Arab homeland to combat the hopes of the Arab nation for liberation, unity, and progress.’
‘The Palestinian National Charter: Resolutions of the Palestine National Council July 1-17, 1968’, Article 22.
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History 11/I (2018), p. 81.
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Quoted in: History 11/I (2018), p. 79 (the first part of the source is discussed in 3.3.1): ، وكالة أبو عرفة للصحافة والنرش،1 ط، االستيطان التطبيق العميل للصهيونية،عبد الرحمن أبو عرفة
م1981 ، القدسQuoting ʻAbd al-Raḥmān Abū ʻArafah’s work ( االستيطان التطبيق العميل للصهيونيةal-istiṭān. al-taṭbīq al-ʻamalī lil-ṣuhyūnīa; ‘Settlement. The practical
application of Zionism’).
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Figure 53: History 11/I (2018), p. 81
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its project. Zionism has been established based on three
false assumptions: Firstly, that Jews, although they belong
to many countries and communities, represent one
nation distinguished by Semitic characteristics; secondly,
that the relationship between Jews and other nations
is based on hostility and conflicts and is encapsulated
in the phenomenon of anti-Semitism; thirdly: that the
Jewish problem has no solution but the establishment
٨١
of a Jewish state and that this state is located in the
Promised Land (Palestine) and in settling there. The basis
for maintaining Zionism can be solely achieved through
continuous settlement in Palestine.
[source]: Settlement as a practical application of Zionism, p. 2

Consistent with the antagonistic Palestinian national
perspective, the textbook passage above can be understood as
delegitimising Zionism as a national movement of the Jewish
people and thus – as its historical result – the establishment
of a Jewish state, in particular on Palestinian soil, as the
only possible solution. The textbook presents Zionism as if it
were a product of European colonialism in the middle of the
Arab region, designating a chapter to it following chapters
on France in Algeria and Italy in Libya. Resistance to this
alleged colonial project is accordingly embedded within
the anticolonial liberation struggle of the people and thus
characterised as legitimate.

Unlike the use of the terms ‘Zionist’, ‘occupation’ or ‘Israel’, the
term ‘Jews’ is applied to contexts and attributions that address
Jewish people and Judaism as one religio-ethnic collective
and thus need not necessarily be contextualised within the
conflict. While use of the term ‘Jew’ (يهودي, yahūdī) and its
derivates in the textbooks may indicate religious and cultural
tolerance it also occurs together with anti-Jewish prejudice. It
is often difficult to ascertain exactly which connotations of the
term ‘Jew’ are intended by the Palestinian textbooks, located as
they are within a context of highly virulent conflict in which the
State of Israel defines itself in national terms as a Jewish state.
The terms ‘Jew’ (يهودي, yahūdī), ‘Jews’ (يهود, yahūd), ‘Jewish’ (يهودي,
yahūdī) and ‘Judaism’ (يهودية, yahūdīa) occur in the analysed
textbooks and teacher guides in at least 235 references.
The most references were identified in books for history and
geography and religious education (Islamic and Christian). The
terms appear less frequently in the subjects Arabic language,
mathematics, life sciences and social studies. In Islamic and
Christian education the terms usually occur in biblical and
Qur‘ānic contexts. Exceptions are the references in Islamic
education for year 5, which also use the term ‘Jewish’ in the
context of the ongoing conflict. In history and geography
textbooks the term is invoked when discussing the emergence of
a national home for Jews. Here, the teacher guide for Geography
of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10 (2018)
introduces a distinction between Judaism as a ‘Divine Religion’
(ديانة ساموية, diyāna samāwīa)225 and Zionism as a ‘colonial political
movement’ (حركة سياسية استعامرية, haraka siyāsīa istiʿmārīa).226
The terms ‘Jew’ or ‘Jewish’ occur primarily in the textbooks for
religious education when referring to canonical texts from the
New Testament and the Qur’ān. One such context that mentions
Jews and Judaism is that of historical religious conflicts227 and
theological differences; another is an attempt to overcome these
via dialogue,228 for instance by describing their common roots.229

225

Often also translated as ‘Monotheistic Religion’.

226

Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 78: ‘Translation: Zionism is known as a colonial political movement.
Its emergence was linked to that of the colonial movement and nationalism in Europe, which called for the establishment of a state on a national basis, the
separation of Jews from the rest of European society, and the establishment of a national home for them in Palestine, and thus it differs from Judaism, which
is considered one of the monotheistic religions.’ ت ُعرف الصهيونية بأنّها حركة سياسية استعامرية ارتبط ظهورها بظهور حركة االستعامر والفكر القومي يف أوروبا الذي نادى بتأسيس دولة عىل أساس

227

[...] . وهي بذلك تختلف عن اليهودية التي ت ُع ّد واحدة من الديانات الساموية، وإقامة وطن قومي لهم يف فلسطني، وفصل اليهود من سائر املجتمع األورويب،قومي
For more detail see Chapter 3.2.

228

For more detail see Chapter 2.1.3.

229

For more detail see Chapter 3.2.
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3.1 TERMINOLOGICAL PRACTICES AND SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS
Ǉ˶ˈʤʷ̒ƦΑāɬ˜˳̈ζɬʉ˶Ͳǌ˳ͫāɬͲɼ˳ʉˆ͇œĕǇ˳͵ƦǇ˜ͲćƦǇͲģɡ͛ǽ͎ɼʶʉ˶˜ͫāț̈ĢǇ̒Ǉ˶ͫƢΎǚ˙̈
Ǉ́˳ˆ͇ΑāɬͲṳ̈̌āćȫͫǍ̑ȫ̈Ύǚ˙ ͫāćζɼʉΎ ʥʉʶ˳ͫāćɼʉ͵Ǉʶ͵ ΒҙҏāǇ˶ʓʉˀʦ̶ɬ͇ćǇ˶̒āćĕɬ͇ȉʥʒͫāȅˬ͇
˨КȌΑрđ ęʉЏȔΤʉΑйȥ͙з ЏđȄđȥ̈Цđ
ƦǇ͛Ǉ˳˶ʉ̑ćζŷǍʶ̈ŷǇʒ̒ΑāĔǇ́˅̀Ǉ̑ɷ̒Ǉʉ̤Αāǚ̑ȅ̵ǍͲɼˈ̈Ǩ̶ȅˬ͇Ȼ͎Ǉʥ̈ζǇʒˀˈʓͲǇ
ʉʶ̈Ǩ͎ȫͫǍ̑
ƦǇ͛
Έ
Έ
ɷͫǨ́ͅζɬʉʉΎ ʥʉʶ˳ͫāɡ˙ʓˈʉͫρƢǇʷͫāɎ̈Ǩ̈́ȅˬ͇āǨ̇Ǉ̵
Έ
ɼʶʉ˶˜ͫāǚ́˅ˁ̈ƦǇ͛ƦΑāǚˈʒ͎ζɷ̒Ǉʉ̤ǨʉΎ ͈ćζŷǍʶ̈
žǨѕ ˈ ̈Ό ҙҏāǨΈ ΎʷʒͲζǇʈΈ ̈Ḳ̌ҙҏΈ Ǎ̵ĢćāΈǚ̈ụ̈̌ǇΈ͵Ǉʶ͵ΒāȚʒ̿Αā
ŔāĢćζǇˀΈ ѕˬ ʦͲΌ ćǇ̑Έ ĢζŷǍʶʉ̑ɬͲΐāǚ˙ͫɡˬ˜ͫāćȇˈΎʓͫā
ɷͫťǨΎ ͛ćζǇ́Ύˬ͛ɷ̒āĕȚʉʶ˳ˬͫȇćǚ˙͎ζɷ̑Ǩ Ύʷʒ̈
Ǉʉˬ͛Ǉ
āζȫˏ͵Ǩ̥ΐāȅͫΒāɷ̒Ǉʉ̤
Έ ʒ̤ŷǍʶ̈ȇ̤Α
Έ
łǇͲɷˬ̣ΑāɬͲćζɨΎͫΑǇ̒ćζɡ˳͇ćζŦǇ͇ɷˬ̣ΑāɬͲ

3.1.2 THE CONCEPT OF JIHÃD AND REFERENCES TO
SHUHADÃ’
In recent times, the Arabic term ( جهادjihād) has entered
western languages and is often equated with war, frequently
translated as ‘holy war’, violence or military engagement.230
However, Islamic theology and jurisprudence have a long
history of debate on different notions of jihād, including
militant struggle and war as well as more generally
praiseworthy and pious efforts, such as a ‘struggle against
one’s bad inclinations’, or ‘the struggle for the good in Muslim
society and against corruption’.231 The Arabic word jihād
literally means making an effort or struggling in some way,
and is used in Christian and Islamic contexts with diverse
connotations, to mean making a donation, telling the truth,
self-reform, or engaging in combat. The term can thus refer
to the fight against ‘infidels’ as well as the struggle against
the ego, the devil and the wrongdoer.232 Since contemporary
debates provide increasingly contradictory interpretations
and appropriations of the term, a careful reading needs to
examine which options textbooks provide.
The term ‘jihād’ is mentioned several times in various
contexts and with different meanings in textbooks for
subjects including Christian education, Islamic education,
social studies and Arabic language. Textbooks for Christian
education analysed in this Report mention the term ‘jhād’
exclusively in the ‘self-jihād’ sense: Christian Education 8
and 9 mention the term as ‘good ‘jihād’ (الجهاد الحسن, al-jihād
al-ḥasan), which appears here to refer to the Christian
concept of ‘self-reform’.233 Christian Education 9, under the
title ‘Commandments and Beatitudes’ (lesson 12), mentions
‘spiritual jihād’ (جهاد روحي, jihād rūḥī) in a paragraph with
the heading ‘Thinking’. Here the term refers to the devotion
of all energies to studying and education, showing love
and concern for the people.234 For instance, a quote from
the New Testament refers to the apostle Paul and his inner
struggle.
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Figure 54: Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 49
ɷ͵ćĔƹǽ̶ҙҏɷ̒Ǉʉ̤ƦΎ ҙΑ ҏρ ϕϔϔǽʒˬʉ͎ «Țʉʶ˳ͫā
ɷ̤Ǩ͎ŷǍʒ˶̈ƦǇ͛ćζǇ̤Ǩ͎ȶʉˏ̈ƦǇ͛ćζƴḀ̌
ҙΒ ҏāůҨҞʦͫćζȚʉʶ˳ˬͫǇʒΈ ̤ζłǇ̑āǛˈͫāɡ͛ȫͫǍ̑ɡ˳ʓ̤ā
Έ
Paul’s words:
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Paul said at the end of his life: ‘I have fought the good
ϔϙϜťǍʓ͵ĢǍ͛ϔ 








 
jihād. I have finished
my
full course
and
I’ve
kept
my
heart
ϗϜ full of faith. There is a righteous wreath waiting in heaven
for me, and I know that my Lord will reward me on his day
of righteous judgment.’ (2 Timothy 4:8)
»

Textbooks for Islamic education explain the different meanings
of jihād within Islamic theology. The term is mentioned in
textbooks for years 8, 9 and 10, in different contexts and
with different connotations: جهاد املال, jihād al-māl (charity),
جهاد النفس, jihād an-nafs (jihād of the self, also translated as
‘struggle against the self’), and جهاد بالنفس, jihād bi-l-nafs
(jihād with/in person, also translated as ‘going to war for
one’s faith’). For instance, Islamic Education 8/I, 2018 includes
a lesson titled ‘Types of Donations and their Rewards’
(الصدقات وفضلها
ّ أنواع, anwāʿ aṣ-ṣadaqāt wa faḍlihā). However,
the Qur‘ānic verse that shows primacy of jihād al- māl is
presented in the context of war or times of hardship stating
that donating one’s wealth is to be preferred to subjecting
oneself to battle.235
Islamic Education 8/I (2018) dedicates a lesson titled ‘Courage
to tell the Truth [Courage against Injustice]’ (الجرأة يف الحق,
al-jur’ā fī al- ḥaq) to describing telling the truth as proof of
one’s true faith and as one of the greatest kinds of jihād.
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Tyan, Emile: ‘Djihād’, in: P. Bearman et al. (eds): Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Leiden: Brill, 2012.
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Allen, Lori A.: ‘Jihad: Arab States’, in: Encyclopedia of Women & Islamic Cultures, first published online: 2009,
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For an example of an early discussion of different meanings of jihād see Ibn Qayyim Jawziyya: Zād al-maʿād fī Hady Khayr al-ʿibād,
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Figure 55: Islamic Education 8/I (2017), p. 91

‘Courage to tell the Truth [Courage against Injustice]’:
To tell the truth with courage is proof of one’s true faith
and is one of the greatest and best types of jihād. A man
asked the Prophet (peace be upon him): Which jihād
is better? He said: the courage to tell the truth to an
oppressive Sultan. [Source] (Sunan an-Nasa’i)
And the one who is killed because of the boldness of his
true words is the master of the shuhadā’ in the sight of
God Almighty, as the Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon
him) said: ‘The master of shuhadā’ is Hamza ibn AbdulMuttalib and a man who stood up against an oppressive
ruler, he orders him [to be virtuous] and forbids him
[from wrongdoing]. So he [the ruler] kills him.’ [Source]
(aṭ-Ṭabarānī, al-muʿğam al-ʾawsaṭ )

Islamic Education 8/II contains a whole lesson on jihād in the
context of military fighting. Students are asked to discuss
related topics and concepts such as mujāhid ()مجاهد, (someone
who engages in jihād and shahāda), here in the sense of
someone killed in combat, to find examples of jihād from
the Qur‘ān and sayings of the Prophet (أحاديث نبويّة, aḥādīth
nabawīyah). The textbook also requires them to define the
goals of jihād according to Islam, showing the impact of jihād
on the individual and society, the reward the mujāhed can
expect, shahīd on the path of Allah (يف سبيل الله, fī sabīl Allah),
the goals of jihād in Islam, and jihād stories of the Prophet’s
companions (الصحابة
ّ , aṣ-ṣaḥāba).236

Islamic Education 9/I dedicates a paragraph to jihād and
‘The wisdom behind fighting the infidels’(الحكمة من قتال الكفّار,
al- ḥikma min qitāl al-kuffār) explains that ‘Islam is not thirsty
for bloodshed and the killing of people’.237 Islamic Education
for year 12, in Lesson 22 discusses the rules of jihād, and –
as outlined in the textbook’s introduction – students are
expected to acquire the ability to define the term jihād and
understand the legitimacy of jihād, the rewards for jihād in
Islam, and restrictions on jihād including, for example, due
warning before commencing combat, fighting only those
who participate in the fighting, prohibiting the killing of
women, young people, sheikhs, monks, and good treatment
of prisoners.238 The final task asks the students to research
examples from Islamic history that show Muslims behaving
decently towards their enemies during combat.239
In the rare cases that social studies textbooks mention
jihād they apply the term either in its general meaning as
a struggle for the common good, or as a violent struggle,
military action or conquest in the context of Islamic history.
One section of Social Studies 6/II recounts the story of
Abu Bakr As-ṣiddīq, the first man to believe in the Prophet
Muhammad and the first to become his successor as caliph.240
This passage quotes from his inauguration speech in which
Abu Bakr refers to jihād as a general struggle; those who do
not engage in it (جهاد يف سبيل الله, Jihād fī sabīl Allah) (jihād for
the sake of God) would be humbled by God. Whether this
refers to a militant or spiritual struggle according to Abu Bakr
remains open in the quoted passage and can be understood
as a plea for jihād in its diverse meanings. One book discusses
the Abbasid epoch, during which the Islamic Empire was
weak, both in military and political terms and failed to
engage its enemies in jihād (here clearly the military sense is
intended).241 Other passages from Social Studies 7/II tell stories
of Ṣalāḥ Ad-dīn Al-Ayūbī, who, the textbook states, was seeking
a reason to engage the Franks (الفرنجة, farangī), i.e. European
crusaders, in jihād in 1187.242
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Islamic Education 8/II (2018), p. 49.
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Islamic Education 9/I (2018), p. 13–14, see also Chapter 6.4. اإلسالم ليس متعطّشً ا إىل سفك الدّماء وقتل الناس
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Figure 56: Social Studies 7/II (2019), p. 20
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One in eight references to jihād in Social Studies 7/II
relates to the ongoing conflict in the Middle East: ‘the
Palestinian freedom struggle as jihād’. The book discusses
the organisation of Islamic cooperation in order to support
the Palestinian people in their ‘jihād’ to liberate their land,
offering material and moral support on all levels.
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The Palestinian cause and Al-Quds Al-Sharif were given an
Islamic consensus in most decisions of the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation that called on the Zionists to
withdraw from the occupied Arab territories, especially
from Al-Quds Al-Sharif, the capital of Palestine, to support
the Palestinian Arab people in their jihād and struggle
for the liberation of their land, to provide them with
material and moral support on all levels, and to consider
the Palestinian Liberation Organization the sole legitimate
representative of the Palestinian Arab people, wherever
they may be.

Similarly to jihād, the Arabic term ( شهداءshahīd, pl. shuhadāʾ)
has several layers of meaning. It is derived from the word
( شهادةshahāda), ‘to testify’, and has the same basic sense
of ‘witness’, ‘victim’ or ‘martyr’. According to Islamic
jurisprudence (الفقه, al-fiqh), there are three categories of
shahīd: a) Muslims who die in battle or as the result of an
assault,243 b) Muslims who die protecting their property, life or
conscience, or trying to defend other Muslims or non-Muslims
under the protection of Muslims, or c) Muslims who die as
a result of fighting, childbirth, drowning, burning, accidents
or learning.244 In the light of these debates it is instructive to
examine how these terms are used in Palestinian textbooks.
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Cook, David: Martyrdom in Islam. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007, p. 19.
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Mulch, Klaus et al.: Islam unter christlicher Lupe – Theorie und Praxis kompakt dargestellt, christlich bewertet. 2nd ed. Dortmund: Orientdienst e.V., 2016.
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A text in Geography of Palestine and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 83, refers to many
‘shuhadā’ and wounded’ as a result of clashes during the
Second Intifada.245
ɼʉ͵ǇΎʔͫāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāƴĢāǨ̶ŷҙҏǚ͵āǽ͎Ǩ̶Ǉʒ˳ͫāȇʒʶͫāƦǇ˜͎ζȅˀ͘Αҙҏāǚʤʶ˳ͫāłǇ̤Ǉ̵ƦćĢǇ̶ɡʉ̇ĢΑāǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
ɬͲΈāĔǚ͇Ȉˈ͘ćΑā ζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāȬʉ̣ćζɬʉΎˬˀ˳ͫāɬʉ̑łǇͲāǚ̿ɷ̒Ǉ̤Ǉ̵łǚ̶́ȉʉ̤ζ ȅˀ͘Αҙҏāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ā
ɼΎ͎Ǉ͛ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāȅͫΒāłǚʓͲāɨΎ ̓ζȅ̤Ǩʤͫāćƹāǚ́ʷͫā
ɼʥˬʶ˳ͫāłǇʉˬ˳ˈͫāćłǇ̣́āǍ˳ͫāɬͲΈāĔǚ͇łǚ̶́ȉʉ̤ζķǨ˜ʶˈͫāǇ́ˈ̑Ǉ˅̑ɼʉ͵ǇΎʔͫāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāłǩʉ˳̒
Figure 58: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History
Ύ˜ʷʓ͎ζǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ĿǍ˙ˬͫǇʉˬˈͫāɼˈ̑Ǉʓ˳ͫāɼ˶ʤͫȈˬ
ˬˏ ͫāȇˈ ΎʷͫāɼͲćǇ˙Ͳłṳ̈̌ććζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāłā
ǍΎ ͘ćζɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāɬʉ̑
Ύ
Ύ
10/II
(2019), p. 83
ɼʉͲҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāćɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫā
ǨҬҪҪҪǨȌϡɛ̺϶пԽԲđˬϘȌ͌̈Кđʞ϶ɎϩɎКȔ˴Ή Ԡ̺ЏđǡՏՄ̈λԽԲđˬόȌ˴ό

[…] The leader of the Zionist Likudй party, Ariel Sharon,
ɷ̈ͽ̯̈К˔й Φ҇ʛλՏՄК
sparked the second uprising (al-Aqsa Intifada)
when ҭ ƮȌ̰К
he stormed the Aqsa Mosque compound. Clashes that
broke out between worshippers and the occupation army
resulted in a number of shuhadā’ and wounded, and then
spread to all Palestinian lands.
ΕϻΎϘΘϋϻ
ௌϡέΔόρΎϘϤϟήϘϣήϴϣΪΗ

When mentioned in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, the term is used for civilian victims but also for
planners and military fighters who have carried out violence
against the military and civilians and have become national
figures.247 This is the case in textbooks for various subjects,
such as Arabic language, social studies, geography and history,
and occurring less frequently in textbooks for the natural
sciences and mathematics. The naming of persons as shuhada
follows an inconsistent pattern, this title being applied both to
innocent victims of Israeli violence as well as to protagonists
of Palestinian violence against civilians. For instance, a school
mentioned in Life Sciences 9/1 is named after ash-Shahīda
Rihām Dawabsha ( )الشهيدة ريهام دوابشة248, a victim of the violent
arson attack by a settler on the house of a Palestinian family
in the West Bank in 2015. The settler was later convicted by
an Israeli court. Similarly, Mathematics 9/II mentions a school
named after ash-shahīd Abu Jihād ()الشهيد أبو جهاد, who was
involved in the planning of violent attacks on soldiers as well
as civilians until he was killed in 1988.249

In the subject of Christian education the term shahīd occurs in
the context of martyrdom, referring to St. Stephen as ‘the first
Christian martyr’.ϦϴϨΟϢϴΨϣΓέΰΠϣ
A lesson is titled ‘Church
Martyrs’ (كنيسة
˷ of
ϊ͊γϮ˷Θϟϭ˷Ϣπ
ϟέΪΟ
Α ҙҏāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵āǚ̀ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāłǇ̵ĢǇ˳Ͳ
ȅˀ͘refers
الشهداء, kanīsat ash- shuhadā’) and
to St. Stephen as the
first martyr of faith.246
ɢйͲ̈́ΥȌКпđ
ρɼʉ͵ǇΎʔͫāɷʓ̀Ǉˏʓ͵āƴǨʓ͎ƛҨҞ̥ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬˏ ͫāȇˈ ΎʷͫāΎǚ̀ɼΎ͎Ǉ͛Ƚ˳˙ͫāƛǇ˜̶Αāǽ͵Ǎʉ́
є
Ύ
Ύ ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāťĢǇͲ
Ǉ́̑ƢǇ͘ǽʓΎͫāłǇ͛Ǉ́ʓ͵ҙҏāćłǇ̵ĢǇ˳˳ͫāɬͲćζɷ͇Ǉˁ̥ΒāćζƱĔǍ˳̿Ǩʶ˜ͫ
ȇˀ͵ćΑā ζǇ́ˏ̈Ǩʤ̒ćΑā ɼ̈ǚ̈ǚʥͫāłǇ̑āǍʒͫāćΑā ζɼʉ̑āǨʓͫāǨ̒āǍʶͫǇ̑ĿǨ˙ͫāćƦǚ˳ͫāɬʉ̑ɼˬ̿āǍͫāƈǨ˅ͫāƈҨҞ͈Βā 
ɬͲɼ̈ĔćΑҙҏāćƛǇʒʤͫāǨʒ͇ɼˬ̈Ǎ̈́łǇ͎Ǉʶ˳ͫƢāǚ͘Αҙҏāȅˬ͇ǨʉʶˬͫƦǍʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāΑǇʤˬ͎ζǇ́ʉˬ͇ɼ̈Ǩ˜ʶˈͫāḳ̌āǍʥͫā
ƴĔǍˈͫāćΑāζĢǇˆʓ͵ҙҏāȅˬ͇ɨĢǇʒ̣ΒāćζȬʉʓˏʓͫāćζĢǇ˶ͫāƈҨҞ̈́ Βҙҏɨ́̀ǨΎ ˈ̒ćζɼʉ̑āǨ̒ƈǨ̈́ƛҨҞ̥
Ҳҭ
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The fact that the term ‘shahīd’ is not only addressed in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is shown by a reference to victims of French colonialism in
Algeria: History 11/II (2019), p. 45.
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Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 40–41 and Christian Education 12 (2019), p. 56. See Chapter 3.2.2.
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See Chapter 3.5.
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Life Sciences 9/I (2019), p. 115.
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Khalil al-Wazir (1935–1988), known as Abu Jihād, the co-founder of Fatah and commander of its armed wing was held responsible by Israel for a number of
terrorist operations against Israeli targets in the late 1970s, including the Coastal Road Massacre of 11 March 1978. He was assassinated in Tunis in 1988. A
school named after him is mentioned in Mathematics 9/II (2019), p. 13, and he is mentioned in Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary
History 10/II (2019), p. 73.
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3.1.3 PALESTINE IN MAPS – BETWEEN IDENTIFICATION
AND DELEGITIMISATION
The spatially symbolic representation of self and ‘other’ is
embodied in the numerous maps included in the textbooks.
This Report differentiates between historical and geographical
maps, and symbolic and iconographic representations.
Due to the nature of the subjects geographic and historical
maps are found predominantly – but not exclusively – in
books for social studies, history and geography,250 while
symbolic depictions of All-Palestine are dominant in Arabic
language textbooks. In addition, illustrations pertaining to
real-life connections251 appear in textbooks for science and
mathematics, while religious textbooks also include symbolic
spatial representations.
The maps specifically depicting this region are irredentist and
portray – if not an untouched statehood (as a political entity) –
then certainly a territorially whole Palestine, as an imagined
homeland, within the borders of the British mandate. This
imagined territorial entity of Palestine negates the existence
of the State of Israel. None of the geographical maps of the
region or symbolic or iconographic presentations of the
territory identified in the corpus depicts Israel as a state.
Keys and labels identify ‘Palestine’, but never ‘Israel’; Israeli
cities do not appear unless they have a long-standing Arab
population (and these are then shown as Palestinian cities).
A few maps depict the West Bank as separate from the rest
of the territory in accordance with the 1949 Armistice Border
(Green Line), but here too, the Israeli state territory is not
marked as ‘Israel’.
In the inner-Palestinian discourse the cartographic and
iconographic depiction of All-Palestine has a highly symbolic
and identificatory function. In his article ‘Land of Symbols:
Cactus, Poppies, Orange and Olive Trees in Palestine’, the
Palestinian-American cultural anthropologist Nasser Abufarha
explains that, although Palestinians have emerged in different
groups that risk:

fragmentation and variation in experiences [that] may
obstruct the development of linear cultural processes and
consciousness […] the process of symbolizing […] becomes
a medium to project cultural ideas and representations on
the wider Palestinian public, creating common experiences
and cultural conceptions across time and space.252
Abufarha explains that the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is not
only over material that can be returned and compensated for,
but also the recognition of relationships and roots pertaining
to the land itself. Given the Palestinian experience over the
years, as refugees and as divided groups under different
sovereignties in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem,
one of the main symbols of Palestinian nationhood derived
from cultural representation has become the map of historical
Palestine as recognised during the British mandate. The map
has become a symbol of unity that transcends time and space,
providing signals for the different groups who have been
through the Palestinian experience. This includes Palestinians
who have become naturalised Israelis or have adopted other
citizenships over the years, depending on their countries
of residence; Palestinian refugees in the West Bank, Gaza
strip and in neighbouring countries; Palestinians with Israeli
residency permits in East Jerusalem; and Palestinians with
Palestinian Authority documentation in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. As a result, the map has become an important
unifying symbol of Palestinian national identity.
Geographic maps in general take on a special function, since
the maps’ contents and the information in the keys, which
claim to be based on evidence, provide the textbooks with
further opportunities to make geopolitical statements,
underline arguments, or question facts. For this reason, maps
can always also be instruments of manipulation or tools for
the denial of reality. This is reflected in topographical physical
maps of the Middle East in Palestinian textbooks.
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The textbooks for these subjects alone contain 279 maps.
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See Chapters 4.3 to 4.5.
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Abufarha, Nasser: ‘Land of Symbols: Cactus, Poppies, Orange and Olive Trees in Palestine’, Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power 15 (2008):
p. 343–368, here p. 345.
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˜˴̯̀гͲзϩʉΑňȌ̻ΥɎКȌ̉ЏđƝňȥЏđ
žāǚΑҙҏā
ȅˬ͇ɬ̈ĢĔǇ͘āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ƦΑāťĢǚͫāɼ̈Ǉ́͵ǚˈ̑ɼʒˬ˅ͫāɬͲȽΌ ѓ͘Ǎ ʓ ̈Ό
ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ĔāǚʓͲāȽʒʓ̒ϕ
 ɬʉ˅ʶ
 ˬ͎ ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ƛǇ˜̶ΑāɄʉ˶ˀ̒ϔ
 Ύǽʶ̈ĢǇˁ̒Ǩ́ˆͲ Ύɡ͛ǽ͎ƴĔẠ̌Ǎ˳ͫāƦǚ˳ͫāǨ̶́Αāɼʉ˳ʶ̒ϗ
ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ɼѓʉ ѕ˳ іāȚʉ̀Ǎ̒ϖ

˜˴̯̀гͲзϩʉΑňȌ̻ΥƲȔй ͽΥ

ȌΑȴ̇ϝ

Ό
Αāϔ ŴǇʷ͵
Ǉ˳̑ƢǍ˙͵ɨΎ ̓ζɼʉΎ ˈʉʒΎ˅ͫāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɼ˅̈Ǩ̥Ȼ̤ҨҞ͵
ǽ̒ΑǇ̈
ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ǨǇˆͲɬͲǨ́ˆͲΎɡ͛Ǉ́ʉ͎Ύǚʓ˳̈ǽʓΎͫāɼ́ʤͫāĔΎǚʥ͵ u

ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎
ǚ˶͇ŷǇˏ̒ĢҙҏāćŰǇˏʦ͵ҙҏāȉʉ̤ɬͲζŰĢΑҙҏāɼˈʉʒ̈́Ʉ
Ό ˀ ͵ u
ɷͫɼˬ̑Ǉ˙˳ͫāɼ́ʤͫāȅͫΒāǇΈ͘Ǩ̶Ȉʉ˳ͫāǨʥʒͫāɼ˙˅˶ͲɬͲǨˏʶͫā
Ǉ̑Έ Ǩ͈Ⱥ̵ѕ Ǎ ʓ ˳Ό ͫāǨʥʒͫāȅˬ͇
Ό
ŷΎģǍʓ͵ɨΎ ̓ζɼʉΎ ˈʉʒΎ˅ͫāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɼ˅̈Ǩ̥Ȼ̤ҨҞ͵
Łϔ ŴǇʷ͵

ˬ̻̇Ц

that, historically, have an Arab-Palestinian population. Cities
founded in the 20th century by Jewish immigrants, such as Tel
Aviv, Netanya or Nahariya, are missing from the map.
A similar evasion technique occurs in an exercise in a
mathematics textbook for year 6:

ƴṳ̈̌Ǎ ͫā
ɼ˶ͲǇʔͫā

łҙҏǇ˳ʓ̤ҙҏā

ǽ̒ΑǇ̈Ǉ˳̑ƢǍ˙͵ćɼʉ̇Ǉ˶̓łǇ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲǽ͎
ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ŷǍΎ ˶̒ɬ͇ɼʒΎ̒Ǩʓ˳ͫāĢǇ̓ΐ ҙҏāƛǍ̤ƹāĢΐ ҙҏāƛĔǇʒʓ͵ u
Ʉ
Ύ Ύˀͫāɼ͎Ǩ͈ǽ͎Ǉѐ̈Ǎˏ̶ɷʉͫΒāǇ˶ˬ̿Ǎ̒ǇͲŰǨˈ͵ u

ϛ

ҫҬ
Figure 59: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary
History
10/I (2018), p. 12

Diversity of Palestinian Terrain
Activity (1-a) Look at the map of Palestine and:
- Identify the side from which each aspect of the 		
Palestinian terrain extends.
- Describe the land topography in terms of slope 		
inclinations and elevations when travelling from the
Dead Sea area in the east to the opposite side on the
Mediterranean Sea in the west.
Activity (1-b) Look at the map of Palestine and by working
in pairs:
- Exchange views on the impact of the diversity of 		
terrain in Palestine
- Present your findings orally in the classroom.
[Map]
Elevations in meters
[…]
Under sea level

The map in Geography of Palestine and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/I shows the ‘diversity of Palestinian
terrain’. Although the cartographic drawing itself does not
carry the label ‘Palestine’, its portrayal is that of All-Palestine,
as the caption and the accompanying exercises suggest by
referring several times to the ‘map of Palestine’. While the
map shows Palestine as a geographical entity it also conveys
a political message. The places marked on the map are
cities in the Palestinian Authority territories and on Israeli
state territory (which is not marked as such on the map)
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ɼˈ˳ʤͫā ȫʉ˳ʦͫā ƹǇˈ̑ĢΑҙҏā
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ȫ˳ʷͲΌ
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ɬʉ˶̓ Βҙҏā
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Ǩ̈́ǇͲ

ɨ̇Ǉ͈

ȫ˳ʷͲΌ ȫ˙˅ͫāɼͫǇ̤

ƢǍʉͫā

τŷǍʒ̵ΑҙҏāƢǇΎ̈Αāṳ̈̌Αāǽ͎ΈǇʶ˳ʷͲǍє ʤͫāƦǍ˜̈ΏƦΑāΌƛǇ˳ʓ̤āǇͲ
Ώ

ҲҰ

Figure 60: Mathematics 6/II (2019), p. 86

[Map] [Weather symbols]
What is the probability of sunny weather on one day of
the week?

The exercise is about the probability of certain weather events
during the week; the map next to the weather symbols is
actually irrelevant for completing the task. The map thus has
a secondary learning objective: the function of visualising for
the students the topographical shape of All-Palestine and the
locations of ‘Palestinian’ places. These, as in the previous map
from the history and geography book, are cities with Arab-Palestinian populations; no Israeli-Jewish cities are named.
These practices of cartographic appropriation or exclusion do
not, however, only affect urban areas: in the following section
the Negev Desert, which is situated entirely within Israel, is
presented as part of All-Palestine:
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!
Figure 61: Mathematics 6/II (2019), p. 9
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Ό Ƽʉˀ͵ƦǇ͛ǇƼƼ˳˶ʉ̑ζłǇƼ
Ό Ƽʉˀ͵
Activity (1):
Ί
The Negev desert is considered an integral partłǇƼƼ˳͵ćĔϖǇƼƼ́˶Ͳ
of the
Palestinian Lands. Its area
approximately
14,000
km².
Α ҙҏāǽ͎


ŰĢis
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ȇʉˀ͵ɬʉ̑
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In order to find the ratio of the area of this desert
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the
ɼ˳̈́Ǉ͎ȇʉˀ͵
ϔ ȅͫΒāǨʶ˜ͫāāǛĢΌ Ǉˀʓ̥āɬΌ ˜˳̈Ό ć ƼƼƼƼƼƼƼϖ !
ƼƼƼƼƼƼƼ
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area of Palestine, which
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ϕ
 area
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Ό of
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ϕ
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desert to the area of Palestine
ƼƼƼƼƼƼƼ = […] ƼƼƼƼƼƼƼ !
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ϔ
ϖ
ɼ˳̈́Ǉ͎ȇʉˀ͵

ɼ˳̈́Ǉ͎ȇʉˀ͵Ǉˏˈ̀
ǚΊ ˳Ύ ʥͲȇʉˀ͵Ύ
ƦΑāķΎ Αā


In this
mathematics exercise for year 6, the Negev is described
ҳ
as an ‘integral part of Palestine’, whose territory of 27,000
square kilometres corresponds to the area of the State of
Israel plus the occupied territories. The exercise inquires as to
the ratio of the Negev to the area of Palestine.
Maps of the entire Middle East region, whether geographical
or historical, also ignore the existence of the State of Israel. Some ambivalence does arise, however, when the 1949
Armistice Border (‘Green Line’) is drawn on the map, as in the
following section:
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Figure 62: Mathematics 3/II (2019), p. 82

1) The topographic features of Palestine vary between
valleys, mountains and deserts. The area of the Negev
desert amounts to half the area of Palestine. This can be
represented using the fraction […]

Once again the presentation revolves around the size of
the Negev and the proportion of Palestine’s territory that it
covers. This map, however, shows the 1949 Armistice Border
(‘Green Line’), which demarcates the territories occupied by
Israel in 1967 from the rest of the land. The name of the State
of Israel is, however, not given; indeed, nothing is marked on
the map at all. The demarcation line as a result of a ceasefire
agreement seems to symbolise a ‘painful rupture’ through AllPalestine, dividing the territories that were occupied in 1967
from the rest of the Palestinian land.
An exception is a political map from Geography of Palestine
and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II. Although
the map does not itself mention Israel, the accompanying
text uses the adjective ‘Israeli’ several times and points to the
Israeli administration of certain parts of the territory and thus
refers to the State of Israel as partner in the Oslo negotiations.
It shows the allocation of the Areas A, B and C in the occupied
territories in accordance with the Interim Agreement (Oslo II)
of 1995.253 The exercises refer to the incomplete withdrawal of
the Israeli army from Hebron and the impacts of the complete
(civilian and military) control of Area C on the part of Israel.
Once again, this map fails to name the territory of the State of
Israel; in the text Israel is referred to as ‘the occupation’ and
the Israeli troops are the ‘[military] forces of the occupation’:

See Chapter 3.6.
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Βҙҏā ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏā Ȭʉ̣ ȇʥʶ͵ā    
ɼ̈́Ǩʷͫā łāǍΎ ͘ ɷ͵Ǉ˜Ͳ ȈΎˬ̤ć ζƢϔϜϜϗ ƢǇ͇ ƴǩΎ ͈ć Ǉʥ̈ĢΑā ɬͲ ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵
Ύ
ƴǩΎ ͈łǇ͎Ǩ͇Ǩ̵Ǉ̈ɡ̥ĔćζǇ́ʉͫΒāȫΌ͵Ǎ̒ɬͲɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāǨ̈ǨʥΎʓͫāɼ˳Ύˆ˶˳ͫɼΎ̈ĢāĔ Βҙҏāƴḳ̌́ΑҙҏāȈˬ˙ʓ͵āćζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫā
ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫāɼ˅ˬʶˬͫΈǇʶʉ̇ĢȚʒ̿ΑāćζƢϔϜϜϗϚϔț̈ĢǇʓ̑
ɨʉʶ˙̒Ǉ́˶͇Ǩˏ̵ΑāǽʓΎͫāζƢϔϜϜϘϜϕϛț̈ĢǇʓ̑ɬ˅˶̶āćɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āȽʉ͘Ǎ̒ǽ͎ΈǇ˳̥ģɼ̈ǍʶΎʓͫāɼʉΎ ˬ˳͇Ȉʒʶʓ͛āć
ǽζɎ̈́Ǉ˶ͲŃҨҞ̓ȅͫΒāƴǩΎ ͈ŷǇ˅͘ćɼʉΎ ̑ǨˉͫāɼΎˏ Ύˁͫā
ǽ͎ɼʶʉ̇ǨͫāƦǚ˳ͫāǩ͛āǨͲǽćζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼʉ˶̈́Ǎͫāɼ˅ˬʶˬͫɡͲǇ˜ͫǇ̑ΈǇΎ̈ĢāĔΒāćΈǇʉΎ ˶ͲΑā Ƚˁʦ̒ć & ʴϝȌͽЖ
υϖģćǇʤʓ̒ҙҏǇ́ʓ̤ǇʶͲ ćζɡʉˬʦͫāāǚ͇ǇͲζɼʉ̑Ǩˉͫāɼˏˁͫā

The Israeli occupation army withdrew from Jericho and
Gaza in 1994, to be replaced by the Palestinian police force.
The administrative bodies of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization moved there from Tunisia, and Yasser Arafat
ĿǨ˙ͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶ͲǽćζɼʉΎ ˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƴǨ˅ʉʶˬͫѐǇʉ˶ͲΑāćɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼʉ˶̈́Ǎͫāɼ˅ˬʶˬͫΈǇΎ̈ĢāĔΒā Ƚˁʦ̒ć ' ʴϝȌͽЖ
entered Gaza on July 1, 1994 to become the President of
υϕϚϕϙǍʥ͵ǽćζǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬˏ ͫāɄ̈ǨΎ ͫāć
Ύ
the Palestinian National Authority.
ζɼ̈ĔćǚʥͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫāćζłǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāɡ˳ʷ̒ćζȺ˙͎ɼʉΎ ˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƴǨ˅ʉʶˬͫΈǇΎ̈ĢāĔΒāćΈǇʉΎ ˶ͲΑāȽˁʦ̒ć ( ʴϝȌͽЖ
On September 28, 1995, the settlement process moved
υϚϓǍʥ͵ǽćζǇǨʉ͈ć
faster with the Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza
ȴ̯͌Кę҇ʛλՏՄК
Strip which was signed in Washington, D.C. This agreement
й
ɼ˶̈ǚͲɬͲƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāłāǍ͘ŁǇʥʶ͵āƢǚ͇ v
resulted in the division of the West Bank and Gaza strip into
ɡͲǇ͛ɡ˜ʷ̑ɡʉˬʦͫā
three administrative areas:
ɼˬͲǇ˜ͫāƴǨ˅ʉʶͫāɬ͇ɼʒΎ̒Ǩʓ˳ͫāĢǇ̓ΐ ҙҏā v
Area A is exclusively administered by the Palestinian
 ' ɼ˙˅˶˳ͫāȅˬ͇ƛҨҞʓ̤ҨҞͫ
National Authority, it comprises the centers of the main
cities in the West Bank, except for Hebron, and its area does
not exceed 3%.
Area B is administered by the Palestinian Authority and its
security is under Israeli control; it comprises the areas of
the Palestinian villages and countryside, and it covers about
26-27%.
Area C is exclusively under Israeli control in terms of
ұҳ
administration and security and comprises the settlements,
Figure 63: Geography of Palestine and its Modern
the border areas, etc. And it accounts for some 70%.
and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 79
Observe and explain:
- The forces of the occupation did not withdraw entirely from Hebron.
- The impacts of the complete control of the occupation over area C.
[Map key: red for area A, orange for area B, grey for area C, triangle for
settlements]

The following map in History 11/II by the Palestinian Academic
Society for the Study of International Affairs (PASSIA), as
indicated in the caption, shows the UN partition plan for
Palestine as documented in Resolution 181 of 29/11/1947.254
It provides a correct account of the partition plan, including
the areas (marked blue) that would be allocated to the soonto-be founded Jewish state, described in the key next to the
‘Arab State’ (الدولة العربية, ad-daula al- ʿarabiya), marked brown,
as the ‘Zionist project (Jewish state)’ (املرشوع الصهيوين, al-mashrūʿ
aṣ-ṣuhyūnī [الدولة اليهودية, ad-daula al-yahūdiya]). Bethlehem
and Jerusalem are correctly marked as under ‘international

254

government’ (إدارة دولية, idāra dawliya). No cities or other
landmarks can be found, except for Haifa, within the territory
that will become the Jewish state, as included, for instance,
in the official UN map of 1947. The textbook map, which is
arranged next to two photographs showing Arab refugees,
clearly civilians, as well as Palestinian troops in the late 1940s,
is followed by two exercises. The students are required to
‘discuss the content of the map and the photos and deduce
the relationship between the map and the photos’, and to
research ‘the Palestinian and Arab position on the resolution
for the division of Palestine in 1947’.255

‘Plan of Partition of Palestine With Economic Union’, according to UNSCOP (3 September 1947; see green line) and UN Ad Hoc Committee (25 November 1947)
partition plans. Cf. https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/map-of-the-u-n-partition-plan-2, accessed 22 October 2020.

255
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History 11/II, 2019, p. 49.

3.1 TERMINOLOGICAL PRACTICES AND SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS
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12: Riyad distributed to his three friends three key rings in
the shape of the map of Palestine.
A) How many key rings did each friend receive?
B) What fraction is represented by each friend’s share?

This mathematical exercise concerns a boy who gives three
of his friends key rings in the shape of a map of Palestine.
The real-life connection relates to an item familiar to every
Palestinian child, the pendant in the shape of All-Palestine
in the national colours. Apart from this simple reference to
the national cause, the exercise does not include escalatory
messages.
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Figure 64: History 11/II (2019), p. 49
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The United Nations Partition Plan for Palestine, General
Assembly Resolution 181
[Map key:]
Blue: Zionist project (Jewish state) –
Yellow:
Arab state –
ɻʀ
Red: international administration of the Jerusalem and
Bethlehem area
[below map:] Translation from the original English –
copyright: Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of
International Affairs – PASSIA.
- Discuss the content of the map and the two illustrations.
- Work out the relationship between the map and the two
illustrations.

Another real-life connection from a life sciences textbook
contains a clear political message. The illustration relates
to the hunger strikes carried out by Palestinian political
detainees in Israeli prisons. The hunger strike is also
mentioned in the accompanying text: ‘water and salt preserve
the lives of the Palestinian detainees in their battle with their
empty stomachs’. The small historical map of Palestine in the
symbolised stomach appears here as a symbol of freedom.
The message evoked by the combination of elements in the
drawing is easy to understand: water and salt sustain the fight
for life of All-Palestine; they free those imprisoned and with
them the entire country. The dove carrying an olive branch
represents the hope that this might come to pass; it cannot
be described as a symbol of peace with an opponent who is
ҰǿȥλȔȇȇȇȇȇЏđ
represented in the illustration here by
nothing but iron bars,
and who is not featured
on the map.
ȌͽΥȌ˴λɎϩˍ˴ЏȌ̞Џđ

In contrast to geographical maps, symbolic cartographic
representations condense political messages which, as in the
case of the depiction of All-Palestine, are often represented
through the national colours of red, black, white and green.

б ȇ˴Џđȥ˴ЖҭƩȌȇȇΑň гƲԟŉę ҫҬ
ɛȇȇͲϡ˜˴̀ȇ
г ȇ̯Ͳϩˬз ȇϝňȌμ˜ȇȇЖŶȌȇ
ŢęȌȇȇ̯̈ЏȌΤˬз ȇΦՏՄ̉Џđ˨ȇȇзΐȌ϶ȥϗԤđ
з
қŶȌ˴Џđȥ˴Џđ˜ЖʴΑȥϗ
ˍԣ Ϻɡ˴̺КȌЖ
đп 
д
қ˔ΉͽЖˍԞ Ϻɡ˴̺К˨д
Ͳԣ̉ΑŢȦЏđȴд ̯͝ЏđȌЖ ŵ
д
Figure 65: MathematicsɎͲΑȌ˴ϩ
2/II (2019),
p. 83ˍ̰͝Џđ˨д
ԟ Ͳԣ̉ΑŢȦЏđȴ̯͝Џđɡ̈ϺԤđ
ˍͲԟ ́Џđ
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Figure 66: Science and Life 7/II (2019), p. 30
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Think and reflect: Water and salt preserve the lives of
the Palestinian detainees in their battle with their empty
stomachs.

The following combination of text, image and a symbolic map
is taken from The Arabic Language 7/I .

гǰȔ͌ԣЏȓг д Џđ 

ˬз Жԟ ԥ ԽԲđɡд Ͳк ϶г ˜˴̀
д ̯к Ͳг зϩ

with the result that this message can also be connotated with
the illustration and its map of All-Palestine with a radiating
aura. The depiction of the Aqsa Mosque corresponds with the
significance of Palestine’s Islamic identity, presented in the
text, and the constant threat represented by the ‘occupation’,
while the national resistance fighter (masked by a keffiyeh)
suggests that the liberation of Palestine might be achievable
through violent resistance. While this representation does
not explicitly call for violence, it can be seen as carrying highly
escalatory potential.
The fact that the national dream of All-Palestine, without the
existence of Israel, is not only virulent in a Muslim Palestinian
context but also from a Christian Palestinian perspective is
demonstrated by the following section in Christian Education 12:

 

      

             
           

   

Figure 67: The Arabic Language 7/I (2019), p. 15
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Figure 68: Christian Education 12 (2019), p. 93

3.1 TERMINOLOGICAL PRACTICES AND SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS

This text, illustrated by a map of All-Palestine in the national
colours next to a cross, addresses the presence of Christians
in Palestine, demonstrating the strong need of Palestinian
Christians to perceive themselves as part of a unified
Palestinian nation and to be accepted as such. The chapter,
titled ‘Our Palestinian Identity’ (هويتنا الفلسطينية, huwīyatunā
al-filisṭinīa) addresses, among other things, the appreciation

of the importance of Palestine from the point of view of the
Christian faith. The lesson discusses the fact that Christians
have always been part of the society; they have been
integrated and committed to their communities throughout
history, and contribute to building up the society together
with their fellow citizens.

3.1.4 THE NARRATIVE OF THE PALESTINIAN RIGHT
OF RETURN
In the case of the symbolic and iconographic maps, reference
should be made to a method of representation that combines
the idea of an All-Palestinian state with the right of return for
Palestinian refugees. The refugee status is also an experience
that transcends time and space among Palestinians and
occupies a significant portion of the Palestinian narrative. The
United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) defines
Palestinian refugees as ‘persons whose normal place of
residence was Palestine during the period 1 June 1946 to 15
May 1948, and who lost both home and means of livelihood as
a result of the 1948 conflict’.256
At the time, only 750,000 Palestinians were awarded refugee
status. As a result of the crisis, UN resolution 194 was
adopted, which stated that ‘the refugees wishing to return to
their homes and live at peace with their neighbours should
be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and
that compensation should be paid for the property of those
choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property
which, under principles of international law or in equity,
should be made good by the Governments or authorities

responsible’.257 Despite this UN resolution the rights of what
are now several generations of exiled Palestinians to return
to their homeland, or to that of their forbears (or to receive
other compensation) are disputed under international law
and have always been one of the most contentious points
in negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians. The
unconditional recognition of the right of return exposes the
State of Israel, in its view, to the danger of losing its Jewish
character if this right is actually implemented. As many
Palestinian refugees have neither been granted citizenship
by their host countries nor have they been allowed to
return, their inconclusive status has been inherited by their
descendants, resulting in more than 5 million Palestinian
refugees being registered with UNRWA today, which makes
the refugee narrative an integral part of the Palestinian
experience and national identity.
The narrative of the right to return, frequently symbolised by
the keys to the former houses of the refugees, is addressed in
textbooks for nearly every subject. A typical example is given
here in this excerpt from National and Social Upbringing 4/I:

255

United Nations, Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East: ‘Palestine Refugees’,

256

United Nations, General Assembly. ‘194 (III). Palestine – Progress Report of the United Nations Mediator’. A/RES/194 (III). December 11, 1948,

https://www.unrwa.org/palestine-refugees, accessed 30 October 2020.
https://unispal.un.org/DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/0/C758572B78D1CD0085256BCF0077E51A, accessed 30 October 2020.
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ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇
д з϶ȌͽдКę҇
г ʊ
г ԥđȴг ͙к Кг  Ҭ ƮȌ̰К

 ǨΏ ʉ Ώͫāɨ ʉѓ ʦͲΌ ǽ͎ɬΌ ˜Ό ʶΏ ̈ ķǛѓͫāǇѕụ̈̌
łΏ ụ̈̌ ć ćζǇ̈
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Activity (2): Read, discuss and conclude:
Sanaa entered the room of her grandfather, who lives
in the Yarmouk refugee camp in Syria. She found a
box in front of him and asked him: ’What is this box
grandfather?’
Grandfather: ’It is a box where I keep the things that are
dear to my heart.’
Sanaa: ‘And what are those things?’
Grandfather: ‘This is the key to our house in Jaffa.’
Sanaa: ‘Why did you leave Jaffa, grandfather?’
Grandfather: ‘We used to live safely in Jaffa, but the
Zionist occupier besieged us and killed many of us and
chased us from our land. So we left, carrying a few of our
belongings and walked long distances.
Sanaa: ‘And what happened afterwards?’
Grandfather: ‘We arrived here, where tents were set up
for us to live in, in the hope of returning to our homes.
After a long wait, we moved into small houses with iron
rooftops. These became known as Palestinian refugee
camps and we have remained here until today.’
Sanaa: ‘When did this take place, grandfather?’
Grandfather: ‘This took place in 1948; it is known by
Palestinian people as the year of Nakba.’
Sanaa: ‘I see old papers in the box.’
Grandfather: ‘These are the ownership papers for our
land and house in Jaffa. We will return there – God
willing.’

Chapter 5 of this textbook, ‘A Refugee in a Camp’ (الجئ يف مخيم,
lāji’ fī mukhayyam) discusses the definition and characteristics
of a refugee camp by explaining the history of Palestinian
refugees.

Figure 69: National and Social Upbringing 4/I (2018), p. 31–32
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The key, symbolising the hope to return held by the refugees
and which may have to be fought for through ‘resistance’ if
necessary, is a recurring theme, often in combination with the
symbolic and iconographic map of All-Palestine, as illustrated
here in a section from Mathematics 7/II:
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Figure 70: Mathematics 7/II (2019), p. 97
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Activity (4):
1948 presents a turning point in the life of our Palestinian
people. It was the year in which the Nakba took place and
Palestine was occupied. Our people were expelled into
the refugee camps and into the diaspora. The probability
space of the numbers of this year Ω = {1, 4, ….}
Complete the following events: […]

The task is about probability calculation and refers to the
numbers 1, 9, 4 and 8. The text mentions 1948 as a very
important year in Palestinian history. The map appears with
an image of a key and the word ‘return’ (العودة, al-ʿawda) in
Arabic and English.






THE PORTRAYAL OF JEWS IN TEXTBOOKS
FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

As noted in 3.1.1, most occurrences of the terms ‘Jew’, ‘Jews’
and ‘Jewish’ appear in the textbooks for Islamic and Christian
religious education. Here the terms are primarily used in
the context of relations between the religions at the dawn
of Islam and Christianity, for the most part in quotations or
paraphrases of canonic works such as the Qur‘ān, the Sayings
of the Prophet, the Gospels or the Acts of the Apostles. The
presentation in the textbooks generally follows the original
holy texts in terms of the ambivalent – sometimes hostile –
attitudes towards Jews and the characteristics they attribute
to the Jewish people, referring to the latter both as an ethnoreligious collective and occasionally as individuals. This can be
understood as an echo of the religious and political struggles
between the Jewish people of the Roman province of Judea
and the Arabian Peninsula and the founders and followers
of the two new religions. Such reservations and, to a certain

extent, prejudices lay the groundwork for a Christian or
Islamic anti-Judaism.
The following review of textbooks for Islamic and Christian
religious education shows whether and how they adopt such
prejucides, possibly linking them to anti-Semitic narratives,
and reproduce them in a pedagogical and didactic context.
In doing so, it is not the portrayal of the factual reality of the
rivalry between the religions in the early days of Christianity
or Islam that is considered problematic, provided that the
portrayal refrains from excessively negative attributions.
Rather, repeated recourse to such aspects and frequent use
of negative attributions in relation to the Jewish people in, for
example, textbook exercises suggest a conscious perpetuation
of anti-Jewish prejudice, especially when embedded within
the current political context.
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3.2.1 TEXTBOOKS FOR ISLAMIC EDUCATION
All textbooks for Islamic education include a unit with the title
‘The Story of the Prophet Muhammad’ (السرية النبوية, As-sīra
an-Nabawīyah). For some school years these stories revolve
around the battles fought by the Prophet Muhammad and
conflicts during his time. For instance, lesson 10 in the book for
year 8/II, titled ‘Treachery and Conspiracy’ ([الغدر والتآمر [بنو قريضة,
al-ghader wal ta’āmur [banū qurayḍah]) addresses the battle
of banū qurayḍah; when the Prophet emigrated from Mecca
to Medina. In Medina there were three Jewish tribes: the
banū qaynuqaʿ, banū a-naḍīr and banū qurayḍah. The Prophet
invited them to convert to Islam but most of them refused.
He therefore entered into an agreement between three tribes,
but one of them (banū qurayḍah) broke the agreement.
Although all three different Jewish tribes are mentioned,
thus reflecting diversity among ancient Jews, the textbook
primarily focuses on the one that breached the agreement
and aligned with the enemies to fight Islam.258 Whilst this
lesson does not explicitly refer to Jews as traitors and does
make passing reference to Jewish allies of the prophet
Muhammed, it still has clear potential to be perceived as
a story portraying Jews as the enemy.
Islamic Education 9/I (2019) dedicates a 5-page lesson to the
military campaign of Muhammad and his followers in the year
628 against the oasis Khaybar, which was inhabited by Jewish
tribes (‘The Battle of Khaybar’ [غزوة خيرب, ghazwat Khaybar]).259
Here too, the themes of loyalty and treason play a significant
part with respect to the tribes, referred to homogenously as
‘the Jews’. The text describes how the banū a-naḍīr tribe had
been banished from Medina as a result of its furtive trickery
against the Muslims. After that, they incited the Jews of
Khaybar, who had initially lived peacefully together with the

258

Islamic Education 8/II (2018), p. 56.

259

Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 58–62.

260
261
262

263
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Muslims in the city and exhibited ‘no animosity towards the
Muslims’,260 to violence towards the Prophet.
The oasis had thus become a source of danger for Muslims.
When they saw the Prophet and his army advancing, the
textbook continues, the Jews fearfully retreated into the
fortifications of Khaybar, accustomed to ‘sheltering in
fortresses rather than confronting [the enemy] in battle’.261
The ‘Jews’ are thus not only described here as deceptive262
but also as inferior given their alleged cowardice. The lesson
does not, however, explicitly refer to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict of the present day.
A whole learning context over the course of three lessons
in Islamic Religion 5/II (2017) and, with minor changes, the
2019 edition, addresses the life of the Prophet Muhammad.263
In the 18 pages of this teaching unit the terms ‘Jew’ (يهودي,
yahūdī), ‘Jews’ (يهود, yahūd), ‘Jewish’ (يهودي, yahūdī) and
‘Judaism’ (يهودية, yahūdīa) occur a total of 13 times.
The subject of the twelfth lesson, which is where this unit
starts, is ‘Examples of the Prophet’s (pbuh) suffering for the
sake of Allah’ (مواقف من معاناة الرسول يف سبيل الله, mawāqef min
muʿānāt a-rasūl fī sabīl Allah). After listing the general learning
objectives the narrative begins on page 65 with an excerpt from
the Hadith narrated by Al-Bukhari, which reports of the attempt
by Uqba ibn Abi Mu‘ayt, one of the leaders of the Quraysh tribe
in Mecca, to kill the Prophet Muhammad during prayer. Under
one of the pictures, which presumably aims to depict Mecca
in Muhammad’s time with a decorated Ka’bah (( )كعبةp. 65),
a text describes the ‘Attempts by the Jews to kill the Prophet’
(محاوالت اليهود قتل النبي, muḥāwalāt al-yahūd qatil an-nabī).

Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 58: [...]  ومل يُظهر يهود خيرب العداء للمسلمني،وكان يسكنها قبل الفتح أخالط من العرب واليهود

Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 60: . وعدم املواجهة يف الحروب، وكان من عادة اليهود االحتامء بالحصون، وارتدّوا إىل حصونهم، واضّ طربت صفوفهم،ملا رأى اليهود جيش املسلمني ف ّروا فزعني

Such is the language used in a possible answer to a true-or-false exercise at the end of the lesson: ‘The intrigue and conspiracies of the Jews were the direct

cause of the Battle of Khaybar’ in Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 62: الدسائس واملؤامرات التي قام بها اليهود هي السبب املبارش يف غزوة خيرب
Islamic Religion 5/II (2017, 2019), p. 62–79.
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d) The attempt by Uqba ibn Abi Mu‘ayt to murder the
Prophet (pbuh) while he was praying, as he put his sheet
around the Prophet’s neck and squeezed it tightly. Abu Bakr
came and pulled Uqba away from the Prophet and said,
‘Do you intend to kill a man just because he says: “My Lord
is Allah, and he has brought forth to you the Evident Signs
from your Lord?”’ (narrated by Al-Bukhari)
[Image]
Reflect: How can we use modern mass media to support the
Prophet (pbuh) and defend Islam?
Second - The Jews’ attempts to kill the Prophet (pbuh):
Watch a video about the Jews’ attempt to kill the messenger
of Allah (pbuh).
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Figure 71: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 65 264

1) The Jews of banū a-naḍīr [the Nadir-tribe] attempted to
assassinate the Messenger after the Battle of Badr. They
were about to drop a rock onto him and kill him while
he was sitting down against a wall. But he learnt of that through
divine inspiration by Gabriel (pbuh) who told him that the Jews
were planning to kill him. So he left them quickly and went back
to Medina, where he prepared an army of Muslims, then besieged
them, fought them, and drove them out of Medina.
2) The attempt by a Jewish woman to assassinate the Prophet
(pbuh). She brought a poisoned lamb to the Prophet (pbuh), and he
ate from it. He became repeatedly ill from eating this poisoned lamb
until he died. (narrated by Al-Bukhari)

This description, based on records of the Prophet’s life,
details attempts to kill Muhammad using a boulder and
poison by members of the Jewish banū a-naḍīr tribe, who
were enemies of Muhammad and his followers.

264

The exercise following the text (p. 66) asks students to
discuss the ‘repeated attempts by the Jews to kill the
Prophet’ and then asks them to think of ‘other enemies
of Islam’.

For changes to this passage in the PDF edition of 2020 see Chapter 5.
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Figure 72: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 66 265

The enemies of Islam in every time and place will not
stop using all means and methods to fight Islam and
Muslims, fighting those who call for Islam, and seeking to
extinguish the light of Allah on earth, but Allah supports
his religion and those who call to the way of Allah, despite
the numerous methods of distortion and harm.
ҰҰ

Topic for discussion:
The several attempts by Jews to kill the Prophet (pbuh)

Page 67 includes comprehension questions (repetitions,
selected exercises) on the text and refers five times to the
previous statements about the actions of the Jews against the
Prophet and the punishment issued to them. Students are
required, for example, to summarise ‘the story about the Jews
of banū a-naḍīr’s attempt to assassinate the Messenger’ and
to mention ‘the opinion of the Messenger (pbuh) of the Jews
of banū a-naḍīr after they tried to kill him’.266
When listing the possible punishments the students are
expected to include the punishment that was actually
implemented according to the Qur‘ān, the banishment of
the banū a-naḍīr from Medina. Other possible answers
include the killing of the enemies, their imprisonment or their
‘besiegement’ (حصارهم, ḥiṣāruhum).267
The subsequent lesson (p. 68) on the life of the Prophet (p.
70) tells the story of ʿUbada Ibn al-Samit, one of Muhammad’s
followers and leader of the battle of al-Badr (624). According
to the written record his grave is located on the east wall of
the Aqsa Mosque, which is explained in more detail in the
text. The reference to the grave of Ubada Ibn al-Samit in
Jerusalem is the basis for asking students in the exercise on
page 71 to discuss the desecration of Muslims’ graves (of
companions and the righteous) in Jerusalem and Palestine by
Jews.

Activity 2: Mention other situations used by enemies to
insult Islam and Muslims.
Banner: (Victory is but an hour of patience).

265

For changes to this passage in the PDF edition of 2020 see Chapter 5.
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Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 66: .(صل الله عليه وسلّم) من يهود بني النضري بعدما حاولوا قتله
ّ أبي موقف ال ّرسول
ّ قصة محاولة يهود بني ال ّنضري قتل ال ّرسول
ّ ألخّص
ّ .)(صل الله عليه وسلّم

267

Islamic Education 9/I (2019) contains chapter 11 on ‘the Battle of Khaybar (7AH)’, a battle between the prophet Muhammad and his new followers on one side
and Jewish tribes on the other, p. 58–62.
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ǽ͎ɬ ͎ ĔΌ ćζɼ˶̵ƦǍˈʒ̵ćȫ˳̥ƱǨ˳͇ćζ ƼϘϛ ɼ˶̵ƦǇʉˏ̵ǽ̑Αā ɬ̑ɼ̈ćǇˈͲɼ̈ҙҏćɬͲģťǚ˙ͫā

3.2 THE PORTRAYAL OF JEWS ƋĢǇʒ˳ͫāȅˀ͘
IN TEXTBOOKS
FOR
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Α ҙҏāǚʤʶ˳ˬͫ
ǽ͘Ǩ
ǨΎ ͫāŁǇ̑ƴǨʒ˙Ͳ
Ύ
Ύ ΎʷͫāĢǍʶͫāĢāǍʤ̑ɼ˳̤



ƋĢǇʒ˳ͫāȅˀ͘Αҙҏāǚʤʶ˳ˬͫǽ͘Ǩ
Ύ ΎʷͫāĢǍʶΎ ͫāĢāǍʤ̑ɼ˳̤ǨΎ ͫāŁǇ̑ƴǨʒ˙Ͳ

*

ƞȌ͙ԣͽͲЏˬЯ ˴ԟ ̻з ϶г
Ǉ́ʓͫāģΒāćζǇ͎́Ḳ̌ćζɬʉʥͫǇˀͫāćɼ̑Ǉʥ
ˀͫā
Ύ
Ύ ɬͲĔǚ͇ĢǍʒ͘ȫʉ͵ǚʓ̑ĔǍ́ʉͫāƢǇʉ͘

ΎƢǇ͇ɡ˜ʷ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬ ͎ćζɼ̿Ǉ̥ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāǨ̑Ǉ˙ͲɬͲ
Ύ

ɼ ͫćĔ ɼ˳̿Ǉ͇ ťǚ˙ͫā ɼ˶̈ǚͲ ȅͫΒā ɼˬ̤Ģ ɨʉˆ˶̒ ǽ͎ ɼ̵Ģǚ˳ͫā ƴĢāĔΒā ȽͲ ΌƦćǇˈʓ͵
Kɼ̑ǇʥˀͫāĢǍʒ͘ȅͫΒ
āžǨє ˈΎʓͫāćζƋĢǇʒ˳ͫāȅˀ͘Αҙҏāǚʤʶ˳ͫāƴĢǇ̈ǩͫρɬʉ˅ʶˬ ͎
Ύ
Figure 74: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 72



 ǰȔЦ˜ЖęƝȥ͙Џđ˜ΤđȌКпđ ǿĪṴ̏КпԽԲȌЮ ̈́Жʞ̯̈К
Figure 73: Islamic Education 5/II˨ͽϡ˨
(2019),
p. 71 268
йͲЏđɎϘň҇Ɲęп
đ˜Τ
д Īд đйȥύɎΤȌ̞ й̺Џđ

й

ΈǇʉͫāćIŁǇΎ˅ʦͫāɬ̑Ǩ˳͇ɼˏʉˬʦͫāɷ˶ʉΎ ͇ζĢǇʤΎ Ύ˶ͫāǽ˶̑ɬͲɡʉˬ̣ǽ̑Ǉʥ̿Ǎ
ζȵ˳̤ȅˬ͇
Ύ
Topic for discussion:
ƛǩ͵ζɨ́̇Ǉ˳ˬ͇Ό ćɼ̑ǇʥˀͫāƹҨҞˁΌ
͎ɬͲǍćζHɷΎˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢǨ͇Ǉ̶Ȉ̑Ǉ̓ɬ̑ΌƦǇʶ̤ǽ̑Ǉʥ
ˀͫāɷ
Ύ
Ύ ˳є ͇
The Jews desecrated a number of the graves of theΎ
ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ǽ͎ťǚ˙˳ͫāȈʉ̑
Prophet’s Companions. They removed them
from Muslim



ɡΎ ˜ͫΈǇ˳ˬ
̤ćΈǇ˳ˬ͇ǽ ̒ćΑāťćΑ
āɬ̑ĔāΎǚ̶ΎƦΒāIƹāĔĢΎ
ǚͫāǍ̑Αāɷ˶͇ƛǇ͘ζ
ʥʉˀ͎ΈǇ˳ʉˬ̤ƦǇ͛
cemeteries
in Jerusalem
in particular,
and in ΈǇPalestine
in
general.
ťćΑāɬ̑ĔāΎǚ̶ɼͲΎ ї ҙҏāƱǛɷʉ˙͎ćζɷʉ˙͎ɼͲΎ їā
ɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎łǇͲζĔҙҏćΑ
āćζɼΎgrave
̈ĢΎ ĕΌ ɷͫćζofťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲ
ťǚ˙˳ͫāȈʉ̑ǽ͎ƢǇ͘Α
āćζɬʉ˅ʶˬ ͎ ƛǩ͵
[Image]: The
ʿUbada Ibn
al-Samit
Listen together to the song (Iұҫam the son of Jerusalem
and from here).

The illustration pictures the (intact) grave of ʿUbada Ibn alSamit. An exercise under the photograph asks students to
prepare a school trip to Jerusalem, ‘the capital of the State of
Palestine’, in order to visit the Aqsa Mosque and the graves of
the companions.

҇H˨йͲЏđǡȔόňˬΤȌ̞ϗɡλз ԥđ҇˔Ͳ̯ЖȌКпđˬг̈зϩԽԲ

й
Activity 3:
˔Цȴ̇ϗę҇˔ЦĪȌΉ
̝ΤŢȥ̈϶пđę
Work with the school administration to organise a trip to
Jerusalem, the capital of the State of Palestine; to visit
the blessed Aqsa Mosque, and to see the graves of the
Companions [saḥāba].
A connection is made here between religion and the everyday
life of the school: The graves of ұҬ
those famous men from the
early period of Islam are located in Jerusalem. In prompting
the students to organise a school trip to Al-Quds (Jerusalem)
the textbooks convey a political message: the demand for
Jerusalem to be the ‘Capital of the State of Palestine’.
Lesson 14 which follows is dedicated to ‘The Female
Companions of the Messenger of Allah (pbuh)’ (من صحابيّات الرسول,
min saḥābīāt ar-rasūl) and starts with an illustration that varies
between the 2017 and the 2019 editions of the textbook.
On page 74 of the 2017 edition the illustration is of a young
woman standing in an arid landscape, wearing a headscarf
and carrying a sword. In the 2019 edition she has been
replaced by a woman on a white horse with a black cloak and
headscarf against the same background. The text above the
pictures names two companions
of the Prophet Muhammad

đ
ȥԟ Џ đ
кň ȥԟ Џ
Ɲд кň
H˨й
Ͳ
ЏđǡȔόňŶȌ
˴
ΤȌ̞ϗ˜Ж
ͲЏđǡȔόňŶȌ˴й ΤȌ̞ϗ˜Ж
й
who are introduced in this lesson, namelyH˨й
Sumayyah
bintƝд
Khayyāṭ, who was the first female shahīda in Islam, and
ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ
ƺđȥЦпԽԲđ
Safiyya bint
AbdāťĢΎal-Muttalib,
an aunt of Muhammad.
ȅˬ͇ɬ̈ĢĔǇ͘āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ƦΑ
ǚͫāɼ̈Ǉ́͵ǚˈ̑ɼʒˬΎ˅ͫāɬͲȽΌ ѓ͘Ǎ ʓ ̈Ό
ȅˬ͇ɬ̈ĢĔǇ͘āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ƦΑāťĢΎǚͫāɼ̈Ǉ́͵ǚˈ̑ɼʒˬΎ˅ͫāɬͲȽΌ ѓ͘Ǎ ʓ ̈Ό
ζƹǇʶ˶ʦͫāć ζɼʉΎ ˳̵ć ζɼʉΎ ˏ̿ ɬͲ ђɡ͛ ĢćĔ ƦǇʉ̑ ϖ
HɷΎˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢłǇʉΎ ̑Ǉʥ̿ȶˈ̑Ǩ͛ĕ ϔ
ƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɼͲǚ̥ǽ͎ ɬΎ ́˶͇ɷΎˬͫāǽ̀Ģ Ȉ˶̑ ɼʉΎ ˏ̿ć ζŴǇʉΎ ̥ Ȉ˶̑ ɼʉΎ ˳̵ ɬͲ ђɡ˜̑ Ʉ̈ǨˈΎʓͫā ϕ
Ύɬ́ˏ͘āǍͲɬͲǨʒ ˈ ͫāćťćĢΎǚͫāœǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā ϗ
 ɬΎ ́˶͇ɷΎˬͫāǽ̀ĢζƹǇʶ˶ʦͫāćζȇˬΎ˅˳ͫāǚʒ͇

ǽ̀ĢζƹǇʶ˶ʦͫāćζɼʉΎ ˳̵ćζɼʉΎ ˏ̿ ɬͲђɡ͛ĢćĔƦǇʉ̑ ϖ
HɷΎˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢłǇʉΎ ̑Ǉʥ̿ȶˈ̑Ǩ͛ĕ ϔ
ƢҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɼͲǚ̥ǽ͎ ɬΎ ́˶͇ɷΎˬͫā Ȉ˶̑ɼʉΎ ˏ̿ćζŴǇʉΎ ̥Ȉ˶̑ɼʉΎ ˳̵ ɬͲђɡ˜̑Ʉ̈ǨˈΎʓͫā ϕ
Ύɬ́ˏ͘āǍͲɬͲǨʒ ˈ ͫāćťćĢΎǚͫāœǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā ϗ
 ɬΎ ́˶͇ɷΎˬͫāǽ̀ĢζƹǇʶ˶ʦͫāćζȇˬΎ˅˳ͫāǚʒ͇

ұҮ

ұҮ

Figure 75: Islamic Education 5/II
(2017), p. 74
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Islamic Education 5/II (2019),
p. 74

For changes to this passage in the PDF edition of 2020 see Chapter 5.
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ζɷʉˬ͇ȈΎˬ̿ćζɷʉͫΒāłǨˆ͵ɷ̒ΑāĢǇ˳Ύ ˬ͎ɷΎˬͫāƹǇ̶ΏƦΒāɬѓ ʒʶʓ̤Α
 āćζΎƦǨ ʒ ̿ΑҙҏȈͫǇ˙͎ζŷẠ̌ǨΎ ͫā
ɼ͛Ǩˈ˳ͫāŰĢΑāǽ͎ɬ ͎ ĔΌ ɨΎ Ό̓ζɷͫłǨˏˉʓ̵āć
Ώ

ΈǇΎ̈ĔǍ́̈łΑāĢζƈǚ˶ʦͫāƴćǩ͈ǽ͎ϖ
ǚ̈Ǩ̈ζƹǇʶΎ˶ͫāɬͲŁǨ˙ͫǇ̑ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāɬˀ̤ƛǍ̤žǍ˅̈
Ȉ͵Ǉ˜͎ζɷʓˬʓ͘ćζɷʉˬ͇Ȉ˳ʤćζǇ́ʓ˳ʉ̥ĔǍ˳ˈ̑ɷʉͫΒā Ȉͫǩ˶͎ζɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāȅˬ͇ķǚʓˈ̈ƦΑ
ā

ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāɬ͇ŷǇ͎Ύǚͫāǽ͎ɼ͇Ǉʤ єʷͫāɼ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāƴΑāǨ˳ˬͫΈҙҏǇʔͲɎђ ʥ̑

ȌΉͽϡ˨йͲЏđɎϘň҇ȄȌ̯ͽ̟Џđˬ˴й ΤȌ̞ й̺Џđ
 ̒ǽ
Ύˬͫāǽ̀ĢζćǨ˳͇Ȉ˶̑ǨΌ ̀Ǉ˳Ό
ΎʷͫāćζǨʒthat
The next page (p. 75) presents the story of Sumayyah bint łǨ ́ ʓΌ ̶āćζɼ͇Ǉʤ
The exercise
the story
Muhammad’s
ˀͫǇ̑
ȈΏ ͎Ǩ ͇Ό ζƹǇʶ˶ʦͫā
Ǉ́ʒ˙ͫ
ζǇ́˶͇ɷ
Ύ follows
Ό of
Khayyāṭ who, according to the written records and this
companion (on page 77) requires
the
students
to discuss
ѕʷͫāɨˆ˶̑
ɼ̈ćǇˈͲćζΊ
Ǩʦ̿Ǉ́
̈Ώ Ǎ ̥ΑҙҏǇĆǇ̓Ģɼ
̿Ǉ̥ćζǨˈ
Ύ
textbook, was one of the first seven people to convert to
the role of Palestinian women in the confrontation with the
 
ΑǇ͎ζɨʉˬ ̵ǽ˶̑ɬͲǇ́ͲǍ͘ȽͲH
ǽʒ
Ό The text juxtaposes
Ύ Ύ˶ͫāȅˬ͇ƹǇʶ˶ʦͫā
Islam and was said to have been murdered by a member of ķĔǇ˶ͲĿĔǇ͵Ǉ
‘Jewish˳Ύ ͫćζɨ́ˈͲȈ˳ˬ̵
Zionist occupation’.
the terms ȈͲ ǚ͘
Α ҙҏāǇĔҙҏćΑ
ΒҙҏāǨʷ͵ćζɬ̈Ύ
ζƛǇʓ˙ͫāȅˬ͇ɨ́ʓˈ
ʤ̶ćζɼˈ̑Ģ
ā Ȉˈ˳̣ζƢҨҞ̵
ǚͫāɬ͇ŷǇ͎Ύ
the Quraysh tribe. The text on page 76 then presents the
‘Jewish’ from
script
and ‘Zionist’,
a political
term ǚˬͫρĔǇ́ʤͫā
Ύ Qur‘ānic
biography of Safiyya bint Abd al-Muttalib. It repeats the storyǇ˳Ύ ͫćζɼ͛Ǩˈ˳ͫāǽ͎
with contemporary
thus suggesting that
are
Ύˬͫāɡʉʒ̵ǽ͎ĔǇ́ʤͫāć
ΈǇˈʉ˳̣āćǚ́ʷrelevance,
ʓΌ ̵āćζɷΎˬͫāɡʉʒ̵ǽ͎āćǚǇʤ͎ζɨ́ʓ͇
ĔΎ ććζɷthey
recorded in the Aḥādīth, which tells how Safiyya came across a
interchangeable (the 2019Ύ edition
also
asks
about
the
role
of ї
ǚ˳ʥͫāɼ˳̈ǩ͇ćłǇʒʔ̑ȈͫǇ͘ćζȅͫǇˈ̒ɷˬͫāł ǚ˳̤ćζȈʒʶʓ̤āćζł
Ǩʒ̿ζɨ
Ĕ Ǉ́ʷʓ̵ā
Ǉʒ͵Ǉ́ˉˬ̑


Jew after the battle of Khandaq and killed him (p. 76–77):
Palestinian women in jihād).
ɷʓ˳̤ĢǨΎ ˙ʓʶͲǽ͎ɨ́ˈͲǽ˶ˈ ˳ʤ̈ƦΑāɷΎˬͫāƛΌ ΑǇ̵ΑāǽΎ ͵ΒāćζɨĔǇ́ʷʓ̵Ǉ̑ǽ˶͎ǨΎ ̶ķǛΎͫāɷˬͫ
ƞȌ͙ԣͽͲЏˬЯ ˴ԟ ̻з ϶г
ɼʉʥˁΎʓͫāć ĔǇ́ʤͫā ǽ͎ ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ˏ ͫā ƴΑāǨ˳ͫā ĢćĔ ɬ͇ ŃΎΌ ǚʥ̒Αā
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́
ˀͫāć
Ύ
є
Ύ ˀͫāķĔǍ́ʉͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɼ̣́āǍͲǽ͎ĔǍ˳
Figure 77: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 77

Topic for discussion:
Talk about the role of Palestinian
ұұ women in their jihād,
their sacrifice and steadfastness in facing the Jewish
Zionist occupation.
Figure 76: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 76–77

2) When her brother Hamzah became a shahīd in this
battle, Safiyya came to look for him. The Messenger of
Allah (pbuh) felt sorry for her and did not want her to see
the corpse of her brother, who had been tortured by the
polytheists. So he asked her to step back; she said: ‘I will
be patient, I submit to Allah‘s power’. She looked at her
brother, prayed for him, and asked God to forgive him,
and he was buried on the battlefield.
3) During the Battle of Khandaq, she saw a Jew circling
around the Muslims’ fortress near the women, wanting
to attack Muslims, so she attacked and killed him with the
pole of her tent. She therefore deserves to be an example
of the brave Muslim women who defended Muslims.
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On the religious and political rivalry between Muhammad’s followers and the Jewish tribes in the early days of Islam, with the consequences for relations
between Jews and Muslims, cf. Nirenberg: Anti-Judaism.
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The texts discussed here belong to one learning context that is
taught over three lessons. Supported primarily by the aḥādīth,
they narrate events from the dawn of Islam related to the life
of the Prophet Muhammad. At the centre of the narrative are
the trials to which the written records state Muhammed was
subjected, as well as his female relatives and companions. One
topic runs like a central theme through the teaching material:
the followers of the Jewish tribes of Medina, always collectively
referred to as ‘Jews’, who according to the Qur‘ān turned
against the Prophet.269 Merely basing the depiction of the Jews
on the traditional literature, the text portrays the ‘Jews’ as
deceptive, cowardly and aggressive protagonists: they attempt
to kill Muhammad with a boulder from behind, or by using
poisoned food. Through the recurrent use of the phrase ‘The

3.2 THE PORTRAYAL OF JEWS IN TEXTBOOKS FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

attempts by Jews to kill the Prophet [the Messenger]’ (محاوالت
اليهود قتل النبي, muḥāwalāt al-yahūd qatil an-nabī [ar-rasūl]) the
responsibility for these actions is not placed on individuals
but on the ‘Jews’ collectively. The Jew in the story of Safiyya is
described as ‘circling around’ the camp with the intention of
killing Muslims. A didactic escalation can be identified in the
exercise in the twelfth lesson, which alludes five times to the
attempts by Jews to kill Muhammad or requires students to
repeat elements of the story. The students are further required
to watch a video portraying these acts of the ‘Jews’.270
The creation of a connection between the stated deception
of the ‘Jews’ in the early days of Islam and the insinuated
behaviour of Jews today, who supposedly desecrate Muslim
graves, is extremely escalatory. This connection is not explicitly
stated but the defiling of graves, which is associated with the
obliteration of memories and commemoration, is placed in the
same context as the earlier reports of the attempts to murder
Muhammad. Both descriptions have sacrilegious tones.
Equally escalatory is the exercise asking about the role
of Palestinian women in the face of the ‘Jewish Zionistic
occupation’. A correlation is created between the previously
narrated actions of Sumayyah bint Khayyāṭ and Safiyya bint
Abd al-Muttalib. One died as an innocent victim in a battle
against pre-Islamic heathen tribes and the other is held in
high regard as a result of her actions being described as
heroic in the ḥadīth: she killed a Jew who was endangering
the camp. Even if no explicit call to violence is present, it is
clear that telling this story immediately before setting the
exercise will influence the students’ answers so that a violent
solution to the conflict with the ‘Jewish Zionist occupation’
might be suggested. The significance of this may be increased
by the addition to the 2019 edition of the question on the
role of Palestinian women in jihād. Whilst the text does not
specify a military jihād, and peaceful means of resistance
may be meant, there is no explanation to ensure such an
understanding is negated or rejected.

270

The illustration in the 2017 edition of the young woman
with a sword, which was replaced in the 2019 edition by
an (unarmed) woman on a white horse, certainly does not
de-escalate in this respect. The whole learning context is lent
a certain charge by the following fact: it is not so much the
sufferings of the Prophet or the actions of the companions
that appear to be the focus of this teaching unit but rather
the alleged perniciousness of the Jews. Even in the present
day it is not the ‘Zionists’ who are charged with evil deeds,
such as desecrating graves, but Jews. The term ‘Zionist
occupation’ (االحتالل الصهيوين, al-iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī) that recurs in
the textbooks in the context of the conflict is replaced here
by the term ‘Jewish Zionist occupation’ (االحتالل اليهودي الصهيوين,
al-iḥtilāl al-yahūdī aṣ-ṣuhyūnī). The chapter therefore sends
the message that the Jews as a collective are dangerous and
deceptive, and demonises them. It generates feelings of
hatred towards Jews and – given the criteria listed in
Chapter 1.3.1 – must be characterised as anti-Semitic.
In the 2020 edition of the textbook Islamic Education 5/II
this teaching unit has been altered in several passages,
thereby reducing the negative focus on Jews (see chapter 5).

See Figure 71. It was not possible to ascertain which video the students were required to watch.
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˔д̈Кпđę ˍЯ ϝȌΤ ˔д͝КȌΑрȌϩ ҇Ǩг Ȍ϶ ȌЖ ɸ˴̯
д Џđ
г  гǰȌϺ
г
 ϔϗϔϘťǍʔ͵ĢǍ͛ϔ ˔дϺȌΑȌ̀μɎϩд
ȥ̈́гΤ
łǇͲ ζȇʉˬˀͫā
Ύ ȅˬ͇ Țʉʶ˳ͫā ǚʉΎ ʶͫā
ѓ łǍ˳̑
ζǨΎ Ύʷͫāćɼʈʉ˅ʦͫāƱǚʒˈʓʶ̒ķǛͫāɨ̈ǚ˙ͫāƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāǇ˶ʉ͎
ζĢćǨ ΎʷͫāɬͲĢǨΎ ʥ̒ǚ̈ụ̈̌ƦǇʶ͵Βā Ǉ˶ʉ͎ƢǇ͘ɷʓͲǇʉ˙̑ć
Țʉʶ˳ͫāǚʉΎ ʶͫā
ѓ ȅ˅͇ΑāɷʓͲǇʉ˙̑ćɼ̵āǚ˙ͫāćǨΎ ʒ ͫāȫʒͫć
ŔćǨΎ ͫǇ̑ƴǚ̈ụ̈̌ƴĔҙҏǍ̑Ǉ́ʉ͎ȅˆʥ͵ǽʓͫāɼ̵Ύǚ˙ ˳Ό ͫāɼ̈ĔǍ˳ˈ˳ͫāɷʉͫΒā Ǩʉʷ̒ǇͲāǛćζƴǚ̈ụ̈̌ƴǇʉ̤ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏā
ԟКđп  гǰȔгͲ̈́Υг ԽԲпđƛǍ̵ǨΎ ͫāȫͫǍ̑ȫ̈ǚ˙ͫāƛǍ˙̈ć
ŶȔг
гȥ̞ԟз ̈ͽг зЏȌК кȥԟ ̈́г Υг ˜˴λȌͽ
г ͽЏȌК кȥԟ ̈́г Υг  гƲȔ̯гΑɸ˴̯ЏȌΤ
г
з
˜˴г
з Τ˜к Жз ǿз гȥ˴̝Џđ˨з зΥ ňг ȥ͙д Τŵд оԽԲđд˨Жг Ȍ϶пđȌϺɛй̈λ҇˨з зΥ ȔЖɎϩǼд ȌͽкϺňȌύęˬз Αԟ Īз Ȕ̈́ЏȌΤд˨̈́г ЖȌȇйͽзϩȥд ϩ҇д˨̈́г Ж
з пԽԲđ
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3.2.2 TEXTBOOKS FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Textbooks for Christian religious education frequently
mention Jews, particularly in chapters describing the Gospel
and subsequent suffering of Jesus and the promulgation
of Christianity by the Apostles. They discuss the different
religious groups that existed at the time of Jesus, such as the
Pharisees and Sadducees, and describe the Samaritans as
enemies of the Jews.271 They also describe how Jesus’ body
was to be embalmed with ointments according to Jewish
custom272 and how pious Jews took part in the events of
Pentecost,273 the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, as well as
stating that individual Jews believed in Jesus274 and that the
Apostles converted Jews and Gentiles alike.275
The primary focus of the textbook content for all age groups
lies, however, on the Christian faith itself. The textbooks do
not teach Christianity in the context of historical theology; it
is not presented as a religion based upon older beliefs (which,
according to the Christian viewpoint, have been transcended).
There is therefore no necessity to systematically present
Judaism as the precursor to Christianity. Because the Old
Testament is part of the written canon, reference is made to
these books and to the people who appear in them. Christian
Education 6, for example, provides an overview of important
prophets and kings mentioned in the Old Testament, but all
are furnished with a Christological reference: King David as a
(biological) ancestor of Jesus Christ and the prophet Isiah as
the most significant herald of the Old Testament to predict the
coming of Christ.276
Many of the textbooks contain references to the Jewish
religion that have an informative character, or text that refers
to common features of both religions. Passover is referred to
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in this context – relating to Jesus’s last days in Jerusalem – and
ŶđĪȴ͌Ж
described as a celebration by Jews of their deliverance
from
slavery
in
Egypt,
while
Christians
are
said
to
commemorate
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the
death and resurrection of Jesus during the same
period:
ɼͲǇʉ˙ͫāɼʶʉ˶͛Ȉ̀Ǩˈ̒ǚ͘ćƢϖϕϙɼ˶̵Ǩʉʒ˜ͫāɬʉ˅˶˅ʶ͘ǚ̈ȅˬ͇ƴǨͲƛć
āΑ ɼʶʉ˶˜ͫāƱǛ
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Figure 78: Christian Education 7 (2018), p. 134

ҫҭҮ

Pesach: The term (fiṣih) [Pesach] means Passover. Jews
celebrate the feast of Passover as a commemoration of
their liberation from slavery in Egypt. But we – Christians –
celebrate fiṣih to commemorate the death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ who liberated us from slavery to sin.

Christian Education 10 explains that the Old Testament is the
first part of the Bible, shared by Jews and Christians. Jews
and Protestants, unlike Orthodox believers and Catholics, are
said to only recognise the books of the Old Testament that
were written in Hebrew.278 Another textbook names the Torah
(التوراة, at-tawrāt), but does not explain it in relation to the
Jewish religion; rather it simply says that it comprises the first
five books of the Old Testament.279 Referring to the historical
books of the Bible, the textbook states that they describe the
‘journey of the people of God’ (مسرية شعب الله, masīrat shaʿb
Allāh).280 The textbook for year 10 states that the progenitor
Abraham is venerated by Christians, Muslims and Jews as the
‘father of believers’:281

‘Samaritans: They are a group native to Samaria. They did not believe in the Temple of Jerusalem, but built a temple on Mount Gerizim; there was a
relationship of intense enmity between them and the Jews.’ Christian Education 7 (2018), p. 70:  بل بنوا هيكال عىل، مل يؤمنوا بهيكل أورشليم، وهم جامعة تسكن السامرة:السامريون
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. كانت بينهم وبني اليهود عداوة شديدة،جبل جرزيم
Christian Education 7 (2018), p. 133.

Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 11: وكان يف أورشليم أناس أتقياء من اليهود جاؤوا من كل أمة تحت السامء

ٍ  وارتوينا من روح،واحد لنكون جسدًا واحدًا
ٍ  تع َّمدنا بروح، عبيدًا أم أحرا ًرا، أيهودًا كنا أم غري يهود،فنحن كلنا
Christian Education 9 (2018), p. 140: (29-1: 12  كورنثوس1( ]...[ .واحد
Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 147: .كان الرسل يتوجهون إىل اليهود والوثنيني
Christian Education 6 (2018), p. 42.
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Christian Education 7 (2018), p. 134.

278

Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 21:  وبعدهم الربوتستانت، فأتباع الديانة اليهودية. ولكن مع بعض الفوارق،القسم األول من الكتاب املقدس؛ أي العهد القديم مشرتك بني الديانتني اليهودية واملسيحية
. كتابًا٣٩  وعددها،يعرتفون فقط بالكتب املكتوبة باللغة العربية
Christian Education 6 (2018), p. 23: (... والخروج، وهي الكتب الخمسة األوىل املدونة يف العهد القديم (التكوين:التوراة
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Christian Education 6 (2018), p. 23.
Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 48: .“ ويرون فيه “أبا املؤمنني،واملسيحيون واملسلمون واليهود يكرمون إبراهيم

3.2 THE PORTRAYAL OF JEWS IN TEXTBOOKS FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

ɷͫɼʥʉ̑ĕɎ ʥ̵Βāɷ˶ ̑āƢ ǚѕ ˙̈ƦΑāɷ˶Ͳȇˬ˅͎ζɷ̑ɷ˙Ύˬˈ̒ćζɨʉāǨ̑ΒāƦǇ˳̈Βāɬʥʓ˳̈ƦΑ
āĔāĢΑāɷˬͫāɬΎ ˜ͫćζɷͫɷˬͫā

ɬͲɨʉāǨ̑ΒāœǨ̥ćζɎʥ̵ΒāɷΌ ˬͫāȻˏʥ͎ɷˬͫǇ̑ɼ˙ˬ˅˳ͫāɷʓ˙̓ǇˈΈ ̀āćζΏĔĔѓ Ǩʓ̈ɨͫɷΎ˶˜ͫćζɑͫĕɨʉāǨ̑ΒāɨΏ ́ˏ̈ɨͫ
Ȉʦ̵Ύ Ģɡ̑ζɷˬͫāɬ͇ƱΏǚˈʒ̒ɨͫɨʉāǨ̑ΒāǇ́̑ǨΎ ͲǽʓͫāƴǨʉʔ˜ͫāɬʥ˳ͫāΎƦΒāɷˬͫǇ̑ɼ˙̓ćǇΈ͵Ǉ˳̈ΒāǨʔ͛Αāɼ˶ʥ˳ͫāƱǛ
ɬͲǇ́ˬ͛ɷ̒Ǉʉʥ̑ɨʉāǨ̑ΒāǨͲǇ͈ǚ˙ͫ ϖϖ-ϔϙϔϛɬ̈Ǎ˜̒ ɷ˙̈ǚˀ̑ƹǨ˳ͫāɼ͘ҨҞ͇ɷˬͫǇ̑ɷʓ͘ҨҞ͇Ȉʥʒ̿ΑǇ͎ζɷ͵Ǉ˳̈Βā
ŰĢΑҙҏāɨͲΑāȽʉ˳̣ɷ̑ƋĢǇ̑ćζāΈǚ͇́ɷˈͲƢǇ͘Αāćζɷˬͫāɷ͛ĢǇʒ͎ζɷˬͫāɡ̣Αā

˜˴ͽЖȓЏđȔΤпđ
ɷˬͫāΎƦΑҙҏρƦǍ́̈ƹǽ̶ɡ˜͎ζɷʓʒʥͲćɷˬͫāɼ͵ǇͲΑāȅˬ͇ǚ˳ʓˈ̈ɷΎ ͵ΑҙҏρłǇ̑ǍˈˀˬͫǇ̑Έ Ǉʶ̤ɨʉāǨ̑Βāȇʶʥ̈ɨͫ
Ώ
ǨǨʉʶ̈ɷ˶˜ͫćζɨʉāǨ̑ΒāɨͫΑǇʓ̈łǇ̑ǍˈˀͫāƢǇͲΑāćɷʒʥ̈ćɷ˙͎āǨ̈
ǨǨʒ˜̈ćǍ˳˶̈ƴǨͲɡ͛ǽ͎ćζĔĔє Ǩ̒Ǩʉ͈ɬͲŁΎ ǨΎ ͫāɎ̈Ǩ̈́ǽ͎
ǚ̈ụ̈̌ɬͲǚͫǍ̈ć
ζɬʉ˶Ͳǌ˳ͫā Ǎ̑Αāć ɷˬͫā ɡʉˬ̥ ɨʉāǨ̑Βā Ǎ͇ǚ͵
ƦćǨ̈ćζɨʉāǨ̑ΒāƦǍͲǨ˜̈ĔǍ́ʉͫāćƦǍ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāćƦǍʉʥʉʶ˳ͫāć
Ʀ
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Figure 79: Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 48
ŷǩ͇ǩʓ̈ҙҏķǛͫāƦǇ˳̈ ΒҙҏāƛǇʔͲɬʉʉ͵āǨʒˈͫāȅͫΒāɼͫǇ̵Ǩͫāɷʉ͎ĿǨ̒ćζɬʉˈ˳̣ΑāǨʷʒͫāůҨҞʦͫɷˬͫāɷˬ̵ĢΑāķǛͫā
ɷʓ˙̓Ƚ̀ććζɷ͇Ǉ̈́Αāćζɷˬͫāǚʒ͇ǚ˙͎ρǇʉѐ ˬ˳͇ƦǇ͛ɡ̑ζǇ̈ѐ Ǩˆ͵ƦǇ˳̈ ΒҙҏāāǛɬ˜̈ɨͫć ϔϓ-ϛϔϔɬʉʉ͵āǨʒ͇ ɷˬͫǇ̑
The Father of believers:
ɷˬʉʒ̵ǽ͎ƹǽ̶ɡ˜̑ȅʥΎ ̀ćζɷ̑
Ibrāhīm [Abraham] never worried about trouble, because
Ǉ˳͛ƦǇ˳̈ ΒҙҏāǽΎ˙˶̒ɼ˶ʥ˳ͫǇ͎ζɷʓʉ˙˶̒ćǇ˶͵Ǉ˳̈Βāǚ̈ǚʤʓͫɼ̿Ǩ͎ǽǇ˳Ύ ͵ΒāǇ˶͵Ǉ˳̈ΒāǇ́̑Ǩ˳̈ǽʓͫāłǇ̑ǍˈˀͫāΎƦΒā
he relies on God’s faithfulness and love. Everything is
Ɏ˳Ύ ˈʓ̈ćζț̵Ǩʓ̈ćζǇ˶͵Ǉ˳̈Β
āĿǍΎ ˙ʓ̈Ǉ́̑ǨΎ ˳͵ɼ˶ʥͲɡ͛ǽ͎ćǇˀͫǇ̥Ǉ
ʒĕǇ́˶ͲœǨʦʉ͎ζȇǛͫāĢǇ˶ͫāǽΎ
˙˶̒
Έ
Ύ
Έ

easy because God accompanies and loves him. Difficulties
may have caused Abraham pain, but he walks on God’s
path without hesitation, and every time he grows and is
reborn.
We call Abraham ‘the friend of God’ or ‘the father of ҮҲ
believers’. Christians, Muslims and Jews honour Abraham
and consider him a ‘father of believers’.

The exercise that follows this passage requires students ‘to
write a paper on Abraham’s importance in Christianity, Islam
and Judaism using proper sources’. 282
Christian Education 7 addresses the crucifixion of Jesus.283 The
text follows the narrative of the Gospels, without using the
corresponding passages from the New Testament that contain
generalising accusations. It names ‘Jewish priests’ ()كهنة اليهود

282
283

as responsible for taking Jesus to the Roman governor Pontius
Pilate, who condemned him to death, instead of referring
generally to ‘the Jews’. When describing the crucifixion itself
it is ‘the people’ who demanded Jesus be put to death and
called for the criminal Barabbas to be released.284 There is
no discernible linguistic or didactic escalation. The portrayal
does not imply any collective guilt on the part of the Jewish
people for the crucifixion of Jesus,285 nor does it contain any
corresponding invective.
The same cannot be said for the depiction of another story
of suffering from the New Testament, namely the martyrdom
of St Stephen (ca. 1–36/40 CE). The text, quoted from the
Acts of the Apostles (6), is repeated three times in the
textbooks for years 8286, 9287 and 10288. The story discusses
the opposition of ‘some members of the congregation
known as the congregation of the emancipated slaves’
ِ بعض أعضاء املجمع املعروف مبَج َمعِ ال َع, baʿḍ aʿḍā’ al-majmaʿ
(بيد امل ُ َح َّررِي َن
al-maʿrūf bi majmaʿ al-ʿabīd al-muḥarrarīn) to the faith of the
first Christian martyr, Stephen. It mentions the members of
the highest Jewish court in the ancient world, the Sanhedrin
as described in the Acts of the Apostles, and correctly
describes them as ‘Jews’. A certain anti-Jewish tenor to the
story arises from the account of ancient religious competition
between the first Christians and the adherents of Judaism.
This tone is, however, present in the original literature and
cannot therefore be attributed to the textbooks alone. The
description of his being stoned outside the gates of Jerusalem
is taken verbatim from the Acts of the Apostles. Even through
the word ‘Jews’ is not used, it is clear from the text that it
is the Jews who stone Stephen. The textbooks for years 8
and 10 feature a historic painting and a mural depicting the
stoning of St Stephen.

Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 50: . مستعينني باملراجع املناسبة،أعمل بحثًا حول أهمية إبراهيم يف املسيحية واإلسالم واليهودية
On the problem of contextualising the story of the life and Passion of Jesus within Christian anti-Judaism, cf. Nirenberg, Anti-Judaism, p. 48–134 and 183–216;
specifically on the crucifixion and the collective blaming of the Jews for the killing of Jesus, cf. Schäfer, Peter: Kurze Geschichte des Antisemitismus, München: C.
H. Beck, 2020, p. 50–58.

284
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Christian Education 7 (2018), p. 126: . فقدموه للحاكم الروماين بيالطس البنطي ليحكم عليه،] ولكن الكهنة مل يكن لهم الحق بالحكم عىل يسوع باملوت...[ لقد اتهم كهنة اليهود يسوع بالتجديف عىل الله
The Catholic Church distanced itself from this view, which had prevailed for centuries, with the ‘Nostra aetate’ declaration made by the Second Vatican Council
in 1965. As the textbooks are not only written for Catholic students but also for Orthodox Christian students, it would be interesting to consider the extent to
which the effects of this declaration might be reflected in the textbooks.
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Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 41.

287

Christian Education 9 (2018), p. 27.

288

Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 140.
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Ό ̈

 ǽ̤ćĢΌ ɡΏ ʒѓ ˙̒ ζŷΌ Ǎʶ̈ ŁΎ ǨΎ ͫā Ǉ́̈є Αā ƛΌ Ǎ˙ʉ͎ ζǍ͇ǚ̈ Ǎ ć ťǍ͵Ǉˏ
 ʓ ̵Βā Ʀ Ǎ˳̣Ǩ
ϙϓ-Ϙϗ Ϛ ρϔϘ-ϛ ϙ ɡ̵Ό Ǩє ͫā ƛǇ˳͇Αā

łǇͲć
 āǛ ƛ Ǉ͘ ɼ ʈ ʉ˅ʦͫā Ʊ Ǜ  ɨ́ ʉˬ ͇ ȇΏ ʶʥ
Ό ̒ ҙҏ ζŁє Ģ Ǉ̈
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Christian Education 8 (2018), p. 40–45.
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Christian Education 9 (2018), p. 25–31.
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Christian Education 10 (2018), p. 134–140.
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3.3

THE PORTRAYAL OF ISRAELI VIOLENCE 			
AGAINST PALESTINIANS

3.3.1 DEPICTIONS OF VIOLENCE IN SOCIAL STUDIES
TEXTBOOKS
Israeli violence is portrayed in textbooks of most subjects,
although different patterns are recognisable when comparing
the textbooks according to subjects. Israeli violence against
Palestinians is predominantly portrayed in social studies,
history and geography textbooks. This section investigates
the representations and the textbook exercises concerning
elements that might foster a semantic or didactic escalation.
The term ‘Israel’ is employed sparingly and, as in textbooks
for other subjects, ‘the (Zionist) occupation’, occurs more
frequently.292 It is portrayed as the aggressor that violates
Palestinian collective rights. The persons whose rights are
described as violated vary but include different Palestinian
groups such as children, refugees, prisoners and Bedouins.

з дК ҭ ƮȌ̰К
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇
г ʛд λՏՄ

The focus is on children as those who suffer particularly
as a result of the conflict.293 Here the didactic principle
of addressee orientation comes into play, facilitating the
students’ self-identification with the examples given. The
textbooks thereby emphasise that children’s rights are
violated by the Israeli occupation, which, they claim, restricts
their access to education, detains and delays them at military
checkpoints, or violates their right to education by harassing
them in the vicinity of schools:

ƱҨҞ͇Ώ іāĢǍ ˀͫā
є ɬ Ͳ ƴΊ Ģ Ǎ̿ɡѕ Ό͛ɬΏ ͇ ǨΌ ʒѕ ˈ Ό͵

Ί Ģ Ǉ˳ͲΌ ǨΌΌ ͛ǛΏ ͵
 ̈́Ώ і ҨҞΏ ͫ ɬͲ ΐ ҙҏΏ āȬʉΏ ˈ Ώͫāȅˬ͇ ǨѕΌ ̓ǌ Ό̒ƛҨҞ
 ʓ ̤Ҩ
Ώ̥їāłǇ̵
ƛǇˏ
Ώ ҞͫĿǨ
ɬʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ͎ ǽ͎

Figure 84: National and Social Upbringing 4/I (2018), p. 59

ϘϜ

292

See Chapter 3.1.1.

293

See also Chapter 4.2.3.

Activity (3): Observe and conclude:
[Images]:
- Describe each of the images above.
- Mention other practices that impact the safe living 		
environment for children in Palestine.
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The compilation of images in National and Social Upbringing 4/I
appears to depict everyday situations in which children are
the victims of a context tainted by a military presence. These
pictures can be described as of a non-escalatory nature. The
fourth illustration, a drawing, portrays a classroom in which
students are looking at the empty seat of their classmate,
identified as a casualty of the conflict by the Palestinian flag
and the keffiyeh on his chair, together with the sign ash-shahīd.
At first glance, this is a situation that may be familiar to many
˜˴̯̀ͲϩɎϩ˔˴Ͳ̈́̈ͲЏɎКȔ˴Ή̺ЏđǡՏՄ̈λԽԲđŶȌϺȌΉ̈Кđ
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 ү ƮȌ̰К
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ϕϚFigure 85: Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 27
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[Image 1:] Khan Al-Ahmar School in the Jerusalem desert
[Image 2:] Electronic checkpoints in Hebron city centre
[Image 3:] Zionist occupation attacks on students in
Hebron
[Image 4:] A daily scene of students’ difficulties as they try
to cross the annexation and expansion wall
- Mention examples of the Zionist occupation practices
against education in Palestine.
- Discuss the principles adopted by the Zionist 		
occupation towards education in Palestine.
- Conclude the objectives of the ‘policy of stultification’
practiced by the occupiers towards Palestinians.

While, here too, the juxtaposition of images serves a
predominantly illustrative function, this section does take on
an escalatory character with the exercises that follow, which
didactically replicate and are thus geared to internalise the
message that occupation forces violate the rights of children.
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3.3.2 STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE: SETTLEMENTS AND THE
SEPARATION BARRIER
History textbooks present settlements as Israel’s method of
dominating the land, thus changing what Palestinians call
its ‘cultural and demographic character’ and in particular
understand Zionism to be a colonial settler project. Since
Israeli policy changed from military to civil settlements,294
building houses is understood on the Palestinian side as a
continuation of the war by other means. By compromising
the environment, settlements are identified as structural – or
more precisely spatial – violence.
However, in the textbooks it is not quite clear which parts
of the land (or the map) are considered to be used for
settlements, either the West Bank and – until 2005 – Gaza,
or the whole of Palestine, i.e. the territory of the State of
Israel as well. It is obvious, however, that the textbooks seek
to portray Israeli policy on the whole as hostile to Palestinian
presence and identity. Settlements are presented as the
continuation of the ‘colonial project’ to sharpen Zionist
nationalism and ‘erase’ or weaken the Palestinian counterpart.
History 11/I quotes a source from 1981 that explains:
Settlement constitutes a basic starting point in Zionist
thought and the practical application of Zionism, so it
can be described as Zionism at work. According to their
statement, ‘The truth is that there is no Zionism without
settlement, and there is no Jewish state without the
eviction of Arabs, the confiscation of their land, and its
fencing’. This goes hand in hand with the demolition of
Arab Palestinian society, and is in harmony with the racist
philosophy of the Zionist ideology based on the denial,
uprooting, and rejected coexistence or even existence of
the other. Its aim is to evacuate, replace and displace the
Palestinian people in order to settle new Zionists rather
than the people in Palestine.295
The components and consequences of Israeli settlement
policy are illustrated by the following presentation of
photographs:

ǼȴϗȌͽϡę҇ɎКȔ˴Ή̺ЏđǰȌ̀˴̈όԽԲđǨȔΉ͌Ж
д
ɡ˴̝дК˔й Φ҇ дɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ňȔ̺ЏđʛλՏՄК
đп ҫ ƮȌ̰К

 
ĢǍˀͫāǽ͎ƱǚǇʷ͵ǇͲɄ
Ό ˀ͵
łǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāƱǛǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāǇ́ʉˬ͇ƢǇ͘ΑāǽʓͫāȽ͘āǍ˳ͫāɼʉ˳ΑāȬ͘Ǉ˶Ό
Ό ͵
łǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāɬͲǇǨʉ͈ɬ͇ťǚ˙ͫāǽ͎ɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāłǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāƹǇ˶̑Ⱥ˳͵žҨҞʓ̥āǨΌ ʶѕ ˏΌ͵
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƦǇ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏǇ̑ĔǍˀ˙˳ͫāǇͲɨ˜̈ΑāǨ̑

u
u
u
u

Figure 86: History 11/I (2018), p. 80

The concept of Zionist settlement and its components:
Activity (1/a): Look at the images, draw conclusions and
٨٠
answer the questions:
[Images]
- Describe what you see in the images
- Discuss the significance of the sites where settlements
have been established by the occupation
- Explain the difference in the pattern used to build 		
the Zionist settlements in Jerusalem from that of other
settlements
- In your opinion, what is meant by the Zionist 		
settlement?

294

Allweil, Yael: ‘West Bank Settlement and the Transformation of Zionist Housing Ethos from Shelter to Act of Violence.’ Footprint 19 (2016): 13–36.

295

History 11/I (2018), p. 81, quoting ʻAbd al-Raḥmān Abū ʻArafah’s work  التطبيق العميل للصهيونية.االستيطان. (al-istiṭān. al-taṭbīq al-ʻamalī lil-ṣuhyūnīa)

(‘Settlement. The practical application of Zionism’):  لذا ميكن وصفه بأنه الصهيونية يف حالة العمل؛ تطبيقًا ملقولتهم، والتطبيق العميل للصهيونية،يشكّل االستيطان منطلقا أساس ًيا يف الفكر الصهيوين

„، لقد متيز االستيطان الصهيوين عن غريه من االستيطان الحديث بأنه ال يقترص عىل عملية البناء فقط.“ وتسييجها، ومصادرة أراضيهم، وال دولة يهودية دون إخالء العرب،إن الحقيقة هي ال صهيونية دون استيطان
 وتهجري، أو القبول بوجوده؛ ألن غايته هي اإلجالء واإلحالل، ال التعايش معه، واقتالعه،بل يتالزم ذلك مع هدم املجتمع العريب الفلسطيني؛ انسجا ًما مع فلسفة الفكر الصهيوين العنرصية املبنية عىل أساس نفي اآلخر
.بدل منهم يف فلسطني
ً  الشعب الفلسطيني؛ من أجل توطني الوافدين الصهاينةThe second part of the source is discussed with regard to its statements relating to Zionism in 3.1.1.
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The four photographs depicted here are said to show ‘Zionist’,
i.e. Israeli, settlements. The bottom-left photograph shows
the Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock in front of
French Hill, a district of Jerusalem located in the territories
seized by Israel in 1967 and therefore not recognised as part
of Israel under international law. This also applies to East
Jerusalem in general, which Israeli law has deemed part of
Greater Jerusalem – and thus Israeli territory – since 1980.
The places depicted on the other photographs are probably
settlements in the West Bank; the lack of captions renders it
impossible to determine their exact location. The top-right
photograph shows the separation barrier, which in this picture
runs between a modern-looking neighbourhood on one side
and an Arab village on the other. The images are presumably
supposed to make plain the geopolitical and strategic
impacts of settlements on the situation of Palestinians –
their dominance over the land, the carving up of Palestinian
territory, the segregation of Palestinian lands and their
populations. It is probably this that the fourth exercise aims
to convey in its enquiry as to the intentions of the ‘Zionist’
settlement. The photograph of Jerusalem is presumably
supposed to symbolise the threat posed by a ‘Judaising’
(تهويد, tahwīd) of sections of the city claimed to be Palestinian.
The exercise seeks to emphasise the significance of Jerusalem
and the impact of the ‘Zionist’ construction projects around
the Old City and on Muslim holy sites.
In another passage in the same textbook, some settlements
are discussed as a measurement of security (املستوطنات األمنية,
al-mustawṭanāt al-amniyya, literal translation: ‘security
settlements’) used by Israel to pressure the Palestinians and
intimidate those who have thus far remained in Jerusalem
into leaving. According to the text, Zionism proclaims a
historical and religious right to the land and the realisation of
the settlements is in line with these claims. The only historical
continuity depicted in the textbook, however, appears to be
that between Jewish immigration and Zionist ideology and
settlements.296

Settlements and other forms of structural violence are also
of significance in the real-life connections identified in the
textbooks for mathematics and science. Here, Israeli policy
is criticised for being segregationist and for considering
itself superior. As is the case in other real-life connections
as well, a mathematics exercise in a lesson on algebraic
operations describes the separation barrier as a ‘wall of racial
segregation’ (العنرصي
جدار الفصل, jidār al-faṣl al-ʿunṣurī) while the
ّ
text actually focuses on the damage done to a farmer who
has lost substantial parts of his land due to its construction.297
In a research task about heavy metals in the life sciences
textbook for year 8, Israeli industrial areas in the ‘Israeli
colonial settlements […] on Palestinian soil’ are described as
polluting the environment.298 The research task is to give a
presentation about the danger of heavy metals:
ˬ˴̞̉Τˬй ΉЖг 

ɼʉˬʉ̇āǨ̵āɼ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵āɼʉ͵Ǉ˅ʉʓ̵āɼʉ͇Ǉ˶̿ɼ˙˅˶Ͳ

ɼʉΎ ˬʉ̇āǨ̵ Βҙҏā ɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā łǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫā ǽ͎ ɼʉ͇Ǉ˶ˀͫā Ɏ̈́Ǉ˶˳ͫā șʓ ˶Ό̒
ɬͲćζɼʉΎ ʈʉʒͫāłǇ̓ǍΎ ˬ˳ͫāŷāǍ͵Αā ɬͲǨʉʔ˜ͫāɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāȅˬ͇
ζɼʈʉʒˬͫƴǨͲΎ ǚͲĢǇ̓ΐāǇ́ͫǽʓͫāɼˬʉ˙ʔͫāǨ̿Ǉ˶ˈͫāłǇ̓Ǎˬ˳ͫāƱǛȅˬ͇ɼˬʔͲΑҙҏā
Ɏʒ̇ǩͫāζƢćǨ˜ͫāζƢǍʉͲĔǇ˜ͫāǇ́˶ͲćƦǇʶ͵ ΒҙҏāɼʥΎ ̿ȅˬ͇ƴǨʉ˅̥ć
ŰāǨ͇Αҙҏāćζɼˬʉ˙ʔͫāǨ̿Ǉ˶ˈͫāƢǍ́ˏͲȅˬ͇ķǍʓʥ̈ΈǇʉΎ ˳ˬ͇ΈǇ̀Ǩ͇ѓǚ͇ Αā
ƦǇʶ͵ Βҙҏāȅˬ͇ǇǨ̈́ǇʦͲćζɨ˳Ύ ʶʓˬͫɼʉ̀Ǩ˳ͫā

Figure 87: Science and Life 9/II (2019),
p. 12
ˬ̈́˴̇̀ЏđɎϩȴϗȌͽ̈́ЏđƋđȴ̟̈όđňĪȌ̺Ж
ұ ƮȌ̰К
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environmental pollutants.
Examples of these pollutants
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environment and areɎ̑Ǉʶͫā
dangerous
toǇ́˶ͲƦ
human
ȵ˶ͫāǽ͎łǇͲǇʦͫā
ǍΎ ˜ʓ̒ǽʓͫāhealth,
Ǩ̿Ǉ˶ˈͫāȽ͘ǍͲĔΎṳ̈̌ϖ
Ȉʉ˳ͫāǨʥʒͫāŔҨҞͲΑā
including
cadmium, chromium
and mercury.
τ Ǉ́ʉͫΒāǽ˳ʓ˶̒ǽʓͫāłǇ͇Ǎ˳ʤ˳ͫā
ȉ̈ǚʥͫāķĢćǚͫāƛćǚʤͫāǽ͎
Prepare a scientific presentation about the heavy metals,
ƛćǚʤͫāǽ͎Ǩˀ˶ˈˬͫɡ̑Ǉ˙˳ͫāȇ̵Ǉ˶˳ͫāƦǇ˜˳ͫāǽ͎ · Ƚ̀ɨ̓ζƋǨʓ͎ĔȅͫΒāǽ̒ΐ ҙҏāƛćǚʤͫāɡ˙͵āϗ
the
pathological symptoms of poisoning, and their
ɼˈʉʒ˅ͫāǽ͎Ǩ̿Ǉ˶ˈͫāȅˬ͇ƛǍˀʥͫāĢĔǇˀͲ
dangerous
impact on
human health.
ɼʉ̀ĢΑҙҏāƴǨʷ˙ͫā
ĢǇʥʒͫāƱǇʉͲ
ķǍʤͫāƹāǍ́ͫā
Ǩˀ˶ˈͫā
[Image]
ɬʉʤʶ͛Αҙҏā
Industrial area in an Israeli colonial settlement ĔǍʉͫā
ǚ̈ǚʥͫā
ťǇʥ˶ͫā
ĢǍˬ˜ͫā

ϔϕ
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History 11/I (2018), p. 82.
‘The wall of racial segregation has destroyed and despoiled a wide area of Palestinian agricultural land. A farmer owns a square piece of agricultural land;
the length of one side is 23m. The wall has taken away a square part of it with a side length of 17m. What is the area of land remaining to the farmer?’

ٍ
Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 55: ،ً اقتط َع منها الجدا ُر قطع ًة مربّعة، م23  طول ِضلْعها،ً ميتلك مزار ٌع أرضا ً زراعيّة مربّعة.وسلَبَها
العنرصي ِم
د ّمر جدار الفصل
ّ
َ ساحات واسعة من األرايض ال ّزراعيّة ال ِفل َْسطينيّة
298
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 فام ِمساحة ال ِقطْعة املتبقّية من أرض املزارع؟.م17 طول ِضلْعها
Science and Life 9/II (2019), p. 12.

3.3 THE PORTRAYAL OF ISRAELI VIOLENCE AGAINST PALESTINIANS

The textbooks also present the ‘occupation’ as a competitor
for natural resources. This characterisation draws attention to
the limitations that Palestinians face in maximising the use of
their resources and developing their economy. The following
passage from a social studies textbook demonstrates how
the policies of ‘occupation’ are singled out and addressed as
the obstacles hindering the Palestinians’ ability to access the
resources of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip:

ɢͲԟ ̈́г Υг ȌКпđ



ρǽ͇āǨ˳ͫāɼ̤ǇʶͲɎʉ̀Ǉ́˶ͲζƴΎ
ǚ͇ɡ ͛ǇʷͲćłǇ̑Ǎˈ̿ɬʉ˅ʶˬ ͎ǽ͎ɼ
ʉΎ ͵āǍʉ ʥͫāΌ
 ƴć ǨΏ ѓʔͫāɷ̣āǍ̒
Ί
ǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāɬͲΈɼˈ̵āćłǇ̤Ǉʶ
Ͳ ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāƴĢĔǇˀͲćζĢǇ˅ͲΑҙҏāɼʉΎ ˳͛ŴǍ˙̵Ł ǛΌ ̑Ώ Ǜ ̒ȇʒʶ̑
ɷ̣āǍ̒Ǉ˳͛ρǇ́ͫɼͲģҨҞͫāɼ̈ćĔΑҙҏāćžҨҞ͇ΑҙҏāĢǇˈ̵ΑāŷǇˏ̒ĢāćζǇ́ʉˬ͇ǽ͵āǨ˳ˈΌ ͫāɄ̤ǩΎ ͫāćζɼΎ̈Ǎ͇Ǩͫā
Ί ǚʥ̒ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ǽ͎ɼʉΎ ˜˳ʶͫāƴćǨʔͫā
ɬ̈ĔǇʉΎ ˀͫāȽ˶˳̈ķǛͫāǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
Ύ ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɼ̵Ǉʉ̵ȇʒʶ̑ρłǇ̈Ύ
ɡ̤Ǉʶͫāɬ͇ɼʉ̑Ǩˉͫāɼˏˁͫāƛǩ͇ćζƴǩΎ ͈ɡ̤āǍ̵ȅˬ͇ƋǇ˳̵ΑҙҏāǚʉΏ ̿ǽ͎ɨ́Ύ˙̤ɼ̵ĢǇ˳ͲɬͲ
ʊ϶ȌͽКęȴ͝й ͌К

Ύ
Α
τƋǇ˳̵ҙҏāǚʉˀͫΈāĢǚˀͲɡΌ ˜ʷ̒ćζɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎Ǉ́ʉˬ͇ɡΌ ˅Ό̒ǽʓͫāĢǇʥʒͫāǇͲ 
ˬ ˏ ͫāƦǇͲǨ̤ǽ͎ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāĢ
ćĔΏ  
Ύ
I have ɼʉ˜˳ʶͫāƴćǨʔͫāƛҨҞˉʓ̵āɬͲɬʉʉ˶ʉ˅ʶ
learnt:

Figure 88: Social Studies 5/II (2019), p. 18

The livestock resources˔ЏȌ̈́ЏđɎϩȄđȦͅЏđȴ˴ϩȔΥɎϩˬ
in Palestine face many
˴й Џęԟȥdifficulties
ЏđĪȔΉ̝Џđ
and problems such as limited pastures for grazing
ɷ̈з ͽк ̈г ̯к Кг ę҇ʊ
д з϶ȌͽдКę҇ʛλՏՄК  ү ƮȌ̰Кг
because of the declining rainfall, the confiscation of vast
Ҭ occupation, the urban
ҫ sprawl, and
areas of pasture by the
the increasing costs of necessary fodder and treatment.
Furthermore, fisheries in Palestine face challenges
because of the Zionist occupation’s policy that prevents
fishermen from practicing their rights to fish onȦ˴͌
the
ͽк ԟ̈ЏđGaza
ҭ
coast and isolates the West Bank from the coast.
ĢǍˀͫāȻ̤ҨҞ͵ćłǇ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲǽ͎
ɨΌ ʶ ˙˶Ώ ͵ w
Ύ
Α
ΐ
ɼʉ̒ҙҏāĢǍͲҙҏāǽ͎Ȭ͘Ǉ˶ʓ͵ w
ɬʉ˶̈́āǍ˳ˬͫƹāǛˉͫāǨʉ͎Ǎ̒ǽ͎ɼͫćΎΏ ǚͫāĢćĔ 
The depiction of these forms of
structural violence is, here
ƹāǛˉͫāǨʉ͎Ǎ̒ǽ͎ɼʉͫćǚͫāłǇʶ̵ǌ˳ͫāĢćĔ

too, to a large extent visual. InɨͫǇˈͫāǽ͎ɼ̑Ǎ˜˶˳ͫāćɼ̣Ǉʓʥ˳ͫāɎ̈́Ǉ˶˳ˬͫ
the more narrative and
conceptually oriented textbooks for history and social studies
the portrayal is accompanied by a message characterising ϔϛ
these forms of violence as manifestations of an Israeli policy
that is colonialist, racist and contrary to the interests of the
Palestinian people.

With regard to the criteria introduced at the beginning of this
section, the portrayal primarily fulfils those of competition and
the aspect of aggression, while the depiction of Israeli actors
as nameless ‘Zionist’ occupiers homogenises them. The criteria
dehumanisation and deception are not applicable here.
Structural and spatial violence is also invoked when the
textbooks denounce the destruction of Palestinian living and
settlement space on the part of the ‘occupation’, and the
symbolic or actual appropriation of secular or sacred sites
that Palestinians claim for themselves on national or religious
grounds. The claim that ‘the occupation’ is changing the Arab
character of Jerusalem or of other places in ‘Palestine’ to a
Jewish one appears in several textbooks as in the following
passage.
Ɲȥ͙ЏđɎϩˬ˴ЖՏՄό рԽԲđňȌΦоԽԲđȌΉЏƩȴ̈́̈ΥɎ̈ЏđňȌ̀μпԽԲđ
оԽԲđʔй
ɡ˴̝дК˔й Φ҇ɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ɎΥ
д
й ͽЏđԥđȴ͙К Ү ƮȌ̰К
Ύ˜˳̒
ζɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ɬͲǨʒ͛Αҙҏāƹǩʤͫāȅˬ͇ƹҨҞʉʓ̵ҙҏāɬͲƢϔϜϗϛɼ˶̵ɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāłǇ̑ǇˀˈͫāȈ˶
Ύ
Αāǚ̑ζȈ͘ǍͫāɑͫĕǛ˶Ͳćζťǚ˙ͫāɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāłāǍ˙ͫāȈˬ̥ĔćζƢϔϜϙϚɼ˶̵Ǉ́ʉˬ͇Ǉ́̒Ǩ˅ʉ̵Ȉˬ˳͛Α
āć
Ύ
ǽ͎ɼ̿Ǉ̥ζɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ǽ͎ɼʉͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāćɼʉ̑ǨˈͫāɨͫǇˈ˳ͫāȫ˳̈́ȅˬ͇ɼ˳̇Ǉ͘ɼ̵Ǉʉ̵œǇ́ʓ͵āǽ͎ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫā
Ύ
ƢϔϜϙϛ/Ϙ/ϕϔț̈ĢǇʓ̑ ϕϘϕ ǽͫćǚͫāɬͲΑҙҏāȫˬʤͲĢāǨ͘Ģćǚ̿ɬͲɨ͈Ǩͫāȅˬ͇ćζťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲ
ΒҙҏāɡΎ ͛ΎƦΑā Ǩʒʓˈ̈ķǛͫāć
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāΎ
ƦΑā ҙΎҏΒā ζɼˬ̈́Ǉ̑ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎ɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāłāƹāḲ̌
Ύ
Ύ
Ό
Ʀΐ ҙҏāȅʓ̤ɷʓ̵Ǉʉ̵ǽ͎ǨΎ ˳ʓ̵ā
ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎ɼʉͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāćɼʉ̑ǨˈͫāɨͫǇˈ˳ͫāȫ˳̈́ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāłҙҏćǇʥͲȅˬ͇ɼˬʔͲΑ
āǽ˅ˈΌ͵ ϔ
Ύ
ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎ɼʉʥʉʶ˳ͫāɼ̵ǚ˙˳ͫāɼʉ˶̈ǚͫāɬ͛ǇͲΑҙҏāĔΎǚˈΌ͵ϕ
ɡ̈͝Кę҇ɣ̞̇К
Ɲȥ͙ЏđˬͽΑȥЖɎϩˬ˴̞˴̯Џđˬόȥ͙Џđˬ˴ͽΑȥЏđ˜ϺȌЖпԽԲđȄȌόпđʕ̈́Τ
ɢк Ͳԟ ̈́ΥȌКпđ
ťǚ˙ͫāǽ͎ćζƢǇ͇ɡ˜ʷ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫɼʉͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāćɼʉ̑ǨˈͫāɨͫǇˈ˳ͫāȫ˳̈́ɼ̵Ǉʉ̵ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāș́ʓ͵ā
Ύ
Βҙҏāɼʉ̑Ǩˈͫāɼ˶̈ǚ˳ͫāɼ̈ѓ Ǎ Ό Ǩʉʉˉ̒ǽ͎ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫāΑ
ǚ˙͎ζǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāȽ̑Ǉ˅ˬͫǇ́ˬ̈Ǎʥ̒ćζɼʉͲҨҞ̵
Ύ
Ύ āǚ̑ćζůǇ̥ɡ˜ʷ̑
Ύ
ɨ́ͲǇ͈Ģ Βҙҏρɬʉʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǇ˜ʶͫāȅˬ͇Ȉ˙ʉΎ ̀ćζǇ́ʉˬ͇łǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāƹǇ˶ʒ̑ȈͲǇ͘ćζɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāŰĢΑҙҏāłĢĔǇ̿
Ύ˜ʶΎ ͫāł Ǩ ʤΎ ćζƛģǇ˶˳ͫāȈ Ͳ ǚ͎́ζɨ́͵Ǉ˜Ͳɬʉ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫāƛҨҞ̤Βāćζťǚ˙ͫāƋǨ̒ȅˬ͇
ζɨ́̒ǇΎ̈ǍΌ ȈΏ ʒʥ̵ćζƦǇ


Ⱥ̇Ǉ̤ȈͫǍʥΎ ͎ζǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāŃāǨʓͫāɼ˳̇Ǉ͘ȅͫΒ
āɼʉͲҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāɨͫǇˈ˳ͫāȈ˳Ύ ̀ćǽ̑ǨˈͫāǇ́
˅ʉʥͲɬ͇ťǚ˙ͫā
Ȉ ˬˀ͎ć
Ύ
ѕ
ƴĢǇʤʥͫāȶˈ̑ȈͫāģΑāćζǽͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāǽ̑Ǩˈͫāɷˈ̑Ǉ̈́łǨʉΎ ͈ćζɼ̑ĢǇˉ˳ͫāǽ̤ȈͲǚćζ
ȅ˜ʒ˳ͫā Ⱥ̇Ǉ̤ȅͫΒāƈāǨʒͫā
Ύ
ǽ͎ɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
Ύ ȫ
 ˶Ό ˜Ό ͫāȈ ʥ ʓ ʓ ͎āćζɼʉ͵Ǎʉ́̿ƛǇ˜̶ΑāćłǇͲǍ̵ĢǇ́ʉˬ͇ĿǨ̥ΑǇ̑Ǉ́ʓͫǚʒʓ̵āćζťǚ˙ͫāĢǍ̵ɬͲ
ɬͲζɄ̈Ǩʷͫāǽ̵ǚ˙ͫāƢǨʥͫāȅˬ͇ƴǨ˅ʉʶͫāƢǇ̈ΑҙҏāƱǛǽ͎ƴǚǇ̣ƛćǇʥ̒ćζťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲɬͲɼ˳̈ǚ˙ͫāƴǚˬʒͫā
ŴǇʒ̒ĢāķΎ Αā Ƚ˶Ͳćζɷʉˬ͇ɼˬͲǇ˜ͫāƴǨ˅ʉʶˬͫāΈǚʉ́˳̒ζǇʉѐ ͲǍ̈ɷʉͫΒā ƛḀ̌ǚͫǇ̑ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫāɬʉ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ˬͫŔǇ˳ʶͫāƛҨҞ̥
Ύ
ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāǚ˶͇ťΎǚ˙˳ͫāƦǇ˜˳ͫāāǛ́̑ǽͲҨҞ̵Β
ā
Ύ
ҰҪ

Figure 89: Social Studies 7/I (2019), p. 60
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The dangers faced by the Islamic monuments in Jerusalem:
Activity (4): Read the following text, draw conclusions
and answer the questions:
The Zionist gangs were able to take over the largest part
of Palestine in 1948 until they fully took over in 1967
when the Zionist forces entered Jerusalem. Since that
time, they have been pursuing a policy based on defacing
the principal Arab and Islamic monuments in Palestine,
especially in Jerusalem. Despite the issuance of the
Security Council Resolution No. 252 of 21 May 1968,
which considers all Zionist measures in Jerusalem invalid,
the Zionist occupation continues to pursue the same
policies today.
1. Give examples of the Zionist occupation’s attempts to
deface the Arabic and Islamic monuments in Jerusalem.
2. List the holy religious Christian sites in Jerusalem.
Research and write:
Some of the names of the holy religious Christian sites in
Jerusalem.
I have learnt:
The Zionist occupation has been following a policy to
deface Arab and Islamic sites in Palestine and especially in
Jerusalem. The Zionists started to change the Islamic and
Arabic identity of the city by giving it a Zionist style.
They confiscated Palestinian land and built settlements
on it. They have made life difficult for Palestinian
inhabitants in order to force them to leave Jerusalem and
replace them with settlers. So they destroyed homes,
forced them to migrate, confiscated their identity cards,
separated Jerusalem from its Arab surroundings and
included the Islamic monuments on the list of Zionist
heritage monuments. Thus they changed the Buraq Wall
to the Wailing Wall (mabka), destroyed the Moroccan
quarter, changing its Arabic and Islamic characteristics,
and removed some of the stones from the Jerusalem wall
(sūr al-quds) replacing them with stones showing Zionist
drawings and shapes. They have also inaugurated Zionist
synagogues in Jerusalem’s Old City, and are currently trying
hard to control the haram al-quds [Temple Mount with
Aqsa Mosque] by allowing Zionist settlers to enter it daily
in preparation for full control over it and forbidding any
Islamic connection to this holy site for Muslims.

299

The text presents facts such as the destruction of the Moroccan
(Moghrabi) Quarter at the Western Wall by Israel when the
latter captured East Jerusalem at the end of the Six-Day
War. Some of the accusations presented, however, appear
exaggerated. Using ‘Zionists’ with such frequency tends towards
a linguistically escalatory portrayal. The authors come close
to propagating a conspiracy theory in their claim that the
‘Zionists’ ‘changed’ the Buraq Wall – also sacred to Muslims
because of the ascension of Muhammad – into the Wailing
Wall. Furthermore, the text states, Zionists removed some of
the stones from the ‘Jerusalem Wall’ (سور القدس, sūr al-quds),
apparently the city wall, and replaced them with stones bearing
‘Zionist drawings and shapes’. That the Jews in the Jewish
sector of the Old City had had synagogues for centuries, some
of which had been destroyed in the Jordanian occupation and
rebuilt after 1967, is presented here as though the ‘Zionists’
had built those synagogues with the effect of altering the
Arab-Islamic character of the Old City. This text therefore
contains several elements of ‘deception’ and ‘aggression’.
The previous edition of this textbook, published in 2017,
contained a caricature showing a digger (marked as Jewish or
Israeli with a Star of David) undermining Temple Mount on
the following textbook page. This escalatory caricature, which
reproduces the anti-Semitic stereotype of conspiracy and
deception299, is not included in the editions of Social Studies 7/I,
2019 and 2020.

оԽԲđ˔όȴй Џđˍд Жԟ Ȍп ̈Кęȴԣ͌͝г дК
ȌΉЏȌ̺ΑрđǨȌόй ȴй ЏđĪđňпđɎ̈ЏđˬЏȌόȴЏđ˜ϡǿȴ͙зϩɡ̈͝Кę҇ɎΥ
д
Figure 90: Social Studies 7/I (2018), p. 63

Think about the following drawing and write a paragraph
on what the illustrator was aiming to convey.

The topos of a conspiracy by Jews and the western world to destroy the Muslim character of Palestine and Jerusalem is symbolised here by the ‘undermining’
of Temple Mount. See Rickenbacher: ‘Der “jüdisch-westliche Krieg gegen den Islam”’.
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3.3.3 THE PORTRAYAL OF ISRAELI VIOLENCE IN ARABIC
LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS
In the Arabic language textbooks each chapter or lesson
generally addresses the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in one
way or another. Sometimes a whole chapter is composed
of reading and listening material and poems written by
Palestinian or Arabic writers or by the textbook authors,
tasks, grammatical or writing exercises that make reference
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, or topics that pertain
to it. In lessons that generally address different topics, or
contain religious texts (‘Noble Sayings of the Prophet’;
أحاديث نبوية رشيفة, Aḥādīth nabawīyah sharīfah) from the
Sunnah and Qur‘ān that call for tolerance, for example, the
exercises generally contain at least two to three sentences
that are relevant to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.300 As
well as illustrations depicting the conflict and its violent
consequences, the textbooks also contain portrayals that
not only condemn the Israeli use of violence but at the same
time dehumanise and to a certain extent demonise these
Israeli actors.
Within the narrative on the conflict and events and violent
acts pertaining to it, Israel is portrayed as responsible for
the deprivation of and injustices towards Palestinians, who
are struggling to preserve their identity and heritage. The
occupation‘s practices are described as aggressive and
oppressive, in some cases even as brutal. Furthermore,
Israel is depicted as a military aggressor and a violator of
human rights such as the right to mobility, the right to
belong, the right to education, and the right to live at liberty,
among others. For instance, in a lesson titled ‘The Wall of

300
301

Expansion and Annexation’ (والتوسع
جدار الض ّم, jidār a-ḍam
ّ
wa a-tawassuʿ)301, the author lays out how ‘the Zionist
occupation’ started to build the wall in Palestine in 2002, thus
violating international agreements.
The poem ‘The Homeless’ (الرشيد, a-sharīd) by the Palestinian
poet Ali Hashem Rashid, addresses the right of Palestinians to
belong to their country, and depicts the story of Palestinian
people who were displaced, fled Palestine and became
refugees in other countries due to the Nakba.302
Most portrayals of violence come in the narrative context of
historical events (e.g. the Nakba or refugees’ narratives).303
Here, authors narrate in detail what happened in those events
as a method of commemoration. The Arabic Language 10/II,
for example, in an authored text titled ‘The Massacre of
Tantura Village – A Memory that will Never Die’ (َم ْج َز َر ُة الطَّ ْنطو َرة
ذاكِرة لَ ْن تَ وت, majzartu a-ṭanṭūra dhākira lan tamūt) sheds light
on an incident during the first Arab-Israeli war. The textbook
states that war crimes were committed when hundreds of
villagers were killed and displaced by the ‘Zionist gangs’
(العصابات الصهيونية, al-ʿiṣābāt aṣ-ṣuhyūnīa).304 The authors
denote this as ‘in line with Zionist policy, which is based on
ethnic cleansing’.305 They detail the important historical and
geographical aspects of Tantura and how it was ruined by ‘the
occupation’: ‘A massacre was committed intentionally and in
a pre-meditated manner one week after the establishment of
the state of the Zionist entity (genocide, forced displacement,
ethnic cleansing)’.306

The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), Chapter 1: ‘Noble sayings of the Prophet’ (أحاديث نبوية رشيفة, Aḥādīth nabawīyah sharīfah).

ِ االح ِتال ِل
The Arabic Language 10/II (2019), p. 112–117: ين َوآليّات ُ ُه بإقا َمة ما ات ُّ ِف َق َعىل ت َْسميَ ِته (جِدا َر الضّ م َوالتَّ َو ُّسعِ) يف األرايض
ّ الص ْهيو

.الفلسطين َّي ِة املحتَلَّة

ُ بدَأت َج ّرافات،م2002 يف الثّالِ ِث َوال ِع ْشي َن ِم ْن حزيران عام

ِ (الش ِيد) الَّتي
ْأخذت
َّ  َوما َح َّل ِب ِه ِب ِف ْعلِ ال َّن ْك َب ِة يف قَصي َد ِة،رشد الشَّ ْع ِب ال ِفل َْسطي ِن ّي
ُّ َص َّو َر الشّ ا ِع ُر ِق َّصة ت
ِ
ٍ
ٍ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ٍ
ُ
The Arabic Language 5/I (2019), p. 83: َسطيني عام ألْف َوت ْسعمئَة ومثانية
َثت للشَّ ْع ِب الفل
ْ تُ َع ُّد ال َّن ْكبَة الَّتي حد
ِّ
	[...] . َوجو ٍع ومرض وفقر،ٍ وقَتل وترويع، وهدمٍ لِلْ ُمدن َوالْقُرى والْبُيوت،ٍاملصائب م ْن ت َهجري
 فقد َولَّدتْ كَثريا ً من،وأ ْربَعني أ َّم ال َْميس
ِ
304
It is worth noticing that the term ‘Zionist gangs’ ( )العصابات الصهيونيةis used here and in other textbooks and passages referring to Jewish paramilitary units before
302
303

ِ ِمنها
ِ هذ ِه امل
The Arabic Language 6/II (2019), p. 33: .َقاط ُع الشَّ ْع ِريَّ ُة

the establishment of the Israeli army. The term ʿiṣāba could also be translated as ‘brigade’ or ‘unit’.
305
306

The Arabic Language 10/II (2018), p. 22: .ما ينسجم مع سياسة الصهاينة القامئة عىل التطهري العرقي

ُ
The Arabic Language 10/II (2018), p. 22:  َو ِم ْن،ًني َم ْج َز َرة
َ  وبَلَ َغ َع َددُها ما يَ ْربو َعىل ثَ ان،الصهيوني ُة عا َم ال َّن ْك َب ِة َوما بَ ْعدَها
ّ املقال الّذي بني أيدينا يُلقي الضَّ و َء َعىل إِ ْحدى امل َجا ِز ِر الّتي ارت َ َك َبتها ال ِعصابات

 ث ُ َّم ُد ّمرت،شد من نجا منهم
َ  َوقَ ْد ر،أبْشَ عِ هذ ِه امل َجا ِز ِر الّتي ك ُِش َف َع ْن تَفاصيلِها ُم َؤ َّخرا ً َم ْج َز َر ُة قرية الطّ ْنطور ِة (إ ْحدى القُرى الفل َْسطينيّة امل ُ َه َّجرة) التّابِع ِة لِقَضا ِء مدينة حيفا
ِّ ُ  َو،اح ضحيّتها املِئاتُ ِم ْن أبْنا ِء هذه القَريَة
ٍ َ وبت،ً ]ال ْرتِكابها َع ْمدا...[  َوت َ ْهجريِ ال ِفل َْسطينيّ َني ِم ْن مدنهم وقراهم،القائة َعىل التَّطْهريِ الع ْر ِقي
ِ الصهايِنة
خطيط ُم َسبَّقٍ َعىل يَ ِد َجيْ ٍش ُم َنظَّمٍ يف أث ْنا ِء الهدنَ ِة
َّ  ما ينسجم مع سياسة،وس ِّويت َمبانيها بِاأل ْرض
ُ ،ًتدمريا ً كا ِمال
ٍ  َول َّم َيْ ِض غ ْ َُي ْأسبو ٍع،الثّانِية
	[...] .واحد عىل ِقيام دولَة الكيان الصهيوين
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The authors refer to documents and testimonies from the
soldiers who participated in the attack on Tantura and from
villagers who were displaced, focusing on how the Israeli
soldiers were indifferent to human rights and describing their
policy as one of oppression, killing and destruction. The authors
state that the Israeli authorities show a ‘lack of respect’ for
the memory of the Palestinian victims and the Arab heritage
of the land: ‘The occupation has transformed the cemeteries
into a tourist resort, without placing any importance on human
values’.307 They note that ‘Palestinians are not able to return
to their homes because of the occupation’s racist laws’,308 and
they end the text with the statement that Palestinians will
never stop dreaming of returning to their homes.
Whether true or untrue, this narrative of a historical event
makes grave accusations and portrays Israeli actors as
overly aggressive and generally homogenous. Even though
several allegations appear to reflect research by critical
Israeli historians309 regarding what happened at Tantura,
the textbook does not mention these critical voices within
Israeli society. In the context of a different historical event,
however, the massacre committed by Israeli troops against the
inhabitants of the Arab village al-Dawayima ( )الدواميةin October
1948, the textbook The Arabic Language 7/II establishes that
‘details of this massacre were revealed by a reporter from
a Zionist newspaper’.310 It is striking here that, even when
pointing out that it was an Israeli journalist who was the first
to publish facts leading to a reassessment of the event in the
Israeli public sphere, the designation ‘Israeli’ continues to be
avoided, the term ‘Zionist’ once again being employed.311

307
308
309
310

311

The present-day Israeli-Palestinian conflict often appears in
Arabic language textbooks when they refer to the realities of
the students’ everyday lives. For instance, a whole lesson of
The Arabic Language 7/II, spanning ten pages, addresses the
‘struggle of Palestinians on the move’.312 The lesson starts with
a listening exercise concerning a teacher who was prevented
from moving freely and reaching his workplace by the
‘occupation soldiers’ (جنود االحتالل, junūd al-iḥtilāl), and who was
ultimately killed while trying to cross a checkpoint. Students
are asked in the comprehension exercise that follows to name
other images that symbolise the struggle of Palestinians in
relation to Israeli checkpoints and barriers. The reading text
addresses the same issue, describing their negative effects,
such as the segregation of Palestinian society and consequent
suffering on several levels, as people cannot move freely and
are ‘harassed, insulted, arrested and killed while waiting for
many hours at Israeli checkpoints’.313 In these texts, beside
elements depicting the violence of everyday situations,
such negative attributions of the Israeli soldiers are adding
escalatory potential to the portrayals.
For instance, a reading exercise in The Arabic Language 9/II
titled ‘Sniper Deprives him of his Sight’314 by the Palestinian
author Zaki Al Ila narrates the story of ‘Youssef’, a Palestinian
child who was shot by a sniper during the first Palestinian
uprising 1987-1993 (Intifada) while walking home from
school with a friend, who in turn was paralysed by the
gunshot wounds. In this story Palestinian children are
portrayed as victims, killed, injured and deprived of their
dreams by ‘the occupation army’ in the course of their

ِ  أنّهم َح ّولوا املَق َ َْب َة الّتي ا ْحتَضَ َن ِت ال َع َش،ا ِإلنْسانِ َّي ِة
The Arabic Language 10/II (2018), p. 25: .ياحي
ّ ات ِم ْن أبْنا ِء ال َق ْريَ ِة إِىل ُم ْنتَ َجعٍ ِس

ِ
َو ِم َن امل
ِالصها ِي َن ِة ِبك ُِّل ال ِق َيم
َّ ُفارقات ال َعجي َب ِة الدّالَّ ِة َعىل ْاس ِت ْهتا ِر
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ
ٍ
ِ
ِ
ّ
َ
ُ
َ
The Arabic Language 10/II (2019), p. 26: . َوما زال يحول دو َن َع ْو َدة أهايل الط ْنطو َرة،صيَّة
ِ ُ بَيْ َنام حال اال ْحتالل ِب ُجملة م ْن قَوانينه ال ُع ْن
Cf. Morris, Benny: The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem Revisited. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004, p. 247.

ِ َت َع ْنها أل َّول َم َّر ٍة ُمر
The Arabic Language Teacher Guide 7/II (2019), p. 316: ’ اسلَ ُة صحيف ٍة
ِ ِالص ْهيونِيَّة بِا ْرت
ْ  إِىل أ ْن كَشَ ف، ِ َوقَ ْد ظَل َّْت ت َفاصيلُها ط ََّي ال ِكتْامن،كاب هذه امل َ ْجزرة
ِّ

َ ِص ْهيونِيّة ِخ
.الل شَ هر أيْلول ِم ْن عام أل ٍْف َوتِ ْس ِع ِمئَ ٍة َوأ ْربَ َع ٍة َوثَ ان َني ميال ِدي

َُحيْثُ قا َم ْت ال ِعصابات

The article is by journalist Yair Auron: ‘Breaking the Silence: The Poem that Exposed Israeli War Crimes in 1948’, Ha’aretz, 18 March 2016,
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-the-poem-that-exposed-atrocities-perpetrated-by-israel-in-48-1.5418995, accessed 21 October 2020.

312
313
314

The Arabic Language 7/II (2017), p. 63–73: .ني
َ الص ْهيونِيَّة امل ُ ْنتَرشة يف أ ْرجاء ِفل َْسط
ِّ ُمعانا ِة الشَّ ْع ِب ال ِفل َْسطي ِن ِّي عىل الحوا ِج ِز

ٍ
The Arabic Language 7/II (2017), p. 64: [...] .ساعات ِطواالً يف طابور
فيقف كَث ٌري منهم ُم ْنتَظري َن
The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p. 50-55: .ق ّناص يخطف برصه
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ِ  َواإل،قات
ِ َإِذ يُعاين كَث ٌري من أبْنائه ِم َن امل ُضاي
ِ َوال َقتْل،ِ َواال ْع ِتقال،ِهانات

3.3 THE PORTRAYAL OF ISRAELI VIOLENCE AGAINST PALESTINIANS

Ǽд ȴг ̺г Τг ʦ
д ̀з ̟к Αг ƨȌ
Я йͽ϶г

Ү

ǿд гȥ кλȔг Џđ

everyday lives. The text conjures up the symbols of the
First Intifada from the child’s perspective of an everyday
life permeated with violence by having Youssef think about
‘the Apache aircraft, the M-16, the sniper, the heavy bullets,
the slingshot, the stones, the shuhadā’, the wounded, the
ambulances…’.315
The text highlights the power imbalance between Palestinians
– here Palestinian children – and the Israeli military in the
conflict context, while the children are portrayed as lacking in
agency or indeed hope:
The north side of the camp: burning tyres, yells, a wagon
turned upside down, empty barrels, a group of boys
carrying stones and pebbles in their soft palms, cries,
ambulances sirens, bullets scattering around the children,
cautious soldiers hiding behind distant concrete barriers,
a distance that the stones of the children cannot reach,
the roar of a plane, the bursts of a machine gun, a sniper
hiding behind a concrete wall, shooting his bullets at the
children.316
The perpetrators are explicitly referred to as ‘the occupation’
and once as ‘the Israeli sniper’ (الق ّناص اإلرسائييل, al-qannāṣ
al-Isrā’īlī) who was shooting at children while they were
crossing the street and is thus depicted as an existential
threat to them. According to the story, some other children
tried to defend themselves by throwing rocks at the
soldiers, who were shooting at them from behind concrete
barriers.

315
316

Figure 91: The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p. 50
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  and
Ό Ώ
ѕ   The Βmontage
that the Israeli sniper was purposely aiming at the little boy,
үҪ
and thus produces a demonising and dehumanising portrayal
of the ‘other’; in this case the Israeli soldier. The text also
implies a fundamental malice and inherent barbarity of
soldiers who aim their weapons, as it comes across in the text,
at children crossing the street. The story and its visualisation
portray the Israeli soldiers as aggressive and insidious, hiding
behind concrete barriers while shooting at the children.

ِ
ِ  َس ّيار، ال َجرحى، الشُّ َهدا ِء،ِ ال َح َجر،ِ املِقالع، ٍصاص ث َقيل
ٍ  َر،اص
ِ  ال َق ّن،16  إم،طائِ َرة األباتيش
ات
The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p. 51: .اإلسعاف

The Arabic Language 9/II (2019), p. 51: ،الصبْيَ ِة يَح ِملو َن ِحجا َر ًة َو َح ًص يف أكُ ِّف ِه ُم الطَّ ِريَّ ِة
ُ  بَر،ٌ َع َربَ ٌة َمقْلوبَة، ٌ هُتافات،ٌُمشْ تَ ِعلَة
ِّ  ثَ َّ َة َم ْجمو َع ٌة ِم َن،ٌاميل فا ِر َغة

ِ طَ َر ُف امل ُ َخيَّمِ ِم َن ال َّن
ٌ إِطارات،احيَ ِة الشَّ املِيَّ ِة
ٍ ات إِ ْس
ِ واق َسيّار
ٍ ّ َرشَ قاتُ َرش، هَدي ُر طائِ َر ٍة،الصبْيَ ِة
ُ ْ أب، ٌنِداءات
، يُو ِّز ُع َرصاصاتِ ِه، ٍاص يَ ْحتَمي بساتِ ِر باطون
ٌ  قَ ّن،اش
ِّ  َمسافَ ٌة ال ت َِصلُها ِحجا َر ُة، ال ُجنو ُد يَتَ َم ْ َتسو َن َخل َْف َحوا ِج َز إِ ْس َم ْن ِتيَّ ٍة بَعي َد ٍة،صاص يَتَناث َ ُر َح ْو َل ال ِفتيَ ِة
ٌ  َر،عاف
ِ ويَ ُنثُها
.ناحيَ َة ال ِفتيَ ِة
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3.3.4 THE PORTRAYAL OF ISRAELI VIOLENCE IN NATURAL
SCIENCES TEXTBOOKS
Israeli violence is portrayed in real-life connections in
textbooks for mathematics and the natural sciences. Most of
the 43 real-life connections in which Israelis appear portray
them as perpetrators, homogeneously referring to them
as the ‘(Zionist) occupation’, the ‘occupation forces’, or the
‘occupation soldiers’, i.e. as collective entities in an exclusively
military context and as oppressive occupiers. Two of the 43
real-life-connections show individual actors as perpetrators:
a soldier and a settler, who remain unnamed. One exercise
following a lesson on the human lymphatic system inquires as
to the dangers facing a boy named Rami who has been beaten
on his left side by an Israeli soldier.317 The other is a real-life
connection in a statistics lesson: ‘A settler is shooting at passing
cars on a road. If the probability of his hitting a car with a
bullet is 0.7 and he shoots at 10 cars, how many cars are likely
to have been hit?’318 Both actors are portrayed committing
acts of physical aggression. In the 2020 edition the arithmetic
problem itself is the same, but the settler has been replaced
by a hunter. The conflict context with the Israeli actor is thus
removed from the exercise, alleviating its escalatory potential.
In contrast to the Israeli perpetrators, Palestinians are mostly
presented as civilians. Some of them are fictional protagonists
representing a profession (engineers, farmers, doctors or
teachers), which in some cases highlights their economic
relevance for Palestinian society. This aspect is also notable
in a conflict-related context (resources, agriculture, etc.) and
portrays Israel in unfair competition with Palestinians.
An escalatory portrayal depicts Jewish protagonists in reallife connections in the process of what the textbook calls
the ‘Judaisation of Jerusalem’ (تهويد القدس, tahwīd al-quds),

317
318

319
320
321

in an exercise about solubility in water. The introductory
text describes a Jewish organisation of settlers who ‘work
[...] silently’ (] و بصمت...[  )تعملin Jerusalem as a part of a
‘policy of Judaisation of the districts of Jerusalem, changing
the population and the identity of places’.319 The text thus
attributes deceptive strategies to the protagonists, who, here
by way of rare exception, are called Jewish settlers rather than
Israeli or Zionist settler organisations ()الجمعيات االستيطانية اليهودية.320
The text presents a district of Jerusalem as home to Ali’s
mother, who is making a traditional Ramadan dessert,
requiring sugar syrup, to serve to the Murābiṭūn ()املرابطون, a
group of Muslim men and women who take turns to stay day
and night in the Aqsa Mosque. The description of the process
by which the sugar dissolves in water establishes the reallife connection between the chemistry teaching content and
everyday life. This is the only reference to the Murābiṭūn in a
real-life connection; the first working task question inquires
as to ‘the role of the Murābiṭūn in the Aqsa Mosque’. While
teachers may well open up the question to discussion in class,
the teacher manual nevertheless provides ‘the’ answer:
‘The role of the Murābiṭūn is to defend oneself against the
Zionist gangs that are continuously storming the Aqsa Mosque
and its compound and to maintain it as an absolute Islamic
monument […]’.321 This passage stands out from the real-life
connections described in Chapter 4 in terms of its description
of Jewish settling organisations and their deceptive approach
to judaising Jerusalem. The reference to ‘Zionist gangs’ is also
noteworthy as the term is usually used for Jewish paramilitary
units with reference to the period before the establishment of
the State of Israel. Here this term may have been used to refer
to non-state actors.

Science and Life 9/I (2019), p. 48:  ما مخاطر ذلك؟،يل عىل جانبه األيرس
 تع ّرض رامي لرضب ٍة من-٤
ٍّ
ٍّ جندي إرسائي

Mathematics 11; humanities and sharia tracks (2018), p. 55:  أَطلق،0,7  إذا كان احتامل إِصابته للسيارة يف الطلقة الواحدة هو،يُطلق أَحد املستوطنني النار عىل السيارات املارة يف إِحدى الطرق

 ما توقعك لعدد السيارات التي أُصيبت؟، سيارات10 املستوطن النار عىل
Science and Life 7/II (2019), p. 45: [...] . حيث تعمل الجمعيات االستيطانية اليهودية وبصمت يف هذا الحي يف إطار سياسة تهويد األحياء الفلسطينية املقدسية،[ملدينة القدس القدمية...]
Cf. Rickenbacher: ‘Der “jüdisch-westliche Krieg gegen den Islam”’.

Life Sciences Teacher Guide 7 (2018), p. 200:  فهو أوىل،ً  وللحفاظ عليه َم ْعلامً إسالميا ً خالصا،دور املرابطني هو التصدي للعصابات الصهيونية التي تعمل عىل اقتحام املسجد األقىص وساحاته باستمرار

.القبلتني وثالث الحرمني الرشيفني
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3.4

THE PORTRAYAL OF PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE
AGAINST ISRAEL

3.4.1 VIOLENT AND PEACEFUL MEANS OF PALESTINIAN
RESISTANCE
The grand narrative of Palestinian nation-building is closely
interlaced with the concepts of struggle and resistance. It
draws connections with other, more universal narratives such
as that of the anti-colonial struggle for independence, drawing
on the latter to arrive at the concept of revolution.
History textbooks portray the current conflict with Israel as
ongoing and as unaccomplished decolonisation with its roots
in the British mandate and its apex in the ‘Zionist occupation’.
With History 11/I (2018), a whole book is dedicated to
colonialism and its effects, examples of colonialism and postcolonial theory. History 11/II (2019) focuses on anti-colonial
liberation movements in Asia and Africa. The history book for
year 12, and some chapters for year 10, as well as sections in
other books for civics and social studies, also address forms of
anti-colonial resistance, the various revolutions that shaped
the modern world, and leading figures such as Gandhi, Che
Guevara, Fidel Castro and Ho Chi Minh. The textbooks start
with the theoretical framework and move on to concrete
examples, including French colonialism in Morocco and the
British mandate in Iraq, Jordan and Palestine, placing the
colonial-settler frame for France in Algeria, Italy in Libya and
‘Zionism in Palestine’. Palestine’s path to liberation from
the yoke of colonialism – i.e. from Zionism according to the
textbook for year 12 – has to be achieved via a ‘people’s
revolution’. Nevertheless, this path is long and rocky and
demands patience, as the caption of the first illustration in the
second textbook unit suggests:

ˬ˴КȌ̉ЏđǿȥλȔг Џđ

ˬ˴̇̈́ύŶđňȔΦ

ˍЖпȌ̈Кę҇ȴ
̈Кę҇ȴйȴ͝й ͌дК









ǿňȔй̉ЏđˬϩȌ̯ΤȌΉйКđр җˬ̇Αȴ͙ЏȌΤԽԲę҇ǿȥ˴̈́̇ЏȌΤɢ̯˴Џ˜˴̯̀гͲзϩɛЏрđʴΑȴ̀й Џđ









Figure 92: History 12 (2019), p. 40

Unit two:
People‘s revolutions
ϗϓ
Think and reflect:
The path to Palestine is neither far nor near; it is as far
away as the revolution.

The following page presents the learning objectives for the
unit and the competencies the students are expected to gain:
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ǇƼƼ́̒ǇʉΎ ͫΐāćζǇƼƼ͇́āǍ͵ΑāćζǇƼƼ́ˈ͎āćĔćƴĢǍƼƼʔͫāƢǍƼƼ́ˏͲȚƼƼʉ̀Ǎ̒ɬƼƼͲǇ́ʓ˅ƼƼʷ͵ΑāȽƼƼͲɡƼƼ͇ǇˏʓͫāćƴǚƼƼ̤Ǎ ͫāƱǛƼƼɼƼƼ̵āĢĔǚƼƼˈ̑ɼƼƼʒˬ˅ͫāɬΎ˜˳ʓʉƼƼ̵
ȅƼƼͫΒāɼƼƼ͎Ǉ̀ΒāɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏ ͫāɼƼƼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāćζɼƼƼΎ̈Ǩ̇āǩʤͫāćζɼƼƼʉΎ ˳ͫǇˈͫāłāĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāɬƼƼͲɼƼƼ͇Ǎ˶ʓͲœĕǇƼƼ˳͵ȅƼƼͫΒāƦǍ͎ǨΎ ˈʓʉƼƼ̵ǇƼƼ˳͛ζɼƼƼˏˬ ʓʦ˳ͫā
ζłāĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāɬƼƼʉ̑ɼƼƼ͵ĢǇ˙˳ͫāćœǇʓ˶ʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāćɡƼƼʉˬʥʓͫāćǨƼƼʉ˜ˏʓͫāłāĢǇƼƼ́ͲɬƼƼͲɼƼƼʒˬ˅ͫāɬƼƼʉ˜˳ʓͫζ ǽƼΎ Ƽ̑ǨˈͫāȽƼƼʉ̑ǨΎ ͫā ǨƼƼ̿Ǉˈ˳ͫāǽƼΎ Ƽ̑ǨˈͫāƋāǨƼƼʥͫā

Ǉ́˶͇ŷǇ͎ΎǚͫāćζɄƼƼ͘āǍͲǽΎ˶ʒ̒ȅˬ͇ɨ́̒āĢǚ͘ģǩΎ ˈ̒ćζɨƼƼ́˶̈́ǍͫɨƼƼƹǇ˳ʓ͵āćɨƼƼǨ˜͎ǽƼƼ˳Ύ ˶Ό̒șƼƼ̇Ǉʓ˶̑œćǨƼƼʦͫāćζǇƼƼ́ʓ˳͛ǇʥͲćζǇǨʉƼƼʶˏ̒ć
ɎΥоԽԲđʴ˴͙̞ΥǡՏՄμ˜ЖʸЏī˔̈Αę
ɼˏˬʓʦ˳ͫāɼ͎Ǩˈ˳ͫāĢĔǇˀͲćɼ˅ʷ͵ΑҙҏāƛҨҞ̥ɬͲǽ̒āǛͫāɨˬˈʓͫāɼ̵ĢǇ˳Ͳ

The first lesson of the unit begins by addressing the learning
objectives, followed by an illustration of the public uprising
around 2011 in which one masked man is carrying the
Palestinian flag, another the Egyptian flag and a third the
Tunisian flag:

ƴṳ̈̌āćɼ̈āćǨ̑ȇʓ˜̈Ό ҙҏț̈ĢǇΎʓͫāΎƦΑāćζɼʉΎ ʒʶ͵Ǉ˳͵Βāćɼ˙ˬ˅ͲȈʶʉͫɼʉΎ ʦ̈ĢǇΎʓͫāɼ˙ʉ˙ʥͫāΎƦΑǇ̑ǽ͇Ǎͫā
ȚͲǇʶʓͫāćζǨ̥ΐ ҙҏāķΑāǨͫāćķΑāǨΎ ͫāƢāǨʓ̤āćζĢāǍʥͫāćζǽ͇Ǉ˳ʤͫāɡ˳ˈͫāćζƦćǇˈΎ
ʓͫǇ͛ζɼʒˬΎ˅ͫāĿǚͫɼʉΎ ̒Ǉʉ̤łāĢǇ́ͲɄʉͅǍ̒
Ύ
ɼʉΎ ͵Ǉʶ͵ ΒҙҏāćɼʉͲҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏāćζɼʉΎ ͲǍ˙ͫāćζɼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāǇ̈Ǉˁ˙ͫāƱǇʤ̒ɼʉΎ ̑Ǉʤ̈ΒāɼΎ̈Ǩ˜͎łǇǇʤΎ̒āćζɄ͘āǍͲɬ̈Ǎ˜̒



ҫ

Ǉ́̒ĢāĔΒāćɼʉ˳ˬˈͫāłāćǚ˶ͫāɨʉˆ˶̒

ǿňȔй̉Џđǡęй пԽԲđƝňйȥЏđ


ƴṳ̈̌ǍͫāłǇ͇Ǎ̀ǍͲɬͲƴĢǇʓʦ˳ͫāɼ̈Ǎ̑ǨʓͫāȽ̈ĢǇʷ˳ͫāǛʉˏ˶̒



ɼʉ˳ˬˈͫāŃǇʥ̑ΑҙҏāćǨ̈ĢǇ˙ʓͫāĔāǚ͇Βā
ƴṳ̈̌Ǎͫāǽ͎łǇͲǍ̵ǨͫāćȺ̇āǨʦͫāćĢǍˀͫāɡʉˬʥ̒
ƴṳ̈̌ǍͫāłǇ͇Ǎ̀ǍͲƛǍ̤ ĢǍ̶ćǨ̑ ɼʉ˳ʉˬˈ̒łǇΎ̈Ǎ˅Ͳɡ˳͇
ɼʉΎ ˳ͫǇˈͫāłāĢǍΎʔͫāɬͲťćĢΎǚͫāćǨʒˈͫāůҨҞʦʓ̵āćζɼʉΎ ˳ͫǇˈͫāŁĢǇʤΎʓͫāɬͲƴĔǇˏʓ̵ҙҏā

Figure 93: History 12 (2019), p. 41

After studying this unit and completing the included
activities,
the students will be able to define the concept
ϗϔ
of revolution and its causes, types and tools. They will
also be introduced to various examples of revolutions
in the world: the Algerian Revolution, the Palestinian
uprising and current Arab movements (the Arab Spring).
To train students’ thinking, analysis, inference, and
comparison between revolutions, they should explain
and judge them, drawing conclusions that develop their
minds and their sense of belonging to their country,
strengthening their ability to take a stand and defend it.
This is achieved by the following:
- Practicing self-learning through the activities and 		
different knowledge sources
- Awareness that historical truths are not absolute but
relative, and that history is not written in one narrative
- Engaging life skills of the students such as cooperation,
teamwork, dialogue, respecting each other’s opinions,
and tolerance
- Forming attitudes and positive patriotic thought on 		
national, Islamic and humanitarian causes
- Organising and moderating academic seminars
- Carrying out the selected pedagogical projects from the
unit topics
- Preparing reports and academic research
- Analysing photographs, maps and drawings given in the
unit
- Making brochures on the topics of the unit
- Benefiting from international experiences, lessons 		
learnt from international revolutions
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ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝ΑǰпđƝňйȥЏđ˜ЖȄȌΉ̈КԽԲđȥ̈́Τˬ̇Ͳ̀й Џđ˜Жʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд 
ƴĢǍΎʔͫāɄ̈Ǩˈ̒ ϔ
łāĢǍΎʔͫāȽ͎āćĔȚʉ̀Ǎ̒ ϕ
ɼˬʔͲΑҙҏāȽͲζǇ͇́āǍ͵ΑāȅͫΒāłāĢǍΎʔͫāɄʉ˶ˀ̒ ϖ
ŁǍˈʷˬͫƴĢǍΎʔͫāɼʉΎ ˳Ύ ΑāǨʉʶˏ̒ ϗ
Ǉ͎́āǚΑāɎʉ˙ʥ̒ǽ͎Ǉ́ˬʷ͎ćΑāłāĢǍΎʔͫāŔǇʤ͵ɡͲāǍ͇œǇʓ˶ʓ̵ā Ϙ

ǿȵϩȌ̞Џđˬ˳˴Ήй̈Џđ

ǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼ̿Ǉ̥ζɡƼ
Ƽˁ͎ΑҙҏāǍƼƼʥ͵ƱǨƼƼʉʉˉ̒ćζɬƼƼāǨΎ ͫāȽƼƼ̀ǍͫāɬƼƼͲœćǨƼƼʦˬͫƴĢćǨƼƼ̀łāĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāŷҙҏǚƼƼ͵āΎƦΑāȶƼƼˈʒͫāĿǨƼƼ̈
Ύ
ɼƼƼ˳ˆ͵ΑҙҏāǽƼƼ͎ǇƼƼͲΎ ΑāƛҨҞ˙ʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāćĢǨΎ ƼʥΎʓˬͫɼƼƼʶʉ̇ǨΎ ͫāǇ́ʓˬʉƼƼ̵ćƴĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāȚƼƼʒˀʓ͎ζĢǇ˳ˈʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāȈƼƼʥ̒ɼƼƼˈ͘āǍͫāŁǍˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāƴǇƼƼʉ̤
ɼƼƼͫāǚˈͫāŁǇƼƼʉ͈ćζƴāćǇƼƼʶ˳ͫāƢǚƼƼ͇ćɨƼƼˬΎˆͫāćǨƼƼ˙ˏͫāɬƼƼͲȇˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāůҨҞƼƼʦͫƴĢćǨƼƼ̀ƴĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāƦǍƼƼ˜ʓ͎ζƴǚƼƼ̵Ǉˏͫā
ɼƼƼΎ̈ĔΎ Ǉ˳ͫāćɼΎ̈ǨƼƼʷʒͫāǨ̇ǇƼƼʶʦͫāɬƼƼͲǨƼƼʉʔ͛ǇƼƼ́˶͇șƼƼʓ˶̈ζĢǇƼƼͲĔćɄƼƼ˶͇ƛǇƼƼ˳͇ΑāҙΎҏΒāǽƼƼǇƼƼͲłāĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāΎƦΑāǽƼƼ͇Ύǚ̈ɬƼƼͲƋǇƼƼ˶ć
ζȅƼƼ̀ǍˏͫāȅƼƼͫΒāĢāǨ˙ʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāɬƼƼͲćζƢҨҞƼƼΎˆͫāȅƼƼͫΒāĢǍƼƼΎ˶ͫāɬƼƼͲťǇƼƼΎ˶ͫāɡƼƼ˙˶̒ζɼʉΎ ʒˬƼƼ̵ǨƼƼʉʉˉ̒ƴāĔΑāȚƼƼʒˀʓ͎ζǽƼΎ Ƽ˙ʉ˙̤ŷΊ ĔāĢƦćĔ
ȇˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāćɬƼƼ̈́ǍˬͫɎƼƼ˳͇ΑāƢǇƼƼʶ˙͵āȅƼƼͫΒāķΎĔǌƼƼ̒ζɼƼƼʉΎ ˬΑāŁǨƼƼ̤ȅƼƼͫΒāĔǍƼƼ˙̒ǇƼƼ˳̑Ģć
τɷʉˬ͇ΎĔǨ̒Ʉʉ͛ćτƹǇ͇ΎĔҙҏāāǛ́̑ɑ̈ΑāĢǇͲ

ǿňȔй̉ЏđǨȔΉ͌Ж
ɡ˴̝К˔й Φ҇ɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ǿňȔ й̺ЏđʛλՏՄК ҫ ƮȌ̰К



ǿňȔ й̺ЏđɎϩǼȥЦȌ̰КȌЖʦ
д ̺з Кг 
қǿňȔ й̺ЏđɎϩǿȴЦȌ́ЏđŶȌ˴̺̟̰ЏđǼȦЦȵЖд ȴΥŶđňȔй̉ЏđŢп
й đɛЏрđ

Figure 94: History 12 (2019), p. 42
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First Lesson: the Revolution
After finishing this lesson, students are expected to be
able to:
1. Define [the concept of] revolution
2. Clarify causes of revolutions
3. Classify revolutions into different types, giving 		
examples
4. Explain the importance of revolutions to the people
5. Deduce the successes or failures of revolutions to 		
achieve their aims
Warm up:
Some people believe that revolutions are necessary
in order to move beyond current conditions and bring
about change for the better, especially for people under
colonisation. Revolution thus becomes a main vehicle
for independence and liberation. In corrupt regimes,
revolutions are necessary to help people move out of
poverty, oppression and injustice.
And there are some who claim that revolutions are no
more than violent and destructive movements that result
in a lot of damage and loss of human life with no real
justification. In this view, it is a negative tool of change
that transfers people from light into darkness, from
stability into chaos and may lead to civil wars that result
in deeper division of the country and its people.
* What is your opinion of such a statement? How would
you respond to it?
The concept of revolution:
Exercise 1: Look at the picture, draw conclusions and
answer the questions:
* Describe what you see in the picture.
* Which revolution do the people in the picture symbolise?

The didactically orientated task calls for a discussion amongst
the students on the nature of revolutions. The last exercise
calls upon students to locate Palestian revolutions within the
context of uprisings in Egypt and Tunesia of the last decade.
These countries have also seen heated debates about the
legitimacy and forms of revolutions, voicing similar positions
to the ones given in the exercise above.

A text-and-image combination summarises that the
Palestinian ‘Revolution’, like (almost) all revolutions has
witnessed phases of peaceful resistance between violent
events:
ɼƼƼΎ̈Ǎʒʦ͵ƦǍƼƼ˜̒ǚƼƼ͘ćζȽƼƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāƴǇƼƼʉ̤ǽƼƼ͎ķΎ ĢǛƼƼ̣ǨƼƼʉʉˉ̒ŃāǚƼƼ̤ ΒҙҏɼƼƼͫćǇʥͲǇƼƼ́Ύ ͵ΑǇ̑ǿňȔȇȇй̉ЏđžǨΎ ƼƼˈΌ̒
ζƴĢǇƼƼ̒ƴǍΎ Ƽ˙ͫāƢāǚʦʓƼƼ̵Ǉ̑ζɡƼƼˁ͎ΑҙҏāǍƼƼʥ͵ƴǚ̇ǇƼƼʶΎ ͫāŷǇƼƼ̀ćΑҙҏāǨƼƼʉʉˉ̒ȅƼƼͫΒāžǚƼƼ́̒ζɼƼƼΎ̈Ǎˏ͇ɼƼƼΎ̈ǨǇ˳̣ćΑāζɼƼƼ˅Ύ˅ʦͲ
ĿǨƼƼ̥ΑāƴĢǇƼƼ̒ɼʉΎ ˳ˬƼƼʶΎ ͫāɡ̇ǇƼƼ̵ǍͫāƢāǚʦʓƼƼ̵Ǉ̑ćΑā

ŶđňȔй̉ЏđʞϩđęĪ
ɡ˴̝К˔й Φ҇ɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ǿňȔ й̺ЏđʛλՏՄдКę҇ʔй
й ͽЏđпđȴ͙К Ҭ ƮȌ̰К



łāĢǍƼƼ̓ŷҙҏǚƼƼ͵āķΎ ǨƼƼʷʒͫāțƼƼ̈ĢǇΎʓͫāǚ́ƼƼ̶
ζɼʉΎ Ƽ̵Ǉʉʶͫā
Ύ ŷǇ̀ćΑҙҏǇ̑ɎΎˬˈʓ̈ǇƼƼͲǇƼƼ́˶ͲζƴǚƼƼ̈ǚ͇
ǽƼƼ̤āǍΎ˶ͫā ɡ˳ƼƼʷʉͫ ΎǚƼƼʓͲā ǨƼƼ̥ΐ ҙҏā ǇƼƼ́ˁˈ̑ć
ǇƼƼ́ˬ˳ʤͲǽƼƼ͎ǽƼƼćζɼƼƼʉΎ ͎Ǉ˙ΎʔͫāćɼƼƼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏā
ζȽƼƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāȽƼƼ͘āǍͫɡƼƼˁ͎ΑāɎƼƼʉ˙ʥ̒ȅƼƼͫΒāžǚƼƼ́̒
ρǽƼƼ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏā ǨƼƼʉˉΎʓͫā ȇʉͫǇƼƼ̵Αā ǚƼƼ̤Αā ΎǚƼƼˈ Ό̒ć
ǽƼƼʓΎͫāɼƼƼʈʉʒˬͫΈǇƼ ˈʒ̒ɄƼƼˬʓʦ̒ǇƼƼ́ˈ͎āćĔΎƦǇΒ Ƽ ͎āǛƼƼͫ
ζɨƼƼ́̒Ǉ̤Ǎ˳̈́ćĢāǍΎ ƼєʔͫāžāǚƼƼΑҙҏćζǇƼƼ́ʉ͎ǨƼƼ́ˆ̒
ɼƼƼΎ̈Ǩ˜ˏͫāɨƼƼ́̒Ǉ˙ˬ˅˶ͲćΑāζɨƼƼ́̒ǇʉΎ ̣ǍͫǍ̈ǚ̈Αāć
ƦǍʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ͎ĢāǍ̓ ϔ ɡ˜̶
ˬ˴й ϩȌ͙й̉Џđę҇ˬйΑĪȌ̺̈϶ԽԲđę҇ˬ˴й όȌ˴̯ЏđŶԽԲȌ̝ЏđɎϩɹΑňȌй
̈ЏđȌЦȥΉύŶđňȔΦȄȌόпđȴϺȦК
й
ʞ̝̈ЏđɎϩɎϡȌ̈κԽԲđȴ
˴й ͅй̈ͲЏůȴμпđɡ˴ЏȌόпđɷ̈ͽ̯̈К
й
ˬ˴й ϡȌ̈κԽԲđęˬйΑĪȌ̺̈϶ԽԲđʞϩđęйȥЏđ
Figure 95: History 12 (2019), p. 43
ζƱĔāǨƼƼ͎ΑāɬƼƼͲɼƼƼˬʉˬ͘ɼƼƼʈ͎ǚƼƼ̈ǽƼƼ͎ǩƼƼΎ͛Ǩʓ̒ƴćǨƼƼΎʔͫāΎƦΑǇƼ̑ȽƼƼ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāǽƼƼ͎ƴǨƼƼʉʒ͛ɼʥ̈ǨƼƼ̶ĢǍˈƼƼ̶ɬƼƼ͇ɼƼƼ˳̣Ǉ͵ȇƼƼˬ͈ΑҙҏāǽƼƼ͎ƦǍƼƼ˜̒
ɼʉΎ ˏƼƼʷˬʒͫāƴĢǍƼƼΎʔͫǇ͛ζƴćǨƼƼΎʔͫāȽƼƼ̈ģǍ̒ǽƼƼ͎ƹǍƼƼ̵ćζɼƼƼʉΎ ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏāɼƼƼͫāǚˈͫāŁǇƼƼʉˉ̑ĢǍˈƼƼ̶ćζɼƼƼͫǇ˅̑ćζǨƼƼ˙͎ɬƼƼͲɑƼƼͫĕɬƼƼ͇șƼƼʓ˶̈ǇƼƼͲć
Ƽ̶ҙҏāȅƼƼͫΒāɼʉΎ ͫǇ˳ƼƼ̵Αto
āǨΎ ͫāɬƼbring
ƼͲǽƼΎ Ƽ̵ćǨΎ ͫāȽƼ
Ƽ˳ʓʤ˳ͫāȈƼƼˬ˙͵ǽƼƼʓΎͫā
Revolutions are known to beɼʉΎ ͛āǨʓƼ
attempts
radical

change to societies. They could be planned byˬelites
˴й όȌ˴̯Џđʞϩđęй
й orȥЏđbe
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ĢǛƼ
Ƽ
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Ƽ
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Ƽ
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Ƽ
͎ɨƼ
Ƽ
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ƢǇƼ
Ƽ
ˆ͵ǨƼ
Ƽ
ʉʉˉ̒ȅƼ
ƼͫΒāžǚƼƼ́̒
є
Ύ
spontaneously initiated by ordinary people. […]

ȅƼƼˬ͇ɼʉΎ ʒˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāłāĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāǽƼƼ͎ǇƼƼ˳͛ζƛҨҞ˙ʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāɎƼƼʉ˙ʥ̒ćƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāćζĢǇ˳ˈʓƼƼ̵ҙҏāɬƼƼͲĢǨƼƼʥʓˬͫǇƼƼͲΎ ΒāζɼΎ̈Ǩ˜ƼƼʶˈͫāɼƼƼʶ̵Ύ ǌ˳ͫāćΑā



žǚƼƼ́̑ǇƼƼͲΎ ΒāćζƢϔϜϖϙɼ˶ƼƼ̵ĿǨƼƼʒ˜ͫāɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫāƴĢǍƼƼΎʔͫāćζƢϔϜϕϘɼ˶ƼƼ̵ĿǨƼƼʒ˜ͫāɼΎ̈ĢǍƼƼʶΎ ͫāƴĢǍƼƼΎʔͫǇ͛ζƴǨ˳ˈʓƼƼʶ˳ͫāƛćΎǚƼ ͫā
Causes
of revolutions:
ɼ˶ƼƼ̵ɼʉΎ ͘ǨƼƼ ΎʷͫāǇƼƼΎ̑ćĢćΑāƛćĔǽƼƼ͎ŃǚƼƼ̤ǇƼƼ˳͛ζǇƼƼ́ͲǇΎ˜̤ȅƼ
Ό Ƽˬ͇ŁǍˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāłāĢǍƼƼʔ͛ζɼƼƼ˳͛ǇʥͫāɼƼƼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāɼʉΎ Ƽ̵ǇʉʶͫāɼƼ
Ύ Ƽ˳ˆ͵ΑҙҏāǨƼƼʉʉˉ̒
ɼƼƼΎ̈ĔΎǚˈΎʓͫāȅƼƼͫΒāǚƼƼ̤āǍͫāŁǩƼ
ƼʥͫāɨƼƼ˜̤ɬƼ
Ƽ˙ʓ͵ҙҏāǽƼƼlook
͎ȈƼƼʒ͈ĢǽƼat
ƼʓΎͫāζǇƼthe
Ƽʉ͵āǨ͛ćΑāćζǇƼ
Ƽ̈ĢǇˉ˶ćζǇƼƼʉ͵ǇͲćĢćζǇƼ
Activity
2: Read
theƼͲƛǇƼ
text,
photo,
drawƼ̈ĢǇˉˬ̑ǽƼƼ͎ƢϔϜϛϜ
Ύ Ƽˀʓ͘āćζɼƼƼʉΎ ̑ǩʥͫā
Ύ Ƽ̵ΑāǨΎ ͫāƈǍƼƼʶͫāĔǇƼ
conclusions and answer the questions: ǽͫǇ˳Ƽ

ϗϖ

Human history witnessed several outbreaks of revolution,
some related to political conditions and others also
involving economic and cultural aspects. Overall, they
all aim to achieve better standards for the society and
are considered a means of social change. Causes of
revolutions therefore vary according to the circumstances
from which they evolve and the rebels‘ aims, ambitions,
ideology or values.
- Mention revolutions that have occurred over history in
political, economic and cultural areas.
- Work out other methods of social change.
[Image] Figure 1: Palestinian Revolutionaries
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The text continues to explain that public uprisings aim to
change the prevailing conditions for the better, sometimes
using force; sometimes using peaceful means.322 While the
text does not go into further detail regarding methods of
revolution, the accompanying image does go one step further
than the image of the street fight on p. 40 of the same book.
The image with the caption ‘Palestinian revolutionaries’
shows five masked fighters armed with machine guns.
Here the textbook has left the context of comparatively
civilian resistance in the form of stone-throwing and is now
addressing military, potentially lethal violence which – such is
the message in the juxtaposition of text and image – has also
been a part of the ‘Palestinian Revolution’.
The textbook depicts the First Intifada (1987–1993) as a
prominent milestone of that protracted revolution in which
forms of violent protest were carried out alongside those of
ˬ˴й ̞̉Τˬ˴й ̻϶
peaceful resistance:

ɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāžāǚΑāłāĢǍΎ ˅̒ɬ͇ζɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҨҞͫƴṳ̈̌Ύ Ǎ˳ͫāɼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāƴĔǇʉ˙ͫāłāƹāǚ͵ǽ͎ȉʥʒ͵

ˬϘȌ͌̈КԽԲđɡ˴ЏȌόпđ
ɡ˴̝К˔й Φ҇ɷ̈ͽ̯̈Кę҇ʛλՏՄдК ҭ ƮȌ̰К



ǨҫҳҲұǨȌϡǡՏՄ̈λԽԲđˬЖęȌ͙ЖɎϩˬ˴й ͽ˴̯̀гͲ͌з ЏđˬϘȌ͌̈КԽԲđȌΉ̈Жȥ̟̈όđɎ̈йЏđɡ˴ЏȌόпԽԲđʊ϶ȌͽдК
ǿňȌ̝̞ЏđˬϘȌ͌̈КđǨҫҳҲұǨȌϡˬ˴й ͽ˴̯̀гͲ͌з ЏđˬϘȌ͌̈КԽԲđˬ˴̯Υɡ̇όȴ̯͌
й дК
ǨҫҳҲұǨȌϡˬϘȌ͌̈КԽԲđɎϩȌΉ͌˴ϞȔΥ˔й ΥůȴμпđŶđęĪпđęɡ˴ЏȌόпđɷ̈ͽ̯̈К
й ȇЖęȌ͙ЏđɬƼƼͲɼƼƼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāłǛƼƼʦΎ̒ā
ɬƼƼͲɼʉʒˈƼƼ ΎʷͫāłāǨƼƼǇˆΎʓͫāǚ́ƼƼʷ˳͛ρǇ́ʓ˅ƼƼʷ͵ΑҙҏΈǇƼʶʉ̇ĢΈǇ̑ǍˬƼƼ̵Αāˬ˴й Ͳȇȇ̯Џđˬ
й ˴й ̇̈́ȇḛ̑Џđˬȇ
FigureΎ 96: History 12 (2019), p. 58
ĔǍƼƼ˶̣ƦǍ˙ƼƼ̶Ǩ̈ćζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏ ͫāɼƼƼʉΎ ͎Ǎ˜ͫǇ̑ΈǇƼ ͵Ǉʉ̤ΑāƦǍƼƼ˳Ύʔˬʓ̈ćζɬʉ˅ƼƼʶˬ͎ ƢҨҞƼƼ͇ΑāƦǍƼƼˈ͎Ǩ̈ɬƼƼ̈ǛΎͫāƛǇƼƼˏ̈́ΑҙҏāćζƹǇƼƼʶΎ˶ͫāćζƛǇƼƼ̣ǨΎ ͫā
ɼƼƼΎ̈ĢǇʤΎʓͫāɨƼƼ́̒ҨΎҞʥͲŁāǍƼƼ̑ΑāƦǍƼƼ˙ˬˉ̈ćΑāζɼƼƼˏͫǇΎʓͫāłāĢǇʉƼƼʶͫāłāĢǇƼƼ̈́ΒāƦǍˬˈƼƼʷ̈ćζɼƼƼ͈ĢǇˏͫāłǇƼƼ̣Ǉ̣ǩΎ ͫāćΑāζƴĢǇƼƼʤʥͫǇ̑ƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏā
ƦǍƼƼˈˁ̈ćζɼƼƼʉΎ ͫǇ˳͇łǇƼƼ̑āǨ̀ΒāǽƼƼ͎ɨƼƼ́ˬ˳͇ɬƼƼ͛ǇͲΑāȅƼƼͫΒāŁǇƼƼǛΎ ͫāɬƼƼ͇ƦǍƼƼˈ˶ʓ˳̈ćΑāζɼƼƼ˳Ύˆ˶ͲɼƼƼʉΎ ͇Ǉ˳̣ɼƼƼΎ̈ĢǇʤ̒łǇƼƼ̑āǨ̀ΒāǽƼƼ͎
ƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāłǇƼƼʉͫΐāɼƼƼ͛Ǩ̤ɼƼƼ͘Ǉ͇ ΒҙҏɼʉΎ ˶˜ƼƼʶΎ ͫāłǇƼƼˈ˳ʤΎʓͫāɡƼƼ̥āǚͲćζɼƼƼʶʉ̇ǨΎ ͫāƈǨƼƼΎ˅ͫāȅƼƼˬ͇ǩƼƼ̣āǍʥͫā
ǽƼΎ Ƽ˶̈́ǍͫāɡƼƼ˳ˈͫāƴĔǇƼƼʉ˙ͫζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏ ͫāǨƼƼ̈ǨʥΎʓͫāɼƼƼ˳Ύˆ˶ͲɡƼƼ̇Ǉˀ͎ɬƼƼͲɼƼƼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҨҞͫǿȥȇȇλй ȔЏđˬȇȇ˴й ͽϝȔЏđǿĪȌȇȇ˴͙Џđʉ˴ȇȇόпȌΥƦǇ͛
ɼƼƼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāłǇƼƼʉΎ ͫǇˈΎ ͎ǚƼƼʉ̤Ǎ̒ŰǨƼƼˉ̑ρǇƼƼ͇́ҙҏǚ͵ҙҏƛćΎ Α ҙҏāǨ́ƼƼ ΎʷͫāǛƼƼ˶ͲɼƼƼ˳ˆʓ˶ͲłǇƼƼ͵Ǉʉ̑łĢǚƼƼ̿ΑǇ͎ρǽƼΎ ƼͫǇˁΎ˶ͫā
пԽԲđœĢǇƼƼʦͫāǽƼƼ͎ǇƼƼ́ˬ̇Ǉˀ͎ćɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏ ͫāǨƼƼ̈ǨʥΎʓͫāɼƼƼ˳Ύˆ˶ͲłĔǇƼƼ͘ć
ƛҨҞƼƼ̥ɬƼƼͲζɎȇȇόȌЖȔͲΤй
ȥЏđɎȇȇόȌ˴
̯ЏđŵȔͲȇȇό
й
й
й
ɼƼƼʉΎ ̑ǨˈͫāɨƼƼ˳˙ͫāłāǨƼƼ˳̒ǌͲǽƼƼ͎ɼ͛ĢǇƼƼʷ˳ͫāćΑāζɼƼƼʉΎ ͫćΎǚͫāćɼƼƼʉΎ ˳ʉˬ͘ҙҏāłǇƼƼ˳Ύˆ˶˳ͫāćŁāǩƼƼ̤ΑҙҏāćƛćΎǚƼ ͫāƹǇƼƼ˳͇ģȽƼƼͲłǇƼƼ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ā

Ϙϛ

Methods of the Intifada (Uprising):
Activity 3: Look at the pictures, draw conclusions and
answer the questions:
[Images]
- Discuss the methods that were used in the 1987 		
Palestinian Uprising against the occupation.
- Explain why the 1987 Palestinian Uprising was called
the ‘Uprising of Stones’ [intifāḍat al- ḥijāra].
- Work out other ways and methods used in the 1987
Uprising.

The photographs show a person spraying slogans and shops
closed during a strike as peaceful forms of resistance. The
picture of the slogan ‘On the road to freeing the land and
human beings’ (عىل طريق تحرير األرض واإلنسان, ʿala ṭarīk taḥrīr
al-arḍ wal insān) and the picture of the Dome of the Rock
framed by the black-and-white chequered fishnet pattern of
a keffiyeh stand for the objective of the ‘revolutionary path’:
the liberation of Jerusalem and Palestine.323
Burning car tyres, a hand armed with stones, and a man with
his face covered brandishing a slingshot in a group of similarly
dressed people symbolise the use of violence against an –
here invisible – opponent, presumably Israeli soldiers. The
exercises require the students to engage with the methods
of the First Intifada presented here. By referring to the 1987
Intifada as the ‘Uprising of Stones’ (انتفاضة الحجارة, intifāḍat alḥijāra) they emphasise the significance of stones as weapons
against the Israeli occupation. These images, in combination
with the exercises, display but do not necessarily promote
the use of possibly lethal violence using military arsenal.
A few pages later, the authored text summarising the First
Intifada begins by emphasising peaceful means of resistance:
‘popular demonstrations of men, women and children who
raised Palestinian flags, sometimes waving the Palestinian
keffiyeh, throwing rocks or empty bottles at the soldiers
of the occupation, setting fire to damaged tyres, closing
their commercial stores, staging collective strikes, workers‘
strikes, or setting up barriers on main roads and entrances to
residential areas to impede the movement of the occupation
mechanisms.’324

322

History 12 (2019), p. 44.

323

History 12 (2019), p. 58.

324

History 12 (2019), p. 58:  ويتلثمون بالكوفيّة، واألطفال الذين يرفعون أعالم فلسطني، والنساء،رئيسا ألنشطتها؛ كمشهد التظاهرات الشعبية من الرجال
ً اتخذت االنتفاضة من املقاومة الشعبية السلمية أسلوبًا
 أو ميتنعون عن الذهاب إىل أماكن، أو يغلقون أبواب محالتهم التجارية يف إرضابات تجارية جامعية منظمة، ويشعلون إطارات السيارات التالفة، أو الزجاجات الفارغة، ويرشقون جنود االحتالل بالحجارة،الفلسطينية
. ومداخل التجمعات السكنية إلعاقة حركة آليات االحتالل، ويضعون الحواجز عىل الطرق الرئيسية،عملهم يف إرضابات عاملية
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It was, the textbook maintains, the ‘brutality of the occupation
and the practice of a policy of breaking bones [of the Palestinian
protesters]’325 that ultimately caused the escalation leading
to the Intifada and to the violent use of arms: ‘Finally, military
means were used in what became known as the militarisation
of the uprising, which focused on the use of individual firearms
to respond to the occupation’s crimes against unarmed
civilians.’326 Here the textbook appears to be presenting the
use of arms as counterviolence during the First Intifada in
response to violence from Israelis towards ‘unarmed civilians’.
The euphemistic term ‘individual firearms’ harbours a certain
contradiction to the aforementioned ‘military means’ that
suggest a coordinated effort rather than the use of ‘small arms’.
The considerably more bloody Second Intifada (2000–2005)
is addressed by the textbooks in less detail; Geography of
Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II
(2019) features a two-page presentation of the Second Intifada
within a comprehensive chapter on Palestinian resistance and
the Oslo Peace Process. The summarising paragraph here also
holds Israeli policy responsible for the outbreak of the uprising:
‘the continuation of the occupation in his [Israel’s] oppressive
policy of the confiscation of land, the Judaisation of Jerusalem,
the arrests, the refusal to release prisoners, and the repeated
incursions into Al-Aqsa and the areas of the Palestinian
National Authority’.327 The textbook names Ariel Sharon’s visit
to Temple Mount on 28 September 2000 as the direct trigger
for the Second Intifada. The clashes ‘between worshippers
and the occupation army’ led to a large number of ‘shuhadā’
and wounded’, with the result that the uprising ‘spread all
over Palestinian lands’. This textbook also speaks of a ‘military’
form of resistance in this context: ‘The Second Intifada was
distinguished by its military character, as it witnessed a
number of confrontations and armed operations between

325
326

327

328

329

the resistance and the occupation forces; the resistance of
the Palestinian people was united, so a higher follow-up
committee was formed for the national and Islamic forces.’328
With regard to the portrayal of violence, a significant point
of criticism is that the textbooks make no mention of the
numerous suicide attacks on Israeli territory that resulted in
much bloodshed and became characteristic of the Second
Intifada, as well as the violent use of arms and the Israeli
besiegement of the occupied territories.
The textbook Social Studies 9/I also takes up the theme of
resistance in the sense of the grand narrative of Palestinian
nation-building. In unit 2, chapters 1 and 2, the textbook
discusses the emergence of liberation movements and
violent vs. non-violent as the different forms of resistance.
Resistance is defined as ‘confronting the coloniser by peaceful
or military means, or both, to respond to injury, maintain
existence and identity, and gain freedom. It is a legitimate
right confirmed by monotheistic canons and international
conventions’.329 The textbook provides examples of both
kinds of resistance (violent and non-violent), drawing on
different cases from history, such as Algeria. When relating
these reflections to Palestine, the text demonstrates that
Palestinians have engaged in violent resistance over the
course of the Palestinian struggle. Returning to the present,
the textbooks describe non-violent forms of resistance
through peaceful protests, engagement with the international
community to enforce international law in the Palestinian
territories, promotion of Palestinian national products, and
the boycotting of Israeli products in Palestine. A compilation
of photographs in Social Studies 9/I, p. 48, summarises the
various ‘forms of peaceful protest’ (أشكال املقاومة السلميّة, ashkāl
al-muqāwama a-silmīa):

History 12 (2019), p. 59:0 .]...[  ومامرسة سياسة تكسري العظام،وحشية االحتالل

History 12 (2019), p. 59: بحق املدنيني
ّ  وهي دعوات ركّزت عىل استخدام السالح الناري الفردي مقابل أسلحة االحتالل؛ للر ّد عىل جرائم االحتالل،وأخ ًريا استُخدم األسلوب العسكري فيام ُعرف بعسكرة االنتفاضة

.الع ّزل

Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 82:[...] ، وتهويد القدس،باإلضافة إىل استمرار االحتالل يف سياسته القمعية يف مصادرة األرض

. ومناطق السلطة الوطنية الفلسطينية، واالقتحامات املتكررة لألقىص، ورفض اإلفراج عن األرسى،واالعتقاالت

Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 83:  حيث شهدت عددا ً من املواجهات والعمليات املسلحة،متيزت االنتفاضة الثّانية بطابعها العسكري

. فتشكّلت لجنة املتابعة العليا للقوى الوطنيّة واإلسالمية،َسطيني
 وو ّحدت مقاومة الشّ عب ال ِفل، وق ّوات االحتالل،بني املقاومة
ّ
Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 46:  أق ّرته جميع الرشائع، وهو حق مرشوع، ونيل الحريّة، والهويّة، واملحافظة عىل الوجود، أو كليهام؛ لر ّد األذى، تعني مواجهة املستعمر بالطّرق السلمية والعسكريّة:املقاومة
. واملواثيق الدولية،الساموية
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ɢͲԟ ̈́ΥȌКпđ

ζƛҨҞ˙ʓ̵ҙҏāćɼΎ̈ǨΎ ʥͫāɡʉ˶ͫρɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏāƛćє ǚͫāɼ̣́āǍ˳ͫρŁǍˈ Ύʷͫāɷʓ̵ĢǇͲǇ̑Έ Ǎˬ̵Αāˬ˴й Ͳ̯ЏđˬЖęȌ͙ЏđΎ
ǚˈ Ό̒
й
ɼ́ʒʤͫā ƴǍΎ ˙̑ ƴģǩΎ ˈͲ ζɼʉΎ ͫćѓǚͫā ɨ͛Ǉʥ˳ͫāć ɡ͎Ǉʥ˳ͫā ǽ͎ ɡΎ ʓʥ˳ͫā ɨ̇āḲ̌ Țˁ͎ć ζɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫā ȇͫǇ˅˳ͫā ŔǨ̈́ ȌΉ̇˴ЏȌόпđ˜Жć
ɼʉ˳˶̒ć ζɼΎ͎Ǉ͛ ɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ƛćє ǚͫā ȽͲ ɼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏā ɼʉΎ ˈʒΎʓͫā ƛǇ˜̶Αā Ύɑ͎ć ζɼ˙̈ǚˀͫā
Ύ ŁǍˈ Ύʷͫāć ƛćє ǚͫā ƴĢģāǌͲć ζɼʉΎ ˬ̥āΎǚͫā
ζƢǇˀʓ͇ҙҏǇ̑ ζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏā ȅˬ͇ Ⱥˉˁˬͫ ρɼʉΎ ʒˈ Ύʷͫā Ǉ́̒Ǉ͘Ǉ̈́ ǚʷ̤ć ζɼʉˬ̥āΎǚͫā ɼʉΎ ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏā łǇ́ʒʤͫā ɨʉˆ˶̒ć ζǽ˶̈́Ǎͫā
ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏā
Ύ
Țˁˏͫ ρɼˏˬʓʦ˳ͫā ƢҨҞ͇ Βҙҏā ɡ̇Ǉ̵ć Ǩʉʦʶ̒ć ζƹāǚ́ Ύʷͫāć ĿǨ̵Αҙҏā Ǩ̵Αā ɼ̈Ǉ͇Ģć ζłāǨʉʶ˳ͫāć ζłǇ̑āǨ̀ Βҙҏāć ζœǇʤʓ̤ҙҏāć
ɨΊ ʓ ˶Ώ ͲΌ ŷΊ āć ɡʉ̣ ș̈Ǩʦ̒ć ζɼʉΎ ˳ʉˬˈΎʓͫā łǇʶ̵Ύ ǌ˳ͫǇ̑ ƢǇ˳ʓҙҏāć ζΎƢǇˈͫā ķΑāǨΎ ͫā ǚʷ̤ć ζĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ɨ̇āḲ̌
ɎКȔ˴Ή̺ЏđǡՏՄ̈λԽԲđǼȌ̝Υˬ˴й ͽ˴̯̀Ͳ͌ЏđˬЖęȌ͙ЏđǡȌ͝ύпđ

 ȇκҬ ƮȌ̰К

Ό
ȇʉʤΌ͵ ɨѓ ̓ ζșʓ˶ʓʶ͵ć
ζɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏā ĢǍ ˀͫā
є Ȼ̤ҨҞ͵
Ό

 ҭ ƮȌ̰К

ȇʉʤΌ͵ ɨ̓ ζșʓ˶ʓʶ͵ć
ζĢǍˀͫā Ȼ̤ҨҞ͵ć ζǽ̒ΐ ҙҏā ȵΎ˶ͫā ΑāǨ˙͵
Ό
ĔΎ ǨΎ ͫā ɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҨҞͫ ĔΎǚʤʓ˳ͫā ɨ͛ǚʉˈˀʓ̑ć ζɨ˜̒Ǉʉʥˁ̒ć ɨ˜̇Ǉ˅͇ ɨ̥ǩ̑ć ζɨ˜̒ĔāĢΒā ƴṳ̈̌Ǎ̑ ƦćǚʶΎ ʤ̒ ɬͲ Ǉ̈
ɎΎ˙ʥ̒ ɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏā ƦΎ ǇΒ ͎ ζɄˈ̀ ǚ͘ ǽͫǇˁΎ
Ύ ˶ͫā ɨ˜ʶˏ͵ ƦΑāć ζǍʒʦ̒ ɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏā ƦΎ ΑǇ̑ ɨ˜̇āǚ͇Αā łāƹǇ͇ΎĔā ȅˬ͇ ɨ̵Ǉʥͫā
ζɬʉΎˬʓʥ˳ͫā ƴḳ̌́Αā ɼˈ̈́Ǉ˙˳̑ ǚ͇Ǉˀʓ˳ͫā ɨ͛ǩ̈ǩˈʓ̑ ɨʓ͵Αā Ǉć ζǇ˶ʓΎ̈ǨΎ ̤ ɡʉ͵ Ɏ̈Ǩ̈́ ɬ͇ łāģǇʤ͵ Βҙҏā ɬ Ͳ āΈǚ̈ǩͲ ƢǍ̈ ǚˈ̑ ǇͲΈ Ǎ̈
łǇ͇Ǎ˶ˀ˳ͫā ɼˈ̈́Ǉ˙Ͳ ǩ̈ǩˈ̒ć ζɡΎ ʓʥ˳ˬͫ ȇ̇āǨ Ύˁͫā Ƚ͎Ĕ Ƣǚ͇ć ζɼʉ͵ǚ˳ͫā ƴĢāĔ Βҙҏā Ǩ̇āćĔ ɬͲ ƴǚ̈āǩʓ˳ͫā łҙҏǇ˙ʓ̵ҙҏǇ͛
ɼʉ̑ǨΎʓͫā ćΑā ζǇ˶̀ĢΑҙҏ ɼ͇āĢǩΎ ͫā Ʉʉʔ˜̒ć ζłǇ˶̈́Ǎʓʶ˳ͫā ǽ͎ ɡ˳ˈͫā ɼˈ̈́Ǉ˙Ͳć ζɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫā łǇ͇Ǉ˶ˀͫā
Ύ ɨ͇Ĕć ζɼʉΎ ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
Ύ
ɼ˅ˬ̵ ƴḳ̌́Αā ƹǇ˶̑ ǩ̈ǩˈ̒ć ζǽ͇Ǉ˳ʓ̣ҙҏā
ɬͲǇˁΎʓͫāć ɡ͎Ǉ˜Ύʓͫā ƦǍ˳ˁͲ Ɏʉ˙ʥ̒ć ζƋҨҞ́ʓ̵ҙҏā ǚʉ̶Ǩ̒ć ζɼʉΎ ʓʉʒͫā ɼʉΎ ͵āǍʉʥͫā
Ύ
Ǉ˶ʒˈ̶ łǇ͇Ǉ˅˙ͫ ΎƢǇΎʓͫā Ƣāǩʓͫҙҏā ǽ͎ć ζǇ˶ʒˈ̶ ƴĔāĢΒā ɬ͇ ɬʉΎ ̣ĢǇʦͫāć ζɡΎ ʓʥ˳ͫā ɷ̣ć ǽ͎ ǽͫǇˁΎ
Ύ ˶ͫā ǚʉˈˀΎʓͫǇ̑ ȇˈ Ύʷͫā
ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫā Ǩ̈ǨʥΎʓͫā ɼ˳Ύˆ˶Ͳ ɬ͇ ƴĢĔǇˀͫā
Ύ łāĢāǨ˙ͫāć ζǽͫǇˁΎ
Ύ ˶ͫā șͲǇ͵ǨʒͫǇ̑

(ƢϔϜϛϛ ƢǇ͇ ζϔϜ ɨ͘Ģ ƹāǚ͵ ζ ƴṳ̈̌Ǎ˳ͫā
ɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫā ƴĔǇʉ˙ͫā
Ύ

Ҭ

ҫ

ϗϜ
Figure 98: Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 49

Ү

ҭ

Ұ

ү

ɼʉΎ ˳ˬʶͫā ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā ƛǇ˜̶Αā  ϔ ɡ˜̶

ĢǍ ˀͫā
є ǽ͎ ɼ˶ʉΎ ʒ˳ͫā ɼʉΎ ˳ˬʶͫā
Ύ ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā ƛǇ˜̶Αā Ʉ˶ѕ ˀΌ͵ -١
 ΎžǨѓ ͫā ȅˬ͇ ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬ ͎ șΌ ʓ ˶Ώ ˳Ό ͫā ƴĢǇʒ͇ Ƚ̀ć ȅˬ͇ Ḳ̌ǇΎʓͫā ɡ˳̤ ķǛΎͫā ȇʒΎ ʶͫā șʓ˶ʓʶ͵
-٢
Ό
Ύ
ɼʉΎ ˳ˬʶͫā
-٣
Ύ ɼͲćǇ˙˳ˬͫ ĿǨ̥Αā ҙҏΈ Ǉ˜̶Αā Ǩ͛Ǜ͵
Ό

Figure 97: Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 48

ϗϛ

Activity (2-c)
Observe the following images, draw conclusions, and then
answer the questions:
[Images] Figure (1): Forms of peaceful resistance
1) Categorise the forms of peaceful resistance displayed
in the images.
2) Work out why the merchant marked the products on
the shelf with the label: ‘Palestinian product.’
3) Mention other forms of peaceful resistance.

A few pages later, Social Studies 9/I (2019) once again
juxtaposes methods of non-violent resistance with those of
violent force over the course of Palestinian history in a text,
together with a compilation of images:
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ȵΎ
Ύ ˶ͫāǽ͎łĔĢćǽʓΎͫāɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāƛǇ˜̶ΑāȬ
Ό ͘ Ǉ˶Ό͵ -١
ΎˆͫāɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāǇ́ʉͫΒāĔǍˈ̒ǽʓΎͫāɼʉΎ ˶ͲǩͫāƴǨʓˏͫāǨ͛Ǜ͵ -٢
ĢǍ ˀͫāǽ͎ƴǨǇ
є
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́
ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāǇ́ʓ͛Ǩ̒ǽʓΎͫāĢǇ̓ΐ ҙҏāșʓ˶ʓʶ͵
-٣
Ύ
Ό
Ύ ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāȅˬ͇ɼ

ɢͲԟ ̈́ΥȌКпđ

ƋāǨʥͫāȅͫΒāǨʉʷ̈ćζłǇʓʷͫāćɡ̥āǚͫāǽ͎ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāȇˈʷˬͫɼʉˈʉʒ˅ͫāɡˈˏͫāƴΎĔĢǽˬ˴й ͽ˴̯̀гͲ͌з ЏđˬЖęȌ͙Џđ
ɼ̈Ǩʥͫāɡʉ͵ɡʉʒ̵ǽ͎ζǽ͵Ǎʉ́
āǍ͇ǚ̒ǽʓΎͫāłǇʉΎ ˬ˳ˈͫāćłāǍ͇ΎǚͫāćłǇ̵ǇʉʶΎ ͫāć
Ύ
Ύ ˀͫāĔǇ́˅̀ҙҏāćζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɼͲćǇ˙ͲȅͫΒ
Ǩʉʉˉʓ̑ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāƛǇ˜̶Αā Ȉ͇Ǎ˶̒ćζɨͫǇˈͫāŁǍˈ̶ǽ͘Ǉʒ͛ ɬ̈́ǍͫāŁāǨ̒ȅˬ͇ɼͫćǚͫāƹǇ˶̑ćƛҨҞ˙ʓ̵ҙҏāć
ɬʉʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāɬʉˬ˜ʷͫāłǛʦ̒āćɼ̈Ǩ˜ʶˈͫāćɼʉ̵ǇʉʶͫāžćǨˆͫā
ǽ͎ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ȅͫΒā ɼʉΎ ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƴǨʤ́ͫāɼ̈āǚ̑ȽͲɼʥˬʶ˳ͫāɼ
ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāłΑāǚ̑ˬ̞Ͳ̯ЏđˬЖęȌ͙Џđ
Ύ
ɼ̈āǚ̑ȽͲłāĢǍ̓ćζķΎ Ǩ˜ʶ͇ǽ̵Ǉʉ̵ɡ˳͇ȅͫΒ
āȈͫǍʥ̒ɨΎ ̓ζǇǚ̈āǩ̒ȽͲłǚ͇Ǉˀ̒ćζǨʷ͇Ƚ̵ǇΎʓͫāƦǨ˙ͫāłǇ̈Ǉ́͵
Ύ
ŁāǨ̀ ΒҙҏāƦҨҞ͇ΒāćζƢϔϜϖϙƢǇ͇ƴĢǍ̓ćζƢϔϜϕϜƢǇ͇ƈāǨʒͫāƴĢǍ̓ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāłāĢǍʔͫāģǨ̑ΑāɬͲćζǽ͵Ǉ˅̈Ǩʒͫā
Łāǚʓ͵ҙҏā
Ύ
ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāćɨʉʶ˙ʓͫāĢāǨ͘Ģćǚ̿ǚˈ̑ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāłǇʉˬ˳͇ȈͫāǍ̒ćζǽʦ̈ĢǇ̒ŁāǨ̀ΒāƛǍ̈́Αāǚˈ̈ķǛͫāǨʉʒ˜ͫā
ƢϔϜϙϘƢǇ͇Ǉ́̒ΑǇʷ͵Ǜ˶Ͳɼʥˬʶ˳ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǨ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶ͲȈΎ˶ʒ̒ǚ͘ćζƢϔϜϗϛƢǇ͇ɬʉ˅ʶˬˏͫ
ȅˀ͘Αҙҏāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵āćζƢϔϜϛϚƢǇ͇ƴĢǇʤʥͫāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵Ǉ͛ɼʉʒˈʷͫāłǇ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāɎ̈Ǩ̈́ɬ͇ζˬ˴й Ͳ̯ЏđˬЖęȌ͙Џđ
й
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Figure 99: Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 50–51

Types of Palestinian Resistance against the Zionist
Occupation:
Activity 3: Read the following text, look at the pictures,
draw conclusions and then answer the questions:
[Addressing active participants of the Intifada] ‘To all of
you who, by your unified will, unconditional generosity and
sacrifice and by escalating the Intifada events could give a
firm answer to the allegations of enemies who are claiming
that the Intifada is fading away, and that your enthusiasm
is waning. Day after day, the Intifada is achieving more on
the path to our freedom and thanks to your support and
solidarity in boycotting the occupation entities. For example,
via increased resignations from public administration,
refusing to pay taxes to the occupier, boycotting Zionist
products, supporting national industry, and refusing to
work in settlements, cultivating our lands and raising our
own cattle, rationalising consumption, achieving social and
economic solidarity, supporting the building of our nation‘s
administrative authority and conforming with the people‘s
will and the decisions of the PLO.’
(The Unified National Leadership, call number 19, year 1988)
[Images]
1. Discuss the forms of Palestinian resistance as 		
mentioned in the text.
2. Ascertain when each of the events of Palestinian 		
resistance depicted in the photos took place.
3. Draw conclusions regarding the impacts of Palestinian
resistance on the Zionist occupation.
I have learnt:
Palestinian resistance is a natural reaction of the Palestinian
people in their homeland and in the diaspora. Resistance
refers to movements, invitations and operations that call for

resistance towards the occupation and Zionist discrimination
in the hope of achieving freedom and independence and
establishing a state in our homeland like the rest of the
world‘s peoples. Palestinian resistance varies according to
political and military circumstances, taking on two forms:
Armed resistance: The armed Palestinian resistance
started with the beginning of Zionist immigration to
Palestine around the end of 19th century and increased
with this immigration. Then it became political and military
operations and revolutions by the beginning of the British
Mandate. The most important Palestinian revolutions are:
the Buraq Revolution of 1929, the revolution of 1936, and
the declaration of the biggest and longest strike in history.
The resistance operations continued after the issuance of
the partition resolution and after the Zionist occupation in
1948. The PLO has engaged in armed resistance since it was
founded in 1965.
Peaceful resistance: is achieved through public uprisings
such as the Uprising of Stones in 1987, the Aqsa Uprising
in 2000, sit-ins, demonstrations, national festivals, and
attendance of international events in order to demand the
right of Palestinian people to self-determination and the
right of return for refugees. Resistance on an economic
level is achieved by establishing national banks, boycotting
Zionist products in Palestine, in the Arab world or in other
countries in the region.
Arab women have played a prominent role in resisting
colonialism. They did not hesitate to join the rebel bases
and training centres, they led commando operations against
the occupation and were added to the lists of shuhadā’,
wounded and prisoners. Such women include Algerian
Djamila Bouhired, who resisted French colonialism in
Algeria, and Dalal Al-Mughrabi who led the Deir-Yassin
commando operation on the Palestinian coast in 1978,
which resulted in the deaths of more than thirty Zionist
soldiers and many others. Many other women have also
confronted colonialism bearing the slogan of resistance and
liberation.
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The description of the various phases and forms of resistance
here mentions Dalal Al-Mughrabi and thus implicitly the acts
of terror committed by the PLO in the 1970s and early 1980s.
In a brief paragraph on female participants in resistance she
is placed next to Djamila Bouhired of the Algerian resistance against the French colonial powers. This representation
appears to frame violence against Israeli civilians both in the
anticolonial narrative and a context of women’s empowerment. As no further portraits of significant female figures in
Palestianian history are presented, the path of violence implicitly appears to be the only option for women to demonstrate
an outstanding commitment to their people and country.330
The photographs in Social Studies 9/I (2019), p. 49 and 50
illustrate the various phases and forms of resistance described
in the text. The first row of pictures shows (right) the leader of
the Arab Revolts of 1936-39 while the image to the left – not
quite chronologically – depicts a protest of Palestinians in the
occupied territories or perhaps in the north of Israel. While the
two pictures in the last row show more scenes that could have
taken place during the First Intifada (burning tyres, youths
throwing stones), the third and the fourth photograph depict
less recent phases of Palestinian ‘resistance’. The photo on

the right shows a peaceful demonstration of Palestinians in a
large city, possibly Beirut. The photo on the left shows Yasser
Arafat with Khalil al-Wazir (1935–1988), known as Abu Jihād,
the co-founder of Fatah and commander of its armed wing.
Al-Wazir was held responsible by Israel for a number of terrorist
operations against Israeli targets in the late 1970s, including the
Coastal Road Massacre of 11 March 1978. He was assassinated
in Tunis in 1988. The picture shows the two Palestinian leaders
walking with a group of men, presumably when the PLO was in
exile in Lebanon. Almost all of them are in uniform; one – on
the left-hand edge of the picture – is carrying a gun. The picture
thus at least evokes the armed confrontation with Israel that
took place between 1970 and 1982 in the form of terror
attacks, primarily using Lebanon as a base. Although he is not
mentioned in the text, the depiction of al-Wazir next to Arafat
in the photograph could further symbolise the integration of
armed violence against civilian targets into the Palestinian
narrative of resistance. The working tasks raise student’s
awareness of the different forms and phases of resistance
and encourage them to reflect upon the impact of Palestinian
resistance. This task, to reflect upon violent and non-violent
forms and phases of Palestinian resistance, is repeated from
year 9 to 12 in different subjects and textbooks.

3.4.2 THE PORTRAYAL OF VIOLENCE IN ARABIC LANGUAGE
TEXTBOOKS
Unlike the textbooks for history and geography as well as
social studies, the textbooks for Arabic language and literature
do not attempt to conceptually embed violent forms of
resistance into an overarching narrative and then proceed to
analyse them; rather, they describe them and subject them
to poetic elevation. This glorification of resistance does not
shrink from affirming that opponents may be killed during an
armed confrontation. It is, however, difficult, in the case of the
textbooks for Arabic language and literature, to unequivocally
grasp their ‘intentions’, since they contain not only texts from
the pen of the textbook authors, but also literary works by
Palestinian and Arab poets and writers with an artistic style

330

that eludes an unambiguous interpretation. Both tendencies
are illustrated in the following examples.
The Arabic Language 8/II includes a section on the battle
for the village of Al-Karameh, an extremely important
event for Palestinian and Arab collective memory as the
battle is commemorated as successful from the Palestinian
perspective.331 In this military conflict, Israeli troops invaded
Jordanian territory in March 1968 in order to attack a
Fatah camp near the village with the declared objective of
defence against terror. In addition to the Palestinian fidāʼīyīn
( ِفدائيّني, fighters), units of the Jordanian army engaged in

A larger group of female figures such as Fatima Bernawi, Leila Khaled, Samiha Khalil, Marie Alphonsine Ghattas, Nabiha Nasser, Zulaikha al-Shihabi and Yusra
al-Barbari are presented, for instance, in the Arafat Museum in Ramallah. For a further discussion of Dalal Al-Mughrabi see Chapter 3.4.3.

331

The Arabic Language 8/II (2019), p. 40–47.
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the confrontation with the Israelis. Although the camp was
completely destroyed in the course of the battle, the Israeli
side also suffered significant losses, not having expected such
intense resistance. The text presented in the textbook is an
excerpt from a book about this battle and describes how ‘the
soldiers of the Zionist occupation’ (جنود االحتالل الصهيوين, junūd
al-iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī) entered the village and fought against the
Jordanian soldiers and the Palestinian fidāʼīyīn. Israeli soldiers
are depicted as ‘the enemy soldiers’ (جنود العدو, junūd alʿadū) who tried to burn the region but were surprised by the
fidāʼīyīn resistance, who are described as valiant fighters. The
introductory paragraph explains:

ˬз Жг đȴг͝Џđˬд Жг đȴгϺ

ʔ
ԣ ԟͽЏđŢз гȥгΑ˜г ˴к Τг 

 ɼΊ ˈ ʒΏ Ƽ̵ć
Ί ƼΏͫ іāƢǇƼƼ͇ɼ Ƽ˳ ̈ǩ ǚƼˈΏ ̑
 Ƽʓ ̤ā
ɼ Ƽʉѓ ̑ǨΏ ˉ ͫā ɼ Ƽˏ ѕˁͫāƛҨҞƼ

Ώ ćζ
 ɬʉʓƼ
 Ƽ̵ć
 ɼΊ ʈ ˳ ˈ ƼʶΏ ̒ćɄƼ


 ̤ҙҏā
ΌɼƼƼͲѓ ї ҙҏāł Ǩ ˈ ƼƼ ̶ζǇƼƼ́ˈʉ˳̣
ѕ ƛҨҞƼƼʓ
Ώ ƴ Ǩ ˅ ʉΏ ƼƼ̵ćζ
 ɬʉ˅ƼƼ
 ʶΏ ˬ͎ȅƼƼˬ͇ǽƼƼ
 ƴǩѓ ƼƼ͈ć
ѕ ͵Ǎʉ́Ώ ˀͫā
 ̵Ώ ҙҏāćΌ
 ǛΏ ƼƼ Όʦͫāćɼ ƼƼʒ ʉΏ ʦͫāćǨƼƼ́Ώ ˙ͫǇ̑ Όɼʉѓ ͲҨҞƼƼ
Β ɼƼƼʉѓ ̑ Ǩ ˈ ͫā
ǽƼƼ͎ ɼ ƼƼͲ āǨ˜ ͫāΌɼƼƼ͛Ǩˈ Ͳ  łΏ ƹǇƼƼʤ
 ͎ ζƦҙҏ
ɬƼƼ
 ƼƼʉΏ ʤͫā
ѕ Ȭ
 ɼ͛ ǍΏ ƼƼ ̶ łΏ ǨƼƼ ʶ ˜ ͎ ζǽƼƼͫǇΎʓͫāƢǇƼƼˈͫā
 Ͳ ΈǇƼƼ͇ǍΏ ͵ ɼ ƼƼͲѓ ї ҨҞͫĔ ǇƼƼ͇іāǇƼƼͲρǽƼƼ
ѕ ͵Ǎʉ́Ώ ˀͫā
ȫ
 ƼƼΏˏ˶ѓ ͫǇ̑ɼ ƼƼ˙ѕʔͫāć ɼ ƼƼͲ āǨ˜ ͫā
Figure 100: The Arabic Language 8/II (2019), p. 40

ϗϓ

The dignity [karāma] of Karameh
[Image]
About the text:
After the defeat in 1967, the occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza, and after the Zionist occupation had taken
control over all of Palestine, the Arab and Islamic nation
felt defeated, dejected and disappointed. But it was not
until the battle of dignity [al-karāma] in the following
year that the Zionist army was defeated. The nation thus
regained to a certain extent its dignity and self-confidence.

332

333
334

The text narrates the battle in detail, with violent acts committed
by both sides, portraying the Palestinians who took part in this
battle as ‘the champions who defeated the brutal Zionist soldiers
who were trying to burn everything’.332 The text glorifies the
battle of the fidāʼīyīn against the Israeli army as heroic. Unlike
the heroising of the Palestinian fighters, the Israeli soldiers are
depicted in the text as cowardly and thus inferior, such as the
‘burnt Zionist soldier held by thick chains inside his tank by his
commander who feared that the soldier would otherwise flee’.333
The text is accompanied by a drawing of a Palestinian fighter
shooting at an Israeli tank with a Kalashnikov gun and hitting two
Israeli soldiers. One of the soldiers has already been hit and is
hanging lifelessly over the machine gun of the tank turret; the
other throws his arms up in the moment he is hit and loses
his steel helmet. Similarly to the text, the illustration not only
glorifies as heroic the use of arms in resistance by the Palestinian
fidāʼīyīn (Kalashnikov vs. tank; keffiyeh vs. steel helmet, etc.);
the violent use of firearms is glorified if it – as is the case here
– serves to defend against an attack. More problematically
still, in this textbook for year 8 the wounding or even killing of
the opponent is presented in a positive light.
An Arabic textbook for year 9 contains an excerpt from a story
by the Palestinian author Nabhan Khraishi, titled ‘Biography
of the Cuffs and the Pen’.334 The text is written in language
that at times is highly poetic, employing a variety of narrative
and stylistic techniques such as stream of consciousness. The
story is set during the time of the Intifada and describes the
imposition of a curfew on the home town of the first-person
narrator, near Ramallah, and the arrival of a search-and-arrest
squad from the Israeli military. The narrator’s reflections
revolve around the circumstances surrounding such nightly
raids and the visual and acoustic impressions associated with
them. He characterises himself as an ‘ex-prisoner’ (سجني سابق,
sajīn sābiq) who has been incarcerated in Israeli prisons several
times already and was under house arrest for five years. After
the Israeli security forces violently forced their way into a
neighbour’s house, whose USA passport proves to be of little
value, it transpires that the narrator himself is the target of the
raid. The soldiers break into his home through the windows
and arrest him in the presence of his tearful wife. The violence
described in the text is primarily executed by the Israeli
security forces, who are portrayed as particularly ruthless in

The Arabic Language 8/II (2019), p. 42:  وأظهرت بسالة يف التصدي للمعتدين الصهاينة الذين ج ّن، التي أمطرت العدو بوابل قذائفها،إضافة إىل كتيبة املدفعية األردنية بقيادة اللواء مشهور حديثة الجازي

. فحاولوا إحراق املنطقة بكل ما ميتلكون من عنجهية ووحشية ماكرة، وتضحيات مل تخطر عىل بال،جنونهم ملا رأوه من شجاعة خارقة
The Arabic Language 8/II (2019), p. 43: .ولن ننىس صورة جندي صهيوين محرتق مكبّل من قائده بسالسل غليظة داخل دبباته؛ خشية الهرب
The Arabic Language 9/I (2019), p. 61–64.
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The term ‘barbeque party’ (حفلة شواء, ḥaflatu shiwā’), used
to refer to an attack on a settlement bus, presumably
with Molotov cocktails and with likely fatalities among the
passengers, is a cynical downplaying of the attack. This
statement is made not by the first-person narrator himself
but by a ‘neighbour’ introduced in the third person, who
remains nameless and whose statement is neither confirmed
nor rejected by the narrator. The text as a whole thus
remains ambiguous as to the acceptability of this form of
violence towards settlers. A direct call for violence cannot,
therefore, be derived from the text. The cynical statement
made by ‘the neighbour’ was replaced in the 2020 edition of
the textbook with the following sentence: ‘The neighbour:
[…] It seems the situation is escalating in (Psagot) settlement
over the high mountain.’339

their behaviour – showing no consideration for the narrator’s
sleeping children, for instance – and cynical in their statements.
The story contains elements of a dehumanising portrayal, such
as when the intruders, ‘who enjoy watching the victim’,335 are
described as sadistic or when the raid is characterised as a
‘ravenous hunt for prey’.336 Nevertheless, it is a literary text
that uses highly figurative language, and in comparison with
other textbook portrayals of Israeli violence presented above
does not go so far as to demonise the opponent.
The text contains one passage that can be read as promoting
violence against the other side: ‘The neighbour: The curfew
doesn‘t include us in (al-Shurfa); it is imposed on (an-Natārīsh).
It seems there is a barbeque party using fire-bombs on one of
the (Psagot337) settlement buses, over the high mountain.’338

3.4.3 THE DEPICTION OF DALAL AL-MUGHRABI
Dalal Al-Mughrabi (1959–1978) occupies a prominent
position in Palestinan national memory. For example, she
is featured prominently in the mural displaying the most
important figures of Palestinian history in the Arafat Museum
at Ramallah. Al-Mughrabi became known as a result of the
role she played in 1978 in one of the most deadly terror
attacks in the history of Israel, widely referred to as the
Coastal Road Massacre. Al-Mughrabi herself was killed in this
attack. This, together with highly symbolic elements added to
embellish the story at a later stage have imbued Al-Mughrabi
with a solid position as resistance fighter and shahīda in the
Palestinian collective memory. As one of few women in the
Palestinian national movement she is presented as a role
model to girls and young women in particular. She is given a

335

336

337
338

339
340

prominent depiction in the textbooks, symbolising the armed
violence of ‘resistance’ in the form of terror attacks on Israeli
citizens and institutions, not only in Israel, especially in the
1970s.
As she occupies a distinctive place among the identification
figures that Palestinian students encounter in their textbooks
of various subjects, the following section will focus on
her portrayal in the textbooks analysed for this Report. In
Palestinian history and social studies textbooks, Al-Mughrabi
is presented in the historical narrative of the events of the
1970s, while in Arabic language textbooks she is depicted
more poetically as a woman who sacrificed herself for the land
and thus often titled shahīda.340

The Arabic Language 9/I (2019), p. 62: ‘What bothers me most in the arresting act is not my destiny, but rather the sadism of the soldiers of the Givati and
Golani [Brigade], who enjoy watching the victim.’ . وإمنا سادية جنود (جفعايت) و(جوالين) يف تلذذهم لروية الضحية،أكرث ما يزعجني يف العملية االعتقالية ليس مصريي
The Arabic Language 9/I (2019), p. 63: ‘Their cars were parked two or three streets away from the house. A typical ravenous hunt for prey.’
. هذه هي عادة الكوارس يف البحث عن الطرائد،كانت سياراتهم تقف بعيدة عن البيت بشارعني أو ثالثة
The place referred to here is Psagot, an Israeli settlement close to Ramallah.

ِ الْحا ِرقَة إل ْحدى حا ِف
The Arabic Language 9/I (2019), p. 63: الت ُم ْستَ ْع َم َر ِة (بساغوت) َعىل

. ِالْ َج َبلِ الطَّويل

َ فروض َعىل (ال َّنتاريش) َعىل ما يَبْدو ه
ُِناك َح ْفلَ ُة ِشوا ٍء بِالْقَنابِل
ٌ  َحظ ُر التَّ َج ُّول ال يَشْ َملُنا يف (الرشفة) َم:الجا ُر

The Arabic Language 9/I (2020), p. 61: عىل ما يبدو هناك تصعيد عىل مستعمرة (بساغوت) يف الجبل الطويل
For further reading on al-Mughrabi and her place in the Palestinian collective memory see: Kuriansky, Judy: Terror in the Holy Land: Inside the Anguish of the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2006 and Peteet, Julie: Gender in Crisis: Women and the Palestinian Resistance Movement. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1991, p. 155.
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3.4 THE PORTRAYAL OF PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE AGAINST ISRAEL

An analysis of the portrayals of Al-Mughrabi in the textbooks
unveils how violence against civilians is presented as a means
of resistance and examines whether these portrayals also
contain a justification or glorification of this form of violence,
as illustrated in the following sections.

DESCRIPTIVE EMBEDDING IN THE NARRATIVE
OF RESISTANCE
з

й

ɎКȔ˴Ή
˴й ͽ˴̯̀г
Ͳ͌ЏđˬЖęȌ͙ЏđɣЏȌ
̉ЏđƝňйȥЏđ
Ԡ̺Џđǰđęȥ̈́Џđę҇ˬ
ǨҫҳҲҬҫҳұҲofǰȌͽ̇ЏɛͲϡ
й and
Geography
Palestine
its Modern
and
Contemporary
History 10/II (2019), mentions Dalal Al-Mughrabi’s act in
ɛͲϡ˜ΑňĪȌ϶đȔКȔ͝ΑǰпđƝňйȥЏđˬΑȌΉКȥ̈́Τˬ̇Ͳ̀й Џđ˜Жʞд ԟ϶Ȕг ̈г Αд
passing in a section on the antecedents to the South Lebanon
ƢϔϜϚϛƢǇ͇ƦǇ˶ʒͫȅˬ͇ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƦāćǚˈͫāŁǇʒ̵Α
āœǇʓ˶ʓ̵āϔ
є
conflict (the so-called ‘Operation Litani’ ofΎ 1978):
ƢϔϜϛϕƢǇ͇ƦǇ˶ʒͫȅˬ͇ǽ͵Ǎʉ́
āȚʉ̀Ǎ̒ϕ
є
Ύ ˀͫāƦāćǚˈͫāŁǇʒ̵Α
ƢϔϜϛϕƢǇ͇ƦǇ˶ʒͫŔǇʉʓ̣āȅˬ͇ɼʒΎ̒Ǩʓ˳ͫāș̇ǇʓΎ˶ͫāƦǇʉʒ̒ϖ

ǨҫҳұҲǨȌϡǰȌͽ̇ЏɛͲϡɎКȔ˴Ή
Ԡ̺Џđǰđęȥ̈́Џđ
й

ɷ̈ͽ̯̈К˔й Φ҇пđȴ͙К ҫ ƮȌ̰К
ζɼʉ͵Ǉ˶ʒˬͫāǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāɬͲɼ̈Ǩ˜ʶˈͫāǇǚ͇āǍ͘ɬͲΈǇ͘ҨҞ˅͵āζɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāłǇʉΎ ˬ˳͇Ǩ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶ͲȈˬ̿āć
Ǉ́˶Ͳ Ǜʦ̒ā ǽʓͫā ɡ̤Ǉʶͫā ɼʉˬ˳͇ ǽ̑Ǩˉ˳ͫā ƛҙҏĔ ƴĔǇʉ˙̑ ɼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲ łǛˏ˶͎
ƢϔϜϚϛƢǇ͇ƦǇ˶ʒͫŁǍ˶̣ŔǇʉʓ̣ҙҏɷͫɼˈ̈Ģĕǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƦāćǚˈͫā
є
ƢϔϜϚϛƢǇ͇ƦǇ˶ʒͫŁǍ˶ʤͫǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāŔǇʉʓ̣ҙҏāɬͲžǚ́ͫā v
Figure 101: Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History
ɢйͲ̈́ΥȌКпđ
10/II (2019), p. 68

ζƢϔϜϚϛϖϔϗț̈ĢǇʓ̑ƦǇ˶ʒͫŁǍ˶̣ȅˬ͇ǽ͵Ǎʉ́
є ƦāćǚˈͫāΑāǚ̑
Ύ ˀͫā
ȅͫΒā ɷ̒āǍΎ ͘ Ȉˬ̿ćć ζɼʉ͵Ǉ˶ʒͫ ɼ̈Ǩ͘ć ƴǚˬ̑ ϔϘϓ ɬͲ Ǩʔ͛Αā ɡΎ ʓ̤āć
Zionist Aggression towards Lebanon in 1978:
ǽ͵Ǉ˅ʉˬͫāǨ́͵žĢǇʷͲ
Activity (1): Read and ȇͫǇ̈́ķǛͫā
draw conclusions:
Α
ϗϕϘ ɨ͘ĢĢāǨ˙ͫāǽͫćѓ
ǚ
ͫāɬͲ
ҙ
ҏāȫˬʤͲĢǚ̿Αāć
Ύ
The Liberation Organisation
continued
the resistance
ǽ̀āĢΑҙҏāɬͲɼ
ʉΎ ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
є łāǍΎ ˙ͫāŁǇʥʶ͵āćζĢǇ˶ͫāƈҨҞ̈́ΒāɄ͘Ǎ̑ɷʉ͎
operations, starting from
their military
bases on Lebanese
ƦǇ˶ʒͫŁǍ˶̣ǽ͎
ɡʉˏʉ͵Ǎʉͫā ɼʉͫćĔɼʒ͘āǨͲƴǍ͘ƹǇʷ͵Β
āĢǨΎ ͘ćζɼʉ͵Ǉ˶ʒˬͫā
territories, where a group
led by Dalal Al-Mughrabi
carried
łāǍΎ ͘Ȉʒʥʶ͵āζɼ͛Ǩʓʷ˳ͫāɼʉ͵Ǉ˶ʒˬͫāćɼ
ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫāɡˈˏ̑ć
out the coastal operation. Ǉ́ͫǽͫāǍ˳ͫāǽ̑Ǎ˶ʤͫāƦǇ˶ʒͫȬʉ̣Ǉ́
The Zionist aggression
this
ΎˬʥͲused
ɡΎ ̤ćζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏā

as aϡ˺̂̀́ϡΎϋϥΎϨΒϟΏϮϨΟ
pretext to invade southern Lebanon in 1978.
- The purpose of the Zionist invasion of southern 		ҰҲ
Lebanon in 1978.

The text provides an account of the situation prior to the
advance of the Israeli army into southern Lebanon in 1978.
The acts of violence launched by the PLO from Lebanon
against Israeli national territory are declared to be ‘resistance
operations’ (عمليات املقاومة, ʿamaliyāt al-muqāwama) and
include the ‘coastal operation’ (عملية الساحل, ʿamaliyat a-sāḥel)

– about which no further detail is given – led by Dalal AlMughrabi. The textbook does not criticise the PLO terrorist
attacks which are described here as acts of ‘resistance’, but
rather – through the choice of words – the ‘Zionist aggression’
(العدوان الصهيوين, al-ʿuduān aṣ-ṣuhyūnī) in response to these
attacks. By characterising the PLO commandos as ‘resistance’
the acts of the group – which remain undescribed – are
presented as justified. The fact that the text in its historical
explanation refers to Al-Mughrabi, presenting her iconic
photograph in illustration, is indicative of a certain level of
familiarity with Al-Mughrabi and her actions within the public
sphere (and thus a certain recognition value).

IDEALISING IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ANTICOLONIAL STRUGGLE
In another social studies textbook, Al-Mughrabi features
among notable Arab women who have participated in the
decolonising struggle, which associates her with Algerian
Djamila
andΎˆͫāćζɼʉ˶̈́ǍͫāłǇ͵Ǉ̣Ǩ́˳ͫāćζłāǨǇˆ˳ͫāćζłǇͲǇˀʓ͇ҙҏāćζƢϕϓϓϓƢǇ͇
draws upon the ‘common cause’
ɼʒͫǇ˅˳ˬͫρɼʉΎ ͫćѓBouhired
ǚͫāɡ͎Ǉʥ˳ͫāǽ͎ĢǍ́
of
these
women
ledҞmilitant
operations
forˬˏ ͫāthe
ҙҏΈ Ǉ˜̶Α
ā Ǉ́ˁˈ̑two
ǛʦΎ̒ā Ǉ˳͛
ζɨ́ʉ̀āĢΑwho
ā ȅͫΒā ɬʉʈ̣ҨΎ
ͫā ƴĔǍ͇ć ζǨʉˀ˳ͫā
Ǩ̈Ǩ˙̒ ǽ͎ ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ȇˈ Ύʷͫā Ɏʥ̑
Ύ
liberation
of
their
countries
from
colonial
rule:

Α
ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǽ̀āĢҙҏāǽ͎ƹāǍ̵ζɼ
ʉΎ ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāȽ̇Ǉˁʒͫāɼˈ̈́Ǉ˙ͲȅͫΒ
ā ƴǍ͇ΎǚͫāćζɼʉΎ ˶̈́ǍͫāƋǍ˶ʒͫāƹǇʷ͵ΒǇ͛ζɼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ā
Ύ
Ή

ɼ˙̈ǚˀͫāƛ
āζɼΎˬʓʥ˳ͫā
Ύ ćє ǚͫāćΑāζǽ̑ǨˈͫāɨͫǇˈͫāćΑ
Ύ
ζȇ̈Ģǚʓͫāǩ͛āǨͲćĢāǍΎ Ύʔͫāǚ͇āǍ˙̑ƈǇʥʓͫҙҏāɬ͇ƦāǍʓ̒ɨˬ͎ζĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏāɼͲćǇ˙Ͳǽ͎ģĢǇ̑ĢćĔɼʉ̑ǨˈͫāƴΑāǨ˳ˬͫƦǇ͛
ĔǨʉ̤Ǎ̑ɼˬʉ˳̣ɡʔͲζĿǨ̵Αҙҏāćȅ̤Ǩʤͫāćƹāǚ́ Ύʷͫāɨ̇āǍ͘łĢΎǚˀʓ͎ζƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāǚ̀ɼʉ̇āǚˏͫāłǇʉˬ˳ˈͫāłĔǇ͘Ǉ˳͛
ˬ˴ΐđȥ͌Џđ ˜˴όȌΑȴΑĪˬ˴Ͳϡ łĔǇ͘ ǽʓͫā ɎΤȴͅЏđǡԽԲĪć ζǨ̇āǩʤͫā ǽ͎ ǽʶ͵Ǩˏͫā ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ȈͲćǇ͘ ǽʓͫā ɼ̈Ǩ̇āǩʤͫā
ǚ̈ǚˈͫā Ǉ˳Ǩʉ͈ć ζΈǇʉ͵Ǎʉ́̿ Ǉ̈ѐ ǚ˶̣ ɬʉ̓ҨҞ̓ ɬ͇ ǚ̈ǩ̈ ǇͲ ɡʓ˙Ͳ ɬ͇ łǨˏ̵Αāć ζƢϔϜϚϛ ƢǇ͇ ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā
ɡ̤Ǉʶͫā
Ύ ȅˬ͇
Ύ
ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ɷ̣ć ǽ͎ ĢǨʥʓͫāć ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā ĢǇˈ̶ ɬˬ˳̤ ǽ̒āǍˬͫā ƹǇʶ˶ͫā ɬͲ

ɎΤȴ̈́Џđ˜ϝȔЏđɎϩˬЖęȌ͙ЏđɢΉκđęɎ̈ЏđŶȌΑȥ̞̈Џđ

Figure 102: Social Studies 9/I (2019),
p. 51

 Ү ƮȌ̰К

ȇʉʤΌ͵ ɨѓ ̓ ζșʓ˶ʓʶ͵ć
ζǽ̒ΐ ҙҏā ȵ
Ό
Ύ Ύ˶ͫā їāǨ˙͵

Arab women played a prominent role in resisting

ŴǍ˅̥ ǚˈ̑Ό ć ζȺʉ˅ʦΎʓͫāć ζɨʉˆ˶Ύʓͫāć ζƴĔǇʉ˙ͫā ƴṳ̈̌ćć ζƴѓǚˈΌ ͫāć ζĔǚˈͫā ȵ˙͵ ɬͲ ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā Ȉ͵Ǉ͇
colonialism. They did not hesitate to join the rebel bases
ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ƛćє ǚͫā ȶˈ̑ ƛǍˀ̤ Ƣǚ͇ć ζȈΎˬ˙ʓ̵ā ǽʓΎͫā ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ƛćє ǚͫā ɬ Ͳ łāĔāǚͲ Βҙҏā ƛǍ̿ć ɼ̑Ǎˈ̿ć ζǇ́̒ҨҞ̿āǍͲ
and training centres, they led commando operations
ɡͲǇ˜ͫā ƛҨҞ˙ʓ̵ҙҏā ȅˬ͇
against the occupation and were added to the lists
ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā Ị̏́āć ǽʓΎͫā łǇ̈ǚʥΎʓͫā Ȭ
Ό ͘ Ǉ˶Ό͵ 

of shuhadā’, wounded and prisoners. Women such
as Algerian Djamila Bouhired, who resisted French
ɢͲԟ ̈́ΥȌКпđ
colonialism in Algeria, and Dalal Al-Mughrabi who led

Ύ
:ȌΉЦпđ˜Ж ζłǇ̈ǚʥΎʓͫā ɬ Ͳ ɼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲ ɼʥˬʶ˳ͫā ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā Ị̏́āć
the Deir-Yassin commando operation
on the Palestinian
ŔҨҞʶˬͫ
Ύ ɼˈ˶ѕ ˀ˳ͫā ɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ƛćє ǚͫā žҨҞʦ̑ ζǇ͇Έ Ǎ͵ć Ǉ˳ѐ ͛ ɼʥˬ̵Αҙҏā ȵ˙͵ -١
coast in 1978, which
resulted in the deaths of more than
ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā łāṳ̈̌ć ɬʉ̑ Ɏʉʶ˶Ύʓͫāć ζȺʉ˅ʦΎʓͫā ŁǇʉ͈ -٢
thirty Zionist soldiers, and many other women who have
Ị̏́āć ǽʓΎͫā łǇ̈ǚʥΎʓͫā ɨΎ Αā ɬͲ ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏǇ̑ Ǉ́ʓ͘ҨҞ͇ Ȉ˙Ύ̓ć ǽʓΎͫā ɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā łǇͲǇ͇ǩΎ ͫāć łāĔǇʉ˙ͫā Ȉ͵Ǉ͛ -٣
confronted colonialism bearing the slogan of resistance
ɨ˜ʥͫā ǽ͎ ǇƹǇ˙̑ ĔΎǚ́̈ āǨ˅̥
Έ Ǉ́ʉ͎ łΑāĢ ȉʉ̤ ζɼʉΎ ̑Ǩˈͫā ɼͲćǇ˙˳ͫā
and liberation.
ζɼ̇ǩʤΎʓͫāć ζɄєˬʦΎʓͫā ȅͫΒā ɼΈ ͎Ǉ̀Βā ζǇ͎́Ǉˈ̀ Βҙҏ ρɼʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫā ɼ͛Ǩʥͫā žǍˏ̿ ƈāǨʓ̥ā ɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏā ƛćє ǚͫā łҙҏćǇʥͲ -٤
ǽ̑Ǩˈͫā
ɬ̈́Ǎͫā Ǉ́ʷʉˈ̈ ǽʓΎͫā ɼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏā ɼʉΎ ˈʒΎʓͫāć
Ύ
Ϙϔ
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This presentation features two striking elements that
presumably aim to present violence on the part of Al-Mughrabi
and her commandos as fair and therefore justified. First, the
account is embedded within the narrative of the anti-colonial
struggle against an occupying power, which can be explained in
the light of the history textbooks’ habitual equation of Zionism
with colonialism. ‘Resistance’ and ‘liberation’ are catchwords
presenting ideals that supposedly justify the use of violence
against the actual (France) or alleged (Israel) colonial power.
It is women who are given prominent portrayals as symbols
of anti-colonial resistance, leading the ‘ranks of shuhadā’,
wounded and prisoners’ – Djamila Bouhired in Algeria and
Dalal Al-Mughrabi for the PLO.
The second justification for the violence committed by the
commando operatives in Israel (camouflaged here as ‘on
the Palestinian coast’) occurs in the characterisation of the
Israeli fatalities as ‘more than thirty Zionist soldiers’. The
misidentification of the civilian casualties as Israeli (‘Zionist’)
soldiers has a twofold function: (i) It portrays Al-Mughrabi’s
operation, which was ultimately a failure (it was intended to
facilitate an exchange of hostages for Palestinian detainees
in Israeli prisons), as an heroic military achievement in which
a courageous woman sacrifices herself for greater ideals
(liberation from colonial oppression). (ii) It also seeks to
justify the use of lethal violence since – in this reading – the
opponents would appear to be armed forces, equally trained
and prepared to employ violence. Another factor that may have
influenced this ‘re-declaration’ of victims as combatants may be
an awareness of the shamefulness of presenting the violence
committed by one’s own side against unarmed civilians.

ROMANTICISING AND HEROIC GLORIFICATION
An Arabic language textbook takes the portrayal of Al-Mughrabi
and her operation further. In the following accounts and
the illustrations that accompany them, the authors’ will to
commemorate Dalal Al-Mughrabi and underline her role in
the narrative of resistance and its violent phases is particularly
notable:
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For changes to this photograph in the PDF edition of 2020 see Chapter 5.
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Ʀ Ǎˏѕͫǌ ˳Ό ͫā 

Ɏзй Τ ȴг ͅк д Џđ дǡԽԲĪг
ʔ
ԣ ԟͽЏđŢ гȥгΑ˜г ˴к Τг

ƹāǚ
 ĢΏ іāāǍͲѓǚ͘ ɬ̈Ǜ
 ѓͫāƹ āǚ́ єʷͫāƹ Ǉ˳̵іΏ āɬΏ Ͳ ΊǨʉʔ˜ ̑ǽє ˶ ʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāǇ˶ Όʦ̈ĢǇ̒ɡΌ ˏ ʥΏ ̈
Έ ͎ ɨΏ ́Ό ̤āć

ķΎǚʥ ʓѓ ͫāĢǍ ̿
Ό ɬΏ ͲΈƴĢ Ǎ̿Ǉ́ͫǇˁ˶ ̑łΏ Ǩ ˅ѓ ̵ǽʓ
 ѓͫāǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛΌ ҙҏĔ Όƴǚ ʉ́ ѓʷͫāɨΌ ́Ό ˶Ώ Ͳ ζ ɬ̈́ Ǎ ˬΏ ͫ
ŃѓΌ ǚʥ ʓ ̈ Ǉ˶̈ǚ̈Ώ іāɬ ʉΏ ̑ ķǛѓͫāȵ
ɼ ͫ Ǎ˅ʒͫāΌ ć

 ͫǍ˙͇Ό ćǇ˶
 ̑ǍˬΌ͘ǽ͎ΈāǚͫǇ̥ǇǨ ͛Ώ ĕ ɡ ˈ ̣ǇͲρ
є ˶ѓ ͫāćǇ˶



Ί

Ǉ́ͫǇˁ͵ƴǨʉʶ
 Ͳ ɬΏ ͲžǨ ̈́ ɬΏ ͇

үҫ
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Dalal Al-Mughrabi
(The authors)
About the text:
Our Palestinian history is full of many names of shuhadā’
who sacrificed their lives for the homeland, including
the shahīda Dalal Al-Mughrabi whose struggle took the
form of defiance and heroism, which made her memory
immortal in our hearts and minds. And the text in our
hands talks about one aspect of her struggle.

3.4 THE PORTRAYAL OF PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE AGAINST ISRAEL

This brief introduction, illustrated by a portrait of Al-Mughrabi
and already adopting a heavily emotional tone (‘made her
memory immortal in our hearts and minds’), is followed by an
embellished account written in a lyrical style, glorifying and
giving a detailed description of the commando operation:

ǿд Ȅг đȴ͙з Џđ

ζǚΏ˙͇ ȅΎ˶ʔ ͲΌ  ɬ̈ǚ˙Ώ ͇ 
Ί ˶ ̵
łāǍ
 ǨΌ Ώʷ͇ Ǎ Ό ć
ȈΏ ̑ Ǉʤʓ ̵ā
Ώ ȈΏ ʒѓ ͫ
 ʓ ʶΏ ˳Ό ͫā
ȇ ͫǇ̈́ȉʉˉ
ƴ ǚ ʤΏ ˶ѓ ͫā

ȈΏ ˳ѓ ̀Ȉ
Ώ ˙ʒ ̈́Ώ іā
Ί ˉ ʷ̑

ȇђ ʥΌ ̑Ʉ

ѓƛǛ ̈ ɬΏ ͫɬʉ˜
 ʓ ʶΏ ̈ ɬΏ ͫ

 ʉѓ ʦͲΌ  ǚ ̤і ā ζāǨʒΏ ̿
ρΈǇ˳ ͫіā ž ģǇΎ˶ͫā łćǨ
 ʉΏ ̑  ǽ͎ƹ ǍʤˬͫāłǇ˳
  ɨ ʉѓ ʦͲΌ  ǽ͎
 ˳Ό ͫāƴΌ ǚ ̇Ǉ˙ͫāł
ɼ ̑ āǨΌ͘Ģ ćǨͲΌ ǚ ˈΏ ̑ ć ζǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛΌ ҙҏĔ ɼΌ ˬ ̀Ǉ˶
 ǚͫćΌ ζɼ ʒ ˜Ώ ˶ѓ ͫāɼ ʤʉʓ
 ͵




ȉʉˉ
 ʓ ʶΏ ˳Ό ͫāɬ̈́ Ǎ ͫāƹāǚ
͵


Ȉ
ʒ
ͫ

Ǉ


ǚ
ͫ
Ǎ
Ͳ

ȅ

ˬ
͇

ɬ
̈
ǚ
˙Ώ ͇ 

Ώ

Ώ
Ώ

ѓ

ζɬʉ̵Ǉ̈
Ώ ʒ ͛ Ģ
 Ǩ ̈Ώ Ĕ ɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ζɼ ʉѓ ̇āǚˏ ͫāǇ́ʓ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ĔΌ Ǎ˙̒ζǨ ʥΏ ʒͫā
 ƛΌ ҙҏĔ Ȉ
ζȇΌ ˁΏ ˉ̈ ƴΈ Ģ Ǉ̒ć ζȅ̀ǨΏ ̈ ƴΈ Ģ Ǉ̒ζǨ ʥΏ ʒͫā
 ƴ Ĕ Ǉ͇ȅˬ͇ ć ζΈǇʉΎ ̇āǚ͎ Ǩ ʷ͇ ɼ ̓ ҨҞ̓āǍ͵Ǉ͛




ζɼ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ ˳ ͫāɬ ͲƦҨҞ˅
 ̑ ƈǨˉ ͎ζǽѓ ̈́Ǉ Ύ˅˳ ͫāɨΌ ́Ό ͘ Ģ ćΏ ģ Ȉ
Ώ ʒ ˬ ͘ ć ζɷΌ ̣āǍ
Ό ͲΏ іāΏłĢ Ǉ̓


ƴ ǚ ̇Ǉ˙ˬΏ ͫ ΏłƹāǨ
̒

ȅ

ʓ
̤


Ł
Ģ
Ǉ˙ͫǇ
̑


Ʀ
Ǎʔ
ʒ
ʓ
̈
ć

ζ

œ
Ǎ
˳
ͫā


Ʀ
Ǎ͇
Ģ
Ǉˀ
̈



ʷ
Ύ
Ό ɼΌ ʉѓ ˙ ʒͫā
ѓ    Ώ 
  ɡѓ ͅ ć

 ʶΎ ͫāƹāǍ̀і

ȈΏ ˳ ʶѓ ʒ ʓ ͎ ζ Ǽ̈́Ǉ ΎʷͫāȅͫΒāāǍˬѓˬʶ ʓ ͎ ζǽѕ ˶ ʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāɡ̤Ǉ
ā

Ǉ

́
ʓ
͇
Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ć

Ό
łāĢǇ
ƛ
Ǎ˙
ʥͫā
ɨΏ ́Ό ͫ
Ό ʉΎ ʒͫāć
Ό
Ό

 ̒ɬΏ Ͳ ɼΊ ˶ ˏΏ ̤
Ǉ́Ώʓ˳ѓ ʓ Ώ̶āć ζǽͲāΎǚͫāǇ́˶ ̈́ ć ŁāǨΌ
Ώ ˙ʒ ̈́Ώ іā
 ȅˬ͇ Ǉ́̈Ώ ǚ ̈ ƛΌ ҙҏĔ Ȉ
  ɼ ˆ ʥΏ ѓˬͫā ł Ǩ ˆ ʓ Ώ͵ā ɨѓ Ό̓ ζɄ
Ί ˉ ʷ̑
Ǉ́ʓΌ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ć ǽ Ȉ
Ώ ̀ Ǩ ʓ ͇Ώ Ǉ͎ ζɼ ˳ ̵Ǉʥͫā




ζǇ͎Ǉ̈ Ʊ ǇʤΎ̒Ǉ̑ ǇĢ ǇʶͲ łΏ Ĕ Ǉ͇Αāć ǇˏʉΏ ̤

ȅ

ͫ
ā


ɼ
́
ʤ
ʓ
˳
ͫā


łҨҞ
͎
Ǉʥͫā

Ŀ

ṳ̈̌Ώ Βā
 Β  ѓΌ
 ͲΌ Ȉ



ǚΌ ̈ǨΌ͵ҙҏɬΌ ʥΏ ͵Ǉ́ʉ͎ɬΏ Ͳ ɼΈ ʒ ̈́Ǉʦ
Ώ ͫǇ͘ć ζŕǍ˳
̑


ƛ
ҙҏ
Ĕ

Ǉ

́
ʉ
ͫ
ā

ł
Ώ
ǚ
ˈ ̿
Όʷ
Β
Ό


Ί
Ώ

і

Ό
ѕ
Ώ̥
ɬ̓āǨ̑  ɬΏ Ͳ  ɨΏ ˜Ό ͵Ǎʤ̵

ǽ

͎

Ŀ

Ǩ
̵
ҙ
ҏā

Ǉ

˶
͵
āǍ
ɬ
ʥ
͵

ζ

ɨ
˜
ˬ ʓΏ ͘ 
ā


ȵ
ˬ
˶
ͫ

Ǉ˶Ώ
ʈ
̣


Β
ʦΌ
Ώ
Ώ
Ό
Ώ
Ό

ȈΏ ̣ Ǩ Ώ̥іāć ζƱΌ Ǎ˳ʓΌ ͘Ώ Ǩ ̵
Ό ͫǇ˅̈Ό ȇ
Ή ˈΏ ̶ɬΌ ʥΏ ͵ζǨ ̵Ώ і ҙҏā
 ķǛΎͫāɷ ˶ ̈́ ć ǽ͎ɷ ˙ѕ ʥ ̑ȇ
 ɡ ̥āĔ
 ɷΌ ʓΏ ˙ ѓˬ͇ ɨѓ Ό̓ζɷΌ ʓΏ ˬ ʒѓ ͘ ζɬʉ˅ʶ
ɼˬ ͎Ǉʥͫā
 ɬΏ Ͳ
 ˬ ͎ ɨ ˬ ͇ Ǉ́ʓ ʒʉ˙
 ̤







Ύ


і



Ǉ͵ǚʉѕ ̵ ɼ˙ ˅˶Ώ ͲȅͫΒāȈΏ ˬ̿ ćǽʓ
 ʓ̤ҙҏā
Ό ǍΎ Ό͘Ȉ
Ώ ˳ ˬ͇
Ώ łā
 ͫāɼˬ͎ǇʥͫāǨ ͲΏ Ǉ̑ƛҨҞ
ɼ ˳ ̣Ǉ́
ɼ̿Ǉ̥Έ
Ώ ˏѓˬ͛ ć ζ ǽΎ ˬ ͇
ѓ ɼ͘ ǨΏ ͎ Ȉ
 ˳Ό ̑ ƋāĢǇ̑ĔǍ́̈Βā ǇĔΌ Ǎ˙̈ ȬʉΏ ʤͫāɬͲΈ

 ǚͫāćłāǨ
 ̇ǇΎ˅ͫāɬʉͲ
 Ύ̶Ǩѓ ͫǇ̑ɼ ˬ ͎ Ǉʥͫā
ɡ ʓΏ ͘ ćζ
 łǇ̑Ǉ̑ѓ
 ǚ Ώʦʓ ʶΏ ͲΌ ζɄ ̇āǛ˙ͫāć łǇ̶Ǉ
ǨΉ ʉʒ͛ĔΉ ǚ ͇ ɡ ʓ ˙Ό ͎ ζɼ ͘ ćǨʥΏ ˳ ͫāŰĢΏ і ҙҏāɼ ̵Ǉʉ
ɬΏ Ͳ ɡѕ Ό͛

 ʶ ̑ ΌžǨ ˈΏ ̈Ό ǇͲǍćζǇ́ʉ͎
 ͛Ǩє ͫāɬͲ
Ǉ́ʓ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ  ƈǇ͎
 Ģ ɬΏ Ͳ  ɼΉ ʉ ͵Ǉ˳̓ć  ǽ   ƴΈ ǚ ʉ́ ̶ƛΌ ҙҏĔ Ȉ
Ώ ˙̒ ĢΏ āćρ
 ŁǇΎ

 ̑Ώ і ҙҏā
łǇ˅
Ό Όˬ̵Ό ɷʉ˳Ύ ʶΌ ̒ ǇͲ ǽ͎ Έƴģ ǍʤʥΏ Ͳ ɨΏ ́Ό ˶Ό ʉͲǇʔ̣ ȈΏ ͫāģ ǇͲ ɬ̈Ǜ
 Ύ ͫā ƛǇ˅
 ͵Ǉ˳ʉ͎ζƢǍʉͫāȅΎ
 ʓ ̤ҙҏā
ƦǇ ʉΎ ̇āǚ͎Ǉʤ
Ώ
 Ƣ Ǉ͘ĢΏ і ҙҏāƴǨ ʒΏ ˙Ͳ ƛҨҞ
 ʓ̤
ɬʉ˅
 Ǩ ̈Ώ ǚ ͫƛΌ ҙҏĔ ΏłĔ Ǉ͇іāǚ˙ͫ
 ɬΏ Ͳ ΈāƹǩΏ ̣
Ό ɬʉ̵Ǉ̈
 ʶΏ ˬ ͎ Ű
 ĢΏ іāΏłćѓ Ģ ć ζǇ́ѕ˙̤
ɬʉ˜
 ʓ ʶΏ ̈ ɬΏ ͫΈāǨ̇Ǉ̓ΈǇʦ̈ĢǇ̒Ǩ  ǩΏ ʓΌ ͫρɼ ʉѓ ͛ ǩѓ ͫāǇ́̇ǇͲǚ ̑
үҬ
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Reading Comprehension:
Dalal Al-Mughrabi, the leader and fighter, was born in
Camp Sabra, one of Beirut’s refugee camps that had to
suffer the consequences of the Nakba. Two decades later,
she answered the nation’s call for help.
She sailed, leading her ‘Deir Yassin’ group of 13 fidāʼīyīn
to Palestine, enduring raging waves that caused their
inflatable boat to capsize, resulting in the drowning of two
heroes from the group. The rest of the group members
braved the waves, clinging to the boat until they saw the
lights of the Palestinian coast. They crept onto the beach
to find the fields and the orchards welcoming them with
a smile.
Dalal grasped a handful of her bleeding homeland soil
and passionately inhaled its scent. She waited for the
right time and, with her group, she blocked the path of
a bus that was heading to Haifa, forcing it to change its
direction towards Jaffa. She proudly got on the bus and
addressed the passengers: ‘We don’t want to kill you. We
are here to liberate our brothers from your prisons. We
are a people who claim their right to a homeland that you
have stolen’, and then she took out the Palestinian flag
from her bag, kissed it and hung it inside the bus.
The occupation forces knew about the bus, which was
now arriving in (Sayyidunā Alī) region, and assigned a
special military unit led by (Ehud Barak) to attack the bus
with machine guns and shells using aircrafts and tanks
to kill everyone inside the bus, a tactic known as the
scorched-earth policy. Many passengers were killed. Dalal
and eight of her heroic comrades became shuhadā’ and
their bodies are still, to this day, confined in what the
occupation authorities call (the cemetery of numbers).
Only two fidāʼīyīn survived.
Dalal restored to Deir Yassin some of its rights and
watered the land of Palestine with her pure blood, so
it could bloom with a rebellious history that cannot be
diminished.
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In this text, Dalal Al-Mughrabi is introduced as a leader and
fighter who grows up under the difficult conditions of a
Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon. The Nakba is named as
the cause of this suffering, and the name of the commando
operative cell, Deir Yassin, evokes the events of the year 1948
once again. It is not the State of Israel whose territory is to be
infiltrated for the purposes of this attack; rather, the group
in its rubber dinghy is heading for ‘Palestine’; Al-Mughrabi
then sees, while in severe distress at sea, the lights of the
‘Palestinian coast’. The text is resplendent with primarily
national symbolism, often coming across as clichéd kitsch: the
rural coastal landscape that ‘welcomes’ the ‘heroes’ with a
‘smile’, the ‘bleeding homeland soil’, the bus headed for Haifa
that was forced by the fidāʼīyīn to change its destination to
Jaffa. Particularly significant is the unrolling of the Palestinian
flag in the hijacked bus on territory which – in this reading – is
occupied by the enemy.
Another interesting aspect of this section is that the use of
deadly violence against civilians appears to be disapproved
of, since there is no mention of the part played in killing
the hostages by the fidāʼīyīn accompanying Al-Mughrabi.
Rather, the textbook states that Al-Mughrabi announced to
the (civilian) passengers her intention not to kill them but to
instrumentalise them as hostages for the purpose of freeing
Palestinian detainees from Israeli prisons. This depiction
lends her and her operatives a noble objective for their
actions. Their taking of the hostages is, further, presented as
justified by the motive of liberating the homeland from the
grip of Israeli occupation. The blame for the hostages’ deaths
is assigned exclusively to the ‘occupation forces’, who are
depicted here as attacking the bus with a special military unit,
indifferent to civilian losses. The textbook describes this as
an overkill operation (machine guns, bombs, aeroplanes and
tanks) and part of Israeli ‘scorched earth’ tactics, aiming here
‘to kill everyone inside the bus’, including the Israeli civilians
present. The exaggeration inherent in the text – similar to the
(correct) information that Ehud Barak, elite soldier and later
Israeli prime minister, was also involved – at this point serves
not only to portray the opponent as particularly ruthless and
merciless but also to highlight the actions of
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Al-Mughrabi and her operatives as especially heroic in the
light of an overbearing military power. This act of violence and
its consequences are also lent a sense of balancing justice by
the final sentence of the passage: reference here to the (selfgiven) name of the commando unit – Deir Yassin – implicitly
draws a connection with the village of the same name that
suffered a massacre by members of Jewish underground
organisations in April 1948: ‘Dalal restored to Deir Yassin
some of its rights’. Here again, Dalal Al-Mughrabi is poetically
glorified as a shahīda.
The reading comprehension is followed by exercises that
primarily require the students to repeat what they have read:

ˬд ͅг ͲԠ Џđęг ˍд ˴Ͳ̞ԟк ̈Џđęг ˔д кΉ͌г Џđ



Ԥ ˜з ϡ
о ˬз Ͳ˳з όк ԽԲđ
г ɡ˴̝
ˬз ˴г Υз ԽԲđ
д Кд Έҙҏćѓ іā
 ̈Ό Ǉ˳̑ɼ ʉ ̒ΐҙҏā ɡ˳ ʤͫāǽ͎
 ˏͫāɡΌ ˳ ˜Ώ Ό͵ ϔ 
Ǉ́ʒΌ ̵Ǉ˶
łǇ͈āǨ
Ό
ǽ͎ǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛΌ ҙҏĔ łΏ ǚͫćΑ

Ό ā
Όɼ͇ Ǎ˳ʤͲ ǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛΌ ҙҏĔ Ǉ́Ώ̒Ĕ Ǉ͘ǽʓΎͫāɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ ˳ ͫāɨΌ ̵āŁ

Ώ
 ʶΎ ͫāȅͫΒāƛǍ̿
 ǍΌ ͫāɡ ʒΏ ͘ ɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ ˳ ͫāĔ āǨ͎Ώ іāɬΏ Ͳ ƈǨ͈ Ƽ̣
ǽѕ ˶ ʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāɡ̤Ǉ
 ̑Ώ іāĔΌ ǚ ͇ ƦǇ͛Ĕ
ɼ ʉѓ ̇āǚˏ ͫāɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ ˳ ͫāƛǇ˅




τłΏ ǚ́ ΏʷʓΌ ̵āǇͲ
Ώ ǚ˶Ώ ͇ǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛ ҙҏĔ ǨΌ ˳Ώ ͇Ό ƦǇ͛ɨΏ ͛  ϕ 
τǇ́ʓΌ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ć ƛΌ ҙҏĔ ȈΏ ͫǩ ͵ɬ ̈Ώ іā ϖ 
ɼ ʉѓ ˬ ˳ ˈ ͫāǛ ʉˏΏ˶ʓ ̑Ǉ́ʓ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ć ƛ ҙҏĔ Ƣ Ǉʉ͘ ɬΏ Ͳ ž
 ǚ́ͫā
 ȚΌ ѕ̀Ǎ Ό͵ ϗ 
τɼʉѓ ̇āǚˏ ͫāɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ ˳ ͫāć ƛҨҞ

 ǍΎ Ό͘ɬ ʉΏ ̑ łΏ Ģ āĔǽʓΎͫāɼ́ ̣āǍ
 ʓ ̤ҙҏā
Ώ łā
 ˳Ό ͫāΌɼʤʉʓ
 ͵ǇͲ Ϙ 

Figure 105: The Arabic Language 5/IIз (2019),
з p. 53

ˬ˴г зΥоԽԲđˬͲг ˳з όк Ԥ ԽԲđ˜гз ϡɡ˴̝
г ȴд ͝ԣ ͌г дКȌЮ ˴зКȌΦ
д дКę҇
τɬʉ̵Ǉ̈
Ǩ ̈Ώ Ĕ ɼ͇ Ǎ˳ʤͲ ɼ ʉѓ ̇āǚˏ ͫāƛ ҙҏĔ ɼ ͇ Ǎ˳ ʤΏ Ͳ ɼ ʉ ˳ ʶΏ ̒ĿǩΏˉͲ ǇͲϔ

First answer the following
questions:
τǇ́ѕ˙̤
Ǩ̈ǚ
 ɬΏ Ͳ ΈāƹǩΏ ̣
Ό ɬʉ̵Ǉ̈

 ͛ϕ
 ͫǇ́ʓΌ ͇ Ǎ˳ʤΏ Ͳ ć ƛΌ ҙҏĔ łΏ Ĕ Ǉ͇іāɄʉ
1. Fill in the blanks:
ɨΏ ˜Ό ˬ ʓΏ ͘ Όinǚ̈ǨΌ_____
͵ҙҏɬΌ ʥΏ ͵ƛ ҙҏĔ ƛΌ ǍΏ ͘ єƛǚΌ ̈ Ƣ ҨҞ͇ ϖ
a) Dalal Al-Mughrabi wasτborn

Ύˬʤ ̒led
b) The τgroup
was
is called
ɑͫĕȅ
ȵ
Ʉ
ζɡѕ Dalal
ʓ ʥΏ ˳Ό ͫāɼ Al-Mughrabi
Ͳ ćǇ˙
ˬ ˏ ͫāƴ іāǨΏ ˳ ˬΏ ͫϗ
 ͲΌ ǽ͎ĢΉ ćΏ Ĕ ɼ ʉѓ ˶ ʉ˅ʶ
 ʉΏ ͛ by
ѕ ˶ѓ ͫāǽ͎that

_____
ˬд ͅг ͲԠ Џđ		ȌЮ ̉зЏȌΦ
c) From the group, _____ members drowned before
reaching the Palestinian coast. ˬз ˴г зКȌй̉Џđǿз ȴг ͙к ͌з Џđ˜г Жз Ƌзд ȴ̟гк ̯̈к Кг 
d) The number of heroes in
ž
āǨͲΌ Αā
 the fidāʼīyīn Ʀgroup
 Ǎ˜ʶѓ ˳ ʓ ̈ was
 Ĕ _____
2. How old was Dalal Al-Mughrabi
when
she
died
as
 a
 ȈΏ ʶ ʒ ͇ ѓǚ̀Ł

shahīda?

 ɬʉΏ ̒ Ĕѓ Ǉˁʓ ͲΌ  ɬʉΏ ʓ ˳ ˬ ͛ œ

3. Where did Dalal and her group end up?
үҭ4. Clarify the goal of Dalal and her group regarding this
operation.
5. What was the result of the confrontation that took 		
place between the occupation forces and the fidāʼīyīn
group?

3.4 THE PORTRAYAL OF PALESTINIAN VIOLENCE AGAINST ISRAEL

Repeating the text’s content causes the students to internalise
its ultimate message – that Dalal Al-Mughrabi sacrificed
her young life for noble goals: the liberation of Palestinian
detainees from Israeli prisons and fulfilment of the justified
claim to the stolen homeland. She fought and died as a
shahīda on Palestinian soil, the message continues, and the
result of the confrontation with the ‘occupation forces’ was
that – due to the Israeli overkill tactics that elude all morality
and sense of humanity – many of the passengers on board the
bus lost their lives. Dalal Al-Mughrabi and her group are thus
– so the textbook implies – not to blame for the death of the
hostages; the true culprits were, it suggests, Ehud Barak and
õ
his
‘Zionists’. [UÐpT}"Ðqfö
ö
pxÚ5_HøÐîbUÐíºphihg
c/ÙÎÅpeh^LpciOÎê¼Ä¿ÃpfHfh]dó aUÐo_
ZUÐß
}_>

´
ö
õ
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textbooks
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of six photographs is said to illustrate the Palestinian struggleõ
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for their own nation since 1948. Using these
photographs,
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the students are required to identify the ‘stages of Palestinian
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The order of the photographs, presumably intended to
be examined from top-right to bottom-left, culminates in
membership of the United Nations in 2012; this refers to
the ‘non-member observer state’ status that Palestine has
held in the UN since November 2012, which is equated to
recognition of Palestine as a state under international law.
The photographs show three group situations and three
individuals. While the group situations cannot be attributed to
a clear point in history, they could refer to the first Arab-Israeli
War (War of Independence/Nakba – above right), armed
resistance against Israel as a military power (for instance
during the PLO’s presence in Jordan or Lebanon – above
left), and the First Intifada (1987–1993 – bottom right). The
portraits show Yasser Arafat (at the UN General Assembly in
1974) and Mahmud Abbas (also speaking at the UN in 2012),
and Dalal Al-Mughrabi in Fatah uniform with the Palestinian
flag montaged in behind her. It is interesting that the textbook
editors did not select the picture of her wearing army
equipment and a keffiyeh for this compilation (as featured in
the text discussed above from the Arabic textbook for year
5) but rather a photograph of her with her hair cut short in a
feminine style and wearing make-up; only the uniform – which
seems to have been added using photographic technology –
identifies her as a ‘fighter’. She is thus associated more closely
with the other two figures presented here. Once again, this
collection of photographs lays bare how the violent phases
of ‘resistance’ are portrayed in history teaching as an integral
part of the Palestinian nation-building process, thus gaining
historical legitimacy. Similar to the episodes of armed conflict
(here: 1948, 1982) which are part of the national narratives
of many peoples as a confrontation between combatants and
as such play an important part in the upbringing of young
people, violence against civilians equally occupies a historical
space in the narrative of Palestinian nation-building.

Figure 106: History 11/II (2019), p. 50

Activity (4/b): Look at the pictures, draw conclusions and
answer the questions:
ɼɷ
- Describe what you see in the pictures.
- Work out the stages the Palestinian Resistance had to
go through from 1948 until it became a member of the
United Nations in 2012.
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3.5

THE PORTRAYAL OF THE PEACE PROCESS

The current textbooks issued by the Palestinian Authority
contain only faint echoes of the short-lived rapprochement
and reconciliation process that became known as the Oslo
peace process. As noted in a recent review, Palestinian history
textbooks issued prior to 2014 not only contained a number of
references to the various stages and agreements of the peace
process but also dedicated an entire chapter to the subject.342
In the entire body of textbooks examined for this Report,
however, the depiction of peaceful attempts to resolve the
conflict is limited to a few pages in Geography of Palestine and
its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II from 2019.343
The six-page section titled ‘The peacebuilding process and
the establishment of the Palestinian National Authority’
( وتأسيس السلطة الوطنية الفلسطينية،عملية السالم, ʿamalīat as-salām,
wa ta’sīs as-sulṭa al-waṭanīa al-filisṭīnīa) is part of a larger
teaching unit on ‘Palestinian resistance and projects for peaceful
solutions’ (املقاومة الفلسطين ّية ومشاريع التسوية السلم ّية, al-muqāwama
al-filisṭīnīa wa mashārīʿ at-taswīa as-silmīa).344 The first lesson
in this unit begins with Palestinian resistance in Lebanon in
the 1970s and mentions different kinds of armed and peaceful
resistance, including Yasser Arafat‘s well-known 1974 UN
General Assembly speech: ‘Today I have come bearing an
olive branch and a freedom-fighter‘s gun. Do not let the olive
branch fall from my hand. War flares up in Palestine, and yet
it is in Palestine that peace will be born’. The unit progresses
chronologically and in the second lesson addresses the
Egypt–Israel peace treaty of 1978 and subsequent events as
well as Arab dissatisfaction at the time. Here, students are
invited to evaluate Anwar Sadat’s speech to the Israeli Knesset,
considering the peace treaty as ‘the new tendency in the
Arab-Zionist conflict’, or to inquire whether the Camp David
Accords acknowledge the rights of the Palestinian people. The
third lesson of the unit addresses armed Palestinian ‘resistance’
during and prior to the 1982 Lebanon war, including terrorist
operations. The fourth lesson is about the First Intifada in 1987,
described as highly significant in modern history and as an Arabic

term that found its way into the ‘international dictionaries of
politics’. The Intifada is said to have received ‘wide international
support from people around the globe, because it came from
an unarmed civil society that faced with its simple methods a
repressive policy supported by the most advanced methods and
military weapons’.345 The fifth lesson is dedicated to the peace
process, beginning with the Madrid Peace Conference of 1991
and culminating in the establishment of the Palestinian National
Authority and its legislative, executive and judiciary branches.
Throughout this entire chapter it is striking that Israel is
mentioned by name more frequently than in all other textbooks
and chapters studied, and in the context of peace negotiations
or attempts to mediate between the conflicting sides. In
most of these cases Israel is mentioned in quoted sources,
but sometimes also in authored texts and exercises. The
description of the attempt by USA Secretary of State William
Rogers (1913–2001) to arbitrate between the belligerent parties
following the Six-Day War, for instance, affirms that Rogers
‘suggested peace between Israel, Egypt and Jordan (the Rogers
Plan)’.346 It is interesting that, when the authored text moves
on to describe the subsequent belligerent events (Yom Kippur
War or Ramadan War), use of the term ‘Zionist occupation’ is
resumed. In the same section, however, the text also purports
(self-critically) that it was the PLO who rejected Rogers’ peace
plan, unlike Egypt and Jordan, and who was therefore to blame
for its failure. Similarly, the excerpt from the speech given
by Anwar al-Sadat to the Israeli parliament in 1977, in which
he demanded recognition for the rights of Palestinians, also
mentions Israel by name several times; indeed, the section
appears under the heading: ‘Sadat’s Speech to the Israeli
Knesset’ (الكنيست اإلرسائييل, al-knesset al-isrā’īlī). The Knesset
is mentioned again in the summary, which explains that it is
the ‘Israeli parliament’ (يل
ّ الربملان اإلرسائي, al-barlamān al-isrā’īlī).
However, there is an inconsistency in this paragraph because
Israel is also denoted a ‘(Zionist) occupation state’ (دولة االحتالل
الصهيو ّين
ّ , dawlat al- iḥtilāl [aṣ-ṣuhyūnī]).347

342

Agassi, Arik, Asher Spekterman and Dina Tsamir: Palestinian Authority Curriculum 2019-20, Grades 8-10. IMPACT-se: August 2020, p. 5,

343

Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 76–81.

344

Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 59–87.

345

Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 71:  فقد دخل لفظ (مصطلح) انتفاضة،حظيت االنتفاضة الفلسطينية مبكانة كبرية عىل املستوى العاملي
 مدعومة بأحدث، واجه بأساليبه البسيطة سياسة قمعية، كام لقيت االنتفاضة تأييدًا واس ًعا من شعوب العامل؛ ألنها جاءت من شعب مدين أعزل،باللغة العربية معاجم السياسة العاملية ألول مرة يف القرن العرشين
.الوسائل واآلالت العسكرية
Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 54: [ قدّم وزير خارجية الواليات املتحدة وليم روجرز اقرتاحات للسالم بني إرسائيل و ِمرص واألردن...]
.()مرشوع روجرز

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zDeyc4lswFU_7wmLtJ_ksAXmaZIf0LVO/view, accessed 20 September 2020.

346

347

Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 65.
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ɼƼƼʉˬ˳͇ĢǇƼƼ̈́ΒāɬƼƼ˳̀ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫāvɼʉˬʉ̇āǨƼƼ̵ ΒҙҏāłǇƼƼ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāžǚƼƼΎƦΒāłǇƼƼ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāžǚƼƼ ҫ ǿĪȌȇȇЏđ
ŷǇƼƼ˅͘ćζɼƼƼʉ̑ǨˉͫāɼƼƼˏˁͫāǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵āǽƼƼ̒āĕɨƼƼ˜̤ɼ˅ˬƼƼ̵ɼƼƼͲǇ͘ΒāǍƼƼȺƼƼ̵ćΑҙҏāƈǨƼƼʷͫāǽƼƼ͎ɼƼƼʉͫǇʥͫāƢҨҞƼƼʶͫā
łāǍ˶ƼƼ̵ϘƼƼƼͫāģćǇƼƼʤʓ̒ҙҏƴǨƼƼʓ͎ƛҨҞƼƼ̥ζƴǩƼƼ͈
ɨ̇āǚͫāȽ̀ǍͫāłǇ̀ćǇˏͲćζɼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵ҙҏāƴǨʓˏͫā ү ǿĪȌЏđ
Ǉʥ̈ĢΑāɼ˙˅˶Ͳćζƴǩ͈ŷǇ˅͘ɬͲŁǇʥʶ͵ҙҏāĢǍ͎ɼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵ҙҏāȫ˳ʦͫāłāǍ˶ʶͫāƴǨʓ͎Αāǚʒ̒
ŁǨ͘Αā ǽ͎ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāȇˈʷͫāǽˬʔ˳Ͳćζɡʉ̇āǨ̵Β
ā ɼͲǍ˜̤ɬʉ̑ɨ̇āǚͫāȽ̀ǍͫāłǇ̀ćǇˏͲΑāǚʒ̒žǍ̵
Ύ
ɬ˜˳ͲȈ͘ć
łǇ˶̈́ǍʓƼƼʶ˳ͫāćζƦǍƼƼʈ̣ҨҞͫāćζťǚƼƼ˙ͫāǇƼƼ́ʉ͎ǇƼƼ˳̑ζɼƼƼʉ˙ʒʓ˳ͫāǇƼƼ̈Ǉˁ˙ͫāǽƼƼΎ˅ˉ̒žǍƼƼ̵łǇƼƼ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāƱǛƼƼΎƦΒā
ĔćǚʥͫāćζɼƼƼʉ˶ͲΑҙҏāłǇƼƼʒʉ̒Ǩʓͫāć
ɨ̇āǚͫāȽ̀ǍͫāłǇ̀ćǇˏͲɼʤʉʓ˶̑ɡΎ ʦ̒ćΑāζɼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵ҙҏāɼˬ̤Ǩ˳ͫāłǇʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āɄʥʤ̒ҙΎҏΑāȅˬ͇ƦǇ͎Ǩ˅ͫāɎˏʓ̈





In the
summarising
paragraph of the fifth lesson of this
Ǎˬ̵ćΑā ĶĔǇʒ˳ͫāƦҨҞ͇Β
āɼʉ͘Ǉˏ̒āůǍˀ͵ɬͲ
Ύ ͵ćζȬ͘Ǉ˶͵ v
chapter the students read:ǽ̇Ǉ́˶ͫāɡʥͫāǇ̈Ǉˁ͘ɡʉ̣ΑǇʓ̑ɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāƢǇʉ͘ǨʶˏΌ
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Ύˆ˶ͲłḲ̌Αā
Βҙҏāȇ͵ǇʤͫāȽͲɼ
ɼʉʤ̈ćǨ˶ͫāɼ˳̿Ǉˈͫāǽ͎ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵
̈
Ǩ
̵łǇ̀ćǇˏͲɼ
ʉ
˶ʉ˅ʶ
ˬ
ˏ
ͫāǨ̈ǨʥΎ
ʓ
ͫāɼ˳
Ύ
Ύ
Ύ
Ύ
ȶʉ̑ΑҙҏāȈʉʒͫāǽ͎ɷˈʉ͘Ǎ̒ɨΎ ̒ķǛͫāζ Ǎˬ̵ćΑā ĶĔǇʒ˳ͫāƦҨҞ͇ΒāƈǇˏ̒āȅͫΒāłΎĔΑāćζɄˀ͵ćΈǇͲǇ͇łǨ˳ʓ̵āζǍˬ̵ćΑā
ǽ˜̈ǨͲΑҙҏāȫʉ̇Ǩͫāɼ̈Ǉ͇Ǩ̑ćζɬʉ̑āĢɎʥ̵ΒāćłǇ͎Ǩ͇Ǩ̵Ǉ̈ɬͲɡΎ ͛ĢǍˁʥ̑ζƢϔϜϜϖϜϔϖț̈ĢǇʓ̑ζɬ˅˶̶āćǽ͎
ƦǍʓ˶ʉˬ͛ɡʉ̑
Έ ҙҏćΑā Ǉʥ̈ĢΑā ƴǩΎ ͈ ĶĔǇʒ˳ͫāƦҨҞ͇Βā ɼ˙ʉ̓ćȈ͎Ǩ͇
ɼͲǍ˜̤ɼͲǇ͘ΒǇ̑ɬʉʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ˬͫŔǇ˳ʶΎ ͫāȅˬ͇Ȉˀ͵ćζ
Ύ

ϕϗϕ ƴǚʥʓ˳ͫāɨͲΑҙҏāķΏ Ģ āǨ͘ťǇ̵Αāȅˬ͇ζɼ˳̇āĔɼ̈Ǎʶ̒ȅͫΒāķΎĔǌ̒ζłāǍ˶̵ȫ˳̥ƛҨҞ̥ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ͎ɼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵ā
ɼʉͫǇ˙ʓ͵ҙҏāƴǨʓˏͫāɬͲɼʉ͵ǇΎʔͫāɼˬ̤Ǩ˳ͫāΑāǚʒ̒ζǨ̶́ΑāɼΎʓ̵ǚˈ̑ćζ ϖϖϛć
Figure 107: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History
ұҲ
10/II (2019), p. 78

I have learnt:
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) conducted
secret negotiations with the Israeli side in the Norwegian
capital, Oslo. These negotiations lasted for a year and
a half and led to the Declaration of Principles of (Oslo),
which was signed in the White House in Washington on
13 September 1993, in the presence of Yasser Arafat,
Yitzhak Rabin and the US President Bill Clinton.
The Declaration of Principles document defined ‘Gaza –
Jericho first’ and stipulated that the Palestinians would
be allowed to establish a Palestinian Interim SelfGovernment Authority in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, for a transitional period not exceeding five years,
leading to a permanent settlement based on UN Security
Council Resolutions 242 and 338, and after six months,
the second phase of the transitional period would begin.
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ΒҙҏāǩͲĢƛǍ̤ƴǨ̇āĔȽ̀Α
āɨΎ at
̓ζķǨʓ͎ĔȅͫΒ
āɡ˙͵Αof
āϔ
Israel is also mentionedɼʥʉʥˀͫāɼ̑Ǉ̣
by name in
the exercises
the end
the lesson, without recourse to terms ofτƢҨҞ
avoidance:
ʶΎ ˬͫǚ̈ĢǚͲǨ˳̒ǌͲǚ˙ ͇Ό ȅʓͲ u

ƢϔϜϜϔƼ̣ƢϔϜϜϘŁƢϔϜϜϓΑā
τɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāćɬʉʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ˏ ͫāɬʉ̑ȅͫćΑҙҏāɼˬ̤Ǩ˳ͫāǽ͎łǇ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāɬͲžǚ́ͫāǇͲ u

ƴǩΎ ͈ćɼΎˏ ΎˁͫāɬͲŁǇʥʶ͵ҙҏāƼ̣ǽ̒āĕɨ˜̤ɼͲǇ͘Β
āŁɼΎˬ˙ʓʶͲɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ͎ɼͫćĔɼͲǇ͘Β
āΑā
Ύ

τɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāćɬʉʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ˏͫāɬʉ̑ƢϔϜϜϘϜϕϛț̈ĢǇʓ̑ɬ˅˶̶āćɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āȽʉ͘Ǎ̒Ǩˏ̵ΑāāĕǇͲɬ͇ u
ƦǇ˅ʉʓ̵ҙҏāɄ͘ćΑā
ɼΎ͎Ǉ͛ƴǩΎ ͈ćɼʉΎ ̑ǨˉͫāɼΎˏ Ύˁͫāȅˬ͇ɬʉʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ˏ ͫāłǇʉ̤ҨҞ̿Ⱥʶ̑Ł
 ' ć & ć % Ɏ̈́Ǉ˶ͲȅͫΒāɼˏˁͫāɨʉʶ˙̒œ
Ⱥ̵ćΑҙҏāƈǨʷͫāǽ͎ƢҨҞʶˬͫǚ̈ĢǚͲǨ˳̒ǌͲǚ˙ˈͫłǚ́ͲǽʓΎͫāžćǨˆͫāșʓ˶ʓ̵Αāϕ

Ύ
Ύ its Modern and Contemporary
Figure 108: Geography of Palestine and
History
10/II (2019), p. 81
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Ǎˬ̵ćΑāɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āǽ͎Ȉ̤ Ǩ̈́Ό ǽʓΎͫāǽ̇Ǉ́
Ύ Ύ˶ͫāɡΎ ʥͫāǇ̈Ǉˁ͘Ǩ͛ĕΑāϗ
- Whatɷˬʉ̣
wasΑǇ̒ćζ
theǽ̇Ǉ́
goal
of
the
negotiations
between
		 Ύˬ͇ΑāϘ
ΒҙҏāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāɼ͈ćāǨͲɡ
Ύ Ύ˶ͫāɡʥͫāǇ̈Ǉˁ͘ƛǍ̤ŰćǇˏʓͫāǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵
Ύ
the Palestinians and Israel in their first phase
ɼΎ̈ĢāĔ ΒҙҏāćɼʉΎ ˶ͲΑҙҏāłǇ
' ć & ć % Ɏ̈́Ǉ˶Ͳɬʉ̑ΌƦģāćΑāϙ
Ό
Ό ʉΎ ̤ҨҞˀͫā
Ύ ȉʉ̤ɬͲζ
[of the negotiations]?

ɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬ ˏͫāɼPalestinian
ʉΎ ˶̈́Ǎͫāɼ˅ˬʶΎ ͫāłāģǇʤ͵Β
āɨΎ ΑāȚ Ύ̀ćΑāϚ
a) The founding of an independent
state.
b) The establishment of self-governance.
c) The withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza.
- What were the results of the Accord signed in 		
Washington on 28 September 1995 between the 		
Palestinians and Israel?
a) The termination of settlements.
Ҳҫ That Palestinians gain control over the West Bank and
b)
the whole of Gaza.
c) The division of the West Bank into areas A, B and C.

The lesson also includes the Arabic versions of the well-known
letters of mutual recognition exchanged by Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat in
September 1993:348

The following passages provide a back translation of the letters from the Arabic text provided in the textbooks – which should explain any anomalies when
compared to the original English text. This can be viewed under the following link:
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/israel-palestinian-letters-of-mutual-recognition-september-1993, accessed 22 October 2020.
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ΒҙҏāžǨ˅ͫāĢāǨ̿Βāȇʒʶ̑ρǽ͵ĔĢΑҙҏāǚ͎Ǎͫāɬ˳̀ǽ˶ʉ˅ʶ
ƦǇ͛ɷΎ ͵ΑāҙҏΒāζɑͫĕȅˬ͇ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵
ˬˏ ͫāǚ͎ǍͫāƦǍ˜̈ƦΑāȅˬ͇
Ύ
Ύ

ȇ͵ǇʤͫāȽͲɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāłǇ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāłǇʶˬ̣ǚ˙͇ǚ˶͇ɡˀˏ˶ͲǍʥ͵ȅˬ͇ɨǇ̈Ǉˁ͘ŔǨ̈́ɬʉʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāɎΎ ̤ɬͲ
Βҙҏā
ɬ͇łǨˏ̵Αā ɡʉ̇āǨ̵Βā ćζɼʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāǨ̈ǨʥΎʓͫāɼ˳Ύˆ˶Ͳɬʉ̑łǇ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāłĢāĔζǚ̈ĢǚͲǨ˳̒ǌͲǚˈ̑ćǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵
Ύ
ƢϔϜϜϖƢǇ͇Ǎˬ̵ćΑāɼʉΎ ͘ǇˏΎ̒āȽʉ͘Ǎ̒ćζƛĔǇʒʓ˳ͫāžāǨʓ͇ҙҏā
ˍ˴ΐđȴόрđ ęˬ˴й ͽ˴̯̀гͲ͌з ЏđȴΑȴ̞й̈Џđˬ́й ͽЖ˜˴ΤǡĪȌ̇̈Џđƺđȴ̈ϡԽԲđˍΐȌόň

Letters of mutual recognition between the Palestinian
Liberation Organisation and Israel:
Activity (2-a): Read and then we do the following [answer
the questions]:
Letter of recognition from the Palestinian Liberation
Organisation to Israel, dated 09/09/1993:
From President Yasser Arafat to Yitzhak Rabin, Israeli Prime
Minister:
The signing of the declaration of principles opens a new
era in the Middle East. With firm conviction, I confirm the
commitment of the Palestinian Liberation Organisation to
the following:
The PLO recognises the right of the State of Israel to live in
peace and security, and the organisation accepts the Council
of Security decisions no. 242 and no. 338.

ɎΥȌп ΑȌΤǨȔ͙К˔й Φ҇пđȴ͙К пđҬ ƮȌ̰К
ǨҫҳҳҭҳҳɹΑňȌ̈Τ҇ˍ˴ΐđȴόрȌΤȴΑȴ̞̈Џđˬ́ͽЖƺđȴ̈ϡđŵȌ̀μ

ɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāƹāĢģćȫʉ̇Ģɬʉ̑āĢɎʥ̵ΒāȅͫΒāłǇ͎Ǩ͇Ǩ̵Ǉ̈ȫʉ̇ǨͫāɬͲ
łǇͲāǩʓͫāȅˬ͇ǚΎ͛ĆΑāζɼʦ̵āĢɼ͇Ǉ˶˙̑ćȺ̵ćΑҙҏāƈǨʷͫāț̈ĢǇ̒ǽ͎Έāǚ̈ụ̈̌Έāǚ͇́Țʓˏ̈ζĶĔǇʒ˳ͫāƦҨҞ͇Βāȅˬ͇Ƚʉ͘ǍʓͫāΎƦΒā
ɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǨ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶Ͳ
ȫˬʤͲķΏ Ģ āǨ͘ɼ˳ˆ˶˳ͫāɡʒ˙̒ćζǚ̈ụ̈̌ɬͲΑāćƢҨҞʶ̑Ȭʉˈͫāǽ͎ɡʉ̇āǨ̵Βā ɼͫćĔɎΎ ʥ̑ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǨ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶ͲžǨʓˈ̒
ŷāǨˀˬͫǽ˳ˬ
Ύ ɡΎ ʥͫǇ̑ćζȺ̵ćΑҙҏāƈǨʷͫāǽ͎ƢҨҞʶͫāɼʉˬ˳ˈ̑Ǉ́ʶˏ͵ƢǩˬΏ Ό̒ɼ˳ˆ˶˳ͫāΎƦΒāϖϖϛćϕϗϕǽΏ ˳ ͘Ώ ĢǽͫćǚͫāɬͲΑҙҏā
Ύ ʶͫā
ζłǇ̀ćǇˏ˳ͫāƛҨҞ̥ɬͲǇ́ˬ̤ɨΎ ʓʉ̵ɼ˳̇āǚͫāŷǇ̀ćΑҙҏǇ̑ɼ˙ˬˈʓ˳ͫāɼʉ̵Ǉ̵ΑҙҏāǇ̈Ǉˁ˙ͫāɡΎ ͛ΎƦΑā ɬˬˈ̒ćζɬʉʒ͵Ǉʤͫāɬʉ̑
ΎƦΑāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǨ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶Ͳǚ͛ǌ̒ćζĿǨ̥ΑҙҏāɄ˶ˈͫāƛǇ˳͇ΑāćζŁǇĢ ΒҙҏāƢāǚʦʓ̵āɬ̈ǚΌ̒ɼ˳ˆ˶˳ͫāΎƦǇΒ ͎ζɑͫǛͫΈǇ˙ʒ̈́ć
Ǩ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶Ͳǚ́ˈʓ̒ćζƛǍˈˏ˳ͫāɼ̈ĢǇ̵ΏǚˈΌ ̒ ɨͫĔẠ̌Ǎͫāǽ͎ɡʉ̇āǨ̵ΒāɎ̤ǽˏ˶̒ǽʓͫāǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāƈǇʔʉ˳ͫāǽ͎ƴĔĢāǍͫāłāǨ˙ˏͫā
Ǉ́ʉˬ͇ɼʉ˳̵Ǩͫāɼ͘ĔǇˀ˳ˬͫǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāǽ˶̈́Ǎͫāȫˬʤ˳ͫāȅͫΒāǽ˶̈́ǍͫāƈǇʔʉ˳ͫāǽ͎ɼ̈ĢćǨˁͫāłҨҞ̈ǚˈʓͫāȽ͎Ǩ̑ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā
ˬ˴ͽ˴̯̀Ͳ͌ЏđȴΑȴ̞̈Џđˬ́ͽЖʉ˴ΐňŶȌϩȴϡȴόȌΑ

Ǩҫҳҳҭҳҳˬ˴ͽ˴̯̀Ͳ͌ЏđȴΑȴ̞̈Џđˬ́ͽΤˍ˴ΐđȴόрđƺđȴ̈ϡđ

łǇ͎Ǩ͇Ǩ̵Ǉ̈ȫʉ̇ǨͫāȅͫΒāɬʉ̑āĢɎʥ̵ΒāɬͲ
ɼ˳ˆ˶ͲłǇͲāǩʓͫāƹǍ̀ǽ͎ζɨ˜ͫǚΎ͛ĆΑā ƦΑā ȇΎ ̤ї ā ǽ˶Ύ ͵ǇΒ ͎ζϔϜϜϖϜϜǽ͎ŕĢΎ ǌ˳ͫāɨ˜̑Ǉ˅̥ȅˬ͇ΈāĔĢζȫʉ̇Ǩͫāǚʉʶͫā
ζɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā Ǩ̈Ǩʥʓͫā ɼ˳ˆ˶˳̑ žāǨʓ͇ҙҏā łĢǨΎ ͘ ɡʉ̇āǨ̵Βā ɼͲǍ˜̤ ΎƦǇΒ ͎ ζɨ˜̑Ǉ˅̥ ǽ͎ ɼ˶˳ˁʓ˳ͫā ɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā Ǩ̈Ǩʥʓͫā
Ⱥ̵ć
 Α ҙҏāƈǨʷͫāǽ͎ƢҨҞʶͫāɼʉˬ˳͇ĢǇ̈́Βāǽ͎Ǩ̈Ǩʥʓͫāɼ˳ˆ˶ͲȽͲłǇ̀ćǇˏͲΑāǚʒʓ̵ćζǽ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāȇˈʷˬͫɡΎʔ˳˳ͫāǇĢǇʒʓ͇Ǉ̑
ϕϙůćϕϘůζ Ǎˬ̵ćΑā ĶĔǇʒ˳ͫāƦҨҞ͇Βāɼ˙ʉ̓ćζɼʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāɎ̇Ǉ̓Ǎͫāɼˬʶˬ̵

ұұ
The organisation commits itself to the peace process in
the Middle East and to a peaceful solution to the conflict
between the two sides. It also declares that all major issues relating
to permanent status will be resolved through negotiations […] In
accordance with this the organisation condemns the use of terror and
other violent acts […] and assures that the articles that deny Israel’s
right to exist are no longer valid. The Palestinian Liberation Organisation
pledges to submit the necessary amendments to the Palestinian Charter
to the Palestinian National Council for official approval.

PLO President, Yasser Arafat

Israel’s recognition of the PLO, dated 09/09/1993
From Yitzhak Rabin to President Yasser Arafat:
Mr. President, in response to your letter dated 09/09/1993, I would like
to assure you, in the light of the PLO commitments mentioned in your
letter, that the Israeli government has decided to recognise the PLO as
the representative of the Palestinian people, and that negotiations in the
context of the peace process in the Middle East will start with the PLO.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
- Compare the aforementioned commitments in the two letters of
recognition.

349

Passages in italics are from the original English version.
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Figure 109: Geography of Palestine and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/II (2019), p. 77

The two letters show the students that there
was willingness on both sides to find a peaceful
solution to the conflict. It is the only testimony
to these efforts based on a comprehensive
source in the entire body of textbooks studied.
It is, however, important to note that several
passages in the main body of the letter have
been omitted, which is indicated twice by the
inclusion of an ellipsis. The (back translated)
letters are cited again in the following, with the
missing passages included as they stand in the
original document, here in italics.349

3.5 THE PORTRAYAL OF THE PEACE PROCESS

The organisation commits itself to the peace process
in the Middle East and to a peaceful solution to the
conflict between the two sides. It also declares that
all major issues relating to permanent status will be
resolved through negotiations… The Palestinian Liberation
Organisation [PLO] considers that the signing of the
Declaration of Principles constitutes a historic event,
inaugurating a new epoch of peaceful coexistence, free
from violence and all other acts which endanger peace
and stability. In accordance with this the organisation
condemns the use of terror and other violent acts… and
will assume responsibility over all Palestinian Liberation
Organisation [PLO] elements and personnel in order to
assure their compliance, prevent violations and discipline
violators. In view of the promise of a new era and the
signing of the Declaration of Principles and based on
Palestinian acceptance of Security Council Resolutions 242
and 338, and assures that the articles that deny Israel’s
right to exist and the provisions of the Covenant which
are inconsistent with the commitments of this letter are
now inoperative and are no longer valid. The Palestinian
Liberation Organisation [PLO] pledges to submit the
necessary amendments to the Palestinian Charter to the
Palestinian National Council for official approval.

The omission of the passage that speaks of beginning a new
era of peaceful coexistence free of violence reflects the
current situation between the two parties, which does not
provide a roadmap to non-violence and peace acceptable to
all sides involved. The second significant omission refers to
the undertaking by the PLO to require all its elements, armed
groups and their respective members to renounce violence.
Three key points stand out from the reproduction of the letter
from Arafat to Rabin:
Firstly the letter refers explicitly to the right of Israel to exist
in peace and security. This is a de facto recognition of the
State of Israel by the PLO, reproduced in a textbook which
generally otherwise – similarly to all other textbooks studied
here – uses the term ‘Zionist occupation’ when referring to
Israel. Naming Rabin and addressing him as prime minister is
also significant as all other protagonists on the other side only
generally appear as anonymous representatives of a collective
of ‘occupiers’.

Secondly the text states that the PLO renounces the use of
terror and all violent acts. It is significant that this passage
includes the word ‘terror’ in black and white; a linguistic usage
that is otherwise avoided in the textbooks when describing
acts of violence by Palestinians. This renunciation of terror is
not necessarily contradictory to the otherwise downplayed
or even glorified depictions of terrorist violence; rather, it
supports the classification of terror as a historical phase of the
Palestinian ‘resistance’ up until 1993, at least in the official
view of the Palestinian Authority.
The third significant point is that the textbook reproduces
(parts of) the passage that declares invalid the controversial
article in the Palestinian National Charter questioning Israel’s
right to exist. When viewed together these points are not
inconsequential.
The inclusion of the unabridged letter from Rabin is also
important. Even if this letter only essentially acknowledges
the PLO as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people, it appears here as a document from the opposing side
that records willingness to engage in peaceful negotiation
with their former enemy. This contrasts with the otherwise
dominant approach of the textbooks to refer only to the
opposition’s use of violence. The exercise instructing students
to ‘Compare the aforementioned commitments in the two
letters of recognition’ does contextualise this aspect but
without diluting the message of the two letters. On the
whole, the fact that this textbook prints the letters of mutual
recognition should be highlighted as significant, even if it fails
to seize the opportunity to provide an exercise fostering a
stronger commitment to peacebuilding here.
The narrative of the chapter is primarily concerned with
depicting the establishment of the Palestinian Authority,
which did not necessarily require the inclusion of the two
source texts; simply mentioning the negotiations between the
two sides would have been sufficient for the narrative. The
source texts constitute a reminder of the disappointments
associated with the foundering of the peace process associated
with the cipher ‘Oslo’, but are also a sign of hope that such
an agreement might still be possible in future – even if such
sentiments are not explicitly expressed here. Whether the
students are able to recognise this hope or whether it might
be explained to them by dedicated teachers is another matter.
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3.6

CONCLUSION

This chapter of the Report examines portrayals that refer
directly to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, focusing particularly
on the linguistic, symbolic and didactic techniques employed
by the textbooks. The chapter analyses the terminological
practices employed and symbolic and cartographic
representations. It also looks at portrayals of the Jewish or
Israeli protagonists in the context of Israeli violence towards
Palestinians on the one hand, and at the depiction of
Palestinian violence and also of the peace process on the other.
Concerning the use of terms designating the adversary,
as stated earlier in this Report, the term ‘Israel’ is used
comparatively seldom while the term ‘(Zionist) occupation’ is
prevalent. This is almost consistent throughout the textbooks.
Firstly, the term ‘Zionist occupation’ can be interpreted as
referring to the effects of Israel’s occupation policy in the
occupied territories when emphasis is placed on occupation
practices. Secondly, it can be understood as a device through
which to avoid naming the adversary or ‘other’ by name and
to even question the legitimacy of the State of Israel and its
political existence as an international legal entity. A history
textbook for year 10, however, provides a source documenting
the recognition of Israel by the PLO. While the term ‘Jews’,
which occurs far more seldom and primarily in religious
education books, is connotated positively in passages pointing
to the common roots of the three monotheistic religions,
examples of a pejorative use of the term reminiscent of antiSemitic prejudice were also identified in the analysis.
The religiously informed terms ‘jihād’ and ‘shahīd’ are
politically charged, and their use in textbooks reflects the
diversity of meanings that these terms embody in Islamic
and – to a certain extent, oriental Christian theology. The
Arabic word ‘jihād’ is, for example, introduced in Christian and
Islamic religious education textbooks as signifying spiritual
struggle and self-reform, but also engaging in combat. Here,
textbooks explain the rules and conditions of jihād as well
as regulations which forbid bloodshed and the killing of
innocents and demand good treatment of prisoners.
Especially when taken up in other subjects than religious
education, the latter meaning dominates. Rarely is the term
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connected to the current conflict; when it is, however, it
carries escalatory potential. The term ‘shahīd’, however,
is nearly exclusively connected to the conflict context and
applied to two different groups: to individuals killed while
committing violent attacks against Israel and also to victims of
Israeli violence who were themselves not actively involved.
Maps presented in Palestinian textbooks express the conflict
in a highly symbolic way. The cartographic representations
of an imagined All-Palestine, either as a political entity or an
imagined homeland do not provide a spatial representation
of the presence of the State of Israel or cities founded by
Jewish immigrants. The State of Israel and cities like Tel-Aviv
are not mentioned in the maps. Sites or cities located in
Israel with large Arab populations, such as Akko or Haifa,
are incorporated into the imagined All-Palestine, as are
landscape formations that lie within Israeli state territory.
A few maps show the borders of the West Bank and the
settlements within it and thus visualise the disconnected
territorial space administered by the Palestinian Authority.
The geographic outline of All-Palestine belongs as much to
the celebrated symbolic inventory of Palestinian identity as
the keys to the doors of the houses that the Palestinians had
to leave in 1948 and 1967. Texts as well as illustrations in
the textbooks for nearly all subjects contain imagery of keys
and/or maps symbolising the right of return for Palestinian
refugees.
When Jews do appear in the textbooks, identified explicitly
as such, they primarily do so as a collective. Christian
education textbooks acknowledge Jews as representatives of
a further monotheistic faith alongside Islam and Christianity,
and refrain from reproducing prejudices from the New
Testament. An Islamic education textbook expresses
appreciation for the loyalty of the Jewish tribes of Medina
at the time of Muhammad, while then focusing on the
one tribe who ultimately betrayed the Prophet. When
Jews appear as individuals in a section on early Islam in
Islamic Education 5/II, published in 2017 and 2019, they
are featured negatively with didactic reinforcement. This
section displays anti-Semitic motives and links characteristics
and actions attributed to Jews at the dawn of Islam to the
current Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

3.6 CONCLUSION

Representations of the contemporary Israeli adversary are
generally – with very few examples – connected to depictions
of structural or physical violence. The analysis reveals significant
differences in the quality and quantity of the portrayals of
violence across the school subjects; however, the different
subjects also conceptualise and contextualise the experience
and the use of violence in profoundly different ways.
In general, portrayals of violence perpetrated by the Israeli
side present the latter as a homogenous entity referred to as
the ‘(Zionist) occupation’ or using similar epithets. On the rare
occasions in which individual Israelis do occur in the books,
they are de-individualised as violent representatives of a
negatively connotated collective, such as soldiers or settlers.
Voices criticising Israeli violence from within the internal
Israeli discourse remain silent in these textbooks (which
corresponds with the criterium of homogenisation).
The textbooks for Arabic language are strikingly saturated
with depictions of the conflict, past and present, often using
literary stylistic techniques to portray violence suffered
or committed by Palestinians. Arab language textbooks
present pieces of original literature (such as poems or short
stories) together with authored texts designed to evoke
identification. In comparison to those of other subjects,
textbooks for Arabic language contain emotionally laden
depictions of Israeli violence that tend to dehumanise the
Israeli adversary; occasionally with accusations of malice or
deception. Concerning violent acts by the Palestinian side
against Israel, the textbooks for Arabic Language contain
depictions of violence as a heroic struggle. These textbooks
contain literary texts portraying acts of violence committed
by the Palestinian side neither unambiguously denouncing
nor approving them.
Textbooks for history, geography and social studies take a
conceptual and analytical approach to the relevant facts,
consistently embedding them within the narrative of national
resistance against Israeli occupation. The portrayal of violence
towards Palestinians is primarily descriptive and contextspecific, whether in regard to physical, military violence
towards Palestinians or whether in depictions of structural

or spatial violence (settlements, checkpoints, barriers). The
opponent is described as aggressive and hostile (aggression).
The language, however, is for the most part objective in tone
and avoids inflammatory expressions. While exercises in
lower grades can bring about a didactic escalation by asking
students to repeat the messages they find in the texts or
images, exercises in the textbooks for years 10 to 12 ask
open-ended questions and working tasks call for reflection on
different forms of resistance.
History and (some) social studies textbooks present violence
perpetrated by Palestinians as a legitimate means of
resistance in certain periods of Palestinian history: violent
methods have occupied a prominent place on the long path
to national sovereignty and liberation from the yoke of
occupation. The textbooks primarily refer to the First Intifada
when presenting acts of violence committed by Palestinians
against the Israeli occupation, justifying these acts as means
of ‘resistance’. Violence against civilians is presented as a
historical phase in the Palestinian struggle; its depiction
avoids going into detail and does not explicitly denounce
it, with the exception of History 10, which quotes from the
letters exchanged by Arafat and Rabin. As a type of ‘military
operation’, violence against civilians is also presented as part
of the narrative of resistance. Besides the violent, armed and
bloody forms of ‘revolutionary’ resistance declared to be
‘military strategy’, the textbooks for social studies, geography
and history over four consecutive school years repeatedly call
for reflection on peaceful and violent forms of protests.
The Israeli-Palestinian peace process is discussed in a history
textbook for year 10 and quotes the letters of mutual
recognition between Israel and the PLO from September 1993.
This textbook section confirms the recognition of Israel and
the renunciation of violence and terrorism by the PLO. The
recognition of Israel’s right to exist documented in the letters
by Yasser Arafat and Ytzhak Rabin stands in opposition to the
questioning of the legitimacy of the State of Israel in other
textbooks and passages. While earlier textbook editions did
mention initiatives of the peace process subsequent to the
Oslo Accords, these are no longer present in the textbooks
analysed for this Report.
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4

REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS IN TEXTBOOKS

The following chapter analyses real-life connections
(hereafter: RLC) in Palestinian textbooks for the natural
sciences and mathematics, and a short excursus at the
end of the chapter will show that RLC with relevance to
this Report’s research questions are found in grammatical
exercises in textbooks for Arabic as well. The quantitative
analysis was conducted on the basis of all everyday-life
examples in Palestinian textbooks for the natural sciences
and mathematics, having defined categories of RLC. This
chapter begins with a general explanation of the elements,
characteristics and functions of RLC, and a subsection will
examine the function of RLC within the context of Palestinian
nation-building with a focus on RLC that relate to the conflict.
Three cases of typical RLC that refer to the experiences of
children or adolescents are analysed in depth, unveiling,
alongside the non-escalatory RLC which are restricted to
a mere description of a conflict situation, a number of
escalatory RLC containing didactical or linguistic elements that
emphasise the negative characteristics of the ‘perpetrators’.

As outlined above, the focus of the methodological approach
is on experience-related content. In textbooks, this is content
that refers to aspects of everyday life in order to link the
sciences and mathematics to the familiar surroundings
of students. Using relevant examples in school textbooks
promotes ‘double-purpose learning’.350

Textbooks for mathematics, life sciences, chemistry and
physics are not usually characterised by an overarching
structure for the imparting of historical or political meaning
and social values. These textbooks contain, however, sporadic
fragments of a narrative that does reflect the dominant
discourse of the given society and which may also be used
to transport messages not derived from the content of those
disciplines. They neither convey the syllabus content per se,
nor do they fulfil the learning objectives directly; rather,
they serve the pedagogic aim of establishing a connection
to the lifeworlds of students, thus indirectly demonstrating
the relevance of the material to be taught. Textbooks for the
natural sciences and mathematics thus demand a different
methodological approach.

This Report refers to RLC in textbooks for mathematics,
physics, chemistry or life sciences, whenever elements
of everyday life are used in an authored text, quotation,
illustration, exercise or title, giving students a relatable
understanding of the scientific content. Practical exercises
in particular often contain RLC, as they frequently refer
to elements of everyday life and equipment from school,
laboratories, the environment or from the students’ homes.

350

Mathematics textbooks explain and train the abstract science
of numbers, quantities, shapes and patterns, not only as
academic concepts in imaginary contexts, but often with the
assistance of real-world items or by incorporating storytelling.
The life sciences textbooks – which are generally about
living beings and thus teach not only abstract knowledge –
connect new, complex scientific matter to knowledge the
students already possess, thus establishing a more relatable
understanding. Chemistry and physics textbooks for secondary
education also employ RLC, albeit, as the quantitative review
of Palestinian textbooks revealed, to a significantly lesser
degree.

UNESCO/Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development: Textbooks for Sustainable Development, p. 19–22.
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4.1

CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS

4.1.1 REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS ACCORDING
TO PREFACES AND TEACHER GUIDES
The textbook prefaces generally state their educational targets
and didactic methods. Life sciences textbooks, for instance,
aspire to ‘link knowledge with the student’s reality on the one
hand, and with sports, arts, drama, painting and life skills on
the other’.351 In the preface to the mathematics textbooks, the
authors introduce their scientific content in a ‘modern format’
as a part of ‘a curriculum based on linking learning with reallife contexts (سياقات حيات ّية, siyāqāt ḥaiyātīa) in an appealing and
pleasing way’.352 The explicit goal is ‘to develop an interactively
participating student’. Another emphasised purpose of reallife connections in the prefaces of mathematic textbooks
for years 5 to 10 is to solve real-life problems: ‘The process
of learning and teaching is the backbone of equipping the
student with knowledge, concepts and skills, and integrating
these into proper contexts that solve real-life problems. This
can only be achieved by inspiring and thought-provoking
activities that make the Palestinian environment present
among its social and economic aspects, among others.’353

351

352

353

354

The teacher guides for mathematics and life sciences
textbooks emphasise RLC in the lesson targets and offer
the teacher ideas on how to didactically integrate the reallife experiences of the students into the teaching matter.
The Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish, for instance, is
thus incorporated, according to a teacher guide, into a
mathematics exercise. The guide also provides ideas regarding
how to introduce the exercise, for example with a video or a
picture of the famous poet followed by questions about him
that are not necessarily linked with algebraic problems.354

The prefaces of the life sciences textbooks analysed from years 3 to 9, [p. IV]:  وبالرياضيات والفن،عالوة عىل اهتاممها [فلسفة الكتاب] بربط املعرفة بواقع حياة الطالب من جهة

.واملوسيقى والدراما والرياضة واملهارات الحياتية من جهة أخرى

The prefaces of the mathematics textbooks analysed from years 5 to 10, [p. IV]: أصل يف ربط التعلم
ً ] ويستمر املنهاج املبني عىل األنشطة...[ يتم تقديم املحتوى التعليمي بقالب عرصي

.بالسياقات الحياتية بطريقة جاذبة محببة

The prefaces of the mathematics textbooks analysed from years 5 to 10, [p. IV]: تشكل العملية التعليمية التعلمية يف هذه املرحلة الركيزة األساسية يف متكني الطالب من املفاهيم واملعارف

. واالقتصادية وغريها، تحايك البيئة الفلسطينية يف املجاالت االجتامعية، ومثرية للتفكري، وال يكون ذلك إال بالقيام بأنشطة محفزة، تقوم عىل حل مشكالت حياتية، وتوظيفها ضمن سياقات مناسبة،واملهارات
Mathematics Teacher Guide 7 (2018), p. 137–138:  من يعرف هذه الشخصية؟ ماذا تعرف: ويطرح أسئلة عليها، للشاعر محمود درويش،) يعرض املعلم صورة أو مقطع فيديو مقرتح١( لتنفيذ نشاط
] متى ولد الشاعر؟ متى توىف؟ كم عمره حني توىف؟ ما املقدار الجربي الذي ميثل عمر الشاعر؟...[ عن الشاعر محمود درويش؟
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4.1.2 ELEMENTS AND PROTAGONISTS
IN REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS
Mathematics exercises on rational numbers that have RLC
include, for instance, an illustration of the Great Pyramid
of Giza355 or a Rubik’s cube.356 Another task presents an
everyday-life scenario involving a girl called Lama who wishes
to read a novel in three days, reads one third of it on the
first day and one fifth on the second day; the task requires
calculating the percentage of the novel Lama read in the
first two days.357 In the same lesson on rational numbers, an
exercise asks students to compare in miles the distance run by
the imaginary Khalid and Said in a marathon for athletes with
disabilities.358
Another lesson on rational numbers shows how RLC in
Palestinian school textbooks are fostered not only via
universal topics, but also via culture-specific themes or current
and local issues. The Chukar partridge, a Eurasian upland
game bird with its natural habitat in Palestinian regions, is
introduced with an illustration of nine eggs and a very brief
introduction to its habitat as well as information regarding
how it protects its eggs. The task is to calculate the mass of all
eggs on the basis of the given mass of one egg.359
Mathematics and life sciences textbooks refer in their
exercises not only to real-life objects and places but also
to relatable individuals or institutions, referred to in this
Report as ‘protagonists’. The majority of the protagonists
are fictional students or individuals with a name or a
profession performing everyday roles (such as a student
doing sport, reading, donating, solving maths problems
in different ways, buying sweets, etc.). Many protagonists
appear in an economic role as well (e.g. fishermen in Gaza,
farmers, engineers fixing a stadium, meteorologists, etc.).

Some protagonists are political (individuals going to the
polls, protesting peacefully against the separation barrier, or
drawing the flag of Palestine on Prisoners’ Day), or cultural,
the latter mostly appearing collectively (a feminist group doing
embroidery work, the soap industry in Nablus, a scout group,
football fans, Arab and Muslim scientists).
In comparison to fictional characters, real-life individuals
feature less frequently in the textbooks. Some appear
as a necessary didactical aspect, such as philosophers or
scientists, and some provide the textbook authors with ways
to demonstrate a more authentic reality. Hiba al-Shurafa
appears in the lesson on chromosomes as a success story of
a Palestinian teacher with Down syndrome.360 Yasser Arafat
appears beside the Dome of the Rock in an illustration of a
neon street billboard in a exercise following the lesson on the
chemical elements.361 In addition to individuals, institutions
and organisations also occur as protagonists such as
governmental bodies (Palestinian government, public officials,
Palestine Monetary Authority, Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics, Palestinian ministries), and international institutions
(FIFA, UNRWA, UN, WHO).
For the subject of mathematics, textbooks published in 2019
place greater emphasis on human rights as compared to
former versions. The 14 references to real life in the 2017/2018
versions were extended with introductions pointing to the
relevance of the problem discussed for human rights. This,
together with the framing of this content within a larger global
context, indicates awareness on the part of the textbook
editors of human rights issues and the political nature of
the RLC.

355

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 2.

356

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 11.

357

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 15:  فام مقدار ما ستقرؤه ملى خالل أول يومني؟، وقراءة خميس القصة يف اليوم الثاين، فقررت قراءة ثلث القصة يف اليوم األول،تريد ملى قراءة قصة خالل ثالثة أيام

358

359

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 18:  ما املسافة التي قطعها خالد زيادة عن املسافة التي، كم يف ساعة واحدة٥/٤  بينام قطع سعيد، كم٢/١ و١  قطع خالد يف ساعة واحدة،يف سباق لذوي االحتياجات الخاصة

قطعها سعيد؟

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 20:  وتقوم عىل حراسته يف، وتضع األنثى البيض. ويتواجد يف املناطق الجبلية الوعرة نسب ًيا، ويألف املناطق املغطاة باألعشاب والشجريات،يعيش طائر الحجل (الشنار) يف فلسطني
		[...]  وعىل اعتبار أن كتلة أي بيضة حجل تساوي، أتأمل الشكل املجاور.موسم التكاثر
360
Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 28–29:  حصلت عىل وسام معلمة للمرحلة األساسية؛ إلسهامها يف، مصابة مبتالزمة داون، هبة الرشفا فتاة فلسطينية من مدينة غزة.متالزمة داون وقصة نجاح فلسطينية
]...[ »تعليم الطلبة يف جمعية «الحق يف الحياة
361

Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 71.
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REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS IN THE CONTEXT
OF PALESTINIAN NATIONBUILDING

4.2.1 CONFLICT AND NON-CONFLICT RELATED REAL-LIFE
CONNECTIONS
Originating within a conflict situation, Palestinian textbooks
also present real-life connections that address the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, its protagonists and its consequences. In a
lesson on rational numbers, for instance, an exercise requires
students to compare the number of Palestinian refugees
in Arab countries and ‘in the state of Palestine’. This task is
illustrated by a picture of people fleeing and a brief sentence
about nationality as a human right.362
Based on a frequency analysis, the following chart shows the
proportion of RLC with reference to diverse (or universal)
topics, culture-specific Palestinian topics and RLC that relate
to the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

In 28 textbooks for mathematics, life sciences, chemistry and
physics included in the analysis, 2,343 RLC were identified. Of
these, 415 refer to a specific Palestinian everyday-life situation
or address current and local issues with a culture-specific
theme, without, however, forming a connection to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Nevertheless, the latter is referred to by
127 of the RLC, and in various ways.
The frequency analysis shows that the large majority of the
cases reference universal everyday life with no connection to
the region or the Israeli-Palestinian conflict (77%).

Figure 110: Real-life connections in textbooks for natural sciences and
mathematics

362

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 12: مقيم يف دولة
ً ١٢  فإن من بني كل، ويف الوقت ذاته، من الفلسطينيني الجئني يف الدول العربية٪٤٤  يعيش حوايل،من الحقوق األساسية لألفراد عدم حرمانهم من جنسيتهم

 أم نسبتهم يف الدول العربية؟، نسبة الالجئني الفلسطينيني يف دولة فلسطني، أوضح أيهام أكرث. الجئني فلسطينيني٩ فلسطني
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4.2.2 CULTURE-SPECIFIC REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS WITHOUT
REFERENCE TO THE CONFLICT
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Figure 111: Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 44

While the majority of the RLC identified in the mathematics
and life sciences textbooks do not explicitly describe or
refer to the cultural, national or regional everyday life
of Palestinians, 18 per cent of the 2,343 RLC represent a
cultural, national or regional theme without addressing the
ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict (e.g. a Palestinian flag in an
illustration, olive trees and olive oil production, a Palestinian
board game, folk dances, traditional dishes, and traditional
clothes with embroidery work). The manifestations of
mechanical energy are explained by the traditional Palestinian
Dabke dance (الدبكة الشعبية الفلسطينية, ad-dabka ash-shaʿbiya
al-filisṭinīa), for instance. An illustration shows a group of
Palestinian women performing the dance in front of the
famous Hisham palace in Jericho:363

Unit 2: Mechanical Energy
[Picture]
Look [at the picture] and discuss:
To perform the Palestinian folk dance Dabke, in order to
stomp the ground with your foot you have to lift it up first.

٤٤

4.2.3 CONFLICT-RELATED REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS
As discussed above, five per cent or 127 of the 2,343 RLC
identified in textbooks for mathematics, life sciences,
chemistry and physics refer explicitly or implicitly to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Defining an RLC as ‘conflict-related’

363

is based on the terms, illustrations or maps identified in the
analysed textbooks. The many ways in which the ongoing
conflict is referred to in the textbooks require categorisation
and further explanation.

Another example in a Mathematics textbook relates to the production of the traditional Palestinian dessert knāfeh nābilsiyeh )(الكنافة النابلسية, with the exercise
asking the students to calculate the amount of cheese a mother has to use in order to produce the dish for her family and neighbours: Mathematics 1/II
(2019), p. 36.
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as a secondary learning objective via the contents of a
mathematics textbook, then the conflict-related aspects are
to the same extent facets of Palestinian daily life.

The teacher guides for the life sciences textbooks list the
learning objectives of every teaching unit and provide the
answers for the exercises. The learning objectives of each
unit that are not related to the subject-specific content of the
teaching unit, but rather to a real-life experience are mostly
highlighted in another colour (for instance in red as shown
below):

364

element group.’

refugee camps.’

Categorising the conflict-related RLC facilitates analysis and
assessment. The process is begun by identifying the particular
topoi that will form the thematic subcategories. Some RLC
refer to the territorial claim when emphasising Jerusalem as
the capital of Palestine364 or when an Israeli city is referred
to as Palestinian, thus invoking the conflict from a national,
geopolitical perspective. Further, some maps identified
are part of the narrative of identities and territories (as
demonstrated in Chapter 3). Otherwise, Jerusalem appears
in the textbooks as a theme in its own right, mostly without
explicit reference to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

54

Science and Life 9/I (2019), p. 53. For instance, an introductory page of a teaching unit entitled ‘Electricity in our Lives’ shows a photograph of Jerusalem in the
evening. The illustration is followed by a question about how the ‘city of Jerusalem, the capital of Palestine’ is lit and how electricity reaches the whole city:

. فكر كيف تضاء املدينة؟ كيف تصل الكهرباء إىل جميع أنحاء املدينة...ليل
ً تأمل مدينة القدس عاصمة فلسطني
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Some exercises or authored texts bring up historical events
and their consequences, such as the Nakba or the situation
of the Palestinian refugees and the quest for their return. An
example is a RLC in a lesson on probability, referring to the year
1948 as a turning point in the life of Palestinians. A symbolic
map of Palestine within the borders of the British Mandate,
an old house key as a symbol of the ‘return’, and the word
‘return’ itself in Arabic and English all accentuate the Palestinian
narrative that focuses on the historical moment of the Nakba
as a perpetuated catastrophe.365 In another textbook, an
introductory story titled ‘My Relatives in Refugee Camps’,
which references the names of family members, their current
residence in refugee camps and their relationships to each
other presented in a table is used to give an understanding of
the classification of chemical elements in the periodic table.366
Palestinian prisoners appear in the mathematics and life
sciences textbooks in the context of RLC. In the teaching unit
on probability, for instance, an exercise requires the students
to calculate the probability that, if a day in April were chosen
randomly, the chosen day would be the 17 April, the ‘Day of
the Palestinian Prisoner […] in the prisons of the occupation’.367
Although the textbooks contain many references to ‘fictional’
schools and facilities, real-life schools dedicated to national
figures linked to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are also inclu
ded. One case is a school called ash-Shahīda Rihām Dawabsha
( )الشهيدة ريهام دوابشة368 and another is named after ash-shahīd
Abu Jihād ((الشهيد أبو جهاد.369 The mere existence of these
schools in RLC implicitly addresses the conflict in an authentic
manner. Another example, referring to a special case of
martyrdom, merges with the above-mentioned geopolitical
perspective in the context of Land Day )  يوم األرض, yawm al-Arḍ).

365

366

The exercise is to calculate the probability of students
suggesting certain activities to preserve the memory of the
six portrayed shuhadā’ ( )شهداءof Land Day. The authored
text refers to the historical event of the 30 March 1976 and
the deaths of six Palestinian-Israeli citizens while ‘defending
the land which the occupation tried to expropriate’.370 The
following exercises suggest commemorating the shuhadā’ of
Land Day by organising a sports competition or in the school
morning assembly. The text neither mentions that the persons
killed were Palestinian-Israeli citizens nor that the events
commemorated took place in Israel. It is highly problematic
that the use of the term ‘occupation’ here denotes Israel as an
occupying power within its own state borders.371
As shown above, a large quantity of non-conflict-related
examples engage with a national-cultural theme. The IsraeliPalestinian conflict, however, also appears as part of this
cultural collective memory. For instance, an exhibition of
Palestinian products is named ‘Lest we Forget’ (يك ال ننىس, kai
lā nansā)372 and in another exercise an illustration of an olive
tree – as part of an algebraic problem using the example of
olive oil production – is captioned with a quotation from a
poem by Mahmūd Darwish: ‘if the olives remembered who
planted them, the oil would turn into tears’.373
The archetypal RLC in textbooks are those that refer to the
experiences of children themselves. In Palestinian textbooks
these references to students and individualised fictional
characters often occur within a storytelling framework. The
majority of the references identified portray an everyday
occurrence, for instance in school or with family. Some
references, however, portray individuals, including children,
as victims of the ongoing conflict.

Mathematics 7/II (2019), p. 97. The exercise is about finding the probability space:

]...[  الفضاء العيني لألرقام املكونة لهذا التاريخ. والشتات، وترشد شعبنا يف مخيامت اللجوء،فلسطني
Life Sciences 8/I (2019), p. 65: .أقاريب يف مخيامت اللجوء

 واحتلت، وهو العام الذي حدثت فيه النكبة، عا ًما مفصل ًيا يف حياة شعبنا الفلسطيني٨٤٩١ ميثل العام

Here, the content of the RLC corresponds with the teaching targets given in the Life Sciences Teacher Guide 8 (2018), p. 54.
367
368

Mathematics 7/II (2019), p. 102: .]...[  لتجربة اختيار تاريخ هذا اليوم، يف سجون االحتالل فإن الفضاء العيني، لتنظيم يوم تضامني مع األرسى،٧١٠٢  من أيام شهر نيسان،إذا تم اختيار تاريخ يوم بشكل عشوايئ
Science and Life 9/I (2019), p. 115.

369

Mathematics 9/II (2019), p. 13.

370

Mathematics 7/II (2019), p. 105: . ومن يومها عرف بيوم األرض الخالد، خالل دفاعهم عن األرايض التي حاول االحتالل مصادرتها،٦٧٩١ استشهد ستة فلسطينيني يف الثالثني من آذار عام

371

See Chapter 3.

372

Mathematics 8/II (2019), p. 63.

373

Mathematics 8/I (2019), p. 39: .لو يذكر الزيتون غارسه لصار الزيت دم ًعا
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In the following, two categories of RLC will be presented that
address the didactic and semantic intensity of the conflictrelated portrayals in line with the distinction between
escalatory and non-escalatory characteristics as outlined in
the introduction (see 1.3.1). Both categories – escalatory
and non-escalatory RLC – will be explained using everyday
scenarios specifically relevant to children, followed by an
analysis. This categorisation also raises the question as
to whether – and if so, how – the references might have
an escalatory effect and whether their function is merely
representational or rather pursues a call to action.
Irrespective of their escalatory potential, the RLC of both
categories are twofold in character: they reflect everyday
life experience (see above), and, at the same time, they
convey a message that extends beyond the mere necessity
to illustrate the scientific material. This message refers to the
conflict, its consequences and its actors; by explicitly naming
these interrelationships, the contours of the ‘opponent’
come into clearer focus and the students’ awareness is
aligned to the concept of nation-building in a state of
resistance to an alleged or actual enemy. In their message,
these RLC correspond to the (secondary) learning objectives
outlined above, although with their escalatory elements
their impact exceeds these aims. Rather, escalatory elements
intensify the message; they are emotional triggers for anger
and rage, and yet for the actual message that the textbooks
are tasked with conveying they are expendable.
To illustrate the first category, escalatory depictions, the
Report draws on an example from a science and life textbook
for year 7 students. The function of the adrenal glands in the
production and distribution of adrenaline, the ‘fight or flight’
hormone, is explained using an anatomical diagram with
an accompanying text that contains exercises. An emotion
familiar to every child, fear, is used to illustrate the effect of
this biological relationship.

ƺȔ̟ЏđęˬΑȴ́͝ЏđǿȥͅЏđ

ү ƮȌ̰К

łāǍ͘ƢǇʥʓ͘āǚˈ̑ζɷˬͫāƢāĢƹǇˁ͘Ǉʉʒʉ̣ɼ̈Ǩ͘ŦāǨ̤Αāǽ͎ȇ͇Ģɼ͇Ǉ̵ɬʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫāƛǇˏ̈́ΑҙҏāɬͲɼ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲŦǇ͇
ɡ̑Ǉ˶͘ɬʉ˙ˬ˅Ͳɨʉʦ˳ͫāŰĢΑā ĔǍ˶ʤͫāǨ̿Ǉ̤ȉʉ̤ζΈǇʉˏʷ͛ΈǇ˳ʉʦͲŔҨҞʶͫǇ̑ɬʉʤ̣ǚͲǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏā
žǍʦͫāćȽˬ́ͫǇ̑ɨ́̑Ǉ̿ΑāǇ˳ͲƛǇˏ̈́ΑҙҏāȈʉʒ˳ͫɼˀˀʦ˳ͫāƢǇʉʦͫāȅˬ͇ŷǍͲǚˬͫɡʉʶ˳ͫāģǇˉͫāćłǍˀͫā
ɼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāɼˬʈ̵Αҙҏāɬ͇ẹ̑Αā
τɨ͎́Ḁ̌ćƛǇˏ̈́ΑҙҏāȽˬĢǇ̓ΑāķǛͫāĶĢǇ˅ͫāɄ͘Ǎ˳ͫāǇͲ u
ɑͫĕȚ̀ćτɄ͘Ǎ˳ͫāāǛɼ̣́āǍ˳ͫΈǇˈͲɡͲǇ˜ʓ̒ɨʶʤͫāƴḳ̌́ΑāɬͲɬͲķ
Ύ Αā u
τɄ͘Ǎ˳ͫāɼ̣́āǍ˳ͫŸǇͲǚͫāǨ̓ΑāƹǇ˳ˀͫāĔǚˉͫāķ
Ύ Αāȅˬ͇ u
τƴǚˉͫāƱǛɷ̒ģǨ͎ΑāķǛͫāƦǍͲǨ́ͫāɨ̵āǇͲ u
τťǇ̈Ǩ˜˶ʒͫāćζȫˏ˶ʓͫāłǇ͛Ǩ̤ćζȇˬ˙ͫāɬͲɡ͛ȅˬ͇ƦǍͲǨ́ͫāāǛǨ̓ΑāǇͲ u
ɼ̈Ǩˆ˜ͫāƴǚˉͫā

ŰǨˈ̒ ǚ˶͇ć ζɼʉˬ͛ ƈǍ͎ ɡ͛ ƦǇʓ̈Ǩˆ˜ͫā ƦǇ̒ǚˉͫā Ƚ˙̒
ǨƼƼͲāćΑҙҏ Ĕǚˉͫā ƱǛ ȇʉʤʓʶ̒ ĶĢǇƼƼ̈́ Ʉ͘Ǎ˳ͫ ɨʶʤͫā
Ĕǚ͇ɬͲǚ̈ǩ̈ķǛͫāζɬʉͫǇ˶̈ĢĔΑҙҏāƦǍͲǨģǨˏʓͫŸǇͲǚͫā
ζɷ̣Ǎͫā ĢāǨ˳̤āć ζȫˏ˶ʓͫā łǇ͛Ǩ̤ć ζȇˬ˙ͫā łǇ̑Ǩ̀
ƦǍͲǨ ģǨˏʓͫ ťǇ̈Ǩ˜˶ʒͫā ǽ͎ ǩ͵ǇǨˉ͵ҙҏ Ǉ̈ҨҞ̥ Ⱥʷ˶̈ć
ģǍ͛Ǎˬ͈ȅͫΒāǚʒ˜ͫāɬʉ̣Ǎ˜̈ҨҞ͈ƛǍʥ̈ķǛͫāƦǍ͈Ǉ͛Ǎˬˉͫā
ɼʉˬ˜ͫā
ɑͫĕɼ̣́āǍ˳ͫɼͲģҨҞͫāɼ͘Ǉ˅ͫǇ̑łҨҞˁˈͫāĔāǚͲ ΒҙҏƢǚͫāǽ͎
ɼ˙ʉ͘ǚͫāƹǇˈͲΑҙҏāćťǇ̈Ǩ˜˶ʒͫāɬͲɼ˳̀Ǉ́ͫāłāĢǇˀˈͫāģāǨ͎ΒāƦǍͲǨ́ͫāāǛȺʒʔ̈Ǉ˳͛ζɄ͘Ǎ˳ͫā
ƴǚˉͫā
ɼ̈Ǩˆ˜ͫā

Figure 113: Science and Life 7/II (2019) p. 66

Activity (5) The Adrenal Glands and Fear
A group of Palestinian children experienced an hour of ҰҰ
horror in the woods near Jibiya village in Ramallah after
heavily armed Israeli occupying forces broke into a scout
camp. The soldiers besieged the camp and shot sound
bombs and tear gas on the tents where the children were
sleeping. The children were struck with terror and fear.
Answer the following questions:
ͳ What incident triggered the children’s panic and fear?
ͳ Which organs of the human body work together to 		
confront this situation? Explain.
ͳ Which endocrine gland was influenced by the brain to 		
confront the situation?
ͳ What is the name of the hormone released by this 		
gland?
ͳ What is the effect of this hormone on the heart, on 		
breathing and on the pancreas? […]
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The text explaining the function of the adrenal glands and
the effects of adrenalin is preceded by a passage depicting
a terrifying situation experienced by a group of children.
The text highlights the lack of normality for children and
young people in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in a seemingly
‘normal’ free time activity, such as a scout camp taking place
in woods near Ramallah. The text notes that the children
were sleeping, which indicates that the incident took place
at night. However, the sounds that scare the children are not
those of a wild animal moving around at night such as might
be the case in a ‘normal’ situation. Those responsible are
named as the ‘forces of the Israeli occupation’ (ق ّوات االحتالل
اإلرسائييل, quwwāt al-iḥtilāl al-isrā’īlī), who raid the camp and
set off tear gas and shock grenades. The example does not
stop at simply naming the perpetrators of the violent act.
The Israeli soldiers appear as devious, cowardly and cruel.
They ambush a scout camp at night, full of unsuspecting,
sleeping children, and attack their tents using weapons
which, while they do not kill, can cause serious injuries
especially in children (although this is not mentioned here).
‘An hour of horror’ (ساعة رعب, sāʿat ruʿb), ‘terror and fear’ (هلع
وخوف, halaʿ wa khauf) – the terms used underline the extent
of the distress evoked in the children by the soldiers. As no
reasons are given as to why the Israeli army happened to be
in this location during the night, the impression arises that
they were aware the camp was a (Palestinian) scout camp
and their aim was to terrorise sleeping Palestinian children
and to cause a state of panic and fear. In addition to this
linguistic escalation, the ‘message’ is further emphasised by
the use of a didactic instrument: one of the five exercises
requires the students to name the ‘incident’ that caused the
children to feel ‘panic and fear’. The exercise section moves
sharply between the requirement to provide a scientific
explanation of a physiological process – the triggering of fear
and the production of adrenaline are often preceded by a
situation perceived to be dangerous or threatening – and the
reinforcement of the negative image of the adversary already
provided by the text. Through the written or oral reiteration

of the events described, the horror and terror are repeatedly
evoked and with them the underhandedness and brutality
of the protagonists. Although the everyday lives of children
living under the conditions of conflict and occupation have
the potential to produce many confrontational, frightening
and violent situations, the selected example can be
characterised as highly escalatory due to its linguistic and
didactic structure. The escalation takes place particularly on
a linguistic and conceptual level; the depiction arouses anger
and rage. This example does not, however, contain a call for
action.374
The following example is less escalatory than the RLC
mentioned above, but not entirely free of escalatory potential
as a result of the didactic technique of repetition employed
in the exercise section. In a science and life textbook for year
8 students the physical properties of gases are explained
through a situation with which presumably every Palestinian
child or young person will be familiar:

ňȌ̰̈КԽԲđ Ү ƮȌ̰К
ǽƼƼ͎ζɼƼƼ˅ˬʓʦ˳ͫāɼƼƼΎ̈Ǎ͵ǇʔͫāɬƼƼʉˈˬ̑ɼƼƼ̵ĢǚͲŁҨΎҞƼ̈́ǨƼ ƼΎ̓ΑǇ̒
ζŷǍƼƼͲΎǚˬͫɡʉƼƼʶ˳ͫāģǇƼƼˉͫāɡƼƼ̑Ǉ˶˙̑ƴǨƼƼʉʒͫāćɷƼƼˬͫāƢāĢɼƼƼˆ͎ǇʥͲ
ƴǨʉƼƼʶ˳ͫāƱǇƼƼʤ̒ǽƼƼ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāĔΌ ǍƼƼ˶̣ǇƼƼ́˙ˬ̈́ΑāǽƼƼʓͫā
ȅƼƼˬ͇ΈǇƼƼ̣Ǉʤʓ̤āζɼƼƼ̈Ǩ˙ͫāɬƼƼͲȈƼƼ˙ˬ˅͵āǽƼƼʓͫāɼ
ʉΎ ˳ˬƼƼʶͫā
Ώ
ǽƼƼ̀āĢΑҙҏāɨƼƼˆˈͲȽƼƼˬʓ̑āķǛƼƼͫāζȽƼƼ̵Ǎʓͫāć
ɨΎ ƼƼˁͫāĢāǚƼƼ̣
є
ƴĢćǇƼƼʤ˳ͫāĿǨƼƼ˙ͫāćɼƼƼ̈Ǩ˙ˬͫɼƼƼˈ̑ǇʓͫāɼƼƼʉΎ ͇āĢǩΎ ͫā
Ί ƼͲɬƼƼͲƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāȬƼ
ǨΏ Ƽ ʶΎ ͎ǚƼƼʉˈ̑ƦǇ˜Ƽ
Ƽ
ʉ̣ɷƼ
Ƽ
˙ˬ˅̈ķǛƼ
Ƽ
ͫāŷǍƼ
ƼͲΎǚˬͫɡʉƼƼʶ˳ͫāģǇƼƼˉͫāΌɼƼ ʥ̇āĢɨΎ ʓ Ƽ ʷΌ̒ϔ
Ό
ɑƼƼͫĕ
 ā ϕ
ĢǇʷʓ͵ҙҏǇ̑ ɡ˙ʓ˶̒ ĿǨ̥Αā ĔāǍ˳ͫ ɼˬʔͲΑā Ⱥ͇Α
τɼʈʉʒͫāć ɼʥˀͫā ǽ͎ ģǇˉͫā āǛ Ǩ̓Αā ǇͲ ϖ
 Ƽ˳ʤ́ͫ ŰǨє Ƽ ˈʓͫā ǚƼƼ˶͇ ζǇƼƼ͇́Ό ǇʒΎ̒ā ȇƼƼ̣āǍͫā ɼͲҨҞƼƼʶΎ ͫā łāƹāǨƼƼ̣Βā ǇƼƼͲ ϗ
ɡʉƼƼʶ˳Ό ͫā ģǇƼƼˉͫǇ̑ ƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏā ȬƼƼʉ̣ łǇƼ
τŷǍƼƼͲǚˬͫ
Α
Α
Α
Έ
ζ āǩƼƼʉ͛Ǩ̒ ɡƼƼ͘ҙҏā ȺƼƼ̵Ǎͫā ȅƼƼͫΒā ǇƼƼ́̑ āǩƼƼʉ͛Ǩ̒ ǨƼƼʔ͛ҙҏā ȺƼƼ̵Ǎͫā ɬƼƼͲ ƴĔǇƼƼ˳ͫā ƛǇƼƼ˙ʓ͵ā ǍƼƼňȌȇḛ̑̈КԽԲđ
ĔΎ āǍƼƼ˳ͫā ƛǇƼƼ˙ʓ͵ā ƈǨƼΌ Ƽ̈́Ό ǚ Ƽ̤Αā ĢΌ ǇƼƼʷʓ͵ҙҏā ǚє Ƽˈ̈Ό ć ζɬʉΏ ˅ƼƼ̵Ǎͫā ɬƼƼʉ̑ ǩƼƼʉ͛Ǩʓͫā ĿćǇƼƼʶʓ̈ ȅƼƼʓ̤ ɡƼƼ˙˶ͫā ɼƼƼʉΎ ˬ˳͇ ǨΎ ˳ʓƼƼʶ̒ć
ȫƼƼˏ˶ʓͫā łāģǇƼƼ͈ ƛǇƼƼ˙ʓ͵ā ɡƼƼʔͲ ζķΎ ǍƼƼˬʦͫā ƹǇƼƼʷˉͫā ǨƼƼʒ͇
Figure 114: Science and Life 8/I (2019), p. 15

ȴ͝й ϩпđ
Ǉ́̑ ɼ˅ʉʥ˳ͫā ɼʈʉʒͫāć ɼʉˬʦͫā ɬʉ̑ ĔāǍ˳ͫā ƛǇ˙ʓ͵ā Ʉ͘Ǎ̒ Ƣǚ͇ ϔ
 Ƽˬ̑ ƦǍΎ Ƽˬʓ̈ ƹǇƼƼ˳ͫā ƦΎ ǇΒ Ƽ͎ ζ Ίɬ̥ǇƼƼ̵ ƹΊ ǇƼƼͲ ǽƼƼ͎ ķǇƼƼ̶ ȫƼƼʉ͛ ȽƼ Ƽ Ώ̀ć ǚƼƼ˶͇ ϕ
ƦǍƼ
ķǇƼƼʷͫā

١٥
374

Further escalatory examples identified portraying Israeli violence: an exercise following a lesson on the human lymphatic system asks about the dangers
facing a boy called Rami who has been beaten on his left side by an Israeli soldier. See Science and Life 9/I (2019), p. 48: تعرض رامي لرضبة من جندي إرسائييل عىل

 ما مخاطر ذلك؟،جانبه األيرس
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Activity (4) Diffusion
The students of the Bil‘in secondary school in Ramallah
and al-Bireh Governorate have been affected by the tear
gas used by the Zionist occupying army during a peaceful
demonstration in the village. The demonstration was
against the annexation and expansion wall that engulfed
most of the agricultural lands in the village and in
neighbouring villages.
1) The smell of the tear gas fired by the occupying army 		
can be identified from a distance. Explain this.
2) Give examples of other substances spread by diffusion?
3) What is the effect of this gas on people’s health and on
the environment?
4) What are the safety procedures to be followed when 		
exposed to tear gas attacks by the occupying army?
[…]

An example of a non-escalatory RLC can be found in an
excerpt from a mathematics textbook for year 10:

ҫ

ŶȌКđȴ̈϶ԽԲđ

ŢĪȴ͌Џđ
дǰđȴ̈϶ԽԲđęɎκęȵЏđ
дǰđȴ̈϶ԽԲđ
й
й
(*[JSFSI4II+ZSHYNTSX 

ҫ-ҫ

Ǉ˶ͫǇˏ̈́ΑāȽΏ ˶˳ͫΈāǨˆ͵ćρΌɼʒˬ˅ͫāǇǛΌ ˏΎ ˶̈Ό ǽʓͫāɼ ʉΎ ˏ̿ҨҞͫāłǇ̈́ǇʷΎ˶ͫāɬͲΌɼʉΎ ̵Ģǚ˳ͫāłҨҞ̤
Ό ǨΎ ͫā

ȅˬ͇łǨˀʓ
ƦǇΒ ͎ζɡ̥āǚͫāǽ͎ɼ ʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫāƦǚ˳ͫāƛḀ̌ĔɬͲ
Ώ ͘Ώ āǚ͘łҨҞ̤ǨͫāƱǛΎ
 ʉΎ ̑Ǩˉͫāɼ ˏ ΎˁͫāƦǚͲ
 ̣āɡ̣Α
łǇǩΎ ˶ʓ˳Ό ͫāɨΌ ˆˈͲłǚ˳
āɬΏ Ͳćρɼ
Ώ ͇ ɬ̈Ǩ̇āǩͫāćłҨҞ̤ǨͫāŁāǛʓ
Ώ
Ί ā Ǩʉ͎Ǎ̒ȅͫΒā ǽҨҞ˳ͫāć
Ǉ́ʉ͎ƴΊ ǩʉΎ ˳ʓͲ ŁǇˈͫΑ
ҫҪ-

ҳ-

ҫҫ-

ɼ˳˙ͫā

ҫҫ

ҫҪ









ҳ
Ҳ

Ҳ-

ұ

ұҰ-

Ұ

ү-

ү

Ү-

The text describes a violent confrontation between the Israeli
military and Palestinian demonstrators at which tear gas
grenades were employed. The effects of the tear gas are felt
by children at a neighbouring school. Providing precise details
of the village and including the name of the school creates
a concrete everyday context. The reason for the protests is
given as the ‘annexation and expansion wall’ constructed on
land belonging to the villagers. This text therefore addresses
two grievances that accompany the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict: the separation barrier and the use of violence
against Palestinian demonstrators. The perpetrators of the
violence are named ‘soldiers of the Zionist occupation’ (جنود
االحتالل الصهيوين, junūd al-iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī); otherwise the text
gives a simple explanation for the situation that remains free
of escalatory elements. The text does state that tear gas is
employed against peaceful demonstrators but, unlike the text
about the scout camp, the language is not used to highlight
particularly negative aspects. The photograph accompanying
the text depicts a masked youth with what appears to be
a slingshot in his hands, which is somewhat at odds with
the text and its description of a ‘peaceful demonstration’.
The image does not contain any obvious encouragement or
glorification of violence; it is a common motif for the violent
confrontations in the occupied territories and has more of
an illustrative than escalatory character. However, two of
the exercises are didactically escalatory. When asking about
the physical properties of gases and about safety measures
to be taken with tear gas, the name of those responsible
(‘occupying army’, جيش االحتالل, jaish al-iḥtilāl) is unnecessarily
repeated.



ҫ
ƮȌ̰К

Ү
ҭ-

ҭ
Ҭ-

ҫ-

ɼ̈āǚʒͫā

ҫ

Ҭ

ĢāćΎ ǚͫāŁҙҏćǚͫāΌɼʒˈˬͫāƱǛȅ˳ѓ ʶΌ̒ ζƴĢǍˀͫāǽ͎ɼʒˈˬͫāɡΌ ͲΎ ΑǇ̒Αā
ɼ́ʤͫāǽƼƼ͎ƦāĢćǚƼƼͫāɼƼƼ͛Ǩ̤ƦΑāȻƼƼ̤ҙҏŁҙҏćǚƼƼͫāǽƼƼ͎ȇƼƼ͛ĢǇƼƼͲǚ˶͇ćζǽƼƼҨҞ˳ͫāɼƼƼ˶̈ǚͲȅƼƼͫāɷƼƼʓˬ̇Ǉ͇ȽƼƼͲǚƼƼ˳ʥͲȇƼƼĕ
ǽ͎ƦāĢćǚƼƼͫāɼƼƼ͛Ǩ̤ƦǍƼƼ˜̒ǇƼƼ˳˶ʉ̑ζɼƼƼʒ̣ǍͲƴĢǇƼƼ̶ΒāȽƼƼ͘āǍ˳ͫāȅƼƼ˅ˈ̒ǽƼƼͫǇʓͫǇ̑ćȅƼƼˬ͇Α ҨҞͫƦǍƼƼ˜̒ŁǍƼƼ͛ǨͫāƦǇ˜ƼƼͲɬƼƼͲȅƼƼ˶˳ʉͫā
ĢǍʥͲȽͲȽ͘Ǎ˳ͫāɑͫĕǽ͎ɼ̑ǨˈͫāĢǍʥͲȽ˶ˀ̈Ƚ͘ǍͲɡ͛ǽ͎ɼʒͫǇƼƼ̵ƴĢǇƼƼ̶Βāȅ˅ˈ̒Ƚ͘āǍ˳ͫāƦΒǇ͎ɡˏƼƼ̵Α ҨҞͫĢǇƼƼʶʉͫāɼ̣́
ϔϛϓćǨƼƼˏˀͫāɬʉ̑Ǉ́ƼƼ̵Ǉʉ͘ɼ̈ǩ͛ǨͲɼƼƼ̈ćāģɼƼƼ̈āǚʒͫāȽƼƼ͘ǍͲ
Figure 115: Mathematics 10/I (2019), p. 8

٨

(1-1) Even and Odd Functions
Activity 1: Extracurricular activities for students include
school trips. As our children are banned from entering
Palestinian cities inside [Israeli borders (al-mudun alfilisṭinīa fī ad-dākhil)], school trips have been limited to
cities of the West Bank. In order to attract visitors, some
amusement parks and playgrounds have been offering
special rides.
[Picture] Look at the ride in the picture. (It is called the
Ferris wheel.)
Mohammed went with his family to the amusement
park. As he rode on the Ferris wheel, he noticed that the
rotation on the right side […].

The illustration shows a Ferris wheel of the variety found in
any amusement park anywhere in the world. Its passenger
cars are numbered with positive and negative numbers in
order to visualise the explanation of mathematical functions
that will follow. The actual mathematical explanation is
preceded by the non-mathematical ‘message’ that refers to
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the everyday experience of the students under the conditions
of the conflict. It begins by pointing to school trips as extracurricular activities. However, these activities, reference to
which initially presupposes a normality of school practice
and of children’s RLC, are then described in the second
sentence as being curtailed by restrictions to the children’s
freedom of movement. The section neither mentions the
actors responsible for this state of affairs nor does it provide
an explicit assessment of the situation presented in this
example. The second sentence, however, with its statement,
using specific key terms, that the children are banned from
entering ‘Palestinian cities inside’ (املدن الفلسطينية يف الداخل, almudun al- filisṭinīa fī ad-dākhil) clearly locates the subject
matter within the context of the Israel-Palestinian conflict
before the third sentence re-directs the text away from this
context in order to return to the normality of amusement

4.3

REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS IN ARABIC
LANGUAGE TEXTBOOK

Following the classic language teaching approach that focuses
on what are known as the four essential skills of language
learning (reading, listening, writing and speaking), the Arabic
Language textbooks include many reading and listening
comprehensions that have either been written by the authors
or are citations from the work of well-known writers.
While such texts have been analysed in the previous chapters,
this section focuses on the real-life aspects that are integrated
in the tasks designed to develop language skills such as
vocabulary and grammar exercises or tasks related to written
and oral expression. RLC in Arabic language textbooks connect
the material with real-life topics or events and therefore
enable students to reflect on what is taking place in their
surroundings.

375

parks and special fairground rides. What is striking in this
example is its fusion with the aspect of the conceptual
‘appropriation’ of Israeli cities as ‘Palestinian cities inside’
(meaning ‘inside [the green line]’ or ‘inside [the borders of
Israel]’), which can be interpreted as non-recognition of the
State of Israel. Although this example does not feature a
specific entity (such as the ‘Zionist occupying forces’ or the
‘Israeli occupation’) as responsible for this clearly iniquitous
state of affairs – that children are unable to visit certain
places on their school trips – rather, the example as a whole
is contained within a nominal construction written in the
passive voice. The example is thus to a large extent limited
to the portrayal of a grievance resulting from the conflict. It
contains neither a call for judgement or indeed action, nor
does it escalate or intensify negative traits associated with
the opponent.375

The RLC appear briefly and generally without specific context,
in tasks in which students are asked, for example, to apply a
grammatical rule. Similarly to the mathematics and life sciences
textbooks, the RLC in the Arabic language textbooks include
imaginary protagonists with a name or a profession, such as
farmers, nurses etc. Topics vary widely in the sample texts. RLC
refer, for instance, to historical places, well-known individuals
or portray an aspect of the students’ daily life. Some invoke
geopolitical aspects of the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
mentioning Jerusalem as the capital of Palestine, for example,
or revisiting the topic of the Aqsa mosque and the Dome of the
Rock in sections on Jerusalem in the textbooks. Other themes
related to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are, for example, the
separation barrier or references to Palestinian shuhadā’ who
have found their way into the Palestinian collective memory.

Other examples of non-escalatory conflict-related RLC can be found in, for example, Mathematics 10/II (2019), p. 29.
In the lesson on ‘Graphing Trigonometric Functions’, Palestinian students develop solar cells for electricity production, as ‘the forces of the
occupation’ were blocking the electricity supply to a particular area. Similarly, in Science and Life 8/II (2019), p. 71–72 (Arthropods), a young hobby
beekeeper experiences difficulties with his bees as a result of ‘decreasing agricultural areas due to the appropriation of land by the occupation’:

. والنمل، وعث النحل، كالدبور األحمر، وانتشار العديد من اآلفات التي تهاجم خاليا النحل، ;ومن هذه املشاكل انحسار األرايض الزراعية بسبب مصادرة سلطات االحتاللalongside this comment
on an Israeli action, however, other, natural reasons are given for bee colony collapse disorder.
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ɼ ̈́ Ǎ̑ǨΏ ˳ ͫāƹ ǇΎʓͫā ƈǍΏ ͎  ɬʉΏ ʓ ˅ ˙Ώ ˶є ͫāȽΌ ˁ ͵ćζ
Ό їāǨ ˙Ώ ͵ ΈǇʉ͵Ǉ̓
 ɼ ʉ ̒ΐҙҏāɡ ˳ ʤͫā
ƱǨ ˳Ώ ˈΌ ͫāƹāĔҙі ҏ ɷͲ Ǩѓ ˜ ˳ͫāɷ
Ό ˜ѓ Ͳ ȅͫΒāǽ̒ ǚͫ āćȽ Ͳ ȈΌ ʒΏ ĕ ϔ
 ͫ ɷ́ ͛Ǉˏͫāϕ
ɡ ͛Ώ ҙі ҏāɡ ʒΏ ͘ Ǉ́ͫΌ ćΌ Ǉ˶̒ɡΌ ˁѓ ˏ ̈Ό ζƱǛ̈Ǜ
ɷ ͇ǨΏ ʶΌ ̑ Ɏˬ ˅Ώ ͵āć ζƱĔāẠ̌
 ƢΉ Ǉʶ̤
Ό ȇ ͛Ģ ϖ
Here are some examples:
ɷ͎ Ǩ ˈΏ ˳ͫā
 ć ɨ ˬΏ ˈ ˬΏ ͫ ƱĢ Ǉ˶Ͳ ɷʒ ʓ ˜Ώ ˳ͫāϗ

і
ɬ ̇āǚ˳ͫāƱ

 Ǩ ΏģťΌ Ώǚ˙Ό ͫāϘ
ŶȌ̇Αň
Я ȥк Υг ɷ ̈ѓ ǚ̑ ҙҏāǇ˶ʓΌ ˳ ̿Ǉ͇ćζ

5) Jerusalem is the flower of cities and our eternal capital.

Figure 116: The Arabic Language 5/I (2019), p. 79, exercise

Ή ̥Ǉ́
Β ƹǇ˅
ŴǍ˅
ʉ ̒ΐҙҏā
ͫāд їāǨ ˙Ώ ȥԟк ͵ ̈ЏđΈǇʔͫǇ̓
Ό ʓ ʥΏ ̒ ǽʓΎͫāɼ ʉѓ ̇ҨҞͲΏ ҙҏā
дǡęԟ ԤƴԽǨԲđ
 ɼ 
 ˙Ώ ˏ ɡΑň
 Ώ̥іҙҏāŁΌ Ǎѕ ˀΌ ͵ćζ
 Ƽ̓ ǽƼƼ͎ ƱΌ ĆΌ āĔĢζƋ ĆΌ ǇƼƼ˶̑Ώ іā  ɬƼƼʉΏ ʓ ʉ ̒ΐҙҏā ɬƼƼʉΏ ʓ ˳ ˬ ˜ ͫāɄƼ
ΌƦǍƼƼ˜̒ ζƴΊ ǚ Ƽ ʉˏͲΌ  ΊɡƼƼ˳ ̣
Ό ŃҨҞƼ
Ό Ƽͅѕ Ǎ Ό͵
ʤͫāǇ́ʓ ˙ ̈ṳ̈̌ǽ͎
̣Ώ Ǩ ̥ζ
ǨΏ ˙ Ƽͫāǽ͎ǽ̒ѓ
̣
ȈΌ ˳Ώ ˶Ώ ͲΌ͘ ǇͲ
 ƢΊ ǍΏ ̈ łā
 ĕ ζΈƴɷ Ģ ̈ ćǨƼ
ʤΏ Ͳ ɼ Ƽ ʔ ͫǇΎʔǚͫāǽƼ
Ƽ͎ćζ
ɼ Ƽǚʉ ͵˶ǇΎΏ ͇ʔ ͫā
Ό ǩѓ ˶ ̒ іāɼΌ 117:
 ƱFigure
 ł
 Ģ Ǉ̈ǩɼΈ ̑Ƽ̑ Ǎˀ
The Arabic Language 5/II (2019), p. 24, exercise
  ĆΌ Ǉ˶̑Ώ Ȉ
іā ˈ ʉʒ˅ѓ ͫāɡΌ Ͳѓ іǇ̒ іā ζƱ Ǩʉʒ
̑āǨ͇Ώ ̈Ώ ҙҏā
ǽ˶Ώ̒Ǜ ̥ іā ǽʓѓͫāɼ ̑ ҨҞΎ Ƌʦͫā
ǩѓ Β ͫāɼΌłͫ Ǉʥͫā
Ǩ ʤ ̶Ȉ ʥΏ ̒ ȈΌ ʶΏ ˬ ̣ ć
 ˜ ͫāɼΌ ʉѓƦǍʓ
ȽΌ ͎Ώ Ǩѓ ͫā
Ǉ́ͫǇ˳̣ ć

4) I will not give up an inch of my homeland.

The detainee became a witness to the terrorism of the
occupation.

ȇΌ ˀΏ ˶ѓ ͫā
Ǩє ʤͫā


Figure 118: The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 47

ɎКȌԟ̉ЏđɡΑň
д ȥԟк ̈Џđ
ɼ ʉ ̒ΐҙҏā ɡ˳ ʤͫāǽ͎
ƴĔ Ģ āǍͫāƹǇ˅
Ό
 Ώ̥іҙҏΏ āŁΌ Ǎѕ ˀΌ ͵
 ˳Ό ͫāǽʶ ͵ƼΑā
 ɬΏ Ͳ ǽѕ ̵ ǨΏ ˜Ό ͫāȅˬ͇ ɷΌ ̇āĔĢǨΌ ͎Ǉʶ
ȇ ˈ ʓѓ ͫāƴ ǚѓ ̶


ɨ́ ̑Ǎˈ Ό̶ƴ Ǩ ͛ āĕǽ͎ΈƴǨ ̀Ǉ̤ɨ
Ό ƹǇ˳
Ό ̵Ώ іāȅ˙ʒΏ ̒ ƹāǚ
Ό ́ єʷͫā Ł
Figure 119: The Arabic Language 9/I (2018),
ɨ́ ̑āǚp. 100
Ώ іāť
 ǍΏ ͘ ȈΌ ˙Ώ ʷ ͇  œ
ɨ́Ό ˬ ʥΌΏ ͛ȈΌ ˙Ώ ʷ ͇ 
to one
 usually
Ώ ʷ ͇ 
 The
RLC
 in Arabic
 language
 textbooks
 ɨ ƹ Ǉare
ƦǍΏ ͫȈΌ ˙limited
Ύ˶̤
or two sentences or sometimes to one or two words per page.
In contrast
other
teaching
іā Ĕ
ɷΌ Ύˬͫāǚˈ ̵Ώ textbooks,
ƹǇ͘
̈є іāζɨ
˜Ό ̇Ǉ˶ Ƣ units
āĔіāćζɨ
˜Ό ̇ǇʶͲ language
 in Arabic
Ό ǚ ̿Ώ і toҙҏāǇ́

Second exercise:
Identify the errors in the following sentences:
a) The passenger forgot his robe on the chair as he was 		
very tired.
b) The names of the shuhadā’ remain present in the 		
memory of their people
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which mostly include quoted passages for reading and
listening texts, the sentences with RLC are generally scattered
throughout the books and no coherent context is established.
Occasionally, some RLC identified did form a coherent theme.
One working task designed to develop written expression asked
the students four questions related to Jerusalem with the aim
that their answers result in a simple text. The questions are:
‘1. What are the most significant religious sites in Jerusalem?
2. Why do people visit Jerusalem? 3. What is your duty toward
Jerusalem? 4. Write a sentence about Jerusalem.’377

ˬд ˴ԟ з Ͳк ̈́з Џđˬд Џг Ȍ͙Џđ
г

ȴд ˴̇̈́к ԟ̈Џđ

з Ȕк Џđ
 ˬд ˴ԟ ϡȔϘ
г ˬд ˴ԟ з Ͳк ̈́з Џđˬд Џг Ȍ͙Џđ
г
 Ƽ́Ό̒Ǉ͇Ǎ̀ǍΏ Ͳ ɼΉ ƼͫǇ˙Ͳ ǽƼƼ
 ƼʶʒΏ ̒ ȅƼƼͫΒāž
ɼƼƼʉѓ ˳ ˬΏ ˈ ͫā ɎƼƼ̇Ǉ˙ʥͫā

Ό ǚ Ƽ́Ώ ̒ ćζɼΉ Ƽʉѓ ˳ ˬΏ ͇ǇƼ
 ȺʉƼ

 ŁǍˬƼ
Ί Ƽ̵Ώ їǇ̑ǇƼƼ́̀ ǨΏ ͇ ćζǇ́
ΊɡƼƼʶ ˬΏ ʶ ʓ ͲΌ ȚƼΊ Ƽ̀āć
 Ƽˬ͇
 ˙ ʉƼƼʶ˶Ώ ̒ ćζǇƼ
 Ƽ́ʒ ʉ̒ǨΏ ̒ ćζ
 ƴ Ĕѓ ǇƼƼ˳ͫāȽƼ Ƽ˳Ώ ̣ȅƼ
Β ƴǇ˳Ύ Ƽʶ ˳Ό ͫāǽƼ Ƽ ć
̈ҙҏć
 Ƽ́ͫɼΈ Ƽ˳ ˜ ʥΏ ͲΌ
 ƹǇƼ
 ɡѓ Ƽˁ ̈ ҙҏćǇƼ
 Ƽ́Ό̇Ģ Ǉ͘ɡѓ Ƽ˳ ̈ ҙҏȅƼƼΎʓ̤ρǇƼ
 ƼʷΏ͵ҙҏāΌ
 ƼʶʒΏ ʓ ̑ǽƼƼ˶ ˈΏ Ͳ ɷΌ Ƽѓ͵іҙҏρΈāǨƼƼʉʔ͛ƛǇƼ
 Ƽʉʦͫā
ȇƼ
 ć ɼ Ƽ ʉѓ ͵Ǉʉʒͫā
 ȺʉƼ
Ό ƼʓΌ ˜Ώ ̈ ķǛƼƼѓͫāŷ ǍƼƼ̀ǍΏ ˳ ͫā ɎƼƼ̇Ǉ˙̤
ё
 ǍΏ Ͳ
 ʶͫā
˙˳Ό ͫāɬƼ ƼͲΌ ƦǍѓ Ƽ˜ ʓ ̒ ćζ
 ɼΌ Ƽ̈ѓ Ĕ Ǉˀʓ ͘Ώ ҙҏāćζ
 ɼΌ ʉѓ Ƽ̵Ǉʉ
 ɼΌ Ƽʉѓ ˳ ˬΏ ˈ ͫāɼΌ ƼͫǇ˙˳ ͫāƋ ǇƼƼ˶́Ό ͎ ζǇƼƼ͇́Ǎ̀
ѕ ćζ

However, in Arabic language textbooks RLC with a coherent
conflict relation can also be found. Five sentences provided
to illustrate a grammatical rule in Arabic Language 6/I refer
to the conflict, in part encourage implicitly to action, and
in combination are escalatory in character. In contrast to an
earlier version the 2019 textbook The Arabic Language 6/I in
Chapter 1 titled ‘Verses from Surah al-Dhāriyat’ (آيات من سورة
الذاريات, āyāt mn sūrat a-dhārīāt) expands the exercises to
include, for example, the implicit call for the boycott of Israeli
products (changes highlighted in bold print in the translation
below):

ҫҪҪ

376

The original text in the textbook contains grammatical errors to be corrected by the students. The ’errors’ are not translated into English.
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Our Beautiful Language 3/I (2019), p. 134:

. نكتب جملة عن القدس.٤  ما واجبك تجاه القدس؟.٣  ملاذا يذهب الناس إىل القدس؟.٢  أهم األماكن الدينية املوجودة يف القدس؟.١
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 ˳Ό ͫāɼ ˳ ˬ ˜ ͫǇ̑ŸāǨˏͫāї ҨҞ ˳Ώ ͵
ɬʉ
ѓ ǩʉʉ˳ʓѓ ͫāɼ ˙ ̈Ǩ̈́ ȅͫΒāŷ Ạ̌Ǩє ͫǇ̑ ɬʉ̵Ǎ
 ̑ ǽ̒Ǎ
 ̑ Ǉ˳Ύ Ͳ ɼ ʒ ̵Ǉ˶
 ˙ͫāɬʉ
Ύ ˀͫā
ǽ̒ΏΑǇ̈ Ǉ˳ʉ͎ζȽ ˅Ώ ˙ ͫāć ɡ̿Ώ Ǎ ͫāǽ̒ǩ ˳Ώ 
 Ύ˅ʦͲΌ ɼ ́ ̣āǍ
ǚ ʥѓ ̒āζǚʥѓ ̒Βā ť
 ǚΏ ˙Ό ͫāǚ ̈Ǎ́̒łǇ˅
 ͲΌ ǽ͎ƦǍʉΎ ˶ʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāϔ
ȺΌ ̑āĢїāζȺΌ ̑āĢΌā

ɷΌ ˳Ό ̵āζ
Ώ ɷΌ ˳Ό ̵Ώ Βā
Ƚ ̇ǇˁʒͫΑ āζȽ ̇Ǉˁʒͫā
ŷΌ Ǉ˳ʓ ̣ҙҏāζ
Ώ ŷΌ Ǉ˳ʓ ̣Ώ ҙҏāΒ

ȅˀ
 ͘Ώ і ҙҏāǚ ʤ ʶΏ ˳ ͫāǽ͎Ǉ͵Αāϕ


 Όǚ ǇʤͲΌ ćζɬʉ˅
 ʶΏ ˬ ͎ ɬΏ Ͳ Ǎ Ό ϖ
 ɼ ʉѓ ͵Ǎʉ́Ώ ˀͫā
ɼΉ ʉѓ ˶ ̈́ ćΉ ƴĢ ćǨ̀ ćζ
ѕ Όɼˈ ̈́ Ǉ˙ͲΌ ϗ
 ǽ˶
ё ̈ĔȇΉ ̣āć
 ̈́Ώ āі Ʉ
 ǽ˶ʉ˅
 ˬ ʓ ΏʦͲΌ ɨѓ ̀ Ϙ
ѕ  ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāȇ ˈΏ ѓʷͫāžǇʉ






 p. 14
Ί ˬ ͛ 120:
Ί 6/I
Figure
 The

łǇ˳
ŃҨҞ
̓ćζ
̿Ώ ć ƴ ǩ ˳Ώ Language
́ ̑ їāǚ ʒΏ ̒ łǇ˳
ˬ ͛ (2019),
ŃҨҞ̓
Ʉʉ
ѓˁͫǇ̑ Έ ҨҞΏіā
 ΊɡArabic
Ƚ ˅Ώ ˙ ͫāΌƴǩ ˳Ώ 

4.4

ȵ
ѕ ͵ ɬΏ Ͳ œΌ Ǩ Ώʦʓ ʶΏ ͵ 
ȽΊ ˅Ώ ͘ ƴ ǩ ˳Ώ ́ ̑їāǚ ʒΏ ̒

ɡ̿Ώ Ǎ ͫāΌƴǩ ˳Ώ 

CONCLUSION

As demonstrated above, Palestinian textbooks for
mathematics and natural sciences seek to communicate
meaning by referencing real-life contexts. Grammar and
lexical exercises in Arabic language books also often include
elements that are lent significance through clear references
to authentic situations. Communicating social values through
references to everyday life in STEM and language textbooks
ҫҮ and, in terms of values
is standard practice around the world
and objectives such as sustainable development or inclusion,
is recommended by education stakeholders such as UNESCO.
Palestinian textbooks also adhere to these guidelines. In the
spirit of such ‘double-purpose learning’ and conforming to
previously defined secondary learning objectives, several
RLC in Palestinian textbooks convey messages that are
significant in the context of Palestinian nation-building. These
are predominantly peaceful in nature, referencing national
and above all cultural symbols and practices and addressing
attributes such as love of the homeland and patriotism.
Against the backdrop of the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian
conflict in which this nation-building is taking place, several
RLC reference this conflict and its manifestations in everyday
life. The quantitative analysis of Palestinian mathematics and
natural sciences textbooks revealed that RLC with references
to nation-building comprised almost a quarter of the total RLC
identified. The majority of these relate to Palestinian culture
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Second: Fill in the blanks choosing the appropriate word
from the words in brackets (vocal distinction between
Hamzat Al-Wasl and Hamzat Al- Qat’).
1) Palestinians united to face the Judaisation of Jerusalem.
2) I stand guard before the Aqsa Mosque.
3) He is from Palestine and his name is Mujāhid.
4) The boycott of Zionist products is a national
responsibility.
5) The meeting brought together various Palestinian
factions.

or other national symbols or practices without focusing
on the conflict. In the entire sample of textbooks studied,
five per cent of the RLC directly address the conflict, its
manifestations, consequences and the contentious parties.
All RLC relating to the conflict are positioned somewhere
between non-escalatory instances on the one hand, where a
grievance related to the conflict is described in semantic and
didactic moderation and where the depiction is not overly
emotive, and escalatory RLC on the other hand, which not
only name the precise grievance and those responsible but
also strongly highlight the actions of the opposing protagonists
– in most cases the Israeli military – and portray them as
exceptionally objectionable. Such elements of didactic and
semantic escalation are not necessary to communicate the
‘message’ that the occupation is unjust and that it causes
much suffering, especially among children. These elements
amplify the negative characterisation of the opponent in
the conflict. Although they do not contain calls for violence,
escalatory RLC can intensify feelings of animosity and anger
towards the opposition and therefore do not contribute to
reducing feelings of hatred towards the other. Ultimately, the
inclusion of RLC in textbooks corresponds with a UNESCO
recommendation. A minority reflect the Israeli/Palestinian
conflict both in escalatory and non-escalatory ways.

5 EXCURSUS I: TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED IN 2020
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EXCURSUS I: TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED IN 2020

As discussed above, Palestinian textbooks constantly undergo changes that are implemented each new academic year. Changes
to existing content in these yearly revisions take on different forms, such as rewriting objectives for units and chapters or
expanding on existing topics. In some cases, different sections within one textbook are subject to amendments. Such changes
also reflect an editorial process focusing on the correction of linguistic errors, reshaping the structure of chapters in order to
facilitate clearer communication, or updating the units’ introductory pages.
The above analysis, guided by the Report’s research questions, has shown that between 2017 and 2019 whole new chapters
were added, for instance on civic education (see Chapter 2.1.1) and human rights (see Chapter 2.2.1), but also that images or
texts with escalatory potential were removed (see Chapter 3.3.2). For the academic year 2020/2021, the first parts of the textbooks
had been uploaded to the MoE website by September 2020, and the second parts are expected to have been uploaded and
distributed to schools by early February. For this section on the most recent textbooks, 18 of 69 textbooks produced in 2020
were reviewed for changes. The review of these books was added after the analysis for this Report had been finalised.
While previous versions of the textbooks had organised their learning objectives in terms of subject matter, the 2020/2021
books are more orientated towards pedagogic, methodological and didactic learning objectives. Particularly noteworthy, and
the primary themes to be addressed in this chapter, are changes to the following topical content: reconsideration of portraying
Israelis in violent contexts, reconsideration of symbols and figures of the armed Palestinian struggle, inclusion of Christian
Palestinians, and a more comprehensive representation of women.

5.1 RECONSIDERATION OF PORTRAYING
ISRAELIS IN NARRATED VIOLENT CONTEXTS
A paragraph on the participation of Islamic states in debates on Jerusalem and the founding of the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation in Social Studies 7/II (2019), p. 50, has been modified in the 2020 edition thus: ‘The fire of Al-Aqsa Mosque
ignited by the Zionists provoked reactions from the Arab and Islamic peoples, represented in the declaration of a general strike
in all Arab and Islamic countries on August 23 1969’. The assignment of guilt in ‘ignited by the Zionists’ is thus removed.
The text titled ‘The Battle of al-Qasṭal’ by the Palestinian writer Aws Dāwūd Ya‘qūb, presented in The Arabic Language 5/II,
narrates the military engagement also known as Operation Nachshon. In the 2020 edition, the information about the ‘Zionists
killed in the battle of al-Qasṭal’ that had been a part of the sentence ‘Significant [military] aid reached the Zionists after they
had suffered 350 casualties’,378 has been removed from the text without replacement. The exercise following the text, enquiring
about the number of the ‘Zionists [killed] in the battle of al-Qasṭal’ has also been removed.379
This is not the only case in the 2020 Arabic language editions in which a reading text has been adapted. The cynical term
‘barbeque party’ (حفلة شواء, haflatu shiwā’) referring to an attack on a settlement bus in earlier editions380 has been replaced by
the less incendiary ‘aggravation of the situation’. The sentence now runs: ‘The neighbour: The curfew doesn‘t include us in
(al-Shurfa); it is imposed on (an-Natārīsh). It seems there has been an aggravation of the situation in (Psagot381) settlement,
over the high mountain.’382 (for a more detailed description of the 2019 version see Chapter 3.4.2).

378
379
380
381
382

The Arabic Language 5/II (2019), p. 74: .جاء املدد الكبري للصهاينة بعد أن خرسوا ثالمثئة وخمسني قتيال

The Arabic Language 5/II (2019), p. 75: .ثالمثئة وخمسني- ثالمثئة د- مئتني وخمسني ج- مئتني ب- أ:قتل من الصهاينة يف معركة القسطل قرابة

ِ ُناك َح ْفلَ ُة ِشوا ٍء بِالْقَنابِلِ الْحا ِرقَة إل ْحدى حا ِف
َ فروض َعىل (ال َّنتاريش) َعىل ما يَبْدو ه
The Arabic Language 9/I (2018), p. 61: . ِالت ُم ْستَ ْع َم َر ِة (بساغوت) َعىل الْ َجبَلِ الطَّويل
ٌ  َحظ ُر التَّ َج ُّول ال يَشْ َملُنا يف (الرشفة) َم:الجا ُر
The place referred to here is Psagot, an Israeli settlement close to Ramallah.

The Arabic Language 9/I (2020), p. 61: .عىل ما يبدو هناك تصعيد عىل مستمعرة (بساغوت) يف الجبل الطويل
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A task in Mathematics 11 includes an RLC with a reference to the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron. In the 2018 edition this calculation
exercise was based on the number of worshippers wounded and killed in a massacre. In the 2020 version the calculation is based
on the larger number of people praying at the mosque on Friday noon as compared to the smaller number on other days of the
week, mentioning neither the massacre nor its casualties, and refers to weekly activities without any mention of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict.
2*xɩWlǢK.f1SkhǢ *  ɸ˝ɸ


2*xɩWlǢK.f1SkhǢ *  ɸ˝ɸ


Solving a Linear Equation With One Variable

Solving a Linear Equation With One Variable
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Figure 121a: Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks 11 (2018), p. 4

1-1 Solving a Linear Equation With One Variable
Activity 1: The Ibrahimi Mosque is one of the most
important historical and religious monuments in
Palestine. Its name is associated with one of the
massacres committed by the Zionist occupation, during
which 180 worshippers were killed [shahīd] and wounded.
If you know that the number of those wounded is five
times the number of shuhadā’, find the number of
shuhadā’ and wounded in the massacre. […]

Figure 121b: Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks 11 (2020), p. 4 383

1-1 Solving a Linear Equation With One Variable
Activity 1: The Ibrahimi Mosque is one of the most
important historical and religious monuments in
Palestine. Its name is associated with the Prophet
Abraham (pbuh). The number of worshippers attending
the mosque for noon prayers on Friday is five times
the number of worshippers on other days.
[…]

Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks 11 (2018) featured an exercise with a probability calculation in which a settler was
shooting at passing cars (see Chapter 3.3.4). In the 2020 edition the task itself is the same but the settler has been replaced by a
hunter, thus removing the escalatory potential of the exercise and, in fact, any reference to the conflict.
pbd]UÐ:ÒÚnhdU=nÉõÎé5AÐënTÐÙÎºç}]UÐî{AõÎ:ÒÚnCÐÓÐÚnhUÐDLÚnfUÐNfJCÐ{AÌó d]xô  ¾
ÈqhÉÌô UÐÓÐÚnhUÐØ{_U_S>nYºÓÐÚnhH¼»DLÚnfUÐJCÐdJÌó º»¸ÂwÒ{AÐUÐ
õÎ  ¿
ö
ºnð UnJ¼½NY~dCÐEQínð UnJ¼Ãæa[UÐî{AõÎ:phhUÐ*n@Ðí=NY~dCÐpd]UÐØ{LënTÐÙ
Figure 122a: Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks 11 (2018), p. 55
óúÐDLºgfYÐð {AÐíëcxëÌó é5AÐnY nð hýÐZLpdJÀÚnhBÐ>
ö
È>n@Ðí=NY~dCÐYº}T
ö
ó U f[Y  À
e_UÐpþh=NĻç}J:é5_UÐïÌÚæ}_>ëÌó  f[CÐÒÚÐØõÎÓØÐÚÌó  YnL¼À»»hRpZeS±

3) A settler is shooting at passing cars on a road. If the
probability of his hitting a car with a bullet is 0.7 and he
shoots at 10 cars, how many cars are likely to have been hit?

383

The version received from the EU was not online by 31 January 2021.

384

The version received from the EU was not online by 31 January 2021.
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Figure 122b: Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks 11 (2020), p. 55 384
ó
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ð

3) A hunter is shooting at a target. If the probability of
his hitting a target with a bullet is 0.7 and he shoots at
10 targets, how many targets are likely to have been hit?

5.2 RECONSIDERATION OF SYMBOLS AND FIGURES OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE

5.2

RECONSIDERATION OF SYMBOLS AND FIGURES
OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE

A different poem is featured in the 2020 version of Arabic Language 3/II (2019), now without reference to sacrifice (سأض ّحي,
sa’uḍaḥī).

Ȅз ȌЖȴг ͝д Џк đƩ
д ňк Ԥđ

Ȅз ȌȇȇЖȴг ȇ͝д Џк đ Ʃ
г ňк Ԥđ Ţг ęԣ ňг ԥ ԽԲз
Ȅз ȌȇȇȇΤȴг ȇȇȇͅд ȇЏк đ гǡȔȇͲϩд  гȥ˴Τԥđęг
Ǩз ȴг ͝г Џк đęг ǿз Ȕг ̟к ԟͽЏđ  гȥ кΉЖг ȌΑ
˔з Ͳг ́Ԡ Џđ˜г Жз ˍԠ ̀з Αд ȴд ̝к ͌г Џк đęг

ʛд ͌г ̞к Кг ę҇Ɏ
г йͽͅг дК

ɎȇΐȌȇȇЖȥз Τз Ɏ̞й Ϙг ԥȌό
г ȌЮ ̯г ϶г
з Џк đˍг Αŉԥđęг
ŢȥͲг Τг ˜к Жз ɡг ϗȌͅ
Ǩз ȴг ȇ̞ȇ
϶к Ԥ ԽԲк đ гȥȇͲг Τг ȌΑ
г Џк đęɛȇȇ̺
г
ȌȇȇͽЏг ȴд ̺к ԟͽЏȌϩг đЮ ȴ̇к ȇȇϗ
г đЮ ȴȇ̇к ϗг

ĔǍ˳ʥͲĢǚʉ̤
Figure 123a: The Arabic Language 3/II (2019), p. 66

Sing and learn by heart: The land of Kurāma’ [generosity].
[Image]
I swear, I will sacrifice my blood to irrigate the land of
generosity, to kick out the violators and strangers from
my country.
O country of Al-Aqsa and Al-Haram, you cradle of revival
and generosity.
Be patient, victory will be for us and the sun will rise after
the night.
Haidar Mahmoud

Ʃ
Я ňк ԤđɎЏ

ʛд ͌г ̞к Кг ę҇Ɏ
г йͽͅг дК

з ȇ˴ϩƩ
ňд Ȍȇȇ̈μк ԤđԽԲǌз ȴг ȇȇ˴к Ϣг ȌЮ ȇȇͽϝг ęг ňд đĪɎȇȇЏęг ʸȇ
Я ňк ԤđɎȇȇЏ
з ȇ˴к Џг đзр ęг Ɏ̇̈́к ȇύɛͲг
г ϡˍԟ ȇϝг Ԥđȴд ȇ̝к ͌г Џđ
ňд đȔȇḛ̑к з ЏđԤđ гȥȇȇ̈г Τк đʸȇ
г ˬг ȇ Αԟ ȴԣ ̞Џđ
д Ȅг ȌȇȇύȌȇȇЖ
ňд đȥȇȇ϶к Ԥ ԽԲđ Ȅд Ȍȇḛ̑Υг ęг ԽԲй đзр ɡЯ ̈́к ȇ ύ
д к ̯г ϶к Ԥđ
г ɢ
г ʞд κз ȴк ̈г ό
ňд ȌȇȇΉКг Ǽд ȔͲк̈˴г ȇȇόг ˍд ȇȇ˴к Ͳԟ Џđęг Ɏͽϝг ęȌΑ
ƛǍˬ͈ģǽˏ˅ͫ
Figure 123b: The Arabic Language 3/II (2020), p. 66

Sing and learn by heart: I have a Land
[Image]
Here, I have a land and a home; I won’t choose a country
other than you.
A dawn has risen for my people, and the journey to you
has just begun.
When people ask for freedom, fate will surely respond.
I swore, you will return, my country, and the day will
follow the night.
Lutfi Zaghloul
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Textbooks for different subjects show changes in the representation of violent struggle and its Palestinian protagonists. For
example, while Islamic Education 5/I (2019) repeatedly refers to the (armed) struggle and the defence of Palestinian territory,
passages in the 2020 edition have been revised in this regard. A teaching unit on bravery explicitly mentions the two Intifadas,
naming fighters. Here there have been fundamental revisions. In this unit of the 2020 edition the focus is placed on the struggle
‘by pen and tongue’, referring to non-violent resistance. Violent combatants are no longer mentioned or named in this section
of the 2020 version. Accordingly, the meaning of the term shuhadā’, which continues to be used in the 2020 textbook, diverges
further from the connotation of fighters killed in action towards its connotations of victims of the conflict.
In a lesson about bravery, a teaching unit is specifically about ‘The courage of the Palestinians’ (شجاعة أهل فلسطني, shajāʿat ahl
filisṭīn). The 2019 version, mentions two personalities well known for their armed struggle: Izz ad-Din al-Qassam and Abd
al-Qadir al-Husayni. The same teaching unit in the 2020 edition replaces the reference to the two fighters by one to ‘many
Palestinian leaders and heroes – both men and women’ and differentiates between shuhadā’ and detainees who ‘fight and
struggle with their souls and their lives’ and those who ‘fight with their minds, their pens [meaning writing] and their words,
such as thinkers, poets and writers, etc., who defended the land of the Isra’ and Miʿraj [meaning Muhammad’s ascent to
heaven]’.

˜˴̯̀ͲϩˍЦпđˬϡȌ̝ύ

˜˴̯̀ͲϩˍЦпđˬϡȌ̝ύ

Ʉ͘ćǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāȈʥ̒ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ŷǍ͘ćǛ˶Ͳ
ζҙҏΈ Ǉˏ̈́Αāć ƹǇʶ͵ć
ҙҏΈ Ǉ̣Ģ ζƹāǚˏͫāć ɼͫǍ˅ʒͫā Ʉ͘āǍͲ Ǉ́ˬΑā
Έ
ǚ͘ćζƢāǚ͘ΒāćƴǍΎ͘ ɡ˜̑ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫāɬʉΎˬʓʥ˳ͫāāẠ̌́āćȉʉ̤
ɬͲƛǇ˅̑ΑҙҏāćƴĔǇ˙ͫāɬͲǨʉʔ˜ͫāɼ͇Ǉʤ̶ćłҙҏǍ˅̑łǨ́ͅ
ĢĔǇ˙ͫāǚʒ͇ǚʉ́ʷͫāƛǇʔͲΑā Ǉ́ʦ̈ĢǇ̒ǨΎ Ͳȅˬ͇ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ɡΑā

Ʉ͘ćǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāȈʥ̒ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ŷǍ͘ćǛ˶Ͳ
ζΈҙҏǇˏ̈́Αāć ƹǇʶ͵ć
ΈҙҏǇ̣Ģ ζƹāǚˏͫāć ɼͫǍ˅ʒͫā Ʉ͘āǍͲ Ǉ́ˬΑā
Έ
Ύ
ǚ͘ćζƢāǚ͘ΒāćƴǍ͘ ɡ˜̑ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫāɬʉΎˬʓʥ˳ͫāāẠ̌́āćȉʉ̤
ƛǇ˅̑Αҙҏāć ƴĔǇ˙ͫā ɬͲ Ǩʉʔ˜ͫā ɼ͇Ǉʤ̶ć łҙҏǍ˅̑ łǨ́ͅ
Ǉ́ʦ̈ĢǇ̒ǨΎ Ͳȅˬ͇ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ɡΑāɬͲΈāƹǇʶ͵ćΈҙҏǇ̣Ģ

ζɼʉ͵ǇʔͫāćȅͫćΑҙҏāɬʉʓ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāǽ͎ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ƛǇˏ̈́Αāɼ͇Ǉʤ̶łģǨ̑Ǉ˳͛ƢǇʶ˙ͫāɬ̈ǚͫāǩ͇ćζǽ˶ʉʶʥͫā
Ύ
ƹǇ˶̓Αā ƹāǚ̶́ɨ́˶ͲǨΉ ʉʒ͛ĔΉ ǚ͇ȅ˙̒Ģāȉʉ̤ζɼ͇Ǉʤ̶ćƴǍΎ ͘ɡ˜̑ɼ˶̈Ǉ́ˀͫāƹāǚ͇ΑҙҏāɼͲćǇ˙˳̑āǍͲǇ͘ć
œāǨˈ˳ͫāćƹāǨ̵ ΒҙҏāŰĢΑāɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ŰĢΑāɬ͇ɨ͇́Ǉ͎Ĕ

ɬͲɨ́˶ͲćζĿǨ̵Αҙҏāćƹāǚ́ʷͫāɨ́˶ͲƦǇ˜͎ζɨĢǇ˳͇Αāćɨ̤́āćĢΑǇ̑ɨ́ˁˈ̑ɡ̀Ǉ͵ćȚ͎Ǉ͛ǚ˙͎
ɬ̈ǛͫāζțͫΒā ƹǇ̑ĔΑҙҏāćƹāǨˈʷͫāćɬ̈Ǩ˜ˏ˳ͫāɨ́˶ͲƦǇ˜͎ζțͫΒā ɷ͵Ǉʶͫćɷ˳ˬ͘ćƴǨ˜ˏ̑ɡ̀Ǉ͵
œāǨˈ˳ͫāćƹāǨ̵ ΒҙҏāŰĢΑāɬ͇āǍˈ͎āĔ

Figure 124a: Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 39–40

The courage of the Palestinians:
Since Palestine was under the Zionist occupation
[االحتالل الصهيوين, al-iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī] its people, men,
women and children, stood up for heroism and sacrifice.
They resisted the Zionist occupiers with courage.
Palestine’s history marks the heroism and bravery of
many Palestinian leaders and heroes such as a-shahīd
Abdul Qader al-Husseini and Izz ad-Din Al-Qassam.385
The bravery of Palestinian children became also apparent
during the First and Second Intifadas, as they resisted the
Zionist enemies with strength and courage. Some of them
became shuhadā’ [died/were killed], while defending the
land of Palestine, the land of Isra’ and Miʿ’raj.
[Image]

385

Figure 124b: Islamic Education 5/I (2020), p. 39–40

The courage of the Palestinians:
Since Palestine was under the Zionist occupation
[االحتالل الصهيوين, al-iḥtilāl aṣ-ṣuhyūnī] its people, men,
women and children, stood up for heroism and sacrifice.
They resisted the Zionist occupiers with courage. History
marks the bravery of a lot of Palestinian leaders and
heroes – both men and women. Some of them ‘fought
and struggled with their souls and their lives, such as the
shuhadā’ and the prisoners and some fought with their
minds, their pens [meaning writing] and their words, such
as thinkers, poets and writers, etc., who defended the
land of the Isra’ and Miʿ’raj’.
[Image]

Al-Qassam died in 1935 and al-Husseini in 1948. Both were known for their participation in violent resistance against the British colonial powers and the
Zionist movement.
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Islamic Education 5/I (2019) featured a banner reading ‘I would sacrifice my mother and father for you, oh Messenger of Allah!’,
which was replaced in the 2020 version with ‘I follow the example of the way of living [أخالق, akhlāq] demonstrated by the
prophets of Allah and his messengers.’ Remarkable here is that the reference to the ‘messenger of Allah’ – usually referring to
the Prophet Muhammad – is extended to encompass ‘the prophets [plural] […] of Allah’ and ‘the messengers’. The revision has
also removed the pledge to sacrifice one’s mother and father, which even if left open to various interpretations, such as working
for the common good, at least could also leave room for other readings.

˨ͲЏđ гǡȔόňȌΑɎЖй ԥđęɎΤđп  гǌđȥϩ ˬг̈зϩԽԲ
Figure 125a: Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 55

I would sacrifice my mother and father for you,
oh Prophet!

˨Ͳόňę˨ͲЏđȄȌ˴̇Кđп ǈՏՄμȌп ΤŢȥ̈϶đп ˬг̈зϩԽԲ
Figure 125b: Islamic Education 5/I (2020), p. 55

I will follow the example of the way of living [ahlaq]
demonstrated by the prophets of Allah and his messengers.
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Further, Islamic Education 5/I (2019) states that the ‘Israeli occupation’ (االحتالل اإلرسائييل, al-iḥtilāl al-isrāʾīlī, not ‘Zionist occupation’
as elsewhere) hindered Muslims in Palestine from attending prayer in the Aqsa Mosque. The 2020 version has revised this
statement, now maintaining that the ‘Israeli occupation’ hinders Palestinians from accessing the Aqsa Mosque, thus the focus is
moved away from religious affiliation. The banner below this statement has also been changed: the original version, ‘I am Muslim,
I protect the Aqsa Mosque and defend it and I sacrifice myself for it’ of 2019 has been replaced in 2020 by: ‘My faith calls upon
me to protect Jerusalem, its mosques and places of worship’. Below the banner, the 2020 version has added a picture showing
men in communal prayer, one of whom is wearing a small Christian cross on a chain around his neck and is reading a book.

˔гͲ̈́к Υг ˍк Ц
 ɬʉ˅ʶ


ȅͫΒā ƛǍ̿Ǎͫā
ɬ Ͳ
ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫā
ȽΌ ˶˳̒ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵ ΒҙҏāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāłǇ˅ˬ̵ΎƦΑā
 ˬ͎ǽ͎

 Α ҙҏāȽ˶˳̑Ȉ
ťΏǚ˙Ό ͫāɼ ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎Ʀāĕ
Ͳ Ǉ͘Ǉ˳͛ζɷʉ͎ƴ ҨҞˀͫā
ѓ ƹ āĔΑҙҏρȅˀ͘Αҙҏāǚ ʤʶ˳ͫā


ζȅˀ͘Ώ і ҙҏāǚʤ ʶΏ ˳ ͫāǽ˳̤іΏ āζɨΉ ˬ ʶΏ ͲΌ Ǉ͵іāˬг̈зϩԽԲ
ɷ̈ǚʓ ͎Ώ āі ćζ
 ɷΌ ˶Ώ ͇ ȽΌ ͎ āĔїāć

ҳҳ
Figure 126a: Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 99

Do you know:
The Israeli occupation authorities hinder the Muslims in
Palestine from accessing the Aqsa Mosque to pray there.
They also forbade the azān [the Islamic call to prayer,
transmitted via loudspeakers] in the city of Jerusalem.
Banner: I am Muslim, I protect the Aqsa Mosque and
defend it and I dedicate myself to it.
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ǚ ʤʶ˳ͫā ȅͫΒā ƛǍ̿Ǎͫā
ɬ Ͳ ɬʉʉ˶ʉ˅ʶˬˏͫā ȽΌ ˶˳̒ ǽˬʉ̇āǨ̵ Βҙҏā ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏā łǇ˅ˬ̵ ΎƦΑā
 Α ҙҏāȽ˶˳̑Ȉ
ťΏǚ˙Ό ͫāɼ ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎Ʀāĕ
Ͳ Ǉ͘Ǉ˳͛ζȅˀ͘Αҙҏā


ζťǚ˙ͫāǽ˳̤іΏ āƦΑāǽ͵Ǎ͇ǚ̈ǽ͵Ǉ˳̈Βāˬг̈зϩԽԲ
Ǉ́ʉ͎ƴĔǇʒˈͫāĢćĔćζǇụ̈̌ǇʶͲć

ҳҳ
Figure 126b: Islamic Education 5/I (2020), p. 99

Do you know:
The Israeli occupation authorities hinder the Palestinians
from accessing the Aqsa Mosque. They also forbade
the azān [the Islamic call to prayer, transmitted via
loudspeakers] in the city of Jerusalem.
Banner: My faith calls upon me to protect Jerusalem, its
mosques and places of worship.

5.2 RECONSIDERATION OF SYMBOLS AND FIGURES OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE

The modifications mentioned above have dropped the verb (أفتدي, aftadī), which can be translated as ‘to make a sacrifice
by offering something valuable’, ‘to dedicate’ or ‘to give/risk one’s life for something’, and thereby removed the phrasing
demanding dedication which could potentially be understood to advocate the loss of life in battle. These statements have thus
been disambiguated and distanced from any escalatory potential.
Here, as with other revisions made, other religions are included, particularly Christianity, for instance where the text mentions
protecting not only mosques but also other places of worship (‘defend’ becomes ‘protect’). Now, the protection of the Aqsa
Mosque is more intensely connected to the Palestinian – rather than the Muslim – identity. In this textbook for Islamic
education, therefore, being a Palestinian is no longer equated to being a Muslim.
A lesson about amnesty (العفو, al-ʿafū) in Islamic Education 5/II is followed by a discussion in an exercise that raises the Islamic
concept of forgiveness in the face of harm or offence commited. In the 2019 edition the required act of forgiveness is directed
at the ‘Zionist, occupying enemy’ (العدو الصهيوين املحتل, al-ʿadū aṣ-ṣuhyūnī al-muḥtal), which, by raising the enmity of the Zionist
occupation, provides a rather ambivalent context for amnesty and forgiveness. The answer to the rhetorical question (see
Figure 127a below) seems to be given in the exclamation mark following the question mark. In the 2020 edition, forgiveness
is still framed in a similar way (to be directed at someone who has caused harm) but now the inflictor of suffering is no longer
necessarily an enemy. Now, anyone who continuously causes harm qualifies as a possible recipient of forgiveness. Most
importantly for the context of this Report, Israelis are no longer associated with harm or offence in this exercise and and the
explicit conflict relevance of this exercise is dissolved.

ƞȌ͙ԣͽͲЏˬЯ ˴ԟ ̻з ϶г
τΈǇ˳̇āĔɼʥͲǇʶ˳ͫāćǍˏˈͫāƴƹǇ̵ ΒҙҏǇ̑ķĔǇ˳ʓ˳ͫāɎʥʓʶ̈ɡ
Figure 127a: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 46

A topic for discussion: Does the Zionist, occupying enemy
deserve forgiveness?!

Figure 127b: Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 46

A topic for discussion: Does someone who continuously
causes harm always deserve forgiveness?
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Figure 128a: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 65

d) The attempt by Uqba ibn Abi Mu‘ayt to murder the
Prophet (pbuh) while he was praying, as he put his sheet
around the Prophet’s neck and squeezed it tightly. Abu
Bakr came and pulled Uqba away from the Prophet and
said, ‘Do you intend to kill a man just because he says:
“My Lord is Allah, and he has brought forth to you the
Evident Signs from your Lord?”’ (narrated by Al-Bukhari)
[Image]
Reflect: How can we use modern mass media to support
the Prophet (pbuh) and defend Islam?
Second – The Jews’ attempts to kill the Prophet (pbuh):
Watch a video about the Jews’ attempt to kill the
messenger of Allah (pbuh).
1) The Jews of banū a-naḍīr [the Nadir-tribe] attempted to
assassinate the Messenger after the Battle of Badr. They
were about to drop a rock onto him and kill him while
he was sitting down against a wall. But he learnt of that
through divine inspiration by Gabriel (pbuh) who told him
that the Jews were planning to kill him. So he left them
quickly and went back to Medina, where he prepared an
army of Muslims, then besieged them, fought them, and
drove them out of Medina.
2) The attempt by a Jewish woman to assassinate the
Prophet (pbuh). She brought a poisoned lamb to the
Prophet (pbuh), and he ate from it. He became repeatedly
ill from eating this poisoned lamb until he died. (narrated
by Al-Bukhari)

Also in Islamic Education 5/II, a chapter on the life of the Prophet recounts different attempts to kill the Prophet Muhammad.
This chapter, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.2.1 of this Report with regard to its anti-Semitic references, has been
altered at certain points for the 2020 edition. In the latter, the title ‘Attempts by the Jews to kill the Prophet’ has been deleted,
while the phrase that ‘The Jews of banū a-naḍīr [the Nadir-tribe] attempted to assassinate the Messenger’ remains in place.
One of the two stories of assassination attempts by Jewish protagonists, ‘The attempt by a Jewish woman to assassinate the
Prophet’ has also been removed. While the 2017 and 2019 editions focus on the attempts of Jews to murder the Prophet, the
2020 version mentions such attempts by polytheists, by a specified Jewish tribe, and by ‘hypocrites’ or false Muslims (منافقون,
munāfiqūn).386
Equally, the didactic repetition apparent in the ‘Topic for discussion: Repeated attempts by the Jews to murder the Prophet’387
has been continued with different culprits: ‘Question for discussion: Repeated attempts by infidels and polytheists to murder the
Prophet’.388

386

Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 65.

387

Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 65.

388

Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 66: ((صل الله عليه وسلّم
ّ النبي
ّ تكرار محاوالت الكفار واملرشكني قتل
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Ύˬˀ ̈Ό ǍćζH
ɷΌ ˙ ˶ ʦ͎ ζɷ ˙ ˶Ό ͇Ό ǽ͎ƱΌ ƹāĔ
ǽʒ


 ĢȽ ̀ ćȉʉ̤ζǽ
Ύ Ύ˶ͫāɎ˶̥ȺΊ ʉΏ ˈ ͲΌ ǽ̑Αā ɬ̑Ώ ɼʒΏ ˙͇Ό ɼͫćǇʥͲĔ
ζɷΌ Ύˬͫāǽ ̑ѕ Ģ ƛ Ǎ˙̈ ΏƦΑāΈ ҨҞ̣Ό Ģ ƦǍˬʓΌ ˙Ώ ̒ Αāƛ Ǉ˙͎ζɷΌ ˶Ώ ͇ ɷΌ ˈ ͎ Ĕ ȅΎʓ̤ζΊ
 Ǩ˜Ώ ̑ Ǎ̑ΑāƹǇʤ
 ͎ζΈāǚ̈ǚ ̶ΈǇ˙Ώ˶ ̥ɷ ̑

 ʉѕ ʒ ΏͫǇ̑ɨΏ Ό͛ƹǇ̣Ώ
Ό
ķΎ ĢǇʦʒͫāƱāćĢ ɨΏ ˜̑ѕ Ģ ɬΏ ͲłǇ˶
 ǚ͘ ć

τƢҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɬ͇ŷǇ͎ǚͫāćHƛǍ̵ǨͫāƴǨˀ˶ͫɼʔ̈ǚʥͫāƢҨҞ͇ Βҙҏāɡ̇Ǉ̵ćɄͅǍ͵Ʉʉ͛ȴԣ͝ϩг ԥđ
ɡʓ͘Ģǚ̑ƴćǩ͈ǚˈ̑ǨʉˁΎ˶ͫāǽ˶̑ĔǍ́̈ɼͫćǇʥͲHɎ̇й
й ͽЏđˍ̈϶ȴ˴̻ͽЏđɎͽΤĪȔΉΑˬЏęȌ̞ЖȌЮ ˴КȌΦ
ɷ̒Ģǚ˙̑ɷΎˬͫāɬΎ ˜ͫζɨ́ͫĢāụ̈̌ȇ͵Ǉ̣ȅͫΒāȫͫǇ̣Ǎćζɷ̵ΑāĢȅˬ͇Ǩʉʒ͛Ǩʤ̤ƹǇ˙ͫΒǇ̑ζHƛǍ̵ǨΎ ͫā
ΈǇ͇ǨʶͲɨ́˶͇žǨˀ͵Ǉ͎ζɷˬʓ˙ͫƦǍ˅Ύ˅ʦ̈ĔǍ́ʉͫāƦΑāƱǨʒ̥ΑǇ͎ζƢҨҞʶͫāɷʉˬ͇ζɡ̈Ǩʒ̣ǽ̤ǍͫāɷʉͫΒ
āɡ̵ĢΑā
Ύ
ƴĢǍ˶˳ͫāɼ˶̈ǚ˳ͫāɬͲɨ̣́Ǩ̥Αāćζɨ́ˬ̒Ǉ͘ćζɨǨ̿Ǉ̤ɨΎ ̓ζɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāȬʉ̣ǩ́Ύ ̣ćζɼ˶̈ǚ˳ͫāȅͫΒā
ŗų ŗ Ų ŗ űϐ ȅͫǇˈ̒ ƛǇ͘ ǌȔ̇Υ ǿęȵϢ Ɏϩ H Ɏ̇ͽЏđ ˍ̈϶ ˜˴͙ϩȌͽЏđ ˬЏęȌ̞Ж ȌЮ ̉ЏȌΦ
ζɼʒ˙ˈͫǇ̑ɨ́ʉˬ͇ɷˬͫāƦāǍ̀Ģɷʓ̑Ǉʥ̿ćHɷˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢƦǇ͛Ǉ˳ͫζƋǍʒ̒ƴćǩ͈ǽ͎ ϗϚɼ̑Ǎʓͫā ϏŴ
KƦǇ˳ʉͫāɬ̑āɼˏ̈Ṳ̈̀žǨˈ͎ζɬʉ˳ʔˬͲāǍ͵Ǉ͛ǚ͘ćζɼˬ͎Ǉ˙ͫāɎ̈Ǩ̈́āǍ̀Ǩʓ͇āǚ͘ҨΈҞ̣ĢǨʷ͇ǽ˶̓Ǉ̑āĕΒā
ɷ ˬͫāƛ Ǎ̵Ό Ģ āǍ˳Ό ̤ ǩΏ ̈ ΏƦіāāćĔΌ āĢ іāćζɼ Ͳ Ǉʉ ˙ ΏͫāƢǍΏ ̈ ȅͫΒāƦǍΌ˙͎ Ǉ˶ ˳Ό Ώͫāƹ ҙҏ ǌΌ  HɷˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢƛǇ˙͎ζɨ́̑Ǉ͛Ģ
ɨǨ̇Ǉʷ͇ȅͫΒāȉˈʒ̒ҙҏćΑāΈ ҨҞ̇Ǉ͘Iɼˏ̈Ṳ̈̀ĢǇ̶ΑǇ͎ζǇ́Ώ ˶Ͳ ƱΌ ǍΌ˙ˬΏ ʉΌ ͎ɼ ʒ ˙ˈ Ώͫāǽ͎ ɨˬ̵ćɷʉˬ͇ɷˬͫāȅˬ̿
ΏƦіāƱΌ Ǩ ͛Ώ іāζҙҏ ɨˬ̵ćɷʉˬ͇ɷˬͫāȅˬ̿ɷˬͫāƛǍ̵ĢƛǇ˙͎ζɨ́ʒ̤Ǉ̿ťΑāǨ̑ΊƢǍ͘ɡѓ ͛ɑʉͫΒāȉˈʒ̈ȅʓ̤
 ǚ˳̤ΑāćɨˬʶͲɼ̈āćĢɬͲζǨʉʔ͛ɬ̑āǨʉʶˏ̒ ɷ Ͳ ǍΏ ˙ ͫɡΉ ̒Ǉ͘āΈǚ˳ѓ ʥ ͲΌ ѓƦіāǇ́ ˶ ʉΏ ̑ Ł
Ό Ǩ ˈ ΏͫāŃѓ ǚʥ ʓ ̈
Ұү

Figure 128b: Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 65

d) The attempt by Uqba ibn Abi Mu‘ayt to murder the
Prophet (pbuh) while he was praying, as he put his sheet
around the Prophet’s neck and squeezed it tightly. Abu
Bakr came and pulled Uqba away from the Prophet and
said, ‘Do you intend to kill a man just because he says:
“My Lord is Allah, and he has brought forth to you the
Evident Signs from your Lord?”’ (narrated by Al-Bukhari)
[Image]
Reflect: How can we use modern mass media to support
the Prophet (pbuh) and defend Islam?
Second – The Jews of banū a-naḍīr [the Nadir tribe]
attempt to assassinate the Prophet (pbuh):
The Jews of banū a-naḍīr attempted to assassinate the
Messenger (pbuh) after the Battle of Badr. They were
about to drop a rock onto him and kill him while he was
sitting against a wall. But he learned of it through divine
inspiration by Gabriel (pbuh) who told him that the Jews
were planning to kill him. So he left them quickly and
went back to Medina, where he prepared an army of
Muslims, then besieged the Nadir tribe, fought them, and
drove them out of Medina.
Third – The attempt of hypocrites [munāfiqīn] to
assassinate the Prophet (pbuh) during the battle of Tabuk:
Allah the Almighty said: ‘And they resolved that which
they were unable to carry out’ (at-tawba: 47) during the
battle of Tabuk; when the Messenger of Allah (pbuh)
and his companions were in Aqaba, twelve masked men
blocked the way of the carriage. Hudhaifa ibn al-Yaman
recognised them. The Messenger of Allah (pbuh) said:
‘These are hypocrites until the Day of Resurrection, and
they want to cause trouble for the Messenger of Allah
(pbuh) in Aqaba so that he will leave.’ Hudhaifa said:
‘Do not notify their clans until each sends the head of
the hyprocrite amongst them.’ And the Messenger of
Allah replied: ‘No, I don’t want the Arabs to say that
Muhammad was murdering his people…’ (Interpretation
of Ibn Katheer, from the narration of Muslim and Ahmed)
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Unlike in the 2019 edition, the comprehension questions on the next page do not refer explicitly to the previous statements
about the actions of the Jews or the punishment issued to them. Jews are in fact not mentioned again. The following exercise
referred explicitly to Jews in the 2019 version and refrains from doing so in the 2020 edition. Rather, the focus is placed on kuffār
(infidels) and mushriqūn (idolaters). The questions on page 67, however, remain the same (cf. Chapter 3.2.1).

ƞȌ͙ԣͽͲЏˬЯ ˴ԟ ̻з ϶г
Hǽʒ
˶
ͫāɡʓ͘ɬʉ͛Ǩʷ˳ͫāćĢǇˏ˜ͫāłҙҏćǇʥͲĢāǨ˜
̒
Ύ
Ύ
Figure 129a: Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 66

Topic for discussion:
Several attempts by Jews to kill the Prophet (pbuh).

Figure 129b: Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 66

Topic for discussion:
Several attempts by al-kuffār (infidels) and al-mushriqīn
(polytheists) to kill the Prophet (pbuh).

The subsequent lesson, which in the exercise on page 71 asks students to discuss the desecration of the graves of Muslims
(of companions and the righteous) in Jerusalem and Palestine by ‘Jews’ has been altered as follows:

ƞȌ͙ԣͽͲЏˬЯ ˴ԟ ̻з ϶г
ɬͲǇ́ʓͫāģΒāćǇ͎́Ḳ̌ćɬʉʥͫǇˀͫāćɼ̑ǇʥˀͫāɬͲĔǚ͇ĢǍʒ͘ȫʉ͵ǚʓ̑ǽ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫāƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏāƢǇʉ͘
ƢǇ͇ɡ˜ʷ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ćɼ̿Ǉ̥ťǚ˙ͫāɼ˶̈ǚͲǽ͎ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫāǨ̑Ǉ˙Ͳ

Figure 130a: Islamic Education 5/II (2019) p. 71

Topic for discussion:
The Jews desecrated a number of the graves of the
Prophet’s Companions. They removed them from Muslim
cemeteries in Jerusalem in particular, and in Palestine in
general.
[Image]: The grave of ʿUbāda bin a ṣāmit
May Allah be pleased with him
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Figure 130b: Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 71

Topic for discussion:
The Zionist occupation desecrated a number of the graves
of the Prophet’s Companions. They removed them from
Muslim cemeteries in Jerusalem in particular, and in
Palestine in general.
[Image]: The grave of ʿUbāda bin a ṣāmit
May Allah be pleased with him

5.2 RECONSIDERATION OF SYMBOLS AND FIGURES OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE

The following introduction to the lesson titled ‘A cheer for heroes’ (مرحى لألبطال, marḥā lil abṭāl), in The Arabic Language 5/I no
longer features martial images of contemporary soldiers and premodern warriors on horses but rather a photograph of the
Martyr Yasser Arafat square. The portrait of Yasser Arafat on the image has been replaced by a tiny photograph of the former
Palestinian leader.

Figure 131a: The Arabic Language 5/I (2019), p. 14

Figure 131b: The Arabic Language 5/I (2020), p. 14

ǽ˳Ύ ʶΌ ͵ć ζɨΌ Ǩ ʉ ̵ ť
ǽ˳Ύ ʶΌ ͵ć ζɨΌ Ǩ ʉ ̵ ť
Ό ĢΌ ǚΏ ͵ć ζɨĔ ǇʤͲΏ іǇ̑ ȅΎ˶ˉ ʓ ͵ć ζɨ́ ̑ ǨΌ ʦ ʓ ˏΏ ͵
Ό ĢΌ ǚΏ ͵ć ζɨĔ ǇʤͲΏ іǇ̑ ȅΎ˶ˉ ʓ ͵ć ζɨ́ ̑ ǨΌ ʦ ʓ ˏΏ ͵
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 ƹ ҙҏǌΌ τɼ ˜ ͫǇʥͫāǇ˶ʉͫǇʉͫ ǽ͎ɼ˳ ʓ ˈ ͫāƹǽˁΌ
 ȇʉˉ
Ό ̒ ҙҏǽʓѓͫāĢǇ˳͘іҙҏā
Ό ̒ ǽʓΎͫāć
Ό ̒ ǽʓΎͫāćζ







ΈҙҏǍ̿ćζǇʉ


ɬʉ˅
 ƹ ҙҏǌΌ 
Ό ʒΏ ʉͫć Ǩ ˀΏ Ͳ ȅͫΒā ɬʉ˅
 ́Ό ˶ ˁ ʓ ̤āΈǇˈʉ˳̣
 ʶΏ ˬ ͎ ɬΏ Ͳ ΈǇʔ̈ṳ̈̌ ć ΈǇ˳̈ǚ͘ Ǩʉʒ
 ʶΏ ˬ ͎ ɬΏ Ͳ ΈǇʔ̈ṳ̈̌ ć ΈǇ˳̈ǚ͘ Ǩʉʒ
Ό ˜ͫāǇ˶˶Ό ̈́ćɨ
Ό ˜ͫāǇ˶˶Ό ̈́ć
 Βā
ȫΌͫǚ Ώ͵іҙҏāȅͫΒāΈҙҏǍ̿ćζǇʉ
ȫΌͫǚ Ώ͵іҙҏāȅͫΒā
Ό ʒΏ ʉͫć Ǩ ˀΏ Ͳȅͫ






і
і
ɬΏ Ͳ ǨΌ ʉΏ ̥ɨΏ Ό ćζǇ
ɬΏ Ͳ ǨΌ ʉΏ ̥ɨΏ Ό ćζǇ
Ό ƛΌ Ǉ˅̑Ώ ҙҏāƹҙҏǌΌ 
Ό ƛΌ Ǉ˅̑Ώ ҙҏāƹҙҏǌΌ 
 ǚʤΏ Ͳ ΌƦāǍΏ˶͇Ό ɨΏ Ό ćζɨ
 ́ ʓͲѓ їāœǇ̒
 ǚʤΏ Ͳ ΌƦāǍΏ˶͇Ό ɨΏ Ό ćζɨ
 ́ ʓͲѓ їāœǇ̒









і
і
і


Ǉ́
̑
ā
Ǎ
˙
ͫі
ā
ćζɨ
́
̒
Ǉ̤āĢȅ
ˬ
͇
ɨ
́
̤āć
Ģ
ā
āǍˬ
˳
̤ρȅ
˅
͇
ā

ɬ
Ͳ

Ǩ
ʉ
ćζ
Ĕ
Ǉ̣
Ǉ́
̑
ā
Ǎ
˙
ͫі
ā
ćζɨ
́
̒
Ǉ̤āĢȅ
ˬ
͇
ɨ
́
̤āć
Ģ
ā
āǍˬ
˳
̤ρȅ
̥
Ώ



Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ό  (2019), p. 15
Ό  (2020), p. 15 ˅ ͇Ώ іāɬΏ Ͳ ǨΌ ʉΏ ̥ćζ


 Ĕ Ǉ̣
 ΌΏ 
Figure 132a: The Arabic
Language 5/I
Figure 132b: The Arabic
Language 5/I




Ή
Ή
ζāǍ͵Ǉ˜ʓ ̵āǇͲ
ζāǍ͵Ǉ˜ʓ ̵āǇͲ
 ćζ
 ćζ
 ˈΌ ̀ǇͲ
 ɼ˳ ̈ǩ͇ ɨΏ ́Ό ͫłΏ Ģ Ǉ̥ǇͲζǨ̈́Ǉʦ˳ ͫāǽ͎
 ˈΌ ̀ǇͲ
 ɼ˳ ̈ǩ͇ ɨΏ ́Ό ͫłΏ Ģ Ǉ̥ǇͲζǨ̈́Ǉʦ˳ ͫāǽ͎
Ώ ćζāǍˏ
Ώ ćζāǍˏ






Έ
Έ

Ǉ
ʉ
̑і
ā
Έ
Ҩ
Ҟ
˅
̑

ǚ
́
ˈ
ͫāȅˬ
͇

łǇͲ
ɬ
Ͳ
ɨ
́
˶
Ͳ
ćζΈ
ā
ǚʉ́
̶ȅ
ˁ
͘

ɬ
Ͳ

ɨ
́
˶
Ͳ

Ǉ
ʉ
̑і
ā
Έ
Ҩ
Ҟ
˅
̑

ǚ
́
ˈ
ͫāȅˬ
͇

łǇͲ
ɬΏ Ͳ ɨ́Ό ˶Ώ ͲOum
ćζΈ
̶ȅˁ ͘ɬΏ Khawlah
Ͳ ɨΏ ́Ό ˶Ώ Ͳ
Ώ
Ώ





Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ώ
Ό
Ό

 āǚʉ́Omara,






Ύ
Ύ
Who can forget Khalid bin Walid, Oum Omara Nusaybah
Who can forget Khalid bin Walid,
Ł ĢΐǇ˳ͫal-Ansariya,
ɬΏ ˜Ό ̒ ɨΏ ͫ ǇǍͲѓǚKhawlah
͘ ǽʓΎͫāłҙҏǍ˅
ʒͫāΌ ć
łǇʉ
Ǜ ć ibn
Ł ĢΐǇ˳ͫɬΏ ˜Ό Tariq
̒ ɨΏ ͫ ǇǍͲѓ
ǽʓΎͫāłҙҏǍ˅
ʒͫāΌ ć
łǇʉ
ʥ Ώˁʓѓ ͫāƱ Ǜ ć Qutuz,
Ό bint
Ό ʥ Ώˁʓѓ ͫāƱTariq
Ό Salah
Ό al-Ayouby,
 al-Azwar,
 Din
Bint ka‘ab
bint al-Azwar,
ibnǚ͘ Ziyad,
Ί

ȈΏ ͵Ǉ͛Din
ɡΏ ̑ al-Ayouby,
ζΈāĢǇ˙͇ ҙҏć ζΈƴQutuz,
ć ǨΏ ̓ ɨΌ ƹāĢ
ć āǍ͛Ǩ ̒al-Mukhtar,
Ǉ˳͎ ζɼʉѓ ˀ Ώʦ ̶ Izz
ʉʒ̵ǽ͎
̑ ζΈāĢǇ˙͇ ҙҏ
ćζΈ
ɨΌ ƹāĢ
ɼΊ ʉѓ ˀ Ώʦ ̶
Ziyad,ǽ͎
Salah
Omarɡal-Mukhtar,
Basha
Izz͎ζ
al-Qassam,
 ƴć ǨΏ ̓ al-Atrash,
 Ǩ ̒Ǉ˳
 ȈΏ ͵Ǉ͛ɡΏ Sultan
 Omar
 ćāǍ͛
ͫρɨ́ ͵Ǉ̈́ćіΏ āćɨ
ͫǇ̵Ģ
іā āǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ ΏƦіā āǍΎHouari
ζΈҙal-Qassam,
ҏǇ˅̑Ώ іāāǍ͵Ǎ˜̈ ΏƦіāāǍΎ
˙ʥ ʓ ̵āāǛ
́ ̑Ǎˈ Ό̶ćɨ
́ ˶ ̈Ĕɡʉʒ̵and
ζΈҙҏǇ˅̑Ώ al-Qassam
˙ʥ ʓ ̵āāǛ
ρɨ́ ͵Ǉ̈́ćіΏ āćɨ
Ό̶ćζ
ed-din
Dalal
Izz ed-din
 Yasser
 Arafat
 ́ ̑ǍˈYasser
 ɨΏ ́ ʓ Arafat,
Ώ al-Mughrabi,
Ώ ͫBoumédiene,









Έ
Έ
ѕ
Έ
Έ
others
light
May Ziadeh,
ζɨfrom
́Ό ͫ ȅ̤ the
ǨΏ ˳ ͎ ζstars
Ǉ̤āǍΎ ͎ Ǉthat
˜ʶΏ Ͳɨ
Ό ǨΌ ͛Ώ ĕup
ɡѓ ˆthe
̈ ΏƦіādarkness
ćζ
ζɨ́Ό ͫ ȅ̤ Khalil
ǨΏ ˳ ͎ ζǇ̤āal-Sakakini
ǍΎ ͎ Ǉ˜ʶΏ Ͳ ɨΌ ǨΌ ͛Ώ and
ĕ ɡѓ ˆothers
̈ ΏƦіāćζ
Ό ǚΌ ѕˬ ʦstars
̈Ό
ʦ̈Ό
ΎʓͫāɨΌ the
Ό ΎʓͫāɨΌ in
Ό from
Ό ǚΌ ˬour
 ț̈ĢǇ
 ț̈ĢǇ
nights? These are all embraced by our great
that light up the darkness in our nights? These
ƹ Ǉ˶country,
ʒ ʤΌ ˬΏ ͫžї
ƹ Ǉ˶ʒ ʤΌ are
ˬΏ ͫžї
āć
ђ āć in
ђ all
the past and now, from Palestine to Egypt and Libya, all
the way to Andalusia.
They are all the crown of the nation and the definition
of glory, and they are the best of those who have given
generously to the nation. […]

embraced by our great country, in the past and now, from
Palestine to Egypt and Libya, all the way to Andalusia.
They are all the crown of the nation and the definition
of glory, and they are the best of those who have given
generously to the nation. […]
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Following this lesson, however, a working task in the 2020 edition nevertheless still mentions Dalal al-Mughrabi and Izz ad-Din
al-Qassam.389 The second part of The Arabic Language 5/II (2019) also refers to Dalal al-Mughrabi, and in this case the reference
has not been removed. Here, the text remains the same but the photograph of Dalal al-Mughrabi in military uniform has been
replaced by a picture of her in civilian clothing, thus toning down the militancy in her portrayal.

Ɏзй Τ ȴг ͅк д Џđ дǡԽԲĪг
ɄʉͫΑǇΎʓͫāɎ̈Ǩ͎

ʔ
ԣ ԟͽЏđŢ гȥгΑ˜г ˴к Τг
ƹāǚ
 ĢΏ іāāǍͲѓǚ͘ ɬ̈Ǜ
 ѓͫāƹ āǚ́ єʷͫāƹ Ǉ˳̵іΏ āɬΏ ͲΊ Ǩʉʔ˜ ̑ǽє ˶ ʉ˅ʶΏ ˬ ˏ ͫāǇ˶ Όʦ̈ĢǇ̒ɡΌ ˏ ʥΏ ̈
Έ ͎ ɨΏ ́Ό ̤āć
 ɬ̈́ Ǎ ˬΏ ͫ
ķΎǚʥ ʓѓ ͫāĢǍ ̿
Ό ɬΏ ͲΈ ƴĢ Ǎ̿Ǉ́ͫǇˁ˶ ̑łΏ Ǩ ˅ѓ ̵ǽʓ
 ѓͫāǽΎ ̑ǨΏ ˉ˳Ό ͫāƛΌ ҙҏĔ Όƴǚ ʉ́ ѓʷͫāɨΌ ́Ό ˶Ώ Ͳζ



ŃѓΌ ǚʥ ʓ ̈ Ǉ˶̈ǚ̈Ώ іāɬ ʉΏ ̑ ķǛѓͫāȵ
ɼ ͫǍ˅ʒͫāΌ ć

 ͫǍ˙͇Ό ćǇ˶
 ̑ǍˬΌ͘ǽ͎ΈāǚͫǇ̥ǇǨ ͛Ώ ĕɡ ˈ ̣ǇͲρ
є ˶ѓ ͫāćǇ˶
Ǉ́ͫǇˁ͵ƴ Ǩʉʶ
 Ͳ ɬΏ Ͳ žΊ Ǩ ̈́ ɬΏ ͇

үҫ
Figure 133a: The Arabic Language 5/II (2019), p. 51

Figure 133b: The Arabic Language 5/II (2020), p. 51

The text above the photo remains unchanged; see Chapter 3.4.3 for more detail on the text.

389

The Arabic Language 5/I (2020), p. 20.
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5.2 RECONSIDERATION OF SYMBOLS AND FIGURES OF THE ARMED STRUGGLE

Some of the RLC in textbooks for mathematics and natural sciences with escalatory potential have also been revised, replaced or
removed in the 2020 versions. For instance, two exercises requiring the students to calculate the number of Palestinian shuhadā’
have been deleted and an escalatory task with reference to a settler amended, no longer referring to Israelis at all. The example
below shows how an exercise has been amended from a calculation of shuhadā’ to a calculation of confiscated land.390

ɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ā ȅͫćҙї ҏāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāƹ āǚ̶́ΌĔ ǚ ͇Ⱦ ˬ ̑  ϔ
ƹāǚ̶́Ĕǚ͇ Ⱦˬ ̑ ćζāΈ ǚʉ̶́ϕϓϕϙ ƴĢǇʤʥͫā
āΈ ǚʉ̶́ϘϓϘϓȅˀ͘ҙΑ ҏāɼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ā
āΈ ǚʉ̶́

=ɬʉʓ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāǽ͎ƹāǚ́ʷͫāĔǚ͇

Figure 134a: Mathematics 4/I (2019), p. 27

ɼ˙˅˶ͲƴĢĔǇˀ˳̑ƛҨҞʓ̤ҙҏǇ̑ɼ˳̇Ǉ˙ͫāɼ˅ˬʶͫāȈͲǇ͘ζƢϔϜϚϛƢǇ͇Ǩ̥āćāΑ ǽ͎ ϔ
ĿǨ̥āΑ ɼ̤ǇʶͲłĢĔǇ̿Ǉ˳͛ζťǇ̑Ǎ̈́ƴǚˬ̑ǽ̀āĢāΑ ǽ͎ɨ͵ćĔϔϓϓϓǇ́ʓ̤ǇʶͲ
ĢǍ̤Ǉ̵Ȉʉ̑ƴǚˬ̑ɬͲɨ͵ćĔϔϕϓϓȾˬʒ̒
ǇΈ ˳͵ćĔ

=ɬʉʓ˙˅˶˳ͫāǽ͎ƴĢĔǇˀ˳ͫāǽ̀āĢҙΑ ҏāɼ̤ǇʶͲ

Figure 134b: Mathematics 4/I (2020), p. 27 391

1) The number of shuhadā’ of the First Intifada
[intifāḍat al-ḥijāra] amounted to 2026 shahīd and the
number of shuhadā’ of the Aqsa Intifada came to
5050 shahīd.

1) At the end of the year 1978, the occupying power
confiscated an area of 1,000 dunums from the lands of
Tubas, and another area of 1,200 dunums from
Beit Sahour town.

Number of shuhadā’ in the two Intifadas = ______.

The area of confiscated lands in the two regions = ______.

Science and Life 7/I of 2019 presented an RLC concerning a young man with a slingshot in his hand. In the 2020 version of the
textbook uploaded to the website the following reference to the First Intifada that accompanied this image in 2019 (‘During the
First Palestinian Intifada, young Palestinians used slingshots to confront the Zionist occupation soldiers and to defend themselves
in the face of their treacherous bullets.’392) has now been deleted.

390

See also an arithmetical task in Mathematics 9/1 (2019), p. 86, referring to the number of the shuhadā’ in Jerusalem between 1994 and 2015. This task is
replaced in the edition of 2020 by a task requiring students to calculate the number of settlements on occupied lands: ‘The number of settlements in the
northern governorates [املحافظات الشاملية, al-muḥāfaẓāt ash-shamāliya] according to the year in the period of 1975-1988 […]: number of settlements
[1st row of table]; number of years [2nd row of table]’, in: Mathematics 9/1 (2020), p. 86.

391

The version received from the EU was not online by 31 January 2021.

392

Science and Life 7/I, 2019, p. 57: . استعان الشبان الفلسطينيون بالنقيفة للتصدي لجنود االحتالل الصهيوين والدفاع عن أنفسهم يف مواجهة رصاصه الغادر،خالل االنتفاضة الفلسطينية األوىل
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˜ΥȔ˴ͽЏɎКȌй̉ЏđǰȔКȌ͙Џđ

ʞΤđȴЏđƝňйȥЏđ

ˬ͌˴͙КęǿȔ϶

˜ΥȔ˴ͽЏɎКȌй̉ЏđǰȔКȌ͙Џđ
ʕΤȌͽЏđę˔̯̝Џđ

(ҫ ƮȌ̰К

ƦǇʒƼƼʷͫāƦǇˈʓƼƼ̵āζȅͫćΑҙҏāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫāɼƼƼ̀Ǉˏʓ͵ҙҏāƛҨҞƼƼ̥
ƛҨҞƼƼʓ̤ҙҏāĔǍƼƼ˶ʤͫķǚƼƼˀʓˬͫɼƼƼˏʉ˙˶ͫǇ̑ƦǍʉ˶ʉ˅ƼƼʶˬˏͫā
ɼƼƼ̣́āǍͲ ǽƼƼ͎ ɨ́ƼƼʶˏ͵Αā ɬƼƼ͇ ŷǇƼƼ͎ǚͫāć ǽƼƼ͵Ǎʉ́ˀͫā
ĢĔǇƼƼˉͫāɷƼƼ̿Ǉ̿Ģ
ɼˏʉ˙˶ͫāŴǇ˅ͲɼͫǇ˅ʓ̵āĢāǚ˙Ͳɬʉ̑ɼ͘ҨҞˈͫāǇͲ 
τɷʉ͎ƴǨ̓ǌ˳ͫāǚʷͫāƴǍ͘ć
ɬͲɷ͘ҨҞ˅͵āǚˈ̑Ǩʤʥͫāǽ͎ƴǨ̓ǌ˳ͫāĿǍ˙ͫāǇͲ 
τɼˏʉ˙˶ͫā
Figure 135a: Science and Life 7/I (2019), p. 57

(Ҭ ƮȌ̰К
ŶđęĪпԽԲđęйĪđȔЏđ

Fourth Lesson
Newton‘s Second Law
Activity 1: Power and Slingshot
During the First Palestinian Intifada, young Palestinians
used slingshots to confront the Zionist occupation soldiers
and to defend themselves in the face of their treacherous
bullets. [Technical questions]

5.3

ʞΤđȴЏđƝňйȥЏđ

(ҫ ƮȌ̰К

ζĢćǇƼƼʤ˳ͫāɡ˜ƼƼʷͫāǽƼƼ͎ǇƼƼ˳͛ζȶƼƼ̑Ǉ͵ƢǇƼƼͲΑāɨƼƼʶ̣ȽƼƼ̀ć
ɼƼƼʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāɼˬʈƼƼ̵ΑҙҏāɬƼƼ͇ȇƼƼ̣Αā
ǚʷͫāƴǍ͘ćȶ̑Ǉ˶ͫāɼͫǇ˅ʓ̵āĢāǚ˙Ͳɬʉ̑ɼ͘ҨҞˈͫāǇͲ 
τɷʉ͎ƴǨ̓ǌ˳ͫā
ɬͲɷ͘ҨҞ˅͵āǚˈ̑ɨʶʤͫāǽ͎ƴǨ̓ǌ˳ͫāĿǍ˙ͫāǇͲ 
τȶ̑Ǉ˶ͫā

Figure 135b: Science and Life 7/I (2020), p. 57 393

(Ҭ ƮȌ̰К
ŶđęĪпԽԲđęйĪđȔЏđ

Fourth Lesson
Newton‘s Second Law
Activity 1: The Object and the Spring
An object is placed in front of a spring,
as shown in the figure.
Answer the following questions:
[Technical questions]

INCLUSION OF CHRISTIAN PALESTINIANS

Similar to the textbooks for Islamic education mentioned above in 5.1, more inclusive references to both Muslim and Christian
aspects of the Palestinian identity can be found in the 2020 editions of textbooks for Islamic Education and also in those for
Arabic language. The book The Arabic Language 7/I (2019), for instance, asks ‘What is the duty of Muslims towards the holy
Aqsa Mosque, the destination of Prophet Muhammad‘s journey (pbuh)?’,394 a question replaced in the 2020 edition with:
‘What is our duty towards Jerusalem?’395
The title of the lesson has been changed from the Qur‘ānic chapter on Noah (سورة نوح, sūrat Nūḥ) to ‘The Ship of mercy’
(سفينة الرحمة, safinat ar-raḥma), thus shifting the focus from the Islamic context to the more universal concept of mercy. This
allows more students to identify with this widely applied theme in cultural history. The illustration below the title, showing
people left behind to drown in the edition of 2018 has been replaced in 2020 by an illustration of a mountain in the shape of
a boat. This establishes a link to the Book of Genesis, according to which Noah’s Ark landed on a mountain.

393

In the version received from the EU the image had also been removed. This version was, however, not online by 9 March 2021.

394

The Arabic Language 7/I (2019), p. 15:  عليه السالم؟، ما واجب املسلمني ت ُجاه املسجد األقىص املبارك مرسى رسول الله-6

395

The Arabic Language 7/I (2020), p.1-6:  ما واجبنا ت ُجاه القدس؟-6
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5.3 INCLUSION OF CHRISTIAN PALESTINIANS

ƌȔК
б ǿд ňг Ȕό

ҫ

ǿд гȥ кλȔг Џđ

Figure 136a: The Arabic Language 9/I (2018), p. 3

ҫ

ˬз г кλȴԟ Џđˬд ͽг ˴͌όг

ǿд гȥ кλȔг Џđ

Figure 136b: The Arabic Language 9/I (2020), p. 4

з

Unit 1
Chapter of Nūḥ [Noah]

Unit 1
The Ship of Mercy

Another change is the grammatical exercise which in the 2019 edition addresses corruption and in the 2020 version
interreligious relations, with sentences such as: ‘Church bells embrace the azān [Islamic call to prayer] in Jaffa’.
з ͙г Џđ
ˬд Αԟ Ȕз ͅг ͲԠ ЏđдȥϡđȔ

з ͙г Џđ
ˬд Αԟ Ȕз ͅг ͲԠ ЏđдȥϡđȔ
˔з όԽԲđд
к ƲđȔКк Ԥđ
ԟ ę҇
ȴд ˴̻Џđ
г ˔д Ͳг ̈́г Џđ

з дКę҇
з Ͳз ͝г Џđʛд λՏՄ
зȴг кλԤԽԲđ зǰȔк Ͳԟ ЏȌзΤˬг Кг Ȕԟ Ͳг д ЏđŶȌ
г ˜з ˴к ̈г ˴г зΥоԽԲđ˜з ˴к Υг ȴг ͙к ͌з Џđԥđȴг ͙к Кг

ȅͫΒā ȈΏ ʒ  ĕ ɨѓ Ό̓ ζɼΊ ˏ ʉͅǍ ͫ ˬд ̰г зΐȌϡ ȈΏ Ͳ ǚѓ ˙ ̒ ζɼ ʉѓ ̑Ǩ ˈ ͫā ĢǇ˅͘Ώ і ҙҏā ɬ Ͳ ǇǨʉΏ ˉ ͛ ζ˜˴̀

г ̯гк Ͳзϩ ǽ͎





ѓ
Ǉ́̒āĢΌǚ˙Ό ̑ɨΏ ́Ό ̑ ǇʤΏ͇ΒāǇǍˬ̑ Ǉ͘ɬ̈Ǜ
 Ǩʉʒ͛ ΊɡͲ іǇ̑ɼˬ ̑ Ǉ˙˳Ό ͫā
 ͫāɄ Ώʦ̈Ό ɨΏ ͫζɼˬ ̑ Ǉ˙˳Ό ͫāƹǇ˶̓Ώ іāǽ͎ćζΊ
 ɬΏ ͇ ɬ ˬ ͇Ώ їāζΊƢǇΎ̈іāǚˈΏ ̑ ć
 ʓ ͲΏ āǽ͎ȈΏ ʒ ̵ Ģ ǽʓѓͫā дǡԽԲĪг ȈΏ ͵Ǉ˜͎ζɼ ˏ ʉͅǍ ͫāɼ ʒ ̤Ǉ̿
 ǍΏ ʓѓ ͫāƦǇʥ
ζɄʉͅ
łΏ Ģ Ǩѓ ˙ ͎ ζɷΌ ˶Ώ ͇ łǍ˜
Ό ʶͫā
 ǨΉ ʉʒ͛ɨΉ ˬΏ ͅΌ Ǉ́̑ Ǉ̿іāɷΌ ѓ͵іā ˬд ̰г зΐȌϡłіΏ āǨ ͎
є ɬΌ ˜ ˳Ώ ̈Ό ҙҏķǛѓͫāĔΌ Ǉʶˏͫā Ȕг Цд āǛѓƦіāćζ

˔з όԽԲđд
к ƲđȔКк Ԥđ
ԟ ę҇
ȴд ˴̻Џđ
г ˔д Ͳг ̈́г Џđ
з дК˔ԟ дΦ҇ˬг ˴г зΥоԽԲđǿг ȴг ͙к ͌з Џđԥđȴг ͙к Кг
з Ͳз ͝г Џđʛд λՏՄ
:зȴг кλԤԽԲđ зǰȔк Ͳԟ ЏȌзΤˬг Кг Ȕԟ Ͳг д ЏđŶȌ
ɬ ͛ ǇͲіҙҏā ł Ģ āģ ɨѓ Ό̓ ζǇ́ͫǇ˙Ό̒ǨΏ ̑Ό ƴ Ĕ ǍΏ ʤ ̑ łΏ Ǩ ́ʓΌ Ώ̶ā ǽʓѓͫā Ǉ͎Ǉ̈ ɼ ˶ ̈ǚͲ ȅͫΒā ɼΊ ˬ ̤Ώ Ģ ǽ͎ ĿǚΌ ȈΏ ʒ  ĕ
 ʓͫā
 ̿іΏ ā ȅͫΒā ȽΌ ˳ ʶΏ ̒ ǽ  ć ȈΏ ̑ Ǩ ̈́ Ǉ́ʉ͎ ɼ ˳ ̈ǚ˙ͫā ƹǇʉ
ł ǍΏ ̿ ɎΌ ͵ǇˈΌ̒ ȫ
 āḲ̌іΏ ā łāǍ
 ̇Ǉ˶˜ ͫā ť
 ̤Ώ і ҙҏāć ζɼʉѓ ʦ̈ĢǇΎ
 ȅˬ͇ ΈǇˈʓ ˳Ώ ͲΌ ΈǇʓ͘Ώ ć ȈΏ ˁ ͘ć ζǚ ̣Ǉʶ
 і ҙҏā
 ˳ ͫā ǽ͎ Ʀāĕ
Ǉ́ʓ ʉΏ ̑ ȅͫΒā łΏ Ĕ Ǉ͇ ƹ Ǉʶ˳ ͫā ǽ͎ć  ɡʉ˳ʤͫā
 Ǉ́ʈ ̈́Ǉ̶
ΈƴĢ ćǨʶΏ Ͳ

Ĕ Ǉʶˏͫāɼ ʥ ͎Ǉ˜ͲΌ ɼ ʈ ʉΏ  ȅͫΒāĿǍ˜Ώ ̶Ƣ ǚѕ ˙ Ό̒ΏƦіāĔΊ Ĕє Ǩ ̒ҨҞ̑

Figure 137a: The Arabic Language 5/I (2019), p. 19

Grammar rules:
Types of Noun (proper noun and pronoun)
Read the following paragraph and note the words in red:
г
In Palestine, like in other Arab regions, Aisha applied
for a job. She went to the interview with great hope. The
people who interviewed her admired her skills.
A few days later, the name of the successful candidate
was announced, it was Dalal, who hadn’t passed the
recruitment examination. Aisha considered what
happened an injustice and a corruption that could not
be tolerated. Without hesitation she decided to submit a
complaint to the Anti-Corruption Commission.

Figure 137b: The Arabic Language 5/I (2020), p. 19

Grammar rules:
Types of Noun (proper noun and pronoun)
г
ReadΉ the following paragraph and note the words in red:
Huda went on a trip to the city of Jaffa, which is
renowned for the quality of its oranges. She visited
historical places and ancient neighborhoods. She
rejoiced as she heard the church bells embrace the
azān [call to prayer] in mosques, and enjoyed her time
on Jaffa’s beautiful beach. In the evening she returned
home happy.
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The 2020 editions of textbooks for Islamic education have revised references to the other Abrahamitic religions of Judaism and
Christianity396 and refrain from describing them as ‘erroneous’.397
A paragraph on unity, recounting the story of a father giving last pieces of advice to his sons on his deathbed, has been
distanced from the context of pan-Islamism and from a reference to the caliphate. While the 2019 version included an activity
contextualising the story on unity within the global Islamic community today and a thinking task requiring the students to
imagine conditions for Muslims when ruled by one caliph, these two textbook elements have now been removed and replaced
by an image showing a circle of hands, with the universally applicable caption ‘United we stand, divided we fall’.

ƱΌ ƹǇ˶̑Α
Ό ā ɬ̑
 ȇ Ύˬ́˳ͫāΎƦΑā ĿćǨ̈Ό ǿȥΐȌϩ
 ā ȅ͇ǚʓ̵āζƴǇ͎Ǎͫāȅˬ͇ žǨ̶Αā Ǉ˳Ύ ͫƴǨ ˏΏ ̿ǽ̑Α


āćĢǚ˙̈ɨΏ ˬ͎ζǇćǨʶ˜̈ΏƦΑāɨ́˶Ͳȇˬ̈́ćζɼ
ˈ
˳
ʓ
ʤ
Ͳ

ɨ
́
̤ǇͲĢ

Ώ
 Ό Ώ  ĢǇˁ̤ΒǇ̑ɨΏ Ό ǨͲΑ āɨΎ ̓ζɼˈʒʶͫā
ѓ

ΈāǨˈ̶ƛ Ǉ˙͎ζǇǨʶ͛ȅˬ͇
ĿǨʓ ͇Ώ āāĕΒā ǽѓ ˶ ̑ Ǉ̈ΈǇˈʉ˳̣āǍ͵Ǎ͛
āĔǇ̤ΐā āǍ͘Ǩѓ ˏ ʓ ̒ ҙҏć ȇΉ ˅Ώ ̥

ΈāǨʶє ˜ ̒ ɬ ˈΏ ˳ ʓ ̣āΏ āĕΒāŔǇͲ
āĔǇ̤ΐā łΏ Ǩ ʶѓ ˜ ̒ ɬ ͘Ώ Ǩ ʓ ͎Ώ ā āĕΒāć
Ό Ǩѕ ͫāȅ̑ΏΑǇ̒


ΒҙҏāȽ ˳ ʓʤ˳ͫāƴ ǚ ̤Ώ ć łǇ͘
τǨ̀ǇʥͫāȈ͘Ǎͫāǽ͎
ǽͲҨҞ̵
Ό Ǎѕ ˈͲǇͲ
ѕ
ƱΌ ƹǇ˶̑Α
Ό ā ɬ̑
 ȇ Ύˬ́˳ͫāΎƦΑā ĿćǨ̈Ό ǿȥΐȌϩ
 ā ȅ͇ǚʓ̵āζƴǇ͎Ǎͫāȅˬ͇ žǨ̶Αā Ǉ˳Ύ ͫƴǨΏ ˏ̿ǽ̑Α
 ĢǇˁ̤ΒǇ̑ɨΏ Ό ǨͲΑ āɨΎ ̓ζɼˈʒʶͫā


āćĢǚ˙̈ɨΏ ˬ͎ζǇćǨʶ˜̈ΏƦΑāɨ́˶Ͳȇˬ̈́ćζɼ
ˈ
˳
ʓ
ʤ
Ͳ

ɨ
́
̤ǇͲĢ

Ώ
Ώ

Ό
ѓ

āǨˈ̶
Έ ƛ Ǉ˙͎ζǇǨʶ͛ȅˬ͇
ĿǨʓ ͇Ώ āāĕΒā ǽѓ ˶ ̑ Ǉ̈ǇˈΈ ʉ˳̣āǍ͵Ǎ͛
āĔǇ̤ΐā āǍ͘Ǩѓ ˏ ʓ ̒ ҙҏć ȇΉ ˅Ώ ̥

āǨΈ ʶє ˜ ̒ ɬ ˈΏ ˳ ʓ ̣āΏ āĕΒāŔǇͲ
āĔǇ̤ΐā łΏ Ǩ ʶѓ ˜ ̒ ɬ ͘Ώ Ǩ ʓ ͎Ώ ā āĕΒāć
Ό Ǩѕ ͫāȅ̑ΏΑǇ̒

τɷʉ͎ɨ́ʓʷ͘Ǉ˶Ͳćɼʒˬ˅ͫāƢǇͲΑāǚ́ʷ˳ͫāāǛɡʉʔ˳̒

τɷʉ͎ɨ́ʓʷ͘Ǉ˶Ͳćɼʒˬ˅ͫāƢǇͲΑāǚ́ʷ˳ͫāāǛɡʉʔ˳̒
ȴ͝ԣ ϩг ԥđ

ɬʉ˳ˬʶ˳ͫā
ƛǇ̤ĢǍˀʓ̒Ʉʉ͛
Ǉ́˳˜ʥ̈ ƴṳ̈̌āć ɼͫćĔ ɨć
ṳ̈̌āćɼˏʉˬ̥
Figure 138a: Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 108

ʚ͙̯К˜˴϶ȴ͌̈Жʦ͙К˜Αȥ̞̈Ж
Figure 138b: Islamic Education 5/I (2020), p. 108

Activity (4): What are the obstacles to the unity of the
Islamic community at the present time?
Useful to know: It was narrated that al-Muhallab ibn Abī
Ṣufra, when he was nearing death, called his seven sons and
ordered them to place their spears together and to break
them. When they could not break the spears, he recited
a poem: O my sons, face problems together and do not
be separated. When your spears are together they won’t
break, but when they are separated they will easily break.
Act this scene out in front of your fellow students and
discuss it with them.
[text next to the map] Think: What would you imagine
conditions for Muslims to be like if they were in one
country, ruled by one caliph?

396

Useful to know: It was narrated that al-Muhallab ibn Abī
Ṣufra, when he was nearing death, called his seven sons and
ordered them to place their spears together and to break
them. When they could not break the spears, he recited
a poem: O my sons, face problems together and do not
be separated. When your spears are together they won’t
break, but when they are separated they will easily break.
[below the image] United we stand, divided we fall.

Further changes in this direction are found in Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 8 and Islamic Education 5/II (2020), p. 19; Islamic Education 5/II (2019), p. 19 as
well as Islamic Education 10/I (2019), p. 4 and Islamic Education 10/I (2020), p. 4.

397

For instance in Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 11 and Islamic Education 5/I (2020), p. 11 criticism of adherents of the other Abrahamitic religions (‘people of
the scripture’, أهل الكتاب, ahl al-kitāb) in Islamic Education 10/I (2018), p. 9 was replaced by criticism of polytheists in Islamic Education 10/I (2020), p. 9.
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5.4

A MORE COMPREHENSIVE REPRESENTATION
OF WOMEN

Several textbooks revised for 2020 include additional mentions of female persons and gender-neutral phrasing. The Arabic
Language 4/II and Islamic Education 5/I reduce gender-specific phrases in the 2020 edition398 and The Arabic Language 4/II, for
instance, replaces the following images from a wedding party with images that include women without changes to the text:

Figure 139a: The Arabic Language 4/II (2019), p. 7

398

Figure 139b: The Arabic Language 4/II (2020), p. 7

The Arabic Language 4/II (2019), p. 90 changed in The Arabic Language 4/II (2020), p. 90 and Islamic Education 5/I (2019), p. 59 changed in Islamic Education 5/I
(2020), p. 59.
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5.5

CONCLUSION

This chapter is based on a comparison of 18 textbook editions
for the 2020/2021 academic year with earlier versions. The
comparison identified different types and numbers of changes
depending on subject and school year. Alongside the more
general adaptations concerning the pedagogical and didactic
aspects such as the learning objectives, the 2020 editions
exhibit various striking changes affecting their contents.
The changes vary according to subject: textbooks for Arabic
language and Islamic education were systematically altered to
include female and Christian positions. Several phrases have
been altered in textbooks for Islamic education that previously
called for a ‘full commitment’ or dedication ( افتدى, iftadā),
thus carrying at least the potential meaning of sacrificing
one’s life. The statements have thus been clarified, losing their
escalatory potential, and additionally been formulated more
inclusively regarding other religions, particularly Christianity.
After being changed they call for protection of both the
mosques and other places of worship in Jerusalem, the
verb ‘defend’ having been replaced by ‘protect’. The
Aqsa Mosque is still presented as a place of memory for
Palestinian identity; however, while in earlier versions it was
clearly associated with a global Muslim identity, the two
2020 editions for Islamic education discussed here invoke a
broader Palestinian identity that is no longer predominantly
equated with adherence to Islam. Arabic language textbooks
also increasingly refer to Christian narratives, for instance
grammatical exercises describing a merging of the sounds
of church bells with the call to prayer, or the alteration of a
chapter heading that had previously referred to a Qur‘ānic
chapter on the Prophet Noah to ‘The Ship of Mercy’ in the
2020 edition.
Further, the comparison determined omissions of the
adversary from the representation of violent incidents
as well as the revision or removal of protagonists of the
armed Palestinian resistance in several places in the
textbooks. In Arabic language textbooks, for instance,
portrayals of Dalal al-Mughrabi have partly been altered by
exchanging a photograph of her in military uniform with a
photograph of her as a civilian. In other places her name
has been replaced with the name of a different well-known
personality or deleted altogether. A 2020 textbook for
Islamic education includes a revised text which refrains
from naming protagonists from the pre-1949 Palestinian
independence movement.
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Some – but not all – RLCs in textbooks for mathematics and
the natural sciences with conflictual and escalatory potential
have been revised, replaced or removed in the 2020 versions.
In at least two cases the conflict relevance has been erased
completely. An exercise with escalatory potential referring to
a settler shooting at passing cars has been amended to refer
to a hunter, thus no longer referring to Israeli actors at all;
an exercise referring to dead and wounded worshippers at
Hebron’s Ibrahimi Mosque has been liberated of any reference
to conflict, now requesting a calculation of the number of
worshippers attending the mosque on different days of the
week; and an exercise seeking to calculate the number of
Palestinian shuhadā’ has been replaced with a mathematical
problem asking for a calculation of confiscated land.
A chapter in a textbook for Islamic education that is discussed
in detail in Chapter 3 of this Report with regard to its antiSemitic references has been changed in several aspects in the
2020 edition. Here, the story of the deceitful Jewish woman
who tried to poison the Prophet Muhammad has been
deleted and replaced by a story about a murder attempt by
‘hypocrites’, or false Muslims. The focus on Jewish attempts
to assassinate the Prophet Muhammad has been reduced
by removing one of the two examples previously given.
Rather, the 2020 edition reports of murderous attempts by
different adversaries. In other references in exercises and in
the following chapter, the focus on Jews has been removed
either without replacement or substituted by ‘the Zionist
occupation’. The number of anti-Semitic references has been
reduced as a result of these changes; however, the questions
at the end of the chapter still uphold the focus on Jews as the
primary adversaries who attempted to kill the Prophet.
The comparison of the 2020 editions with earlier textbooks
from this generation (published between 2017 and 2019)
demonstrate the tentative will and efforts to respond to
external criticism and to undertake revisions. Particularly
significant in this respect is the defusing of potentially
escalatory elements as well as the revisions – in places – of
portrayals of Israeli and Palestinian violence. The results of the
comparison of the different editions document a willingness
to revise the textbooks while at the same time remaining
within the Palestinian master narrative.
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EXCURSUS II: PALESTINIAN TEXTBOOKS
AMENDED BY ISRAELI AUTHORITIES

The ‘Education Sector Strategic Plan’ for 2017–2020 issued
by the Palestinian Ministry of Education identifies as one
of the challenges facing the Palestinian education sector in
East Jerusalem that multiple authorities have jurisdiction
over its curricula and textbooks.399 According to an Israeli
parliamentary document titled ‘The East Jerusalem Education
System: Classrooms and Curricula’, textbooks used in East
Jerusalem schools are under the jurisdiction of the Israeli
Jerusalem Municipality and thus viewed by a supervision
committee, which amends the textbooks and removes content
it considers an incitement against Israel and the Jews. The
textbooks are then reprinted by the Israeli authorities and
sold to students for 6–8 ILS depending on the school year for
which the textbooks are designed.400

In the Position Paper published by the Palestinian MoE in
March 2020, the Ministry takes a firm stand on changes
made to the curriculum and disseminated in East Jerusalem,
describing the process as a form of ‘enforcing an Israeli
perspective in East Jerusalem’. The Palestinian MoE states
that such alterations ‘infringe on the Palestinian right to selfdetermination’ and deny the Palestinian right ‘to produce
educational material that expresses [the Palestinian] national
identity and [Palestinian] history’; furthermore, the MoE cites
Article 10 of the International Covenant on Civil Political and
Cultural Rights (ICCPR) and Article 15 of the International
Covenant on Economic and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) to support
the rights of Palestinians to assert their freedom of expression
and participation in cultural life.402

In her publications on textbooks for East Jerusalem, which
are based on a sample of 12 history textbooks, Samira Alayan
considers this process of changing the content of textbooks
to be censorship that reflects how ‘the education system
in East Jerusalem has become a battle field [sic] for the
two conflicting powers, the Palestinian Authority and the
Israeli government, to try and implement their authority’.401
Moreover, both Alayan and the Palestinian MoE maintain
that the aim behind changing the content is to influence the
knowledge, values, ideologies and identities the MoE seeks to
convey to Palestinian students.

399
400

State of Palestine Ministry of Education and Higher Education: ‘Education Sector Strategic Plan 2017-2022’, p. 27, 52, 53, 54 and 137, especially p. 53 and 137.
Knesset Research and Information Centre: ‘ כיתות לימוד ותוכניות לימודים:ירושלים- 'מערכת החינוך במזרח,[ יובל וורגןThe East Jerusalem Education System:
Classrooms and Curricula], 10 May 2010, https://fs.knesset.gov.il/globaldocs/MMM/bf5b6b58-e9f7-e411-80c8-00155d010977/2_bf5b6b58-e9f7-e411-80c800155d010977_11_9430.pdf, accessed 31 October 2020.

401

Alayan: ‘White Pages: Israeli Censorship of Palestinian Textbooks in East Jerusalem’, p. 512. See also Alayan: Education in East Jerusalem.

402

State of Palestine Ministry of Education: ‘Position Paper II: Ongoing Incitement against the Palestinian Curricula’, p. 7.
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6.1

OVERVIEW OF AMENDMENTS

Textbooks for use in schools in East Jerusalem are amended
by Israeli authorities. A comparison of textbooks issued by
the Palestinian MoE and those used in East Jerusalem, which
have been amended by Israeli authorities, revealed clear
differences between the two. These amendments include not
only changes to the cover and the symbols of the MoE but
also to content. As Alayan concludes in her analysis of East
Jerusalem textbooks that were published in 2004/05, ‘three
main censorship categories emerged: “erasing symbols,”
“leaving out segments,” and “deleting the content of whole
pages.”’403
The textbooks however, do not explicitly reference the fact
that they have been changed nor who is responsible for the
changes. The original authors’ names are still listed, as are
the same members in the supervision committees; as a result
these amended textbooks attribute content to authors who
have not produced it. While the images and title on the covers
of the textbooks are unchanged, the amended textbooks
can only be recognised by the removal of certain symbols
from the covers, such as the Palestinian Authority Ministry of
Education’s symbol, the Palestinian Curriculum Development
Center’s logo and the stamp of the publishing house from the
back cover.
Changes to the textbooks are not unique to one textbook
or subject but take place across all subjects and years, with
the exception of years 11 and 12.404 The changes can only be
recognised when comparing the original textbooks, issued
by the Palestinian MoE, with the corresponding versions
amended by Israeli authorities.

403
404

For this Report, seven original textbooks and the following
amended versions were compared:
1. Social Studies 6/II (2019)
2. Social Studies 9/I (2018)
3. The Arabic Language 7/II (2019)
4. Palestine’s Geography and its Modern
and Contemporary History 10/I (2018)
5. Islamic Education 9/I, (2019)
6. Mathematics 2/I (2018)
7. Science and Life 8/I, (2018)
There are differences between the textbooks’ covers,
particularly the back cover, and paratexts, such as the imprint.
For example, the original version of the textbook Social
Studies 6/II, 2019, produced by the Palestinian MoE, includes
certain symbols such as the Palestinian flag, the Palestinian
Kūfīa ()كوفية, the national emblem of the Palestinian National
Authority and the emblems of the Ministry of Education
and the Curriculum Development Center, the stamp of
the publishing house, and the names of the authors and
those who participated in the supervision and preparation
committees.405
The amended textbook does not include any of these symbols,
but maintains the same list of authors and the names of
members of the supervision and preparation committees.

Alayan: ‘White Pages: Israeli Censorship of Palestinian Textbooks’, p. 512. For further details see Alayan: Education in East Jerusalem, p. 53–59.
Alayan explains that these changes occur from years 1 to 10 and not in years 11 and 12 as students in those years must prepare for the Palestinian ‘unified
national final school exams (Tawjihi)’. Alayan: Education in East Jerusalem, p. 14.

405

See also Alayan: Education in East Jerusalem, p. 53–59.
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6.1 OVERVIEW OF AMENDMENTS

Figure 140a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019), cover

Figure 140b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities,
Social Studies 6/II (2019), cover

Figure 141a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019),
front page

Figure 141b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities,
Social Studies 6/II (2019), front page
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Figure 142a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019),
imprint page

Figure 142b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities,
Social Studies 6/II (2019), imprint page

Figure 143a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019),
back cover

Figure 143b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities,
Social Studies 6/II (2019), back cover

6.2 AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXTBOOKS STUDIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT

6.2

AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXTBOOKS
STUDIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT

The content changed mainly relates to the policies of
occupation towards Palestinians and the colonial history
in the region in general. As a result, content that discusses
the Israeli/Zionist occupation and its impact on different
Palestinian communities across the territories of the
West Bank, Gaza Strip and the State of Israel is diluted or
neutralised, especially that which discusses policies against
the Bedouin community, which is of Palestinian origin. When

discussing the Bedouin lifestyle, the textbook published by
the MoE includes a practical activity to research and discuss
the violations committed by Israel, which is referred to as
‘the Zionist occupation’, against the Palestinian Bedouin
community.406 In the textbook amended by the Israeli
authorities this activity has been removed.407 It is replaced
with a paragraph that focuses on the Bedouins as Arabs who
travelled through the Arabian Peninsula, which is followed by
two questions about the demographic spread of the Bedouins
and who can be called a Bedouin. The changed sentence
states: ‘And in our countries (Palestine and Israel together),
Bedouins live in the Negev, in the Aghwar region and Galilee.
The largest Bedouin city is the city of Rahat in the Israeli
Negev region.’

Figure 144a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019), p. 27

Figure 144b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 6/II

SOCIAL STUDIES
A comparison of both versions of the textbook Social Studies
6/II and 9/I, revealed all three processes: erasing content,
adding content and replacing content.

(2019), p. 27

406
407

MoE Textbook, Social Studies 6/II (2019), p. 27.
Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 6/II (2019), p. 27:  وأكرب مدينة بدويّة هي مدينة رهط يف،ويف بالدنا (فلسطني وإرسائيل م ًعا) يعيش البدو يف ال ّنقب واألغوار والجليل

.يل
ّ ال ّنقب اإلرسائي
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Modifications are not confined to content related to Israel
and Palestine, but also to post-colonial discourse or critical
thinking on colonialism that may associate the colonial past
in the Arab world with the current occupation of Palestinian
territories.
Social Studies 9/I includes two units on the history of
colonialism and resistance in the Arab world: Unit 1: ‘Colonial
Policy in the Arab World’ ( )السياسة االستعامرية يف الوطن العريبand
Unit 2: ‘Resistance and Liberation in the Arab World’
()املقاومة والتح ّرر يف الوطن العريب. Both units have undergone several
changes in the version amended by the Israeli authorities.
Some of these changes involve modifications to content
while in other cases complete chapters have been changed.
These changes include a map of the Arab world that has
been replaced by a map of Israel showing the demarcation
of the green line408 and the reduction of a text that discusses
the League of Arab States and its support of the Palestinian
cause to simply a definition of the organisation and its main
principles.409
An example of a complete change of a chapter is the removal
of Chapter 2 ‘The Economic Colonial Policy in the Arab World’
()السياسة االستعامرية االقتصادية يف الوطن العريبI410 and its replacement
with ‘The Values of Civil Society’ ()قيم املجتمع املدينI411. The eightpage chapter in the original textbooks (p. 16–23) is part of a
unit that examines the different colonial policies implemented
in the Arab world at the beginning of the twentieth century.
It describes economic colonial policies in the Arab world and
discusses the features of these policies and reactions to them.
It also associates those economic policies with the ‘Zionist

occupation’s’ practices and policies towards the Palestinian
economy. This chapter is substituted in the amended
textbook by a new seven-page chapter titled ‘The Values of
Civil Society’ (( )قيم املجتمع املدينp. 15–22), which discusses civil
society and its role in representing and advocating the civil
needs of citizens.
This new chapter defines civil society by providing a general
definition and the World Bank’s definition. It lists human
dignity, belonging to the homeland and pluralism as the
main pillars of civil society. The emphasis on pluralism and its
manifestation in Jerusalem is illustrated by information about
the establishment of the ‘Hand in Hand’ school ()مدرسة يدًا بيد
in Jerusalem in 1998. The text describes the school as a
binational school that accommodates Jewish, Christian and
Muslim students and has a mixed ‘Arab-Jewish teaching staff’
()األساتذة مزيج من العرب واليهود. When discussing the expansion and
growth of the school, the text states that in the school’s early
days it was located in the Qatamon neighbourhood in West
Jerusalem, and due to expansion later moved its headquarter
to the Pat neighbourhood, ‘south of the occupied city’.412
Taking into consideration that this chapter was written and
inserted into the textbook by the Israeli authorities reflects
the acknowledgement of the occupation and the occupied
status of East Jerusalem on their part. It is notable that this
is not a revised text from an MoE-textbook but one newly
written for use in schools of East-Jerusalem. A noticeable
difference is that the textbooks amended for East-Jerusalem
schools do not – in contrast to the MoE-originals –
problematise the living conditions in Jerusalem.
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MoE Textbook, Social Studies 9/1 (2017), p. 10–13 and textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 9/1 (2018), p. 10–12.

409

MoE Textbook, Social Studies 9/I (2017), p. 6 and textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 9/I (2018), p. 6.

410

MoE Textbook, Social Studies 9/I (2017), p. 16.

411

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 9/I (2018), p. 15.

412

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 9/I (2018), p. 21: .يب املدينة املحتلّة
ّ جنو
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ƛǇ̵ĢΒāćζɼʉΎ ˈʉʒΎ ˅ͫāǨʉ͈ćζɼʉΎ ˈʉʒΎ ˅ͫāɷ̒āćǨ̓ĢĔǇˀͲɬ͇ȇʉ˙˶ʓͫāćζȉʥʒˬͫρɼʉΎ ͎Ǉʷ˜ʓ̵ҙҏāǇ́̒Ǉʔˈ̑ɷʉ̣Ǎ̒ćζǽ̑Ǩˈͫā
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ɷʉˬ͇ƴǨ˅ʉʶΎ ˬͫρɼʒ̵Ǉ˶˳ͫāɼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏāłǇ̵Ǉʉʶͫāɨ̵ĢćζɷͫҨҞʓ̤ҙҏρǇ́ˬʉ̈́Ǉ̵Α
āćǇ̶́Ǎʉ̣
Ύ
ɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏāɼΎ̈ĔǇˀʓ͘ҙҏāɼ̵ǇʉʶͫāƢǍ́ˏͲ
șʓ˶ʓʶ͵
 
Ό
Ύ

ɢͲԟ ̈́ΥȌКпđ

ɬ͇ ζǇ́ʥͫǇˀͫ ƴǨ˳ˈʓʶ˳ͫā łǇ͵Ǉ˜ͲΒā Ƚʉ˳̣ Ǩʉʦʶ̒ ȅˬ͇ ˬйΑňȌ̈́̈όԽԲđ ˬйΑĪȌ̺̈϶ԽԲđ ˬόȌ˴̯Џđ
й ƢǍ˙̒
ĔǇˀʓ͘Ǉ̑ƴǨ˳ˈʓʶ˳ͫāĔǇˀʓ͘āȺ̑ĢćζɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏāłǇʤʓ˶˳ͫǇ̑Ǉ́͘āǍ̵Αā ƈāǨ͈ΒāćζɼʉΎ ͫćΑҙҏāĔĢāǍ˳ͫāĢǇ˜ʓ̤āɎ̈Ǩ̈́
ζŁǍˈ ΎʷͫāłāćǨ̓ȅˬ͇Ǉ́ʓˁʒ͘ƢǇ˜̤ΒāǇ́ͫҨҞ̥ɬͲɬ˜˳̈ǽʓΎͫāɬʉ͵āǍ˙ͫāĢāǚ̿ΒāćζƴǨ̶ǇʒͲɼΎ̈ĢǇ˳ˈʓ̵ҙҏāƛćє ǚͫā
ƢϔϗϜϕƢǇ͇ɼʉΎ ͎āǨˉʤͫāłǇ͎Ǎʷ˜ͫāɼ͛Ǩ̤ƈҨҞ˅͵āǛ˶Ͳǽ̑Ǩˈͫā
Ύ ɬ̈́Ǎͫāǽ͎ɼʉΎ ʒ˶̣Αҙҏāƛćє ǚͫāɷʓ̵ĢǇͲǚ͘ćζǇ́̒āĢΎǚ˙Ͳć
Figure 145a: MoE textbook, Social Studies 9/I (2017), p. 16

١٦

ARABIC LANGUAGE
The absence of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict from the
textbook The Arabic Language 7/II amended by the Israeli
authorities is remarkable when it is compared to the
original edition. In fact, all chapters or sentences in the MoE
textbook that address the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, or show
Palestinian resistance or military events have been replaced
by other lessons addressing topics such as the environment
and young people, by sentences about tolerance and
peace, or examples that highlight respect toward others
or commonalities (such as common interests). New or
inserted passages refer to cultural, religious or historical
aspects shared by ‘Jews and Arabs’ (( )اليهود والعربreferring
to Palestinians) and examples of peaceful coexistence and
cooperative activities.

413

414
415

Figure 145b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Social Studies 9/I
(2018), p. 15

Exercises about common cultural interests and coexistence
between Israel and the Arab world have been added to the
textbook amended by the Israeli authorities for example. One
such exercise is in chapter 4 and portrays ‘The Oud Festival
in Jerusalem’ and the importance of music in establishing
good relationships between different people, since music is
separated from politics’.413
The effort to show a respectful representation of Arab cultures
and religions is apparent in the textbook amended by Israeli
authorities, as illustrated by an exercise about the observance
of Al Mawlid al-Nabawi al-Sharif (Birth of the Prophet),414 which
replaces an exercise on the commemoration of the Battle of
Karameh.415 In contrast to the story presented in The Arabic
Language 8/II, (2019) that was discussed in Chapter 3.4.2, this
announcement does not include escalatory elements.

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 43: تا ًّما عن

.السياسة وأ ّن هدف املشاركني والجمهور إرساء املحبّة والو ّد بني الشعوب

ًيُشري اإلقبال الكبري عىل املهرجان [مهرجان العود يف القدس] إىل أ ّن املوسيقى منفصلة انفصال

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 26.
MoE Textbook, The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 27.
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Another example of content being replaced comes from
unit 2 of the same textbook. A listening exercise about the
Al-Dawayima massacre, which took place in Palestine in
1948, and an article on the Palestinian cities/territories that
were occupied by the ‘Zionist occupation’ which includes
terms such as: ‘the massacres committed’, ‘displacement of
Palestinian (refugees)’, ‘the attempts to erase the identity of
these cities and villages and replace its Arabic names with
Hebrew ones’416 have been replaced entirely by a chapter
that addresses the topics of education, peace and tolerance
without mentioning any events from 1948. Changes designed
to emphasise peaceful coexistence and mutual tolerance
between Israel and ‘Arab cities’ have been made in most of
the chapters.
Other changes made throughout the Arabic language textbook
amended by the Israeli authorities involve the removal of the
name ‘Palestine’ in many instances, even those that show a
geographic or cultural aspect of Palestine, and the replacement
of references to patriotic Palestinian symbols such as the black
and white scarf known as the Kūfīa ()الكوفية, or statements that
reflect patriotic sentiments, with general topics. Much of the

Palestinian historical narrative referring to suppression and
to elements of construction of a national identity has been
removed. For instance, the sentence ‘The Kūfīa has become a
national symbol for the Palestinian people’ in a grammatical
exercise in The Arabic Language 7/II published by the MoE has
been replaced by ‘Hope has become our slogan’ in the version
amended for schools in East-Jerusalem. In a similar task the
phrases ‘c) We are a struggling people, d) Palestine is dear to
our hearts’ have been replaced by ‘c) Students are peaceful,
d) Words of respect are obligatory’.
By generally replacing references to ‘Palestinians’ or to
‘Palestinian’ cultural items, cities or neighbourhoods with
references to ‘Arabs’ who live in ‘Arab cities’, the amendments
erase any negative or positive characterisation of Palestinians
from the textbook for East-Jerusalem schools.
Such changes can be understood as an attempt to remove
aspects of the Palestinian historical narrative that refer to
suppression or distress that students may have experienced
as well as to any construction of a national identity. The
exercises below give similar examples.

з Ͳз ͝г Џđȴг μđз ęԤđʚзд ̻̇гк КЮȌ̉зЏȌΦ
Я дμȌΉг̞̈гк ΥɎ̈ԟЏđŶȌ
ɎΥкпȌΑг Ȍ˴ϩƮȔ̀

з ̈з λԽԲđ
з Τк ԤԽԲđůȴόк ԤԽԲđŵȔͲд
з όɎϩ
з ϶ɎϩŢйȥ̞г ԟ̈ЏđňęȦΤд ɢк Џг đŉȌЖҫ
ɎКȔ˴Ή
ԣ ǡՏՄ
к ǰȔ̝
д ǡȌ̀
ԣ ̺Џđ
з ԠͲ г̟й̈ЏđǰȌϺҬ
з ȴԠ̈Џđ˜г Жʔ
Юđȴ˴̇гϺȌΑԣȥ̞гг Υŵđ
г

з κԤк ՏՄк зЏŶȌ̈́зКȌϗŶȌ˴ԣΤȴг д Џđɢз ̞г ̇г ϗԤк đҭ
ǡȌ˴
Ɏй ͽз ˴̯̀гк Ͳ͌з Џđɡз ̈́к ԟ̰ͲзЏЮȌ˴й ͽз ϝг ęг ЮđȵЖк ňг ˬ˴ԟ зϩȔ͝Џđɢгз ΥȌΤҮ
з ȴԣ ЏđˬгͲϗȔΤǰȌϝ
Ȅз Ȍ˴зϩęк ԤԽԲđǡȌκ
ęк ԤԽԲđˍԠ ́г Υг ү
г
з
зǡՏՄ̈з λԽԲđ
з ňк зрđɛͲϡг ЮđȥЦȌύȴ˴όԤԽԲđňг ȌϗҰ
к ŵȌЦ

Figure 146a: MoE textbook, The Arabic Language 7/II (2018), p. 45

Thirdly: we add diacritics to the end of the following
underlined words [emphasis added]:
1) The seeds of challenge remain in the hearts of the
courageous detainees in the Zionist occupation prisons.
2) Getting rid of dirt was a huge challenge.
3) Female educators have become the makers of generations.
4) The Kūfīa has become a national symbol for the
Palestinian people.
5) Homelands remain the compass of loyal men.
6) The detainee became a witness of the occupation terror.

416

Figure 146b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, The Arabic language
7/II (2019), p. 47

Thirdly: we add diacritics to the end of the following
underlined words [emphasis added]:
1) We are still people that aspire to peace.
2) Getting rid of dirt was a huge challenge.
3) Female educators have become the makers
of generations.
4) Hope has become our slogan.
5) Homelands remain the compass of loyal men.
6) Tolerance became a way to live well.

The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 18: ، وحولوهم إىل الجئني، وطردوا أهلها، حيث احتل اليهود معظم األرايض الفلسطينية،يعاين الشعب الفلسطيني ويالت االحتالل الصهيوين وجرامئه منذ النكبة
 وسموها بأسامء عربية؛ لطمس هويتها الفلسطينية األصلية، وأسامءها الجغرافية العربية، ومحوا معاملها، ودمروا املدن الرئيسية، وهدموا أكرث من خمسمئة قرية فلسطينية،وارتكبوا بحقهم عرشات املجازر
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ˬб ˴ԟ ϡз ȴк ϩг ˬб Жг ՏՄ̈́г зΤЮȌϡȔϩȴк Жг ȌΉ˴ϩȴд ̇г г̟ЏđȄг Ȍκˬз ˴г зΥоԽԲđзˍг ̝д Џđ˜г Жз Яǿȥг λđз ęҬ
з ǰȌз йΑȥͽк ̝д Џđŵ
з όȌΤ
ǰՏՄ

 

Ŷđ
Я ňęȴ̯к Жг Ŷđ
д ȵзΐȌ͌Џđпđ

 

ɸЯ зϩȌ͝Жд ɡЯ ̈́к гύ˜д ̞гк КƋ
ȌͽзΤ ȔͲд϶ɛͲϡг Яǿȵг Αȵϡг ˜˴̀
д ̯гк ͲзϩĪ
Figure 147a: MoE textbook, The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 8

2) a Grammatical task [emphasis added]:
a- Female winners are happy.
b- The two soldiers are brave.
c- We are a struggling people.
d- Palestine is dear to our hearts.

Figure 147b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, The Arabic Language
7/II (2019), p. 10

2) a Grammatical task [emphasis added]:
a- Tolerance is the key to peace.
b- Peace is a goal.
c- Students are peaceful.
d- Words of respect are obligatory.

The exercise below is an ambivalent example of such changes:
the wording in the version by the MoE, ‘Palestinian coastal
cities’, asserts a Palestinian identity for these areas and its
cities and has been replaced with ‘Arab and Jewish cities in
Israel’ in the textbook amended by Israeli authorities. On
one hand this correctly states that these cities are located

within the borders of the state of Israel, but on the other
hand by replacing ‘Palestinian’ with the linguistic and ethnic
adjective ‘Arab’ conjoined with the ethnic and religious
marker ‘Jewish’ gives the impression that there is no place
for Palestinian identities in Israeli cities or the textbooks that
reflect them.

ȴд ˴̇̈́к ԟ̈Џđ
з ˜ȇк ȇϡг ˍԠ ȇ ͙з Αг ԽԲˬб ȇ όг ňг ȥк Жг ˍԣ Ϻд ˬз ȇ ̇гͲϝг Īд ȥг ȇ ϡг ęг ҇Ɲзг ňđȥȇȇЖг ŢȴȇȇΑȥЖд Ȍͽȇȇ̯дг ͌Кк Ԥđňд Ȕԟ ȇ ̺г ̈г Кг
зр ȥȇ ΑȴдКęг ҇ɡȇ
б ȇзЏȌϝˬз ˳г з ԣ̈ȇ ό
ǰՏՄȇ
г ȇϡк ԽԲđд
з ȇόˬб ˴ԟ ͽз ˴̀ȇȇ̯гк Ͳзϩǰдб ȥȇЖд ɛȇȇЏзрđŶՏՄȇ
з ȇλк ȴԣ Џđ˔з ȇόз Ȕк Жг Ɏȇȇϩˬб ˴ԟ ȇόз ňг ȥк Жг ŶՏՄȇ
б ȇλзк ň˜ȇк ȇϡг
к
г ȇзЏī˜ȇк ȇϡг ЮȌȇКՏՄкϡзрđɡȇ
ɛȇȇЏзрđʸȇ
ȇ
̈
͝
К
҇
г
д д ˬб ˴ԟ Ͳз λȌȇ
Ȍͽȇȇόзз ňđȥЖг ˬз ȇ̇г Ͳг ϝг
Figure 148a: MoE textbook, The Arabic Language 7/II (2019), p. 60

Figure 148b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities, The Arabic Language
7/II (2019), p. 61

Writing:
We imagine ourselves school principals, and we have at
least 600 students in each school. We want to advertise
school trips to Palestinian coastal cities; we write an
advertisement about it, etc.

Writing:
We imagine ourselves school principals, and we have at
least 600 students in each school. We want to advertise
school trips to Arabic and Jewish cities in Israel, we write
an advertisement about it, etc.
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HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
The MoE edition of Palestine’s Geography and its Modern
and Contemporary History 10/I, is 121 pages long and
includes three units of five chapters each. However, the
textbook disseminated in East Jerusalem as amended by
Israeli authorities only includes two units, with five chapters
in the first unit and three chapters in the second, resulting

in a textbook of eight chapters and 81 pages. The eight
remaining chapters discuss the land of Palestine and
Palestine at the end of the Ottoman rule. The seven chapters
(40 pages) that have been removed discuss Palestine at
the beginning of the twentieth century, which includes
Jewish immigration and the British mandate over Palestine
that continued until the United Nations Partition Plan for
Palestine in 1947.
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Ό ǚͫā

ϔϕ
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Ό ǚͫā
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ϙϚ
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Ό ǚͫā

Ϛϛ
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Ό ǚͫā

ϛϕ
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Ό ǚͫā
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ƛćΎ Α ҙҏāťĢѓ
Ό ǚͫā

ϔϓϖ
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Ό ǚͫā
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ȉͫǇΎʔͫāťĢѓ
Ό ǚͫā

ϔϔϕ



 ƢϔϜϖϜϔϜϖϙ ĿǨƼƼƼʒ˜ͫāɼʉ˶ʉ˅ƼƼƼʶˬˏ ͫāƴĢǍʔͫā

Ƚ̑āǨΎ ͫāťĢѓ
Ό ǚͫā

ϔϔϛ



ƢϔϜϗϚƢǇƼƼƼ͇ ϔϛϔ ɨƼƼƼ͘Ģɬʉ˅ƼƼƼʶˬ͎ ɨʉƼƼƼʶ˙̒ĢāǨ͘

 ťĢѓ
ȫͲǇʦͫā
Ό ǚͫā

ϔϓϚ

Figure 149a: MoE textbook, Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/I (2018), table of contents
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Figure 149b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities, Palestine’s Geography
and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), table of contents

6.2 AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXTBOOKS STUDIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT

The textbook amended by Israeli authorities also changes
references to Palestine in geographical texts so that they
mention both Israel and Palestine. This change occurs whenever
there is a reference to a map, city, region, etc. with no clear
definition of which part is Israel and which part is Palestine.

In the excerpts below, the example from the MoE textbook
displays an activity requiring students to locate Palestine on a
world map. In the first and second assignments of the activity,
‘Palestine’ is changed to ‘Israel and Palestine’ in the textbook
amended by Israeli authorities.

˔Џг Ȍ̈́ͲЏˬ̯̇ͽЏȌΤ˜˴̯̀гͲ͌з ЏɎϩđȴ̝ͅЏđʞ϶ȔЏđ
й
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ɼʉͫǇ˳ʷͫāɼ

ʉʒ˅˙ͫāƴǨ

̇āǚͫā

Ŧ
ƦǇ̈́ǨʶͫāĢāǚͲ
ŦΏ ϕϖφϘ

 ƹāǍʓ̵ҙҏāȺ̥ šĪȌΉЏđʚ˴̞Џđ
ķǚʤͫāĢāǚͲ
œΏ ϕϖφϘ 

ͫā

ʒ˅˙ͫāƴǨ̇āǚ

ɼʉ̑Ǎ˶ʤͫāɼʉ

ɨͫǇˈˬͫɼʒʶ˶ͫǇ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬ ͎ Ƚ͘ǍͲ

ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ Ǉ́ʉ͎Ƚ˙̒ǽʓΎͫāƴĢǇ˙ͫāĔǚʥ͵ u
ɬʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫłāĢǇ˙ͫāŁǨ͘Αāǽ˳Ύ ʶ͵ u
ṳ̈̌āćƦΐΊ āǽ͎łāĢǇ˙ͫāɬʉ̑Ǉ̈ѐ Ǩʥ̑ćǇ̈ѐ Ǩ̑āǨʶ̣Ǉ́ˬˈ
̣ǽ͎āǨˉ
ʤͫāɬʉ˅ʶ
ˬ͎ ȽΌ ͘ǍͲɡѕˬˈ͵ u

Ό
Έ
Figure 150a: MoE textbook, Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 5

• Determine the continent where Palestine is located.
• Name the closest continents to Palestine.
• Explain Palestine’s geographical location that has
made it an onshore and offshore bridge between the
continents. [emphasis added]

Figure 150b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities, Palestine’s
Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 5

• Determine the continent where Israel and Palestine are
located.
• Name the closest continents to Israel and Palestine.
• Explain Palestine’s geographical location that has
made it an onshore and offshore bridge between the
continents. [emphasis added]
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The map below shows an activity from page 8 of the MoE textbook that discusses the borders of Palestine and its neighbouring
countries. This is presented on page 6 in the textbook amended by Israeli authorities with a different map and caption. The
map from the amended textbook illustrates the territories with the demarcated green line and a caption that reads: ‘Israel and
Palestine and their neighbouring countries’.

ƈāǨˈ
ͫā

˜˴̯̀гͲзϩĪęȥλ

ȅˬ͇ćζɼʉ̇Ǉ˶̓łǇ͇Ǎ˳ʤͲǽ͎ŷģΎ Ǎʓ͵ ϗ ŴǇʷ͵
ǽ̒ΑǇ̈Ǉ˳̑ƢǍ˙͵ƢǇʷͫāĔҨҞ̑ɼ˅̈Ǩ̥
ɼʉΎ ̇Ǉ˳ͫā łǇʥ˅ѓ ʶ ˳Ό ͫāć ƛćє ǚͫā ƹǇ˳̵Αā Ǩ͛Ǜ͵ u
Ƚ̑ĢΑҙҏāłǇ́ʤͫāɬͲɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎є ǚʥΌ ̒ǽʓΎͫā
ɬʉ˅ʶˬˏ ͫҙҏΈ Ǎ̈́ɡ͘ΑҙҏāćƛǍ̈́ΑҙҏāĔćǚʥͫāĔΌ ǚѕ ʥΌ ͵ u

ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎Ĕćṳ̈̌ɬ͇ɷʉͫΒ
āǇ˶ˬ̿Ǎ̒ǇͲ
ŰǨˈ͵
Ύ
Ό u

ͫā

ɼ̈ĔǍˈʶ

ɨ͛

˜˴̯̀гͲзϩĪęȥλˬ̀Αȴμ

Figure 151a: MoE textbook, Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and

Figure 151b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities, Palestine’s

Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 8

Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 6

Similarly, the caption ‘The plains of Palestine’417 in the MoE textbook is changed to ‘The plains of Israel and Palestine’418 in the
 ˉ̿ ɬͲ ɨ͈ǨΎ ͫā ȅˬ͇ ζǇ́ʶ̈ĢǇˁ̒ ŷǍΎ ˶ʓ̑ ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ģǇʓ˳̒
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authorities. The recurring change to texts accompanying maps (captions, headings, legends,
ĢǇ́͵Αҙҏāćζɼ̈ĔćΑҙҏāɬͲāĔΈ ǚ͇ćζĢāǍ͈ΑҙҏāćζŁǇˁ́ͫāćζɼʉΎ ˬʒʤͫā
explanatory
texts
and
exercises)
is
of particular interest because it depicts Israel and Palestine on an equal footing, both
ɼʉΎ ˬʒʤͫāłǇˈˏ̒Ǩ˳ͫāćζŁǨˉͫāǽ͎ǽˬ̤Ǉ
ѓ ŁǍ˶ʤͫāȅͫΒā ƛǇ˳ ѓʷͫāɬͲǽͫǍ̈́ɡ˜ʷ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ȫ̈ĢǇˁ̒ǚΎ ʓ˳̒
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comparable
states.
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ˬ
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˶
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Ό
Ύ
ȅˬ͇Αāǚˈ ̈Ό ķǛͫāɎͲǨʤͫā
Ό ɡʒ̣ɼ˳ѓ ͘ǚ˶͇Ǩʥʒͫā Ț˅̵ĿǍʓʶͲΌ ƈǍ͎ĢǇʓͲΑāϔϕϓϛɬʉ̑ɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ ǽ͎ɼʉʶ̈ĢǇˁʓѓ ͫāǨ Ǉˆ˳ ͫā
ɨͫǇˈͫāǽ͎ɼ˙˅˶Ͳȶˏ̥ΑāǚˈΌ̒ǽʓͫāȈʉѕ ˳ͫāǨʥʒͫā ɼ˙˅˶Ͳǽ͎ǨʥʒͫāȚ˅̵ĿǍʓʶͲȈʥ̒
ΈāǨʓͲϗϔϙćζɬʉ˅ʶˬ͎ƛǇʒ̣

ɎͲμđй
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ԟ
ԟ
й
й ȥЏđˍΉ̯Џđę҇
й ̯ЏđˍΉ

Ό
șʓ˶ʓʶ͵ɨΎ ̓ζɬʉʓʉ̒ΐ ҙҏāɬʉ̒ĢǍ ˀͫā
ϕ ŴǇʷ͵
є Ȼ̤ҨҞ͵

˜˴ͽκǈȴύŵȔͽκ ňȔКȌϗˍΉόɎЏȌ̰ЏđɎͲλȌ
̯Џđ
ԟ
й
й ̯ЏđˍΉ

Figure 152a: MoE textbook, Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and
Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 13

Figure 152b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities; Palestine’s
Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 13

417

MoE Textbook, Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 13.

418

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities Palestine’s Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History 10/I (2018), p. 13.
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6.2 AMENDMENTS TO THE TEXTBOOKS STUDIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT

Here, a paragraph summarizing a Qur‘ānic verse on the
‘declaration of war on infidels’, the latter defined in the
subsequent phrase as ‘those who fight the religion of God
Almighty’, was deleted in the textbook amended by Israeli
authorities:

ISLAMIC EDUCATION
Omissions and changes to content also occur in Islamic
Education 9/I (2019). An entire chapter is omitted, as
illustrated in the example below: the table of contents of
the MoE textbook lists 20 chapters (a total of 106 pages).
However, the textbook amended by Israeli authorities lists
only 19 chapters (a total of 98 pages).

Ϙϛ
ϙϖ
ϙϚ

(Ƽ Ϛ) ǨʒʉΏ ̥ ƴćǩ͈
(Ƽ Ϛ) ƹǇˁ˙ͫā ƴǨ˳Ώ ͇Ό

I ȇͫǇ̈́ ǽ̑Αā ɬ̑ Ǩˏˈ̣ ζɨˬ̵ć ɷʉˬ͇ ɷΎˬͫā ȅˬ̿ ɷΎˬͫā ƛǍ̵Ģ ɼ̑Ǉʥ̿ ɬͲ

Ǩʷ͇ ķĔǇʥͫā ťĢΎǚͫā
Ǩʷ͇ ǽ͵ǇΎʔͫā ťĢΎǚͫā
Ǩʷ͇ ȉͫǇΎʔͫā ťĢΎǚͫā

Figure 153a: MoE textbook, Islamic Education 9/I (2019), table of contents

ȇ̈Ǜ́ΎʓͫāćǨ˜ˏͫāƴṳ̈̌ć ǽͲҨҞ̵ Βҙҏāɷ˙ˏͫāƴṳ̈̌ć ɼ̈ǍʒΎ˶ͫāƴǨʉʶͫā
Ύ ƴṳ̈̌ć

The chapter omitted is number 11, ‘The Battle of Khaybar
(7AH)’, a battle between the Prophet Muhammad and his new
followers on one side and Jewish tribes on the other, which
can be found on pages 58 to 62 of the MoE version.

Figure 153b: Textbook amended by the Israeli authorities, Islamic Education
9/I (2019), table of contents

The textbooks amended by Israeli authorities also omit
material from individual chapters, such as the example on
page 13 of chapter 2 of the textbook Islamic Education 9/I.
Passages on jihād and ‘The wisdom behind fighting the
infidels’ in the MoE textbook have been partially deleted
from the textbook amended by Israeli authorities.

419

420

- Declaration of war on infidels: these lack both
commitment and treaty; they fight against the religion of
Almighty God, forbidding people from embracing it. So
God commanded the believers to declare jihād against
them until they are conquered, weakened and defeated.419

The following list of rules, however, is present in both the
original and the amended version of the textbook: ɨ́ ʓ ˳̈ǩć
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ṳ̈̌Α
ā
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ˬ
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̈
ҨҞ͎ɨāǨ̵
ҙ
ҏ
Ό


 ˏ̵ȅͫΒ
 ǨͲΌ ΑǇ̈Ǉ˳Ύ ͵ΒāζťǇΎ˶ͫāɡ ʓΏ ͘ ćƹ ǇͲѕǚͫāɑΏ
єǚˀΌ ̈ ć ɬʉ˳ˬʶ
˳Ό ͫāɡΌ ̒Ǉ˙̈Ό ɬͲ ƛǇʓ˙̑

 āΈǇʷ˅ѕ ˈ ʓ ͲΌ ȫʉͫ
 ƢΌ ҨҞ̵ ΒҙҏǇ͎
ɷ Ύˬͫā ɬ̈Ĕɬ͇
Figure 154: MoE textbook, Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 13 and
textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 13 420

- Almighty God advises Muslims, once they have achieved
victory over their enemy, to capture them and treat them
well, not killing any of them. Islam considers the care of
prisoners as comparable to the care of orphans. Islam is
not thirsty for bloodshed and killing; rather, it ordered
[people] to fight against those who fight Muslims and
who discourage God‘s religion.

MoE textbook, Islamic Education 9/I (2019), p. 13–14:  فأمر اللّه املؤمنني، والذين يُحاربون دين الله تعاىل ومينعون الناس من الدّخول فيه،إعالن الحرب عىل الكفّار الذين ال عهد لهم وال ذ ّمة

.بجهادهم والغلظة عليهم حتّى قهرهم وإضعافهم وهزميتهم
The text is identical in both textbooks.
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MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES
Mathematics and natural sciences textbooks have undergone
similar changes to those for other subjects. In an exercise in
Mathematics 2/I, Haifa, listed as a Palestinian city, has been
replaced with Hebron in the textbook amended by the Israeli
authorities.421 Otherwise, the exercise remains unchanged.
Similar replacements occur in other books in respect to cities
that were historically Palestinian but are currently Israeli cities.
In the textbook Science and Life 8/I, five real-life connections
(out of eight in this textbook) that address the IsraeliPalestinian conflict are replaced with other examples in
the textbook amended by the Israeli authorities. The five
references that have been replaced attributed aggression to
Israel and mentioned the separation barrier.
The example below shows an activity from the MoE textbook.
The activity discusses the diffusion of gases in the context of
a story about school pupils. The authored text explains that
they were affected by the tear gas thrown by the ‘Zionist
occupying army’ against ‘a peaceful demonstration’ in a village
where people were protesting against the ‘annexation and
expansion wall’ that has ‘swallowed’ most of the land in the
villages (this excerpt is examined in more detail in Chapter 4).
The introductory text is followed by two questions about the
diffusion of gases and two other questions about the danger
of tear gas and the safety precautions to be taken to mitigate
its effects.422 In the textbook amended by Israeli authorities,
the exercise is introduced by a few sentences about fires in
the summer and how the smoke can spread. The questions
ask about the spread of smoke and the danger it poses to
humans and the environment with no reference to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. The image is captioned: ‘Palestinian,
European, and Israeli firefighters in a joint training session’.423
There are two key aspects to these changes: they remove the
image and references to Palestinian and Israeli violence from
the exercise. In this case a passage with didiactic escalation
potential (see Chapter 4 for explanation) has been removed.
The passage is then replaced by an idealised depiction of
coexistence that masks existing tensions.

421

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Mathematics 2/I (2018) p. 40.

422

MoE textbook, Mathematics 2/I (2018), p. 15.

423

Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Mathematics 2/I (2018), p. 15.
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ňȌ̰̈КԽԲđ Ү ƮȌ̰К
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Figure 155a: MoE textbook, Science and Life 8/I (2018), p. 15

Activity (4) The Diffusion
The students of the Bil‘in secondary school in Ramallah
and al-Bireh Governorate have been affected by the
tear gas used by the Zionist occupying army during a
peaceful demonstration in the village. The demonstration
was against the annexation and expansion wall that
swallowed most of the agricultural lands in the village
and in neighbouring villages.
1. The smell of the tear gas fired by the occupying army
can be identified from a distance. Explain this.
2. Give examples of other substances that spread by
diffusion?
3. What is the effect of this gas on people’s health and on
the environment?
4. What are the safety procedures to be followed when
exposed to tear gas attacks by the occupying army? […]

6.3 CONCLUSION

6.3

CONCLUSION

As Israel has annexed East Jerusalem and controls the
education sector in this part of the city, Israeli authorities
approve and amend textbooks for use in East-Jerusalem
schools. As the comparison has shown, these textbooks
do not contain any reference to the amendments by Israeli
authorities nor to the authors of the changed texts. In fact,
in spite of the significant amount of material changed in
these textbooks, the only immediate indication of differences
between the textbooks published by the Palestinian MoE
and the textbooks changed by the Israeli authorities are
the removal of certain symbols from the covers, such as the
Palestinian Ministry of Education’s symbol, the Palestinian
flag and the Palestinian Curriculum Development Center’s
symbol from the front cover and the stamp of the publishing
house from the back cover. The curriculum centre logo is
also deleted from the imprint page. The original authors are
still listed.
Figure 155b: Textbook amended by Israeli authorities, Science and Life 8/I
(2018), p. 15

Activity (4) The Diffusion
Every year at the beginning of summer, the incidence of
fires increases significantly as it coincides with the holiday
season on the one hand and with high temperatures
on the other. During this period many suffocate due to
smoke from the fires.
[Image] Palestinian, European and Israeli firefighters in a
joint training session
1. The smell of the smoke resulting from the fire can be
identified from a distance. Explain this.
2. What is the effect of this smoke on people’s health and
on the environment?
3. What are the safety procedures to be followed when
exposed to fire and gas emissions?
4. Give examples of other substances that spread by
diffusion?
5. Why should fires be avoided and why should the
younger generation be educated in this regard? […]
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The changes predominantly concern content that refers to
conflict and occupation. This happens on two levels: the first
is the removal of depictions of violence by Palestinians or
Israelis, particularly the excising of passages with didactic or
linguistic escalatory potential. Furthermore, Israel is charted
in maps and symbolic maps of All-Palestine are removed. The
second level is an idealisation of the coexistence of Israelis
and Palestinians in the amended passages, with no mention of
existing tensions. Concrete examples of peaceful cooperation
and mutual support are depicted, such as a joint training of
firefighters in a natural sciences textbook.
References to Palestinian identity or national symbols are
removed, as are passages detailing cultural commemorations
and remembrance. The removal of entire chapters on
regional and Palestinian history fundamentally changes the
national narrative. This is congruent with Alayan’s analysis of
amendments to the previous textbook generation, published
in 2004/2005, in which she concludes that the Israeli
authorities’ interference in the content of textbooks is the
employment of ‘a policy of power that introduces and centres
the Israeli-dominant narrative even if by omission’.424

Alayan: ‘White Pages: Israeli Censorship of Palestinian Textbooks’.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

This Report, which has been funded by the European
Union, presents the results of an analysis of a sample of 156
textbooks and 16 teacher guides for year 1–12 in the main
subjects taught in Palestinian schools providing a general
education, in the versions published between 2017 and 2019.
This includes textbooks for the subjects: Arabic language,
social studies and social upbringing, history and geography,
religious education, mathematics and natural sciences as
well as life sciences – both printed and online versions (PDF)
– released by the Palestinian Ministry of Education (MoE)
between 2017 and 2019, for use in schools in the Palestinian
Territories.

promote political participation in the context of citizenship
education. These topics are mainly addressed in social studies
and history textbooks, but are also raised in textbooks for
Arabic language and mathematics.

The Report further includes seven Palestinian textbooks that
were amended by Israeli authorities for use in schools in East
Jerusalem. These were compared with the MoE originals in
order to identify modifications. The results of the textbook
analysis are summarised below.

Social studies, mathematics and Arabic language textbooks
engage with regional and global environmental issues, such
as pollution and climate change. The textbooks analysed
provide, in all subject areas, images of society that encompass
respectful representations of different social, cultural and
religious groups including diversity of skin colour, gender and
physical ability. They emphasise the primary objective of equal
access to facilities and services and equal opportunities for
participation in public life. The textbooks especially address
gender equality by portraying male and female protagonists
side by side and in different societal contexts. These
representations neither dissolve binary notions of gender nor
do they address diverse sexual orientations.

Once the initial Report had been completed, a further sample
of 18 textbooks across a range of subjects, newly released
in 2020 (some of which were already available online) were
examined and compared with the previous editions to
establish what revisions had been made. The key findings of
this additional analysis are presented in a separate section at
the end of this conclusion.

The textbooks emphasise cultural, social and religious values
that support various forms of coexistence. In particular, the
textbooks for Christian and Islamic education encourage
a dialogical and comparative approach to teaching about
religions. Religious coexistence between Christians and
Muslims is the dominant form presented in the textbooks;
other religions are rarely addressed.

COMPLIANCE WITH THE PRINCIPLES
OF GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION (GCE)

Yet when the topics of political participation, coexistence
and tolerance are raised, no link is established to the
current conflict. The framework of reference for political
participation and human rights in Palestinian textbooks is
that of the Palestinian nation and the aspiration to Palestinian
statehood. It is notable that the objective of ‘postnational’ or
‘cosmopolitan’ citizenship as suggested in more recent critical
Global Citizenship Education literature is not to be found in
the textbooks.

The textbooks for the different subjects analysed for this
Report extensively address central issues of global citizenship
education. In numerous instances the textbooks call for
tolerance, mercy, forgiveness and justice and encourage
students to help others, fight corruption and respect human
values. They do not apply these notions to Israel and the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
By addressing political concepts such as the functioning
of state-run institutions, elections and other democratic
practices, the textbooks convey the concept of civil rights and
the relationship between citizens and the state, including the
right of citizens to be protected by the latter and their own
obligation to comply with law and order. They also confirm
pluralism as a feature of the Palestinian political system and
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Textbooks for the different subjects explore the causes and
consequences of conflict between individuals in ways that
promote respectful attitudes and develop skills for conflict
prevention and the resolution of disagreements. Humanity’s
responsibility to address the environmental crisis, including
reference to the impact of violent conflict on the climate,
is also emphasised in many passages and images across all
subjects and levels.
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INCREASED AWARENESS OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Human rights are explicitly discussed in textbooks for subjects
as diverse as Arabic language, social studies, history and
geography, mathematics, and Christian and Islamic religion.
The references may consist of as little as one or two sentences
or as much as an entire chapter. These representations
increase in number in the 2018 and 2019 editions of the
textbooks, which contain additional passages and sentences,
as well as whole chapters on human rights.
The analysis of human rights representations in Palestinian
textbooks shows an increased focus on such rights and
reveals a process of reframing national issues within a global
political context. The textbooks affirm the importance of
human rights in general and in several places explicitly
highlight a universal notion of these rights, emphasising
their interdependence and inalienability. On the whole, the
analysed textbooks largely adhere to the UNESCO guidelines
on Human Rights Education.
Textbooks for the subjects of history, geography and social
studies refer extensively and repeatedly to international
documents on human rights while religious education
textbooks locate this theme within the context of religious
texts, arguing that Christianity and Islam provide the
fundamental pillars for an acknowledgement of human
rights within their concepts of human dignity and the
sanctity of human life. Generally, a range of human rights
are portrayed in a variety of civic, political, social and
cultural contexts across all subjects analysed. Furthermore,
group-specific rights, in particular the rights of women,
children, persons with disabilities and prisoners are also
discussed extensively. This diversity-embracing approach
implicitly indicates an increased awareness of and response
to international agreements and commitments regarding
human rights.
Although, in general, the textbooks portray a universal notion
of human rights, this is not carried through to a discussion
of the rights of Israelis. When the textbooks address human
rights violations and mention violators, the transgressions
in most cases are carried out by Israeli protagonists and
affect the rights of Palestinians. The textbooks support these
narratives by referring to international conventions.

In general, human rights serve as a framework through which
the textbooks address the Israeli-Palestinian conflict from
the perspective of human rights violations in the context of
international law.

ANTAGONISTIC NARRATIVES AND ONE-SIDED
REPRESENTATIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF CONFLICT
While the analysis identifies an increased focus on Global
Citizenship Education and human rights discourse, it also finds
antagonistic narratives and one-sided representations of the
Israeli ‘other’ in textbook portrayals of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. This primarily applies to the terminology used to refer
to the adversary.
The term ‘Israel’ occurs relatively seldom, while the term
‘(Zionist) occupation’ dominates in the books. Firstly, the term
‘Zionist occupation’ can be interpreted as referring to the effects
of Israel’s occupation policy in the occupied territories when
emphasis is placed on occupation practices. Secondly, it can
be understood as a device through which to avoid naming the
adversary or ‘other’ by name and to even question the legitimacy
of the State of Israel and its political existence as an international
legal entity. While such a representation is dominant in many
of the textbooks, a history textbook for year 10 provides a
source documenting the recognition of Israel by the PLO.
The use of the religiously informed terms jihād and shahīd in
textbooks reflects their diversity of meaning in theology. Christian
and Islamic religious education textbooks introduce the concept
of jihād, for example, as a spiritual struggle and process of selfreform, but also as engagement in combat. In such instances,
Islamic religious education textbooks explain the rules and
conditions of jihād and the laws forbidding bloodshed and the
killing of innocent people, and promoting good treatment of
prisoners. Especially when taken up in subjects other than religious
education, the combat-infused meaning of jihād tends to prevail.
Although the term is rarely connected to the current conflict,
in the few cases where such links are drawn the passages
tend to carry escalatory potential. The term shahīd is almost
exclusively used in the context of the conflict and applied to
two different groups: to individuals killed while committing
violent attacks against Israel and to victims of violence who
were themselves not actively involved.
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Maps presented in Palestinian textbooks reflect the conflict in
a highly symbolic manner. The cartographic representations
of an imagined All-Palestine, either as a political entity or
an imagined homeland, generally do not include a spatial
representation of the State of Israel or of cities founded by
Jewish immigrants. The State of Israel and cities such as Tel
Aviv are not charted on these maps. Sites or cities located
in Israel that have large Arab-Palestinian populations are
incorporated into the imagined All-Palestine, as are landscape
formations that lie within Israeli state territory. A few maps
show the borders of the West Bank and the settlements
within it, thus visualising the disconnected territorial space
administered by the Palestinian Authority.
Jews, identified explicitly as such, appear primarily in religious
education textbooks, usually as a collective. Christian
education textbooks acknowledge Jews as representatives of
a further monotheistic faith alongside Islam and Christianity,
and refrain from reproducing prejudices from the New
Testament. Islamic education textbooks address the Jews and
the Jewish religion to a lesser degree than those for Christian
education, but when they do, Jews are portrayed in the
context of early Islam. While two textbooks deal ambivalently
with the motifs of loyalty and treason in reference to Jewish
tribes of the Arabian peninsula, another textbook provides a
learning context that displays anti-Semitic motives and links
characteristics and actions attributed to Jews at the dawn of
Islam to the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

REPRESENTATIONS OF VIOLENCE
DIFFER ACCORDING TO SUBJECTS
Palestinian textbooks are produced and located within
an environment saturated with conflict, occupation and
ongoing violence, all of which are reflected in the textbooks.
Therefore, the analysis considers this context when examining
representations of violence.
Representations of the Israeli adversary are generally – with
very few exceptions – connected to depictions of structural or
physical violence. The analysis reveals significant differences
in the quality and quantity of the portrayals of violence across
the school subjects; however, the different subjects also
conceptualise and contextualise the experience and the use of
violence in profoundly different ways.
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In general, portrayals of violence perpetrated by the
Israeli protagonists present them as a homogenous entity
mostly referred to as the ‘(Zionist) occupation’ or by similar
epithets. On the rare occasions in which individual Israelis
do occur in the books, they are de-individualised as violent
representatives of a negatively connoted collective, such
as soldiers or settlers. No voice is given in the textbooks to
criticism of violence against Palestinians from within the
internal Israeli discourse.
The textbooks for Arabic language are strikingly saturated
with depictions of the conflict, in the past and the present,
often using literary stylistic techniques to portray violence
suffered or committed by Palestinians. They present pieces of
original literature (such as poems or short stories) together
with authored texts in a manner designed to evoke a sense
of identity. In comparison to other subjects, Arabic language
textbooks contain more emotionally laden depictions of
Israeli violence that tend to dehumanise the Israeli adversary,
occasionally accusing the latter of malice and deceitful
behaviour. Acts of violence committed by Palestinians
against Israel in the past are depicted in the Arabic language
textbooks as part of a heroic struggle.
Textbooks for history, geography and social studies take
a more conceptual and – in higher school years – a more
reflective approach, consistently embedding the facts within
the narrative of national resistance against Israeli occupation.
The portrayal of violence towards Palestinians is primarily
descriptive and context-specific, whether in regard to physical,
military violence against Palestinians or whether in depictions
of structural or spatial violence (settlements, checkpoints,
barriers). The opponent is described as aggressive and hostile.
The language, however, is for the most part objective in tone
and avoids inflammatory expressions.
History and (some) social studies textbooks present violence
perpetrated by Palestinians as a legitimate means of
resistance in certain periods of Palestinian history: violent
methods, the depictions suggest, have occupied a prominent
place on the long path to national sovereignty and liberation
from the yoke of occupation, alongside peaceful and
diplomatic ways of contesting Israel. The textbooks primarily
refer to the First Intifada when describing acts of violence
committed by Palestinians against the Israeli occupation.
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Terrorist operations are presented as a necessary means
during a historical phase in the Palestinian struggle. Besides
the violent forms of ‘revolutionary’ resistance declared to be
‘military strategy’, the textbooks for social studies, geography
and history over four consecutive school years repeatedly call
for reflection on peaceful versus violent forms of protest.

RECOGNITION OF ISRAEL AND RENUNCIATION
OF TERROR IN SOURCE MATERIAL
The Israeli-Palestinian peace process is discussed in a history
textbook for year 10, which quotes the speech given by the
Egyptian president Anwar El-Sadat in front of the Israeli
parliament in 1977 and the letters of mutual recognition
between Israel and the PLO from September 1993. These
sources document different steps taken towards the
recognition of Israel and the renunciation of violence and
terrorism by the PLO. The recognition of Israel’s right to
exist in peace and security documented in the letters by
Yasser Arafat and Yitzhak Rabin stands in contrast to the
questioning of the legitimacy of the State of Israel in other
passages and textbooks.

entire sample of textbooks for mathematics and the natural
sciences studied, only five per cent of the RLC directly address
the conflict, its manifestations and consequences, and the
contentious parties.
These conflict-related RLC include those of a non-escalatory
nature, when a grievance related to the conflict is described
using semantic and didactic moderation and where the
depiction is not overly emotive. Escalatory RLC, in contrast,
not only name the precise grievance and those held
responsible but also detail the actions of the opposing
protagonists – in most cases the Israeli military – portraying
them as objectionable. Such escalatory RLC use semantic and
didactic means to amplify the negative characterisation of the
opponent in the conflict. Although they do not contain calls
for violence, escalatory RLC can intensify feelings of animosity
and anger towards the adversary and therefore do not serve
to mitigate feelings of hatred towards the ‘other’.

TEXTBOOKS FOR EAST JERUSALEM SCHOOLS,
AMENDED BY ISRAELI AUTHORITIES

Real-life connections (RLC) are references to everyday life
that in textbooks for the STEM subjects serve to illustrate
mathematical and scientific learning. Language textbooks
also employ this technique. The Palestinian STEM textbooks
analysed for this Report make extensive use of RLC and thus
implement the UNESCO recommendation to incorporate
examples relating to the everyday lives of students into
teaching and textbooks in order to convey specific content
(double-purpose learning).

As Israel has annexed East Jerusalem and controls the
education sector in this part of the city, Israeli authorities
approve and amend textbooks for use in East-Jerusalem
schools. A comparison of textbooks published by the MoE
and those altered for use in East Jerusalem disclosed a
significant amount of changed material. These amendments
are not marked in any way. The only immediate indication of
differences between the original textbooks and the versions
amended by the Israeli authorities is the removal of the
Palestinian MoE logo, the Palestinian flag and the Palestinian
Curriculum Development Center’s logo from the front cover
and the stamp of the original publishing house from the back
cover. The curriculum centre logo is also deleted from the
imprint page.

The vast majority (more than 90 %) of RLC in Palestinian
textbooks for mathematics and the natural sciences are
predominantly peaceful in nature, referencing simple
everyday occurrences. RLC with references to Palestinian
nation-building comprise approximately a quarter of the total
RLC identified. The majority of these relate to Palestinian
culture or other national symbols or practices without
focusing on the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In the

The comparison has revealed that the changes predominantly
affect content referring to the conflict and occupation. This
occurs on two levels: the first is the removal of depictions
of violence between Palestinians and Israelis, particularly
the removal of passages with didactic or linguistic escalatory
potential. The second is an idealised portrayal of the
coexistence of Israelis and Palestinians in the amended
passages, with no mention of existing tensions.

ESCALATORY AND NON-ESCALATORY
REPRESENTATIONS OF CONFLICT
IN REAL-LIFE CONNECTIONS (RLC)
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Israel is named in maps, for example, and symbolic maps of
All-Palestine are removed. Concrete examples of peaceful
cooperation and mutual support are depicted. But references
to Palestinian identity or national symbols are deleted,
as are passages detailing cultural commemoration and
remembrance. The removal of entire chapters on regional
and Palestinian history fundamentally changes the national
narrative.

REVISIONS TO TEXTBOOKS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020/2021
An overview conducted after the initial completion of this
Report compared 18 textbook editions for the 2020/2021
academic year with their earlier versions. This comparison
identified differing types and quantities of changes depending
on subject and school year. Alongside the more general
pedagogic and didactic amendments (learning objectives,
etc.) the contents of the 2020 editions exhibit striking
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changes when compared to their predecessors. These
vary according to subject: textbooks for Arabic language
and Islamic education more systematically include female
positions. Furthermore, the comparison identified revisions
in the portrayal of Israelis in violent contexts. References to
protagonists of armed Palestinian resistance have in some
places been altered or removed.
Several RLCs in textbooks for mathematics and the natural
sciences that referenced the conflict have been changed in
the 2020 versions. Some of these changes remove escalatory
potential and in others, reference to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict has been erased completely.
A larger didactic unit in a textbook for Islamic education,
which was discussed in detail in Chapter 3 of this Report with
regard to its anti-Semitic motives, has been changed in several
aspects in the 2020 edition, thereby reducing the negative
focus on Jews.

8 NOTES ON THE TRANSLITERATION

8

NOTES ON THE TRANSLITERATION

The system of transliteration used in this Report is that of IJMES (International Journal for Middle Eastern Studies).

CONSONANTS

VOWELS

’
ب
ت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ك
ل
م
ن
ه
و
ي

Long Vowels
 اor ʼ ā
 وū
 يī

(hamza)
b
t
th
j
ḥ
kh
d
dh
r
z
s
sh
ṣ
ḍ
ṭ
ẓ
ʿ
gh
f
q
k
l
m
n
h
w
y

Doubled
 يi yy (final form ī)
 وuww (final form ū)
Diphthongs
 وau or aw
Short
--- a
u
i
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9

ANNEX: SELECTION OF TEXTBOOKS
AND TEACHER GUIDES

LEGEND OF COLOUR CODING
first edition

second edition

third edition

fourth edition

experimental edition

(I) ARABIC LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019
#

Year Title with English Translation

9

5

10

5

11

6

12

6

13

6

[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

14

6

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

15

6

16

7

17

7

18

7

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

19

7

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

20

7

21

7

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
 اللغة العربية/ [ دليل معلمArabic Language Teacher Guide]

22

8

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

23

8

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

24

8

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

25

8

26

9

27

9

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

28

9

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

2

5

3

6

3

7

4

8

4
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Type Part

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

second

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

second

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF
PDF/
print
PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

first

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

II

2019

2017/2018

second

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF
PDF/
print
PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

II

2019

2017/2018

second

2018

2018/2019

first

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF
PDF/
print
PDF
PDF/
print
PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

II

2019

2017/2018

first

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF
PDF/
print

I

2018

2017/2018

experimental

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental
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31

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
10 [ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
10 [ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

32

10

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

33

10

34

11

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
 املسار األكادميي/ املطالعة والقواعد والعروض والتعبري/ )١( اللغة العربية

35

12

29
30

9

[The Arabic Language (1): reading, grammar, expression
and prosody; academic track]

 املسار األكادميي/ املطالعة والقواعد والعروض والتعبري/ )١( اللغة العربية

[The Arabic Language (1): reading, grammar, expression
and prosody; academic track]

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

first

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF
PDF/
print
PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

II

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

2019

2018/2019

first

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

PDF

(II) SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019
#

Year Title with English Translation

1

1

2

1

3

1

التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ [National and Life Education]
التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ [National and Life Education]
 دليل املعلم/التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ

4

1

 دليل املعلم/التبية الوطن ّية والحيات ّية
ّ

5

2

6

2

7

2

التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ [National and Life Education]
التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ [National and Life Education]
 دليل املعلم/التبية الوطن ّية والحيات ّية
ّ

8

2

9

Type Part
PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

second

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2016

2016/2017

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

second

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

second

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2016

2016/2017

experimental

 دليل املعلم/التبية الوطنيّة والحياتيّة
ّ

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

second

3

التنشئة الوطنية واالجتامعية

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

first

10

3

التنشئة الوطنية واالجتامعية

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

first

11

4

التنشئة الوطنية واالجتامعية

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

second

12

4

التنشئة الوطنية واالجتامعية

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

second

13

5

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

14

5

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

15

5

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

16

5

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

[National and Life Education Teacher Guide]
[National and Life Education Teacher Guide]

[National and Life Education Teacher Guide]
[National and Life Education Teacher Guide]
[National and Social Upbringing]
[National and Social Upbringing]
[National and Social Upbringing]
[National and Social Upbringing]

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]
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(II) SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019 (CONTINUED)
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]

17

6

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

18

6

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

19

6

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

20

6

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]

print/
scan

II

2019

2017/2018

second

21

7

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

22

7

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

23

7

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

first,
experimental

24

7

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

I

2019

2017/2018

second

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

25

9

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]

print/
scan

26

9

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]

PDF

(III) HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019
#

Year Title with English Translation

Type Part

1

10

[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصGeography of

print

I

2018

2017/2018

first

2

10

[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصGeography of

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

3

10

[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصGeography of

print

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

4

10

[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصGeography of

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

5

10

2018

2018/2019

experimental

6

11

7

11

8

11

9

12

10

12

11

11

12

11

13

11

14

12

15

12

16

12

178

Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History]
Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History]
Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History]
Palestine and its Modern and Contemporary History]

 دليل املعلم/جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارص

[Geography of Palestine and its Modern and
Contemporary History Teacher Guide]

PDF

[ دراسات جغرافيةGeography]
[ دراسات جغرافيةGeography]
[ دراسات جغرافيةGeography]
[ دراسات جغرافيةGeography]
[ دراسات جغرافيةGeography]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2018/2019

second

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

2019

2018/2019

first

PDF

I

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2019

2019/2018

second

print

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

2019

2018/2019

first
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(IV) RELIGIOUS EDUCATION TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019
#

Year Title with English Translation

20

9

21

10

22

10

23

10

24

10

25

10

26

11

27

11

28

12

29

6

التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
( (دليل املعلم/ التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education Teacher Guide]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
( (دليل املعلم/ التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education Teacher Guide]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
[Islamic
Education]
ّ
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
" "دليل املعلم/ التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education Teacher Guide]
التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
 الحياة املسيحية/ االرتبية املسيحية

30

7

 يسوع فادينا/ الرتبية املسيحية

31

8

32

9

 كنيستنا/ التبية املسيحيّة
ّ [Christian education. Our Church]
 النمو يف اإلميان/ التبية املسيح ّية
ّ

33

10

34

12

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

4

6

4

7

5

8

5

9

6

10

6

11

7

12

8

13

8

14

8

15

8

16

9

17

9

18

9

19

9

Type Part

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

second

2018

2018/2019

experimental

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

first

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF
PDF

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

print

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

I

2019

2018/2019

second

print

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

first

print

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

print

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

first

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

 أنا الطريق والحق والحياة/ التبية املسيحيّة
ّ [Christian education.

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

 السيد املسيح البداية والنهاية/ التبية املسيح ّية
ّ [Christian education.

PDF

2019

2018/2019

first

[Christian Education. The Christian Life]

[Christian Education. Jesus Our Redeemer]

[Christian education. Growing in Faith]
I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life]

The Messiah, the Beginning and the End]
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(V) MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE 2017-2019
#

Year Title with English Translation

1

1

2

2

3

2

4

3

5

3

6

4

7

4

8

5

9

5

10

6

11

6

12

7

13

7

14

7

15

8

16

8

17

8

18

8

19

8

[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
 دليل املعلم/ [ رياضياتMathematics Teacher Guide]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]

20

9

[ الرياضياتMathematics]

21

9

22

9

23

9

24

9

[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]

25

10

[ الرياضياتMathematics]

26

10

[ الرياضياتMathematics]

27

10

28

10

29
30
31
32

180

[ الرياضياتMathematics]

[ الرياضياتMathematics]
10  الرياضيات/[ دليل املعلمMathematics Teacher Guide]
10  املهني/ [ الرياضياتMathematics; vocational track]
10  املهني/ [ الرياضياتMathematics; vocational track)
 الفرع األديب والرشعي/ الرياضيات
11

[Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks]

Type Part

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

print

II

2018

2016/2017

first

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

second

print

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

print

I

2018

2016/2017

second

PFD

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

first

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

second

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF
print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

print

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF/
print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

print

II

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF/
print

I

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF/
print

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

PDF

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF/
print

2018

2017/2018

first
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33

11

 األديب والرشعي/ [ دليل رياضياتMathematics Teacher Guide;

PDF

2018

2018/2019

first

34

12

 الفرع األديب والرشعي/ الرياضيات

print

2018

2018/2019

experimental

35

12

 الفرع األديب والرشعي/ الرياضيات

PDF

2019

2018/2019

first

36

3

37

4

38

4

39

7

40

7

41

7

42

8

43

8

44

8

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
 دليل املعلم/ [ العلوم والحياةScience and Life Teacher Guide]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
 دليل املعلم/ [ العلوم والحياةScience and Life Teacher Guide]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]

45

8

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]

46

8

47

8

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
 دليل املعلم/[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life Teacher Guide]

48

9

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]

49

56

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
9 [ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
9 [ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
9 [ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
10 [ العلوم الحياتيةLife Sciences]
10 [ العلوم الحياتيةLife Sciences]
10 [ العلوم الحياتيةLife Sciences]
 العلمي والزراعي/ العلوم الحياتية

57

11

 العلمي والزراعي/  العلوم الحياتية/ [ دليل املعلمLife Sciences

58

12

59

humanities and sharia tracks]

[Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks]
[Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks]

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

II

2019

2016/2017

third

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF
PDF

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

2018

2018/2019

experimental

print

PDF
I

2017

2016/2017

experimental

PDF

I

2018

2016/2017

first

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

second

PDF/
print

II

2017

2017/2018

first,
experimental

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

2018

2018/2019

experimental

PDF
PDF/
print

I

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

I

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2017

2017/2018

experimental

print

II

2018

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2019

2017/2018

second

print

2017

2017/2018

experimental

PDF

2018

2017/2018

first

PDF

2019

2017/2018

second

2019

2017/2018

second

PDF

2018

2018/2019

experimental

 العلمي والزراعي/العلوم الحياتية

PDF

2019

2018/2019

experimental

11

 العلمي والزراعي/الكيمياء

PDF

2019

2017/2018

second

60

12

 العلمي والزراعي/الكيمياء

PDF

2019

2018/2019

first

61

11

 العلمي والصناعي/الفيزياء

PDF

2019

2017/2018

second

50
51
52
53
54
55

9

11

[Life Sciences; scientific and agricultural tracks]
Teacher Guide; scientific and agricultural tracks]
[Life Sciences; scientific and agricultural tracks]
[Chemistry; scientific and agricultural tracks]
[Chemistry; scientific and agricultural tracks]
[Physics; scientific and industrial tracks]

PDF

II

II

II
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(VI) TEXTBOOKS PUBLISHED BY MOE IN 2020
#

Year Title with English Translation

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

6

7

7

9

8

7

9

10

10

11

[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ لغتنا الجميلةOur Beautiful Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]
[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]
[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصPalestine’s

Geography and its Modern and Contemporary History]

16

[ الدراسات التاريخيةHistory]
5 التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
5 التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
10 التبية اإلسالميّة
ّ [Islamic Education]
4 [ الرياضياتMathematics]
9 [ الرياضياتMathematics]
 الفرع األديب والرشعي/ الرياضيات

17

7

18

8

11
12
13
14
15

11

[Mathematics; humanities and sharia tracks]

[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]

Type Part

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

PDF

II

2020

2016/2017

fourth

PDF

II

2020

2016/2017

fourth

PDF

II

2020

2016/2017

fourth

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

II

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

second

PDF

II

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

II

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2020

2018/2019

third

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

II

2020

2017/2018

second

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2019

2016/2017

third

PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF
PDF

I

2020

2017/2018

third

PDF

I

2020

2016/2017

third

Year of
Publication

Academic
Year

Edition

(VII) TEXTBOOKS AMENDED BY ISRAELI AUTHORITIES
#

Year Title with English Translation

Type Part

1

7

[ اللغة العربيةThe Arabic Language]

PDF/
scan

II

2019

2018/2019

second

2

6

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامعيّةSocial Studies]

print/
scan

II

2019

2017/2018

second

3

9

[ ال ّدراسات اإلجتامع ّيةSocial Studies]

print/
scan

I

2018

2017/2018

first

4

10

[ جغرافية فلسطني وتاريخها الحديث واملعارصPalestine’s

PDF/
scan

I

2018

2017/2018

first

5

9

PDF

I

2019

2018/2019

first

6

2

print

I

2018

2016/2017

second

7

8

التبية اإلسالم ّية
ّ [Islamic Education]
[ الرياضياتMathematics]
[ العلوم والحياةScience and Life]

print

I

2018

2016/2017

first
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